
Limitations: The adverse event and product problem reports contained in this record are not 
necessarily causally related to (caused by) the reported product, nor do they mean the product 
was defective. Consumer complaints involving animal foods are received by FDA through 
voluntary reporting systems. Not all reports undergo follow up actions by FDA; however, each 
report received is important to FDA as part of our ongoing surveillance efforts related to pet 
food safety. Trends in reporting can provide an early warning of emerging safety issues of 
concern.  

 
Other limitations: 

 
• For any given report, there is no certainty that the reported pet food caused the adverse 

event. The adverse event(s) reported may be more related to an underlying disease, 
condition, or concomitantly administered medication. 

• The report narratives are provided in the form in which we received them, the quality of 
the information provided about the adverse event/product problem is dependent on 
the quality of the information received from the veterinarian and/or pet owner. 

• Adverse event report numbers should not be used to calculate incidence rates or 
measures of relative risk. It is not data from a controlled study, and there is no accurate 
way to know the true size of the population exposed to a product, nor the true 
population affected with an adverse event. 

• Adverse event data should not be used to compare the safety of different products. 
Many factors can influence reporting, and products that are more widely distributed or 
sold in greater volume may have more reporting than those with limited distribution or 
sales. Products for which there has been recent publicity may experience more 
reporting for a period of time afterwards. Underreporting is also common with adverse 
event reporting systems. 

 



Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON-424430 4/30/2020 4:40 Paws Happy Life complete 

Formula. Pay and Save Inc. 
Claim#F AB2871 date of loss

on their end 
6 . Sunshine Mills 

Inc. The representativ)=(§] 
the sent to us (Q) ( 6) 

,Mv. husband suffers from I l D) ( 6 JJ 
(b) (6). (b)(6) alerts me by barking and sounding off. He is more then 

 family, words cannot express the bond between the two. My husband and I 
6(b)( l have no children. is our with us goes everywhere with 

us. My husband is on 6 
(b)({ b) (6 . has saved his life several times. 

Including in April of last year 2019. My husband woke up in the middle of the 
night to use the restroom, all of a sudden (b) (6) who was sleeping with us gets 
out of bed and starts barking to alert me and wake me up. I got out of bed to 
find my husband passed out in the hallway. He would not come too, so I called 
91 1. They arrived within 2 minutes. They informed me he was having a 

(Q) (61 They called life flight but they were not available. He was
rushed to a hospital 2 hours away. He died twice and ended up having 7 
bypasses at age 6

(b)( ) il<6J never left his side in the hospital. My husband was in 
the hospital almost a month. So no amount of money could ever replace him. 
I'm just telling you all the times (b) <6J saved my Two weeks 
before this happen we had just moved to a new town. b 6 population 
maybe 1000. We did not know a soul. We feed him the same Dog food for 
years. I know what goes into his body at all times, we are with him 24-7. I r:an 
out of food and at the last minute ran to the only grocery store in town[Ei)__.(6j 
there selection was horrible. I grabbed a bag that stated made by Purina, so I 
assumed it would be safe little did I know. Within 24hrs after eating one bowl of
dog food he became severely sick. He started shooting out enormous amounts
of blood from both ends, it terrified my husband and I we have never seen so 
much blood. It covered all the room, carpet ,walls, you name it. We rush him to 
the vet right away. We brought the dog food bag with us, knowing this was 
what made him sick. As soon as he got in the room were the vet could see 
him, he filled the vets room with blood from both ends. The vet even said I 
have never seen anything like this. He took blood and gave him antibiotics and 
3-4 more medicines . The vet was impressed that we brought the bag of dog 
food with us, he stated most are not as responsible as ya'll. He asked us to 

9 Hours Black Mouth Cur Dog 75 Pound 
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EON‐424427 4/30/2020 1:20 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Recipe with 
Smoked Salmon
A Grain-Free Diet

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 62 PoundHe had thrown up several times. There was no blood of anything like that. He 
was back to himself the evening of March 12th. The following day my grandson 

and I took my 2 big dogs to go for a hike. We parked and proceeded to walk 
across the street to the trail head. (b) (6)  collapsed as we were almost all the
way across the street. His breathing was labored and he could not stand up. A 
passerby saw me struggling to carry (b) (6)  back to the truck so he stopped
and carried him then loaded him into the truck for me. I called the vet but was 
diverted to another vet who was taking the emergency calls that weekend. I 
thought he’d be dead by the time we got there. The vet immediately started 
emergency care. He said (b) (6)  was shocky, they were running iv fluids,
doing X-rays, doing ultrasounds, drawing labs, giving steroids and other 

medications. He told he did not know if (b) (6)  would make it. He did survive
after spending 3 days and nights there but through it all, all the exams and 

tests the vet is not certain what happened. When I brought (b) (6)  home he
could barely walk and still had some rattling breath sounds. The vet did tell me 
to stop feeding the dog food I was using immediately because it is on a list of 

foods that cause health issues for dogs. The vet did say he believes what 
happened was some type of cardiac event. He said we could do a troponin 
level for 220.00 and we could check for taurine deficiency for 400.00 (grain 
free dog foods are missing taurine and it is needed for heart health), but he 

said I really need to spend 600.00 for a heart echocardiogram because that will 
give us the most useful information. He also understood that I had been told 

several weeks before by my out of state vet that my other large dog needed a 
heart echocardiogram. So I was facing spending 1,200.00 more than the 
current tab of over 1,300.00. My other large dog is a Siberian husky. He 

developed a dry cough. The vets nor I hear any fluid around his heart or lungs. 
At the vet clinic I use in (b) (6)a vet there told me I should have a heart echo
performed on the husky. I was just starting to find out how bad grain free dog 

food could be for the health of large dogs. The vet that performs the heart 
echos will not come to (b) (6)  until he feels safe due to the China virus. I

checked with another clinic here and they use the same vet to do the heart 
echos. In the mean time I was still feeding my little miniature pinscher the dog 
food when she became sine with diarrhea and vomiting. My dogs are never 

sick so this is all very unusual. Also I’d just received a new bag of this dog food 
the day before (b) (6) collapsed. He had 2 meals from the new bag.
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EON‐424213 4/28/2020 18:44 Royal Canin urinary SO Mixed (Cat) Cat

EON‐424065 4/28/2020 9:04 IAMS ProActive Health 
Weight & Hairball Care Adult
Indoor Dry Cat Food

I found several small metal fragments in my cats dry cat food, I threw all the 
 food away and contacted Iams and the FDA.

EON‐423943 4/27/2020 15:16 NaturVet Hemp Quiet 
Moments Plus Hemp Seed

Opened brand new cat treats that were sealed, and it was filled with bugs.

EON‐423821 4/26/2020 20:00 Royal Canin Urinary SO 
Moderate Calorie Dry Food

Cat had been on Royal Canin Urinary SO wet food for over a year, but I added 
Royal Canin Urinary SO Moderate Calorie dry food in February, based on a 
vet's recommendation to switch her off a grain-free diet. After a month she 
began vomiting regularly, then experiencing diarrhea and projectile vomiting for 
about a week before I thought it might be the dry food. It was her second bag 
of the food. Bought from Chewy. After taking her off the food she remained ill 
with symptoms of Irritable Bowel Disease. She is now in Prednisolone, 
Cerenia, and Pepcid daily for her digestion issues.
I just checked the Royal Canin website and see that every since review since 
December 19. Prior to that they were all glowing reviews. Currently there are

10 Years American Shorthair Cat

EON‐423813 4/26/2020 18:00 Purina ProPlan Savor
Chicken

Dog collapsed while defacating. He was diagnosed with DCM and AFIB. He 
ate Purina Proplan Savor Chicken n sometimes beef version.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 83 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been on Royal Canin Urinary SO dry prescription cat food for about 
8 years. Recently we purchased a new bag from our vet and noticed that the 
packing had changed from a green label to gold. (b) (6)  now vomits almost
every time after he eats which consists of vial and food only (no hair). He also 
is consuming a significant amount of water. Today we decided to look online 
and stumbled upon review after review of the identical complaint about this 
food causing cats to vomit and dehydrate. Obviously concerned we have 
contacted our vet and I have wrote the manufacturer an email. Since he has 
been prescribed this for kidney stone issues historically we do not have 
immediate ability to switch to a different food.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐423782 4/26/2020 5:28 The Honest Kitchen 
Pumpkin Pour Overs

PET OWNERS BEWARE! The packaging for this product is mislabeled; the 
promised weight and nutrition facts are not accurate. I contacted The Honest 
Kitchen over a month ago, hoping it was an “honest” mistake. They said they’d 
look into it and get back to me, but never did.

I started using The Honest Kitchen’s Pour Overs product as a supplement for 
my elderly dog’s meal. Because of his age, I watch his health and nutrition 
very closely.

It seemed to me like the volume of food in the Pour Overs was less than I 
expected based on the packaging's net weight listing, so I weighed the product 
on our kitchen scale. The net weight advertised on the packaging for this 
product - 5.5oz/155.9g  - is not the actual weight of the food inside. The food 
weight listed on the label is inclusive of the packaging. The actual food 
provided is almost 10% less than the label promises.

Other brands' pour overs and wet foods list the actual weight of the food inside 
without the packaging. The FDA and AAFCO both require this.

The Honest Kitchen’s labeled calorie content for these Pour Overs is also 
based on the inaccurate weight, so if you’re basing your pet’s diet on the 
brand’s label your pet is consuming less calories per meal than they need. It's 
unclear if the guaranteed analysis numbers are also based on this 
miscalculated weight.

I contacted The Honest Kitchen directly in hopes they’d respond and resolve 
this, but since I haven’t heard back from them, I wanted to warn other pet 
owners.

EON‐423734 4/25/2020 12:44 Taste of the Wild and 
zignature

He got sick very sick at night took to vet next morning vet said his heart 
sounded muffled put him on it fluids and within on an hour he passed away 
due to fluid around his heart. Just now learned about grain free foods causing 
this issue. He was feed taste of the wild and signature only.

6 Years Bulldog - American Dog 140 Pound
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EON‐423725 4/25/2020 10:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Just 6 
since Jan 1 2019. Wegmans 
Grain Free from ~~ June 
2018 till Jan 2019.

Gradual (6 mos; 2019 - 2020) onset reduced energy and occasional sporadic 
dry cough, 3 lb weight loss. During a 15 min intense exercise session 
(retrieving) (b) (6) /20 early AM, he suddenly collapsed and expired. No 
premorbid symptoms during exercise. Immediate institution of full CPR was 
fruitless. No evidence of pulmonary edema, (good pulmonary compliance, 
absence of foam). Abdomen soft and non distended. No focal neurological 
symptoms whatsoever.

5.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐423495 4/24/2020 9:44 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight 
(With real chicken the #1 
ingredient and accents of 
apples carrots and green 

Dog has had diarrhea since the start of eating the food

*dog is only recovering due to medications and current, restrictive diet

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐423494 4/24/2020 9:36 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight 
(With real chicken the #1 
ingredient and accents of 
apples carrots and green 
beans)

Rapid onset of vomiting blood, expelling bloody uncontrollable diarrhea, 
severely dehydrated that turned out to be HGE (Hemorrhagic Gastroenteritis), 
a deadly bacterial infection in the dog’s stomach.

*Dog food was stopped immediately after problems started. She was seen and
diagnosed at MedVet. (b) (6)  has been taking medications for a week, chicken
and rice only diet. She has been recovering. As soon as small amount of dog
food was mixed back into her diet through the recovery process, problems
became apparent again.

4 Years Collie - Border Dog 35 Pound
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EON‐423437 4/23/2020 17:40 wellness pate chicken 
entrée. smooth loaf

I opened the can and had to cat smell it. He ran from it. I noticed there was a 
very strong foul odor. I call the Customer Service telephone number and 
reported that the food was not fresh, stating it had a foul. And, I asked to return 
the item. I bought the item with my credit card. The company received my full 
name and phone number--which would show my information, since I have a 
Petco Rewards Account. But, the company stated "we have to get back to 
you." Petco Company took down NO INFORMATION about the item, so they 
could at least investigate and possibly pull the item from the store shelves of 
their distributors of this cat food (Wellness Brand Cat Food). Luckily, my cat 
refused to eat the food.

12 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐423410 4/23/2020 16:49 INSTINCT® RAW BOOST®,
NutriSource Beef & Rice 
Dog Food

 Feb 2019 - (b) (6)  presented to ER for a collapsing episode. Echocardiogram 
revealed ARVC w/ DCM like changes, telemetry showed isolated VPCs and 
periods of ventricular bigeminy. 
Diet: Instinct Raw Boost

July 2019: BNP 3589
Echo findings: stable compared to Feb 2019
Diet: Nutricource beef and rice

Feb 2020: BNP 1859
Echo findings: Smaller LV dimensions, normal LV wall thickness and cavity 
size, contractile function is improved and is now low normal. LA remains 
normal in size. Good arrhythmia control. 
Diet: Royal Canin Hydrolyzed Protein diet as of August/Sept 2019.

5.74 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 28.7 Kilogra
m

EON‐423409 4/23/2020 16:49 Wellness Gravies. Grain 
Free. Turkey Dinner. Bits in
Ample Gravy.

 
This store had SEVERAL bent cans of cat food on the shelf. It took me about 
20 minutes or so to look through all the cans to find those that were not bent 
because I wanted to buy cat food for the month. However, when I arrived 
home, I still found cat food that was very bent.
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EON‐423398 4/23/2020 16:28 wellness pate grain free. 
smooth loaf. chicken entrée.

The food had a very foul smell. I always allow my cat to smell his food before I 
feed it to him. He smelled the food and refused to go near his bowl. Usually, he
follows me to the bowl to eat. I bought the food over a week or so ago; but, I 
opened the can today.

 

EON‐423394 4/23/2020 15:49 BLUE Life Protection 
Formula Dry Dog Food - 
chicken

9.1 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 27.5 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  was seen by his rDVM back in November as the owner thought his heart 
was beating faster. X-rays were done that showed an enlarged heart. He was 
started on pimobendan 7.5mg BID and furosemide (unknown dose) this 
seemed to help, but was only used for 7 days. (b) (6)  seemed to have a normal 
period, but then again started being more lethargic. He was restarted on 
pimobendan and half the dose of the original furosemide. This did not help as 
much. These medications were stopped a week ago. (b) (6)  is currently not on
medications. He was historically on a grain free diet that was changed in 
November of this year. Today he was told to come to the ER since he was not 
improving.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐423392 4/23/2020 15:44 Science Diet Adult 1-6 Small 
Bites

My dog and a neighbor dog have been sickened by Science Diet's Small Bites 
(Chicken and Barley Recipe)

4 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 18 Pound

April 17, 2020, we opened a new bag of Science Diet Small Bites Dog food. 
My dog (b) (6)  ate two meals of the food, mixed with a little rice and the 

Science Diet sensitive stomach kibbles.

The next morning she vomited. She was very lethargic; her urination was even 
more unusual than it had been (hardly any large output, even after just waking 
up in the morning); she had weakness in her back legs when she walked - a 
slightly wobbly gait; her eyes were not very bright; she was hunched over. 

But this wasn't the first time we've had a problem with the same dog food. 
Since we adopted her in December, (b) (6)  had always rejected the last quarter
of a 4 pound bag of the Small Bites. She wouldn't eat it. I had to throw it out - 

every bag. The one exception is the previous bag, which she just finished. She 
refused to eat the bottom quarter, but I mixed it with rice and a stew dog food 

to make it more appealing. We even gve her treats to eat it because she 
continued to refuse at first. (I pushed it on her because I was worried that we 

might have a hard time getting more dog food eventually, if quarantining lasted 
a long time.)

Looking back since December or January, around the time we pushed the 
"bottom of the barrel" on her, she started acting strange - withdrawing, scared, 
hunched over, lethargic, unfocused, urinating alot but usually very little each 
time, not very bright eyed. When we gave her food from the new bag, she 

continued to have these siymptoms but also vomited for the first time. 

I wasn't sure the food was hurting her until I gave some of the newly opened 
food to a neighbor for her dog. Her dog devoured it for one night, but then 

refused to eat it from then on.

Since last Saturday, I have not given her this Science Diet food. I have given 
her boiled chicken, rice, chicken broth and some vet-supplied W/D.

Is there still a Vitamin D problem with Science Diet dog food ?

I have alot of food left, which can be tested.

Thank you.
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EON‐423365 4/23/2020 12:24 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Puppy Recipe

1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐423302 4/22/2020 21:04 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 
Gourmet Cat Food

My cat vomited after eating food. He has been eating Purina Fancy Feast 
Gravy Lovers canned food for 3 yrs now and loves it. I recently purchased a 30 
can variety package from online pet supplier Chewy.com. He refused to eat the 
first 3 days I started feeding him from this package, even bolting away from his 
dish when I set it down for him. I stopped feeding for a few days, then tried 
again about 4 days later. He ate about 1/2 of the can then walked away. 
Approximately 15 minutes later he vomited. He still will not eat any of the 
Gravy Lovers product from that package. I purchased some cans of Gravy 
lovers and some cans of the Grilled Chicken canned foods that day from 
Walmart. He is eating the Grilled Chicken product without any issues but will 
not touch the Gravy Lovers products. I do not not what is wrong with this 
particular product but I strongly feel there is something wrong with it. I noticed 
that in the last few months there are other cat owners who have similar stories 
concerning Fancy Feast foods. I have not called Purina, as others are saying 
that Purina is denying any product issues and just send them coupons. My 
hope is that others have also expressed their concerns with you as well so that 
it can be looked into and hopefully keep other's pets from becoming sick.

11 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10 Pound

EON‐423235 4/22/2020 15:16 Purina ProPlan Focus Adult 
Sensitive Skin and Stomach 
Salmon & rice formula

We started a new bag of dog food and our dog started having loose stools, to 
the point of diarrhea. This is the same food she has been eating for the better 
part of a year. We tried mixing her kibble with rice and other milder foods but 
she saw no relief. Her stool was tested and she was found to have a bacterial 
imbalance. She was treated with antibiotics and prescription kibble. She was 
one week past the antibiotics and acting normally, so we started introducing 
small amounts of her regular kibble back into her diet. She has gone from 
perfectly normal stools to liquid after one meal of the regular kibble. It has 
taken this episode to realize the new bag of dog food may be the culprit. She is 
also passing extremely foul gas which is not normal for her.

11 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 74 Pound

EON‐423234 4/22/2020 15:16 ABOUND - Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe

Constant bad diarrhea, incontinence, urinary tract infection. 2 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 25 Pound
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(b) (6)
 was diagnosed with dilated cardio myopathy, or DCM. She has been fed 

Taste of the Wild grain-free dog food since she was a puppy. She was 
diagnosed in March of 2020. A canine cardiologist and veterinarian said it was 
likely due to the grain-free food she was on, but that they have never seen 
symptoms like these in a dog so young.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐423167 4/21/2020 23:36 Sheba Perfect Portion 
Multipack Paté

I have a multipack of Sheba's "Perfect Portions" and upon opening some of the 
wet food containers they are moldy. I had a pack before where I noticed mold 
on a few pouches (about half) and threw those away. I did feed the remaining 
ones (might have been stupid looking back on it, but I am in a rural place and I 
did not want to go out for more food during a pandemic). In this pack, all the 
ones I opened so far (3) are moldy. The best by date is: 07/2020. UCP code: 
2310012400. I think the batch code is: 838D14JC02. I will not be feeding the 
rest and will be holding on to them until the best by date runs out in case you 
want to collect them. 

I do not know how important these things are to you, but especially in a time 
were everyone is worrying about the pandemic and is short on money, I don't 
want cats to get sick and potentially die from food poisoning. Sheba is not a 
good food brand, I know that, but food should not mold before the due date. 
And usually by the time it is moldy, I suspect it is already bad. I am fortunate 
enough to have food from a different, more high quality brand, as well as 
balanced raw food, but many do not. I don't know anything about your job, but I 
would hope this food gets recalled. I did notify Sheba, and I will also be 
notifying "Truth About Pet Food". I am telling you this for transparency 
reasons. I will also be keeping an eye on my cats. If they get sick, I will find out 
what made them sick, and go against Sheba. Another reason why I am holding 
on to this food, as I highly suspect that more of these packs are moldy. 

The date below is the approximate day I opened the first pack with moldy food.

EON‐423135 4/21/2020 18:28 Nature's Domain 11/15/2019: presented for vomiting and diarrhea, no heart murmur detected on 
physical exam (recovered with supportive care)
3/19/2020: presented for coughing, 3/6 systolic murmur heard, treated for 
presumptive kennel cough, no improvement
(b) (6)(b) (6) : chest xrays and cardioologist performed ultrasound confirmed 
dilated cardiomyopathy
tried to stabilize as inpatient but unable to
(b) (6)(b) (6) : euthanized

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 78 Pound

EON‐423056 4/21/2020 11:44 Taste of the Wild high prarie 
grain free

history of heart murmur since at least 2017 (that was the first time we've seen 
him) no diagnostics previously done and has been asymptomatic until recently. 
1-2 month history of coughing, lethargy, and gagging and breathing heavy and
weight loss.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 53 Pound



EON‐422937 4/20/2020 12:56 Nutro Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain-Free Adult Duck & 
Lentils Recipe Dry Dog Food

We have been feeding the Nutro Grain Free food for years. We adopted 
(b) (6)

 in July of 2019 for a rescue. He was in perfect health as I took him to our 
vet when he came to live with us. My husband started to walk him after the 
weather warmed up, he started with a cough and noticed his breathing was not 
right. We took him in and started on antibiotics and steroids. After a few days, 
we did not see any improvements so back to the vet. This time we took x rays, 
after the doctor reviewed it, I was told his heart was enlarged and lungs full of 
fluid. The vet suspect it was from the food since he was healthy prior to all of 
this happening.  (b) (6) went home with Lasix and multiple antibiotics. His
symptoms improved but once the Lasix was finished, he was back to 
struggling to breath. Called the vet and she suggested he will need to be on 
the Lasix for the rest of his life due to the damage it has caused. He was on 
the medicine three times a day and we had to reduce it to twice a day after 
three days, but he went down hill. His body couldn't do it any more, his lungs 
filled up and he was coughing trying to get the fluid out. From the coughing, he 
bloated. I took him to the vet and she said, even if we did surgery, she didn't 
think he would make it because of his heart. We contacted Nutro corporate 
office, they said there was nothing they can do about it since the FDA has not 
pin point it to their food.....I wanted to contribute to the investigation of this type 
of dog food as it took my boy from me and left me heartbroken.

5 Years Mastiff Dog 140 Pound

EON‐422891 4/20/2020 2:12 Wellness core all flavors, 
Taste of the wild grain free
all flavors

 
10 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐422888 4/19/2020 23:36 Blue Buffalo Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe Indoor 
Health Adult Cat Food;

I adopted (b) (6)  from the humane society from a surrender. I fed him 
exclusively Blue Buffoe Indoor catfood and canned food. He was always 
indoor and very healthy with no prior health issues. He had congestive heart 
failure on (b) (6)  and died. He was a young healthy cat, and there is no 
indication he had heart problems prior to our adoption.

4 Years Colorpoint Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
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(b) (6)  had his check up yearly. In March 2017 he had a check up and 
shots. Vet thought she heard a slight murmur but was new and so faint she 
didn’t think it was troublesome. He was healthy and active. In April/May he 
snagged a nail and was seen at the vet but seemed fine otherwise. No 
indicators of trouble. On (b) (6)  he suddenly had an enlarged heart, 
liquid around the heart and congestive heart failure. He had a cardiac event 
and died. In the few days or maybe a week prior he was a little picky with his 
food but was still eating and drinking. I’ve fed grain free for years. I’ve fed 
wellness core grain free, Fromm, natural balance, orijen, taste of the wild for 
years. Dry kibble and occasional grain free wet as a treat. I had no idea there 
was a link. His illness and death was so sudden.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐422886 4/19/2020 22:52 old roy beef and cuts old roy 
beef and cuts 
068113144298 
068113131780 
068113144298 pet treats ol 
roy hb ol roy hb ol roy hb ol 
roy hb 068113110757 
068113110757 
068113110757 
068113110757 811314429

my dog 
(b) (6)

 started having seizures hitting her head on the floor and passed 
(b) (6)

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐422885 4/19/2020 22:48 My Lab. (b) (6)  has. Eaten. Blue. Buffalo holistic dogfood since she was a 
puppy recommended by. my vet she ate that Blue buffalo Holistic dog until she 
was 3 years old . none of the pet stores every told that harmful dog could be to 
my dog health. Then i put on Nature-Recipe. For 2 years. . none of the. Pet 
food store told me it was was on the list. Then bought food from chewy i found. 
the types tried changed on (b) (6)  all those foods were 16 dogfoods on the 
worst dogfood list. Because these companies i blame them for my dog getting 
sick having two tumors removed. Caused her have cancer.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound
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(b) (6)
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EON‐422873 4/19/2020 18:08 Good'n'Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs, Good'n'Fun Triple 
Flavor Rolls

7 Months Maltese Dog 8 Pound

EON‐422808 4/18/2020 16:44 Natural Balance Chicken & 
Liver Pate formula

Severe vomiting, lethargy, and muscle weakness for 24 hours. Stopped food 
and resumed two days later and the symptoms returned a second time.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound

To address my (b) (6)  teething and need to chew, on April 6, 2020 I bought a 
bag of Good'n'Fun Tripple Flavor Rolls and a bag of Good'n'Fun Triple Flavor 
Kabobs at the local Walmart in (b) (6)  On or around April 

10th, I gave (b) (6)  one of the rolls and a kabob to chew on. He chewed 
regularly on the roll and devoured the kabob, so I gave him another kebob on 
April 12th, and April 14th, while he continued to chew on his roll. Since giving 

(b) (6)  these products, despite the fact that no changes were made to his 
routine or diet, I began noticing his stool was becoming increasingly soft. By 

April 14th I noticed that he was eating less and less and seemed to be 
increasingly lethargic. On the morning of April 16th when I let him out of his 

cage, he defecated on the floor before he could get outside. Then at 2 AM on 
April 18th he had an episode of diaherra so severe that he defecated in his 

cage around 2 AM. After cleaning him and the cage up, I put him back to bed, 
but when I went to get him at 7 AM, he had had another episode of bad 

diaherra, and afterward he would not eat anything, was very lethargic, and 
started vomiting and dry heaving. Since it was a Saturday, I took him to the 

(b) (6) . After the vet hydrated him, checked his blood
work, and gave him an X-ray, she diagnosed him with gastroenteritis and 
prescribed an antibiotic, anti-nausea medication, and probiotics. He was 

unable to stand up that evening, but today he is better; I am to take him back 
to his vet on Monday for a follow-up. Last night I started reflecting on possible 
causes for his illness and I remembered his stool problems started shortly I 

had given him the Good'n'Fun products to chew on, so I decided to research 
them for any prior problems. From my research, I discovered that in June 2017 

there had been a recall of these products because quaternary ammonium 
compound mixture as a processing aid in the manufacturing of rawhide chews, 
but at that time the products were processed in South America. I also learned 
that the FDA had identified many problems with Chinese imported dog treats, 

including the use glycerin during processing, that these treats often lead to 
gastroenteritis. Both products have glycerine listed as an ingredient and were 
made in China (distributed by United Pet Group located in VA, a division of 

Spectrum Brands, Inc. The expiration date for the kabobs is 11/28/21 and the 
rolls is 11/30/2022. Other identifying info on the package of the kabobs is YU 

19 333 J2D039 and on the package of the rolls is Lot# Ja19303. Of note is that 
I also have a 14 year old Shih Tzu who did not eat these products and has not 

had any gastroenteritis or other illnesses.
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EON‐422726 4/17/2020 17:04 Nothin' to Hide Rawhide 
Alternative - chicken flavor
made by "Poochie", Stuffed 
Peanut Butter Rolls- chicken 
flavor made by "Poochie" a 
5 count

Dog went into foster on Wed 4/8/20. On Wed, Thurs, and Friday dog was fed 
Science diet just like was being fed at the shelter prior. Friday the dog was 
given one "Nothin' to Hide Rawhide Alternative" made by Fieldcrest Farms. Fri 
night the dog would not eat dinner. Sat she ate chicken and rice and then a 
"Stuffed Peanut Butter Roll made by Poochie. Two hours later she was 
throwing up (3x) within a 2 hr period. Then she was fed small pieces of chicken 
and rice and a small piece of hotdog. She vomited after every food offering and 
after any water consumption for the rest of that day. She was taken to the 
(b) (6)  on Sunday (b) (6) . They gave her subQ fluids, an anti-vomiting
injection, and they took two abdominal x-rays to rule-out a foreign body 
(obstruction). The x-rays were normal except for some gas. She was sent back 
home on a bland diet. When she got home, she had some diarrhea and she 
would not eat. She continued with vomiting and anorexia for 2 more days. On 
Wed (b) (6)she very lethargic and her gums were yellow so they took her back 
to the ER. She was admitted to the ER where they took blood, started her on 
IV fluids, ultrasounded her abdomen. The ultrasound of her kidneys and liver 
was fine. The bloodwork showed anemia, infection, bilirubinemia, and 
extremely high kidney values (creatinine of 19). She did not respond to critical 
care treatments and she declined through the day and into the next morning 
until she was in lateral recumbancy, trembling, and not producing any urine 
despite 24 hours of IV fluids. Humane euthanasia was performed. There is one 
test for Leptospirosis still pending.

10 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐422659 4/17/2020 10:44 Wellness Core Grain Free 
Turkey Chicken Liver and 
Turkey Liver Formula

Opened recently purchased canned dog food contents were bubbling and 
bottom of can protruded.
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EON‐422636 4/17/2020 3:24 Kaytee Yo Chips Berry 
Blend Flavored Treat 
(artificially flavored)

My bunny of 7 years was in perfect health. On (b) (6) , I found her 
dead on the floor in her room. Few days prior, I started giving her Kaytee Yo 
Chips Berry Blend I purchased from Amazon in March. She got slightly sick 
and wasn’t eating. I thought perhaps it was just some fur she may have 
swallowed during grooming. She got better after being fed water and gas-x for 
children. I decided to lessen the treats as well as I was suspecting it may be 
them but she has been eating similar treats for the past 7 years of her life 
without issue. The night before she died, she remained playful but kept staring
off into space which was slightly strange. Generally, when she is sick she 
mopes around and hides but did not so I wasn’t suspecting illness. On (b) (6)

 she was dead. I found an abnormally large bowel movement in her 
cage, alongside diarrhea. That is an indicator of GI stasis due to diet and the 
only thing that differed were the treats. The bag actually says I can give 8-16 
for larger rabbits and 4-8 for smaller. I only gave 1-2 a day and gave none the 
night prior and she still died. After looking into the reviews on Amazon, while 
most seem good, I ended finding several comments stating their rabbits were 
hospitalized or dead after. One was in February stating one day of the treats 
and rabbit was dead next day. These treats are poisonous and I am not the 
only one who has come fourth. Shame on the company and shame on amazo
for not flagging the comments and allowing this company to sell such 
horrendous “treats”. My bunny probably died in pain and died by herself and it 
was my fault for feeding her this rat poison. I have had her for 7 years and 
have never had any issues with treats up until this last week. I only wish I saw 
those bad reviews prior. I would’ve never bought anything from amazon to 
begin with.

 

n 

8 Years Rabbit 5.5 Pound

EON‐422634 4/17/2020 1:44 Beneful We went to fill my dogs bowl up with her Beneful dog food and found maggots! 
Tons of maggots! I am utterly disgusted and I feel horrible for my dog who has 
been eating them!!

EON‐422556 4/16/2020 15:00 Zignature Pork Formula 
Zignature Lamb Formula

They believe it was from his grain free zignature diet and say that eventually, 
has i kept feeding him this diet he might have had congestive heart failire. I do 
not know when this promlem fist started b/c he had not been tested until now.

18 Months Sheepdog 
(unspecified)

Dog 50 Pound
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(b) (6)  went to the emergency room for lethargy and diarrhea and fever. While 
he was there being treated and tested the doctors noticed (b) (6)  had an 
enlarged heart. A further eco cardiogram showed he has decreased functionl 
They believe his heart disease is associated with underlying nutritionally 
mediated cardiomyopathy. 

(b) (6)  has eated approximately 50 cases of zignature food.
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EON-422482 4/15/2020 20:52 4Health Grain Free Beef and
Potato Formula 

 was a rescue pet, and her age is estimated. She was in need of a teeth 
cleaning and got it on 3/3/2020. Prior to the cleaning, she had an exam where 
she was given Meloxicam for arthritis on 2/10/2020. She had been on grain-
free food since I got her (for about si] ce she was allergy prone 
(assuming that would help). Around ) 6 , she started getting very bloated 
and breathing hard about 55 breaths per minute). We took 
her to a different vet on 6 where they were they did an X-ray and were 
able to see fluid in her chest and an enlarged heart (they also found a BB 
where someone had shot her at some point in her life), and they told us to take 
her off the grain-free food and meloxicam immediately as those are common 
side effects. We took her off of everything right away, but she started shaking 
and would not eat, and eventually she started having black, bloody stools, her 
legs gave out completelvJ and started making loud crying noises like she 
was in a lot of pain on P') <5(b) li' where we had to make the most painful 
decision ever and put her to sleep around midnight. This was during a time 
where we were not even allowed to enter the vet's office due to the COVID-19 
outbreak, and they had to come to our car to do it. It was truly heartbreaking. 
We were not aware of any prior heart or kidney issues before this event---she 
had no signs of any failure prior to l -(Of(6}] While being older may have 
contributed some, I think the above events caused it to happen and likely 
happen much faster. 

10 Years Spaniel (unspecified) Dog 32 Pound 

EON-422446 4/15/2020 15:40 Taste of the Wild In March 2019, I noticed how lethargic lb) lOl had become, in an otherwise 
very active dog. Also, he seemed distended in the abdominal area. I made an 
appt to bring him to his reg. vet the day before his 7 yr old bday on March 17. 
Upon evaluation of an exray, it appeared he had a tumor on his heart near the 
base of the aorta . We immediately drove to a cardiology specialist for further 
evaluation. It was there it was determined he had a benign chemodactoma, but
was leaking fluid in the pericardium space, and he had accumulated alot of 
fluid. They drained the fluid and also a second time two weeks later. My last 
option was to do the pericardectomy surgery so the fluid could drain and be 
absorbed in his body. That was performed in April 2019. He made a full 
recovery and is back to his active self, but he endured so much in 2019. 

8 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 27 Pound 

 

EON-422406 4/15/2020 12:28 Freshpet grain free chicken 
bag 

One bag had small pieces of bones in it which can chock dogs and the next 
bag was moldy. The second bag had a date of 07/14/20. 
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EON‐422324 4/14/2020 23:24 BONNE ET FILOU MINT 
LUXURY FRENCH DOG 
MACARONS ALL-
NATURAL HANDMADE 
DOG TREATS, BONNE ET 
FILOU LAVENDER 
LUXURY FRENCH DOG 
MACARONS ALL-
NATURAL HANDMADE 
DOG TREATS

I BELIEVE BONNE ET FILOU'S PRODUCTS ARE MISBRANDED RELATING 
TO FALSE OR MISLEADING CLAIMS AND TO LABELING THAT IS NOT IN 
COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL OR STATE REGULATIONS. THE 
PRODUCTS ARE NOT PROPERLY REGISTERED AND ARE MISSING 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FROM THE LABEL SUCH AS A LOT CODE 
AND THE ENTIRE INGREDIENTS LIST.

EON‐422245 4/14/2020 17:52 Fromm Grain Free Weight 
Management

Fromm Grain Free weight management causes DCM 7 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐422241 4/14/2020 17:12 Kroger Grain-free Dilated cardiomyopathy, atrial fibrillation 3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog

EON‐422237 4/14/2020 17:04 Fromm Weight Control Severe cardiomegaly on echocardiogram which is characterized by a severe 
increase in LVIDd and LVIDs, with severe left atrial enlargement
o Differentials include
? End-stage Degenerative mitral valve disease
? Dilated Cardiomyopathy

Poodle - Miniature Dog

EON‐422235 4/14/2020 17:00 Rachel Ray w/grain Dilated cardiomyopathy Retriever - Labrador Dog
EON‐422232 4/14/2020 16:52 Orijen grain-free mixed with 

Zignature Kangaroo
Dilated cardiomyopathy 18 Months Poodle (unspecified) Dog

EON‐422229 4/14/2020 16:44 Taste of the wild We have 2 English bulldogs one is 4yrs old male and the other one is a 5yr old 
female. We have fed them taste of the wild for 3 years alternating flavors. We 
have kept there diet grain free their entire life. We took both dogs to vet on the 
same day 4/14/2020 due to diarrhea. Now both dogs have tumors at the same 
time that’s untreatable. We will lose both of our young dogs at the same time. 
Taste of the wild can be the only culprit. I would like to have the food I have 
tested!. This is devastating to our family.

4 Years Bulldog Dog 40 Pound

EON‐422174 4/14/2020 14:56 Fromm Beef Frittatta Veg 
Grain Free

4 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 25 Pound
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(b) (6)  was on Grain-Free Fromm long term as well as Grain-Free Orijen. 
Recently, she had an echo conducted by a MedVet cardiologist and appears to 
have early stage DCM.
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EON‐422126 4/14/2020 14:12 Super Premium Nutra 
Nuggets made by Costco

4 cats have died of gastrointesinal issues, bile duct blockage, and urinary 
blockages. One cat came down with cystitis and bad rashes on his body but 
this cat survived.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐422062 4/14/2020 11:24 Blue Buffalo Blue 
Wilderness 
Chicken recipe
Salmon recipe

Congestive Heart Failure has been the diagnosis 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 125 Pound

EON‐422002 4/13/2020 18:20 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight

I recently purchased a 48 lb bag of Purina Beneful Healthy Weight dog food. 
(b) (6)  first meal from that bag of food was around 5:00 pm, and she started
throwing up around 2:30 am that night. She threw up 5 more times after that. 
For the next couple of days she was on a bland diet, and I decided to go back 
to the food thinking it was just an upset stomach. After our second attempt with 
the food, the same thing happened again. She threw up in the middle of the 
night about about 6 more times after that. She is currently 3 days without 
eating from that bag of food and she seems to be back to her normal self.

11 Years Beagle Dog 29 Pound

EON‐421945 4/13/2020 15:24 Dreambones Rattleball 
Small Chews, Smart Bones 
Mini Chicken Chews

Owner presented (b) (6)  for excessive drinking and urination of 2 weeks 
duration on February 27, 2020.

5 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10.7 Pound
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EON‐421906 4/13/2020 14:56 Natural Balance Chicken 
and Liver Pate Formula

I have purchased 5 cases of Natural Balance Chicken and Liver Pate Canned 
cat food 24 cans of 5.5 oz each. I order through Amazon.com. I have used half 
the first case of food. All others are still sealed. The product killed one of my 
cats and sent my other four to Emergency Services. Symptoms of illness 
included: excessive vomiting, diarrhea, neurological symptoms, eyes rolled 
back showing third eye, foaming at the mouth, excessive drooling, labored 
breathing, panting, paralysis, seizures, death. Through process of elimination 
we saw a dramatic improvement with the four cats that survived when 
eliminating the product and when reintroduced almost killed another one of my 
cats within hours. We have completely discontinued the use of this food and 
our surviving animals are now recovering well. 

We incurred the loss of our 4 year old beloved family pet. A $75.00 Cremation 
bill, and a $905.71 Emergency Visit bill to provide supportive life saving care 
as a result of this product. I purchased this product as I believed it was a 
premium choice that would better serve the longevity and health of our 
animals. We are devastatingly disappointed.

9 Years Siamese Cat

EON‐421904 4/13/2020 14:44 Natural Balance Chicken 
and Liver Pate Formula

I have purchased 5 cases of Natural Balance Chicken and Liver Pate Canned 
cat food 24 cans of 5.5 oz each. I order through Amazon.com. I have used half 
the first case of food. All others are still sealed. The product killed one of my 
cats and sent my other four to Emergency Services. Symptoms of illness 
included: excessive vomiting, diarrhea, neurological symptoms, eyes rolled 
back showing third eye, foaming at the mouth, excessive drooling, labored 
breathing, panting, paralysis, seizures, death. Through process of elimination 
we saw a dramatic improvement with the four cats that survived when 
eliminating the product and when reintroduced almost killed another one of my 
cats within hours. We have completely discontinued the use of this food and 
our surviving animals are now recovering well. 

We incurred the loss of our 4 year old beloved family pet. A $75.00 Cremation
bill, and a $905.71 Emergency Visit bill to provide supportive life saving care 
as a result of this product. I purchased this product as I believed it was a 
premium choice that would better serve the longevity and health of our 
animals. We are devastatingly disappointed.

 

3 Years American Shorthair Cat
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EON‐421898 4/13/2020 14:28 Natural Balance Chicken 
and Liver Pate Formula

I have purchased 5 cases of Natural Balance Chicken and Liver Pate Canned 
cat food 24 cans of 5.5 oz each. I order through Amazon.com. I have used half 
the first case of food. All others are still sealed. The product killed one of my 
cats and sent my other four to Emergency Services. Symptoms of illness 
included: excessive vomiting, diarrhea, neurological symptoms, eyes rolled 
back showing third eye, foaming at the mouth, excessive drooling, labored 
breathing, panting, paralysis, seizures, death. Through process of elimination 
we saw a dramatic improvement with the four cats that survived when 
eliminating the product and when reintroduced almost killed another one of my 
cats within hours. We have completely discontinued the use of this food and 
our surviving animals are now recovering well. 

We incurred the loss of our 4 year old beloved family pet. A $75.00 Cremation 
bill, and a $905.71 Emergency Visit bill to provide supportive life saving care 
as a result of this product. I purchased this product as I believed it was a 
premium choice that would better serve the longevity and health of our 
animals. We are devastatingly disappointed.

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐421894 4/13/2020 14:20 Natural Balance Chicken
and Liver pate formula

 I have purchased 5 cases of Natural Balance Chicken and Liver Pate Canned 
cat food 24 cans of 5.5 oz each. I order through Amazon.com. I have used half 
the first case of food. All others are still sealed. The product killed one of my 
cats and sent my other four to Emergency Services. Symptoms of illness 
included: excessive vomiting, diarrhea, neurological symptoms, eyes rolled 
back showing third eye, foaming at the mouth, excessive drooling, labored 
breathing, panting, paralysis, seizures, death. Through process of elimination 
we saw a dramatic improvement with the four cats that survived when 
eliminating the product and when reintroduced almost killed another one of my 
cats within hours. We have completely discontinued the use of this food and 
our surviving animals are now recovering well. 

We incurred the loss of our 4 year old beloved family pet. A $75.00 Cremation 
bill, and a $905.71 Emergency Visit bill to provide supportive life saving care 
as a result of this product. I purchased this product as I believed it was a 
premium choice that would better serve the longevity and health of our 
animals. We are devastatingly disappointed.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat
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EON‐421888 4/13/2020 14:00 Natural Balance Chicken 
and Liver Pate Formula 
Canned Cat Food.

I have purchased 5 cases of Natural Balance Chicken and Liver Pate Canned 
cat food 24 cans of 5.5 oz each. I order through Amazon.com. I have used half 
the first case of food. All others are still sealed. The product killed one of my 
cats and sent my other four to Emergency Services. Symptoms of illness 
included: excessive vomiting, diarrhea, neurological symptoms, eyes rolled 
back showing third eye, foaming at the mouth, excessive drooling, labored 
breathing, panting, paralysis, seizures, death. Through process of elimination 
we saw a dramatic improvement with the four cats that survived when 
eliminating the product and when reintroduced almost killed another one of my 
cats within hours. We have completely discontinued the use of this food and 
our surviving animals are now recovering well. 

We incurred the loss of our 4 year old beloved family pet. A $75.00 Cremation 
bill, and a $905.71 Emergency Visit bill to provide supportive life saving care 
as a result of this product. I purchased this product as I believed it was a 
premium choice that would better serve the longevity and health of our 
animals. We are devastatingly disappointed.

4 Years American Shorthair Cat

EON‐421805 4/12/2020 20:24 Pedigree Choice cuts in 
gravy country stew

I was unable to find the Alpo canned food that I usually fed my dog during the 
Pandemic, so I started buying Pedigree instead. I usually feed him one can 
along with 4 cups of Purina One Pure instinct kibble. He was a 70 lb 5 year old 
Siberian Husky. I had been feeding him the Pedigree canned food for 2-3 
weeks. He seemed to like it. He began drinking more water than usual (2-3 
times more) for the past few days, but seemed healthy otherwise. We walked a 
few miles everyday. Yesterday morning, I found him lying dead in my 
backyard. I don’t know what else could have poisoned him like this. After 
reading other recent reviews of this product, I believe this is what killed him.

5 Months Siberian Husky Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐421788 4/12/2020 16:00 Fancy Feast Salmon & 
Shrimp Feast Classic Pate, 
Fancy Feast Tender Beef 
Feast Classic Pate, Fancy 
Feast Seafood Feast Classic
Pate, Fancy Feast Fish & 
Shrimp Feast Flaked, Fancy 
Feast Savory Salmon Feast 
Classic Pate, Fancy Feast 
Chopped Grill Feast Classic 
Pate

My cat (8yo) was having lung issues, so my vet treated her first for infection 
and prescribed doxycycline. I switched her from her usual dry kibble to Fancy 
Feast wet food to ease her stomach, since common side effects of doxycycline 
are vomiting, diarrhea, and loss of appetite. After a week of treatment, the vet 

 determined my cat's condition was unchanged and more bloodwork showed 
she had asthma. However, three days after her last doxycycline dose, my cat's 
vomiting had gotten significantly worse. She would violently vomit one to 
several hours after every meal to the point where she couldn't keep any food 
down. She also started having increasingly uncontrollable diarrhea. She was 
given anti-nausea meds (Cerenia) which would stem the vomiting temporarily, 
but the diarrhea got worse until it was the consistency of chocolate milk. This 
continued for three days. The third day she was so lethargic she wouldn't leave 
her bed and completely ignored her food and water. I rushed her to the ER for 
dehydration, and she was given fluids. When she got home she showed some 
interest in her food, followed by vicious diarrhea hours later, and she became 
so lethargic she would lie down in the middle of walking down the hall. I finally 
noticed that her symptoms had drastically worsened at the same time I'd 
stopped giving her her usual food and started her on Fancy Feast wet food. I 
found dozens of reviews of Fancy Feast that described her symptoms exactly, 
and I immediately switched her back to her old food. Two days later, after 
steady improvement, she was completely normal - no diarrhea or vomiting 
whatsoever, playing with her toys and drinking water again.

8 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 9 Pound

EON‐421729 4/11/2020 20:24 Nutra Thrive Canine 
Nutritional Supplement

Started giving our dog (b) (6)  Nutra Thrive Canine Nutritional Supplement made 
and purchased from Ultimate Pet Nutrition.
Lot #180200
Mfg: 11/29/2018
Optimal blend of 40 nutrients designed to support whole body health for your 
adult dog.
Comes in bottle stored at room temperature. It is a powder. Supposed to start 
with a sprinkle and work up to 2 scoops a day (scoop appears to be about 1/8 - 
1/4 teaspoon).
First time I gave to our dog, he had very runny stool. I stopped after a few days 
and his stool returned to normal. Tried again and same thing happened. I 
thought I would try for a bit longer to see if he got used to it. After a few days, 
he started throwing up every 2 hours or extremely watery bloody stool. Took 
him to emergency vet and they gave him an injection of fluids because he was 
dehydrated and antibiotics that was supposed to help with diarrhea. He was 
also lethargic. Had to feed him a bland diet for a few days.
I reported it to Ultimate Pet Nutrition also. Hopefully can get a refund.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound
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EON‐421709 4/11/2020 17:44 Zesty Paws
Scoot Away Bites
Digestion
Chicken Flavor
90soft chews
With Vitafiber

About one week ago, I gave my Mini pin/chihuahua mix a half of a 'Zesty Paws 
Scoot Away Bite' for his scooting problem. The next day, I gave him another 
half. Early (b) (6) (b) (6) , he passed away. He seemed fine on
(b) (6) -walking, eating, etc, and then suddenly that night had trouble
breathing, began wailing and screaming in pain, went into an awful seizure, 
and then died right in front of us. It was absolutely horrible. 
The only different thing in his diet was one of those Scoot Away supplements.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐421657 4/10/2020 23:16 Pounce Caribbean Catch 
Tuna Flavor Moist

Found a half inch long thin piece of red tinted plastic embedded into pounce 
Caribbean catch tuna flavor moist cat treats.

EON‐421504 4/10/2020 4:04 Zignature zssential formula -
multi-protein formula

 We were taking a walk, which we do multiple times a day, and she stumbled, 
and then her legs just went out from under her, she just crumpled and I had no 
idea what was happening. She then emitted a wail as I’ve never heard before 
and must have been in intense pain. A passerby stopped to help and another 
offered a ride to an emergency veterinary hospital, (mere minutes away) but 
she died en route and was unable to be resuscitated.

10 Years Ridgeback 
(unspecified)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐421503 4/10/2020 3:44 Purina cat chow complete Our normal purina cat food was out of stock so we bought regular cat chow. 
After 3 to 4 days of my cats eating this one became very ill and has been 
vomiting approximately 4 to 5 times a day. As well as diarrhea. The other 5 
adult cats and 4 kittens have multiple episodes of diarrhea daily. The original 
cat is very ill, lethargic and unable to eat anything. I have replaced the cat 
chow with our regular food and 9 of the cats are eating but the diarrhea has yet 
to resolve. Orginal cat continues to be very ill.

1 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐421484 4/9/2020 21:04 Instinct Raw Boost Mixers 
Chicken Flavor
Instinct Raw Boost Mixers 
Immune Heath ups code for 
immune health 6994960133 
Could not put the number 
below., Instinct Raw Boost 
Mixers Immune Health

I have always given (b) (6)  Instinct Raw Boost Mixers Chicken flavor. 
This time they caused bad diarrhea, to the put where the food came out of his 
anus exactly as it had gone into his mouth! Undigested. I then put him on 
Instinct raw boost mixers Immune Health and it turned his urine orange. I 
thought it was blood and rushed a urine sample to my vet. Urine is ok no 
blood. So vet advised not giving this food for several days and see if urine 
color goes back to normal so I put (b) (6)  back on the Chicken Flavor and the 
diarrhea came back. Also cause diarrhea in my other pom who is 7 years old. I 
am very concerned this is a bad bag. I have two other bags which I will check 
the lot on.

2 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 3 Pound

EON‐421377 4/9/2020 9:40 petcuran now dog food The Bulldog went into to heart failure on Sunday, She was sent to the pet 
emergency room - Her diagnoses was Arrhythmogenic right ventricular 
cardiomyopathy from grain free dog food. She showed QRS tachycardia also 
with low blood pressure

10 Years Bulldog Dog 57 Pound
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EON‐421333 4/8/2020 20:00 Canine Carry Outs On 1/23/20 I purchased the "Canine Carry Outs" Dog treats from a local 
Walmart and gave them to my dog around 6pm. approx. 2 hours later my dog 
(b) (6)

 began to show signs of lethargy and loss of motor function. Without any 
idea of what sort of issue he was having I rushed him to the emergency vet as 
he looked very ill and sedated. Upon Intake I provided only what I speculated 
the problem could've been with him but since I least expected a commercially 
sold dog treat from a local Walmart, the Vet Recommended blood tests, fluid 
administration, overnight stay etc I ended up incurring over $1000 worth of 
bills. The Toxicity report the vet gave me when I picked the dog up was due to 
Garlic/Onion. I had brought the "Canine Carry Out" Treats with me the next 
day to show the Vet what he had eaten just before this occurrence and he was
taken aback by the highly toxic ingredients in the product. Please advise me a
to what I can do to not only recoup from the costs of the visit but to save other 
dog owners from these very harmful treats. Thank you.

 
s 

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 49.3 Pound

EON‐421214 4/8/2020 1:20 Merrick grain free beef and 
sweet potato
Blue Buffalo wilderness 
grain free chicken flavor
Whole Earth grain free 
turkey and duck

Recently diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. Was completely healthy 5
months ago at her physical.

 10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐421208 4/7/2020 22:16 Purina Bella grilled chicken 
pate 05049208
Purina Bella filet mignon

On Friday March 13 I had to rush my oldest dog in emergent into the vet. She 
was experiencing bloody diarhea, hypothermia anemia, shock, and by all 
means dying. Through blood work her liver enzymes were well over 1000. We 
were puzzled she had not got into anything that could have done this. I never 
keep poisons in my house and all medicines are kept well out of reach in 
locked bottles. The only thing the vet could figure is it was something she ate. 
After days of wailing and planning on cremating my dog I finally got a call. 
They don't know how or why but she has recovered. After bringing her home I 
was on strict orders for a bland diet I'm small increments for 3 days then slowly 
introduce regular food. I followed vets orders to perfection couple teaspoons a 
day of rice and turkey. On the third day I introduced back Bella wet dog food 
she immediately committed. I thought this was my fault I gave to much to fast 
something so I restarted. Day 6 reintroduced the Bella wet dog food a second 
time with the same result. After the second occurrence I realized it wasn't me it 
was the dog food. I asked my mom how the other 3 dogs have been she 
replied with " I have been having to limit there food because they have terrible 
bloody diarhea". That's when I knew it was the Bella dog food. I immediately 
stopped feeding all my dogs the Bella and switched to a different dog food. 
Like magic all my dogs bounced back no more vomiting no more bloody 
diarhea. This dog food needs to be recalled immediately. It's killing dogs 
shutting livers down. It is poisoning our beloved pets. I will never buy Purina 
ever again. Honestly Purina owes me at least for the vet bill.

15 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 10 Pound

EON‐421163 4/7/2020 16:00 Science diet adult 7 small 
bites

We are on day two he’s not eating at all , smells , walks away 
Has always ate never acted like this

7 Years Maltese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐421052 4/6/2020 21:08 Zignature Kangaroo 12.5 Years Bulldog - American Dog 68 Pound

EON‐421036 4/6/2020 19:00 Homemade diet: lentils peas 
brown rice peanut butter and
carrots along with 
supplements: balanceit 
canine and methionine.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound
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(b) (6)  passed away after jumping up on the couch.

(b) (6)  has been eating a homemade diet for the past 3 years made from a 
recipe on balanceit.com as well as using supplements according to recipe. I 
took 

 
(b) (6)  to the vet for a persistent cough. They did an x-ray and found fluid

around her lungs. We were sent for an ultrasound the following day where she 
was then diagnosed to be in congestive heart failure secondary to dilated 
cardiomyopathy.
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EON‐420775 4/4/2020 13:40 Earthborn Holistic Grain free 
great Plains

Her vet has prescribed medication for heart failure, and advised we switch to a 
grain inclusive diet for her, and for our other dogs

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56 Pound

EON‐420725 4/3/2020 19:40 Grain free Evanger's food for 
dogs and cats beef.

I found a whole housefly carcass inside of a can of freshly opened Evangers 
grain free beef dog and cat food (6 oz size) along with hair contamination.

EON‐420655 4/3/2020 13:28 Redford Naturals Salmon 
and Sweet Potato

Diagnosed dilated cardiomyopathy on 4/3/202, no previous history of heart 
disease

9 Years Pit Bull Dog 59.5 Pound

EON‐420579 4/2/2020 19:36 Strive 4HEALTH dog food, 
Strive 4-health

I have fed my dogs 4health food since Tractor Supply introduced. 4.5 stars on 
most ratings. I have two dogs, senior Dachshund & one year old Golden 
Retriever. Plan was to take Golden off 4-health puppy food & only buy one 
food. So I bought the new product " Strive 4heath" I Slowly started the change 
by mixing with present food. After 7-days dog refused to eat food. The 
Dachshund became ill, with blood in stool. (he does have other health 
problems) Took to Vet & blood test shows he has kidney failure. He is eating 
Hills KD special food now, I am not sure he will survive the kidney problem. I 
could not afford to test the Golden. I changed Golden to his old food & after 7-
days he seems ok or some better. If it was just the senior dog I would not 
suspect the food. I not sure I can blame the food but I cannot recommend food 
after this experience. I did return for full refund. I failed to keep a sample of the 
food. I do have a pix of batch # & etc.

14 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐420447 4/1/2020 22:12 Taste of the Wild Rocky 
Mountain Feline Formula 
with Salmon and roasted 
venison in gravy

I ordered one case Taste of the Wild canned cat food from Amazon. It arrived 
with swollen cans and one can bursted. I am concerned about the canning 
process of this cat food company. On back
Of can - expires June 10-2022 other number 59xrM5 1656 name Rocky 
Mountain Feline Formula with Salmon and roasted venison.

EON‐420446 4/1/2020 22:04 Pedigree adult chicken Puppy got a uti and my other dog got a uti and was peeing blood Sheepdog - Shetland Dog

EON‐420438 4/1/2020 19:52 Kit Kaboodle Cat Food Kit Kaboodle cat food made him puke have diahrea and become dehydrated 
with third eye lid showing and irritated rectum for 2 weeks now

8 Months Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
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(b) (6) , a 7 year old Boxer mix, was diagnosed with DCM yesterday after having 
eaten Earthborn Holistic Grain Free diet her entire life
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EON‐420425 4/1/2020 18:28 Adult complete nutrition 
Roasted chicken rice 
vegetable flavor

All 8 of my dogs got bad diarrhea and UTI. I have used this dog food for years. 
I never had this happen. 
2 of my friends are having the same issue. Were all using chicken dry adult 
food. We have all 
Stopped using this food n our dog's are back to normal

1 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐420395 4/1/2020 15:48 Acana Ranchlands Diagnosed with mild case of DCM suspected to be related to his early diet of 
Acana Ranchlands dog food - fed Acana from puppyhood until approximately 
3.5 yrs old. Echocardiogram showed mild case; 2 littermates also fed same, 
also diagnosed , one mild, one severe. Mild case littermate has since 
recovered after changing food. Severe littermate case improving with 
medication and diet change. Am awaiting echo recheck for my dog.

4 Years Berger Picard or 
Sheepdog - Picardy

Dog 25 Kilogra
m

EON‐420326 4/1/2020 9:16 Pet Pride
Variety Mix
Poultry and Seafood Flavor
Cat Food

My son gave me cat food because his cat had to be put to sleep. After giving 
(b) (6)  the food, the next day he started to vomit, walking became unsteady
and he became withdrawn. My son's cat had the same reaction before they put 
her to sleep after eating the same food for 4 days. We immediately stoppped 
giving (b) (6)  the food and he is getting better.
My son, (b) (6) , submitted his own report about his cat, (b) (6)

7 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐420281 3/31/2020 19:44 Pet Pride
Variety Mix
Poultry and Seafood flavor
Cat food

Cat was fed her usual brand of food (Pet Pride Variety Mix Poultry and 
Seafood Flavor) and began having negative reactions 2 days later. Reaction 
began with vomiting, then reclusiveness, moodiness, difficulty walking, loss of 
balance, stop eating and drinking, and eventually leading to kidney failure and 
death.

Food was then given to a different cat from a different house and began having 
the same reactions only 1 day after feeding. Stopped feeding cat poisoned 
food immediately after he began showing same symptoms as the first cat.

2.5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
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EON‐420210 3/31/2020 13:12 Hills Science Diet Chicken & 
Barley

Bad canned food from Amazon deliveries received on 3-4-20, 2 pallets of 12 
cans. (b) (6)  (dog that was effected) was eating ½ can of science diet and dry 
food mixed- dry food was eaten prior to, during , and after introduction of 
suspected bad canned food . Initially fed dog ¾ can from new delivery of the 
science diet wet food along with the dry food, & diarrhea began within 4-6 
hours. Immediately stopped the canned food and gave dog only dry food; I was 
not sure what caused the diarrhea at the time so I stopped the only thing that 
was different prior to onset of symptoms, the wet canned food. I began feeding 
dog only dry food for approx 1 week, diarrhea slowly stopped, I continued to 
only give dry food for next week after and poops returned to normal. I then 
after a few more day after poops were normal( about 21/2 weeks) introduced 
the suspected canned food, mixed with the dry food which I continued to fed 
while diarrhea slowly stopped and introduced the wet food once again. The 
diarrhea began again after 4-6 hours. I again stopped the wet food and within a 
5-6 day period poops were again normal. I have the barcode of the 2nd can
that was fed to my dog only, at the initial onset of diarrhea, I did not know it
was the canned food which caused the symptoms yet and tossed the can. The
Amazon deliveries that caused the problem were dated best Before 10 2021
but the batch SKU were mixed. I have all but 2 -3 of the cans still from the
deliveries of canned food that caused the diarrhea. I do have the SKU from the
2nd can I knew the issues from however, I do not know the SKU of the initial
can that caused the diarrhea, because the 2 deliveries of 12 cans, the 24 cans
contained a mix of skus which I can provide all but 2 cans . No vet care was
needed, because I immediately stopped feeding the suspected canned food,
had I not been closely overseeing the feeding and know my dogs poop ( I walk
her daily and have been picking up her poops for the past 3 years daily) the
issue could have required vet appoint and eventually a very sick or dead dog
could of been my situation.

7 Years Catahoula Leopard
Dog

 Dog 44 Pound

EON‐420198 3/31/2020 12:36 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Brown Rice and 
Lamb

Diagnosed with DCM. Was eating Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Brown 
rice and Lamb,

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐420189 3/31/2020 11:44 Zignature
Kangaroo Formula
Limited Ingredient Formula

Patient presented 3/26/20 with history of coughing for a few days which 
sounded similar to the cough that owner's dog (b) (6)  had prior to diagnosis of 
DCM with CHF. (b) (6)  and (b) (6)are related- same mother/father but different 
litter. An adverse event report has been submitted on (b) (6) . Based on physical 
exam findings/chest rads/echocardiogram/blood work, (b) (6)  was diagnosed
with dilated cardiomyopathy with heart failure. Medications for same have been 
started and patient has responded thus far.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18.2 Pound
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EON‐420179 3/31/2020 11:24 Zignature 
Kangaroo Formula
Limited ingredient formula

Patient (Jack Russel mix) presented on 3/17/20 with a 1 week history of 
coughing that was getting worse. After PE/chest rads/echo/blood work a 
diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy with congestive heart failure was made. 
Patient responded initially to medications but went back into heart failure on 
3/26 and was euthanized

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 7 Pound

EON‐420149 3/31/2020 8:04 4Health and Taste of the 
wild grain free

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐420140 3/31/2020 3:04 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Organic Chicken & 
Pea Dog Food

Diagnosed with congestive heart failure. Veterinarian suspects link to grain 
free diet.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐420014 3/30/2020 11:44 Nutro 
Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain Free
Salmon and lentils recipe

Dog started on cyclosporine, ketoconazole, and terbinafine by (b) (6)
dermatologist

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 69 Pound

EON‐420009 3/30/2020 11:24 Fancy Feast Flaked Fish 
and Shrim[

We purchase Fancy Feast-Flaked-Fish and Shrimp cat food for our cat. We 
have to go through the food each time we open a can for large size bones-
frequently more than an inch long and very thick. We have noticed in 
happening in the majority of the cans. You can see that they grind up the 
bones with the food but now we have to be very careful because so many of 
the bones are large and a pet could joke on them. Our cat loves this food but 
am concerned about the quality control of the product with the large bones in 
the cans. I would hate to see them take it off the market but something needs 
to be done about the danger this is with pets. I think it has been happening for 
awhile now and we just go thru the product carefully, we lost one cat last year 
and she was coughing frequently which may have been caused by the bones. 
They do have an excesive amount of ground up bones in this product but 
again our living cat likes the food.

EON‐419973 3/30/2020 8:20 Blue Buffalo grain-free Developed heart failure and it was discovered that Penny has dilated 
cardiomyopathy suspected to be secondary to being fed a grain-free diet her
entire life.

 
5 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 8.4 Kilogra

m

EON‐419941 3/29/2020 18:48 special kitty surf and turf 
variety pack pate cat food

retched and gaged soon after introduced to food. lethargic soon after. poor 
coat. leaky eye, and disorianted walk .

Domestic Longhair Cat

EON‐419937 3/29/2020 18:32 special kitty surf &turf variety 
pack pate cat food

retch and gaged soon after eating. lethargic . lost weight . poor coat. 
disorianted walk.

Domestic Mediumhair Cat
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(b) (6)  has been fed a grain free diet all her life. She was recently seen by 
her primary vet in (b) (6)  prior to moving to (b) (6) . At that time, Daisy was found 
to have an arrhythmia. A cardiology consult was recommended. An echo 
revealed dilated cardiomyopathy and the arrhythmia was atrial fibrillation.
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EON‐419934 3/29/2020 18:16 Purina, Beneful My tooth hurt tested purina broke tooth 
submitted request. yours din't care. Asked "clarify" 

too tough & stinks new Beneful couldn't feed
submitting request. Don't follow up. Don't ask "clarify"

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐419933 3/29/2020 18:00 special kitty surf &turf variety
pack pate cat food . 100% 
complete and balanced 

 cats retched and gaged . lost weight . lethargic . eye leakage. poor coat. 
disorianted walk .

Domestic Mediumhair Cat

EON‐419929 3/29/2020 17:00 Lotus Oven Baked Small 
Bites Sardine & Herring 
Recipe Grain Free Dry Dog 
Food 10lb bag

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 56 Pound

EON‐419907 3/29/2020 13:20 Merricks Limited Ingredient 
Salmon

 

2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐419810 3/28/2020 14:36 Castor and Pollux
Pristine grain free
Free- Range Turkey
Carrot and Apple Stew

I purchased canned dog food from Petco. The brand is Castor and Pullox. 
When I opened the can, there wasn't any fluid inside, just dried up canned food 
chunks. I threw that can away and reached for another can. It was light. I didn't 
open it. Instead I shook it and heard a thump..no fluid.
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(b) (6)  turned 4yrs March 1st. Shortly before, we set an appt for annual physical 
with Vet. Vet listened to heart, asked assoc to listen, both thought a bit odd. He 
suggested we follow-up with a Cardiologist and ECHO, which we did. The 

(b) (6)Cardiologist said it is DCM (Dilated Cardiomyopathy). We confirmed that 
was on a high quality grain free dry, but that we mix freeze dried and some 
wet. She told us to change to Grain,-no more grain free or BEG suppliers; our 
Breeder (also a Vet) looked at the report, asked up to change to Royal Canin 
for Golden Retrievers, added Taurine, and another heart supplement for now; 
and our local vet sent us to a support group for DCM owners, so we could 

(b) (6)learn more.  pants more, but is normal most the time. They are all hoping,
the damage is reversible. The prior food fed was consistently " Lotus Oven 
Baked small bites, Sardine & Herring". We thought he was doing fine on it, 
loved everything about it- except when this was diagnosis, and informed it may 
well be causing the disease with high legume content. Our next appt with 
cardiologist in (b) (6)  is for 6 months.

(b) (6)  was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy through VCA Animal 
hospital. We took her in initially for coughing when it was discovered that she 
had an enlarged heart. They believe it may be nutrition related. She has been
eating Merrick’s Limited Ingredient Salmon dog food for over a year.
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EON‐419639 3/27/2020 11:16 Nutro 
Whole Essentials
Complete Daily Nutrition
Small Breed/Toy Breed (3 
bags)
Farm-raised Chicken Brown
Rice and Sweet Potatoes

 

My dog is fed real, whole fresh foods, but has an addiction to the Nutro Farm-
raised chicken, brown rice and sweet potato recipe. She goes crazy for it, 
which is unusual for a dog that is given real food. We only gave it to her for 
breakfast at most 1/4 cup. For the past 10to 12 weeks, she has gotten really 
hyper. And she developed severe runs. She was unwell and we didn't know 
why. It took us weeks to figure it out. The runs got so bad I put her on plain 
boiled meat and rice. Upon giving her Nutro, we noticed it was causing her 
symptoms. It's like she is on amphetamines when we give her this food. Her 
entire system speeds up and she has a lot of gastrointestinal discomfort, sharp 
pains, edgy behavior, can't sit still, uncomfortable, weird barking. When we 
stop it, it takes her 3 days to get it out of her system and then she is normal 
again. We feel this could kill her. We are afraid of this food now and we have 
three bags (due to the virus -- we stocked up).

11 Weeks Other Canine/dog Dog 32 Pound

EON‐419630 3/27/2020 10:32 Canine Caviar "Canine Caviar" food has several unfounded and claims that are not backed up 
with any sort of research. Information on website is not remotely valid, 

completely incorrect. The claims & information provided leads people of non-
scientific backgrounds to believe this food is superior to diets with true 

scientific research that are well-balanced. These claims will lead consumers to 
make choices to purchase this food due to these claims which are 

unsubstantiated.
Incorrect website & claims for foods include:

1. "100% Hypoallergenic: Canine Caviar’s Open Meadow is a full
hypoallergenic dog food making it the best dog food for allergies. We 

understand that there are many dog food allergies to address so we design our 
hypoallergenic Open Meadow recipe specifically for dogs with allergies" - Food 
is not hydrolyzed and there is absolutely no evidence that this statement is true

2. "Tissues need oxygen to remain healthy, but acidic environments prevent
oxygen from reaching the body’s tissue." This claim is made as their food is

the "only alkaline diet," so it encourages owners to purchase this in an effort to 
helping their pets. However, this statement is not even close to how 

oxygenation actually occurs.
3. "We help allergy & skin issues, settle digestive upsets, reduce scratching &

hotspots, reduce anaerobic activity and increase aerobic activity (aging)."
Unfounded report. No evidence to support this claim.

4. "FDA states concentrated plant proteins (ie concentrated pea protein or
concentrated potato protein, etc.) May lead to cardiomyopathy (Taurine

Deficiency) Concentrated pea or potato protein DOES NOT contain essential 
amino acids like Taurine. Taurine is an essential amino acid for heart health 

and is from animal protein.Canine Caviar diets are made with sustainable meat 
protein as the primary ingredient. Sighthounds have a history of 

Cardiomyopathy issues. Canine Caviar has always added Taurine to our kibble 
diets for additional heart support." - Misleading, cause of DCM is unknown.

5. "REDUCES ANAEROBIC ACTIVITY (AGING). PUTS MORE OXYGEN IN
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EON‐419579 3/26/2020 20:32 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

She ate Golden Rewards Duck Jerky Recipe dog treats & got sick. Her eyes 
were red, she was lethargic & sick/throwing up.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog Pound

EON‐419578 3/26/2020 20:08 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe

She ate a piece of Golden Rewards Duck Jerky treat & got very sick & was 
throwing up & lethargic & had to drive 1 1/2 hrs. On a Sunday night to take her 
to the pet ER for treatment. She had to get an injection, fluids & testing done.

12 Weeks Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound

60

EON‐419569 3/26/2020 18:04 Instinct Raw Boost, Open 
Farm

our 18 month old puppy died of a heart attack on (b) (6) , (b) (6)  He 
was a young healthy puppy with no issues. i was sent a link about your 
investigation into grain free dog foods an confirm we had fed him Natures 
variety dry food and wet food for a period of approx. 2-3 months, after which 
time we switch to Open Farm for the remainder of his life. we did not start the 
grain free options until he was almost a year old.

18 Months Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 68 Pound

EON‐419555 3/26/2020 16:44 Zignature I fed my English Bull Terrier Zignature Brand food since she was 6 weeks old. 
She now has been diagnosed with DCM which is attributed solely to the food 
she was given.

5 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 51 Pound

EON‐419530 3/26/2020 14:32 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 
Dry Dog Food

(b) (6)  began coughing and struggling to breathe. We took her to our veterinarian 
who diagnosed her with dilated cardiomyopathy as a result of nutrition. She 
has been eating Zignature Kangaroo dry food formula for roughly two years. 
The veterinarian prescribed medications and a change of food. We did so but 
within a week (b) (6)  had deteriorated so quickly that she passed last night.
One of our other dogs, has begun exhibiting the same symptoms and has also
been diagnosed with nutrition related dilated cardiomyopathy.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 6.5 Pound

EON‐419509 3/26/2020 13:00 Chopped Ground Dinner
Beef Bacon and Cheese 
Flavor
Pedigree

canned food was opened, a scoop was taken out with a spoon. A black object 
was noted and examined.It was a black stretchy,rubbery material.

THE BLOOD. MINIMIZES CELLULAR DEGENERATION" - Completely 
unfounded and misleading.

6. "Best Grain Free Puppy Food. Canine Caviar’s Grain Free Puppy is just as
the name suggests; grain free. Grain free puppy food is the best dog food for
puppies because it gives your puppy more energy to play around and grow."

Website can be found here: https://www.caninecaviar.com/
Webpages for concerns 1-6 as listed:

1. https://www.caninecaviar.com/product/open-meadow/
2,3,5. https://www.caninecaviar.com/

4. https://www.caninecaviar.com/fda-investigation-into-potential-link-between-
certain-diets-and-canine-dilated-cardiomyopathy/

6. https://www.caninecaviar.com/product/grain-free-puppy/
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EON‐419501 3/26/2020 12:28 Steve's Real Food Raw 
Frozen Patties

Patient has developed DCM and has had recurrent UTI's secondary to being 
on a grain free, raw diet.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐419419 3/25/2020 18:24 Eukanuba puppy large 
breed

He is stomach is upset and he stopped eating even treats. 4 Years Newfoundland Dog 120 Pound

EON‐419401 3/25/2020 16:44 Purina Friskies PATE 
"Salmon Dinner"

So I bought my cat a can of cat food from a Publix in (b) (6)  and 
the product has small bone fragments inside i immediately contacted the 
manufacturer (PURINA) and reported the issue.

I'm not sure what else to do so i'm hoping to reach out to someone from the 
Food and Drug administration to report this product for recall so that no other 
cats even attempt to eat this "Tainted Product" also i did not feed my cat this 
product i managed to find the small bone fragments in the can before i was 
about to feed him and i immediately found them.

EON‐419311 3/25/2020 10:44 Test Test Akbash Dog Dog
EON‐419215 3/24/2020 12:36 150 mg CBD Pet tincture Herbal Amy Inc in Idaho is selling a CBD product for animals. Is this even 

legal?
EON‐419115 3/23/2020 15:24 Nootie chicken flavor 

munchies
Fungus covered product
I received this package a few days ago and when I opened it last evening I 
found that the chew sticks are oozing with pungent smell and are covered with 
fungus. The label on it says packaged in February 2020, date of expiration is 
not till 2022. Nootie chew sticks

EON‐419094 3/23/2020 14:04 Dick Van Patten's Natural 
Balance Limited Ingredient 
Diets-Grain Free Green Pea 
and Duck Formula, Dick Van 
Patten's Natural Balance 
Platefulls Mackerel Sardine 
Formula in Gravy, Dick Van 
Patten's Natural Balance 
Platefulls Cod Chicken 
Shrimp Formula in Gravy

Dry food: Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Diets-Grain 
Free Green Pea and Duck Formula (UPC 7 23633 05050 0)
Wet food: Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance Platefulls, Mackerel, Sardine, 
Formula in Gravy (UPC 7 23633 53106 1) and Cod, Chicken, Shrimp Formula 
in Gravy (7 23633 53101 6)

Dry food package is open the Wet food is unopened. 
Ignatius got a 2/3 cups of dry food and package of wet food (3 oz)

Food was stored in cupboard. 
No other foods were given besides these two.

2.5 Years Maine Coon Cat 11.2 Pound
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(b) (6)  was found to have a heart murmur in Jan 2019. Cardiologist 
diagnosed DCM on echocardiogram. Diet change and taurine supplementation 
has led to structural improvement as measured with echocardiogram. The 
following is information about the diet Ignatius was fed:
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EON‐419029 3/22/2020 18:32 Taste of the Wild Prey 
Angus Beef Formula for 
Dogs

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐418954 3/21/2020 20:52 Friskies pate canned food. 
Tasty treasures prime filets 
with ocean fish and tune and 
pate salmon dinner.

Cat wasted and died, vomiting, multiple organ failure. Assumed it was just end 
of life then realized the change occurred when food was changed. Being 
suspicious of how much it was on sale, I googled and found many people 
same thing especially older male cats. Vet said it could have made his older 
kidneys shut down sooner than otherwise. My cans matched the 1157 & 1161 
number posted online with warning. Friskies should be shut down.

16 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 4 Pound

EON‐418925 3/21/2020 16:00 Pedigree There is a serious mouse infestation problem at the (b) (6)  Dollar 
General store. There is a very foul smell towards the back of the store, dead 
rodents under shelves, and it is very apparent that some of the bags of food 
have been gotten into by the mice. There’s is also mouse droppings on 
shelves. The store manager is aware and put reports in but the same 
processes keep happening. Traps are not controlling the issue. Corporate 
apparently is not trying to rectify the situation and is only putting band aids on a 
very deep problem. It is sickening to think what other items these mice have 
been all over!!

EON‐418899 3/21/2020 12:08 Blue Buffalo Grain-Free 
Chicken Recipe Small Breed 
Puppy Recipe; Blue Buffalo 
Grain-Free Recipe Small 
Breed Adult Recipe.

(b) (6)  had trouble like choking. Took her to her vet and she was diagnosed 
with Grade 3/6 heart murmur, enlarged heart and fluid on the lungs.

2 Years Maltese Dog 13.2 Pound

EON‐418857 3/20/2020 21:24 Diamond Naturals Senior 
Formula Dry Dog Food

I opened a SEALED bag of Diamond senior dog food to feed my dog since the 
old bag had run out. 
For years I have never had this issue before. Flying bugs and crawling bugs, i 
assume weevils, came out in droves. I slammed the lid on my dog food 
container down and immediately carried it outside before anything could be 
contaminated more. 
There was NO contamination of the OPEN bag that was stored next to that 
bag. 
Whatever was in there was SEALED INSIDE upon packaging. 
I expect to feed my dog SAFE products and I am infuriated that this happened 
in the CRISIS OF THIS STUPID VIRUS. 
Now i have to go get more and I have no idea if they're even going to be 
stocked because everyone is panic stocking up on things.
Diamond dog food needs to be BETTER about their packaging and production.
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(b) (6)  was treated for congestive heart failure from dilated cardiomyopathy. 
He has been on a grain free diet for the majority of his life (Taste of the Wild 
Limited ingredient Beef/ Trout). 
Conclusions from the cardiology report: Suspect diet-associated dilated 
cardiomyopathy (nutritional cardiomyopathy). Severe mitral regurgitation. Mild 
tricuspid regurgitation. Congestive heart failure.
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EON‐418826 3/20/2020 17:16 Castor & Pollux Organix 
Grain-Free Organic Small 
Breed Recipe dry dog food

Went to get his yearly shots and was told he had a heart murmur. He was on a 
very cheap diet which included grains and when he came to live with me in 
2013 I switched him to a small-dog grain-free dry dog food.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 9.2 Pound

EON‐418800 3/20/2020 15:04 Earthborn Holistic Coastal 
Catch Grain-Free

2/26/20 presented to rDVM for tachypnea, tachycardia. Was diagnosed with 
cardiomegaly. Had an episode of collapse during a hike and came directly to 
us on 3/16/20. An echo was performed and she was diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. She was hospitalized and started 
on Vetmedin and Furosemide.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 32.9 Kilogra
m

EON‐418780 3/20/2020 14:12 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient Grain Free 
Formula, Blue Basics 
Limited Ingredient wet bood

in 2019, our vet recommended a grain free food from Blue Buffalo. We fed her 
this limited diet, senior food for an entire year. Occasionally, when we would 
open a new bag, she would have stomach cramps & diaherrea and need to go 
outside to go to the bathroom quite often. This was perplexing, but we didn't 
really even connect the dots, so I would throw out that bag & open a new one. 
The vet recommended moving to adding wet food as well, so we did. 
Everything would be fine. She started having what we thought were cute 
breathing sounds when she was sleeping, sounding like snoring. She stopped 
liking to go on walks, which is very unusual as she loves to go on walks. 
Suddenly, after eating she had a seizure. I scheduled an appointment with our 
vet's office, which put us with a new vet within the clinic. She discovered a 
severe heart murmur and after an X-ray, she determined (b) (6)  has developed 
mitral valve disease, is retaining water & her lungs are affected by excess 
water. Her trachea is also collapsing. Her heart is very swollen. Just one year 
before, she was completely healthy. The vet then asked about her diet, in 
which I told her what was recommended last year. The vet told me that a grain 
free diet could be a contributing factor and told me to research it. We are 
furious and devastated by this and are so upset by Blue Buffalo's 
manufacturing inconsistencies.

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 22 Pound

EON‐418672 3/19/2020 21:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Peak Dilated cardiomyopathy with severe ascites from right sided heart failure. A 
heart murmur was diagnosed in January, 2020. The patient next presented 
march 14, 2020, with ascites, tachycardia, poor pulse quality and overall 
weakness. Ascites and dilated cardiomyopathy was confirmed via ultrasound.

10.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 63 Pound

EON‐418666 3/19/2020 20:24 Pure Balance Grain Free 
Salmon and Peas

Vet identified DCM at visit. Concurrent Lyme disease 18 Months Foxhound 
(unspecified)

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐418542 3/19/2020 11:40 Blue Buffalo Grain Free - 
specific product unknown

4 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 17.7 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  presented to our emergency service for acute respiratory distress. 
Subsequent diagnostics, including radiographs and echocardiogram, 
confirmed congestive heart failure secondary to dilated cardiomyopathy, 
resulting in very poor myocardial function. (b) (6)  responded poorly to
aggressive medical therapy, and the owner ultimately elected humane 
euthanasia. It was determined that (b) (6)  was fed Blue Buffalo Grain Free 
diet.
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EON‐418494 3/18/2020 19:24 Nulo Medal Series Consuming Nulo’s canned food causes days of diarrhea and vomiting. After 
consuming this product for years my cat has never had issues until this batch.

11 Years Russian Cat

EON‐418475 3/18/2020 16:48 Rachel Ray Dog Food, 
Coffee products jelly crisco 
nuts

I am an employee of (b) (6)
. We ship pet and human food. I have been working for this company 

(b) (6)

 and have observed several behaviors that our operations team 
cover up that goes against FDA regulations. For example, a truckload of dog 

food was returned to our facility because it was infested with bugs. The 
operations team just unloaded the trailer and put the product back into 

production without inspecting the product. The product was then shipped out 
again. Also, the operations team has frequently loaded empty trailers with 

product on our dock to hide it so that it appears our warehouse is cleaner than 
it actually is. When they load the random items onto a trailer, the product sits 
on our yard for several days with no seal on the trailer which allows anyone to 

access the product and potentially add harmful agents to the product. Our 
operations team has also recently forced several associates to stay at work 

when they were visibly sick. They are exposed to this product and their saliva 
gets on the product when they sneeze or cough. With the recent Coronavirus 

concerns, this is extremely troubling. I have brought up these concerns several 
times to our Supply Chain Leader and he brushes things under th rug and 

pretends things like this are not happening. I am concerned because my pet 
consumes the dog food that we ship and if anything were to happen to her due 

to their negligence it would be unforgivable. Also, the break room at our 
location is ALWAYS deplorable. We have mold in the refrigerators, the 

temperatures are not right for storing food, we never have soap to wash our 
hands in either the break room or bathroom. We were also promised a 

cleaning station equipped with Clorox wipes, hand sanitizer, and disinfectant 
spray so that the associates can clean their work equipment but the cleaning 

station was never provided. We also have had several rodent sitings that have 
not been reported. We frequently have dog food outside our dock doors that 
attract insects and bugs and rodents but it takes several days if not weeks to 
clean the dog food up. Associates eat on the production floor and leave chip 
bags and soda cans strewn throughout the warehouse. There is also several 

issues outside of the facility. Truck drivers will urinate in bottles and throw 
them in the parking lot and our sanitation team refuses to clean them up so 

they will be sitting outside for weeks on end. There are so many issues at this 
facility it is ridiculous. I really think someone from the FDA needs to come 

investigate without notice because any time we have an audit, they make the 
associates work crazy overtime to try and clean up before the audit happens. 

Please investigate these issues.
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EON‐418348 3/17/2020 16:20 Blue Dog Bakery Healthy 
Treats for Dogs
All Natural and Low Fat

My dog's treats are made by Blue Dog Bakery & purchased at BJ Wholesale. 
This is the 2nd time I noted bugs originating from the bag; I tried to contact 
them for an explanation; What they are, how they got into the product, is this a 
usual or reasonably expected condition, is there larva contamination during 
packaging? 
I sent the manufacture pics, lot number, expiration date, etc but there has been 
no reply. Phone call just go to a voice mail. Their contact info is Blue Dog 
Bakery Seattle Washington 98102. 888-749-7229. www.bluedogbakery.com. 
email - bluedogbakery.com.
My wife is crazy to check that nothing we give to our dog comes from China 
and that the expiration date are always current. 
These bugs tiny, approximately 1/16". I have 5-6 taped to a piece of paper if 
you would like me to mail them to you.

EON‐418271 3/17/2020 10:44 Zignature Duck Formula In December 2017, (b) (6)  started on Zignature and on April 2018, she was 
diagnosed with a heart murmur. As of today, it has progressed into congestive 
heart failure

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 14 Pound

EON‐418270 3/17/2020 10:44 Royal Cannin Ultamino 
Canine Veterinary Diet

Shaking, panting, vomiting, seizure, incoherent, blown pupils, salivating, 
energized, not staying asleep. Behavior

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐418269 3/17/2020 10:44 Nature’s Recipe In 2016 I began giving my Lab Nature’s Recipe grain-free food and on January 
of 2020 my dog was diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure and 
cardiomyopathy. She is now on lifelong medication.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 76 Pound

EON‐418050 3/15/2020 18:04 Golden Rewards Chicken 
Jerky Recipe

16.5 lb cocker poodle mix ingested occasional pieces of Golden Rewards 
Chicken Jerky Recipe over a 3-4 week period. No noticeable effect, except 
that he LOVED it, and it was the ONLY treat he had ever eaten. We were 
thrilled, and gave him a treat almost every day. Bought a new bag, he was 
given about 1 half the serving size indicated appropriate on the bag, in the 
morning, on an empty stomach, and he began immediately to have tremors. 
The tremors came and went, but he became totally listless, and began looking 
to us for help. He ate a very small amount of chicken in broth for dinner, but 
was definitely NOT well, and would not drink water. The next morning he was a 
little better, still would not eat or drink. We took him to the vet who held him 
and examened him, and opted not to recommend any tests. He ate nothing 
and drak little. That night he continued to improve, but was spitting up. This is 
the third day, he is walking around and is almost back to normal...although this 
very picky eater is still not really eating. We were horrified when we went on 
the web and discovered that this product has been suspect for more than 5 
years!! It is a product of China, and supposedly has only chicken breast, 
vegetable glycerine and salt. The lot code was 19215 Best By date 02-05-21 
Ban this product, please!

5 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog
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EON‐418042 3/15/2020 16:48 Kirkland Super Premium 
Adult Dog Food

We switched to Kirkland dog food on Tuesday and now our dog is dead.

Dog was in perfect health before the switch. After he started to eat it, he 
started throwing up and was very lethargic. Blood in stool and this was 
morning was unable to move. Took him to the vet and he was put down. 

I started to read some other comments online and see that this is happening to 
other dogs. 

Please someone contact me via email or at (b) (6)
EON‐417985 3/14/2020 23:24 Zignature kangaroo formula 

limited ingredient formula
2.5 Years Weimaraner Dog 56 Pound

EON‐417980 3/14/2020 22:08 Beefeaters mini triple 
knotted bones

Yesterday I gave my dog a beefeaters mini triple knotted bone and the only 
warning on there was not for dogs under 5lbs. In a few seconds after giving it 
to my 24lb dog, she swallowed the entire thing. I tried to call the beefeaters 
office number but no one picked up. I called my vet and they had us 
emergenctly come in to extract it out by forced emesis as it's incredients 
include beefhide and porkhide which is not digestable and can expand to 
eventually cause intestinal obstruction. They were luckily able to extract it out 
with vomiting but it cost me $400 and a lot of panic. There needs to be a 
warning on the bag that this can happen even with constant monitoring.

4 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 24 Pound

EON‐417971 3/14/2020 20:28 Kirkland Signature Nature’s 
Domain Organic Chicken 
snd Pea

Our dog got diagnosed through a echocardiogram that he has Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy that may be due to our dog having been fed Grain Free Dog 
Food from Nature’s Domain for almost 6 years. Veterinarian Cardiologist has 
told us to stop feeding him this grain free food immediately and give him a food 
that IS NOT grain free

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 114 Pound

EON‐417799 3/13/2020 12:16 australian origin ovine meat 
and bone meal

australian ovine meat and bone meal containers bovine raw material and 
feather meal shipped to Houston TX
CAXU6250314
MSCU6356874
TCKU2250479
TGHY0899001
TGHU3973020
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(b) (6)  had been fed Zignature kangaroo dry dog food since approximately 10 
months old. For the past two weeks her appetite has decreased, but she was 
acting otherwise well. On Tuesday 3/10 I took her to her primary vet because 
she woke up coughing and choking up white, frothy sputum. The vet did an 
exam, noticed an abnormal heart sound. Did a chest xray (which showed an 
enlarged heart), and then he sent us to the cardiologist at (b) (6) . She was
seen there on 3/11 and found to have dilated cardiomyopathy, acute CHF, 
mitral regurgiation, and pulmonary hypertension. Cardiologist believes it is diet 
related.
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EON‐417773 3/12/2020 23:32 ZIWI Peak Air-Dried 
Mackerel & Lamb Recipe for 
Cats

Simply put, Ziwi Peak canned and air-dried foods for cats have a very high 
kcal content. For my currently 5kg cat, who is overweight, they suggested, 

based on their online feeding calculator, for me to feed her 294 kcal to 
maintain the weight. Based on vets recommendations, for her to lose weight I 
should feed her about 80 percent of that food. That would mean she would be 
getting 235 kcal. This is above the general recommendation for a cat her size! 

Anyways, I have been feeding her the air-dried food for roughly 2 months now 
and she went from 4.8kg to 5kg. The company suggested I feed her less, 

eventually going down to around 218 kcal, which is still too much. I have asked 
the company twice about why their food has such high calories and why they 
do not adjust with their online feeding calculator according to if a cat has been 
spayed or its activity level. Their answers continue to insist that their food is 

nutrient dense, but refuse to address my concerns about the amount of kcal in 
the food. I spoke with my vet on this issue and she recommended I go back to 

feeding her kibble for weight loss. So I am switching to another brand. 
However, I am still concerned about how many kcal this company is 

recommending. My hope is that you could look into this and at the very least 
ask the company to address or better explain why it is okay for their food to 

have such a high kcal count. 

For reference, below is their first email response to me and their last answer to 
my length email questioning the amount of kcal in their food compared with 

other companies and compared with vet recommendations. 

"Our air-dried food is an excellent choice for overweight pets. Our recipes are 
very low in carbohydrates, which can contribute to pet obesity. Our air-dried 
averages 4% carbohydrates. Our recipes are created to mimic a whole-prey 

diet your dog and cat would eat in the wild, therefore, we don’t add any fillers, 
grains or carbohydrates The minimal 3 5% carbs you see in our food derive
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grains or carbohydrates. The minimal 3-5% carbs you see in our food derive 
naturally from chicory, kelp, tripe, liver, and fish.

Please use our feeding calculator & choose the weight you want your cat to be 
to determine the right amount to feed. So perhaps start at 4.5kg as this is your 

first target weight for her, then slowly work down if you wish.

Feeding Calculator:
https://www.ziwipets.com/ziwi-difference/feeding-calculator

I hope this helps, let us know how you get on.

Lisa Ross (on behalf of Shelley)

Thanks

Shelley Yeatman
Customer Care Manager

Mobile +64 (27) 522 2235 | Office +64 (7) 929 6059"

"Sorry for the delay. No, we would not recommend feeding less than 45grams 
per day, as this would be too little.

Our feeding recommendations are accurate and meet AFFCO requirements for 
cats of all ages and breeds. ZIWI Peak is a high energy diet, cats and dogs do 
not need to eat as much food compared to the average diet to meet their daily 

calorie requirements. To ensure that cats and dogs are consuming the 
vitamins and minerals they require to thrive, we add a higher concentration of 
vitamins and minerals (25% - 50% more on a Dry Matter basis) to compensate 

for the smaller feeding amount. This is why you may notice that our nutrient 
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EON‐417689 3/12/2020 12:12 Royal Canin for Chihuahuas
Puppy food
Adult food

11 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐417679 3/12/2020 11:08 Cloud Star Tricky Trainers 
Chewy Salmon Flavor 
Training Treats for dogs

Feb 10, started feeding Cloud Star Tricky Trainers Salmon Flavored training 
treats, nothing else added to diet or to her daily routine. Feb 21 , 3:30 AM

(b) (

had a seizure. Feb 21 she is taken to the vet, where tests of every kind are
run, she is found to be extremely healthy and happy, no issues. Vet decides
we should wait to see if another seizure happens or if this was a one time deal.
Feb 21 I had run out of the Tricky Trainers Treats and ordered more Feb 22.
The treats were delivered Feb 26.

(b) (

 had not had another seizure, all was well. 
Feb 26 and the morning of the 27'th I fed 

(b) (

 the tricky trainer treats, she had 
another seizure by 7 am that morning(Feb 27) and was put on anti seizure 
medication. It may be coincidence but I am concerned that the tricky trainer 
treats may be the cause of the seizures. I stopped feeding them entirely Feb 
27'th , the day of the second seizure given the pattern I saw.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Anatolian

Dog 65 Pound

levels appear higher than the minimum at first glance; However when you take 
into account the feeding amounts these nutrient levels will average out to meet 

AAFCO requirements.

It’s important to note that you’ve only been feeding your cat our food for a very 
short time, and cats would usually require 4-6 weeks after the transitioning 

period of 7 days to start losing weight. 

I have copied our Asia Sales Manager Tony Chen into this email so feel free to 
get in contact to discuss this in Chinese with him.

Best Regards

Shelley Yeatman

Customer Care Manager

Mobile +64 (27) 522 2235 | Office +64 (7) 929 6059"
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(b) (6)  developed DCM and died approximately 3 years after.
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EON‐417667 3/12/2020 9:24 Farmina N&D Adult Dog 
Mini
Lamb and Blueberry
Grain Free

Food was advertised to contain sweet potato as main ingredient, but in fact 
contains potato. DOg cannot tolerate potato (this is a known known) and 
experienced severe GI upset as soon as food was introduced (small quantity 
mixed in with typical diet). Resolved a few days after removing food from diet. 

Contacted company who stated they were trying to use up "old packaging", so 
even though it says potato on the label , the food inside contains the "new" 
sweet potato formula. It wasn't clear how I'd know if I'd just gotten an "old" bag 
with the "old" formula inside OR an "old" bag with the "new" formula inside. I 
provided the lot # from the packaging and asked to confirm ingredients of that 
bag so I could know what my dog had actually eaten, if it was safe to continue 
feeding knowing his sensitivity to potato. 

Because of the packaging mismatch, Farmina was unable to confirm what 
ingredients are in what bags of food.

All answers I received were some version of:

"We are aware this is very confusing and may cause concern - we are working 
on getting rid of the older bags"

Pug Dog
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EON‐417664 3/12/2020 9:00 Rachel Ray 7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 28.8 Kilogra
m

- Dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype with globally decreased left ventricular
systolic dysfunction and congested heart failure - (b) (6)  has been diagnosed 

with a heart disease characterized by decreased pumping and relaxation 
functions of the heart. The main causes of this are: 

1) Idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy - This is a primary heart muscle disease
that can result in secondary rhythm disturbances. This carries a genetic

predisposition and is a diagnosis of exclusion. 
2) Tachycardia-induced cardiomyopathy - In this form of the disease, the rapid
heart rate comes first and paces the heart into poor pumping function. The way
to diagnose this is to control the heart rhythm/rate and see if pumping function
returns. (b) (6)  has not had evidence of a rapid heart rate so this is not high on 

our differential list. 3) Myocarditis - This refers to heart muscle inflammation 
that, in dogs, can be secondary to a number of infectious diseases. You have 

elected not to submit a blood test (troponin) to assess for this unlikely 
condition. 4) Diet-associated dilated cardiomyopathy - Recent data has 

revealed an association between boutique grain-free and exotic diets with the 
development of dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype in dogs. The FDA is 

currently investigating this link further. In these cases, changing the diet can 
result in improvement, or even resolution, of left ventricular systolic 

dysfunction. Another form of dietary dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype 
involves taurine deficiency. You have elected to hold off on submitting a 

taurine level to the lab at this time. We will start (b) (6)  on taurine
supplementation, as described below. The end result of these processes is 

dilation of the heart chambers, increase in intracardiac pressures, and 
eventual congestive heart failure if the process cannot be reversed. 

Congestive heart failure is evidenced by lethargy, coughing, rapid or labored 
breathing, abdominal distention, weakness, exercise intolerance, or collapse. 

Some dogs with this disorder, and certain breeds in particular (Dobermans and 
Boxers) are at higher risk of sudden death due to abnormal heart rhythms. 
(b) (6)  has evidence of severe cardiac changes and continued, albeit now

only very mild congestive heart failure today. Our treatment goals will be aimed 
at changing (b) (6)  diet and improving her cardiac function. We will plan to

monitor her for any signs of improvement or progression in the future.
- Ventricular Premature Complexes (VPCs)
- Moderate Pulmonary Hypertension (PHT)
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EON‐417663 3/12/2020 8:52 Acana Grain Free, Fromm 
Gold Adult Dry Dog Food

- Completely reversed dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype, suspect dietary
(BEG diet) in origin - I am thrilled to report that (b) (6)  cardiac changes have
now completely resolved!! This further confirms that her previous diet was the
cause. As her heart function and size have now normalized, I recommend we
wean off cardiac medications as outlined below. Ideally, we would recheck
(b) (6)  after being off all cardiac medications to ensure she continues to do well 
before giving our final blessing with her diagnosis
- Degenerative valve disease / endocardiosis - (b) (6)  cardiac valves are mildly 
thickened with continued, mild regurgitations. This is due to valvular 
degeneration, a common condition we see in aging pets. We will continue to 
monitor (b) (6)  closely in the future for progression of this valvular heart disease.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Kilogra
m

EON‐417629 3/11/2020 19:08 Fancy Feast chicken feast in 
grilled chicken flavor gravy

All 5 have various symptoms of diarrhea and vomiting American Shorthair Cat

EON‐417593 3/11/2020 14:00 Blue Buffalo Blue Freedom 
Grain-Free Puppy Chicken 
Recipe Dry Dog Food 24 
lbs.

severe diarrhea, yellow in color, mucus in stool 7 Months Shiba Inu Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐417591 3/11/2020 13:48 Rachel Ray's Little Bites 
Real Chicken & Veggies 
Recipe, Rachael Ray 
Nutrish Soup Bones Real 
Chicken & Veggies Flavor, 
Trader Joe's Chicken Breast 
Strips Dog, Trader Joe's 
Smoked Chicken Tenders 
Dog Treats, Trader Joe's 
Salmon Jerky Dog Treats, 
Virbac C.E.T. HEXtra 
Premium Dental Dog 
Chews, Trader Joe's 
Chicken Breast Wraps 
Treats for Dogs

Patient presented for evaluation of glucosuria without hyperlgycemia after 
patient was noted to be polyuric at home for 3-4 weeks. Urine fanconi 

screening profile was submitted to (b) (6)  and returned as
consistent with Fanconi syndrome. The following is a list of foods treats the pet 

has consumed.

1) Rachel Ray's Little Bites Real Chicken & Veggies Recipe
2) Rachael Ray Nutrish Soup Bones Real Chicken & Veggies Flavor

Ingredients:
Wheat Flour, Glycerin, Rice Syrup, Potato Starch, Water, Wheat Gluten, Rice 
Flour, Chicken Meal, Chicken, Dried Plain Beet Pulp, Poultry Fat (Preserved 

with Mixed Tocopherols), Gelatin, Natural Flavor, Calcium Carbonate, 
Phosphoric Acid, Monosodium Phosphate, Dried Peas, Potassium Sorbate (a 

preservative), Tapioca, Titanium Dioxide (color), Dried Carrots, Iron Oxide 
(color), Citric Acid (a preservative), Rosemary Extract.
3) Trader Joe's Chicken Breast Strips Dog Treats 4oz
4) Trader Joe's Smoked Chicken Tenders Dog Treats

5) Trader Joe's Salmon Jerky Dog Treats
6) Trader Joe's Boneless Chicken Tenderloins Frozen &Trader Joe's Chicken

Thighs Frozen (the thighs were the most recent as she stopped eating the
tenderoloins in November 2019. 

She was fed 1-5 as supplement amounts with Cooked Chicken #6 her primary 
meal daily & the Chicken Breast Strips Dog Treats #3 given in the morning.

7) Virbac C.E.T. HEXtra Premium Dental Dog Chews from the Vet (the last 6
months of 2019) Ingredients: C.E.T. Hextra Premium Chews Are Coated with

A Patented 10% (W/W) Solution of Chlorhexidine Gluconate, Beefhide, 
Maltodextrin, Hydrolyzed Poultry Liver (Enzymatic), Tetrasodium 

Pyrophosphate, Salt, Lecithin, Sodium Gluconate, Potassium Sorbate, 
Gluconodeltalactone, Mineral Oil, Mixed Tocopherols, Rosemary Extract.
8) Occasionally these treats in 2019:Trader Joe's Chicken Breast Wraps

Treats for Dogs / These treats are just rawhide and chicken.
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EON-417578 3/11 /2020 12:00 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain red meat 
large breed grain free dry 
dog food 

He was diagnosed with heart proplems and liver problems. He weighed 150 
lbs roughly 5 months ago. I noticed signs of what I thought were because he 
might be anemic. I took him to his vet. After tests, they believed he had 
congestive heart failure which was also allowing fluid in his left lung and an 
enlarged liver. I took;(b) (6)J back to his vet for a liver aspiration, which came 
back negative for cancer. At this point he had gone from 150 lbs to 118 lbs. I 
was referred to a cardiologist, (b) He confirmed had DCM 
and that it was more probable than not that this was from a grain free diet. I 
was feeding him Blue Wilderness grain free beef dog food with life bits for over 
a year. He is being monitored every week with an ECG to see if he improves. I 
believe that more studies and higher warnings be issued before other owners 
suffer the way I am. had 5 malamutes prior to him, including one from the 
same bloodline and never had a case. Alaskan Malamutes are not 
predisposed genetically to this condition 

8 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 114 Pound 

EON-417551 3/11/2020 8:36 Honest Kitchen Whole Grain Presented to (b}"T6l on 2-23-2020 for 1 week history of cough and labored 
breathing. Pleural effusion noted and therapeutic thoracocentesis performed. 
Patient hospitalized and evaluated by crit ical care. Patient on Honest Kitchen 
Whole Grain. Follow up with{b) (6) ·1 on3-5-2020; dilated caardiomyopathy, 
resolving biventricular failure. 

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20.3 Kilogra 
m 

EON-417500 3/10/2020 16:08 4Health Grain Free 
Whitefish and Potato Dog 
Food 

Despite eating well and keeping his allergies in check {l:ifC6 'J rapidly lost weight 
in a week. Vet then diagnosed with DCM and gave him about 6 months to live. 
We were prescribed medicine to prolong a healthy life, but was warned his 
health will get bad again and won't be anymore to do for him. He lived for 
another 4 months before we had to make the decision to put him down once 
his quality of life declined. 

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound 

EON-417498 3/10/2020 15:44 Purina Fancy Feast Gravy 
Wet Cat Food Variety Pack 
Seafood Grilled Collection-
(24) 3 oz. Cans 

My cat had been having bloody d iarrhea, vomiting and avoiding litter pan for 
months. I didn't know it was the food problem at first, plus her symptoms were 
on and off so I kept feeding her Fancy Feast by Purina. But 2 months ago (Jan, 
2020), I ordered a new case of FF. She suddenly got very sick, lost so much 
weight, not responding to calls, not drinking water, her diarrhea was so bad 
that she couldn't control it at all, and I thought she was dying. 

I took her to the vet for several times, did blood tests, x-rays & everything. Vet 
said she was seriously dehydrated, having minor infections in the intestines 
and it was her food problem. So I stopped feeding her FF and the diarrhea & 
vomiting was gone almost instantly. 

In the past week, she's still having some minor problems defecating but she's 
having a normal life again, she's no longer hiding, she's eating and drinking 
fine and enjoying human interactions again. She's obviously recovering. 
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EON‐417482 3/10/2020 12:56 Blue Buffalo Chicken and 
Rice with Grain

Occult (pre-clinical) dilated cardiomyopathy
o Primary DCM vs nutritional – Taurine levels (whole blood and plasma, UCD)
are pending
? Increased LVIDs and LVIDs – progressed in size
? Mild decreased systolic function – progressed
? Mild left atrial enlargement – progressed
? Mild mitral regurgitation – static

11 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 26.4 Kilogra
m

EON‐417480 3/10/2020 12:40 Earthborn Lamb Grain-Free Dilated Cardiomyopathy 7 Years Chihuahua Dog 3.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐417478 3/10/2020 12:28 Blue Buffalo Chicken and 
Rice

Dilated Cardiomyopathy 13 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 29 Kilogra
m

EON‐417476 3/10/2020 12:12 Nutro Ultra Large Breed 
Adult Dry

Overall structural normal heart
o LVIDd high normal in size
? DDX: normal variant for athletic dog vs occult DCM (primary vs nutritional)

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 31 Kilogra
m

EON‐417472 3/10/2020 11:56 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Duck Recipe Grain-Free Dry
Dog Food, 4Health grain-
free

 
Dilated Cardiomyopathy 9 Years Shepherd Dog - 

Belgian Malinois
Dog 31.6 Kilogra

m

EON‐417468 3/10/2020 11:44 Purina
Beyond
Wild Prey-Inspired 
Beef Liver & Lamb Recipe

Vomiting And Diarrhea in both my dogs.
1 Dog (b) (6)  report filed March 10, 2020 at 11:14
Link Code: 21AA71BC-F9F1DFCC-BF1F4045-920F7F60-53F1FCD3-
DA3E153F-68A380A4-6B10B8F1.

10 Years Mountain Cur Dog 56 Pound

EON‐417467 3/10/2020 11:40 Fromms Grain free Mild mitral regurgitation
o Suspect secondary to Degenerative mitral valve disease, ACVIM Stage B2,
but cannot
rule out occult dilated cardiomyopathy given the increased LVIDd and LVIDs
as well as
the history of a grain free diet
? Due to grain-free diet and possible occult DCM, Taurine levels are pending
? Mild systolic dysfunction

12 Years Pointer (unspecified) Dog 24 Kilogra
m

EON‐417463 3/10/2020 11:20 Purina
Beyond
Wild Prey-Inspired
Beef Liver & Lamb Recipe

Nausea and Diarrhea from multiple cans for both our dogs. We switch to 
another brand and things went fine. A couple months later A New Batch Of 
Cans came in our Bi- Monthly order and was put in the rotation. Again Right off 
the Back both our dogs Became Nauseated and Had Diarrhea. We rotate 
every week or two a Variety of Wet Dog Foods and Makers but haven’t had 
this issue with this Maker Before, just this Specific Type:
Purina
Beyond 
Wild Prey-Inspired 
Beef, Liver & Lamb Recipe

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 71 Pound

EON‐417461 3/10/2020 11:13 Earthbourn Holistic Coastal 
Catch

Dilated Cardiomyopathy on a BEG diet 3 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 23 Kilogra
m
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EON‐417447 3/10/2020 8:44 Pedigree grilled steak & 
vegitable and Pedigree high 
proteen beef & lamb

Began throwing up bloody bile 6 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 60 Pound

EON‐417421 3/9/2020 20:56 solid gold tropical blendz i opened a can of food for my two cats and found possible mold spores on the 
top of the meat. i have the can frozen in the fridge as well as photos to include 
the stamped expiration date area.

EON‐417416 3/9/2020 18:36 Blue Buffalo
Life Protection Formula
With Life Source Bits
ADULT Chicken and Brown 
Rice Recipe

Our Cocker Spaniel, (b) (6)  who was barely seven years old, had been eating 
this dog food (in a blue and tan bag) for two weeks. We had begun to see 
problems with this food in the form of (b) (6)  defecating all over our house, in
the form of dark stools, but we thought the diarrhea may have been due to a 
change in his diet.
Then on (b) (6)  , after feeding (b) (6)  Blue Buffalo for
breakfast, he started shaking violently from side to side, then for most of the 
day, defecating and throwing up the food he ate. He was also lethargic and 
slow moving all day long (this is an extremely active and fast moving dog, and 
slow movements is out of character for him). When we touched him, he would 
shake violently and yelp in pain. Later in the evening around 7:30 PM that 
night, after another round of deification, (b) (6)  yelped frighteningly, started
breathing hard and died that night.

7 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog

EON‐417399 3/9/2020 16:36 Blackwoods 5000 catfish 
sensitive stomach.

My dog went into anaphylactic shock because on the blackwoods website the 
blackwoods 5000 sensitive stomach dog foods does NOT list chicken 
(something my dog is highly allergic to) but yet the bag says chicken as an 
ingredient which we found out when he became extremely ill. He is currently 
hospitalized right now due to the issue of the chicken being an ingredient.

1.5 Years Great Dane Dog 140 Pound

EON‐417387 3/9/2020 15:16 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Senior Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice.

12 Years Hound - Basset Dog
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(b) (6)  started having shortness of breath and panting. We took her to the Vet 
and she was diagnosed with heart issues. A short time later, she got worse. A 
chronic cough and inactivity followed. In the end we had to euthanize her as 
her heart was so bad.
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EON‐417356 3/9/2020 12:28 Instinct Limited Ingredient 
Diet Grain-Free Recipe with 
Real Lamb Freeze-Dried 
Raw Coated Dry Dog Food, 
Instinct Limited Ingredient 
Diet Grain-Free Recipe with 
Real Salmon Freeze-Dried 
Raw Coated Dry Dog Food

6.6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25.8 Kilogra
m

Patient was seen by her primary care veterinarian on Feb 24th 2020 for 
respiratory issues, possible kennel cough. Patient was up to date on vaccines 
making kennel cough less likely; patient was prescribed an antitussive. Patient 

was seen again on March 6th my the family's regular vet for worsening 
respiratory issues, lethargy and decreased appetite. Chest radiographs were 
taken which revealed severe cardiomegaly and signs of L-CHF. Owners were 

advised at this point to take patient to local ER hospital. 

On ER presentation (3/6/2020), TFAST revealed severely dilated heart 
chambers with poor contractile function. Patient was placed in oxygen cage. 
Echocardiogram showed that the LV walls were thin with markedly reduced 
contractile function. LV cavity was markedly dilated as well as the LA. MV 
appeared mildly thickened and appeared to have an abnormal papillary 

accessory attachment in the LV. RH and PA were also dilated. Trace PCE. No 
pleural effusion or ascites. 

Echocardiogram was consistent with severe DCM resulting in CHF as the 
cause for cough and dyspnea. Given the long term history of a BEG diet, it is 

possible that these changes are related to nutritional imbalance, and may 
potentially improve with diet change and medical treatment. Some cases of 

diet related cardiomyopathy do not improve despite strong suspicion that there 
is a dietary component. There also could be a component of mitral valve 

disease (degenerative or dysplasia), but it will not be possible to tell until we 
see if her heart size decreases and results in a decrease in the MR. 

Recommend diet change as directed by(b) (6) . Recommend treatment
with pimobendan and furosemide, with addition of an ACE inhibitor and taurine 
supplementation when eating and not azotemic. Recheck renal values daily in 

hospital. Recheck with cardio 1-2 weeks after discharge. 

Diet: Instinct Limited Ingredient Grain Free Lamb & Salmon

New diet: Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice 

BNP: Pending
Troponin: Pending

Taurine Panel: Pending
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EON‐417355 3/9/2020 12:24 Blue Buffalo Grain Free Diet 7 Years Bichon Frise Dog 7.2 Kilogra
m

Dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype with globally decreased left ventricular 
systolic dysfunction - (b) (6)  has been diagnosed with a heart disease

characterized by decreased pumping and relaxation functions of the heart. The 
main causes of this are:

1) Idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy - This is a primary heart muscle disease
that can result in secondary rhythm disturbances. This carries a genetic
predisposition and is a diagnosis of exclusion. 2) Tachycardia-induced

cardiomyopathy - In this form of the disease, the rapid heart rate comes first 
and paces the heart into poor pumping function. The way to diagnose this is to 
control the heart rhythm/rate and see if pumping function returns. Dexter has 

not had evidence of a rapid heart rate so this is not high on our differential list. 
3) Myocarditis - This refers to heart muscle inflammation that, in dogs, can be
secondary to a number of infectious organisms. We have submitted a troponin

(specialized blood test) to assess for this condition. Dexter's troponin was 
increased, which may be secondary to his arrhythmia or an infectious disease 

process. Infectious disease testing involves blood tests sent to an outside 
laboratory. 4) Diet-associated dilated cardiomyopathy - Recent data has 

revealed an association between boutique grain-free and exotic diets with the 
development of dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype in dogs. The FDA is 

currently investigating this link further. In these cases, changing the diet can 
result in improvement, or even resolution, of left ventricular systolic 

dysfunction. Another form of dietary dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype 
involves taurine deficiency. You have elected to hold off on submitting a 

taurine level to the lab at this time. We will start (b) (6)  on taurine
supplementation, as described below.The end result of these processes is 

dilation of the heart chambers, increase in intracardiac pressures, and 
eventual congestive heart failure if the process cannot be reversed. 

Congestive heart failure is evidenced by lethargy, coughing, rapid or labored 
breathing, abdominal distention, weakness, exercise intolerance, or collapse. 

Some dogs with this disorder and certain breeds in particular (Dobermans and
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EON‐417353 3/9/2020 12:16 OL"Roy rawhide 6" rolls 
natural beefhide chews for 
dogs

both of my dogs chewed the ( Ol'Roy rawhide 6" rolls natural beefhide chews 
for dogs, 16 count, net wt 9.31 oz (264g) )
best before 11/03/21 Lot N*011019 ,product #8113117877 and thew up,,, each 
time!! I gave them a chew bone, total bones(4), have 12 left & they chewed on 
03/09/2020 and got sick again, so want get them these bones anymore !!..

11 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 20 Pound

EON‐417343 3/9/2020 11:04 Blue Wilderness Turkey and 
Chicken Grill

dog ate 12.05 oz of the Blue wilderness Turkey and Chicken Grill and 4 hours 
later began to vomit from 3am to 6am. She is drinking water but tired from 
vomitting.

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 48 Pound

Some dogs with this disorder, and certain breeds in particular (Dobermans and 
(b) (6)s) are at higher risk of sudden death due to abnormal heart rhythms. As 

 has progressed to the congestive stage of this disease, we recommend
the below therapies, in addition to a diet change. 

?Mild Pulmonary Hypertension (PHT) - This is a mild elevation in the blood 
pressure of the vessels that lead from the right side of the heart into the lungs. 
PHT can be caused by long-standing left-sided heart disease (likely cause in 

Dexter) or primary lung disease (including occlusive diseases such as 
heartworm disease or pulmonary thromboembolism). In severe PHT, the right 
side of the heart is overworked and can begin to fail (right-sided congestive 
heart failure), causing fluid accumulation within the abdomen or around the 

lungs. This can be seen as abdominal distention and/or respiratory difficulties. 
The degree of PHT is currently mild and does not require specific therapy at 

this time.
?Ventricular Premature Complexes (VPCs) and ventricular tachycardia - These 

are early heart beats originating from the lower heart chambers (ventricles). 
These have many different causes including heart muscle disease, electrolyte 

(potassium, calcium) (b) (6)malities, chest trauma, tumors, and severe 
systemic diseases. For , these are most likely a result of his severe
cardiac changes. These abnormal be(b) (6) y cause symptoms (collapse, 
fainting) or even death when severe.  is having frequent ventricular

arrhythmias and we will need to initiate an antiarrhythmic me(b) (6) at this 
time. We have had to caredully choose the medicat (b) (6) n  primary
heart and other issues. We will continue to monitor  rhythm closely in

the future. (b) (6)
?Pulmonary/Lung Mass - A tumor was discovered in  lungs upon

review of thoracic radiographs (x-rays). As discussed, this could represent a 
primary tumor, or alternatively could represent spread to the lungs from a more 
distant cancerous process. Given his critical state, further workup has not been 
performed during his stay the last few days. Further workup is advised with our 

Medical Oncology team, potentially to be performed as a dual appointment 
with one of our oncologists during his upcoming cardiology recheck.
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EON‐417336 3/9/2020 10:20 Patient told me her dog was fed raw meat from (b) (6)  a local dog 
food sales out of (b) (6) the stomach had to be pumped and was given 
strong antibiotics for 1 week before being released. The food has no quality 
control and some guy making it in his basement out of raw meats.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐417290 3/8/2020 12:44 Milos Chicken jerky In 2013, we had chihuahuas and a mini dachshund. I was looking for a lamb 
jerky that my dachshunds from years past had enjoyed. That brand was no 
longer available. I saw the Milo’s chicken jerky which looked similar, but 
chicken. I thought the dogs would love this treat. When I gave each of them 
some treat, they didn’t like it. Only (b) (6)  ate it for a few days. Within a week
she was sick, had a seizure, seemed paralyzed, vomited green bile, and was 
shaking. In her last moments she retched green bile continuously -in 
excruciating pain- and exhaled her last breath. My Three young children and I 
were with her. I was holding her. We found her having a seizure at 7:30 a.m. 
She was dead the following day at 1p.m. Our 3 other dogs who shared all the 
same areas with her were unaffected. We did not know any reason for her 
death, and threw out the treats as a precaution because it was the only change 
to our regular routine. I could not believe how this all could happen in a matter 
of days. I knew she was poisoned somehow. We buried her in our garden. She 
was my daughter’s personal dog who regularly entertained at sleepovers and 
outdoor kid adventures. My daughter chose her as a puppy when she was 5 
(b) (6)  died when she was 12. My daughter is devastated to this day and says
if she ever gets a pet again in her lifetime, it would be a snake. ????

7 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 4 Pound
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(b) (6)
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EON‐417284 3/8/2020 10:24 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
High Protein Real Meat 
Recipe Lowland Creek 
Premium Dry Cat Food 14lb

When looking to purchase food on Amazon, Taste of the Wild, dry cat food, I 
notice the most recent customer 3ate stating that all of their cats are getting 
severely ill. More research found other reviews where cats sickened such as 
Blue buffalo, Nature's Variety Instinct, Iams Proactive Health Weight & Hairball 
Care Dry Cat Food for Adult Indoor Cat Healthy Weight with Chicken, Turkey, 
and Garden Greens, 16 lb. Bag, I could keep going on.

My cat started getting issues with his coat drying out and vomiting every time 
he eats the dry food. At first I thought he was just eating the food too fast. Now 
other cats in the house coats have gotten dull. I believe Amazon is improperly 
storing their pet food and it is shipping out with mold on it that people can't see. 
If the food manufacturers were shipping a subpar food to Amazon then it 
wouldn't be so many different companies having the same complaints. While 
my cats issues were caught in time, other reviews mentioned, diarrhea, 
vomiting, urine crystals, and one person mentioned their cat passed and other 
had seizures.

Others mentioned soon as they went to the store and replaced the food with 
the same thing, just store bought, the issues went away. So the issues are with 
Amazon's storage process or the shipping process.

3 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat

EON‐417271 3/7/2020 22:04 Purina One SmartBlend I rum a rescue and dog sit. Product was donated and 5 out of 6 dogs have 
become ill with diarrhea, vomiting, or both

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐417266 3/7/2020 19:44 9 lives daily essentials This is my second cat that had become ill. This is my 2nd report filed. I strongly 
believe the cat food is to blame. I lost my first cat (b) (6)  in September and had
(b) (6)  euthanized on  (b) (6) 2020 due to unknown illness. Both had exact
symptoms severe vomiting, weight loss, trouble chewing.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐417255 3/7/2020 14:32 Trader Joe's Chicken Jerky 
Strips

vomiting, diarrhea, loss of appetite, seizures 7 Months Bulldog - French Dog 15 Pound

EON‐417251 3/7/2020 14:04 Taste of thr Wild Dog started coughing and having issues breathing. Vet informed us she has 
heart disease and her heart is failing.
(b) (6)  was suffering from progressive cough that began in early February 2020. 
She was treated with antibiotics for possible kennel cough with no clinical 
resolution. I took her back to the vet on March 6, 2020. Rdvm rads revealed 
enlarged heart with tachycardia noted in exam. (b) (6)  has been on Earthborn
Holistic Grain Free Dog Food for 4 years. She had an ECG performed on
March 3rd, 2020 and radiographs. Her thoracic radiographs findings found
severe cardiomegaly. The results showed that her breed (pit bull) is atypical for
dilated cardiomyopathy, and there is concern that the cardiac changes are
more consistent with a nutritional cardiomyopathy.

9 Years Weimaraner Dog 55 Pound

EON‐417250 3/7/2020 14:04 Earthborn Holistic Grain 
Free Meadow Feast with
Lamb Meal

 
4 Years American Pit Bull 

Terrier
Dog 68 Pound

EON‐417217 3/6/2020 19:24 Dogswell Soft Strips Hip & 
Joint Glucosamine 
Chondrotin

Described up above. (See Above) 18 Hours Australian Kelpie Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐417210 3/6/2020 18:24 Wellness Adult Feline Core Pet was given Wellness Core Original Dry Cat Food(grain free) since he was a 
kitten. He was rushed to the animal ER in August 2018 due to heavy breathing 
issues. It turns out he has Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy. I am reporting this as 
I read FDA was investigating grain free food for canine which may lead to DCM 
which may also be the case in feline. Right now my cat's condition is stable 
with possible renal failure due to lasix intake, he is on 4 different medication 
and 2 supplements. He is no longer on the same food that he was previous on 
due to HCM.

7 Years British Blue Cat

EON‐417183 3/6/2020 16:08 Zignature Kangaroo Formula Dog diagnosed with DCM (Dilated Cardiomyopathy) on 3/6/20. Dog has been 
on Zignature Kangaroo Formula for approximately 4 years.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador 60 Pound

EON‐417181 3/6/2020 15:48 Taste of Wild Prey Turkey Nutritional DCM secondary to Taste of Wild Prey Turkey dog food 4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog

Dog

71.2 Pound
EON‐417176 3/6/2020 14:36 Kirkland Nature's Domain Started with  (b) (6 pooping blood.he has been on metronidazole 

Next (b) (6)  pooping blood and died a short time later
Next was (b) (6)  she started pooping blood and died that day..
Next was (b) (6) . She was in icu for 3 days
And today (b) (6)  started pooping blood. On the way to Dr now.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐417137 3/6/2020 8:24 Purina Proplan Focus
Adult Sensitive Skin and 
Stomach Salmon and Rice 
formula

Excessive drinking and urination, with lethargy and a grumpy attitude which is 
not like her at all. Owner had just opened a new bag of dog food 2 days prior to 
clinical signs. Blood work indicates an elevated calcium level with normal 
kidney values and a very dilute urine. Awaiting Parathyroid hormone levels and 
ionized calcium.

4 Years Bulldog - American Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐417123 3/5/2020 21:08 Purina Puppy Chow Healthy 
Start Nutrition Complete

I contacted Purina on several occasions. They finally stated they would test the 
food, and sent a bag so I could send in a sample for testing. However, Purina 
did not honor their word. After waiting patiently for 6 weeks (which is how long 
they told me the testing would take) I was finally told they didn’t test the food 
for any unsafe levels. They simply looked at it. I even sent them the pups labs 
along with the food sample. 
I have attached labs, vet office notes and photos of the bag of food in question. 
Please contact me with any questions or for further information.

3 Months Beagle Dog 11 Pound

EON‐417093 3/5/2020 15:52 Zignature Venison Formula
Zignature Kangaroo Formula

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐417092 3/5/2020 15:24 Earthbound Holistic Grain 
Free Lamb Meal

Apoquel discontinued a few weeks ago, pet has stopped eating ans has 
become lethargic, coughing and increased breathing at night. Presented to ER 
for signs - developed congestive heart failure and echocardiogram showed 
dilated cardiomyopathy

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22 Kilogra
m

EON‐417075 3/5/2020 12:56 Zignature Kangaroo Dog 
Food Grain Free

4 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 50 Pound
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(b) (6) (b) (6)We brought home our 2 beagles,  and on October 20,2019. We 
were requested by the breeder to leave them on the Purina Puppy Chow 
Complete until at least 14 weeks old. We obliged. On Saturday, November 2, 
2019, we opened a new bag of Purina Puppy Chow Complete. The same 
exact brand they’d been happily eating, just a new bag of it. 
Within hours both pups were lethargic and experiencing heaving sweating, 
uncontrollable drooling, vomiting, white gums and low body temps. We rushed 
them to the emergency vet and after extensive testing and an overnight stay in 
ICU receiving fluids it was concluded their vitamin D levels were too high. 
The vet stated there were 3 possible sources of vitamin D poison, the first and 
most sensible being the food. The other 2 weren’t applicable (the pups are in 
secured crates and have no access to our home medicine cabinet and they 
were still currently being leash walked out doors and we do not have any rat 
poison around our home) Everything points to the Purina Puppy Chow 
Complete. Even our pup who consumes more food was the sicker of the 2 
pups.

(b) (6)  has been diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. She is otherwise a 
healthy 6 year old Golden Retriever. She has always been in good health prior 
to this diagnosis (b) (6)  was on a grain free diet for several years due to 
allergies. A few years ago (b) (6)  vet recommended a new injection, Cytopoint, 
to treat her allergies which worked very well. I never switched her back to 
traditional dog food since there seemed to be no concerns that it was harmful. 
Last summer, July 2019, my vet told me that grain free foods were being 
associated with heart disease and had me switch to Purina Pro Plan. I 
switched her immediately. Just yesterday, March 4 2020, (b) (6)  was diagnosed 
with DCM and given only a few short months to live the rest of her life. I am 
beyond devastated. I

(b) (6)  was being fed Zignature Kangaroo for 2 years, and in March of 2019 my 
older dog was diagnosed with a heart murmur followed by DCM, So I had 
(b) (6)  scanned and she also had DCM
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EON‐416992 3/4/2020 23:04 Rachel Ray Nutrish Just 6 
Lamb meal and Brown rice

We opened the new food and gave my dogs dinner. My oldest 3, started 
vomiting, urinating on herself multiple times, acting drunken, couldn’t walk or 
see correctly, shaking. The following day my 9 month old, urinated on himself 
and started shaking, couldn’t walk and kept closing eyes while sitting up 
(dizzy), we do not know the outcome yet of second dog.

3 Years Pit Bull Dog

EON‐416975 3/4/2020 18:28 4health Mature Adult 
Formula dog food

My dog has lost weight and muscle mass, become lethargic and sluggish. 
Experiences bouts of gagging and choking sounds, has labored breathing, lost 
energy, and hair is falling out and shedding like crazy. He experiences upset 
stomach and vomiting frequently and almost always after eating. After a visit to 
our veterinarian, we were told he now has a heart murmur and is in heart 
failure, possibly due to feeding him grain-free food.

13 Years Coonhound - 
American English

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐416973 3/4/2020 17:44 Beef Chew Value Pack After eating their beef bones (b) (6)  began throwing up and having severe 
diarrhea. We took her to the vet, who said she had blood in her urine, and said 
in her opinion the bones were the cause of her condition.

1.5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐416963 3/4/2020 16:16 Zignature 4 year old non-symptomatic vizsla, neutered male
A full cardiac workup was performed because of the link between BEG diets 
and DCM. (b) (6)  has cardiomegaly diagnosed from thoracic radiographs. 
Echocardiogrpahy reveals that (b) (6)  has biventricular enlargement of the heart 
with systolic dysfunction consistent with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM).
Taurine level 236nMol/nl

EON‐416940 3/4/2020 13:48 Now Fresh Adult, Taste of 
the Wild Pacific Stream

Diagnosed with DCM ( Dilated Cardiomyopathy) as of 3/3/2020. Cardiologist 
said could be related to Pet Food. (b) (6)  was on Taste of the Wild when he
was younger for 2-3 years and the post that he has been on Petcurean "Now 
Fresh"

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 59 Pound

EON‐416909 3/4/2020 9:32 sportmix/wholesomes 
medium golden grain free 
biscuit treats for dogs

after giving said treat/biscut to my dog ,later in the evening he had (1) seizure 
two days later after one biscut he has convultions and puked it up weith in 10 
minutes,no history of this happening before,further my pup from 5 years ago 
had muilital seizues also fed him these biscuts,one bedog from 10 years ago 
died from liver failer also ate these biscuts,so it seems like a pattern looking 
back as my dogs come from a high end breeder and litter mates donot have 
this issue of seizures

7 Minute
s

Retriever - Golden Dog 69 Pound

EON‐416885 3/3/2020 21:16 Pure Vita Holistic Pet Foods
Salmon Peas Entree, 
Singles - Duck and Pear 
formula by ACANA

P has previously some cyst, hot spots, excessive licking - atopy.
3 months history of excersice intolerance.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 35.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐416777 3/2/2020 21:04 Nature's Variety Instinct Raw
Boost Large Breed Puppy 
Grain-Free Recipe with Real 
Chicken Natural Dry Dog 
Food

 Salmonellosis 7 Weeks Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON‐416772 3/2/2020 20:08 Nutro Cuts In Gravy Perfect 
Portions
12 Twin Packs =24 Servings
6x Twin Packs Turkey 
Recipe
6x Twin Packs Chicken 
Recipe

On 3-2-2020. I had opened one have side of a package of Nutro Perfect 
Portions Turkey Recipe Cuts in Gravy. UPC # 7910512308; BB Date: 
09/27/2021; Lot Code: 940A2ARKF6 18:52C. There was mold in the sealed 
plastic container. I opened the other half of the package and found the same 
thing. I then proceeded to open the Chicken Flavor that came in the variety 
package. (24 Ct, 12 ea of each flavor). The UPC# of that variety is 
7910512306; BB Date: 9/27/2021; Lot Code: 940A1ARKF6 12:50F, and found 
the same problem. 

I contacted the company that I purchased it from, Chewy.com and advised 
them of the situation. The original purchase date was 01/24/2020. They fully 
refunded my purchase. They advised me to dispose of the remaining food I 
had. The food was stored in a dry place within my apartment. I then notified 
Nutro Company and they took my information and the identifying information 
for the packaging I had.

EON‐416732 3/2/2020 14:00 Taste of the Wild Prey Trout
limited ingredient

 2 Years Pit Bull Dog 33.6 Kilogra
m

EON‐416708 3/2/2020 11:12 Kaytee Forti-Diet Pro Health
Parrot, Kaytee Exact 
Rainbow for Parrots & 
Conures

 16 Years Parrot 1 Pound

EON‐416699 3/2/2020 10:02 Good friends premium cuts Two dogs being feed out of the same bag of good became very ill out of no 
where after starting to eat the dog food

EON‐416697 3/2/2020 10:01 Costco canine duck & 
chicken Jerky treats

Developed acute renal failure 8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐416696 3/2/2020 10:01 Natural Balance l.i.d. limited 
ingredient diets Sweet 
Potato and fish formula

Our veterinary cardiologists, who we do rechecks with every 6 months for other 
heart issues, determined that (b) (6)  had systolic disfunction which he 
attributed to diet related Dialated cardiomyopathy. Though (b) (6)  had an
occluded PDA, and subaortic Stenosis, the cardio didn't believe these two 
issues were the reason for the disfunction.

18 Months Newfoundland Dog 100 Pound
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(b) (6)  had a torn nail that was treated at the reg vet, where he was sedated for 
the procedure. That night he was very uncomfortable, breathing was labored, 
heart racing. ER vet suggested they give pain medicine as it may be a sign of 
pain. That did not help, so they ended up calling their reg vet who told them to 
come in. Thoracic rads showed cardiomegaly and signs of CHF. He was 
hospitalized at the ER in (b) (6)  overnight. An echo was done by a vet from 
(b) (6) . Coming to us for 2nd opinion.

-On (b) (6)  my parrot (b) (6)  (Yellow Crowned Amazon 16 yrs) was on the 
bottom of her cage, struggling for breath. She died within 20 minutes. On 
(b) (6)  my parrot (b) (6)  (African Gray 24 yrs) was sitting on his cage
and I was going to put him to bed. He had a weird look in his eyes - and within 
15 minutes, he died. I had a necropsy done on the African Gray, but they did 
not find anything. They also sent samples to be analyzed, but nothing could be 
determined from that either. I have a cockatiel (15 yrs) and she is fine. Only 
difference is the bird seed that they are given. I have had my house checked 
for any gas issues - and none are found.
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EON‐416695 3/2/2020 10:01 Retriever Hi Protein Dog 
Food 52 lb. bag

I have been using Retriever Hi-pro for years .... I finished up a pallet of 50lb 
bags and switched to the 52 lb bags of Retriever hi-pro that Tractor Supply had 
switched to after discontinuing the 50lb bags ... 2/3 of my 30 German 
Shepherds had projectile diarrhea by the next morning and they vomited up 
the food AND DID NOT EAT IT BACK UP .... very unusual for a dog. When I 
compared the formulation it was different. When I contacted Tractor Supply 
they HAD NO IDEA whpo made their food. There was NO lot info or best buy 
info on any of the 21bags on the pallet. I went to 3 stores in the area NONE 
had any best buy info I informed corporate and they stated that they sold well 
and they were not going to recall any of the bags even after I reminded them it 
was illegal to sell food with NO lot numbers

Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON‐416694 3/2/2020 10:00 Royal Canin Weight Care 
Petite

Opened a new bag of Royal Canin weight control. First my older CKC who is 6 
started throwing up. Took him to vet, nothing wrong, gave him zofran. Next day 
the younger one began having diarrhea to the point of bloody stool. I have a 
third dog on different food. No problems. Fed them chicken and rice and 
everything cleared up. Added food back in small quantity to chicken and rice 
and both cavaliers had diarrhea. Notified Royal Canin and retailer. Will get rid 
of this bag of food

3 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐416693 3/2/2020 10:00 Blue Buffalo Bacon Sizzlers We purchased the Blue Buffalo treats from Petsmart on December 4th. 
After feeding her a few treats she began vomitting and had diarrhea. On the 
second day (December 5th) she had a large amount of blood in her stool and 
vomit so we took her to the vet and she was hospitalized for 24 hours and 
diagnosed with Hemmoragic Gastroenteritis. This cost us over $3100 in vet 
bills. 

At the time, the treats were the only thing that had changed within her diet. We 
have another pet at home that did not have the treats and was perfectly fine, 
so that helped elimiate any environmental possibilities. We immediately 
stopped feeding them to her and then about a month later we saw a post on 
Facebook with 20+ dogs that exhibited the same symptoms and had the same 
diagnosis after ingesting Blue Buffalo food or treats. 

We do not want any other animals and pet parents to have to go through the 
same problems.

20 Months Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound

EON‐416566 2/28/2020 19:16 Golden rewards duck jerky 
recipe

She threw up multiple times and hasn’t been drinking much. She kept getting 
hot.

7 Rottweiler Dog 98 Pound

EON‐416551 2/28/2020 16:44 Simply Nourish Chicken And 
Brown Rice Recipe Adult 
Dog Food

I just bought a new bag of Simply Nourish Chicken and Brown Rice Recipe 
dog food. I have been feeding this brand to my dog her whole life. But ever 
since I opened this new bag, every time she eats it, she is reacting with runny 
diarrhea. I believe this current batch of dog food may be contaminated with 
something that is making my dog sick. She doesn't eat any other treats and I 
do not share human food with her.

3

Years

Years Retriever - Golden Dog 64 Pound
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EON-416529 2/28/2020 13:32 Dreambones Dream Chips Dog ingested one dream chip dog treat on Sunday Oct. 6, 2019. Later that day 
she was extremely nauseated. There were 5 large piles found in house around 
9pm. She continued to throw up Oct. 7-9 several times each day. I also saw a 
little blood on her anus and in her stool on Oct. 9th. Oct. 10th the dog finally 
stopped puking. She has not had any health issues or thrown up since then 
thankfully. 

Mixed (Dog) Dog 

EON-416482 2/28/2020 3:24 Blue Life Protection Formula
Healthy Weight Adult 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe 

 is an 8 year old golden retriever. He is of overall good health. He started 
to get sick - nausea and diarrhea - on Monday, February 24. This progressed 
throughout the week until he had constant diarrhea and refused to eat. He is 
currently at the veterinary hospital receiving IV medicine and fluids. 

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 95 Pound 

EON-416463 212712020 21 :24 Dave's naturally healthy cat 
food turkey and giblets pate 
dinner 

Twice in the last few months I have purchased Daves canned cat food in the 
turkey and giblets flavor and the cans have exploded with vile smelling rotten 
cat food exploding all over, once directly in my face and the other where I store 
the pet food. 

EON-416377 2/27/2020 8:40 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Large Breed Adult 
Fish & Oatmeal Recipe Dry 
Dog Food 30-lb bag 

my dog was extremely active and healthy, with no prior problems or conditions. 
he was fed blue buffalo life protection formula large breed adult fish and 
oatmeal formula his whole life. on fl>) {b) ( 6)]he started having trouble 
breathing and started vomiting mucus and blood. he went to animal hospital 
and was diagnosed with DCM, he could not be stabilized and had to be put to 
sleep. 

7 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 120 Pound 

EON-416341 212612020 17:00 Merrick Duck and Sweet 
Potato 

Presented for tachycardia, weight loss, suspect CHF. He has been on Merrick 
duck and sweet potato formula most of his life . 

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 24.8 Kilogra 
m 

EON-416339 212612020 16:52 California Natural Presented for further evaluation of progressive cough and heart murmur. Has a 
long history of eating California Natural, a grain free diet. 

12 Years Shepherd Dog -
Australian 

Dog Kilogra 
m 

EON-416337 2/26/2020 16:44 Wellness Core Grain Free Originally presented for evaluation of a new heart murmur. She was previously 
fed Wellness Core arain free. 

12 Years Corgi (unspecified) Dog 13.7

25.3 

 Kilogra 
m 

EON-416334 212612020 16:40 Zignature Turkey He initially presented to the ER for tachypnea and dyspnea. He was 
hospitalized and treated for presumptive CHF. He was previously on Zignature, 
a_qrain free diet for about 5 months. 

11 Months Beagle Dog 20.3 Kilogra 
m 

EON-416331 2/26/2020 16:36 Taste of the Wild 
Sierra Mountain Canine 
Recipe 
with Roasted Lamb 

woke up one morning having trouble breathing. When taken to the vet, 
they referred her to an emergency clinic as her heart sac was filled with fluid. 
This fluid was drained and they indicated there were tumors on her heart. We 
were given a schedule for chemotherapy. Her heart fi lled with fluid the next day 
and she could not breathe again. She died of heart failure. 

9 Years Bull mastiff Dog 127 Pound 

EON-416328 2/26/2020 16: 16 01' Roy cuts in gravy ribeye 
flavor 

When feeding my dogs tonight I opened a can of ol Roy wet dog food ribeye 
flavor and the contents were black, along with the rim of the can inside. 

EON-416326 2/26/2020 16: 12 01' Roy cuts in gravy ribeye 
flavor 

When feeding my dogs tonight I opened a can of ol Roy wet dog food ribeye 
flavor and the contents were black, a long with the rim of the can inside. 
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EON‐416307 2/26/2020 13:24 Fromm Four-Star Beef 
Frittata Veg® Recipe Food 
for Dogs Fromm Chicken À 
La Veg® Recipe Dog Food

Coughing noted 2/2020 with cardiomegaly (VHS 12) and severe LAE. 
Echocardiogram confirmed mild dilated cardiomyopathy with decreased FS. 
Note that family had feed Fromm grain free varieties of food for about 2 years 
prior to diagnosis of pancreatitis 1/2020 when (b) (6)  was switched to Hill's i/d
pet food (grain inclusive diet). Given the abnormal breed for dx of DCM and 
diet history strongly suspect this may be a nutritional DCM case related to the 
Fromm grain free diet formulations.

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 3.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐416276 2/26/2020 10:12 Purina Fancy Feast 
Beef Feast In Gravy 
Marinated Morsels

I split a can of Purina Fancy Feast-Beef feast in gravy Marinated Morsels from 
a new box, between my two cats as usual on the evening of 2/25/2020. They 
each only had a small portion which caused a red flag from the beginning, and 
about 5 minutes later both of them were vomiting everything they had 
consumed. This is the first time one of the cats has ever thrown up, I consider 
him to have a stronger stomach so this was extremely concerning. They each 
had subsequent bouts of vomiting in which I then decided to call our vet. She 
found it odd both were experiencing this same behavior only minuets after 
eating the product.

6 Months Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 7 Pound

EON‐416209 2/25/2020 14:24 Freshpet Nature's Fresh
Grain Free Salmon and 
Ocean Whitefish

 About 7 weeks ago we noticed white pieces in (b) (6)  stool. The vet 
determined this was tapeworm and gave him a shot that typically removes 
them. About 3-4 weeks later, (b) (6)  still had signs of tapeworm in his stool.
The vet then prescribed a pill. It has been 3 weeks since the 2nd treatment 
and he still has them. The vet said dogs usually gets tapeworm from eating an 
infested flea, but (b) (6)  does not have fleas and we use flea treatment
regularly. The vet has now prescribed a third treatment which we gave him last 
Friday and we are supposed to do a follow up treatment 3 weeks later. We 
feed my dog Fresh Pet Salmon and research online shows that tapeworm can 
be found in salmon. Considering my dog does not have fleas and this 
medication should have removed all tapeworms by now, his food seems to be 
the only logical explanation for him still having them.

4 Years Unknown Dog 17 Pound

EON‐416193 2/25/2020 12:32 Taste of the wild salmon 5 year old dog started acting sluggish early December. Condition quickly 
deteriorated. Vet wasn’t able to figure out why he was sick, everything seemed
“normal” and blood tests didn’t show anything concerning. He had been eating 
salmon taste of the wild for 4 years. I wish I had known about the food 
connection.

 
5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐416174 2/25/2020 9:04 SavoryPrime Rawhide I purchased SavoryPrime Rawhide Beef Hide Chews. On the front of the 
package in two separate places it says "100% American Rawhide" and 
"American Rawhide." This is the reason I purchased them as I do not purchase 
dog treats made anywhere but the USA. My dog (who is from the pound and 
will eat ANYTHING) would NOT GO NEAR THEM. When I carefully studied 
the back of the package (with a magnifying glass) I found in tiny letters 
"Processed in Mexico". Additionally, the package said "Wash your hands after 
feeding." What is in this product that my dog won't go near it and I must wash 
my hands after touching it? Would you, please, investigate this company? 
Thank you.
Respectfully,
(b) (6)

EON‐416165 2/25/2020 1:16 Acana Heritage Blend He was diagnosed when we went in for a pre-op appointment to get his teeth 
cleaned. She noticed a murmur, it was stage one. One week later during pre-
op prior to the cleaning, she noticed it was now about a level three heart 
murmur, she called me and told me she wasn't feeling good about putting him 
under. I agreed, so we made an appointment for the cardiologist to check him 
out. It was then we discovered the DCM. They said, had we not gone in for a 
cleaning, he probably would have dropped dead within weeks. He showed no 
outward signs or systems of heart disease. He was only Six and half years old 
when it was found.

6.5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐416160 2/24/2020 22:08 Pure Balance Grain Free dry 
dog food Chicken and Pea

Sudden cardiac arrest with no underline heart issue. Very active and 
considered a healthy dog. Animal was under no distress prior to incident and 
showed no signs of issues.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 75 Pound

EON‐416158 2/24/2020 21:48 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe Bright Puppy

Our puppies have been on Rachael Ray Bright Puppy dog food for several 
weeks. Last Saturday evening 2/24/2020 we started a new bag of puppy 
bright. On Sunday morning 2/25/2020 puppy #1 woke up at 2am (he never 
does this) whining and agitated. We got him back to sleep. Around 7am we 
noticed that he had broken out in hives and was extremely agitated, whining 
and restless. We continued to feed both puppies the Bright Puppy dog food 
that day (we did not connect it to his hives). We gave puppy # 1 Benadryl that 
morning and evening but by Midnight he was inconsolable and so agitated with 
raised pink spots on his stomach that we took him into the urgent care vet 
clinic where he had a steroid injection. He settled down around 2am Monday 
morning and seemed to be fine during the day on Monday. We continued to 
feed him the Bright Puppy food Monday (we still did not connect it with his 
hives). At 6pm on 2/26/2020 we fed him the puppy food for dinner. About 30 
minutes hour later he again broke out in hives on his stomach and was 
agitated and whining. At this same time, puppy #2 started to show symptoms - 
agitation and chewing at his feet. We had been given steroid pills by the urgent 
care vet . At approximately 6:30 pm Monday we gave puppy #1 a steroid pill 
and puppy # 2 a Benadryl pill.

11.5 Weeks Bulldog - American Dog 17 Pound
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EON‐416074 2/24/2020 11:56 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound

EON‐416053 2/24/2020 9:36 fresh pet rosted chicken i feed my puppy fresh pet he became really sick dirraha and vomiting at first i 
didnt know it was the food because hes a puppy and eats everything but when 
he didnt want to eat it any longer i feed it to my older dog never thought it was 
the food my older dogs is now very ill and he only ate that food.when i went 
online and seen im not alone this food is making alot of dogs sick and its still 
on tv saying how good its for your pet . please look into this food its not safe 
and is making alot of pets sick

EON‐415999 2/23/2020 10:36 Pet Pride Chunk Style 
Chicken Flavor dry dog food

We purchased Pet Pride dog food on January 4th. (b) (6)  began eating this bag 
of food several days after purchase. Less than 2 weeks later, he began 
drinking excessive amounts of water, vomiting, and urinating frequently. He 
completely stopped eating last week and is now in kidney failure. Our 
veterinarian indicated that his reaction is consistent with a dog who has been 
poisoned and we were asked if there is any way he got into antifreeze, rat 
poison or pain medication, which he has not. The only change in his life was 
the Pet Pride dog food we purchased. Upon reading recall information about 
dog foods in the past, we believe that this dog food may have caused Vitamin 
D poisoning or something which resulted in kidney disease (our vet doesn't 
think he is going to live for longer than a week from now because of how much 
damage has occurred before we knew he needed treatment.

6 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐415973 2/22/2020 15:36 Signature Kangaroo 
Formula

On January 22, 2020 I received a text from my dog walker that (b) (6)  had 
labored breathing and collapsed on his bed. I rushed home from work and 
immediately took him to his vet. After an exam and X-rays, my vet recommend 
I immediately take him to (b) (6)  because his heart was enlarged. 
She said a cardiologist will be waiting for me. Once, we arrived at (b) (6) , 
they immediately too (b) (6)  and did an echo cardiogram. The vet met with me 
and told (b) (6)  had a severe case of DCM. They immediately put him in an 
oxygen tank and gave him medicine. We had no idea he had this disease. He 
was a very active boy who loved to chase squirrels and rabbits and do on long 
walks. The cardiologist asked us what food (b) (6)  ate. I replied Zignature-
Kanagroo. She then shared the FDA report from June 2019 with our family. 
(b) (6)  played the waiting game to see if (b) (6)  would respond to 
the medicine. Unfortunately, (b) (6)  passed away (b) (6) , 2020.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 91 Pound

EON‐415948 2/22/2020 8:08 Whimzees natural daily 
dental treats XS for dogs 5-
15 lbs. A paragon pet 
product. Use before 05/2020
PO-19-01229

 

5 hours after giving treet dog vomited 10 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound
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(b) (6)  had a sudden decrease in activity level and was brought in for an exam. 
A heart murmur was heard, chest rads taken indicating severe cardiomegaly 
and an echo performed diagnosing her with advanced DCM and heart failure.
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EON‐415941 2/22/2020 1:04 Sizzlers Original Gave her a sizzling bacon treat and later that night she started to throw up 
haven't given her anymore and she still throws up.

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog

EON‐415898 2/21/2020 16:28 I do not have the package 
the treat was thrown over 
into my back yard.

The morning of (b) (6)  passing, I was a work studying for the upcoming 
(b) (6) . My wife called around 6:00 AM and notified me that 
(b) (6)  wasn't breathing. I rushed home, and found her on the floor lifeless. 
Her bed was completely soaked in urine. She lay about a foot away from her 
bed and there was urine still flowing. My vet said that she probably passed 
away from acute kidney failure, possibly from melamine contamination, or 
salmonella contamination, but the product would have to be tested.

10 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 54 Pound

EON‐415816 2/21/2020 14:44 Natures Recipe ORIGINAL 
Lamb and Rice Recipe

I would like to address a matter involving a dog food brand that I was feeding 
to my dog who passed away. The dog food brand Nature's Recipe ORIGINAL 
Lamb and Rice Recipe is produced by Big Heart Pet. It was bought from 
Chewy.com on September 11th, 2019 in a 15 pound bag with the barcode 
730521504380. The bags lot number is 9190804062334 and best if used by 
10/02/20. I believe that this brand of dog food is what caused my dog to 
become ill.
This was not the first bag I had fed to my dog. She had been eating Nature's 
Recipe for about two years. I had previously always bought Nature's Recipe 
dog food either from Chewy.com or my local Petco. When I bought the dog 
food it was always stored in an airtight container at room temperature. My dog 
had always been nothing but healthy and full of life so when she suddenly fell 
ill it was a shock. I then started doing research on the food I had been feeding 
her and found a horrifying deadly ingredient that I firmly believe caused her to 
become ill.
The ingredient is called menadione sodium bisulfite complex also known as 
vitamin k3. Vitamin k3 is a man made synthetic version that is not natural. It 
causes many illnesses including the one my dog got called hemolytic anemia 
which is a disease where the body attacks and destroys its own red blood 
cells. The ingredient was banned in human food in 1963 by the U.S Drug and 
Food Administration because of its toxicity in humans. On September 18th 
2019 my dog  (b) (6) passed because of the disease this ingredient caused
her to fall ill from. My reason for writing this is to bring it to your attention in 
hopes to get it banned from being used in our beloved pets' food.

11 Years Unknown Dog 47 Pound

EON‐415776 2/21/2020 10:08 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been getting Zignature Kangaroo formula for almost her entire life.
She has been healthy until yesterday when I took her to the vet for a cough.
The vet noted that her heart sounded abnormal and recommended we X-ray
her heart. Her heart was incredibly enlarged and there was fluid present on her
lungs. We immediately took her to a specialist, where they conducted more
tests, and she was subsequently diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy
(DCM) and mild congestive heart failure. She has no genetic predisposition to
DCM, per her Embark DNA test results.
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EON‐415726 2/20/2020 15:44 Special Kitty mixed grill pate Had been feeding our cats Special Kitty mixed grill canned cat food. 2 became 
very sick and had to be euthanized, a third became sick and was able to 
recover. I still have the cans, I stopped using them because we didn't know the 
cause and I wanted to eliminate any possibilities. they have lot#9263803 and 
UPC code 681131078962 as indicated in their recall.

6 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 12 Pound

EON‐415681 2/20/2020 11:36 CANIDAE® GRAIN FREE 
PURE™
PUPPY RECIPE LIMITED 
INGREDIENT GRAIN FREE 
PREMIUM DRY DOG FOOD

Intermittent hind end lameness/weakness since summer of 2019. Anaplasma 
positive Jan 2020. Presented to rDVM for cough and was put on a course of 
doxycycline x 1 month which was ineffective for treating the cough. 
Radiographs were taken to help determine the cause of the hind end lameness 
and since dog was sedated for xrays, thoracic radiographs were taken which 
revealed cardiomegaly. rDVM rec cardio referral w/ ehco. Elevated BNP in 
early Feb - 1243.

Diet: Canidae Pure Puppy since birth

Cardiology appointment details: The echo findings are most consistent with 
DCM. The patient is breathing well at this time and does not show signs of
CHF. Potential causes include diet-associated, primary (less likely given the
age), infection (patient does not act sick). The patient has been enrolled in the
diet study. Recheck in 3 month to see if there is any improvement after the diet
change. We are starting the patient on pimboendan and taurine. BW submitted
based on the study protocol.
BNP - 1243
Troponin - pending
Taurine - pending

1.15 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 19.7 Kilogra
m

EON‐415663 2/20/2020 10:00 IAMS Proactive Health 
Minichuncks adult 1+. 1 
indredient is chicken. Small 
green bag.

Ate iams dry dog food. Severe vomiting, loss of appetite, lethargic. Replaced 
dry dog and dog better ion about third day. At about day 8 all symptoms 
resolved. Resumed the same dry dog food and symptoms returned. Currently 
holding gry dog food, dog is slower to recover.

6 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐415653 2/20/2020 6:08 Gravy Train Feed one of my dogs gravy train dry dog food for 3 days he became weak and 
has since died this stuff is poison and should be tested he was fine and 
energetic before I fed him this food

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐415643 2/19/2020 20:44 Acana Heritage Fresh Fish 
Formula

13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 90 Pound

EON‐415594 2/19/2020 12:08 Dentalife Daily Oral Care 
Dog Treats, Gravy Train 
Jerky Strips

Gave (b) (6)  2 Dentalife chews and 1 jerky strip last night and she woke up 
vomiting bright red blood this morning x 3 episodes. That was 3 hours ago and 
she’s not had any other vomiting or symptoms since then - but will definitely be 
keeping a close eye on her and never give her these again. I’ve tried looking to 
see if there has been a recall on either product. They were on clearance rack 
at a Dollar General near me. Unable to find expiration date on jerky treats 
made by gravy train but barcode is 79100 51367 and another number beneath 
barcode - 98053005. Purina Dentalife chews exp 3/21 - number beneath 
expiration date is 9246 6001 1114 L17.

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 100 Pound

EON‐415593 2/19/2020 12:08 My Little Wolf Duck Recipe 
(canned)and Acana Singles 
Duck and Pear Formula 
(Dry) I do not have package 
information for the Acana 
dry food.

I mixed a dry food with a wet food and found a metallic flake in the food. The 
foods were Acana Duck and Pear dry food and Little Wolf Duck canned food. 
At first I thought it was from the canned food but, I now think it could be from 
the inner lining of the Acana dry food bag. I have the metal piece and can send 
it to you so, it can be determined which company has a problem.

EON‐415558 2/19/2020 8:04 Trader Joes Groan free mint 
flavored dog treat with beet 
powder

We purchased the mint flavored grain free dog treats from Trader Joe’s. Bar 
code number 0067 0685. Within 8 hours of feeding our dogs the treats, they 
threw up several times. One being the dog listed and the other being a 75lb 1 
year old female German shepherd mix. The smaller dog was violently sick for 
12 hours. We didn’t feed them the treat again for a few days. My roommate 
accidentally gave them to the dogs again and they both threw up several times 
again. Neither dog is left unsupervised outside and isn’t fed people food.

3 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 20 Pound
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(b) (6)  started a grain free diet in Feb 2018 - I changed his food from a Hills 
Science Diet Venison to an Acana Fish Diet. I really knew nothing about grain 
free and bought what I thought was a top of the line great food for him. In 
May/June 2019 he became sluggish which I figured was old age and then he 
developed a cough on July 1 2019 which I thought could have been kennel 
cough, my regular vet determined he had an heart abnormality. Recommended 
a cardio consult. I took him to (b) (6)  in (b) (6)
because his cough escalated (ahead of consult appt) and saw a cardiologist 
who did an echocardiogram and diagnosed him with DCM. Suggested his diet 
may have been the cause and he started medication on July 4 2019 and 
switched his diet to grain inclusive Hills Science Diet kibble. At his second 
follow on Sept 27 2019, the echocardiogram showed his heart was improving. 
By January 11, 2020, his heart was back to normal from meds and diet and his 
activity level is no longer sluggish - he is back to normal.
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EON‐415542 2/18/2020 20:40 Fromm Family Four Star 
Grain-Free Entree

In November 2019, our dog began a strange struggling coughing. After visiting 
the veterinarian we discovered he had an enlarged heart or DCM. He was then 
put on Vetmedin for a couple months before he died. We had been feeding him 
Fromms Four Star Grain Free dog food since we got him as a puppy and only 
stopped per our vets recommendation after the event in November. Our vet 
believes that the grain free food was link to the heart disease.

9 Years Havanese Dog 22 Pound

EON‐415524 2/18/2020 16:00 4 Health Untamed Wild 
River Recipe Trout & Lentil
Formula Dog Food

 
Case of dilated cardiomyopathy, likely secondary to a grain-free food diet with 
a previously healthy three year-old golden retriever. Owners were feeding a 
diet exclusively (for over a year) of 4 Health Untamed Wild River Recipe Trout 
& Lentil Formula Dog Food, purchased from Tractor Supply. DCM was 
suspected after a recent exam on February 8, 2020 and confirmed via 
echocardiogram on February 11, 2020.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 104 Pound

EON‐415508 2/18/2020 14:08 Open Farm Wild-Caught 
Salmon & Ancient Grains 
Recipe

On Sunday night mixed in some Open Farm Salmon & Ancient Grains and his 
regular food. Dog ate both foods. The next morning dog ate a little bit of the 
two foods. Then he stopped eating. His behavior has also changed. He is very 
lethargic, won't play. Won't play with my other dog either. Sleeps a lot and 
stands around in a daze sometimes. He eats a little bit now, but no where near 
normal. I have to give him some canned food and/or moisten his kibble so he 
will eat something. Not vomiting, no diarrhea, but seems constipated.

4.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐415407 2/18/2020 10:28 Zignature Kangaroo Diagnosed with food related dilated cardiomyopathy from grain free dog food 
and had to euthanize due to complications with the heart. Was healthy before.

Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog

EON‐415396 2/18/2020 8:44 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Salmon

Dog is in excellent health. Submitting report for inclusion in grain free diet 
study. See also FDA Consumer Complaint CC 160870 submitted by DET-DO 
CCC.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound

EON‐415385 2/18/2020 0:24 Ol Roy dog treats rawhide 9"
retrievers natural beefhide 
chews for dogs, Ol Roy 
rawhide 6" rolls natural 
beefhide chews for dogs

 Vomited every time he ate a rawhide. All four of my dogs are vomiting after 
eating these ol Roy rawhide bones.

Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐415381 2/17/2020 21:48 Purina Waggin Train
Chicken Jerky Tenders

Dog had kidney failure and loss control of bladder 10 Years Other Canine/dog 70 Pound

EON‐415375 2/17/2020 17:20 Acaina grain-free food Myocardial dysfunction and atrial arrhythmia which appears to have resolved 
following diet change.
Owner can provide details of prior diet.

4 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog

Dog

41 Kilogra
m

EON‐415328 2/17/2020 10:12 Only Natural Pet Red Meat 
Feast

Enlarged heart leading to hear failure. No previous issues with heart 9 Years Chihuahua Dog 2.74 Kilogra
m
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EON‐415321 2/17/2020 9:20 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐415306 2/17/2020 0:12 Multiple types Store i work at is keeps forgetting about pallets of dog food outside in below 
freezing temperatures. A lot of the time when i notice this that bags have frost 
already built up on them. Our store then just sells the bags. I am worried this 
could lead to moldy dog food from moister build up from the temperature 
changes.
The Store i work at is (b) (6)  in (b) (6)

EON‐415292 2/16/2020 17:48 Rachael Ray Nutrish super 
premium food for dogs
Real beef pea and brown 
rice recipe.

Had a stroke. Our other dog had a stroke also. Their were no health issues 
until switching to Rachael Ray Nutrish. Only product that has been changed 
anytime lately.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐415289 2/16/2020 16:04 Purina Busy Jerky Wraps
Long-lasting beefhide and 
chicken chew

The morning of Tuesday, February 4, she was still unable to keep anything 
down and was taken to (b) (6)  A barium contrast revealed an
esophageal blockage, and it was determined that the busy bone had lodged 
there. During surgery to remove the blockage, the vet discovered (b) (6)
esophagus had been lacerated both vertically and horizontally by the treat, 
which then essentially expanded and “glued” the cuts closed. When it was 
ultimately dislodged, she bled out and died.

10 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 27 Pound

EON‐415283 2/16/2020 14:04 Instinct by Nature's Variety 
Limited Ingredient Diet Grain
Free Recipe with Real Lamb 
Dry Dog Food

Had had an annual check up Dec 2019 - all vitals were fine . 2/11/ 2020 
-diagnosed with advanced CMD suspect related to grain free diet - natures 
variety Instinct grain free dog food
with Merrick grain free treats are the diet

7 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 21 Pound

EON‐415279 2/16/2020 13:04 Blue ridge beef I fed my dog blue ridge beef venison blend yesterday 2/15 and by the end of 
the day she had a really bad odor that she has never had before. The following 
morning, I left her in her crate for 45 minute & game to explosive clay colored 
diarrhea that smelled like rotten eggs. This is completely not normal and has 
never happened before. She has never had accidents in the crate and has 
never had diarrhea. The poop was extremely odorous and looked like clay.

5 Months Poodle - Standard Dog

EON‐415278 2/16/2020 12:16 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diet
Duck and Green Pea
(Dry food)

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound
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(b) (6)  had heart failure.

(b) (6)  was a thriving, healthy family dog. February 1, she ate a Purina busy 
(b) (6)bone. That night,  started vomiting and was taken to an emergency vet. 

Blood work showed elevated white counts, so she was treated for 
gastroenteritis. She was given anti-nausea medication and subcutaneous 
fluids to keep her hydrated.

(b) (6)  was vomiting for several days after eating this food. He lost interest in 
early g and was throwing up bile. His vomit had a kidney bean red color.
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EON‐415275 2/16/2020 10:56 Blue Wilderness High 
Protein Grain-Free with 
Chicken and LifeSource Bits 
Puppy.

We have been feeding both of our dogs grain-free Blue Wilderness food since 
we got them as puppies. We have concerns regarding the reports of heart 
failure due to grain-free diets. One dog is a Silver Lab and the other is a 
German Shepard mix.

EON‐415243 2/15/2020 20:44 Native Variety Instinct 
limited ingredient lamb

Due to his allergies, we started him 2 years ago on Instinct Lamb Limited 
Ingredient dry dog food. In September 2019, we started noticing a change in 
behavior. He was hiding under the bed and sleeping downstairs (away from 
us). We did a stool sample (negative) and then blood work, which showed 
elevated liver values. We retested 1 month later and values were still 
abnormal. We did an ultra sound of abdominal and chest. Results were 
devastating. They showed late stage heart disease - DCM. This could be 
genetic but could also be linked to the 2 years eating Instinct grain-free limited 
ingredient lamb diet. (b) (6)  passed away on (b) (6) (b) (6)
I feel it’s important to share this with the FDA as I know you are tracking DCM 
cases and grain free diets.

3.5 Years Spaniel - Field Dog 45 Pound

EON‐415239 2/15/2020 17:00 Hills Science Diet 
Veterinarian Recommended 
Specialty Perfect Weight 
Adult Chicken Recipe 
Premium Cat Foot

I will create a report for my other cat, (b) (6)  but I will talk about her here 
because it is relevant. The veterinarian maintains it was a continual exposure 
to rat poison in the home. Rat poison is not something we use in our home. 
Both the cats blood coagulation results were high. (b) (6)  was brought in to the
hospital and had elevated coagulation results, though not as severe as (b) (6)
We and the vet are questioning whether it was the cat food that was 
contaminated with this poison. We bought a new bag of cat food on December 
19th and reflecting back, (b) (6)  began showing possible symptoms around 
(b) (6)  with Boots passing away (b) (6) . 

The food is Hills Science Diet Perfect Weight Cat Kibble. It was bought from a 
local reputable store. We have reached out to Hills and they have been no 
assistance.

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 16 Pound
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(b) (6)  On (b) (6)  at 1100hrs, I noticed began showing signs of lethargy. 
He was not wanting to get out of bed, did not want to eat or drink water. He 
had low energy and 1 episode of diarrhea. Less than 24 hours later I brought 
him in to the vet. He was hypothermic and admitted to my vet's office where he 
stayed for 4 nights. I later received the results of his blood and coagulation 
panel where he was extremely anemic (low hemoglobin count) and his 
coagulation results were so high they were unreadable.I was sent home with 
Vitamin K, oral and topical antibiotics. He passed away one hour after I 
brought him home from the vet. 
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EON‐415235 2/15/2020 16:20 Purnia Tender & Crunchy 
with Lamb

This is my other dog's feed but the little one grabs a bite or so when outside. I
had opened the bag and feed my other dog about 2 serving without the little 
one getting any. The third serving he went out and grab a piece or four to try 
out. In 2 days he was throwing up, slight derriere and could not keep anything
down. Did not eat, drank water, was staggering, hunched and drool. Took him
to vet the meds I got did not help! He died 2 days later. He was a therapy dog

 

 
 
.

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 5 Pound

EON‐415219 2/15/2020 12:00 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
Cat Food

Heart failure. She was eating Taste of the Wild for many years then developed 
heart failure. She has responded well to diet change and medications.

17 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐415216 2/15/2020 11:48 Fancy Feast Gourmet 
naturals with added vitamins 
minerals and nutrients. 
White meat chicken recipe 
pate

My cat has been eating the same for 2X day for 2 years. I ordered 36 cans 
again from Amazon
And he won’t eat it. It is Fancy Feast gourmet Naturals natural white meat 
chicken recipe pate. The batch I recently received from Amazon smells like 
fish and I mean that it strongly smelled like fish. I called Purina and they told 
me to call Amazon which I did and Amazon refunded my money but I am most 
co corned with the food.

EON‐415204 2/15/2020 3:44 Taste of the wild dry dog 
food

I have just recently seen your article which includes taste of the wild pet food . 
We had a perfectly healthy male boxer who suddenly collapsed whilst on a 
walk before he reached 4 years old . This resulted in him being diagnosed with
dilated cardiomyopathy and whilst this is common in this breed he was really 
young to have the diagnosis . He had been in taste of the wild dry dog food 
both the puppy version when he was young and then the adult version to deat
. Whilst being put on meds for his condition and having a very good initial 
response after 6 months just after his 4th birthday we had to have him
Put to sleep as his condition had deteriorated and he was already on 
maximum meds and we had no option but to put him to sleep . I have only just 
seen the articles relating to grain free diets and heart disease .

 

h 

4 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 28 Kilogra
m

EON‐415202 2/15/2020 1:24 Purina One Smart Blend 
Lamb & Rice Formula

Elevated liver enzymes and bilirubin levels with no explanation as to why. 
Vomiting and lethargy. Hospitalization required for fluid therapy and further 
veterinary intervention. Prescribed Cerenia for 4 days PRN, Denamarin SID 
and Metronidazole BID for 30 days. Will recheck blood labs 03/01/20 for further 
needed treatment/referral to specialist.

2 Years Cattle Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog 38 Pound
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EON‐415182 2/14/2020 18:12 9 Lives Daily Essentials I have used 9 lives daily essentials for ten years. I would buy the product (large 
bag) at Walmart in (b) (6)  until I could no longer find it in that store. I 
then started to buy it at the Dollar General store in (b) (6) . I do not
recall the exact month but it was in the summer of 2019. One of my cats 
became very sick in August. She seemed to have trouble chewing and 
swallowing. She would vomit after eating. Her weight diminished quickly. I took 
her to the vet when I noticed something was wrong
and she was given a steroid shot which helped with her appetite but was not 
enough to save her
She was suffering and was put to sleep in September. Shortly after my male 
cat was showing the exact symptoms and I am currently doctoring with him. He 
is in critical condition. I did not suspect the food until recently when the feral 
cats at my mother's house started vomiting when given the same food.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐415165 2/14/2020 16:12 Trader Joe's Beef Recipe 
Jerky Strips

Decreased appetite, vomit, diarrhea, increased urination 5 Other Canine/dog Dog 30 Pound

EON‐415109 2/14/2020 9:04 Nuti Source Large Breed 
Lamb Meal & Peas Formula

He collapsed and died. One minute perfectly happy, running around, and next 
minute he was dead.

9

Years

Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 90 Pound

EON‐415089 2/13/2020 20:52 Sams club salmon and pea 
kibble

Diareaha with blood, vomiting with blood. Admitted to animal hospital icu. 2.5 Years Pointer (unspecified) 70 Pound

EON‐415088 2/13/2020 20:52 Dick Van Patten's Natural 
Balance gluten free small 
breed-chicken/chicken 
meal/duck meal dry food

 & her brother were eating Dick Van Patten's Natural Balance gluten
free small breed- chicken/chicken meal/duck meal food. She started having
breathing issues. Then she started having heart issues. The evening of (b) (6)
(b) (6)  she started having a very difficult time breathing. The morning of (b) (6)
at grabbed her & ran to the vet at 7:00am. I was doing mouth to mouth while I 
was driving. By the time I arrived at the vet, ~a 6 minute drive, I knew she was 
gone. I have videos of her grasping for air. The vet said that it was her heart 
that gave out, probably cardiomyopathy.

9.8 Years Poodle - Toy Dog

Dog

9 Pound
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(b) (6)
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EON‐415086 2/13/2020 20:28 Vibrant K9 - Turkey 14 Months Coton de Tuléar Dog 9 PoundOur dogs started on a raw food diet from Vibrant K9 (www.vibrantk9.com) in 
May. We were made aware of this company after watching a documentary on 
pet food feed and was introduced to Truth About Pet Food’s Prestigious “List” 

of Top Dog Foods. We purchased the Truth About Pet Food’s Prestigious “List” 
of Top Dog Foods (www.truthaboutpetfood.com/the-list/) and selected Vibrant 
K9 as they were on this top ten dog food list in 2018 and 2019. Vibrant K9 also 

received this recognition in 2020. 

The raw food is delivered in person based on a delivery schedule. 
(b) (6)

 is our 1 
year 6 months old puppy. She weighed over 9 lbs prior to the series of events. 

Timeline of Events: 
October 27, 2019 - Received at home dog food delivery from raw food 

company, Vibrant K9. Order contained one (1) ten pound bag of beef patties 
and one (1) ten pound bag of turkey blend patties. We defrosted packages of 

the turkey blend patties. 
October 28, 2019 - Fed 

(b) (6)

 and (b) (6)  the defrosted turkey blend patty from 
the new batch of raw food. Both 

(b) (6)

and (b) (6)  consumed a day’s worth of the
raw food. 

October 29, 2019 - 
(b) (6)

 was not feeling well and was not her normal self. She 
was vomiting and lethargic. We took her to our local veterinarian, (b) (6) . 

She was seen by (b) (6)  prescribed anti-nausea 
medication for 

(b) (6)

and sent her home. We followed (b) (6)
instructions and gave it a day to see if she felt better after a night’s rest. 

October 30, 2019 - The anti-nausea medication was ineffective. 
(b) (6)

 was in 
worse condition than the day before. 

(b) (6)

 continued to vomit and began to reject 
her food (she loves to eat). We rushed her back to see  (b) (6) at (b) (6)

 suspected the culprit to be a foreign body and took an 
x-ray of (b) (6)  stomach/GI. The x-ray proved to be inconclusive. (b) (6)

highly recommended us to take her to the ER at (b) (6) to get an
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ultrasound and IV fluids. 
We rushed 

(b) (6)

 directly to the ER at (b) (6) . We were
seen by multiple veterinarians on duty. She was given another x-ray and an 

ultrasound. The x-ray and ultrasound were inconclusive for foreign bodies. We 
were advised that the only way to get clarity was to perform exploratory 

surgery on (b) (6)  stomach/GI tract. (b) (6) , the attending veterinarian,
recommended that we hold off on exploratory surgery for a day. 

(b) (6)

 was
hospitalized overnight so that the staff could monitor her condition. 

October 31, 2019 - The next morning, we received a call from (b) (6)
i notifying us that there was no improvement in (b) (6)  condition and 

we should consider the exploratory surgery. We rushed back to the ER at (b) (6)  
, discussed in-depth with (b) (6)  the

pros/cons of the surgery. We opted to have the surgery performed; there was 
(b) (6)

no other choice, we had to know what the root cause was. 
successfully had the surgery. The surgery was performed by (b) (6)

 who noted that the exploratory surgery did not reveal any foreign 
bodies. However, inflammation was found, suggesting an infection. Biopsies of 
inflamed areas were taken to ensure that there was nothing genetically wrong 

with 
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

 was hospitalized for five (5) nights and treated symptomatically as she 
recovered from the surgery. We visited her twice a day, every day (all available 

visiting hours). 
(b) (6)

 did not deserve for this to happen. 
November 5, 2019 - After we were out of the woods with respect to potential 

complications from the surgery, we took 
(b) (6)

 home with a whole host of 
medications (antibiotic, anti-nausea, probiotics, and appetite stimulant). She 
slowly began to regain her trust of food back and continued her recovery at 

home where she belongs. 
November 7, 2019 - The biopsy results came in and did not reveal anything 
genetically wrong with 

(b) (6)

. Fecal testing was recommended by (b) (6)
as the next step to try to identify the root cause. We agreed. 

. 
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EON‐415084 2/13/2020 19:28 Beefeaters Triple Flavor 
Wings Dog Treats, 
Beefeaters Beefhide 5" 
Strips with Chicken Dog 
Treats

Both of my dogs developed diarrhea, sensitive bottoms, and GI issues. They 
were both seen by my vet who suggested they were due to the rawhide/jerky 
treats I fed them (made overseas). One dog has fully recovered from 
symptoms following a course of antibiotics. Another dog still had bloody 
diarrhea, even after treatment with antibiotics.

10 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 4 Pound

EON‐415064 2/13/2020 15:32 Nutro Lam & Rice Grain
Free Dog Food

 I took him in for his 2 year check up and the vet listened to his hear and said 
that he most likely has DCM and needs to see a specialist. I took him to the 
specialist and it was confirmed that he has DCM with an echo cardiogram.

2.25 Years Great Dane Dog 125 Pound

November 13, 2019 - We went back to (b) (6)  to get 
(b) (6)  stitches removed and to discuss with (b) (6)  (the internist 
that performed the initial ultrasound) the results of the fecal testing. (b) (6)

 notified us that the test results revealed salmonella and 
campylobacter bacterial infections. See provided medical report. (b) (6)

 prescribed additional antibiotics and highly recommended us 
against continuing to feed 

(b) (6)

 (and our other dog (b) (6)  raw food. 
January 7, 2020 - We contacted (b) (6)  to let him know that we 

did some research on having the dog food tested but it seemed that we cannot 
have it tested directly ourselves. (b) (6)  suggested that we can bring 
the food samples back to (b) (6)  for them to send out to the (b) (6)

. 
January 9, 2020 - Dropped off food samples to (b) (6)

January 25, 2020 - We received the testing report from (b) (6)  which noted 
that the food sample was positive for salmonella. 

Other Note: When we first brought 
(b) (6)

 into the ER and the vet suspected the 
cause was a foreign body, we opened seven (7) packages (2 weeks worth of 
food for 

(b) (6)

) of the raw food and sifted through the food to look for potential 
unprocessed bone shards or other foreign bodies. Below is a picture of what 

we found. Although these bone shards were not the reported cause of the 
issue, we showed these to the vet and they said that these shards are not 
normal, some of them are very sharp, could cause stomach/GI issues for a 

small dog, and that they would not feed this to their dog. Note we still have the 
bone shards if helpful. See attached picture.
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(b) (6)  performed an ultrasound, prescribed additional 
antibiotics to treat her current symptoms of nausea and soft stool and sent 

(b) (6)

home with a variety of dog food. 
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EON‐415036 2/13/2020 12:20 MERRICK GRAIN FREE 
PUPPY CHICKEN RECIPE 
DRY DOG FOOD, Stella & 
Chewy's freeze-dried raw 
coated kibble (chicken 
recipe), Natural Balance 
Grain Free Sweet Potato & 
Bison Dry Dog Formula

19 Months Terrier (unspecified) Dog 20.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐415017 2/13/2020 11:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish natural
dry dog food real beef pea 
and brown rice

 Purchased Nutrish beef and pea on February 2, 2020. Vomiting after eating 
began on February 3, 2020. Continued until February 10, 2020 at which point I 
stopped giving her the food. She was not as active during this time frame 
either. No fever was present either. Placed on soft food of sweet potatoes and 
pumpkin purée for two days to assist in settling her stomach. Started a new 
brand of food on February 12, 2020 successfully. Once the food was 
discontinued the vomiting stopped and there has been no issues since the 
Nutrish has been stopped.

1 Years Terrier - Boston Dog

EON‐414994 2/13/2020 10:44 Journey Dog Food On 2/12/20 a report on FOX TV News (b) (6)  advised the FDA wanted to hear 
from all dog owners currently feeding their dogs a grain free dog food. Grain 
Free dog foods have apparently been linked to fatal heart disease in 
dogs...especially golden retrievers.

We have a 10 month old golden who has been fed grain free (Journey from 
chewy.com) exclusively since birth. One of the indicators of an issue is trouble 
breathing. Lately we noticed the dog panting at unusual times...bedtime when 
she has not been exerting herself.

I immediately ceased using the grain free product but am reporting this to the 
FDA as requested. Please feel free to contact me by phone (b) (6)  or
email.

Thank you
EON‐414923 2/12/2020 21:04 Jerkey treats glucosuria, hypoglycemia decreased appetite. Fanconi syndrome 5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 5 Kilogra

m
EON‐414921 2/12/2020 20:28 Taste of the wild grain free 

premium high protein dry 
dog food pacific stream 
smoked salmon

Have been on Taste of the Wild Salmon diet since early 2015. In November 
2019 developed left-sided cardiomyopathy which progressed to left-sided DCM

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 83 Pound

EON‐414919 2/12/2020 20:00 Pure Balance He was recently diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy after eating grain free 
food for the last few years

6 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 100 Pound
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(b) (6)  was seen by referring vet practice due to episodes of collapse; ECG 
noted as abnormal. Referred to (b) (6)  for cardiac evaluation; diagnosed 
with global dilated cardiomyopathy with malignant ventricular arrhythmias. 
(report attached). CBC/chemistry submitted; values WAL (labs attached)
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EON‐414917 2/12/2020 19:48 Taste of the Wild: Pacific 
Stream Canine Recipe with 
Smoked Salmon

5 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 25 Pound

EON‐414913 2/12/2020 19:12 Taste of the Wild:Pacific 
Stream Canine Recipe with 
Smoked Salmon

Sister (from same litter) went into Cardiac Arrest as we arrived at the Vet 
Emergency Hospital. She was coughing and could not stop. Her breathing was 
labored. Sister was diagnosed with DCM and was in ICU for three days. The 
first night it was touch and go. Sister was able to return home but has 
considerable heart damage. Emergency room vets told us we should have 
(b) (6)  checked. She was checked about a month after sister went into cardiac
arrest (b) (6).  was diagnosed with it as well.

5 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 35 Pound

EON‐414903 2/12/2020 17:32 Halo
Grain Free Healthy Weight
Holistic Turkey Turkey Liver 
and Duck Recipe

Dog noted one night to have difficulty getting comfortable, changing positions 
repeatedly, breathing with effort, and unable to sleep all night. Was taken to 
vet early next day, and evaluated with exam and multiple lab tests. With no 
clear indication of cause of problem, was put on bland diet and one Flagyl 
tablet. Conversation with vet and with no signs of digestive issues, Flagyl was 
discontinued. Dog’s condition continued to deteriorate, with extreme 
weakness, labored breathing, and inability to ambulated more than a few 
steps. Re-evaluation by vet with radiographs revealed dilated cardiomyopathy 
with extremely enlarged heart, fluid-filled lungs, and very little aerated lung 
tissue.

15 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 21 Pound

EON‐414894 2/12/2020 16:48 (see (b) (6)  report) see (b) (6)  chart 9.6 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound
EON‐414891 2/12/2020 16:32 same as (b) (6) see and  reports 11.9 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound
EON‐414889 2/12/2020 16:24 Acana Freshwater Fish 

Grain-Free and
Acana Wild Atlantic dog food

Been seeing pt since a puppy. Annual exam 2-1-2020 revealed a new heart 
murmur 3/6. Echocardiogram 2-10-2020 revealed severe DCM. O has been 
feeding Acana Wild Atlantic and Freshwater Fish for about 8-9 months.

9 Years Shih Tzu Dog 18 Pound

EON‐414886 2/12/2020 16:04 (see (b) (6)  report) (see (b) (6)  chart) 12.8 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound
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(b) (6)  started wheezing a few weeks before she went into cardiac arrest. She 
also started coughing. The early evening of the night she went into cardiac 
arrest she was coughing non-stop. We decided to take her to the emergency 
hospital. On the way there every time she was laying on her tummy she started 
hacking like she could not breathe. As we walked into the hospital she went 
into cardiac arrest. We were told she had DCM. If we did not treat her she 
would have weeks to live. If we did treat her she might have months to a year. 
We chose treatment. She ended up in ICU for 3 days. It was touch and go the 
first night. She came home after being in the hospital for 4 days. She is on 
Vetmedin daily. She gets chest x-rays every two months to monitor congestive 
heart failure

(b) (6)  (b) (6)
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EON‐414883 2/12/2020 15:48 Hills Science Diet Aduts 7+ 
Small and Toy Breed and 
Hill Prescription Metabolic

We own 7 chihuahuas that we have had since puppies. All of the five females 
were eating the same type of Hill's dog food. The 2 males were not as they 
needed special other diets. The day after Christmas 2018 (b) (6)  began 
coughing. We first thought that we may have brought something home from 
our veterinary hospital, but by the end of the week all five females were 
coughing--mostly at night. We ran blood work that was normal for all. We took 
radiographs and diagnosed dilated cardiomyopathy. All radiographs were sent 
to a board certified veterinarian that confirmed DCM. All five dogs are on twice 
daily lasix, enalapril and vetmedin. We contacted Hills and for over the last 
year have been told that the FDA would not be interested and then we began a 
round of being transferred and the dogs should be put on Hills G/D which we 
did.

2007 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐414880 2/12/2020 15:24 9 LIVES LEAN AND TASTY I PURCHASED NINE LIVES CAT FOOD FROM TRACTOR SUPPLY IN 
(b) (6)  I NOTICED FOR THE 4-5 DAYS HE WAS CONSUMING
THE FOOD, HE WAS RAPIDLY LOSING WEIGHT AND VOMITING ONCE TO 
TWICE A DAY. THIS IS THE FIRST TIME I HAVE EVER GIVEN HIM 9 LIVES 
CAT FOOD. I GOOGLED NINE LIVES CAT VOMITING AND FOUND 
HUNDREDS OF REVIEWS ON CONSUMERAFFAIRS.COM REGARDING 
NINE LIVES CAT FOOD CAUSING WEIGHT LOSS, VOMITING, DIARRHEA, 
AND DEATH IN CATS. I IMMEDIATELY TOOK THE FOOD BACK TO 
TRACTOR SUPPLY AND WAS GIVEN A REFUND WHICH I HAVE A 
RECEIPT FOR. THE MANAGER SAID HE IS REPORTING IT AFTER I 
EXPLAINED TO HIM WHAT HAPPENED AND HE SAW THE REVIEWS ON 
CONSUMERAFFAIRS. FOR THE LAST 2 DAYS, I HAVE GIVEN HIM TASTE 
OF THE WILD CAT FOOD AND HE IS FINE WITH NO VOMITING. NINE 
LIVES NEED TO BE PULLED AND NO LONGER SOLD.

1 Years Unknown Cat 10 Pound

EON‐414879 2/12/2020 15:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish He was acting unwell the night before but he fell ill in the morning and couldn’t 
get up. He was having trouble breathing so my husband and I got him in the 
car and took him to the veterinarian he always goes to, since he was 2 months 
old, as soon as the doctor saw him he knew he was dying. We did X-rays and 
test which show that he was dying from cardiomyopathy. I had to put my sweet 
boy down because we couldn’t save him and he was suffering.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 108 Pound
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EON‐414863 2/12/2020 13:28 Canadea Pure Real Salmon 
& Sweet Potato Recipe

I opened a new bag of Canadea Pure Salom & Sweet Potato dry kibble dog 
food on Dec.20,2019 and fed (b) (6)  in the same manner as I have for the past 
several years which was 1 1/2 cups kibble & 1/2 cup Canadea wet/canned dog 
food. At 3am Dec.21,2019 I was awaken by (b) (6)  vomiting & deficating. On the 
evening of the 21st she sniffed and rejected her food. On the 22nd I fed her 
boiled chicken and rice with the hopes that she would eat something, she ate a 
couple bites that she later thru up outside. On Monday the 23rd I called the Vet 
and was not able to get an appointment until 12pm Dec. 24th at this time the 
Vet noticed she was jondice and thought she may have a pancriace issue so 
he drew a blood sample and sent it off to the lab. We did'nt get word back until 
Thursday afternoon due to Xmas. The lab results showed acute liver failure. 
Because I live on an island our Vet facilaties are limited and I was'nt able to 
get (b) (6)  to the Pet Emergency Center until Dec.27th. They did what they 
could but it was to late to turn things around. (b) (6)  was euthanised (b) (6)

 at 8:15 am.

10.5 Years Collie - Bearded Dog 46 Pound

EON‐414847 2/12/2020 12:04 Fresh Pet Dog Food Dog stopped eating - same day brought her to vet and her liver enzymes 
where extremely high. Was having liver failure

8 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐414838 2/12/2020 10:56 Iams proactive health 
minichunks

i have 3 dogs on Iams proactive health mini chunks. 1 dog was diagnosed with 
a gi infection by my vet. All 3 of my dogs are throwing up their food on a daily 
basis. The one thing all 3 dogs have in common is this food. Right now cant 
afford to take all my dogs to the vet but i am sure the vet would say is they all 
have this infection.

EON‐414812 2/11/2020 20:48 ACANA Adult Dog My dog has just been diagnosed with DCM. He started coughing at the start of 
December 2019 and after an original kennel cough, it was determined now 
(Feb 2020) that he has DCM. He has been 100% healthy, never been sick 
before, he always receives his yearly shots. He has been eating Acana dog 
food for roughly 3 years now, and occasionally he eats Nutrisource.

8 Years Collie - Border Dog 50 Pound

EON‐414807 2/11/2020 19:32 Golden Rewards chicken 
jerkey

The night after I gave her these treats she became extremely ill. She threw up 
about 20 x. The next day I took her to the animal hospital and they said she 
had pancreatitis. She had to take lots of medicines and get on iv fluids. She 
nearly died because of these treats.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 42 Pound
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EON‐414800 2/11/2020 17:48 Pork Detailed I started purchasing Answers food for (b) (6)  in July of 2018. I had only fed him 
dry kibble since he was able to as a puppy. I fed him their raw beef, raw 
fermented Cows milk, Goats Milk. Fermented turkey stock. On June 5, 2019 I 
purchased the raw pork food and fed it to Vigil. He subsequently had diarrhea 
for months with no medications helping him. I changed his food to dry and food
recommended by the allergy company. (b) (6)has lost 6 lbs. Then on October 
4th he started vomiting during the night. On October 5th I took him to (b) (6)

for treatment. He was seen by (b) (6)  on October 7th, 2019 who
is an Internal Medicine Specialist to help us figure out why he was so sick. We 
scheduled his endoscopy and colonoscopy for that day and after getting the 
results from the biopsies, they determined he had Lawsonia Intracellularis.

 

7 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound

EON‐414771 2/11/2020 13:24 Taste of the Wild, Blue 
Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Natural Adult Dry 
Dog Food, NUTRO 
WHOLESOME 
ESSENTIALS Natural 
Healthy Weight Adult Dry 
Dog Food Pasture-Fed 
Lamb & Rice Recipe

 
4.5 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐414760 2/11/2020 12:04 Trader Joe's Chicken Strips Glucosuria with normal blood glucose. Lethargy, decreased appetite, weight
loss, vomiting

 5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 11 Pound
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(b) (6)  collapsed after exercising at the park. Taken to pet emergency room 
and diagnosed after x-rays and electrocardiogram with DCM. Based on dog's
diet history, vet believes DCM is likely associated with grain-free/BEG diets.
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EON‐414736 2/11/2020 2:04 9 Lives Hearty Cuts With 
Real Chicken and beef in 
Gravy

Incident Sun Jan 26th 2020 Contaminated 9 Lives Canned Cat Food. My 
husband opened can in one of our Upstairs Bedrooms where he feeds the 
cats. The can burst when he pulled the tab. He had it splatter in his face 

clothes feet and it splattered all over the room on the carpet. On the dresser 
the window and all over the floor.It smelled like a Dead Animal. It was so 

strong that it made us both gag and nauseous. My husband frantically ran it 
downstairs and got it out of the house The Smell was so potent it penetrated 
the whole house. A horrid smell. (b) (6)  put it in a plastic bag where he threw
in the garbage where I later had to retrieve it to try to determine what would 
have caused this. He went back upstairs and cleaned for maybe a half hour 

but he wasn't feeling good he went outside to get fresh air. i went up and 
finished cleaning the I spent 7 hours trying to get the smell out. The Smell still 
resides in that room. It is in our carpet and we cant get the smell out I called 

Mills Fleet Farm Customer service and told them they might want to take it off 
the shelves asked for a Manager to call us. They never did. We contacted JM 
Schmucker Company on there website and reported what happened. I then 

called them Monday January 27th. I sent picture of the can but it smelled awful 
I could not get the numbers off the bottom of the can. The 1st representative 

said they would send Fed X label for us to return it. Called again the 2nd 
person said no they do not want it back since it might contaminate the plant. 

Then called again a 3rd time talked to (b) (6)  said to be a supervisor of the 
department. He said no we did not have to send it back however I wanted to 

have it tested to see what was in it. They were not interested what caused the 
canned cat food to be contaminated. They said they did not want the can. I still 
have the can in my garage. I have had to handle this can 3 times now but the 

odor is so foul I am unable to get the can out and turn it over to get the 
numbers off the can. JM Smucker they sent a product review form It states by 

sending product back enclosed herewith express authorize JM Smucker to 
examine the product. item. I acknowledge JM Smucker Exceptance and 

Reciept of item is of no way to be construed as admission of Liablity by the JM 
Smucker Company. Materials in the Product. I understand at Further 

examination may result in the destruction of the product and make it unable to 
Determine its Identity or Origin and I agree not to make any claim against JM 

Smucker as a Result Thereof. I still have the can and have contacted the 
Attorney Generals office to find out what I can do. Please let me know what 
can be done. This is product that contains contaminated canned 9 Lives cat 
food. We want to know what we need to do to get someone to pay attention.
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EON‐414732 2/10/2020 22:00 Blue buffalo life protection 
formula with life source bits.
Adult Lamb and brown rice 
recipe.

 
My dog had been sick since last night, feb 9th. I wasnt aware it was the green 
bag of blue buffalo the lamb and brown rice flavor. Until I started dog sitting a 
friend's dog. I let his dog eat some food and not 2 hours later his dog was sick. 
Puking up the dog food and stomach bile. Theyve both been dry heaving and 
puking all day.

3 Years Rottweiler Dog 40 Pound

EON‐414719 2/10/2020 17:40 Purina beyond 
Chicken flavor 
Grain free

I have been feeding my cats Beyond grain-free food for eight months now and 
along the way of the eight months my cat started having GI problems shaking 
vomiting until I one of my cats to the vets which he was having similar 
problems as my other one and as my other one before and I'm just now finding 
out about grain for you food is not really good for and now they are put on a 
special diet through science Hills I / d for digestive

9 Months Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound

EON‐414714 2/10/2020 16:48 Nature's Recipe Grain-Free
Chicken Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin Dry Dog Food

 Owner feeding "Nature's Recipe Grain Free" chicken and sweet potato formula 
since at least 2016, discontinued grain free diet in January of 2019, returned 
for cardiology recheck February of 2020 and had a decrease in chamber size 
and an increase in pump function.

10 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 23.8 Kilogra
m

EON‐414709 2/10/2020 16:12 Royal Canin Urinary SO Went from purchase at clinic to home delivery. First bag delivered (still on this 
premises) was offered but he turned away completely. O made it more 
palatable and he ate but started vomiting and diarrhea days later. This episode 
ended with visit to hospital and treatment. He is getting better, but clinical signs 
and blood work point to a renal disease. Upon writing this report a technician in 
this practice reported her cat had the same reaction to feline urinary SO

12 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 30 Pound

EON‐414696 2/10/2020 13:48 4health Grain-Free Beef &
Potato Dog Food

 Began eating 4Health grain free dry dog food in 2015. Was diagnosed with 
heart problems in 2018. Changed foods as recommended by the veterinarian. 
Now eating Purina dog food for last year and a half. Still has heart problems.

10 Years Shepherd Dog -
Australian

 Dog 65 Pound

EON‐414686 2/10/2020 12:32 Temptations Creamy dairy 
flavor

Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, seizures, possible stroke 13 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound

EON‐414641 2/10/2020 1:56 Nutro Feed Clean Grain 
Free Cuts in Gravy 
Tender Chicken Sweet 
Potato & Pea Stew
Roasted Turkey Potato & 
Pea Stew

Dog vomited a few hours after eating food. This occurred on 3 separate days 
before we determined the cause.

Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON‐414639 2/10/2020 0:44 Answers Fermented Raw 
Organic Chicken Feet

Answers Pet Food sells "fermented raw chicken feet." Several people have 
told me that they often come with dark black hard spots on them, which 
sounds like bumblefoot (staph infection). When you ask Answers about it, they 
say that their fermentation process kills staph and so it's not a problem. My 
educational and professional work experiences is in the field of nutrition. When 
I examine the nutritional inforamtion on the Answers products, I seriously 
doubt that they are "complete and balanced" pet foods, even though the 
company claims they are. Please investigate the company 
https://www.answerspetfood.com/products/fermented-raw-organic-chicken-
feet/

EON‐414632 2/9/2020 22:08 Nature's Domain 9.8 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐414628 2/9/2020 20:28 Diamond Naturals Large 
Breed Adult Chicken and 
Rice

After three feedings from this bag of dog food, we found him in the back yard, 
unresponsive. We rushed him to the vet where he was in shock. Care is being 
given in the animal hospital. The only thing we have done different was 
opening a new bag of Diamond Naturals Dog Food. The vet is telling us it is 
most definitely GI related.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐414623 2/9/2020 17:24 Taste of the wild high prairie Our Olde English Bulldogge had started coughing, initially very randomly. But 
as the days went on it got very frequent and you could tell he wasn't feeling 
well because he was lethargic and was getting aggressive if you disturbed him 
while we was sleeping. He was also sleeping more than he was awake in 
unusual body positions. Didn't want to do anything wasn't wagging his tail, only 
coughing constantly. After only a couple days of this we took him to our vet 
who diagnosed him with heart issues. Had echocardiogram. Told he would not 
live very long. Next vet visit it was worse and he was unfortunately put down 
because I couldn't handle seeing him like that. He was 9 yrs old and had a 
lifespan of 11-14 years. This has devastated me.

9 Years Bulldog Dog 67 Pound

EON‐414620 2/9/2020 16:04 Top Chews 100% natural 
dog treats Pork and Chicken
Sausage Recipe.

 

 
s 

9 Years Great Dane Dog 114 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with Dialated Cardiomyopathy in December 2019 and
died on January 5, 2020. We had been feeding him Nature's Domain - wet and
dry food from Costoco.

(b) (6)  took a treat bag off the counter and ingested most of its contents. 
Following the treat ingestion, (b) (6)  began having urinary incontinence. The 
patient continued to leak urine and had a urinalysis checked on 1/14/2020 
showing glucosuria, USG of 1.025. The pet vomited following the urinalysis 
and was seen on 1/25/2020. Urinalysis showed persistent glucosuria but 
improved. Blood chemistry revealed a normal blood glucose at 111 and mildly
low BUN, electrolytes were normal. The patient improved and a urinalysis wa
rechecked on 1/21/2020 showing improved USG at 1.036 and negative 
glucose though urinary accidents persisted. On 1/28 the pet was rechecked 
again, urinalysis was normal and blood chemistry remained normal.
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EON‐414611 2/9/2020 11:04 Natural Balance
Limited Ingredient Diet
Grain Free
Sweet Potato & Fish or 
Sweet potato and Venison

7 Years Unknown Dog 35 Pound

I called and spoke with someone in FDA but due to many problems in my life, 
this is first I can write and this is not a complete detail. Many dogs are 

becoming sick from this product and no one is doing anything.

Many more doctors were seen besides what I was allowed to complete. (b) (6)

.
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(b) (6) (b) (6)  for I was a volunteer at local shelter adopted my dog 
about 6 years and adopted my dog (

. Had my dog 
b) (6) . (b) (6)  had allergies. I was told by 

someone I know to feed (b) (6)  Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Diet for his 
allergies. My dogs ate out of each other dishes so I feed them all the same dry 
food to limit this and only feed (b) (6)  the dry and wet. I used Sweet Potato and 

fish and sweet potato and venison. (b) (6) became sick first that I noticed. I
(noticed when I took b) (6)  for a walk and after (b) (6)  finished urinating, when

(b) (6)  attempted to urinate again blood came out. Before I noticed the blood, I 
was constantly taking (b) (6)  to vet. He seemed in pain and his energy levels 
were extremely down. The vets put (b) (6)  through hell and nothing improved 

and I am on a fixed income. When I noticed the blood after urine was 
complete, vets started giving  (b) (6) antibiotics. The antibiotics made  (b) (6) feel 
better but the blood came back. The vets told me I was a horrible person for 

not euthanizing (b) (6)  because he had some disease they never really told me 
what it was or why he had it. Never explained anything to me. (b) (6)  developed 
the same symptoms with blood after (b) (6)  pissed all his urine out and still tried 
to urinate, he pissed bright red blood. I was told by vet that the problem with 

(b) (6)  and (b) (6)  were separate. (b) (6)  was diagnosed with heart murmur but vets
never did anything for heart problem. I was dealing with a lot of violence and 
was paralyzed and dealing with a lot of violence and medical issues. I was on 
a very low income and charging thousands of dollars for each vet visit for each 

dog. I also acquired (b) (6)  in 2012. (b) (6)  ate same food and began
having problems with blood in urine. I have severe issues of guilt for listening 

(to vets and euthanizing b) (6) .
In 2018 I took (b) (6)  to emergency vet and they sent (b) (6)  home. Suddenly (b) (6)

suffered a what seemed to be a violent heart attack and died next day. (b) (6)  
(b) (6)weighed 70 pounds when I adopted him  weighted 125 when he died. 

(b) (6)  only ate the natural balance. (b) (6)  ate a bowl of food a day. (b) (6)  is
same size as (b) (6)  about 35 pounds. My dogs were my family. I suffered 

severe violence and severe medical issues due to victimization. My dogs loved 
me and comforted me. They helped me when I was paralyzed. I had no idea of 

the problems with the food for animals and that the food causes so many 
health issues.
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EON‐414571 2/8/2020 14:32 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream
Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie
Taste of the Wild Southwest
Canyon

All 3 of our dogs have been on a grain free diet for around 5 years (Taste of 
the Wild). (b) (6)  is the oldest and he was in good health overall. The last
month or so he really slowed down. He was an eater and would eat anything, 
but he started not wanting to eat his dog food. He died this week at home of 

 what looked like a heart attack. He was breathing very fast while laying down. I 
started scratching him and hugging him and then he seized a bit and then 
stopped breathing. He seized a couple more times with his tongue flopping out 
and then he passed. We had him cremated. I wish we would have had him 
looked over though.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐414570 2/8/2020 14:28 OLD GLORY
HEARTY TURKEY AND 
CHEESE FLAVOR

Woke up Friday morning around 5 in the morning to take my dog out to potty 
and found an allergic reaction all over her body, face and eyes. Had bumps all 
over her body and was having trouble to breathe. Took her to the pet hospital 
and was told she had an allergic reaction to something. Turned out to be the 
food we had recently purchased for her was recalled by the FDA, yet stores 
are still selling this product. We bought this product at, Dollar General Market 
in (b) (6) . Had we known it was recalled we would have never
purchased the food.

1 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐414567 2/8/2020 12:44 Solid Gold Wild Heart
Quail Chickpea & Pumpkin 
Recipe
Sensitive Stomach

Dry Hacking and coughing--More when he gets up in morning or up from a nap 
- started about 6 months prior to visit 10/29/19 but owners thought it was
allergies so occasionally gave him benadryl then in October the coughing
happened daily . Advised client to STOP Grain Free Food (rec Proplan Bright
Mind) and started Cardio-strength heart supplement due to concern for
nutritional DCM. After a few weeks client said he was back to normal. Visit
today 2/8/20 today pet is healthy and no coughing on Proplan.

7 Years Beagle Dog 36 Pound
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EON‐414554 2/8/2020 1:32 Kirkland Signature Beef and
Sweet Potatoes

 Miniature Pinscher named (b) (6)  10 years, first came down with 
Retinopathy, also known as temporary blindness, and there was no known 
cause, per Vet. Shortly thereafter, the dog began to suffer from chronic 
diarrhea, also known as Gastroenteritis, accompanied be severe weight loss, 
and lethargy. Vet tests could not find a cause. 
The dog had been feed a brand of Grain Free food for 3 years. (Kirkland 
Signature Beef and Sweet Potato, sold by Costo). 
(b) (6)  was near death, and had to put on an IV because of refusal to eat or
drink. My daughter (b) (6)  then relied on me for (b) (6)  health and
rehabilitation, as I have a long history as a Canine expert and as an Expert in 
rehabilitating dogs. 
I then put (b) (6)  on a homemade dog food, made from Barley and Turkey,
with banana to treat the diarrhea. Right away he began to eat, and within 24 
hours he daink water again. 
After 72 hours the diarrhea improved. 
After 5 days, the dog was acting normally, eating normally and drinking 
normally. Normal stool returned after 2 weeks. 
Vet tests of blood, urine and stool were negative. 
This can only mean the cause was the Grain Free Food. 
The blindness is not total, (b) (6) can still see light and shadow. But total
vision has not returned.
On 02/04/2020 an Ultra Sound was performed, with limited results, (negative 
results). 
The only results showed inflammation of the intestines, and gallbladder. 
Giving further evidence that the dog (b) (6)  was sickened by the grain free
food.

10 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 8 Pound

EON‐414552 2/7/2020 23:28 Zignature kangaroo 9 Years Brittany Dog 34 Pound

EON‐414551 2/7/2020 23:12 Zignature kangaroo 12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 73 Pound
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(b) (6)  was seen by our vet because our other dog, (b) (6) , was suddenly
determined to have DCM. Fearing both dogs were eating the same grain free 

(b) (6) (b) (6) food we had  examed. After a ray and ekg,  also slows an enlarged 
heart. He will see a cardiologist soon for further treatment direction

(b) (6)  woke up several times one night coughing this continued a few times
into the next day so we took him to our emergency vet since it was a Sunday.
A suspected heart murmur by the vet lead to xrays which showed an enlarged,
dialated heart. (b) (6)  will see a cardiologist for further direction a treatment.
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EON‐414525 2/7/2020 16:52 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream with Smoked 
Salmon, Sams cottage 
cheese Dannon and Chiboni 
Vanilla yogurt freeze dried 
beef heart Smuckers natural 
peanut butter bumble bee 
can salmon cheerios veggie 
straws and a variety of other 
human foods, Chi Institute 
Supplements: Shen Calmer 
herb happy earth herb heart 
qi tonic

 8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 38.4 Kilogra
m

EON‐414523 2/7/2020 16:44 Blue Buffalo puppy dry, 
Whole Earth Grain Free dry 
and wet, Purina grain free 
dry, Taste of the Wild Grain 
Free Salmon Bison Venison 
boar dry, Science Diet Adult 
Dry food

5 Years Coonhound 
(unspecified)

Dog 30.4 Kilogra
m

EON‐414522 2/7/2020 16:40 Acana Lamb and Apple, 
Acana Freshwater Fish dry,
Acana Grasslands dry, Old 
Mother Hubbard Peanut 
Butter treat, Wellness Lamb
and Apple treat, Authority 
Jerky Treats

 

 

enlarged cardiac silhouette and arrhythmia were first noticed upon a
wellness exam at her primary care
veterinarian 6 days prior to presentation at UF Cardiology Service. At that time,
her owners reported she had been coughing for the past couple of weeks, and
appeared to be panting more frequently than her normal. She was noted to be
tachycardic and appeared to have a gallop rhythm. Thoracic radiographs and
an electrocardiogram were performed, which revealed (b) (6)  had an enlarged
cardiac silhouette (reported VHS of 12.5 or more), non-specific increases in
interstitial opacities in the lungs, and the ECG was interpreted as atrial
fibrillation. A TFAST was suggestive of dilated left-sided cardiac chambers.
(b) (6)  was placed on furosemide (0.74 mg/kg by mouth twice daily), 
pimobendan (0.18 mg/kg by mouth twice daily), and enalapril (0.37 mg/kg by 
mouth twice daily) four days ago, and a referral to (b) (6)  for further 
evaluation. (b) (6)  had a suspected fainting episode four days prior to 
presentation, which had never been noticed before. At (b) (6) , ECG 
showed a sinus arrhythmia with intermittent isolated ventricular premature 
complexes with evidence of mild left bundle branch block/left ventricular 
enlargement. She was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and diet is 
suspected to play a role

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 25.9 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  presented to (b) (6)  on 9/1/19 for evaluation of a two week history of
increased coughing that worsened significantly prior to presentation. He was 
taken to the rDVM where they performed thoracic and abdominal radiographs. 
Abdominal radiographs were reportedly unremarkable but thoracic radiographs 
revealed accumulation of fluid in the chest, per the owner. (b) (6)  was
prescribed lasix, which the owner started administering but she then decided 
that lasix without potassium supplementation was inappropriate so she began 
administering potassium tablets. (b) (6)  was taken for a recheck where the 
primary care veterinarian switched (b) (6)  to a different diuretic that has 
potassium in it. (b) (6)  then presented to (b) (6)  on 9/1/2019 where he 
was diagnosed with DCM and severe systolic dysfunction. Although he is a 
predisposed breed for DCM, we suspect diet may have played a role

(b) (6)  presented to UF emergency for a three week history of coughing and a 
two day history of increased respiratory effort/rate. (b) (6)  had been fed a 
grain free diet his entire life until the day prior to presentation, when the owner 
began transitioning him to Science Diet following recommendations from the 
referring veterinarian. (b) (6)  was diagnosed with left sided CHF secondary to 
DCM based on echocardiography.We suspect a role of diet in his heart 
disease. He died shortly after diagnosis
(b) (6)  
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EON‐414521 2/7/2020 16:40 Acana Duck and Pea dry, 
Acana Heritage Fresh Wate
Fish, Acana heritage red 
meat, Acana - varied dry 
formulas, Taste of the Wild 
dry, Wishbone dental bone
small dog, Rogue air dried 
duck bites, all natural bully 
sticks

r

s 

8 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 11.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐414518 2/7/2020 16:32 Rachael Ray Limited 
Ingredient Just 6 Nutrish 
(chicken based), Dentastix,
Dr. Martin's L-Caritine, 
Veriscience Renal 
Supplement

 

6.75 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 26.8 Kilogra
m

EON‐414498 2/7/2020 13:32 Merrick Salmon Grain-Free 
dry, Purina Weight Control 
beef or chicken wet food, 
Mini Milk Bones, Greenies 
medium, Carry outs beef 
flavor

Based on echocardiography at 
(b) (6)

 on 10/1/19, (b) (6) was confirmed to 
have degenerative valve disease (ACVIM Stage B2). Progression of the left 
atrial size was noted, compared to measurements in Nov 2018. There was 
lack of definitive evidence of congestive heart failure. Based on an echo 
performed on 1/2/2020, she is currently stable and her heart size has remained 
relatively static, however, there are a few indices that are suggestive of 
progression. Specifically, her systolic / contractile function was considered 
inadequate, especially in light of her concurrent degenerative valve disease. 
This is not necessarily expected in a small breed dog and the evidence for 
impaired contractility prompted recommendations for a diet change due to 
concerns about a grain-free diet causing contractility problems on top of valve 
disease.

8 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 14.2 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  was presented for evaluation of a heart murmur that he had for several 
 years but recently it had been noted to
increase in intensity. He was otherwise healthy. Based on echocardiography, 
(b) (6)  was diagnosed with primary mitral regurgitation with systolic dysfunction, 
stage B2. Because contractility problems are not expected with primary Mitral 

- valve disease, we suspect that there is a role for diet in his heart disease.

(b) (6)  was diagnosed with DCM and CHF in 8/2015. Based on her 
echocardiogram performed on 6/18/19, we have noticed progression in the 
size of her left ventricle compared to one year ago. An echo performed on 
12/17/19 also showed continued progression of the disease. We suspect diet 
may have played a role in her heart disease
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EON‐414496 2/7/2020 13:28 Fromm Chicken A La Veg, 
Fromm Duck A La Veg, 
Fromm Game Bird, Fromm 
Beef Oats and Barley, Blue 
Buffalo, Cesar Gourmet wet
food, Cesar Pate wet food, 
Good n Fun Kabobs

Besides his furosemide, (b) (6)  was not currently receiving any medications at
time of presentation. No other concerns were reported by his owner. His last 
heartworm test was within the last 6 months prior to presentation, and it was 

negative.

Based on echo performed 11/25/2019,  was diagnosed with 
degenerative valve disease stage B2 with evidence of systolic dysfunction. He 

was started on Pimobendan 5mg PO q12hrs and a diet change was 
recommended.

On 12/1/2019, (b) (6)  was euthanized for a hemoabdomen.
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(b) (6)  had coughing episodes and intermittent lethargy for 4 to 5 months prior 
to presentation to 

(b) (6)
 Cardiology on 11/25/2019. He was evaluated by his 

primary care veterinarian at that time, and was noted to have a heart murmur. 
Diagnostics were not performed at that time and continued monitoring was 
recommended. He had been doing great at home despite his intermittent 

cough until a few days before presentation, when he developed inappetence. 
Two days prior to presentation, he had a severe coughing fit and was weak 

and trembling. He was taken to an emergency clinic, where he was placed in 
an oxygen cage and was noted to be tachycardic (190 bpm). Blood work 

(complete blood count, chemistry and electrolytes) was performed and was 
overall unremarkable. Thoracic radiographs were taken and raised concern for 
left-sided congestive heart failure. An ECG showed sinus tachycardia. He was 
referred to our facility for a cardiology consult and started on furosemide (25 
mg twice daily, 1.4 mg/kg). His owner believed he had appeared to be less 
lethargic since visiting the emergency vet. His appetite had also improved 

since then.

11 Years Brittany Dog 17.8 Kilogra
m

 

(b) (6)  was up to date on monthly preventatives and vaccinations. He had a
travel history to the Carolinas.

(b) (6)  had been eating Fromm since 12/2018. Prior to that, he ate Blue
Buffalo for two years. Before that, he was eating Purina. Per owner, while on 

Blue Buffalo, (b) (6)  energy levels were low and he was taken to the
veterinarian at one point for vomiting and diarrhea. The owner believes that the 

Blue Buffalo food negatively impacted (b) (6) . 
(b) (6)
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EON‐414495 2/7/2020 13:24 Call of the Wild (prey) - any 
flavor - small bites, Vet IQ 
Hip and Joint soft chew CKN
five

11 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 3.8 Kilogra
m

EON‐414494 2/7/2020 13:24 Orijen Large Breed Puppy 
dry, Orijen Original Adult, 
Newmans Own Peanut 
Butter 
or Turkey and Sweet Potato,
Natures Farmacy - 
Dogzymes Ultimate Vitamins
Minerals Omegas

(b) (6)  

 (b) (6)  

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 28.8 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  is an 11 year old female spayed Jack Russell terrier who was 
transferred to (b) (6)  from (b) (6)  for

 evaluation of suspected left-sided congestive heart failure. (b) (6)  initially 
presented to (b) (6)  due to an increased
respiratory effort. This increase in respiratory rate occurred approximately 2 
hours prior to presentation. She has no
history of heart or respiratory disease. She was retching on presentation, but 
this was non-productive. (b) (6)  is fed a
grain-free diet (Taste of the Wild Prey) that she has been on the majority of her 
life. She is not currently on any monthly
preventatives. On presentation to (b) (6) , her heart sounds were muffled and
she was tachycardic. Harsh lung sounds
were ausculted bilaterally and her respiratory rate was elevated. A tFAST 
showed no pleural or pericardial effusion, but
the LA:Ao ratio was increased. A blood gas was unremarkable. She was given 
butorphanol sedation to facilitate thoracic
radiographs that revealed severe generalized cardiomegaly (VHS 12.3) and an 
unstructured interstitial pattern best
appreciated in the perihilar region and right caudodorsal lung field. The 
pulmonary vasculature was also enlarged. She
was hospitalized in supplemental oxygen overnight and treated with 
pimobendan and IV diuretics. She responded well
to therapy and was transferred to (b) (6)  for further diagnostics.
On 2/3/2020, (b) (6) was diagnosed with severe DCM, stage C, based on 
echo.

presented to the (b) (6)  for evaluation of low taurine 
levels. (b) (6)  has been fed a grain-free diet (Orijen) almost her entire life. A 
whole blood taurine level was checked last year and was normal at 251. This 
October,

had a low taurine level of 183. She is very athletic and is otherwise 
asymptomatic. She was diagnosed with DCM stage B1 based on echo.
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EON‐414493 2/7/2020 13:20 Taste of the Wild Salmon 
dry, Hills Prescription hd 
heart care, Milk bone mini 
biscuit, Milk bone large 
biscuit, Protandinum-
Petandim

presented to  on 7/1/2019 for cardiac evaluation due to 
owner concerns on being fed a grain-free diet in light of the recent FDA 
statement on grain-free diets. No clinical signs associated with cardiac disease 
were reported at home. activity levels were unchanged  was fed 
Taste of the Wild Salmon dry food since October 2013. For the past day and a 
half prior to presentation (since 6/29),  had a 1:1 mix of Taste of the Wild 
Salmon dry food and Science Diet Heart support dry food. She was seen at 

 for an echo on 6/20/19, and was noted to 
have chamber enlargement and endocardiosis. She was started on enalapril at 
that time. 
Based on echo on 7/1/2019, was diagnosed with DCM and started on 
Pimobendan 10mg every 12 hours. She was also started on fish oil 1200mg 
daily. ECG showed a few VPCs and no murmur was noted.  was positive 
heterozygous for DCM 2 and negative for DCM 1 genes.

 diet was switched to Purina Sensitive Skin and Stomach. On recheck 3 
months later, her echo was static, although she had several arrhythmias. She 
was started on taurine 1 gram twice daily. She was also started on cosequin 
500mg daily.
On recheck on (b) (6)   echo was unchanged. 
Her Holter read on (b) (6)  showed concerning progression of arrhythmias. 
Mexiletine 150mg PO TID was started.

died suddenly on 
(b) (6)

.

12 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 28.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐414441 2/6/2020 21:28 Royal Canin Urinary SO I recently purchase a bag of Royal Canin Urinary So from Petsmart and about 
a week after the new bag was being ate my male cat went from perfectly 
normal to lethargic and vomiting yellowish and green substance. I took him to 
the veterinarian and I was told his kidney results were off the charts and he 
was having kidney failure. He had to be euthanized on , 2020. 
Three weeks later my female cat displayed the same symptoms in addition to 
her urinating on herself and me. I took her to the vet and the same diagnosis 
kidney failure.She was euthanized on  2020. Her CRE (kidneys) 
level is supposed to be between 0.3-2.1 and hers was 12.6. Yes, my cats were 
old, but they were in good and great health prior to this unfortunate incident. 
The only common denominator is the Royal Canin Urinary SO that is 
prescription food.

15 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐414439 2/6/2020 20:08 Nutra Thrive

Canine Nutritional 
Supplement

On 2/2/20 the product Nutra Thrive was order via a website. The product was 
received on 2-4-20 and opened for use on 2-5-20 upon opening the product it 
was observed that was appeared to be burn type marks located on the inside 
of the safety seal. The side facing the product. The company was notified via 
telephone on 2-5-20 and appeared to be unconcerned about this issue. We 
requested a shipping label to return the product so the may address our 
concerns this was not provided and per the phone operator they cannot 
provide such label.



EON‐414438 2/6/2020 20:04 Purina One Grain free My Boston was fed Purina One Grain free dog food and developed dilated 
cardiomyopathy and eventually died

12 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 19 Pound

EON‐414417 2/6/2020 17:44 Blue Buffalo Blue Life 
Protection Formula Adult 
Lamb & Brown Rice Recipe
Dry Dog Food 30 lbs.

My dog had runny poo, a runny nose, and was lethargic for two weeks after I 
started to feed him Blue Buffalo Lamb and Brown Rice kibble dog food. Once I 

 switched him to a different brand of lamb and brown rice dog food, his poop 
held together and his happy fun personality returned.

I used to feed him BB dog food and would switch to another brand, sometimes 
mixed them together and there was no problem. But this is the first time that he 
had an adverse reaction to the food.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 110 Pound

EON‐414399 2/6/2020 14:24 Purina One Smart Blend 
True Instinct A Nutrient-
Dense Formula with Real 
Salmon and Tuna Adult Dog
Food

 

I found a sharp metal shard baked into a piece of my dog's Purina One True 
Instinct Tuna and Salmon dog food.

EON‐414387 2/6/2020 12:44 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
(different flavors)

Patient presented to rDVM for abdominal distention, discomfort. Patient has 
been on Taste of the Wild Grain Free diet. Lab work showed elevated Alk 
Phos, otherwise unremarkable. AFAST showed a large amount of abdominal 
effusion, cardiomegaly.

7 Years Terrier - Bull - 
American Pit

Dog 45 Kilogra
m

EON‐414374 2/6/2020 11:48 Chicken Meal Natural Flavor 
031-000

A pet food manufacturer, SC Pet Food Solutions, is currently selling product 
labeled as chicken meal natural flavor but is using hydrolyzed feathers and at 
times dried turkey in the process but not listing these materials on their 
ingrdients label. They are also falsifying documents pertaining to date of 
manufacturing and lot codes pertaining to such.

EON‐414364 2/6/2020 11:00 Zint Collagen Peptides 
Powder (16 oz): Paleo-
Friendly Keto-Certified 
Grass-Fed Hydrolyzed 
Collagen Protein 
Supplement - Unflavored 
Non GMO

My mini pig was a healthy happy pig and then one day I fed him and then after 
30 mins or so he was dead.

1 Years Other 
Mammals

30 Pound

EON‐414349 2/6/2020 8:04 Taste of the Wild 
Appalachian Valley Small 
Breed Canine Recipe with 
Venison & Garbanzo Beans

My dog ate "Taste of the Wild Appalachian Valley Small Breed Canine Recipe
with Venison & Garbanzo Beans" for several years and died from heart failure.
He was euthanized when his breathing was so bad he couldn't eat anymore.

 
13 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 19 Pound

EON‐414334 2/5/2020 21:40 Zignature Salmon Limited 
Ingredient Dry Dog Food

7/30/19 - Our vet detected a mild heart murmur. 
8/6/19 Follow up with a cardiologist dx DCM (she had just turned two on 7/31).
She was on Zignature Grain Free Salmon and we switched her diet.

 
2 Years Spaniel - Springer 

English
Dog 44 Pound
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EON‐414323 2/5/2020 18:12 Nature’s Domain Salmon 
Meal and Sweet Potato 
Formula

He collapsed and kept walking into walls. We brought him to the vet and they 
ran bloodwork and X-rays and diagnosed him with DCM. He also had fluid in 
his lungs. He has been on 3 medications for 2 weeks and we have been told 
that this will be terminal. Our 11 yo mini long-hair dauschund died in the house 
2 weeks ago. Though we cannot rule out old-age, we suspect it may have 
been DCM as well, as they are the same diet.

10 Years Bulldog Dog 63 Pound

EON‐414322 2/5/2020 18:08 Natures Domain Chicken 
and Pea

Our lab went into congrstive heart failure from eatting Nature's Domain 
Chicken and Pea. This was diagnosed by at cartiologist at (b) (6) .

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐414289 2/5/2020 14:08 Purina Fancy Feast Ocean
Fish Salmon and Garden 
greens

 Purchased a bag of Purina Fancy Feast Ocean fish , Salmon and Garden 
greens through Chewy.com ..delivered on a Monday and fed to my cats . On 
Tuesday they all started losing appetite and walking away from the food , 
spitting it out after trying to eat it . On Wednesday noticed some were gagging 
and pawing at their mouth . Made a Vet appt for 2 of t my 5 cats and he found 
ulcers on their tongues, throat , and mouth. He gave us a medication to coat 
the ulcers and pain med , and Hills A/D cans so they could start eating again. I 
never fed them anymore of that food and the ulcers have now healed . I kept 
the 7 lb bag as I would like it to be analyzed to see what in this food caused 
my cats so much trauma , and me $468 to fix my cats problems . I contacted 
the Purina Co and they apologized and mailed me 3 coupons to buy more food 
. Never offered a refund for the bag I purchased and can no longer use . I have 
never had problems with Purina food before other than possibly smelling 
different on several occasions with both cat and kitten chow . I have been 
pretty upset about this whole situation .

Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat

EON‐414268 2/5/2020 12:36 Nutrisource grain-free dry 
dog food and Pure balance 
wet dog food

Patient experienced sudden death suspected to be secondary to ventricular 
arrhythmias from previously diagnosed dilated cardiomyopathy of nutritional 
etiology given history of grain-free diet feeding.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 33.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐414261 2/5/2020 11:40 Acana Pacifica I saw (b) (6)  on February 19th 2019 for her annual exam and everything was 
normal except for early signs of arthrosis. On May 30th 2019, I saw her 
because she was coughing for a dozen days and she was apathetic for some 
time (few weeks/months).

The exam show that she had a severe cardiac arrhythmia, a weak and 
inconsistent pulse, and a heart sound of "lapping".
The radiograph showed marked cardiomegaly, pulmonary edema, and 
bronchograms. (b) (6)  could not afford to consult in cardiology so
pimobendan and furosemide treatment was prescribed.

There was a slight temporary improvement in her condition but she had to be 
euthanized on (b) (6) , 2019 following a rapid deterioration.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 37 Kilogra
m
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EON‐414244 2/5/2020 9:52 Cesar - Top Sirloin Flavor - 
classic loaf in sauce

Greetings,
I hope you're well. I shopped at Ralph's grocery store in 

 on 2/3/2020. I purchased 3 containers of wet dog food. 
When I got home, I opened one to give to my dog...but it was MOLDED. There 
was significant mold in the food. It was a container of Cesar's wet dog food, 
the "top sirloin" flavor (green and black packaging) and it was supposed to be 
a classic loaf in sauce. I did not check the other to see if there was mold or not. 
These should be removed from the shelves or something. It could harm 
people's animals. There was white mold and a green/grey mold. A lot of it. The 
UPC for the molded Cesar food is 023100056722. Thank you for your attention 
to this matter.

EON‐414235 2/5/2020 3:16 Rachel Ray burish meatball
morsels

 My pyreneese and cairn terrier developed severe vomiting and diarrhea. The 
cairn terrier developed bloody maroon diarrhea
The pyreneese had 6 episodes of diarrhea in 24 hrs and 2 episodes of 
vomiting. The cairn terrier had 4 episodes of diarrhea and 2 episodes of 
vomiting. We are 36 hrs since giving them the treats and it is the only different 
food item we have given them.

3 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 120 Pound

EON‐414232 2/5/2020 1:04 Nutro Grain Free for small 
adult dogs - chicken

We had his annual check up and shots, just a few weeks later he got sick on a 
Tuesday and died on the Sunday, from a diagnosed enlarged heart that was 
pressing on his esophagus.

10 Years Pekingese Dog 12 Pound

EON‐414228 2/4/2020 22:44 Diamond Naturals Indoor 
Cat

Both of my cats vomited a lot on a daily basis when I was feeding them 
Diamond Naturals Indoor Cat food. My one cat vomited so much, he could not 
hold down enough food and ended up with severe liver failure and nearly died. 
After that, I switched my cats to Friskies and the illness stopped abruptly. I fully 
believe Diamond Naturals food is responsible for making both my cats ill.

5 Years Unknown Cat

EON‐414227 2/4/2020 22:24 Natural Balance LID Sweet 
Potato and Fish Small Bite 
(kibble)
Natural Balance LID High 
Protein Beef Small Bite 
(kibble)

On Natural Balance Sweet Potato and Fish LID Small Bites Aug 2017 to May 
2019 due to allergies to chicken and grain. May 2019 switched to Natural 
Balance High Protein Beef LID due to aging and reduced appetite. On to 
present - planning to switch to Natural Balance LID Lamb and Brown rice 
ASAP. Prior to Aug 2017 was on mature Science Diet with some Royal Canine 
(not LID), Cardiopet ProBNP heart test July 2019 was in normal range (0-900) 
at 563 - now Jan 2020 is over range at 1034 - doubled in 6 months!!!

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 19.5 Pound
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EON‐414199 2/4/2020 16:00 Zignature Kangaroo Formula (b) (6)  
Limited Ingredient Formula

30 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐414196 2/4/2020 15:52 Blue Buffalo grain free dry 
dog food and Acana 
Heritage Meats grain free

9 Years Schipperke Dog 19 Pound

EON‐414190 2/4/2020 14:44 Natural balance Dog slowly became lethargic and developed a cough over several months. 
Had seizures, and collapse several times.

10 Years Bulldog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐414152 2/4/2020 10:56 Perform Ultra Grain free 
Adult Recipe Large Breed

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 89.8 Pound

EON‐414132 2/4/2020 6:04 4health Grain Free Large 
Breed Formula Adult Dog

Within a few months of switching , who was 9 at the time to a grain free 
diet she started showing symptoms of what we now know was congestive 
heart failure (slight weight gain, excessive panting mainly). We didn’t take her 
in until a month or two after that for her yearly. The vet said she had maybe 6 
months left to live and we started on medication. After seeing someone say 
online that grain free had been linked to DVM we stopped feeding her it, 
approximately a week after the vet diagnosed her. Her health has recovered 
quite a bit from the combination of medication and diet but you can’t undo an 
enlarged heart.

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog
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had been eating Zignature Kangaroo formula since August 2018. She is 
an extremely active dog and was in great health. So we had thought. On 
January 1, 2020 she had an episode where it looked like she was going to 
pass out. We believed she possibly had a seizure so we started with the 
neurologist (we now know it was because her heart was not pumping blood 
properly). (b) (6)  had developed a cough that was believed to be a throat 
irritation. Come to find out she was in end stage heart failure. January 25, 2020 
she was rushed to the vet for not being able to breath and they did a chest x-
ray and we were told her heart was surrounded by fluids and more then two 
times the size it should be and the fluids were leaking into her lungs. She was 
immediately sent to the emergency vet where they started her on oxygen and 
meds right away. The initial diagnosis was end stage heart failure and the first 
question we were asked was "what do you feed her." A taurine test was done 
and today (2/4/2020) I received the results that her levels were low. She is now 
on heart meds as well as Lasix's to continue to drain all the fluids. On January 
28, 2020 we saw the cardiologist and (b) (6)  was officially diagnosed with DCM 
and they believe it was due to the Zignature food. As of now she is stable. She 
will be on heart medications for the rest of her much shortened life now 
because of this dog food.

(b) (6)  ate grain free Blue Buffalo dry dog food most of his life. Then, for 
about one year, he ate Acana grain free. Approximately 6 mos before his 
echocardiogram, he was switched to a low fat food by Royal Canin. His echo 
showed borderline to mild suspected nuritionally associated systolic 
dysfunction.7

(b) (6) Client states that they have been feeding grain free foods since a pup,
presented annually for vaccines check ups, was on heart worm prevention 
meds annually, he did get the odd ear infections. Clients took (b) (6)  for a walk 
and returned home he layed down they went out of the house for about 20 
mins came back and found him deceased in his bed

(b) (6)
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EON‐414123 2/3/2020 21:28 Evolve - natural cat food 
with added vitamins & 
minerals- Kitten Formula

My daughter notified me that the pet food we purchased has garlic powder in it. 
It is for kittens, so there is a high likelihood that they will be affected by this. 
We did not feed it to our cats. She did try to notify by phone, but the phone 
number was not correct. She did notify by website. The brand is Evolve. Kitten 
Formula- natural cat with added Vitamins & minerals. 5.5 ounce can. Blue and 
white, Bar code: 0 73657 00163 8 
Sunshine Mills, Inc. Red Bay, AM 35582. Phone number 1-800-331-5144 
(phone number not correct. It was a survey line). www.triumphpet.com
In my understanding, and as informed by a veterinarian, Garlic powder is 
dangerous and toxic to cats and can cause damage to organs and hemolytic 
anemia.

EON‐414118 2/3/2020 20:08 Taste of the Wild Salmon Noticed that my dog was coughing and hacking. He seemed to be lethargic 
with a decreased appetite. I was able to get a vet appt. for 1-30-20 as I thought 
he might have something caught in his throat. Upon exam, my vet told me that 
my dog had a prominent heart murmur. We had been to the vet a week before 
due to a Question of an ear infection..negative. My vet said that she couldn't 
be sure that she was hearing a murmur at that time. Over a week, it had 
become very apparent. Chest xrays showed an enlarged heart. My vet asked 
what type of dog food he was eating and it was a grain free brand. She said 
that I should change to a food that included grain which I did. In addition she 
prescribed Taurine and an antibotic as she could not rule out an infectious 
process. A Cardiac ultrasound was done today which confirmed dilated 
cardiomyopathy and other drugs were prescribed including diaretics, Vetmedin 
and Enalapril Maleate. Canine cardiologist referrel is in the works. My dog is a 
labrodoodle or goldendoodle.

10 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 70 Pound

EON‐414103 2/3/2020 16:32 Nature's Domain Small 
Breed - salmon and lentil

She suddenly developed a hacking cough and was immediately taken to the 
vet. Exam found heart murmur and x-rays confirmed an enlarged heart, 
particularly her left atrium. The vet asked about the dog's diet and informed me 
that the food she was eating, Nature's Domain salmon and lentil (grain free) 
was linked to dilated cardiomyopathy. She was put on pimobendan and we 
immediately switched her to a diet containing grains (Kirkland Signature 
healthy weight formula). Within 4 days her RRR (resting respiratory rate) 
dropped from 27 to 14 and her cough is almost completely gone.

8 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 14 Pound

EON‐414011 2/3/2020 10:44 Grain free Natures Recipe 
chicken and pumpkin

11 year male neutered Australian Shepard eating Grain free natures recipe 
chicken and pumpkin for the past 4-5 years. Diagnosed with DCM on 1.31.20. 
Coughing more at night. Having accidents in the house-previously treated for 
uti and resolved in the past but did return.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 63.05 Pound
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EON‐413977 2/2/2020 20:28 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary 
Diets
HA Hydrolyzed Chicken 
Flavor
Canine Formula

11 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 15 Pound

EON‐413975 2/2/2020 20:08 Acana Duck and Pear, 
Acana Pork and Squash, 
Acana Freshwater Fish

A grade 2/2.5 heart murmur was discovered at a routine vet visit in early 2019. 
A cardiac consult in April revealed a moderate/severe case of Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐413972 2/2/2020 19:40 Oinkies Tender Treats 
Wrapped with Real Chicken
SZ29091
Made in China for the Hartz 
Mountain Corporation 
Secaucus NJ 07094

After my dog ingested several of these treats, she began to experience 
extreme gas and diarrhea. No other changes to her diet and she was 
otherwise very well. Symptoms lessened dramatically within a day of not eating 
these treats. They contain sorbitol, which I did not know until I read the 
ingredients.

11 Years Terrier - Tibetan Dog 27 Pound

EON‐413970 2/2/2020 18:28 Beneful Healthy Weight Started  on new food, Purina Beneful and three days later he started 
with diarrhea. He went all over the house. He then started bleeding from his 
rectum and I took him to the vet. His stool sample, his physical exam and 
temperature was normal. No parasites were in the stool. Other dog started with 
problems the next night. Stopped feeding the food.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66 Pound

EON‐413943 2/2/2020 9:24 Full Moon Kitchen Crafted 
Natural Dog Treats Chicken
Jerky

 
Loose stools/diarrhea for a few days. Complete loss of appetite for 2 days 2 Years Dachshund - 

Miniature
Dog 13 Pound

EON‐413942 2/2/2020 8:36 Royal Canin Renal Support 
D Morsels in Gravy Feline

I found an approximately 5mm x 3mm bright blue piece of thin plastic in a can 
of renal D cat food. It was embedded inside one of the pieces of food but 
sticking out about halfway. The plastic is stretchy, like a latex glove.
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(b) (6)  stopped eating and drinking. She began to retch uncontrollably, became 
quite lethargic and had diarrhea. She was taken to our vet who first thought it 
was a bronchial virus. She was given medications but still refused to eat or 
drink. After two more visits - with Xrays - our vet decided it must be the food. 
He gave us a new bag of food - same brand/product - from his stock. (b) (6)  
began to eat immediately (still refusing the "old" food) and then began to drink. 
Within three days she was back to normal - no more diarrhea, eating all of her 
(new) food. She still refused any of the "old" food. Our other dog - (b) (6)  - 
who is 18 months old, had refused the old food as well for a number of days 
but began to eat voraciously when given the "new" food.

(b) (6)
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EON‐413923 2/1/2020 17:32 Acana Heritage Large Breed 5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 30.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐413890 1/31/2020 23:04 Special Kitty Mixed Grille 
Pate Dinner
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(b) (6)  was fed a diet of Acana grain free dog food since coming home at 8 
weeks old. Shortly after the beginning of January of 2020 (b) (6)  started 
coughing. We thought he may have shallowed something and we took him to 
the Veterinarian to be examed. The first trip to the vet (b) (6)  was given a 
diagnoses of Kennel Cough. Have a week of the coughing not going away and 
rapid weight loss and rapid breathing we took (b) (6)  back to the vet for another 
examination. At this apportionment (b) (6)  was examed, had blood work done 
and a chest x-ray. The blood work came back clean but the chest x-ray 
revealed that my dog had an incredible enlarged heart. The Veterinarian gave 
me a diagnoses of Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Five days later (b) (6)  was sent to a 
specialist for an ECHO where his diagnoses of Dilated Cardiomyopathy was 
confirmed.
(b) (6)  has been living in a feral colony that I have been caring for 
since she born but I met her at about 4 weeks old., She escaped her mother 
(b) (6) , whom was inexperienced and too harsh very hissy and attacking her 
often to keep her hidden and out of site. I found her on a tree limb 15 feet up 
meowing at me. She was then taken in by (b) (6)  to care for her with her other 
kittens. I believe (b) (6)  has been around the colony now for at least 
four years. She is a very long hair cat. I have always fed her Special Kitty 
Mixed Grille flavor dinner pate as she absolutely loved it. I also fed her dry 
kibble of Purina Natural. She always especially loved the wet food. She would 
gobble down as much as she could get but she always remained a very petite 
cat loaded with personality. The last day I saw her she was eating the Mixed 
Grille out of her little bowl. Generally she comes to the feeding area twice a 
day. However, I have not seen her since that day. I have found one cat dead, 
and then two others with dreadful symptoms of portions of their bodies being in 
paralysis, starting at the front of their body, them weakened and not able to 
stand, sit upright or walk, then front legs becoming rigid, then breathing but 
their body gets stiffened, paralyzed as they are dying even though they feel 
hot. I have reported on those cats (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  in another report. I
just feel awful that I may have fed her food that was contaminated and could 
have given her the same symptoms so she could not walk back to the feeding 
area.
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EON‐413888 1/31/2020 22:28 Special Kitty Mixed Grille 
Dinner Pate

EON‐413886 1/31/2020 22:00 Special Kitty
Mixed Grill Dinner Classic 
Pate

I found the Youngster lying on his side all stiff and not breathing -dead. Very 
unusual for a feral cat, as it was in the open, on the ground, underneath my 
back porch deck, but totally out in the open. I initially presumed that it was not 
feeling good and may have fallen off the balcony rail as he was walking to the 
bird water fountain. Rarely do cats or raccoons fall from a balcony ledge and if 
they do they land on their feet. However, it did not make sense as he had no 
noticeable injuries. Usually if a feral cat is not feeling well they retreat to be 
hidden, to avoid any predators. It wasn't until I saw how (b) (6)  died and then 
how (b) (6)  died, did I realize the same thing could have happen to this 
younger cat. He could have had his legs paralyzed and so unable to move, just 
like the symptoms of two of the other cats.

5 Months American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐413876 1/31/2020 18:00 Solid Gold Wee Bits I have two dogs. I’ve been feeding themSolid Gold Wee Bits dog food. In 2016, 
my older dog was diagnosed with congestive heart failure. A year later my 
younger dog, 6 at the time was diagnosed with a heart murmur.

13 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 15 Pound

EON‐413874 1/31/2020 17:44 Instinct Raw Boost High 
Protein Kibble + Freeze 
Dried Raw/Indoor 
Health/Grain free recipe with
real rabbit.

When the cats came in for their annual wellness, they both had lost a 
significant amount of weight. (b) (6)  had lost about a lb, and (b) (6)  7yo FS lost
1.8lbs of weight. They both had bloodwork performed showing elevated total 

 calcium levels. We switched them off the diet and both calciums (ionized) are 
normal a month later.

11 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 7.9 Pound

EON‐413855 1/31/2020 15:20 Small Dog Endo Blend On January 23rd, 2020 (b) (6)  owners reported that (b) (6)  would not need 
any refills of the Small Dog Endo Blend product since (b) (6)  had 2 seizures 
while taking the product. Our Staff veterinarian (b) (6)  spoke with (b) (6)
veterinarian, (b) (6)  and found that (b) (6)  was prescribed the Small Dog 
Endo Blend as a palliative therapy for intracranial disease. (b) (6)  neurologic 
signs consisted of circling to one side, head pressing and walking into walls. 
(b) (6)  did speak to the owner and she had noted some loose stool, so

(b) (6)

asked her to stop the product. (b) (6)  did not attribute any of the
neurologic signs to the use of the Small Dog Endo Blend product.

16 Years Beagle Dog 20 Pound
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(b) (6)  is a very feral cat that lives deep within the woods. I have been 
feeding her since her mother abandoned her in our back yard as a kitten. She 
will rub my legs but when I try to pick her up she scratches. She grew up to be 
very strong, high energy and dominant and after living in the woods for several 
years, hisses like a dragon to scare off other cats. She prefers to be alone and 
I have been her only friend. So she often dominates the food bowls where I 
had placed the Mixed Grill wet food. I generally have to replenish the other 
cats bowls with more food after she leaves. Sometimes she only comes every 
three days to eat and acts especially hungry so I generally let her eat as much 
as she wants. So I remember she ate about four different bowls of the mixed 
Grill cat food that morning. That was the last day I saw her. It has been almost 
two weeks and I have not seen her come back which is highly unusual. I have 
been hiking in the woods in hopes of finding her.
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EON‐413854 1/31/2020 15:20 Purina Pro Plan Focus 
Specialized Nutrition for 
Unique needs (Puppy 
Chicken & Rice Formula)

I have a litter of puppies. As of 02/02/2020 they will be 10 weeks old. I had 
purchased two bags of Purina Pro Plan Focus for Puppies (Chicken & Rice 
formula). Both bags were purchased at Tractor Supply (b) (6)

 on 01/11/2020. All puppies were healthy, happy and playful. 
On 01/26/2020 I opened the second bag of food to feed the puppies. Come 
monday, 01/27/2020 the puppies didn't want to eat. Four of the puppies (two 
girls, two boys) started throwing up, having diarrhea and became very 
lethargic. I kept a good eye on them for 24 hours. But 01/28/2020 (b) (6)
wasn't drinking water and wouldn't move. I brought (b) (6)  to the vet that day.
They ran a test for Parvo, which was negative. They did blood work on him. All 
of his blood work came back good. The vet also took a fecal sample to make 
sure there wasn't any parasites or bacterial infections. The fecal sample came 
back negative. The vet gave an injection of fluids to help with his dehydration. 
01/29/2020 (b) (6)  started to decline even more. She hadn't eating or drank
anything in over 24 hours and wouldn't stand up. We ended up bringing her to 
the emergency room. Where she was tested for Parvo, Parvo was negative. 
Had slight fever of 103. The hospital gave her an injection of fluids as well due 
to her dehydration. Since 01/28/2020 I had stopped feeding the second bag of 
food to the puppies. They are on a bland diet of boiled chicken and rice. Today 
01/31/2020 they are starting to have normal bowel movements. Eating and 
drinking again.

The reason I feel it was the food is because they were fine on the first bag. 
And....We have another 10 year old dog that eats different food and she wasn't 
affected at all. Only the puppies got sick.

9.5 Weeks Retriever - Golden Dog 11 Pound

EON‐413826 1/31/2020 12:12 Wellness Core Small Breed 
Grain Free

Normal PE (no cardiac murmurs ausculted) at visit in June 2019. Examined 
1/31/2020 for coughing and grade 4/6 cardiac murmur ausculted. Large heart 
noted on radiographs, and pulmonary edema noted as well.

9 Years Unknown Dog 14.2 Pound

EON‐413812 1/31/2020 10:04 Blue Buffalo 
Life Protective (darker blue 
label)

6 Years Siberian Husky Dog 32 Pound

EON‐413791 1/31/2020 8:32 Blue Buffalo salmon and rice I fed my dog Blue Buffalo dog food since he was a puppy. In 2017, it was 
found by my vet that he had congestive heart failure. He was prescribed 
vetmedin and lasix to control the symptoms. My vet encouraged me to switch 
dog food brands.

10 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐413775 1/30/2020 22:12 Golden Rewards sweet 
potato wrapped with duck

Vomiting >5 episodes, painful tense abdomen, inappetence and lethargy 2.5 Years Pit Bull Dog 18 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  had severe diarrhea with blood present, from the Blue Buffalo food. 
She had minor vomiting without blood present. (b) (6)  could not control her
bowels. She messed all over a room in the house (b) (6)  was rushed to the
emergency veterinarian hospital (b) (6)  was hospitalized over night.
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EON‐413761 1/30/2020 18:12 Taste of the Wild Grain Free
Dog food

 Fed Taste of the Wild grain free diet throughout lifetime—usually salmon or 
bison, also got a crust of bread at lunch, milkbone dog treats, a scoop of ice 
cream at night for four years (none in last two years) and ice cubes as treats
Began to cough deeply occasionally. Collapsed on a walk. Vet discovered 
rapid heart beat and began diagnostic tests. X-rays revealed a grossly 
enlarged heart. Diagnosis was idiopathic cardiomyopathy. Dog is deceased.
When I began to search for causes, I was reminded of the FDA report 
regarding these dog foods. I am reporting so the case will be documented.

8 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐413757 1/30/2020 16:32 Wellness Core Wild game 
grain free

History: Owner reports (b) (6)  has been coughing for the past three nights 
(coughing mostly at night, some during the day). Owner has not noted any 
other changes other than increased shedding. Owner reports he vomited once 
today; he is eating and drinking normally. 
Owner took (b) (6)  into rDVM today; they obtained rads and blood work. Rads
showed marked increased cardiac silhouette; brief US showed small effusion 
and poor contractility. Blood work showed mild increase in ALT (214), glu 
(122); mildly decreased K (3.6), glob (1.8).
Patient transferred to AESC for echocardiogram.
-Owner reports (b) (6)  has been on a grain-free diet his entire life.

5 Years Shiba Inu Dog 24.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐413755 1/30/2020 16:12 Homemade Dog Treats There is a unlicensed non registered “home business” operating in my 
neighborhood. They primarily “make” soaps and jewelry but they also make 
and sell dog treats. The dog treats are made in very unsanitary conditions. 
There have been at least 2 dogs getting very sick with diarrhea after 
consuming their treats. When dog owners ask what is in the treats they tell 
them they “forgot.”

Unknown Dog

EON‐413718 1/30/2020 12:48 Orijen Regional Red, Orijen
Senior

 Our dog has been fed a grain free food from Orijen for roughly the last 8-9 
years. She was primarily on the regional red blend and switched to senior over 
the last 2-3 years. She has recently been diagnosed with a heart murmur and 
via echocardiogram, MVD. Her exact diagnosis is below. 

Diagnosis: severe mitral valve regurgitation due to chronic valvular disease 
(myxomatous valvular
degeneration-MVD); severely enlarged left ventricle and left atrium; mildly 
diminished systolic
function; sinus tachycardia.

11 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐413666 1/29/2020 20:44 Purina Beneful Healthy 
puppy 
(with real chicken the #1 
ingredient)

Our dog is a young cattle dog that we got a year ago, she turned 1 on January 
12th, 2020. She has been a very healthy dog for the last year with plenty of 
exercises, she has had all of her shots and vaccinations, and she has been in 
the public kennels multiple times with no issues. We started her off with 
Purina's puppy chow and then moved her to Purina's Beneful puppy food. We 
recently moved her to this food (2-3 months ago) with little effect, but recently 
she has had very bad diarrhea with blood in it or just pure blood. She also no 
longer has the appetite to eat the food that she normally would eat very fast. 
She has begun to be very distant from us and no longer looks happy.

1 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐413656 1/29/2020 17:48 Purina Puppy Chow A few weeks ago my husband and I bought Purina Puppy Chow from Family 
Dollar as we always do. When we opened the bag were were disgusted to find 
work larva moving around and webbing in the bag. We returned it to the store 
for a full refund. I also contacted Purina and was sent coupons for free food.

Fast forward to this week. We purchased another bag at Pet Smart with the 
free coupon. When we got home we opened the bag and again... Webbing 
inside with worms. I have sent an email to Purina to notify them and to let them 
know they have lost a customer forever. 

As a dedicated pet owner and activist I find this unacceptable and 
irresponsible. Is there anything we can do?

EON‐413634 1/29/2020 15:12 Dogs Chicken jerky treats Pet presented with elevated liver and kidney values and glucosuria in the face 
of normoglycemia.

1.3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 61 Pound

EON‐413624 1/29/2020 14:08 Special Kitty Beef and Liver 
diner

She vommitted her food after being fed Special Kitty Beef and Liver Dinner, the
same food fed to other cat whom died, 2 feral cats missing after eating the 
mixed grille pate

 4 Years American Shorthair Cat 20 Pound

EON‐413617 1/29/2020 13:40 Special Kitty Mixed Grille 
Pate

I have been feeding a colony of feral cats this is one that I am able to pick up 
as he is a younger cat. When about four months I caught him when it was very 
hot, as he was acting dehydrated and I was able to revive him with water infant 
formula GMR and he fully recovered within three days. 

He started coughing but more acting like he was choking such as when a cat 
has a hair ball, he would often cough, he had a audible rattle in his lungs 
constantly including when he was purring. Four other cats were throwing up 
their food so I was thinking they may have had worms. It lasted several days 
so took him to see the veterinarian whom tested him for cat leukemia which 
was negative, they said he had a fever so they administered a wormer and 
also oral antibiotics. His symptoms got better after a day. I have been feeding 
Special Kitty wet food but hold it during freezing temps when I alternate dry 
foods to include Purina natural and Solid Gold indigo. It was his first time to a 
vet.

8 Months American Shorthair Cat 20 Pound
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EON‐413615 1/29/2020 12:40 Special Kitty Beef and Liver 
dinner was the latest product
I fed her as the mixed grill 
had not been available at 
two Walmart locations for 
over a week.

I heard a cat meowing loudly, I found her laying on her side unable to stand up. 
 I had returned from being gone all day and it was a Friday night after my vet 
office was closed. I brought out a crate to bring her inside to see if I could help 
her. The temps were in the 50's. I had never picked her up previously but had 
been able to pet her. She was very weak howling every few minutes when her 
body's muscles would tighten without her control. She would only lift her head 
to cry out. Her breathing seemed normal but her front part of her body 
including her front legs were becoming more rigid after each contraction. She 
closes her eyes and seemed to be sleeping for periods then upon waking 
would meow loudly. She lost control of her urine, it just came out of her. She 
stopped breathing.

2 Years American Shorthair Cat 18 Pound

EON‐413614 1/29/2020 12:40 Earthborn Holistic Coastal 
Catch Grain Free food for 
dogs, Earthborn Holistic 
Large Breed Grain Free

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐413609 1/29/2020 12:00 Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner classic Pate

I first saw that he was having difficulty walking seemed to not be able to fully 
bend his front legs the temps had changed abruptly from being 60 degrees to 
low 20s with snow so thought it might have been due to the cold. He looked 
like he was. Crouching down as he walked. At first I thought it was due to ice 
on the back deck. Then as I got closer and started talking to him realized his 
eyes were rolling back, seemed overall very weak had difficulty sitting upright 
but was trying to eat dry food. The day before during the warmer temps I had 
fed him and the other feral cats whom often shelter on my back porch a can of 
Special Kitty mixed grill. That is the only flavor I generally buy as the cats don't 
seem to eat the other flavors. I never feed the wet food if the temps are below 
freezing. He was attempting to eat purina dry food. I could tell his legs seemed 
to be rigid and so I brought a cat crate out on the deck. I had never handled 
him before but he just seemed to know I wanted to help him so walked in and 
Icarried it into my bathroom and he lied down on his side and never got back 
up. His body started tightening with his front legs going forward in front of his 
body and his back arching with his head looking upward. His body would then 
relax and then tighten. He had no control over his body, or body fluids as urine 
came out of him and seemed to be comforted just being warmer. The 
contractions happened every few minutes left is front and back legs rigid, his 
breathing was normal, he felt hot to the touch. He then seemed conscious but 
uncomfortable not able to move any parts of his body. His body became 
moreand more rigid but breathing was normal. It was a weekend evening (b) (6)  
vets office was closed.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 19 Pound
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(b) (6)  began having episodes of collapse in April 2019. These occurred 
infrequently at first, but are now occurring nearly every day. She was examined 
by a boarded veterinary cardiologist this week and was diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy. Labrador Retrievers are not considered an at-risk breed for 
this condition.
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EON‐413604 1/29/2020 11:32 HILLSIDE FARMS Jerky 
Twists

NATURAL INGREDIENTS
Low Fat / Lean Chicken 
Breast / Nutritious Sweet 
Potato

Lot number L245E2010

This dog normally only urinates a couple times a day - but after eating a new 
99 cent store dog treat for the first time she was having to go every few hours 
all evening long. Hillside Farms Jerky Twists (Chicken Breast / Sweet Potato) 
lot number L245E2010

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound

EON‐413553 1/29/2020 6:52 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain 
Free Senior Recipe

Coughing and increased respiration rate, more often at night time. Shortness 
of breath/panting after minimal exercise. Recent radiographs show that his 
heart has increased in size in the last year. Pet is otherwise in great health. No 
heart murmur detected at this time.

14 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐413531 1/28/2020 17:28 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet
Urinary SO in Gel Canned 
Cat Food 5.8-oz case of 24

 2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐413516 1/28/2020 15:28 Merrick various wet foods 
and Rachael Ray Beef

I have been feeding my dogs Merrick and Rachael Ray Nutrish dog foods. 
Both dogs have developed DCM. One dog is on medication. The dog listed 
above had a sudden onset Christmas Day causing severe CHF which led to 
him having to be put to sleep (b) (6) .

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 98 Pound

EON‐413515 1/28/2020 15:24 Acana Singles Pork & 
Squash Grain-Free Food

Diagnosed with DCM 9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 184 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been on this prescription food for a few months without any issues. A 
new case arrived (5.8-oz cans, case of 24) from Chewy.com with a new 
colored label on the outside of the can (pink instead of green), but same name 
of the food. Opened the food and noticed a different consistency (rubbery, less 
moisture), different smell (pungent), and different color (lighter grey instead of 
darker brown). Lot number 470758 / L470758A, Best by, best before or 
expiration date: 16 Nov 2021, UPC code (also known as the bar code): 30111 
47075. I fed my cat this food anyway because it is her prescription food. She 
developed bad diarrhea and gas right away, lasting for 3 days eating the food 
(consumed 3 cans total), so I stopped and purchased the older SO version 
w/green label at my vet and started her on anti-diarrheal medications and pre 
and pro-biotics. I looked up the food online to see if other people experienced 
this, and multiple customers complained of the new formula on Royal Canin's 
website, on Chewy and other pt food sites, which is scary- this food is 
dangerous. I contacted Chewy to investigate this batch! Cats are refusing the 
new version and/or getting sick, too- vomiting, diarrhea, etc. I"m a vet tech in 
school and had to report this, as cats are suffering with the new recipe.
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EON‐413513 1/28/2020 15:16 ACANA Free-Run Duck Our 2 year old whippet was diagnosed with late stage dilated cardiomyopathy 
(DCM) after being fed a grain free diet (Acana) for 1 year. Her symptoms were
very severe and she was days away from dying. She was immediately put on a
treatment plan with Furosemide and other heart medications, as well as a
change of diet to Royal Canin. After 1 year of treatment, her medication has
been greatly reduced, with the removal of some, and food has stayed the
same. Her condition has greatly improved but is not yet back to 'normal'. We
continue to monitor her symptoms and bring her for regular vet care to recheck
vitals. This could have been completely avoided had the dog food company
done any research into their formulas instead of trying to make dog food
trendy.

3 Years Whippet Dog 35 Pound

EON‐413472 1/28/2020 11:12 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Urinary SO Dry Cat Food 
17.6-lb bag

Both cats have been eating Royal Canin Urinary SO Dry Cat food for years. 
After my current bag became low, I purchased a new bag (Royal Canin 
Veterinary Diet Urinary SO Dry Cat Food, 17.6-lb bag) from Chewy.com. Both 
cats became ill after eating a serving of dry food. 10-15 minutes after eating, 
(b) (6)  began to projectile vomit and developed diarrhea about 8 hours later. The 
second cat, (b) (6)  has severe diarrhea that developed 8 hours after eating.
Neither cat has a history of diarrhea. Both are lethargic and being observed for 
further symptoms and dehydration. They are indoor cats and no other changes 
in their diet/lifestyle have occurred.

10 Years Manx Cat 10 Pound

EON‐413452 1/28/2020 5:44 IAMS PROACTIVE HEALTH
minichuncks

 Our dog died last night (or early this morning) after having a heart attack and 
she has always been in good health, runs and plays. The only thing that has 
changed lately is when we ran out of dog food, my daughter grabbed a small 
bag of the IAMs green dog food - (b) (6)  did not like the food, but we do not
feed her table scraps and since it was a small bag I just figured I’d get her 
normal small dog food then.
But she died, we just came back from the vet and she had a heart attack in my 
daughters bed and went completely limp. She should not be dead. She threw 
up earlier last night and then went to lay with my daughter and woke her up 
and my daughter thought she was playing around in the middle of the night 
until she fell over and whimpered before going completely limp. We went to the 
24/hr vet and there was no heartbeat.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐413448 1/28/2020 2:12 Taste of the Wild Canyon 
River Feline Formula with 
Trout and Salmon in Gravy

Very shortly after consuming a few bites of the food (Taste of the Wild Canyon 
River Feline Formula with Trout and Salmon in Gravy), both of my cats 
vomited all of their food.

American Shorthair Cat

EON‐413443 1/27/2020 22:08 Greenies dental treats After ingestion developed breathing problems which abated followed by 
vomiting a few hours later.

4.5 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12.5 Pound

EON‐413405 1/27/2020 14:08 Tricky trainer chewy treats 
salmon flavor training treats 
for dogs

Glucosuria identified on routine urine test. Patient is euglycemic. Acquired 
Fanconi syndrome confirmed on test to UPenn

9 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 8.7 Kilogra
m

EON‐413347 1/27/2020 10:04 Natures domain small breed 
salmon and lentil formula for 
dogs

Itching and loss of hair around eye 3 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐413305 1/27/2020 0:04 Canine Chews Vomiting, diarrhea, lethargic, no energy, won’t eat, lays around, no appetite, 
overall just horrible and won’t even move much.

1 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 45 Pound

EON‐413302 1/26/2020 21:40 Ol' Roy Cuts in Gravy with
Lamb & Rice

 I purchased cans of Ol Roy Lamb & Rice dog food from Walmart in (b) (6)
. When I opened the can, the top exploded open. The contents, 

lamb, and rice smelled bad (spoiled) the gravy was watery.
EON‐413299 1/26/2020 19:28 Horizon Pulsar Dog Food 

pulses & chicken formula 
grain free

Diagnosed with mild dilated cardiomyopathy, via an echocardiogram on July 7, 
2019.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Belgian Tervueren

Dog 41 Pound

EON‐413297 1/26/2020 18:20 Acana Adult Dog 
With Free Run Chicken Wild
Flounder and Fraser Valley 
Greens.

 
2008 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 10.1 Kilogra

m
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(b) (6)  was a very active athlete Shetland Sheepdog and participated in Rally, 
Sheep Herding ,Conformation,Lure coursing and Scent Detection. She was 
also a devoted family member. While out at a Lure course practice I noticed 

(b) (6)that  was having a hard time keeping up ,we stopped rested and she
continued. Took her to vet everything checked out.....cardiac check ok. But 

later in the winter I noticed that she tripped and was unstable. Took her in for 
another vet check bloodwork to include BNP ,thyroid and kidney values. The 
BNP came back abnormal so a chest X-ray was done....heart enlargement. 

ECG done and sent to Seattle to cardiologist result indicated further 
testing....Echocardiogram done .....Occult Nutritional DCM. 

(b) (6)  was then put on Vetmedin twice a day , Enalapril twice a day and 
Taurine . (b) (6)  had been fed Acana Dog Food which we switched over to 

Royal Candin Mature Consult . (b) (6)  also had to have her exercise restricted 
and her breathing, blood pressure monitored. 

Second echocardiogram down to show some improvement but when follow up 
blood work done.....her liver showed that they were compromised. Shortly after 

that was found (b) (6)  experienced loose stool and vomiting. Put on milk 
thistle,cerenia .....within a few hours (b) (6)  had her first seizure. Back to vet for 

IV fluids,released later that evening . Light meal in am after her meds then 
later in evening another seizure. 

Ultrasound done to confirm liver issue.......
Continued with treatment for heart DCM and supplemented with milk thistle. All 

good until early December and (b) (6)  began to retain fluids. Ultrasound
confirmed the fluid so draw done and started on furosemide..... (b) (6)..  was not
eating at this point and had diarrhea. Became dehydrated so put on IV fluids 

for two days and rallied ...we managed to get her to eat but she still had loose 
stool . (b) (6)  managed to maintain her weight until December 

(b) (6)

 but was not 
doing well. Back into vet for cerenia and fluids. Unfortunately (b) (6)  got worse 
overnight and was let go the next afternoon. We did not want her to go on any 

longer ... (b) (6) .(b) (6).  was not  We are heartbroken.
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EON‐413283 1/26/2020 14:24 Blue buffalo health bars 
baked with pumpkin and 
cinnamon

Dog was given Blue Buffalo Pumpkin Dog treats for going in the kennel at 
night. After a couple days of giving the treats, the dog was throwing up and 
very lethargic and not wanting to eat. She had no health issues before the 
incident, and after taking the treats away she got better. A week later the treats 
were tried again and she immediately got sick and very lethargic again. We 
had to take her to the emergency vet, where they did radiographs and fecal 
tests on her and couldn’t find anything wrong, but she was severely 
dehydrated from constantly throwing up. They said she had gastroenteritis 
from an adverse reaction to something she ate.

2 Years Siberian Husky Dog 40 Pound

EON‐413263 1/25/2020 23:04 Acana Lamb and Apple On Aug 1/19 our Dog collapsed with no vitals we were able to perform CPP 
and revive him. We brought him to the vet and they ran several tests including 
an EKG and could not find anything. They thought maybe he was bitten by a 
bee and was treated as such. We watched him carefully for weeks and limited 
his walks to 10 mins a day and changed his food from Acana Lamb and Apple 
which he had been on since he was weened to N & D Ancestral Grains. Then 
on Aug 26/19 (b) (6)  acted a little dizzy and so I kept him quite for the rest of
the day. That night our son heard him cough a couple of times in the night. The 
next day no coughing and was acting perfectly normal. The following night 
(b) (6)  started vomiting and coughing very badly. We took him to the vet and
they told us to take him to the hospital right away his heart was enlarged and 
his lungs were full of fluid. (b) (6)  spend 2 days in the hospital and was
diagnoses with DCM caused by grain free foods. He was sent home with 4 
types of meds. Pimobendan, Furosemide, Benazepril and Taurine. We were to 
restrict his exercise and keep and eye on his heart rate which we did. (b) (6)
had a follow up appointment with the Cardiologist on Sept 11/19 and he said 
he was doing well and his organs were tolerating the meds well. Our three 
month appointment was scheduled for Nov 26th. (b) (6)  was doing really well
eating, great energy, wanting to play, sleeping, pooping everything seemed to 
be going well. Then on (b) (6)  my husband and I left the house for 15-20 
minutes and during that time (b) (6)  passed away. My husband found him 
laying in his usual spot that he would wait for us by the front door. No signs of 
a struggle and the vet feels he died quickly most likely in his sleep by a fatal 
arrhythmia. We are devastated

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 67 Pound

After many conversations with Champion Pet Foods (Carrie) here in Canada 
we are further heartbroken that they are not taking the issue of Nutritional 

Dilated Cardiomyopathy serIously enough. They did not even acknowledge 
(b) (6)passing once told. 

Wanted to add to the growing list of food affecting this issue. (b) (6)  had been
on Acana Cobb Chicken and potato before the formula was changed to the 

present one......Acana Dog Food and the addition of lentils etc
Thank you for your time and hopeful for resolution . 

(b) (6)
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EON‐413262 1/25/2020 23:04 Science Diet Sensitive 
Stomach & Skin.
Science Diet Indoor Kitten

3 out of 4 cats started vomiting after eating. Havent even been on it a month. 2 
cats are projectile vomiting the other is maybe 3 times a day and hes only 5 
months old. One of the cats will start crying out prior to vomiting
It wakes him up from his sleep.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐413254 1/25/2020 22:48 Farmland Traditions 
Dogs ?? chicken

We fed (b) (6)  1 to 2 treats of the farmland traditions I love jerky treats a day- 
less than the recommendation on the package. Our vet had to surgically 
remove a months worth of treats from(b) (6)  stomach. Every treat she had
ever eaten accumulated inside and never digested. This lead to serious illness, 
infected, bruised intestines, vomiting blood.

7 Months Newfoundland Dog 60 Pound

EON‐413248 1/25/2020 19:32 Purina Pro Plan Veterinary 
Diets EN Gastroenteric 
Naturals

Vomiting and diarrhea 10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐413247 1/25/2020 19:24 Jamie's Cookies No animal was involved with this. However at a market there was a vendor 
selling treats that did not have any labeling on them. The main ingredients 
were given when asked but all the ingredients were nowhere to be found.

EON‐413193 1/24/2020 21:04 Instinct Raw Diet by Nature'
Variety

s Patient has been fed Instinct raw diet for the past 3 years or so and today was 
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy by echocardiogram.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog 64 Pound

EON‐413192 1/24/2020 20:40 Hill's® Science Diet® Adult
Large Breed Chicken & 
Barley Recipe dog food

 I fed my 2 Dobermans Hills science diet chicken and barley adult like I have for 
years now.My female had an extremely bad reaction to it, big hives, multiple 
sores that crusted over, vomiting Numerous amounts of time, bloody stools, 
mucus in stool and fever.She was in a lot of pain. my male wouldn't even eat it.

3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 90 Pound

EON‐413114 1/24/2020 12:36 Iams Perfect Portions 
Healthy Adult Tuna Recipe 
Pate

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐413083 1/24/2020 8:52 4health grain free white fish 
and potato

9.5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 26.5 Pound
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(b) (6)  eats this product often and has never experienced problems. With 
this new batch I purchased, she has vomited each time after beginning to eat 
it. Then she walks away. My other cat won’t even touch it, and she always eats 
it when offered. After this happened twice, I am concerned about the product 
and will not give them anymore from this batch. In this same box is the chicken 
recipe , but seem to be fine with it. There are six of each in this box of Iams 
Perfect Portions healthy adult pate (soft) cat food. She only took a couple of 
bites before throwing it up completely. I do not see any further effects besides 
the vomiting.
(b) (6) (b) (6)  and , littermates approximately, 9-9.5 years old, were fed 4Health 
white fish and potato grain free food for at least 4 -5 years. July 2019 (b) (6)
was diagnosed with moderate to severe dilated cardiomyopathy with a fair to 
guarded prognosis. (b) (6) heart showed left ventrical abnormalities - it was
larger than it should be for his size. We didn't know if this was genetics or the 
food. We began aggressive treatment with prescription meds and food and 
taurine and l-carnitine supplements. By Nov 19 (b) (6)  DCM had reversed. It 
was the food. Both dogs will be tested again at the end of Jan 2020.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐413062 1/23/2020 18:24 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Red Meat

Pet above was feed the product early on December 27th, while traveling to 
California pet above started having symptoms closely related to many other 
pets seen across social media and personally known. The pet had not had any 
problems prior the feeding and had not had anything else to eat but the 
product

1 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐413027 1/23/2020 14:32 Canidae PURE Real Salmo
& sweet potato recipe

n Acute Onset of Coughing and Shortness of breath that has gradually 
progressed

13 Years Unknown Dog 41 Pound

EON‐412895 1/23/2020 9:44 Purina My cat (b) (6)  licked some of the gravy from (b) (6)  dog bowl about a week 
ago. It was a small amount but he got drastically sick and had massive diareah 
for an entire day from it. At first I thought maybe it was because it was dog 
food. Then my dog (b) (6)  started acting strange. He was crying a little and
needing to go potty more for about a week but I didn't think it was a concern at 
the time. Then I got another can two days ago and gave it to him. He had such 
bad diareah that after the whole day his bowl movement ended up having a 
little blood in it and his anus was swollen. He was also sick to his stomach. I 
stopped the food that day and now he's back to normal. He is current on his 
vet examination and nothing is wrong. He had a stool sample taken within the 
last couple months and it was fine as well. I'm only sharing because I don't 
want another animal to have a reaction.

10 Years Bichon Frise Dog 28 Pound

EON‐412894 1/23/2020 9:32 Family pet Kibble Variety 
Original Flavor

Upon opening the bag of (Family pet Kibble Variety Original Flavored dog food 
SKU 1130229 - 032251185267) stringy debris was found in food. Upon further 
investigation of bag contents, several maggots were found within the bag. 
Product returned to Family Dollar Number (b) (6)  address (b) (6)

EON‐412875 1/23/2020 2:12 (dog food ) 

Cesar

CHICKEN

Upon opening can of Cesar canned dog food, found apparent mould on the 
meat contents. None of the food was fed to our dogs, nor will any other Cesar 
products be fed to them.

EON‐412862 1/22/2020 20:52 Nature's Recipe Grain-Free
Chicken Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin

 He was placed on grain-free dog food over a year ago. On 1/21/2020, he 
suddenly collapsed and was rushed to the vet for a diagnosis of Congestive 
Heart Failure. He had never been sick before. He had developed a cough 
about 2 weeks before this incident and was being treated with an antibiotic as 
the vet thought it might be an infection. It was not.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐412842 1/22/2020 15:44 Nature's Domain by Kirkland
Signature

 (b) (6)  has been fed a grain free diet her entire life. She collapsed on 
11/28/19, 12/8/19 and 12/15/19 after increased excitement and remained 
docile the rest of each of these days. During these 2 1/2 weeks, she lost 
interest in her toys/ playing and was lethargic. After the 2nd fall/collapse, we 
took her to regular vet office and they performed blood work and xrays. Dr. 
notice fluid in the belly on xray, but did not seem concerned and said her falls 
were from arthritis in the hips. After 3rd collapse, we saw a different vet at the 
same clinic and she recommended we see a cardiologist. First available appt 
for their traveling cardiologist was 3.5 weeks away, but we could go to ER vet 
if she seemed like she was in pain or worsened. We monitored her for the next 
3-4 days and she still seemed lethargic and not herself. We went to the ER vet
on 12/21 and they ran more tests to rule out organ failure and other disease
that may cause collapse. They determined the fluid in the belly was caused by
right sided heart failure and the collapsing episodes were syncope due to lack
of oxygen and blood to the brain during times of intense excitement. She was
diagnosed with DCM and placed on 1 heart med and a water pill to flush the
fluid from her belly. We returned to the ER vet on 12/23 for the on staff
cardiologist to perform an echo cardiogram and she was prescribed a 2nd
heart med. We were informed DCM has been linked to dog breeds that do not
typically get that disease whom were fed a grain free diet. We were instructed
to change her diet to a non-grain free formula and start supplementing with
1500mg of Taurine twice a day. These instructions were immediately followed
and (b) (6)  was acting more like herself, less lethargic and wanted to play
again almost instantly. We followed up 1 week later with more blood work to
check the BUN levels in her kidneys and that came back normal. Her condition
markedly improved with the change of diet, prescription medications and
supplemental taurine.

9.5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐412833 1/22/2020 15:08 Blue Wilderness Trail Treats
Grain Free Biscuits
Duck Recipe
Natural Crunchy Dog Treats

1-2 days after starting the Blue Buffalo Duck recipe grain free treats, (b) (6)

developed bloody diarrhea and had multiple such accidents in our house. He 
became lethargic and was taken to a veterinary emergency facility and was 
diagnosed with hemorrhagic enteritis and was prescribed several medications 
for treating ulcerations, for acid reduction, antibiotics and probiotics. After 
removal of the offending agent (the treats) and after instituting the medical 
treatment, his diarrhea slowed and resolved after 3-4 days.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 95 Pound

EON‐412814 1/22/2020 13:24 Acana FREE-RUN 
POULTRY Formula

10 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 60 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with diet-associated dilated cardiomyopathy after eating 
Acana Grain Free Free-Range Poultry blend food for his entire life (10 years). 
He had an xray for an unrelated issue in May of 2019 and his heart was 
completely healthy, and by January of 2020 his heart was enlarged, and he 
was suffering symptoms of dilated cardiomyopathy. He began coughing a 
week prior to diagnosis, so the issue came about extremely quickly and 
unexpectedly.
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EON‐412791 1/22/2020 10:48 Wellness gravies variety 
pack

Pet food has black pieces. Looks like mold.

EON‐412760 1/22/2020 9:44 Whole hearted grain free dry 
dog food, whole hearted 
grain free can dog food

I took my dog to the vet for a rash and the vet detected a heart issue. We did 
an ECG and an ultrasound. the vet diagnosed it as DCM and now she has to 
be on medicine for the rest of her life. and the medicine is very expensive. My 
dog was on grain free dog food for about 3 years which is when we got her 
from the rescue place.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐412741 1/21/2020 22:20 Orejin, Acana This time of year "season changes"  would itch normally but we noticed 
her getting skinny, not eating. We graze feed at home and noticed she hadn't 
eaten in 4 days so I called the vet and made an appointment for 12/14/2019. At 
the vet they did a physical exam and (b) (6)  noticed an irregular heart
sound, a murmur. So he suggested we do a chest xray. After the xray he could 
see that she had fluid inside and outside her lungs and that her heart was 
enlarged. He said it could be a couple different things but we wanted to wait for 
some of the blood work test to come back, same day. After waiting he then told 
us it could be congestive heart failure but said we should see a cardiologist as 
soon as possible. He then even said we could do a procedure that they could 
go in with a needle to get thr fluid out but after some time they realized her 
heart was too weak and she could die from the procedure. He then suggested 
having her stay at the (b) (6)  so they could monitor her condition. I
declined the offer because I wanted to be with her in case it was going to be 
her last moments with us. 12/20/2019 my husband and I drove to (b) (6)  to
wait 7 hours in the ER fro an echocardiogram. After that test they told us it was 
dilated cardiomyopathy. They changed one of her medications and added a 
supplement. In the discharge papers I got the link for reporting this issue 
because they strongly think it is from the food we had been feeding (b) (6)
since 10 weeks old. We bought Orejin and Acana her whole life because it was 
known to have smart ingredients and no clue that it was grain free, even our 
vet in (b) (6)  at the time said it was good food. Anyways, feel free to reach out
to me if you need any other information. I would love to help with this issue so 
other dogs don't experience this on top of other families. It is super sad and 
heartbreaking. Side note: I hate seeing rows of Orejin and Acana on the 
shelves of Petco, Mudbay, Kriser's, Bow wow woofs and most feed supply 
stores.

4 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐412738 1/21/2020 21:28 Kirkland Signature Adult 
Formula Lamb Rice and 
Vegetable Dog Food 40 lb. 

Manufacturing Code from 
package: 
Best by 09 Dec 2020 
9344330 
KLV1206D2N WSK 04:45 

After opening the bag on 1/4/20, my dog tolerated it fine. She has been on this 
food (alternating with the Kirkland Signature Chicken flavor) for nearly 2 years 
(since March 2018) and never had an issue before. This bag, however, when 
she eats it she vomits within about 3 hours. She then won't eat for 2 days or 
so, and I have had to cook her bland chicken and rice for a few days. Once 
she ate this food again, she threw up again. 

4 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐412575 1/21/2020 10:28 Science Diet Youthful Vitality 
Chicken & Rice Recipe 

Two days after starting a new bag of Science Diet Youthful Vitality, she 
exhibited symptoms of IMHA. She died five days later. 

8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐412570 

EON‐412462 

1/21/2020 10:20 

1/20/2020 19:24 

Earth Animal No Hide 
chicken Recipe Dpg Chews 

Nutro Ultra Adult Dog Food

The product is not correctly labeled. The guaranteed analysis of the No Hide 
Chicken Recipe medium dog chew net weight 2.1 oz ( 60 g) only reports min 
protein and fat. Missing from the label is the max fiber and moisture 

is a Labradoodle (3/4 Poodle, 1/4 Lab). 
Our vet noticed a heart malfunction in October. We saw a cardiologist on 
October 31 who, with ECG, diagnosed cardiomyopathy; an enlarged heart and 
decreased function. She recommended changing food to one with grains, plus 
adding a supplement, Turine. We did that for three months. Recheck today 
showed her heart completely back to normal--no medications required. We will 
keep her on Turine. 

11 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐412442 1/20/2020 15:20 Abound grain free Salmon & 
Sweet Potato recipe 

Following 2 feedings of Abound dog food, dog had violent episodes of 
vomiting. 

This occurred with newly opened bag of Abound Salmon & Sweet Potato, LOT 
TE2 14 October 2019: 20:00 

Feedings were 24 hours apart, separated by feeding with canned dog food. 
No vomiting occurred with canned food. 

After second episode of vomiting, discontinued used of Abound dry dog food. 
No vomiting has occurred since discontinuation. 

Routine of past 10 years = 1 cup canned dog food at 10 am, 1 cup dry dog 
food at 6pm. 
Abound has been used for past 2 years, without problems. 

16 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound 

EON‐412439 1/20/2020 14:48 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie 

Nutritional cardiomyopathy (left ventricular eccentric hypertrophy with 
preserved systolic function, mild left atrial enlargement) vs. other; mitral 
regurgitation (mild) 

1 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 
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EON‐412438 1/20/2020 14:28 Acana Singles Limited 
Ingredient Diet: Lamb and 
Apple Formula 

Dilated cardiomyopathy; mitral regurgitation; systemic hypertension; cough 
(non-cardiac) 

12 Years Hound - Basset Dog 

EON‐412436 1/20/2020 14:12 Taste of the Wild Grain-Free 
Diet 

Dilated cardiomyopathy; trivial mitral regurgitation 2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 

EON‐412433 1/20/2020 13:52 Taste of the Wild Prey 
Limited Ingredient Diet 

Dilated cardiomyopathy, congestive heart failure, pulmonary hypertension 3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 

EON‐412432 1/20/2020 13:48 Taste of the Wild Prey 
Limited Ingredient Diet 

Dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure; mitral regurgitation 3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 

EON‐412429 1/20/2020 13:20 reference owner submission please review medical records from the hospital from 10/25/16 until 11/7/2018. 
Two doctors worked on this patients care. 

10.9 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 11.2 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐412412 1/20/2020 9:48 Nature’s Domain Beef Meal 
and Sweet Potato 

My dog was just diagnosed with nutritional cardiomyopathy by the cardiologist 
due to eating grain free dog food. Note that due to his existing 
megaesophagus condition, he gets no other treats or food...just the kibble. So 
the only thing that could cause the DCM is this grain free food. 

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 76 Pound 

EON‐412403 1/20/2020 1:24 Master Paws For Dogs of All 
Sizes Grain-Free Jerky Bites 
Lamb & Sweet Potato Flavor 
12 oz. bag. 

I gave my dogs each one jerky bite and noticed in the evening they had 
diarrhea. I knew all I had given them was this treat, but didn't think much about 
it until the next day when I opened the bag and noticed all mold inside on the 
jerky bites. So I figured it had to be from this treat, which was the Lamb & 
Sweet Potato Flavor by Master Paws. I was given this bag for Christmas 2019 
as a gift for my two dogs and it was the first I had opened it on Jan. 18, 2020. 

9 Years Collie - Border Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐412395 1/19/2020 20:40 Instinct Puppy Grain Free 
Recipe Natural Dry Dog 
Food 

Opened new bag of Instinct puppy food and found an infestation of bugs 

EON‐412383 1/19/2020 13:00 Family pet meaty cuts beef 
chicken and cheese flavors 
Premium dog food/adult 
dogs 

It was my previous dogs food that passed away after i feed him the foo but i 
didnt think it was what killed him or made him sick until i just recently gave my 
new dog which i got after the previous one died the same food and now she is 
sick vomiting and a really bad case of the runs after eating the food. 

EON‐412366 1/19/2020 4:44 PURINA FRISKIES 
POULTRY PATE 
FAVORITES 

All 8 of my young indoor cats in perfect health prior were given Purina Friskies 
Pate. They immediately began projectile vomiting, having explosive diarrhea 
and mucus in their loose stool. They got rapidly sick and became dehydrated 
and lethargic. I discontinued use immediately and found out online through 
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/friskies.html this has happened to 
HUNDREDS of cats. Some have been rendered so sick they've needed 
emergency vet care while others have DIED. This is unacceptable. A pet food 
should not POSION our pets and make them either deathly ill or murder them. 
A class action lawsuit needs to be brought against this billion dollar corporation 
for peddling POISON into our homes to murder our pets. I am livid that I've 
been feeding my cats toxic food that almost killed them. 

American Shorthair Cat 
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EON‐412343 1/18/2020 18:40 Lamb Meal & Brown Rice 
Dry Dog Formula

 owner brought in on 07-03-2019 with complaints of coughing after 
exercise. It was recommended to have an echo-cardiogram preformed by 

. This was completed on 07-08-2019. DCM was suspected at this time.
Taurine levels were also tested, and found to be elevated above normal 
reference intervals. O declined further radiographs to monitor. On 10-31-2019, 

 

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian 

Dog 13.15 Kilogra 
m 

(b) (6)
began coughing more frequently at night and repeat radiographs were 

taken on this day. Cardiomegaly noted. Chest radiographs repeat again on 12-
28-2019, and showed a stable heart size with no evidence of CHF. 

Coughing was first noted in 12-05-2016 but no thoracic radiographs preformed 
at this time. 

EON‐412330 1/18/2020 14:20 ABOUND Grain Free 
Salmon and Sweet Potato 
Recipe 

My husband and I have noticed an ongoing pattern with my 2 dogs that when 
they eat dog food they get sick. They are lethargic, they throw up, they don't 
eat and they just "mope" around the house. So I would feed them rice for 2-3 
days and then eventually slowly reintroduce the dog food. We had no idea it 
was actually the food we thought that maybe they had a stomach virus or 
something. Then I decided to google the ABOUND dog food and found that it 
was recalled at one time from KROGER where we buy our dog food. When the 
listed the symptoms the dog had, they were exactly the same thing. 

11 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English 

Dog 40 Pound 

EON‐412328 1/18/2020 14:12 Redbarn Naturals Medium 
Barky Bark 

I have given my dog, , chicken jerky treats for as long as I remember, and 
I have had her since she was 3 months old. Last year, she developed urinary 
tract infections that would not go away even with antibiotics. This year, she 
was diagnosed with Fanconi Syndrome (kidneys). I took her to the 
small animal clinic and they say she has some kidney damage. They told me 
that they believe it is related to the jerky treats I have given her in the past and 
suggested that I report it to the FDA. The brand of jerky treat I have most often 
given my dog is Red Barn. 

7 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier 

Dog 26 Pound 

EON‐412327 1/18/2020 13:52 Zignature lamb and chick 
pea 

Just read about dcm and the fda report. Took her to the vet and bnp came 
back elevated at 945. Dcm not yet confirmed. Is there studies that help cover 
diagnostic testing? Other dog fed passed away last year. 

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound 

EON‐412326 1/18/2020 13:44 Pedigree chopped ground 
dinner. Chicken & rice 
Dinner 
Made with real chicken. 

After eating Pedigree canned dog food, chopped chicken & rice, vomited 
3 times and had diarrhea that looked like it was mixed with a clear jelly 
substance.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound 

  has always eaten this brand of dog food. Since she became 
sick after eating this new batch, I feel something is wrong with it. 

EON‐412315 1/18/2020 9:24 Friskies Wet Cat Food - 10 
varieties of pate. 

Took him to vet because he had become lethargic and would not eat. Vet 
diagnosed it as pancreatitis. My other cats came down with same symptoms 
but not as bad as . 

6 Years Siamese Cat 13 Pound 
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EON‐412302 1/17/2020 21:28 Members Mark Lamb and 
pea 

We had been feeding him the food for months and gradually he started to get 
slower and slower moving. We thought it was possibly just his age. We also 
had a major life event take place and thought that possibly it was effecting him 
as well. We also have another dog that is about 1 years old that is a rescue 
and her stomach has had issues since we got her. But then we got a puppy in 
November and she has not had any issue with her stomach or stools being a 
normal hard or any stomach problems. The night before christmas the 1 year 
old had an accident in her cage. We cleaned it up and figured it was because 
of her issues. All the while they continued to eat the same food as each other. 
Then we purchased a new bag and within 2 feedings the 7 year old was barely 
walking let alone running, the one year old was even slower, and the puppy 
had diarrhea like never before. The morning the puppy had diarrhea she had a 
vet check up and they said there was nothing wrong with her or her samples, 
everything showed healthy. When we returned home the 7 year old had 
diarrhea in his cage. And that never happens, he is extremely clean and hates 
to have mess around him, he was extremely guilt ridden and you could tell he 
did not feel well. The only thing that all 3 of them have in common is the food 
they ate. Members mark lamb and pea. We took the food back Sunday the 
12th, fed them all chicken and rice with broth for the next 3 days and the 7 year 
old is running at an extreme pace again! He walks like normal instead of like 
something hurts, the 1 year old hasn't messed herself once and the puppy is 
back to normal stools. 

7 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐412298 1/17/2020 21:04 Blue Buffalo Healthy Living 
with LifeSource Bits 

I had opened a new bag of cat food. The cats vomited more than a dozen 
times after eating the food. The vomiting stopped after I took away the food. 

6 Months Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 5 Pound 

EON‐412289 1/17/2020 18:20 Horizon Pulsar dog food 
Pulses and Fish Formula 
Grain Free 

Coughing and got considerable worse quickly. 12 Years Weimaraner Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐412266 1/17/2020 14:40 Roll over image to zoom in 
Solid Gold Holistique Blendz 
with Oatmeal Pearled Barley 
& Ocean Fish Meal 
Sensitive Stomach Dry Dog 

I purchased a large bag of the Solid Gold senior food this past Monday. I 
poured most of the contents of the bag into a sturdy dog food container with a 
screw on airtight container and I also poured about two cups into a smaller 
transparent airtight container. Next morning I went to reach for that container 
and as I opened the lid, a moth came flying out. I thought it was odd but 
thought I was mistaken and maybe it was laying on top and flew when I 
touched the lid. The next day I serve some of the food to my Yorkies and 
noticed that food looked as if it had cobwebs... then I saw another moth flying 
inside container!!! Called company and never got a call back. Took it back to 
store and got my money back and dumped all the food in their rear dumpster. 
When I got home, the container had a few larvae inside the container. 
Disgusting!!! I am now ridden with guilt for not noticing that infestation 
immediately before feeding my precious dogs. 

EON‐412258 1/17/2020 13:40 Purina dog chow. Complete 
adult with real chicken 

Scooped out a bowl of Purina dog chow and noticed small black hairs stuck in 
the food. Thicker hairs like eyebrow hair or eyelashes 
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EON‐412197 1/16/2020 18:52 Paws Happy Life Meaty 
Beef Rib Bones Dog Chews 

She ate this treat, a few hours later she presented with an inability of 
coordination, when reaching to her to pet her she was slow in reacting yet her 
reaction was one of shock or fear by backing away. She evolved into complete 
lethary, When going outside she stumbled as if intoxicated. She slept with a 
low rythmic respiration. About four hours later she suddenly began to vomit 
heavilywhile simultaneously defectaing and urinating. Her vomit contained 
what appeared to be a cardboard substance. She was taken to emergency and 
found she was completely dehydrated, kidney issues and low temperature. 
When on IV she began diarrhetic episodes. She remains in the hospital now. 

10 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American 

Dog 16 Pound 

EON‐412196 1/16/2020 18:52 EVANGER hand packed 
Roasted whole chicken 
DRUMMETS with veggies
broth & soft edible bones. 

Opened can of Evanger wet food and found unknown foreign material that 
looks spoiled or dark and moldy. 

 

EON‐412158 1/16/2020 12:45 Rachael Ray Nutrish Just 6 
Lamb Meal & Brown Rice 

Dog has rapid onset of CHF after being seemingly healthy years prior. Has 
been fed grain-free food the past 5+years. Other dog that is 10 years old has 
beginning signs of CHF, as well. 

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 33 Pound 

EON‐412152 1/16/2020 12:28 Crave Turkey Pate We fed 2 of our cats Crave cat food. 2 of our dogs ate at least 1 bowl as well. 1
of the cats has had multiple episodes of vomiting and diarrhea. We don’t know 
for sure if the other cat ate the food as he turned his nose up at it. The two 
dogs that ate the food also had diarrhea and vomiting. 1 of the dogs 
progressed to pancreatitis. We have a 3rd dog that did not get I’ll, but we are 
sure he did not eat the cat food. 

 7 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound 

EON‐412151 1/16/2020 12:20 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Breed Puppy 
Dog Food 

Purchased Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Small Breed Puppy Dog Food 
once from Amazon, second time from PetSupermarket. Pellets were bigger 
than previous purchases and looked different. Both times my pet started 
throwing up the food after eating it and acting sick, diahria. Going back to older 
food everything went back to normal. 

15 Months Poodle - Toy Dog 7 Pound 
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Breed Species Weight Weight 
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EON‐412139 1/16/2020 10:36 Purina Focus for Large 
Breeds 

On 02 December 2019 I found a large lump of solid material in the 34 lb bag of 
Purina Focus I fed my Old English Sheepdogs. I placed this material in a 
plastic bag, wrote a letter to Purina Consumer Affairs explaining what 
happened and enclosed the foreign matter and requested information as to 
whether this was a health risk to my dogs, and sent it by Express Mail to 
Purina. I never received a reply. 
On 23 December 2019 I wrote to Joseph Sivewright, CEO of Nestle Purina, 
enclosing copies of the letter I sent to Consumer Affairs and a picture of the 
foreign matter I found in the dog food bag. I never received a reply from 
Consumer Affairs or Sivewright. 
I still do not know what the foreign matter that was in the bag is, or what effect 
it might have on my dogs; I do know that both of my Sheepdogs did suffer from 
an extended period of diarrhea and loose stools that has ended once I 
changed their food (to Blue Buffalo large breed). 
I do not know if their food is tainted or why Purina did not reply to me, but I did 
tell Mr. Sivewright that if I did not hear from him I would contact the FDA. I 
herewith have done that, and I hope you can investigate this and provide an 
answer for this event. I have presently ceased using any and all Nestle Purina 
products based on their lack of concern for their customers. I can supply the 
correspondence I sent to Nestle Purina upon request, as well as a photograph 
of the foreign object in the food bag. 
Thank you. 

EON‐412114 1/15/2020 22:36 Nature's Recipe Grain Free 
Lamb Sweet Potato and 
Pumpkin 

Diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy after eating grain-free food for about 3 
years. 

43 Months Beagle Dog 42 Pound 

EON‐412109 1/15/2020 20:44 Heart to tail grain free dog 
food salmon and rice and 
chicken and rice 

Dog has been eating the same Aldi dry food (I mix the bags of salmon and 
brown rice and chicken and brown rice). I bought two new bag from Aldi on 
Sunday, January 12th. That night (after dinner) she had diarrhea in her bed. 
We fed her again the next day and had diarrhea again. I brought her to the vet 
and provided a stool sample, the results came back negative. After throwing 
away the food, the diarrhea stopped. Dog is also a labradoodle (that breed 
option was not available in the pick-list above) 

10 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐412097 1/15/2020 16:52 Acana Singles Duck & Pear 
Acana Singles Pork & 
Squash 
Acana Singles Lamb & 
Apple 

Routine annual visit for dog. Drew proBNP level as we have solely fed our dog 
Acana Singles Products (duck/pear, lamb/apple, pork/squash) since 8 weeks 
old, beginning with the puppy formula. We have rotated among the Single 
formulations. Her level was 3100. Proceeded to have workup with cardiologist--
echocardiogram, Xray, BP check. Diagnosed with DCM, prescribed cardiac 
meds and taurine supplementation. Again, we have solely fed our dog Acana 
products since 2015. 

4.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound 
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(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
was eating this food for 3 weeks and one can one day upset stomach and 

I returned the rest of the cans to the store. (b) (6)
ate a full serving and my other 

dog only ate a spoon full. Both dogs had same diarrhea but the one that ate 
just a small amount only had it for one night. (b) (6)

on the other hand has had 
bloody foaming stool for 4-5 days. Fecal test so no parasites or girahrdea. 

(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐412096 1/15/2020 16:44 Macs&Buddy Mint Trees I bought these Macs&Buddy Mint Trees treats for my dog at Target. I started 
giving it to him on Christmas. I found him barely moving, lethargic and couldn't 
stand on December 29th. I took him to the vet hospital. I was told his glucose 
was over 500 and he was diabetic. They were able to get his glucose to 
normal. He threw up at the hospital a couple of times. I was asked if I had a 
minty green candle and I said no but I bought him these new treats. I took him 
home the next day. I had to give him Cerenia, Denamarin, Endosorb tab, 
Proviable DC and AmociClav. I had syringe feed Urgent A/D care and syringe 
drink him. He still was not getting any better. I bought the Royal Canin GI 
Home Care kit and took him to my regular vet. She said his heartbeat was 
regular, glucose normal, liver and kidney enzymes were normal. The only 
abnormality was platelets were low. They wanted a tick panel but he was on 
Triflexis and didn't have any ticks. That didn't explain why his glucose was 
high. did improve but regressed the next day. He stopped drinking water. I
had to syringe drink him. He only ate chicken. Sadly he passed away on 

.
EON‐412095 1/15/2020 16:32 Purina Friskies Poultry Cat came into room howling and crying. Then she began to foam at the mouth 

and began to retch and vomit foam and a muddy colored liquid. Cat was 
transported to the Emergency Veterinary Clinic. Given IV's and sedated. 
Released after 24 observation. Again on October 26 cat experienced the same 
symtoms and within 45 minutes other 2 cats were in distress throwing up, 
foaming and howling. 

5 Years Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 11 Pound 

EON‐412084 1/15/2020 14:52 Blue Buffalo yorkie puppy vomiting 4 Months Other 
Mammals 

5 Pound 

EON‐412081 

EON‐412077 

1/15/2020 14:29 

1/15/2020 13:44 

Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner Pate Cat food and 
Special Kitty Savory Salmon 
Dinner Pate Cat Food 

Weruva 
Paw licking chicken in gravy
wet food

 

On at around 9 am CST we fed 3 of our 4 cats 2 cans of 
Special Kitty Pate Canned cat food. throughout the day the cats seemed 
normal however at around 5pm we found a pool of diarrhea from one of the 
cats. Which one was affected was unknown. At 7pm all 3 cats who ate the 
food began vomiting excessively every 3 to 5 minutes. The cats then started 
salivating to a point in which they looked like they were foaming at the mouth. 
We called an emergency vet who told us to bring them in. From examination it 
appeared the food they ate had been Toxic. all three cats were hospitalized 
with fluids and pain medicine. My Cat was affected the most and suffered
Brain damage and ultimately stopped breathing on his own. Euthanization was 
administered later that night around 11:50 pm. the other 2 cats remained 
overnight and were released after the toxins were completely flushed from their 
systems. 

6 

12 

Years 

Years 

American Shorthair 

Terrier - Yorkshire 

Cat 

Dog 

20 

6.8 

Pound 

Pound 
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EON‐412054 1/15/2020 10:24 Fromm Dog Food We have had our dog since he was 8 weeks old. We began him on Fromm dog 
food from the beginning as was recommended by the store we purchased our 
pet supplies from, . We recently changed 
vets as we were not satisfied with the previous vet. We went in for an initial 
exam and the vet discovered our dog had a murmur. On further review after an 
x-ray, it was discovered that our 4-year-old dog has an enlarged heart and was 
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. What in the world!!! We have always 
taken such good care of him and keep up with heartworm treatment, etc. The 
vet asked what we were feeding him and we told her FROMM. She left the 
room and came back with literature regarding "Boutique Foods" and grain-free 
foods. WE HAVE BEEN KILLING OUR DOG with the EXPENSIVE and 
recommended food. 

4 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English 

Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐412031 1/14/2020 21:28 SHEBA Prefect Portions 
cuts in Gravy signature Tuna 
Entree 

I brought, wet food , Sheba, everytime we feed the cats this product they are 
throwing it up. We have tried 3 times, 3 different, days, small amt just encase it 
wasn't food related, they puked it shortly after. No matter the amt given 

7 Years Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 11 Pound 

EON‐411999 1/14/2020 15:48 Smart Sticks 
The healthy alternative to 
rawhide. Made with real 
peanut butter 

I bought smart sticks from Petco in on . I gave 
one to my dog. My dog broke a couple of dry pieces off in his first bite. He then
started choking on one of the dry brittle pieces that broke off. The treats do not
expire till 08/18/2022. However, they seem stale with how brittle they are. The 
pieces break off as dry brittle shards of like hard plastic. One of these pieces 
caused the choking. The piece was still stuck in his throat for over 12 hours. 
My dog was still able to breath, however he could not breath as well when he 
got excited or ran due to the irritation the piece caused. Thank goodness after 
about 12 or so hours, the piece got soft enough for him to cough it up, and of 
course chew and then swallow it. This was both scary for myself and my dog. I
felt that I needed to report this, so no other dogs have to suffer with this 
trouble. I dont feel as if our trouble is over just yet. I have not heard him bark 
since before the episode, and I have a barker. I am hoping when he does 
decide to bark again, that he will not have any residual problems with throat 
irritation. 

 
 

 

2 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound 

EON‐411974 1/14/2020 13:24 ACANA Heritage Freshwater 
Fish Formula 

P was clinically normal at home. Owners let outside this morning to eliminate. 
Owners found deceased in yard acutely, no outward injuries or trauma noted 

11 Months Samoyed Dog 50 Pound 

EON‐411923 1/13/2020 23:24 Kibbles n bits brand dog 
food 
Bistro oven roasted beef 
spring vegetables & apple 
flavors 

Dog started ejectile vomiting 30 min after injestion of food. 1 Hours Bulldog Dog 65 Pound 
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(b) (6)

, 
we thought it might be related to the treats. A video was captured of each 
event. 

 temporarily lost the ability to use her back legs. After a minute or so she 
was able to standup but was wobbling for a bit of time. A similar event 
happened two years ago. Our vet thought it might be related to an arrythmia or 
murmur. However, after a similar event happened to our other cat,

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐411921 1/13/2020 22:04 Tummy Ticklin' Turkey 
Dinner Morsels

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound 

EON‐411916 1/13/2020 21:40 Tummy Ticklin' Turkey 
Dinner Morsels 

Cat had noticeable weakness in hind legs similar to our other cat who had a 
more severe reaction on November 20th, 2019. Videos were captured of both
cats. 

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 
 

EON‐411914 1/13/2020 21:00 Purina Friskies shreds with 
beef and gravy, Purina 
Friskies Shreds with ocean 
whitefish & tuna in sauce, 
Purina Friskies Shreds 
turkey and cheese dinner in 
gravy, Purina Friskies 
Shreds chicken and salmon 
dinner in gravy 

My cat was given friskies canned food over the last couple of weeks. The days 
ago she stopped eating and was taken to the vet today. My husband and I 
were told that she was in kidney failure and were advised that treatment may 
not be the best option. My cat was prefectly fine until I started using this 
porduct. 

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 5 Pound 

EON‐411912 1/13/2020 20:00 Diamond Naturals Grain 
Free (rotational varieties) 

presented on 10/7/2019 for cardiac evaluation following presentation to our ER 
service for progressive 3 week history of lethargy, weight loss and abdominal 
distention. Labwork has been reported to be unremarkable. Abdominal effusion 
had a total solids of 3. He was noted to be tachycardic. He was transferred for 
continued care. He has been treated with furosemide and enalapril with no 
improvement. He has been fed a grain free diet. 

7 Years Dogue de Bordeaux Dog 51.8 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐411909 1/13/2020 19:44 Taste of The Wild PREY 
(unknown formula) 

He started coughing his past August/September and was seen by several 
veterinarinarian's in  where owners previously lived. He has had 
two syncopal events associated with coughing. He has been previously 
diagnosed with myxomatous mitral valve disease by a Cardiologist and has 
been treated with triple therapy + Spironolactone and Taurine/L-carnitine 
supplementation. He was previously fed Taste of the Wild Prey for~ 2 years 
which was subsequently switched to Science Diet (unknown formulation). He 
was started on theophylline therapy by an ER clinic and his cough dramtically 
improved. His last cardiac recheck exam was in December per his owner and 
his kidey values were normal at that time. Per the owners, the cardiologist had 
discussed potentially tapering and/or discontinuing some of his cardiac 
medications at that visit (these records are not currently available for review). 

(b) (6)
11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20.4 Kilogra 

m 
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(b) (6)
was treated for an ear infection and on exam lymph node enlargement 

was noted.  was inappetant and had increased water consumption and 
urination. On radiographs heart enlargement was noted. 

 
has had 

decreased activity. No syncopy is noted.  is eating well. No vomiting or 
diarrhea is noted.

 is fed Kirkland's Nature's Domain diet (unsure which protein source). He is 
current on vaccines and heartworm prevention. 

was seen at Spay/Neuter KC for a neuter. At that time a heart murmur 
was noted. No murmur was previously noted on exam. He is totally 
asymptomatic and has great energy. No unusual coughing, sneezing, 
vomiting.  has had loose stools and is currently on chicken and rice diet. 
No polyuria/polydypsia. Appetite and activity level normal. is fed Acana 
grain free. has been fed Acana duck and pear since he was 8-weeks 
old. is current on vaccines and heartworm prevention. 

(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐411908 

EON‐411904 

EON‐411900 

1/13/2020 19:24 

1/13/2020 18:48 

1/13/2020 18:04 

Home-prepared diet 

Kirkland's Domain Grain 
Free Dog Food (rotational
protein varieties)

 

Acana Duck and Pear 
Singles

She presented to our on 9/29/2019 at 10:58 
AM for evaluation of lethargy, disorientation and ataxia which started last night 
~6-7p. O was uninterested in E/D this morning with no BM or urination. O did 
find one episode of vomitus in the household, unsure who is came from as two 
other dogs are also in house. 

(b) (6)

O reports p has become progressively more lethargic over the last 2-3 weeks. 
She is currently on Rimadyl and a joint supplement for treatment of 
coxofemoral OA. She had blood work performed on September 8th. P is 
currently on HW preventative and is UTD on vaccinations. She has been fed a 
home-prepared diet for the past 5 years. 

On my dog was fine showing no signs of sickness. 
Fed him on Wednesday, went to work. Received a phone call by family 
member he passed away that Wednesday. Tongue out and it was black and 
blue. He never goes outside he’s an inside. 

I have another dog notice he’s been loosing weight. Took him to the routine 
checkup last year and doctor said he has an heart issue. He was healthy years 
leading up to last year. 

(b) (6)

13 

12 

1 

Years 

Years 

Years 

Retriever - Labrador 

Chow Chow 

Pointing Dog - 
German Wire-haired 

Dog 

Dog 

Dog 

25.8 

38.6 

31.7 

Kilogra 
m 

Kilogra
m 

 

Kilogra 
m 

EON‐411899 1/13/2020 17:52 Blue Small Breed chicken 
and brown rice 

EON‐411896 1/13/2020 17:28 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Healthy Weight Adult Dog 
Food Small Breed -

Pomeranian suddenly became violently ill and was projectile vomiting and was 
very lethargic in the middle of the night. Took her to emergency vet first thing in
the morning and she passed away from HGE. 

 
10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 11 Pound 

EON‐411879 1/13/2020 15:12 Rachel Ray Delish Dog ate Rachel Ray wet food for many years until two months ago began 
having bloody stool daily. After a few weeks we changed his food to Beniful. 
No recurrence of bloody bowel since change. Time of bloody stool provided 
may not be exact. 

12 Years Pug Dog 28 Pound 
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Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐411874 1/13/2020 14:48 Special Kitty 13 oz. canned 
food 

My cat has become handicapped for an overall description. She had eaten 
about a third of a 13oz. can of special kitty cat food, don't remember what 
flavor and the can was thrown out after reading about a recall report saying to 
do so. The next day she secluded herself and not interact or consume anything
including water for almost 3 days. She began to eat again and act normal after 
that but on the 7th day after consumption of the special kitty, she lost all 
balance and could no longer walk. She had to be carried because when she 
attempted to walk she would fall. It's now been about 6 weeks and she has 
gone through a 3 day period of not moving or eating on 2 more separate 
occasions. She has been taken to a vet and given a shot and prednisolone 
pills but recovery has not yet happened.

10 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound 

 

 
EON‐411856 1/13/2020 12:52 Friskies Gravy Swilers 

Gravy Baked Right In! 
Flavors of Chicken Salmon 
and Gravy 
With Essential Vitamins and
Minerals 

I opened a new 3.15 lb bag of Friskies Gravy Swirlers on 11 Months Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 8 Pound 
2019 around 8PM. I fed our cat. In about 25-30 minutes, I found him dead. 

He had blood coming out of his mouth and had had loose bowels before he 
died. When my husband picked him up, more stool was excreted. In talking 
with our vet, he said the cat could have ingested poison.  

EON‐411847 1/13/2020 11:52 Blue Buffalo Delights 
canned blue buffalo in a 
variety of flavors 

I bought their canned food in the August of 2018. It wasn't long after that my 
dog had a seizure. After 3 we went to the vet to get some answers. Vet thought 
he had a tumor. He was put on anti-seizure meds that helped for a bit, but then 
they became more frequent. We went back into the vet to see if there was 
more we could do. Decided that with his age (14), we'd keep him comfortable. 
He was having a seizure about every 2-3 weeks. In the September of 2019, I 
moved from 

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound 

to . While in transition, I didn't have access to 
Blue Buffalo dog food because I postponed my delivery schedule. Therefore, I 
fed him the dog food I had been giving him prior to switching to Blue Buffalo. 
During those two months, he never had a seizure. Also I stopped giving him 
his meds because we didn't have a vet. Finally when things settled down I was 
able to give my dog the same Blue Buffalo dog food that he was on prior to my 
move. That evening he had a seizure. I never fed him that food again. That 
was almost 2 months ago and he's been seizure free the whole time. I have no 
doubt in my mind that Blue Buffalo food is the cause!!! 

EON‐411836 1/13/2020 11:00 Wegmans Nature Brand 
both Chicken and Brown 
Rice Natural Dog Food and 
Lamb and Brown Rice 
Natural Dog Food 

Previously healthy Golden Doodle taken to Emergency Vet on 1/09/2020 for 
labored breathing, loss of appetite, coughing and decrease in activity level. 
Diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Prescribed Enalapril, Furosemide, 
and Pimobendan. Followed up with regular Veterinarian and confirmed 
diagnosis, treatment. Suggested to change food as well. Fed Wegmans Nature 
brand dog food (Chicken and Brown Rice or Lamb and Brown Rice). 

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound 
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EON‐411812 1/13/2020 0:52 Kirkland Signature Adult 
Formula Chicken Rice and 
Vegetable Dog Food 40 lb. 

Purchased new bag of food on 12/8, gradually transitioned to this bag between 
12/8 and 12/25. Dog vomited evening of 12/25, again on 1/9, and again on 
1/12. Dog has never vomited prior to this over the course of the year we've had 
her. Also she seems like she was having reflux and abdominal discomfort 
since starting this bag of food. I am concerned the bag was bad or 
contaminated. 

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 53 Pound 

EON‐411807 1/12/2020 21:24 Zignature Kangaroo Limited
Ingredient Formula Grain 
Free Dry Dog food 

 in 2015 Vet suggested feeding my dog a protein he had never had before to 
alleviate his allergies. I began feeding him Kangaroo and within two months his 
allergies subsided. In June of 2019, vet diagnosed a heart murmur. In October. 

11 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired 

Dog 80 Pound 

began to refuse food and level of activity dropped. He developed a 
cough and wheezing. I took his to his regular vet who, given 
symptoms and with x-rays showing a severely enlarged heart diagnosed DCM 
given his food history. Prescribed Vetmedin, Furosemide and Enalapril. 
Referred to veterinary cardiologist who, after an Echocardiogram, confirmed 
DCM suspected as a result of diet. Additionally the cardiologist diagnosed 
ventricular arrhythmia and added Sotalol to his medications. 

EON‐411794 1/12/2020 15:52 Taste of the Wild grain free 
Prairie dog food 
Nutro Puppy Turkey and 
sweet potato grain free 
Rachael Rays Grain free 
chicken 
Merricks puppy grain free 
beef and sweet potato 

18 month old Dog experienced decreased appetite over a couple of weeks, a 
cough x1 day, took to Vet and DX was CHF related to DCM categorized as 
severe. This dog was fed grain free puppy formulas from several different 
companies for six months. Breeder denies DCM as a genetic possibility and 
thinks it's grain free formulas. One vet said most likely genetic due to age of 
dog. Another said possibly r/t food. I'm filling out this report because a young 
dog like this should not have DCM as FCRs are not typically affected. Data 
collection is ongoing for DCM, this is my effort to contribute to data collection. 

18 Months Retriever - Flat-
coated 

Dog 52 Pound 
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EON‐411786 

EON‐411766 

EON‐411765 

1/12/2020 11:16 

1/11/2020 22:12 

1/11/2020 22:08 

Fromm gold weight 
management 

Petcurean Free Acres 
Organic Free-run Chicken 
Dry dog Food 
Dental Bones

Our only eats Fromm food and treats.We opened a new bag which we 
got from Petflow and fed her.Within 24 hours,she had two Vet visits and one 
emergency visit and she died 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

She was perfectly healthy and happy had dinner at 1:30 A.M she got very 
sick...I can provide every detail. 
She could not walk on her own.First Vet thought possible Lyme even though it 
was negative she treated as such.Temp 103,in pain sent home with meds and 
injectable Buprenex.Once home she declined,brought her back,Vet said she 
was now at 105 temp..x-ray showed good heart and lungs.Gave her four 
injections,got her home she declined could not walk,no urine output,labored 
breathing.Rushed her to the emergency room,Vet said he could not get a 
blood pressure on her.He said there was nothing they could do  had 
died before the blood work came back.Liver and kidney failure all organs 
shutting down.The only thing she ate was Fromm from a new bag and treats 
from Fromm who we have always trusted.Is there a mycotoxin in their food I do 
not know,but a healthy dog one minute and deceased within 24 hours after 
ingesting makes me question a poison.Please we lost our world,a healthy girl.I 
do not want anyone to go through this.I am having her hair analyzed for toxins 
please have their food tested. 

She died at 14 and 3month old with DCM on 2018. She had been fed 
Petruclian Gather Free Acres Organic Chicken dry food (grain free) since 
2016. 

was given Blue Buffalo Dental Treats once a day for 2 weeks. She began 
vomiting bile every couple of days, and the frequency increased to every day. 
Once the vomiting was occurring every other day, the treats were removed. 
She is still vomiting bile that has an iron odor every other day and has small 
amounts of fresh blood in her stool. She is currently on a rice and chicken 
broth diet to allow her GI tract to heal. As of 1/11/2020, she has not needed to 
go to the veterinarian; however, we are monitoring her in case we need to take 
her in. 

6 

14 Years 

9 Years 

Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian 

Shepherd Dog - 
Australian 

Mixed (Dog) 

Dog 

Dog 

Dog 

43 Pound

30 

 

Pound 

EON‐411763 1/11/2020 21:28 Wild Earth Dog Food Had several events where she collapsed or fainted. She recovered quickly but 
had no events like this prior to starting this food and since changing food, she 
has had no recurrence of symptoms. 

12 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 13 Pound 

EON‐411760 1/11/2020 21:08 blue sizzles bacon style dog 
treats. also blue boo biscuits 
and blue regular biscuits. 

violent diaharrea, diaharrea, spasms. 14 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound 
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EON‐411752 1/11/2020 18:20 Doggie Donut Dog Treat I bought a Tail Bangers dog treat at my local Pet Supply Plus store on Dec 2, 
2019 and gave it to my dog. It was the donut shaped treat. it was quite thick, 
but never had any issues with my dog eating bones or biscuts before. Other 
thinner Tail Banger's treats were never a problem. When my dog had the 
donut in her mouth, she bit down and snapped off her left tooth at the gum line. 
I took her to the vet and had to have the roots surgically removed, upon 
examining the mouth fully, it was discovered the exact same tooth on the other 
side of the mouth had also snapped but not clean off as the other had. So they 
had to surgically remove that tooth as well. My 80lb Golden Retriever (who is 
AKC) now has difficulty when given bones to eat because of the 2 teeth that 
are now missing. Additionally the total cost from the vet care $504.74. All 
because i bought a Tail Banger's donut dog snack. I reached out to the 
company directly and spoke to Heather, who answered the phone. No One 
called me back, No one emailed me. I followed up several times and even 
allowed time for the holiday's to pass. 

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 82 Pound 

EON‐411729 1/11/2020 12:44 Hills Prescription Diet 
Urinary Care c/d Multicare 
Chicken Flavor 

Due to recurring bladder stones, our vet recommended we switch to Hill's 
Urinary Care c/d Multicare wet dog food. Our neighbor gave us a can which we 
tried last week and our dog did well. We purchased a case. On Tuesday, 
January 7th, our dog was given a tablespoon of the wet food from this case at 
lunch and at dinner along with dry food. He had diarrhea almost hourly 
beginning around 7 pm and lasting approximately 12 hours. The only change 
to his diet was the wet food. 
We stopped administering the wet food on Wednesday and he was fine. We 
opened a new can from the case on Thursday and again gave our dog this wet 
food for both lunch and dinner along with the dry food and he was again sick 
hourly. 
It was as if he had food poisoning. We are quite certain the wet dog food from 
this case caused his health issues. 

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 18 Pound 

EON‐411705 1/11/2020 0:32 Hills Science Diet 7+ dry cat 
food chicken flavor 

Switched her dry cat food to Hills science diet 7+ chicken flavor after 
consuming for about a month she developed an itch and scab under her chin 
which I thought was just dry skin. After approximately 3 weeks of eating the 
Hills cat food with no other changes to her diet she started to vomit bile 
aggressively so I rushed her to a vet who determined she had severe 
pancreatitis. They treated her in intensive care for 5 days, during that time she 
had a seizure and also developed sepsis and went into septic shock, I had to 
euthanize her on the 5th day on / . She was a healthy happy cat until 
she was fully switched over to the Hills 7+ dry cat food chicken flavor, I 
contacted Hills but they did nothing but reassure that it wasn’t their fault and 
took the lot number and information , I still have the bag of food and I am 
actively looking for a lab that tests for toxins in dry food. 

8 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐411704 1/11/2020 0:12 Iams Proactive Health 
Healthy Adult 

Within a few days of feeding Iams Healthy Adult cat food, my cat began 
vomiting two or more times daily and stopped eating. She has rapidly lost 
weight and is very lethargic. 

16 Years Unknown Cat 12 Pound 
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EON‐411700 1/10/2020 21:28 Blue buffalo wilderness trail 
treats salmon flavor 

I had given up the biscuits from blue buffalo, and for his yearly check up I 
took him in for rabies and overall health check up. They told me they needed to 
do more tests because his bloodwork came back bad. After more tests more 
medicine they told me he had extremely high numbers for renal disease and 
other medical terms I dont remember. I didnt know until recently that other 
dogs were having the same things happen to them and they were eating blue 
buffalo treats. My dog got sick and he was fine until the treats ruined his body. 

6 Years Bulldog - American Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐411696 1/10/2020 19:48 DreamSticks by 
Dreambones beef flavor 15 
count 

During his consumption of dreamstick, he whimpered and cried, so I took it 
away. Two hours later he was comatose and rigid--perhaps a seizure, and 
unresponsive for about 2 hours. He has recovered now. The product lists 
GLYCERIN as the second ingredient--probably glycerin from biofuel 
production. There have been other complaints of the same kind against this 
company. The beef version is particularly bad, with more glycerin than the 
other varieties. 

5 Months Poodle (unspecified) Dog 8 Pound 

EON‐411692 1/10/2020 18:40 Blue Buffalo Dental Bones My dog  had one yesterday evening (we supervised him and he chewed it 
up). Sometime overnight he started throwing up blood ( total was 14-18 times 
before the vet got it under control with meds). I initially wrote it off to a bit of 
gastro upset and the red in his vomit to the dehydrated beets in it. But he 
wouldn’t eat chicken and rice and couldn’t even keep water down. Then he 
started drooling and dragging his feet and then couldn’t even stand. 

3 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound 

Needless to say we rushed him to the vet. When I looked up this brand I was 
shocked to find similar experiences posted online, especially in the last few 
weeks. 

EON‐411687 1/10/2020 17:48 Dr. Marty's Nature Blend 10/21/19 I received orders #DP733261 & DP733260 - my dog has 
megaesophagus, which requires me to grind his food in a food processor 
before rehydrating. I had been using Dr. Marty's Pet Food since April, 2019. 
When grinding the food, I found several objects similar to plastic, bone and 
rope which stopped my food processor. I called and was instructed to return 
the shipments and that the company had a change in the formula. (LOT 
#181QAA-13 - BEST BY 09/30/21) I was told that the product could look 
differently; however, I am concerned as to what the hard objects and rope-like 
objects were in this food. Had I not ground this product, I believe he would 
have eaten whatever was contained in these bags. I returned the food 
immediately with no response; I sent a registered letter, still no response. I 
have yet to be advised what the foreign objects were, nor did I receive a refund 
of $70.32 for the cost of returning both orders. I have retained two samples 
and am anxious to know what the objects are and if any other dogs had 
consumed this product with any problems. 
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EON‐411670 1/10/2020 15:32 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Fish and Brown 
Rice Recipe 

I started the dog food transition very slowly as recommended (¼ new food, ¾ 
original food for days, then ½ and ½ for a few more days, etc.). Within a few 
days of the transition, she had diarrhea multiple times and one bloody stool. 
Two days later she had extremely bloody stool mixed with some diarrhea. She 
also vomited one time with a hint of blood. 

4 Years Pit Bull Dog 50 Pound 

EON‐411667 1/10/2020 15:20 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Flatland Feast High Protein 
Grain Free Natural Dry Dog 
Food with Turkey Quail & 
Duck 

I just learned from a friend that Blue Buffalo is linked to congestive heart 
failure. We have been feeding our Blue Buffalo for years. She is 13 and 
she was diagnosed with congestive heart failure a few years ago. She takes 
three medicines: VetMedin, Fuoresimide, and Enapril, all to treat her heart 
condition. Her vet never mentioned anything.2 

13 Years Havanese Dog 120 Pound 

EON‐411641 1/10/2020 12:09 BEEF BITES 
All Natural Training Snacks 
(NOTE: The label indicates 
that this product is 'Made in 
Germany.') 

While we were travelling last month (December, 2019) became ill with 
ongoing digestive problems. The worst outcome was SEVERE diarrhea, which
got increasingly bad, and lasted for several days. In addition to this, she was 
lethargic, refused food, and displayed ongoing gastric discomfort (moved 
around at night/couldn't get comfortable; didn't want to walk). symptoms 
came a few days later, but were IDENTICAL. Completely centered around her 
GI tract and bowels, with both dogs producing loose stools progressing to pure 
water, progressing to tarry black 'sludge' - it was AWFUL. When they 'went' 
there were often sounds of passing gas, and in the interim period, we could 
hear their tummy's 'gurgling'. Both girls had such bad GI cramping when they 
pooped, that they literally cried out loud when they were passing (or trying to 
pass) stools. The frequency and process of urinating did not seem to be 
affected. Note that recovered first, while issues started later, and 
then, took additional days to resolve. Each dog was affected for a period of 
approximately one week. 

14 Years Cattle Dog -
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog) 

Dog 50 Pound 

EON‐411612 1/10/2020 10:04 4Health Grain Free Beef and 
Potato 

P developed Dilated Cardiomyopathy, Atrial Fibrillation, Degenerative valvular 
disease, mitral and tricupsid regurgitation and biventricular congestive heart 
failure 

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 75 Pound 

EON‐411595 1/9/2020 21:54 Purina ONE® brand Dog 
Food - SmartBlend® -
Sensitive Systems Formula -
Natural + Vitamins & 
Minerals - Adult Dog Food 

Purina ONE® brand Dog Food - SmartBlend® - Sensitive Systems Formula - 
Natural + Vitamins & Minerals - Adult Dog Food 
Indian me all moths and larvae. I purchase the bag approximately two weeks 
ago I do not have the receipt. A pest control man told me what they were. I 
have reported it to Purina, they have responded, I have video, photos bag and 
bugs, PetSmart gave me a new bag different Lot number and a new container 
since it was contaminated. I believe this batch should be recalled: 

The photos I have contain UPC code I couldn't find the other items until I went 
to the store. It's Best Buy January 2021 Lot number 92111 0 8 7 1 2 3 1 L 05 
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EON‐411582 1/9/2020 17:40 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Healthy 
Weight Chicken and Brown 
Rice Recipe 

Dog's stool progressively looser and more watery, this morning he vomitted all 
his food, had terrible diarrhea twice including bleeding 

2 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐411519 1/9/2020 7:48 4Health Salmon & Potato 
Formula 

He was Healthy and ended up getting congestive heart failure and died in like 
a week. Even after going to the vet. Got meds for it doctor said should be good 
after the meds to get fluid of heart on a Monday and had to put down on 
Thursday. 

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20 Pound 

EON‐411503 

EON‐411502 

1/8/2020 21:00 

1/8/2020 20:52 

box w 12 5.8 Oz cans 
(Green Label) Royal Canin 
SO in Gel 

Fromm Family Four-Star (all 
flavors)

Purchased a 12 can sealed box of Royal Canin Urinary SO prescription food 
which contained a green and white label for 5.8 ounce cans. Opened the 
factory sealed box and found Urinary SO Cans with a gold label and different 
ingredients and packaging then that shown on the 12 count box. The crude 
protein, and crude fat minimums are the not same and the consistency and 
flavor is not the same. Have sick cats that need the Green label and now have 
no food despite buying the box with pictures of the green label. Have pictures 
of cans and the box. 

had her most recent vet appointment (annual check-up) in November 
2019 and was in perfect health. On ,  she collapsed 
onto our laps while we were all sitting on the sofa. We attempted CPR and 
rushed her to the hospital but she was dead. The hospital provided records 
and test results to our vet who we met with this afternoon and it was 
determined that she died from dilated cardiomyopathy, likely caused by the 
food she was eating. Prior to her death, exhibited no signs of diminished 
health. She was an active dog with no prior cardio troubles. 

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐411501 1/8/2020 20:24 Blue Buffalo dental bones Within a few hours of giving her Blue Buffalo treats she started throwing up 
with small specks of blood in her vomit. We didn't immediately realize that's 
what was causing it so after a few days of this, we brought her to the vet. They 
did an ultrasound, x-rays, stool tests and blood tests without any answers. We 
stopped giving any treats at all, and within a week or so she was back to 
normal. She has been sick (vomiting) after eating these treats a few times 
since but she eats them very seldomly so I didn't connect it until a few days 
ago. Each time, she has had the same symptoms. 

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound 
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EON‐411500 1/8/2020 20:24 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Small Breed Adult, 
Blue Buffalo Divine Delights 
Small Breed Adult Wet food, 
Blue Buffalo Dental Bones 
XSmall 

My dog was in blue buffalo dry and wet food as well as dental bones for 
several years. A few months ago, my dog had very bad stomach issues with 
diarrhea and vomiting. My vet said it may have been minor pancreatitis. I 
switched her food from blue buffalo and a few months later the pancreatitis 
arose very severely. She was in the hospital for 3 nights and 4 days being 
treated for this condition. She was very lethargic, had a high fever, and could 
barely move. After reading so many similar stories I believe this condition may 
have been caused by my dog being on blue buffalo because hundreds of 
others have had the same experience. My dog has a long road to recovery 
with appointments with internal medicine and is now forced onto a very costly 
prescription diet. 

5 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 13 Pound 

EON‐411490 1/8/2020 18:24 Alpo snaps Have Dog alpo snaps she didn't seem to want one and then got diarrhea and 
started vomiting got lethargic and drooling wanting to stand over water bowl. 
Took ber to vet she had hge. spent 3 days on iv antibiotics and got better over 
time. 

3 Years Cattle Dog -
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog) 

Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐411486 1/8/2020 17:08 Blue Buffalo Healthy 
Gourmet Meaty Morsels 
Chicken Entree Canned Cat 
Food, Blue Buffalo indoor 
hairball control chicken & 
brown rice recipe adult dry 
cat food 15-lb bag 

My cat, , was a healthy cat who was eating Iams hairball control dry 
kibble and Hill's C/D urinary care. He has had a diagnosis of Feline Idiopathic 
Cystitis, which was managed well with Hill's C/D diet. I switched to Blue Buffalo 
Healthy Gourmet Meaty Morsels Chicken Entree Canned Cat Food & Blue 
Buffalo Indoor Hairball Control Chicken & Brown Rice Recipe Adult Dry Cat 
Food late March 2019 to late May 2019 because fish product was added to 
Iams Hairball formula. 

(b) (6)

Noticed was losing weight in May 2019 and was taken to the vet at 
to run tests. His doctor advised to stop 

feeding Blue Buffalo when asked about current diet. Prior to adding Blue 
Buffalo to diet, he weighed 13.8 lbs but dropped down to 12.3 lbs 
by late May 2019. He continued to lose weight from May 2019 to November 
2019, with many visits to the vet. He has been diagnosed with Inflammatory 
Bowel Disease, Chronic Pancreatitis, and Chronic Kidney Disease-Stage II. 

had been hospitalized for CKD stage III in late August 2019 and now 
requires Vitamin B injections for the remainder of his life, prescription foods for 
kidney care and IBD. There is no cure for CKD, pancreatitis or IBD. My cat has 
been eating the same food since 2013-2014 and never had any issues until 
eating Blue Buffalo. 

8 Years American Shorthair Cat 11.7 Pound 

EON‐411398 1/8/2020 9:04 Blue homestyle recipe beef 
dinner with garden 
vegetables 

Hours after eating the food she began drinking excessive amounts of water, 
throwing up and shaking. She repeated the drinking of water then throwing up 
2 more times until stomach content was empty. She continued to shake for the 
remainder of the night. The following morning I offered her a small portion of 
different food. She ate this and appeared to return back to normal. 

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound 
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EON‐411386 1/7/2020 22:20 Purina ONE SmartBlend 
True Instinct Natural Adult 
Dry Dog Food & Dog Treat 

I have purchased a number of bags of Purina pure instinct turkey and venison 
flavor over the last several months and noticed on one of the bags that there 
were white crusts within the venison pieces and weevils crawling about. 
Initially I thought I had stored it incorrectly and that the bugs came because of 
my mishandling. I bought another bag and replaced my container with an 
airtight container and there were no bugs. On the last two bags I have 
purchased I immediately noticed both copra beetles and weevils crawling 
around. I purchased all of this food from amazon. I observed the same 
complaints about this food on the amazon reviews. I have notified amazon. 
Please consider recalling this dog food. 

EON‐411385 1/7/2020 22:00 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Healthy Weight 

My dog has been very healthy her whole life. She has been eating Blue Buffalo 
for a couple of years but has had a few stomach issues. Last year I took her to 
the ER vet because she had bad gas and a bloated stomach. On 1/1/20 I took 
her to the ER vet because she was throwing up blood. They said the cause 
was ulcers. I took her home and on 1/5/20 she was throwing up again. I took 
her back to the ER vet and they admitted her. She had to stay for a couple of 
days and was treated for ulcers and gastroenteritis. The vet identified a 
thickening in her stomach and intestines. I have to take her back for a follow 
up visit in a couple of weeks. This has costed me over $2000. I believe all 
three of the instances were cause by her food, Blue Buffalo, who currently has 
an open lawsuit. Dogs are dying and getting ill from this food. If you google 
Blue Buffalo the first result are: lawsuit and killing dogs. 

6 Years Beagle Dog 22 Pound 

EON‐411374 1/7/2020 18:12 Diamond Naturals Grain-
Free Cage-Free Chicken & 
Sweet Potato 

I switched my dog to a grain-free diet, Diamond Naturals Grain-Free Cage-
Free Chicken & Sweet Potato, about a year ago as he experienced a lot of 
bloating and gas on the regular Diamond dry food. Those symptoms went 
away after switching to grain-free, however, I was not aware of the cardiac risk 
I subjected him to. He was just diagnosed, today, with Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy. In doing research online, I came across this FDA study. I did 
not see Diamond food brand on the list so I wanted to submit the information. 

11 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 100 Pound 
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EON‐411361 

EON‐411341 

1/7/2020 15:44 Grocery Pup Turkey Pawella 

1/7/2020 13:20 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food 

I have been feeding both of my dogs the Turkey Pawella Grocery Pup food for
over a month. I recently purchased a large bag of several individually 
packaged Turkey Pawella flavored food from (b) (6) located at (b) (6)

. I left one of the individual packs in the refrigerator 
overnight to thaw. The next day I fed both of my dogs with this food and within
2 hours they were both vomiting and suffering from diarrhea. This continued for
8 hours and then required hospitalization for 48 hours after I witnessed blood 
in their stool. I am confident that the source of their illness was the Grocery 
Pup food. My dogs are supervised 24 hours a day and only walk on-leash 
under close monitoring. I urged Grocery Pup to examine their food and take 
the necessary precautions to ensure that other dogs are not subject to 
whatever contaminant caused my dogs this severe illness. One of my dogs 
almost died and they are both still very sick. It is heartbreaking to see them 
suffer like this and the financial burden of the veterinarian bill is substantial 
(over $1,000). 

 

We have been giving Zignature kangaroo formula dog food to (b) (6)
for 4 years. 

We began seeing shortness of breath in late December 2019. A trip to the vet 
on Jan 4 confirmed a heart murmur and an enlarged heart. We took her to 
(b) (6) where she was given an EEG and was diagnosed with 
dilated cardiomyopathy with 'months' left to live. 
She remained in oxygen for 24 hrs and was given an diruetic to drain the fluid 
from her lungs along with medicines for heart arrythmia. She was released 
from the hospital on Jan 6 with the continued diagnosis of DCM and a short life 
prognosis. The cardiologist determined the DCM was most likely caused by 
her diet/nutrition. 

2 

5 

Years

Years 

Chihuahua 

Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla) 

Dog 

Dog 

8 

50 

Pound 

Pound 

EON‐411332 1/7/2020 12:08 Healthy Alternatives Beef 
Formula 
Healthy Alternatives Chicken 
Formula 
Healthy Alternatives Turkey 
Formula 

I was made aware that Garvin Hercules and his wife Marsha, owners of the 
"Healthy Alternatives Pet Diets" http://healthierpets.net/ are engaging in 
potentially dangerous manufacturing practices. They are manufacturing pet 
food for sale, in their garage at home and do not have proper refrigeration for 
any of the meats and are using sub standard packaging often doing it by hand 
and not taking into account good manufacturing practices and the safety of the 
animals who will consume the food. 

EON‐411287 1/6/2020 21:20 Fancy feast salmon and 
shrimp feast classic pate 

Both cats showed signs of seizure and confusion immediately after eating 
food. 

14 Years Unknown Cat 11.3 Pound 

EON‐411164 1/6/2020 11:52 GrillerZ Pork Femur Bone Our in-laws purchased the GrillerZ Pork Femur bone and gave it to our dog as 
a treat thinking it was safe for her. She threw up for 2 days after she ate it and 
has now had x-rays done showing pieces of bone stuck in her stomach. If she 
isn’t able to pass them she will need surgery. 

1 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 43 Pound 
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EON‐411140 1/6/2020 7:32 The Honest Kitchen Grain-
Free Veggie Nut & Seed 
Dehydrated Dog Food Base 
Mix 3-lb box, Dr. Harvey Veg-
To-Bowl Fine Ground 
Dehydrated Vegetable Pre-
Mix for Dogs, Sojos Mix-a-
Meal Grain-Free Recipe Pre-
Mix Dog Food 

Upon x-ray for back, 
Vet noticed for first time ever an enlarged heart shadow. Unsure if related to 
food, but worth noting. 

14 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 19 Pound 

EON‐411139 1/6/2020 7:32 Special kitty canned food 
surf and turf 

CVM resubmitting RFR EON-411044 as PFR: 
My cat was eating the wet canned special kitty cat food and then was so sick 
she had to be put to sleep a month later 

Unknown Cat 

EON‐411126 1/5/2020 21:00 V-Dog Kind Kibble Pet presented for cough and trouble breathing on 12/16/19. Radiographs 
showed enlarged heart and lung infiltrate. Pet was referred to a specialty 
center and echocardiogram showed end stage heart failure secondary to DCM. 
Patient showed no improvement on heart failure medication and was 
eventually euthanized. All DVMs involved (primary - myself, referral 
veterinarian, and cardiologist reading the echo) are suspicious this is a result 
of the pet eating V-dog dog food for the past 2 years or so. Website: https://v-
dog.com/ 
Please contact me if you would like more information from the owner and/or 
medical records. 

4.5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐411121 1/5/2020 20:04 Nature’s Variety Instinct 
Original Chicken flavor 

I have been feeding Oakley Nature’s Variety Instinct Original Chicken food 
since she was approximately two year old. That is her main source of food with 
the exceptionally rare treat. She has a sensitive stomach so that is truly almost 
all I would give her because she did not some issues with the food. Even her 
treats were prices of her own food. In early October, she was coughing, having 
difficulty breathing, and was generally uncomfortable. We took her to the vet 
and she was diagnosed with CHD. She has an enlarged heart, fluid present in 
or around her lungs and heart. She now has to take Lasix and Vetmedin twice 
a day so she is comfortable. Yes, she is an older dog however she was still a 
10 year old puppy until her symptoms became worse. I do not know the exact 
date of the onset of symptoms but to my knowledge, the date stated below is 
my best guess at when the coughing really took a turn for the worse. 

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐411113 1/5/2020 17:28 Taste of The Wild Prey Trout 
Formula for Dogs 

Last week started coughing, restless at night. Labored breathing. Heart 
rate fast? Eating but refusing some meals. Ate chicken last night. Yesterday at 
dog park - only fetched a few times then out of breath and tired. Uncomfortable 
laying down. Will sleep eternally last couple days. 

Xray report was sent to cardiologist. Report is available 

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 68 Pound 
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EON‐411096 1/5/2020 9:28 Chicken jerky, wagon train 
chicken jerky tenders 

choke on chicken jerky from china Lhasa Apso Dog 

EON‐411095 1/5/2020 8:44 Iams Proactive Health my very healthy standarded poodle ate Iams dog food and had a massive 
allergic reaction were he chewed his fur down to his bone 

2 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 

EON‐411009 1/3/2020 17:52 Cadet Gourmet Sweet 
Potato & Duck Wrap Dog 
Treats 14-oz bag 

Purchased a bag of Cadet Gourmet Sweet Potato & Duck Wrap Dog Treats, 
14-oz bag on October 25 2019 and Nov 26 2019 from Chewy.com. My dog

 became sick with diarrhea and vomiting with a high fever, my vet sent 
us home with antibiotics and a fever reducer. End of December 2019 my dog

 became sick again with diarrhea and our vet did blood work showing 
WBC elevations and Neutorphil elevations among other abnormal blood work 
results. We were sent home on antibiotics. 

1 Years Cattle Dog -
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog) 

Dog 20 Pound 

EON‐411007 1/3/2020 17:32 Kirkland’s signature Nature’s 
Domain Dog food 
Turkey and Beef varieties as
well as canned food 

 

Took our pet to vet after she started coughing. He took X-rays and said she 
had an enlarged heart or Dilated Cardiomyopathy. He asked if she was being 
given a grain free diet as her breed is not genetically pre-disposed. We 
responded yes have been feeding her grain free for several years! He told us 
this was likely the cause! 

11 Years Weimaraner Dog 49 Pound 

EON‐410994 1/3/2020 15:48 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
Indoor Cat Food 

I switched my cat’s food to Purina Cat Chows Naturals Indoor dry cat food and 
within two weeks she was dying from kidney failure. She started having 
diarrhea, lost weight, wouldn’t eat and we took her to the vet where bloodwork 
determined she has acute kidney failure. 

3 Years Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐410992 1/3/2020 15:32 Felne Greenies--Dental 
Treats 

note: MANY animals are having this reaction and the guy told me 
to go online and report it myself (LAZY) 
My animal ate 'Greenies' treats regularly but then would not eat them at all 
except for the 'hairball' formula-which he had ONCE and reacted. He frothed, 
stopped eating for 3 days, vomited copious amounts of a frothy saliva over 
these days I found al over and I started researching these treats--as he always 
loved them. The vets recommend these--BUT they have changed 
manufacture/ingredients! They used to have good chlorophyll and high quality 
protein and vets all climbed aboard and sell in their offices! BUT, they changed 
formula (around 2015 from what I can figure) to 'pea flour' for the green and 
this made the not as good and high CARB=diabetes (as the grain free pet 
foods are bad for cardio health)...then they changed again and replaced with 
wheat flours, meals and animal fat. These Ade my cat ill. I placed a warning on 
my local Craigslist and received numerous replies saying vets could NOR 
figure out what was wrong with their animals and as son as the stopped the 
Greenies and 1-2 followed my advise to 'clean them out' with coconut oil 
(blockages intestinally) they recovered. 

VETS ARE STILL UN-AWARE OF THE FORMULA CHANGES and many 
animals (dogs AND cats) are being mis-diagnosed because of this!) 

PLEASE INVESTIGATE THIS. As a retired Army doc, I was able to give my 
cat fluids and keep him here with me but many others are not so lucky. 

15 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound 
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EON‐410983 1/3/2020 14:44 Good ‘N’ Fun Triple 
Flavored Pork Beef and 
Chicken Wings 

Gave my dog several treats then a few days later she was vomiting, had 
bloody diarrhea, was lethargic, had excessive drooling and was not eating or 
drinking. I had to rush her to the emergency vet since it was night time and her 
primary vet was closed. The treats are the only thing new that were introduced 
to her. She had never had these treats before. As soon as I got back from the 
ER I tossed the treats in the garbage. 

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 44 Pound 

EON‐410971 1/3/2020 13:44 Natural Balance L.I.D. Small 
Breed Bites 
Grain Free Sweet Potato & 
Fish Formula 

Purchased Natural Balance L.I.D. Small Breed Bites Grain Free Sweet Potato 
and Fish Formula Dog Food on 12/28/19. Found whole pieces of sharp fish 
bone visibly sticking out of many kibble pieces and observable within other 
pieces of the food, throughout the bag of kibble. 
Lot Number 9 152 094 9 160 094 03 23:43 
I have returned the product to Petco in and have called the 
manufacturer to report the issue. 

EON‐410969 1/3/2020 13:32 Sweet Potato Wrapped with 
Chicken, Duck Jerky Strips 

On Thursday December 26 I purchased three bags of dog treats from the store 
Dollar Tree in . I gave him one of the duck jerky strips 
treats on Thursday evening and gave him one of the sweet potato wrapped 
treats with chicken on Friday morning. Prior to taking any of these treats he 
have been going to the dog park climbing three flights of stairs and had no 

vomit or diarrhea or house accidents ever. 

(b) (6)

Friday night I gave him another sweet potato treat and on Saturday he got the 
other remaining to treats from the bag when I came home Saturday evening he 

was acting weird so I did not let him sleep in the bedroom with me so I could 
get some sleep. 

When I woke up Sunday morning the house look like a crime scene he was 
unable to move there was Bloody vomit diarrhea all over the house and he was 
having convulsive shakes. I contacted my ex-wife as we share custody of the 
dog and I immediately started cleaning up the mess and get him down to a 

grassy area at our condo. He was unable to climb the stairs so I had to carry 
him down and up. He was not able to walk neighbor children came over to try 

and pet and comfort him. 

My ex-wife gave me the number of the new vet office here in (b) (6) I called 
and they did not have Sunday hours they referred me to a different Animal 

Hospital I called them and they were busy I carried

by phone who said as long as he's able to retain water keep 
watching them every hour through the evening and then get them in the next 

morning to his regular vet. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
back upstairs he was 

able to drink a little bit of water. I done reached his previous vet of 10 years 

I tried to encourage him to eat any food and he refused anything and he sat on 
the patio where I can find him so he would not make a mess of the house went 

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 35 Pound 
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to sleep that night checked on him through the evening and early morning I 
found more bloody diarrhea and when I took him down to the grass he began 
to vomit bile and yellow fluids. At that point the veterinarian office opened at 7 
once they answer the phone they told me to come right in it was 9 a.m. by the 

time they got to see me. 

During that time my ex-wife had research that sweet potato treats wrapped in 
chicken from China and Thailand have been suspect of poisoning dogs with 

this exact symptoms. We told this to the doctor she did extensive lab work they 
induced IV fluids under his skin they administered many medications and after 
a long day we are able to bring him back home where he began to rest it then 
took the rest of the week for him to stay on several prescribed medications to 

start recovering. 

I'd end road to the Dollar Tree and notified them about the dangerous treats on 
their shelves and they were we're not able to do anything I posted a post on 
Facebook that went viral and I was contacted by 

. I have since been contacted by several people that 
have stated they have had the exact same issue with the same treats from 

Dollar Tree as well as a whistleblower who works for Dollar Tree and said that 
she is aware that Dollar Tree owns the manufacturer Greenbriar and that 

Dollar Tree is aware there treats are dangerous. 

(b) (6)

EON‐410958 1/3/2020 12:04 Rawz 96% Rabbit Pate', 
Rawz 96% Salmon Pate', 
Rawz Beef & Beef Liver 
Pate' 

I recently started purchasing this new brand of Rawz Pate canned cat food. I 
opened two cans and found particles: 
1) Rabbit formula which had the larger pieces of a hard and sharp material 
2) Salmon which had smaller pieces similar to the rabbit pate' 
3) I found a can that popped due to an air pocket in the Beef and Beef Liver 
Pate'. 

I called my pet food store, Heathly Pet in , and the company, 
Rawz. I started emailing with a rep from Rawz. I was not able to get answers to 
my question about what are the pieces I found in the canned pate food quickly. 
I never received an answer if the food was safe for the can with that popped 
(Beef & Beef Liver Pate') but the manager at the store said the can was not 
safe to feed. 

(b) (6)

In one of my emails, I asked Rawz if they manufacture themselves or 
outsource and her comment was they abide by FDA regulations which 
prompted me to file a report due to three questionable items in a short period 
of time. I have pictures and the fragments found in the food. The pet store has 
the cans when I returned them on January 2, 2020. 
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(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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EON‐410925 1/2/2020 20:20 Fromm Heartland Gold 
Grain Free Adult 

It has been a painful journey for us to watch a strong and vibrant dog slowly 
fade away. was diagnosed with DCM a type of heart failure. His first 

episode was in August. Originally we thought he had epilepsy but as the days
passed we knew it was something different. In October just before we left for
our Annual hunting trip to

 
 

 we took the vet to make sure his 
levels for the meds he was on for epilepsy were not hurting his kidneys and 
also because he was just not right. They decided to do a ultra sound of his 
heart as we were not convinced he had epilepsy. What they found was 
heart was enlarged. Enlarged to the point that when he exerted him self the 
valves in the heart would not seat and his brain would starve of oxygen thus 

causing him to faint. We were able to get him into a cardiologist by sheer luck 
as it can take up to 2 months get into one currently because of the DCM 

epidemic. What we found out is that heart was damaged by the food we 
were feeding him. We had been feeding him a grain free diet for about the last 
1 1/2 years. We did so because he had some lesions between his toes and It 
looked like a reaction to his diet. The grain free fixed the lesions but damaged 
his heart. The cardiologist was very blunt and said if we can get 4 months 
down the line he might have a chance to make a recovery. He was started on 
a regiment of assorted pills that would make human cringe. About a month in 
we could see that the pills that had been working were not anymore and that 

 condition was getting worse. We knew the battle now was to keep him 
comfortable and enjoy every second we had with him. I 

want to thank everyone at for 
everything they did to help  I would also like to thank from 

in for being there for every question 
we had. DCM is currently what I consider an epidemic. The FDA knows there 
is a problem to the extent that it has published a list of Grain Free Dog foods 
that are suspect of causing DCM. But they have yet to have the food pulled 

from the shelves. There are those who think DCM and Grain Free Foods are 
not linked. The evidence shows otherwise. told us in October that his 

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound 
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office is seeing 4-5 new patients a week that are dogs under the age of 5 with 
DCM. Every one of these dogs have been on a grain free diet. We also had to 
change one of  most important drugs 3 weeks ago because the demand 

for the drug is out pacing production in pill form. And last but not least on 
Friday December 13, we had taken in to the Vet to have his abdomen 

drained of fluid that had built up due to the heart failure. While we were on the 
way out a gentleman walked in with his Lab and sat down. had taken 

dog had collapsed. Not in a way that 
(

out to the truck. As I was paying the bill I turned around and that gentleman’s 
had collapsed. But in a way I could 

tell this was not good. They rushed this mans dog in to a room to try and revive 
him. I asked the man what type of food he was feeding his dog and if it had 

been grain free. He said he fed the dog ”a listed” dog food. The gentleman did 
not know it was listed or that it was Grain Free. He had felt he was giving his 
dog a high quality food. This man’s dog did not survive he was also 4 years 
old. We were lucky enough to be able to say our good byes with hugs and 

kisses. He was not. Many people are not aware of DCM and the connection to 
Grain Free pet foods. Many people do not have the means to have been able 
to get their dog the best chance to survive this travesty as cost of the meds 

alone are extreme not counting the countless vet visits. 
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EON‐410905 1/2/2020 15:32 Canidae pure petite Small 
Breed Adult 
With real lamb first 
Freeze dried Raw Coated 

My name is (b) (6) . I have an 18 month old Cavalier King Charles. He 
was a finniky eater and we tried several brands of food for him. We added a 
small amount of Honest Kitchen to each type of food we purchased, but he 

was VERY fussy. 

I purchased a small bag of Canidae small breed raw coated grain free with 
lamb. He seemed to prefer Canidae to the other brands we tried. I bought this 

from Pet Smart (b) (6) This trial amount was bought in 
September of 2019. (b) (6)seemed to like the product. I bought a larger bag in
October. I noticed a few green pieces in the food. But since it was a new brand 

I didn’t give it much thought. ate the contents without much prodding. 
On November 22, 2019 I returned to Pet Smart and purchased 2more of the 
larger bags. When my wife opened the first bag she noted to me that there 

were some green pieces of food in the bag. I told her that I thought that might 
be some of the freeze dried coating and we continued to feed it to our pet. 

(b) (6)seemed to be finniky again. We opened the second bag from the 11/22 
purchase and dumped the remainder of bag #1 into it. This was about 5 days 

ago. Since then he has progressively refused to eat any of the food. 

(b) (6)

Today our daughter came for dinner and we consulted her about the problem. 
She trials 3 Australian Shepherds and feeds them Canidae. After seeing the 
bag of food she stated that it looked like mold in the food. Our dog won’t go 

near it. Maybe he is smarter than we are. I have attached pictures of the food, 
bag, etc. On one picture there appears to be some green matter on the bag. 

The food is green and when the bag is opened particles seem to float out into 
the air.!!!! 

I am a bit upset that I have been slowly poisoning my dog with what I thought 
was premium dog food. And it has cost me over a hundred dollars for food that 

may have caused serious damage to my young dog. What to do now? I am 
contacting you first for some direction and concern. Are you interested in the 

nearly full bag of this product? Has this happened before? Do you have a 
problem? If I don’t hear from someone at Canidae in the next couple of days, I 

will go to social media to get answers. 

EON‐410894 1/2/2020 13:24 Eukanuba adult small bites 
dog food 

Dog threw up yellow liquid Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 
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(b) (6)has been fed orijen/acana dog foods for all of his life. Around when he 
was 6 years old, we chose to put him on grain free formulas (acana singles) 
thinking it would reduce his mild ear/skin irritations (no medicine aside from the 
occasional antibiotic was needed for these problems). 
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EON‐410854 

EON‐410853 

1/1/2020 21:44 

1/1/2020 21:40 

Eukanuba chicken rice 
&vegetables dinner 

Acana Duck and Pear 
Singles Formula

We have our two dogs their dinner Sunday 12/29/19 evening at 6pm 
We gave them Eukanuba chicken,rice, & vegetable dinner. 
We have given the in the past over a period of 6 months. 
Within a half hour of eating it the both started throwing up and then shortly had 
diarrhea we were up with them all night 
They keep throwing up and pooping threw Monday night. Monday night one of 
our dogs started puking blood. 
Ties I had planned on taking them to the vet but they seemed just a bit better 
still not eating and still pooping. 
I wouldn’t have thought to much about this if it one just one of them but they 
both had the exact symptoms and doing the same throwing up and diarrhea. 
We kept the can and we have 3 more unopened cans with the same codes 

Dec 8: (b) (6) appetite began declining. He previously would finish all his food 
and was very food motivated. Activity also began declining. 

Dec 17:(b) (6)  had difficulty breathing and laying down. Attempts to lay down 
caused him to vomit. His breathing was very labored, he had low energy, 
wouldn't eat, and wasn't responsive towards attention. He was brought into the 
vet where x-rays showed that he had an enlarged heart, and a blood test 
indicated that he had elevated peptide levels (in the thousands) so he was 
diagnosed with congestive heart failure. 

Dec 20: An echo indicated that he had cardiomyopathy, and his vet suggested 
that his grain free food (acana singles) could be the cause since heart failure is 
more common in large dogs. (b) (6) condition is currently managed with 
vetmedin, benazipril, and diuretics and his diet has been switched to purina 
proplan. 

11 

11 

Years 

Years 

Poodle - Medium size 

Bulldog 

Dog 

Dog 

20

70 

Pound 

Pound 

EON‐410834 1/1/2020 12:32 Kirkland Nature's Domain I have been following the FDA reports concerning canine heart disease and 
grain free foods. I noticed one of the foods listed is Nature's Domain. Is this the 
Costco brand of dog food? If it is, it is my understanding that Diamond Foods 
is the manufacturer. Having said that, Diamond Foods grain free did not make 
the list. Can you please clarify? Thank you! 

EON‐410803 12/31/2019 16:12 chick n hide glucoania, hyporexia, acquired fanconi syndrome 11 Days Havanese Dog 7.3 Kilogra 
m 
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EON‐410800 12/31/2019 15:52 Natural Balance Chicken 
and Sweet Potatoes Limited 
Ingredients Diet 

Started hacking cough occasionally, then started vomiting recently, also blood 
on bedcovers. Significant episode yesterday morning, took to vet, diagnosed 
with dilated cardiomyopathy, source of blood could not be determined. Vet told 
me about association between grain-free dog food and this diagnosis. Picked 
up dog food yesterday that includes grains. Last night had episode of 
blood/clots being sneezed out of nostrils. 

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound 

EON‐410798 12/31/2019 15:24 Natural Balance Chicken 
and Sweet Potatoes Limited 
Ingredients Diet 

Had hacking cough and occasionally lost control of bowel/bladder in previous 
months but suddenly had trouble breathing, started fainting when running 
around in the back yard. Took to vet and was diagnosed with congestive heart 
failure, no response to med, failed very quickly and had to be put down. 

9 Years Havanese Dog 15 Pound 

EON‐410797 12/31/2019 15:12 DreamBone Mini chicken 
wrapped chews 

Owner reported new symptom of increased urination and drinking in pet on 
12/13/2019 (otherwise acting normally and eating well). Pet was drinking very 
large amounts and waking up to urinate several times in the night. At appt, 
exam was WNL, however bloodwork and urinalysis revealed glucosuria, 
euglycemia, and urine specific gravity of 1.020 (fructosamine was also WNL). 
Urine was submitted to  for Fanconi test, and jerky treats were reduced 
to one per day. Urine was positive for severe aminoaciduria, O was informed 
and advised to completely discontinue treats (O reported significant 
improvement in symptoms after reducing number of treats given per day). 
Upon review of records, the same bloodwork and urinalysis results were 
present on routine exam in January of 2019, however, pet was negative for 
glucose in urine in January of 2018 and urine SG was >1.050. Pt returned for 
recheck on 12/31/2019 and USG was 1.011 with urine glucose still present. 
Pet was started on Gonto protocol 12/31/2019. 

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 18.7 Pound 

EON‐410795 12/31/2019 15:04 Nature's Domain Turkey and 
Sweet Potato 

He developed a cough like bronchitis, we took him to the vet she said his heart 
rate was 180 and was a little concerned. she put him on an antibiotic. when the 
cough didn't get better we took in in (6 days later), and they took an x-ray. His 
heart was enlarged. She sent the x-ray to , the 
results came back that he had severe Dilated Cardio Myopathy. She was going 
to put him on heart meds, but he died the next morning of a heart attack. 

11 Years Bulldog - American Dog 92 Pound 
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EON‐410791 12/31/2019 15:00 Better Belly 
Originals 
Great Digestibility 
*Digests 2X faster* 

I have a lab that is fully vaccinated, well taken care of, and on all heart worm 
and flea medication for being 6 months old and out of a kill shelter. He has 
been on the same food, consistent amounts, since he was brought home. He 
has not strayed from this program except for this brand of dog "bones" that I 
have been giving him, due to the fact that they advertise a more "digestible" 
option from raw hides. Every since I introduced theses to him, he has been 
getting sick with what I will spare you with (something out of the other end) 
every single day. I couldn't figure it out. I took him to the vet where they did 
fecal exams, yet we couldn't figure it out there either. Once I stopped giving 
these to him, he stopped experiencing these symptoms immediately. I didn't 
realize this product was causing such harm to my animals. I also have a 
border collie that accidentally had one of these "bones" and hasn't been able 
to stop getting sick since. She has been throwing up constantly after 
consumption of one of these products, which she NEVER does. Its going to be 
another vet visit for me. I truly believe this product is harmful to dogs and 
should not be on the shelves advertising as a "better" option for raw hide 
bones. I know its made not only one, but two, of my dogs sicker than I could 
ever imagine, and I don't want to see this company get away with it. 

6 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 35 Pound 

EON‐410776 12/31/2019 13:44 LANDMARK BY AMERICAN
JOURNEY 

 

GRAIN-FREE TRAILHEAD 
BLEND 
WITH Cage-Free Chicken & 
Turkey 

DRY 

Purchased the American Journey Landmark Trailhead Blend Grain Free with 
Cage-Free Chicken & Turkey in June of 2019. 

Began feeding my Border Collie / Labrador mix several weeks ago. He began 
to act lethargic and slowly changed his bowel movements (which were VERY 
scheduled and solid his entire life). After some time, he stopped bowel 
movements on our walks. Over the past 2 weeks he has had diarrhea in the 
house (which never happened before). He most recently stopped eating the 
food. Short of contracting any other type of medical issue, we were quite 
certain that there was an issue with the food. As soon as I changed over to 
another dry dog food, (b) (6)

immedialty "devoured" his meal. 

I read several negative reports when I researched this dog food 

I reported the issue today to Chewy.com customer service who said that they 
would report the issue immediatley. 

Exact Name: American Journey LANDMARK Ultra-High Protein Grain-Free 
Trailhead blend with Cage-Free Chicken & Turkey 
UPC: 92268 02202 
LOT: 19049 7833AC 0204 22:39 
EXP; 08 19 20 

5 Years Collie - Border Dog 60 Pound 
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(b) (6)(b) (6)On , my husband found said cat, , dead on the bathroom 
floor. 
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EON‐410761 12/31/2019 11:32 Beneful IncrediBITES for 
Small Dogs 

My dog was given Beneful dog food and became very ill. He began to vomit 
his food and included a bit of blood. I gave him water and he did not want to 
eat anymore. He does not stop vomiting. 

6 Months Basset - Artesian 
Norman 

Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐410750 12/31/2019 8:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish Natural 
Chicken & Veggies Recipe 
Dry Dog Food 

He has been on his first bag of this food for about 2 weeks now. He has had 
vomiting and diarrhea for the past 5 days. I asked my vet about this food and 
they shook their head and recommended to stop giving it to him. Now I am 
researching this food concerned about my dog's health and see the reviews 
that this has Glyphosate , a biocide found in Round Up week Killer!! It's no 
wonder my perfectly healthy dog is throwing all of his food up and has soft 
stool. This is ridiculous. I am taking him off of this food IMMEDIATELY!! 

6 Years Beagle Dog 41 Pound 

EON‐410748 12/31/2019 7:40 Rachel Ray's nutrish frain 
free 

She had all the symptoms of dcm. Vet said he heard heart murmur & she had 
pale gums. I gave her 1 bottle of red cell as directed on the bottle but she did 
not improve. She lost a lot of weight and so much energy. We switched her to 
hills puppy dry food and she seemed to improve in some areas like appetite, a 
little more energy for a while, less coughing. I'm not sure on the date the vet 
recommended more testing, but it was too expensive. She fainted & died right 
in front of me. 

13 Years Beagle Dog 30 Pound 

EON‐410743 12/31/2019 2:16 Milk Bone Brushing Chews https://m.facebook.com/pages/category/Community/milkbone.customer.review/ 
posts/ 

Milk-Bone Brushing Chews caused our dog to be lethargic, vomit, and have 
horrible gas and black diarrhea. Terrible product that should not be sold in 
stores. So sorry to those who have experienced much worse with their pets 
and even lost them. This company should be penalized for this. You think they 
would test their products first. I'm not buying from this company ever again.... 
?? 

5 Years Basset - Artesian 
Norman 

Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐410718 

EON‐410705 

12/30/2019 16:28 

12/30/2019 14:52 

Purina fancy feast seafood 
collection pate 
Smuckers Brand Special 
Kitty Mixed Grill 
Pate Dinner 

Neurological symptoms resulting from extremely elevated blood sodium > 180. 
Symptoms included seizures, pupil dilation , blindness , rigidity 

His Brother, found in another bathroom sick, vomiting, foaming at 
mouth, wobbling. 
My husband came home on approx. 12-1 in the afternoon, found 
my one cat dead in bathroom, coveredn vomit and diarrhea, then, he 
proceeded to look for his biological brother, /Vanilla-DSH Cat, same 
age, same liter-and he was hiding behind another toilet-crying, foaming at 
mouth, wobblying/ 

7 Years 

10 Years 

American Shorthair 

Domestic Shorthair 

Cat 

Cat 

8 Pound 

11.5 Pound EON‐410704 12/30/2019 14:44 Smuckers Brand Special 
Kitty Mixed Grill Pate 
Dinner Pate 
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  Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐410627 12/30/2019 9:53 Purina Friskies Pate Poultry 
Platter canned cat food 

Due to my cat'sensitive stomach I normally slice out a portion and crush it 
against the bowl so it slows her eating. As I sliced out a portion I saw a piece 
of something that did not look like part of her food. I examined the piece and it 
appears to be either a piece of glass or hard plastic. I have every intention of 
letting the store know what happened, though I have not done so yet. 

EON‐410626 12/30/2019 9:52 Pro Plan grain free for toy 
breeds 

Dog began coughing off and on for a few months, but as it was allergy season, 
I wasn’t worried. Her appetite was good as was her energy level. She began to 
gain weight, looked wider. The coughing didn’t go away, so I made an 
appointment with her vet. Before I could take her in, I came home and she was 
wheezing, having difficulty breathing, so I took her into an emergency facility 
where she was diagnosed with heart disease. She got wider because her heart 
was enlarged. The vet said her breed wasn’t usually affected by this disease. I 
had to put her to sleep. She was eating Pro Plan grain free dog food. I started 
reading about the investigation going on and decided to report our story. 

8 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 8 Pound 

EON‐410620 12/29/2019 12:56 Taste of the Wild - PREY -
Trout formula for Dogs 
Limited ingrediant Diet 

Our 2 year 5 month old Hound mix was a healthy and very active dog. In early 
November 2019, we noticed that he had lost weight and subsequently also 
developed a mild cough. After the cough wasnt clearing up, he was taken to 
the vet November 15, at that time he had lost about 5 pounds since his last 
visit and about 8 over the last year. Initial exam and blood work was 
unremarkable. About 24-48 hours later his breathing became labored. On 
November 19th, he was back at Vet and it was found on x-ray that he has a 
very enlarged heart and is in congestive heart failure. He is put 3 medications 
to help remove fluid and help heart function. After 2 weeks, December 5 th we 
had a follow up appt at vet, an xray reveals he still has a VERY enlarged heart, 
the medications are helping with fluid and cough subsided. It is recommend 
that he see a cardiologist. We see the (b) (6) on 
December 11, 2019. He is diagnosed with DMC - with nuturional causation. I 
will attach the vet report from (b) (6)

29 Months Coonhound 
(unspecified) 

Dog 90 Pound 
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  Product Name Age Breed WeightDescription Age Species WeightKey Created 
UOM UOM 

EON‐410589 12/28/2019 19:52 Special kitty mixed grill 
dinner pate cat food 

A.m. feeding ,After consuming 1/3 of a can of mixed grill pate, my pet had 
loose stools & vomiting that had a wretched stench. He was given another 1/3 
of the can that evening,when I woke the next morning my pet was extremely ill, 
he was taken to our vet,whom could find no explanation upon physical exam 
so he ran complete blood work but still found nothing so he then took xray 
which showed nothing. Vet had said that he most likely ingested something 
that made him I'll & he ate some treats so the vet felt it would pass,he was 
given some meds for nausea & sent home. Of course it was a long day & by 
the time we got home, our pet was hungry so I opened another can of same 
flavor food and fed him, I noticed a decline in his health through the next hours 
& sat with him through the night,by the time we woke, he couldn't stand by 
himself,he tried and would fall over,excessive salvation - soaking his blanket, 
panting.he was dying. I immediately called vet for an emergency visit, it's an 
hour drive to get there. Vet could not figure out what was wrong, we thought he 
had been poisoned. Immediately start him on iv's & put in ICU. Heart 
examination & sounds were good so vet didn't feel need for a heart disease 
test , our pet had no health issues or had not been sick prior to this. But we 
decided to do one anyway & it was positive. Our pet pulled through that night & 
came home the next evening with heart meds and special vet food, he was 
back to himself again! Until 3 days later when I ran out of vet food and ours 
hadn't arrived yet, I opened another can of special kitty mixed grill pate, fed it 
to him in a.m. and then for lunch & he began projectile vomiting with the same 
symptoms as before and died. 

12/28/2019 17:52 Blue Buffalo Switched maltipoo to blue buffalo because of kibble size and advertised 
nutrition. 

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound EON‐410586 

12/28/2019 17:00 Nutro Limited Ingredient Diet 
Venison Meal & Sweet 
Potato Recipe Dry Adult Dog 
Food 

EON‐410583 (b) (6)passed away due to stage 4 kidney failure which was sudden.
she showed no symptoms up until 6 weeks prior to her death. had been 
fed Nutro venison and sweet potato food for approx 3.5 years prior to her 
death exclusively. Due to her allergies her treats were boiled chicken (human 
grade) purchased frozen typically tyson or perdue brands. After reading an 
article on the AKC website about BEG diets today the concern is the food had 
something to due with her sudden illness and death. 

15 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired 

Dog 18 Pound 
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(b) (6)
started coughing Sept 8th so I brought her to the vet the day. They said it 

could be a cold or kennel cough and gave antibiotics. They said she got a little 
better, but was still coughing and low energy (unlike her). We called the vet 
and they dispensed another antibiotic. We took her to the emergency vet on 
Sept 28th (once we were home from our honeymoon and she wasn't better) 
and they diagnosed her with congestive heart failure and heart disease caused 
by grain free food. Details below. She was fed Zignature Kangaroo formula for 
approximately 3 years. She was in excellent condition otherwise and generally 
no health issues. She ran 4-5 times per week on long trail hikes and is only 6 
years old. These products are KILLING our dogs. we had a recent echo and 
her heart is slightly improved, likely from the meds. We're taking almost 20 pills 
a day and wear diapers at night. this is a complete nightmare. 

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐410570 

EON‐410556 

12/28/2019 14:44 Blue buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient Grain-Free 
salmon and potato recipe 
with life bits 

12/28/2019 11:08 Zignature Kangaroo Formula

We began giving our GSD Blue Buffalo Limited Ingredient grain free dry food 
about 4 years ago. We felt it helped with her skin allergies. Since that time she 
experienced what we thought were minor seizures, but vets found nothing to 
be wrong with her upon examination. This past year she no longer could keep 
up on walks or runs. Just this month (b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)she passed away. Our vet was 
confused as she was a healthy dog. She woke up on had difficulty 
getting up and within an hour, experienced labored breathing and died. I am 
concerned this may be linked to the grain-free investigations occurring so want 
to report as a concerned citizen. We did not know about the potential link 
between a heart condition and grain free food before today (12/28/19). 

Dilated Cardiomyopathy 
Left-sided congestive heart failure 
enlarged heart 
grade 4/6 heart murmur with max intensity on right side of heart 
grade 3/6 left apical systolic murmur 
no arrhythmia thankfully 

Here's our current meds: 
Furosemide 40mg 3 times per day (100mg/day) 
Spironolactone - 50mg per day 
Pimobendan - 7.5mg in AM, 5mg in PM 
Benazepril (giving Enalapril) - 10mg twice daily (20mg/day) 
Taurine - 500mg twice daily (1000mg/day) 

9 

6 Years 

Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Collie - Border 

Dog 

Dog 

90 

45 

Pound 

Pound 
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(b) (6)

has no other known 
major medical conditions at this time. Cardiology consultation with 
echocardiogram and electrocardiogram confirmed diagnosis of dilated 
cardiomyopathy, whether diet related or primary disease is unknown. Suspect 
diet induced DCM, taurine levels to UC Davis are pending. 

currently eats Zignature Grain Free 
Kangaroo diet due to his history of skin allergies.

is not 
on flea or heartworm prevention.

respiratory rates improved but he remains on oxygen therapy. An in house 
cardiology consultation was recommended for further work up.

was hospitalized 
overnight on oxygen and furosemide therapy. He was also started on oral 
pimobendan, l-carnitine and taurine supplementation. Overnight,

was dyspneic with a pulse oximetry reading of 92% on room air. A TFAST and 
AFAST were performed which showed no evidence of pericardial effusion, 
however scant amounts of pleural effusion and ascites were present. Three 
view thoracic radiographs were performed which showed significant 
cardiomegaly and cardiogenic pulmonary edema.

was transferred to the Critical Care service for 
further work-up with concern for pericardial effusion. On presentation,

had also been coughing this past week. Lab work was 
performed yesterday with his primary care veterinarian and was unremarkable. 
A single right lateral radiograph was also performed at this time, which 
revealed cardiomegaly.

presented to the Critical Care service yesterday as a transfer from his primary 
care veterinarian for evaluation of inappetance, lethargy and dyspnea of a two 
day duration.

presents to the cardiology service as an in house consultation.

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐410548 12/28/2019 8:24 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 29.2 Kilogra 
m 
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Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐410535 12/27/2019 23:52 Rachel Ray Nutrish : Super 
Premium Food For Dogs 

https://www.chewy.com/rach
ael-ray-nutrish-natural-
chicken/dp/36743 

 

Our boxer, , on collapsed around 9PM in our home here in 
. She then had a second event around 11:30(CST) that same night. 

At 5:00 am the following morning we rushed her to an emergency VET and she 
died on the way (and we miss her so much). 

This was completely out of the blue, she was fine before then, up until we read 
about this investigation, we have been absolutely perplexed about what could 
have done it, even so much as to investigate plants in our yard. Here is a URL 
to the story that caused me to report this : 
https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/it-s-not-going-away-vets-still-
seeing-cases-dog-n1107791?cid=sm_npd_nn_tw_ma 

She just collapsed twice, and she was in pretty good health. 

We had her, and another dog of ours on Rachel Ray Nutrish, Beef, from HEB 
here in (b) (6) . We swapped between that and Chicken for at least two 
years. Our other dog, who is pretty young, seems to be fine - though we are 
taking him off this now. Maybe his feces could provide some information, it's 
the same diet. 

I'm here to help, my intuition is that my dogs sudden death, could absolutely be 
related. 

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 85 Pound 
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). The Chhurpupu Yak Cheese Dog Chews splintered into very hard glass-
like shards, which caused my larger male dog to experience abdominal pain 
and a slight amount of blood came out of my female dog's mouth. I took the 
chews away and notified MudBay while I was in the store in October 2019 (I 
don't remember the exact date). The employees just brushed me off and they 
said they haven't seen any problems with the chews. I called again on 
November 6, 2019, after talking to another customer who had the same 
experience with the chew splintering when her bulldog tried to eat it. I was 
again brushed off. On November 9, 2019, I sent an e-mail through the "contact 
us" link on the MudBay website (mudbay.com), letting them know what is 
happening with the chews. Dr. Katy responded to my e-mail and said they 
were checking the moisture content of the Chhurpupu Yak Cheese Dog 
Chews. I sent another follow-up e-mail to Dr. Katy, but didn't get a response. I 
recently went into MudBay at the same location, and the chews are still for 
sale. The Chhurpupus are manufactured by Three Vectors Corporation, Kent, 
Washington. The package says the Chhurpups are distributed by Mud Bay, 
521 Capital Way S., Olympia, WA 98501. These chews are very dangerous 
because they splinter into glass-like shards. The product is very hard, so the 
shards can and will pierce an animal's mouth, esophagus and stomach and 
maybe other areas. I do not believe MudBay will act in the interest of protecting 
pets, so I feel compelled to submit this report. I tried several times to let them 
know of the dangers of this protect, but my complaints have been dismissed. 

   

  

(b) (6)

Key 

EON‐410531 

Created Product Name Description 

12/27/2019 21:44 Chhurpupu Yak Cheese Dog
Chew Sustainably Sourced 
Made in Nepal MudBay 

 I purchased several Chhurpupu Yak Cheese Dog Chews from MudBay (

Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐410508 

EON‐410501 

12/27/2019 16:52 Acana Grasslands 

12/27/2019 16:20 Natural balance dry dog 
food lid grain free Duck and 
Legume 

My dog had been eating Acana brand food for most of his life. He died 
suddenly of a heart problem just after his 9th birthday. 

(b) (6)

I’ve had on Natural Balance grain free dry dog food. Legume and duck. I 
took my dog to the vet because he had some sort of allergic reaction. They 
listened to his heart, took X rays. Finding out he had an enlarged heart. The 
vet asked what diet he was on and stated the grain free diets can cause this. 
He had a fatty tumor removed removed 2 - 3 months ago. Heart was fine then. 
The vet said it was probably caused by the grain free food causing a 
weakened heart then the one time Benadryl given for his allergic reaction that 
set it in motion. He’s been on this diet since a pup. The vet will recheck him in 
a month. 

9 Years 

7 Years 

Retriever - Golden Dog 

Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 

72 Pound 

30 Pound 
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, Spayed Female, LABRADOODLE was a 
transfer to the Internal Medicine Department on 12/18/2019 for further 

evaluation of acute onset of azotemia post-OHE. See timeline below. is 
the only dog in the household. They do not have a doggy door. She has been 
to , and has drank water from the lake. No water bowls in the 

backyard. No history of grapes/raisins. Did go to a doggy boot camp for 6 
weeks when younger. Past health history includes: Attacked by pit bull/no 

significant lesions; Diarrhea after boot camp. 

(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐410494 12/27/2019 15:06 Top Chews 100% Natural 
Dog Treats Chicken Jerky 
Fillets 

Timeline/previous labs: 
***STARTED EATING CHICKEN JERKY TREATS ~2 WEEKS PRIOR TO 

HER SPAY.*** 
12/10/10 (Tues): 

-53lbs; Patient was spayed. Normal healthy dog. Surgery and recovery 
uneventful. was happy to see the owner; slept well that night. No 

issues. 
(b) (6)

-Normal pre-op labs--> BUN 24, Creat 1.2, Cl 111, Na 149, K 4.6, Plt 147; PT-
16; Ear cytology indicated otitis externa 

-Medications received this day--> Malaket triz, Claro, Dexdomitor (0.5mg/ml) 
0.5ml IM, Hydro (2mg/ml) 0.5ml IM, Propofol 3ml IV, Sevo, Antisedan (5mg/ml) 

0.25ml IM, Metacam (5mg/ml) 0.9ml SQ. Sent home with Rimadyl. 
12/11/19 (Wed): 

-Vomited once in the crate. Owners found it later that night after work. Eating 
grass, leaves. Ate chicken; would not eat dog food. 

12/12/19 (Thurs): 
-Not very active; laying around. Vomited once at night. 

12/13/19 (Fri): 
-47.7lbs; Patient vomited up grass, leaves, and a paper towel. Vomited >4x 
this day. Had diarrhea. Pacing. That evening had to go o/s to urinate, was 

staring off into space, laid down on the cement in the backyard and didn't want 

9 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound 
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UOM 

staring off into space, laid down on the cement in the backyard and didn t want 
to come in. Seems sad. 

-Abdominal radiographs--> unremarkable 
-Gave Cerenia/Famotidine inj, SQ fluids (600ml), Vit B12. D/C Carprofen; start 

Gabapentin. 
12/14-15/19 (Sat-Sun): 

-Sad, lethargic. Drinking alot. Anorexic. Having small amounts of diarrhea. 
Began hiding behind the toilet Sunday evening. 

12/16/19 (Mon): 
-Still doing poorly. Taken in to (b) (6) for eval. 

-CBC/Chem- Amyl 1912, BUN >130, Cl 88, Creat --, Gluc 156, Phos 15.4, HCT 
64.9, Eos 0.03, Hgb 24.1, RBC 10.08, WBC 18.69, Neuts 16.13, Plt 174; 

Recheck pre-op panel- BUN 173, Creat 5.9, TP 7.8, Glob 3.7; ACTH stim- pre 
9.7, post 18.1 

-Patient hospitalized for day IVF @ 150ml/hr. Started Famotidine, Cerenia. NI 
in eating while in hospital. Rec transfer to HVC for overnight care; owner 

declined due to finances. Sent home with Pyrantel. 

12/17/19:
-44.5lbs; Patient still not well. Owners took (b) (6) back to (b) (6) , but 

ultimately elected to transfer to HVC for 24hr care. 

 
  

-CBC/Chem- Amyl 1690, BUN 130, Cl 98, Creat 6.0, Gluc 164, Phos 11.7, K 
3.4; UA- USG 1.010, neg glucose, 2+ blood, neg protein, pH 5.5, 6-10 RBC; 

Lepto Witness- neg; Owner declined send out Lepto PCR/Serology; UA/culture-
submitted to Idexx 

-Hospitalized on Plyte 100ml/hr, Famotidine, Cerenia, and Ampicillin. 

EON‐410457 12/27/2019 11:12 Natural Nutrition Sweet 
Potato Chews 

I gave (b) (6)  one Natural Nutrition Sweet Potato Chew last night at 5:00. Within 
one hour, she started vomiting violently and continued to vomit for 12 hours 
straight. She vomited up the contents of her stomach (dinner) plus the sweet 
potato chew. These chews are purported to be all natural, made in America, 
and have only one ingredient, sweet potatoes. They are just dehydrated sweet 
potatoes. 

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 22 Pound 

EON‐410427 12/26/2019 21:20 Sheba perfect portions 
seafood variety pack. Pate 
in natural juices. 
Seafood/salmon/whitefish 
and tuna. 

She began having diarrhea and throwing up, then she became lethargic and 
lost weight at .2 pounds per day. 

4 Months American Bobtail Cat 4 Pound 
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  Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 
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EON‐410425 12/26/2019 20:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish Natural 
Beef Pea and Brown Rice 
Recipe dry dog food 

I purchased a bag of Racheal Ray Nutrish beef, pea, and brown rice dry dog 
food, 40 pound bag. After feeding it to my dog for a few days, he became very 
sick and began throwing up 8-9 times/day. He stopped eating and drinking 
completely. I took him to the ER vet 2 times. They tested him for various 
parasites, worms, and infections and also took Xrays. He was perfectly fine 
except he could not keep this Racheal Ray dry dog food down and stopped 
eating and drinking and became dehydrated. The vet gave us different food 
and after a few days of eating this food, our dog started to recover. After that 
food ran out, we switched him back to the Racheal Ray nutrish food and he 
refused to eat it. After he became really hungry, he started to eat a little bit of it, 
and then began throwing up a few hours later. We stopped feeding the 
Racheal Ray Nutrish and switched him back to his previous dry dog food that 
he was eating prior to switching him to Racheal Ray. He ate his old food 
without any problems and stopped throwing up. He is now recovering now that 
we no longer feed him the Racheal Ray Nutrish dog food. 

16 Months Entlebucher Mountain 
Dog 

Dog 41 Pound 
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EON‐410377 12/26/2019 12:04 Earthborn Holistic Grain 
Free Dog Food 

Exact name of the product and product description (as stated on the product 
label) - Earthborn Holistic Grain Free Dog Food 

Type of container (e.g. box, bag, can, pouch, etc.) - Bag 
Product intended to be refrigerated, frozen, or stored at room temperature - 

Room temperature 
Purchase date and exact location where purchased. - PetPeople - (b) (6) 

How the food was stored, prepared, and handled - Air tight container, scooped 
into bowl 

Description of the problem with the product. - Heart Disease 
Any pre-existing conditions your pet has - Hip dysplasia 

Whether you give your pet any other foods, treats, dietary supplements or 
drugs - Now she gets Fromm Family Gold and takes taurine supplements, 

pimobenden, blood pressure meds 
How much of the suspected product your pet normally consumes - None 

anymore but used to get the daily recommended amount 
How much of the “suspect” product was consumed from the package? Bags 

and bags... she used this food for about 3-4 years 
How much of the product you still have - NONE 

How soon after consuming the product the clinical signs appeared - 3-4 years 
Your veterinarian’s contact information, diagnosis and medical records for your 

pet - (b) (6) found a murmur and we were recommended to 
Cardiologist (b) (6) at (b) (6) 

Results of any diagnostic laboratory testing performed on your pet - Can 
provide if I receive an email back so I can attach the PDF reports 

How many pets consuming the product exhibited clinical symptoms - 1 out of 
2. The second dog only ate this food for 2 years 

Whether your pet spends time outdoors unsupervised - max 15 minutes 
(b) (6)Why you suspect the pet food caused the illness - cardiologist is certain 

that her heart disease is from her grain free diet 

9 Years Weimaraner Dog 64 Pound 
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EON‐410358 12/26/2019 2:12 Blue buffalo Freedom Grain 
Free Senior Recipe dog food

Dog 15 Pound (b) (6)  my parents rushed (b) (6) 
to the vet. She went from active 

healthy dog on (b) (6) to a dog struggling to breathe and barely 
moving. By the time she got to the vet she was at a breathing rate of 90. they 
had to pump several doses of furosemide in her as she had gone into heart 
failure. Her heart and lungs where full of liquid when they took the xrays. They 
kept her and stabilized her. She then got sent home on (b) (6) 

with 3 medications to help her heart, but was never the same. By 
 she quit eating and was vomiting so she got taken back to the vet. 

That’s when they asked if we had been feeding her grain free dog food. They 
kept her two more nights lowered her heart meds and got her to eat a new non 
grain free food and explained to me how the food was more than likely the 
cause of her heart failure. On (b) (6) we got to take her back home. 
She was very weak and once home would not eat. I slept next to her all night 
as she vomited, shook and was struggling to move. We took her straight back 
to the vet the next morning, (b) (6) . At that point our vet in (b) (6) 
said there wasn’t anything more they could figure out so they rushed us to a 
specialist in (b) (6) . The entire 1hr 20 min drive I sat in back seat and 
watched my dog dying in my arms. By the time we got to the specialist she 
said her heart was at a grade 5 of 6 and she’d never seen a dog even make it 
to a 6. She ran more bloodwork to see what was going on, at which point 
dora’s creatine and bun levels were completely off the charts of what she could 
measure. There was nothing more we could do but sadly euthanize my dog on 
(b) (6) 

8.75 Years Schnauzer - Miniature 
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EON‐410322 12/25/2019 0:00 Purina waggon train chicken 
jerky tenders 

10 Years Beagle Dog 24 Pound My step dad gave my dog (b) (6)  2 pieces of the waggon train chicken jerky 
from purina in small bites so she wouldn't choke about (b) (6) and after 
consuming it by that evening she was horribly sick and had explosive diarrhea
and an upset stomach that was making awful sounds I've never heard before.
She also got sick once I believe. I gave her some keopeptate thinking she just
had an upset stomach and after about a day she was better but just acted as if
she didn't feel good for another day or so. She eventually was 100% again so I 
thought on what changed to cause it and the only thing different was the treats 
so I said she wasn't to have anymore. Well fast forward to the evening/night of
(b) (6) my stepdad forgot I had said she wasn't to have anymore and 

while I wasn't in the room she was given 1 piece til I walked back in and 
reminded him she wasn't to have anymore that she'd gotten sick and he 

stopped as soon as I reminded him. On the (b) (6) 
at about 7am she started to 

throw up and threw up once til that afternoon when she threw up 3 more times
and seemed to be not feeling well and weak and again her stomach was 
making the most horrible noises I've ever heard in my life come from her 

stomach. She didn't poop all the 18th and she was sick all day and into the 
night. She didn't move all day from a chair she was in and laid there in the 

same position. The (b) (6) 
came and again the same thing was going on, I still 

hadn't connected the dots to the last event so I assumed again she was sick 
with some sort of dog virus, she laid in three same spot and when she had to 

go to the bathroom I had to pretty much carry her outside and back in she was
so weak. She also began to shiver, I'm assuming out of pain, on the 19 th. By 

that point red flags were going off that this couldnt be a virus and we called ou
vet to get her In. Well her 2 vets she sees at the same clinic were both out for 

the day but another vet was available at 5:30 pm that night so we took that 
appointment to get her in because she couldn't wait 1 more day and took the 
only stool sample she gave to the vet. We went to the vet and was seen and 
he thought the same thing I did that she had an upset stomach and she was 
 given  a s hot  of  cerenia  and  cerenia p ills  to  take  home  and  another  pill that 
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given a shot of cerenia and cerenia pills to take home and another pill that 
coats her stomach to calm it down and 2 cans of bland wet food to try and get 
her go eat. Overall it was a quick visit with a new vet we'd never seen. So we 
took her home happy that she was going to be ok, or so we thought. The next 
day, the (b) (6) , we had an appt with their regular vet to get shots for 3 of our 
other dogs. Seven hrs after getting her shot, which we were told she couldn't 
puke after getting unless something is wrong, she puked the size of a 50 cent 
piece and all of the times she got sick it was yellow stomach acid looking fluid. 
I stayed awake all night with her making sure she was ok and putting her on a 
heating pad because her temp was low and watching her. About 4am I tried a 

teaspoon of the food as I was instructed by the new vet and she ate it and 
drank some water, which she held down but seemed to struggle with doing. I 

was hopeful that was a good sign. At 9:30 the next morning we were still 
worried so we called and asked could she be seen with the other 3 dogs shots 
her regular vet said yes. So we go in and the take an xray and blood work and 
as that's processed we gave the other dogs their shots. The vet went for the 
results and came back in and said she was in severe kidney failure and the 

numbers was so high the machines couldnt read them. This otherwise healthy 
dog, except some arthritis, was all of the sudden dieing of kidney failure and in 
so much pain she tensed up to the point the vet couldnt feel her organs during 

the exam. We asked was there anyway to reverse it or save her and then 
asked if she was her dog what would she do. She told us with numbers that 
high she could give her fluids and that she'd perk up with fluids but soon as 

they were stopped she'd go downhill again and the damage was too much for 
her to recover and she recommended putting her to sleep to end her pain and 

suffering. We all began to cry and was shattered by this news but prepared 
and began saying our goodbyes. Our family came from 30 min away to say 
their goodbyes as well. We were at the vet's office 2.5 hrs after close saying 

our goodbyes and sitting with her and comforting her threw the whole process. 
I paid to have my baby cremated because I don't have anywhere to bury her 
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and I was certainly not leaving her to be discarded like trash. I went home 
shattered to pieces and crying wondering how my healthy 10 yr old dog had to 

be put to sleep. I started connecting dots with the treats and began 
researching those treats and to my surprise and disgust and anger I found out 

that these treats and others from this company has caused many deaths in 
animals, over a 1,000, with the same symptoms of renal failure or liver failure. I 

DO NOT want any money or compensation because the only thing I want I 
can't have back which is my dog and best friend I want this company to issue a 
recall and save any other unsuspecting pets and their parents from this heart 

break. I have never experienced such heart break in my life and it was all 
preventable if a greedy company had pulled these treats before we bought 

them not knowing they were killing dogs. We're going to have the treats tested 
to see if they come back poisoned like many others have reported. I beg you to 
please do something to stop these unnecessary deaths that can be prevented. 
I just want my 

EON‐410259 12/23/2019 20:08 Nutro We gave our previous cocker Nutro Dog food, we have a different cocker so 
we gave him Nutro Dog Food but the food smelt different than our previous 
knowledge of the brand. The dog has seizures when fed Nutro Dog Food. So, 
we tried Blue Buffalo with the same problem. My daughter's new puppy tried 
Blue Buffalo puppy and like our dog had diahrrea. We put the puppy on Rachel 
Ray Puppy. RR puppy Nutrish appeared to have Blue Buffalo mixed in. I had a 
left over Blue Buffalo puppy and dog food bags - they smelt and looked the 
same as part of the RR bag. Anyway, this is to report Nutro caused seizures 
and Blue Buffalo caused diahrrea. When we put the two dogs onto RR dog 
food the seizures and diahrrea stopped. 

7 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American 

Dog 39 Pound 

EON‐410242 12/23/2019 16:48 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast 

Acute right sided heart failure - DCM diagnosed with echo, no murmur or 
clinical signs noted previously. Was on a grain free diet for years (Earthborn 
Meadow Feast) up until about 1 week ago. 

7 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 31 Pound 



(b) (6)  heart was damaged by grain 
free dog food contains lentils and she DIED because of it. 
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EON‐410237 12/23/2019 16:20 PureVita Venison and Red 
Lentils Grain Free dog food. 

I rescued this dog in February of 2018 at age 5.5 from (b) (6) . 
She was in "good" health overall and had a grade 2 heart murmur, was 

missing a few teeth and nothing else, upon her joining our home. In June of 
2018, in an attempt to feed her a premium dog food product and help with her 

skin/coat and overall GI health, I purchased PureVita grain free dog food, 
Vension and Lentils. I fed this to her exclusively, twice daily for approximately 
one year, at a which point I noticed she was having a "choking" cough multiple 

times per day. I took her into our family vet who had also examined her just 
ONE YEAR prior and found that she now had a grade 4+ heart murmur, DCM 
and congestive heart failure. She was immediately started on Lasix, Vetmedin 
and Enlalapril at the recommended doses but died of heart failure on (b) (6) /19 

just 5 months after diagnosis. 

6 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier 

Dog 10 Pound 

The rapid onset of serious symptoms and progression of this disease leave 
absolutely NO doubt in my mind that my otherwise healthy, semi-young and 
beautiful sweet dog was killed by this dog food. I know that no one cares and 
that no one is ever going to have to take responsibility for my animal or for the 
hundreds or thousands (potentially unreported) of animals who die because of 
this, but this is absolutely reprehensible. These companies should be required 

to show proof of quality studies and testing before being allowed to create 
diets for animals that mimic those of popular human dietary lifestyles for 
MONETARY gain. Just like we all know that grapes and onions and dark 

chocolate can kill a dog, I would NEVER have purchased a dog food with a 
product like lentils in it, if ANY proper study had been done and if it was shown 

to have even possible detrimental effects to ONE breed or ANY breed. 

I am not a bereaved pet owner pointing fingers at people because my dog died 
of heart failure. I've buried two who died of CHF in a normal disease 

progression and at older/elderly ages.
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EON‐410213 12/23/2019 13:24 Blue Buffalo life protection 
formula Puppy food 

The 16th of December 2019, I came home from work to find that my Mother In 
Law (MIL) had cleaned up a mess. We have had 0 in her life. It was 
described as vomiting on the carpet, and in this room and a little over here. "it's 
not regular vomit though, you know...it's white and frothy not yellow bile" Over 
the next 14 hours, she does this another 33 times. Always the same kind. 
white and frothy, I take her to the emergency vet at 9 am on the 17th. They 
assume it is blockage-kids and Christmas, she got into something-I assure 
them that is not the case but let them do an x-ray. It is not a blockage, they 
assume a GI 'thing' give her a shot to stop the vomiting and we go home. 
She is woozy but stops vomiting until 3 am the 18th. She vomits 6 more times, 
I call my vet now knowing that the ER vet was wrong. My vet does an 
ultrasound, then 3 more x-rays. They are shocked with how healthy she 
is...minus the fact the she is going through congenital heart failure. She has an 
enlarged heart and is going to die. 

20 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 35 Ounce 

the last date of purchase 
was actually 12/14/2019 but
the system would not allow 
that date 

 

The reason the vet believes this is happening to such an otherwise healthy 
dog is the dog food. Blue Buffalo which is what (b) (6)

has been eating since 
November 2018. 
These people have given my dog a fatal disease. She is my Emotional Support 
animal-not the I want a pet but live in an apartment kind. I own my home and 
have PTSD Anxiety and Depression she was evaluated for a full service dog 
but she was deemed too excited, so she became my ESA. 

EON‐410163 12/22/2019 22:40 Milk Bone minis Flavor 
Snacks 

We purchased milk bone minis from Wal Mart this evening and all the bacon 
flavored treats are mouldy. Our dog vomited and has loose stools since eating
them. 

21 Weeks Other Canine/dog Dog 37 Pound 
 



(b) (6)
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EON‐410162 

Created Product Name 

12/22/2019 22:32 Stella & Chewy's 
Freeze-Dried Raw 
Stella's Super Beef 
Dinner Patties 

Description 

(b) (6)My dog, , used to eat Orijen Tundra for six years, but because of the 
recent recipe change, in May 2019, I switched her to Stella&Chewy's Super 

Beef Freeze-Dried Raw Dinner Patties. 

Since May 2019, (b) (6) was eating only Stella&Chewy's Super Beef Freeze-
Dried Raw Dinner Patties (2 patties a day) and drinking bottled water. No 

treats, no additional supplements, vitamins, etc. 

Age Age 
UOM 

11 Years 

Breed 

Terrier - Yorkshire 

Species 

Dog 

Weight Weight 
UOM 

5 Pound 

(b) (6)I noticed that soon after the diet change,  developed some difficulties 
with defecation, stool became too hard, the dog seemed dehydrated. 

Not sure if this is 100% related, but she also rapidly developed a cataract, it 
happened extremely fast. She had no issues in July, and completely lost vision 

in the right eye by November and in the left eye by December 2019. 

(b) (6)On November 11th, I took  to a veterinarian (b) (6) and 
requested a comprehensive blood test -

'Electrolyte and Trace Nutrient Panel, Total HealthTM Plus Profile.' 

On November 26th, IDEXX Lab contacted the vet office because they found a 
toxic level of Selenium in   blood. 

Copied from the Lab report: 
"Selenium, Whole Blood (ICPMS) 561 ng/mL Se, WB Interpretation Adequate 
whole-blood selenium concentrations in older puppies and adult dogs range 

between 200 and 450 ng/mL. Please note the value reported is suggestive of a 
potential toxicosis. 

Sample was analyzed in triplicate to verify the current reported value. 
************THIS IS A CORRECTED REPORT************" 

Because (b) (6)  was not getting anything but Stella's Super Beef Freeze Dried 
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Because  (b) (6)  was not getting anything but Stella s  Super  Beef  Freeze-Dried  
Raw Dinner Patties, my vet told me to submit FDA complaint. 

I was purchasing the patties from Stella$Chewy's Amazon store -
https://www.amazon.com/stores/node/2601308011?_encoding=UTF8&field-
lbr_brands_browse-bin=Stella & Chewy's&ref_=bl_dp_s_web_2601308011 

The next day after I learned about the toxic level of Selenium in my dog's 
blood, I switched her to another food (Nulo, freeze-dried). 

(b) (6) I do not have the exact last bag I fed when it all happened, but I still 
have one more left. 

LOT #190823PRO014702 

On December 8th, I contacted Stella&Chewy's customer server, they 
redirected me to their Vet Team, and I was told that if I have any concerns, I 

need to find a toxicology lab in California and submit the food sample for 
testing. 

I haven't yet found a lab that can do that, I sent an email to (b) (6)  on 12/20, 
waiting for their response. 

On December 17th, Stella&Chewy's customer server representative reached 
out to me and requested to send them the entire bag that I have, but I decided 

to keep it, and only sent them 8 patties for testing. 

Regards,
(b) (6) 

12/22/2019 14:40 King Kanine CBD https://youtu.be/nI4D7ctmLtA 
In this youtube video a dog owner advertises a brand of CBD called King 
Kanine CBD and shows the dog drinking it, claims it helps keep the dog calm 
bedore going to the groomers. As I am aware the FDA has not yet approbed 
CBD for internal use. 

EON‐410145 

https://www.amazon.com/stores/node/2601308011?_encoding=UTF8&field
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EON‐410144 12/22/2019 14:28 4Health He had started with making a gasping sound that we first thought might have 
been reverse sneezing. He just kept getting worse like he couldn’t catch his 
breath or breathe. He was also not his normal active self. We took him to the 
vet and they first diagnose him with asthma due to allergies. We brought him 
home and 2 hours later had to take him back because he had gotten worse. 
The vet did an X-ray of his heart and even tested him for heartworms even 
though he gets a heart worm pill every month. They noticed his heart was 
grossly enlarged. They kept him overnight to keep an eye on him and to see 
what the heart worm test came back which was negative. He has then 
diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. The vet told us it was very odd for a 
dog his age and size to have this but hopefully they had caught it early. He 
now has to take 3 medications. He takes Vetmedin (twice a day), Lasix (twice 
a day) and Benadryl (once a day). You should also know we have been buying 
this dog food for like 4 years now and did not know it had been recalled until a 
few weeks ago. We immediately changed their food. 

5

EON‐410117 

Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound 

12/22/2019 0:16 Ol’ Roy cuts in gravy 
Bacon Cheeseburger Flavor 

I was opening a can of dog food and the lid shot off like a bullet, my ears were 
ringing dog food flew all over me, my floor and my counter. There was a awful 
stench, that took a lot of bleach to remove. 
What food was still in the appeared to be boiling. It kept bubbling. 
I’m lucky I didn’t get cut with the lid when it blew off of the can. 
I have video of food bubbling. 

EON‐410094 12/21/2019 13:40 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials Indoor Chicken &
Brown Rice Recipe Adult 
Dry Cat Food 

 
I have been feeding my cats Nutro Indoor Formula Dry cat food for several 
years now. The last few bags contained irregular shaped kibble. After feeding it 
to my cats they started vomiting. I reported it to both Chewy.com and directly 
to the Nutro manufacturer but it continues to occur with more than one different 
issue with the kibble. Initially it had large kibble mixed in which Nutro told me 
was dog food. Now, it contains clumped up cat food kibble that is also darker 
in color and smaller than usual. 

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐410078 12/21/2019 7:32 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Nature's Evolutionary Diet 
with Salmon - 100% Grain 
Free

7 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 25 Pound 

EON‐410062 12/20/2019 22:32 Golden Rewards 
Sweet potato wrapped with 
chicken 

Both dogs got sick after eating Golden Rewards Sweet potato chicken 
wrapped treats. Both vomited throughout the day and one was diagnosed with 
pankreatitis following an emergency care visit. 

10 Months Puli Dog 22

(b) (6)  developed a cough in early May 2019, and noticing no improvement 
we took to our veterinarian on July 15th. After e-xrays, it was determined she 
had Dialated Cardiomyopathy. (b) (6) immediately asked the type of food 
we were raising her on, which was 6.5 years of "grain-free" Blue Buffalo 
Wilderness Nature's Evolutionary Diet with Salmon. We immediately changed 
the diet, however too late to effect a change and we had to put (b) (6) down 
on (b) (6) , at an age of 7 years and 5 1/2 months. 
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EON‐410028 12/20/2019 14:20 Blue Buffalo Natural 
Veterinary Diet HF 
Hydrolyzed for Food 
Intolerance Grain-Free Dry 
Dog Food 

On Nov 24, 2019; P developed hacking, productive cough. Between Nov 29, 
2019 to Dec 5, 2019, serial chest x-rays were obtained and radiologist report 
diagnosed cardiogenic pulmonary edema secondary to dilated cardiomyopathy 
or severe endocardiosis. Echocardiogram on 

7 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired 

Dog 47.6 Pound 

EON‐409990 12/20/2019 9:44 Redford Naturals grain free 
beef and sweet potato adult 
formula 

Pet was fed Redford Naturals Grain Free beef and sweet potato adult formula 
since a young puppy. He was presented to (b) (6) 

on 12/12/19 for evaluation of 
his heart after a housemate's death due to suspected dilated cardiomyopathy 
and congestive heart failure. The housemate ate the same food as  . The 
housemate was never evaluated by (b) (6) was diagnosed with DCM and 
a taurine level is pending. 

4 Years Coton de Tuléar Dog 5.5 Kilogra
m 

EON‐409947 12/19/2019 14:28 Special Kitty Naturals Been feeding the cat food for about 3 months, noticed that the cat started 
urinating on clothes and floors, and there was blood, I took to the vet this past 
friday and was told he had a blockage cost me almost $500 in vet bills. I came 
home to find my other male cat is also urinating blood now 

4 Years Siamese Cat 12 Pound 

EON‐409942 12/19/2019 13:44 DreamBone Twists Wrapped 
with Chicken 

Within a few hours of giving my dog of the product, he developed unrelenting 
and unremitting diarrhea. I took him to my veterinarian, where a stool workup 
was negative. My veterinarian diagnosed him with severe gastroenteritis and 
dehydration. He was put on antibiotics and steroids to strengthen his stomach. 
My vet bill was $350. 

4 Months Newfoundland Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐409889 12/18/2019 18:52 Friskies pate chicken & tuna 
dinner 

A small (approx 1cm) piece of teal plastic like substance was found in a can of 
friskies tuna & chicken pate wet cat food. Best by date oct 2021. Numbers 
below that: 92931157 L63932008 

EON‐409873 12/18/2019 16:08 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula 
Adult chicken and Brown 
Rice Recipe 
30lb bag

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 78

EON‐409844 12/18/2019 13:12 Diamond Care Sensitive 
Skin 

8-20-19 Developed dyspnea; muffled heart sounds, ascites. Radiographs 
showed large round heart and pulmonary edema. Differential included Chagas, 
dilated cardiomyopathy, cardiac tampenade. Chagas test was negative. 
Echocardiagram diagnostic for dilated cardiomymopathy. Dog initially 
responded to medical treatment for heart failure, but died at home early 
September. 
Owners were feeding Diamond Care Sensitive Skin dog food. 

9 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten 

Dog 35 Pound 

  has never had any medical issues prior to a switch of food 6 months 
ago via Amazon Subscription.   was diagnosed with crystals in her urine 
upon discovery of a urinary track infection with blood in her urine. As, stated 
before she has never had ANY medical issues prior. Her urine was tested by 
the vet and her urine came back with crystals, which has caused a switch to a 
prescription diet and a total of around 500 dollars in vet visits. After reading 
reviews and having conversations with people who have experienced the 
same with their own pets (starting a diet of Blue Buffalo and then being 
diagnosed with Crystals in urine due to a vitamin D toxicity) I discovered this is 
the cause of said crystals. Even my vet stated that (b) (6) is not the only 
patient with the same diagnosis due to a diet of Blue Buffalo. 
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EON‐409805 12/18/2019 0:12 OPEN NATURE Grain free 
formula Chicken Adult Dog 
Food 

I opened a can of Open Nature chicken dog food I bought from my local 
Safeway. I scooped some out onto a plate and saw something green in color. I 
pulled out a small piece of soft green plastic. I kept it and have pictures of the 
plastic and also the can it came from. 

EON‐409796 12/17/2019 22:52 Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner Pate 
Special Kitty Surf & Turf 
Variety Pack of Pate

I told my friend on Twitter, and she sent me the link to the Special Kitty recall. I 
called them and told them what happened. I lost my cat of 16 years because 
he of this food. I don't understand why our pets are not protected. 

16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound 

EON‐409793 12/17/2019 21:00 Bulk ingredients On several occasions when hauling bulk ingredients into the Nestle purina pet 
food facilities in fairburn,ga, clinton,iowa, davenport,iowa and Flagstaff, az. 
The broker for the loads ordered his contractors not to show last bols of 
prohibited loads to customers. Also ordered not to washout trailers after 
hauling said products. Products contained ruminant meat and bone meal, 
fertilizer, metal,glass and human excrement. The broker is Morehouse logistics 
out of Omaha Nebraska. I know several of the carriers that use this broker and 
don't agree with his practices. I too am not a fan of my pet feed being cross 
contaminated like this. 

EON‐409781 12/17/2019 18:52 GO! Solutions Skin + Coat 
Care Chicken Recipe 

Newly noted murmur and exercise intolerance prior to presentation 3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 29.5 Kilogra
m 

EON‐409780 12/17/2019 18:40 Wellness Core Beef, Home-
Cooked Diet containing 
chicken or beef rice broccoli 
pumpkin egg shell powder 
salmon oil MCT oil and 
multivitamins 

10 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire 

Dog 37.31 Kilogra
m 

(b) (6)  I noticed that (b) (6) wasn't eating much, so I thought maybe 
it was his age, so I bought the wet cat food, because it's easier for older cats to 
eat. I bought 6-9 cans of Special Kitty (Walmart's Brand). (b) (6) I made him 
chicken, he loves chicken, and he did great, he was playing, eating, etc. 
Monday I started giving him the Special Kitty can food. By (b) (6) afternoon 
he was getting weaker, so I was hand feeding him it. In the evening his walking 
was odd. Like swaying, but I thought it was because he was weak. At 2:00 am 
he was sleeping, a few hours later I check on him and he has passed away. 

(b) (6)  was presented to (b) (6) for surgical consultation 
regarding suspect laryngeal paralysis. He has had hindlimb weakness and was 
recently diagnosed with an enlarged heart on August 8th 2019 after 
radiographs were taken with his primary veterinarian. He was prescribed 
doxycycline, lasix, and enalarpil. 
Prior to surgery, the surgeon recommended a consultation with

 DVM, DACVIM (Cardiology) due to his history of suspect heart failure. 
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EON‐409772 12/17/2019 17:24 Omegasnax Advent 
Calendar 
Omega packed dog treats 
salmon and sweet potato 

I started giving my dog 1-2 treats per day from Dec. 1 - Dec 12 with the 
OmegaSnax dog advent calendar I had purchased from Aldi. Around Dec 9th 
he developed vomiting and digestive problems (painful bowel movements, 
inflammation and itching). I took him to the vet who told us just to come back in 
if he worsened and stopped the treats after I had realized that was the only 
new thing in his diet. I then was talking to a friend whose dog is sick with 
vomiting, blood in stool, decreased intake and fatigue. She also was giving her 
dog the same exact product in the same exact time frame and that was the 
only new thing in her dogs diet. I sent an email to Aldi notifying them of the 
problem and I notified my vet ((b) (6) ) so they can be looking for 
further cases. 

3.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐409733 12/17/2019 13:08 Earthborn Holistic Ocean 
Fusion 

This family has had 3 pets with similar symptoms of cancer like growths/issues 
in chest cavity. Coughing and then rads reveal cancer in chest. Family of 3 
pets ("(b) (6) (b) (6) " are brothers, " (b) (6) " and " " is of no relation) that have been 
on same food for 3 years. O is concerned about food since seeing some 
information that this food might cause cancer. (b) (6)  has masses in chest and 
is on palliative care. "(b) (6) " and "  (b) (6) " have since passed. (b) (6)  is (b) (6)
brother that had chest films that revealed lymphoma as a possibility. (b) (6) is 
now on palliative/hospice type care. 

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound 

EON‐409695 12/17/2019 9:32 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato Dog Food 35 
lb, Kirkland Signature 
Nature's Domain Turkey 
Meal and Sweet Potato Dog 
Food 35 lb. 

The dog started to get a cough/gagging we took him to the vet and it was 
recommended that we do an xray this October 23rd. He displayed nothing 
other than this random gagging that would happen 2-3 times a day. I had not 
taken him for an xray though I took him on 12-12 for his annual and they had 
also mentioned that he needed to take a liver supplement because his 
enzymens were off. Then Sunday night my fiance gave him a small piece of 
apple and he started to choke/vomit. After this attack we rushed him to the 
emergency vet. They looked at all of his vitals and recommended an xray to 
ensure his esophagus was not obstructed. I allowed them to do so since i 
knew that this would also give us a view of his heart. When the vet came to 
review with us she mentioned that he had an enlarged heart to the point that 
his heart was actually what was causing him to choke because it was pushing 
on it and pushing his ribs out. She mentioned that the veins/vessels (white 
lines on the xray) looked good though. She brought him back out to us to take 
home and as my fiance was lifting him into the truck he fell over and stopped 
breathing. We rushed him back into the vet and they had to put him on oxygen 
though the same vet mentioned that he was having trouble breathing even with 
oxygen so we had to put him to sleep. 

9.75 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 22.8 Pound 
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(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐409694 12/17/2019 9:04 Orscheln Farm & Home 
Lamb meal & Rice recipe 

Submitted as RFR EON-409661. CVM resubmitting as PFR. 

A dog that consumed the feed died and was diagnosed as salt toxicosis. 

The sodium in the dog food is elevated.The NRC allowance for Na in dog feed 
= 200 mg/1000 kcal of dog feed Excess Na = 3,750 mg/1000 kcal of dog feed 
Orschelin Lamb Meal & Rice Recipe label indicates 383 kcal/cup of feed 3750 
mg X 383 kcal/cup/1000kcal= 1436 mg /cup. NRC excess of Na would be 
anything greater than 1436 mg/cup of feed. Lamb feed #2 tested was 18592 
mg/kg 18592 mg/kg divided by 2.2 lbs per kg = 8450 mg/lb 8450 mg/lb divided 
by 2 cups per lb of feed = 4225 mg/cup of feed 4225 mg/cup of feed exceeds 
NRC recommendations of 1436 mg by 3X. Lamb feed # 1 contained 15542 
mg/kg of dog feed = 3532 mg/cup 3532 mg/cup exceeds NRC 
recommendations by 2.45 X 

Unknown Dog 

EON‐409676 12/16/2019 17:28 Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner Pate 

Cat developed vomiting, diarrhea, hypersalivation, ataxia, 
twitching/hyperaesthesia, vocalization 

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound 

EON‐409599 12/16/2019 11:32 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Recipe with Roasted
Fowl 

"(b) (6)  " has been eating Taste of the Wild Wetlands Canine Recipe with 
Roasted Fowl for the past 7 years. A heart murmur was first detected March 
17, 2018 but (b) (6) was asymptomatic so no further diagnostics were pursued 
by his owner.  presented December 4, 2019 for intermittent lethargy, 
inappetence and coughing of 2-3 months duration. Thoracic radiographs 
revealed an enlarged heart and early congestive heart failure- likely secondary 
to dilated cardiomyopathy. An echocardiogram has not been performed due to 
financial constraint. Treatment has been initiated as follows- diet change to 
Royal Canin Labrador diet, Taurine supplementation 1,000mg bid, 
Pimobendan 7.5mg bid, Furosemide 62.5mg bid and patient has improved on 
recheck today (12/16/19) 

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 64 Pound 

EON‐409553 12/15/2019 13:44 Against the Grain 100% 
Salmon "Nothing Else!" 

Canned food labeled as 100% salmon had what appeared to be grains of rice 
in it. Testing with Lugol's solution confirmed presence of starch. 

EON‐409498 12/14/2019 10:32 Member's Mark Whitefish& 
Tuna Dinner 

My friend bought the Members Mark Whitefish & Tuna Dinner along with other 
flavors from the same company. My cats and his cats when eating only this 
specific type got really sick. They all vomited, four out of five had diahrea, and 
one foamed at the mouth. Im going to contact the store. Sam's Club on 
(b) (6) next. 

4 Years Unknown Cat 8 Pound 

EON‐409483 12/13/2019 23:08 Special Kitty Surf & Turf 
Variety Pack 

He started acting lethargic and not eating. I took him into an emergency 
veterinarian hospital where they determined he had pleural effusion. They 
removed 75cc of fluid from his lung and placed him in a kitty oxygen cage for 
low O2 stats. After he was stabilized they did diagnostic tests including but not 
limited to; thoracocentesis fluid analysis, echocardiogram, ultrasound of the 
abdomen, bladder scan, felv/fiv testing, cytology on aspirates, and multiple lab 
tests. None of these tests resulted in any diagnosis that would cause pleural 
effusion. 

1 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 5.75 Kilogra 
m 
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(b) (6)

EON‐409465 

EON‐409462 

EON‐409449 

EON‐409432 

EON‐409392 

EON‐409372 

12/13/2019 17:08 Taste of the wild southwest 
canyon grain-free dry dog 
food 

12/13/2019 16:32 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diets Sweet 
Potato & Fish Formula, 
Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diet Sweet Potato 
& Fish Formula 

12/13/2019 15:00 Earthborn Holistic Small 
Breed - 14 lbs. 

12/13/2019 13:24 9lives daily Essentials 
balanced nourishment in 
each tasty bite! 

12/12/2019 23:52 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula 

12/12/2019 17:24 Merrick Real Chicken Sweet 
Potato Recipe 

I noticed that 
(b) (6) 

 was having slight exercise intolerance during exercise. He 
has been on Taste of the Wild grain free since he was 4 months old. Upon 
seeing the FDA report of grain free related DCM I switched his diet to Wellness 
but the exercise intolerance was still present. Performed an echocardiogram at 
my work and confirmed a diagnosis of DCM. We are unable to confirm 
currently if the DCM is diet related or primary. He has been put on Pimobenan 
and Taurine supplementation along with diet change. He will be re-evaluated 
in 6 months for status. If he his cardiac status is improved the DCM was 
caused from the grain free diet. I have the echocardiogram report and receipts 
of the food purchases. 
There are white plastic-like substances embedded in the kibble which were 
fund in different bags of the same product. The problem was first noticed 
around October, 2019 and still existed in subsequent bags purchased. 
Photos and/or samples can be provided. 

We have two dogs who eat the same brand of food: Earthborn Holistic Small 
Breed Natural Dog Food. We purchased a new bag of this food from a local 
supplier on November 14, 2019. Since using this new bag of food our dogs 
have experienced numerous account of diarrhea and vomiting. Our dog have 
been eating this food since we got them and have never gotten sick. Our 
suspicion is that this particular bag or lot of food is bad or different than 
previous batches. Every time they get sick we transfer them to a bland diet, 
and when we slowly transfer them back to this bag of food they get sick again. 

He threw up 3 or 4 times Tuesday but was still running around. Wednesday he 
laid around sleeping. Thursday he wouldnt come when called to for feeding or 
anything else he just looked around and purred. Friday morning I woke up to 
him howling in pain not able to get up and I took him to the vet. He had thrown 
up 2 more times had diarrhea would not eat or drink and was lethargic. 

(b) (6)and 
(b) (6)

are litter mates born (b) (6) /(b) (6) . We have fed them Blue 
Buffalo dry dog food for approximately 7 years now. (b) (6) was diagnosed with
a heart murmur in November 2017, (b) (6) 

was diagnosed with a heart murmur 
in December 2018 and with congestive heart failure in October 2019. (b) (6) 

died of sudden cardiac arrest on  . I have contacted the very 
reputable Papillon breeder who has confirmed that there are no other know 
cases of heart disease in the parents or siblings of (b) (6)  and (b) (6) .

(b) (6)  ate this food out of the bowls from our other dogs. It was not even his 
food, but he always eats their leftovers. Within a day, he was having diarrhea 
and vomiting. He continues to have extremely frequent loose stools. 

7 Years 

20 Months 

9 Months 

8 Years 

13 Years 

Retriever - Flat-
coated 

Mixed (Dog) 

Domestic Shorthair 

Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne)) 

Retriever - Labrador 

Dog 72 Pound 

Dog 23 Pound 

Cat 6 Pound 

Dog 9 Pound 

Dog 70 Pound 
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(b) (6)EON‐409371 12/12/2019 17:20 Merrick Lil' Plates Real 
Chicken Sweet Potatoe 
Recipe 

We fed the dogs the dry food and within hours, the first dog got sick.  
who is a little bigger that the other two poodles did not get sick until the 
following day. He started having diarrhea. He has not thrown up and is not as 
sick as the other two poodles, but still cannot stop having diarrhea. 

6 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 13 Pound 

EON‐409369 12/12/2019 17:12 Merrick Lil' Plates Real 
Chicken Sweet Potato 
Recipe 

Hours after feeding her this food, she began to have diarrhea. She was the first 
to get sick, so we thought it was just a virus or something, then the others dogs 
got sick with diarrhea within hours of (b) (6)  getting sick. The stool has blood in 
it, so we took her to the vet today and the vet agreed that it was the food. 

6 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 6 Pound 

EON‐409368 12/12/2019 17:12 Fresh pet vital Complete 
meal 

I purchased fresh pet as my pup was getting picky with chewing dry kibble. I 
figured as she gets older I wanted options of raw ingredient food but soft for 
her to enjoy. I gave her a tablespoon sized amount on Christmas Eve and on 
Christmas Day I woke to severe diarrhea all over my bed. She was leaking so 
bad I had to buy diapers to keep on her. I took her to the vet and she had a 
form of salmonella which caused severe pancreatitis. She was kept at the vet 
to get emergency fluids and medication to prevent her pancreas from shutting 
down. 

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound 

EON‐409366 12/12/2019 17:04 Merrick Lil' Plates Real 
Chicken Sweet Potato 
Recipe 

After eating this food, (b) (6)  developed bloody stools and vomited blood. 13 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 4 Pound 

EON‐409357 12/12/2019 15:52 Nutro Hearty Stew Chunky 
Beef Tomato Carrot & Pea 
Stew 

After eating the food, (b) (6) 
had diarrhea for about 2 days, refused food for 1 

day, but then he was fine after that. In comparison to my older dog (report ID 
276112), he did not suffer as badly but he is also much younger. 

3 Years Coton de Tuléar Dog 18 Pound 

EON‐409355 12/12/2019 15:48 Nutro Hearty Stew Chunky 
Beef Tomato Carrot & Pea 
Stew 

After eating a portion of the canned food, (b) (6) suffered pretty bad diarrhea 
later that night and which lasted for at least 3 days. He still continued to eat 
food and drink water normally, also urinated fine. I fed him home cooked 
chicken/turkey & sweet potato & rice, very bland diet. Day 4 & 5 he started to 
refuse ALL food (even treats and his favorite things) and started to spit up 
water, several times before bed and then all through the night (in our bed, 
unfortunately!). It was not vomiting, but spitting it up like it would just shoot out 
of his mouth with no retching. No blood or anything. He took no food for those 
2 days. Day 6 & 7 he took a tiny bit of boiled ground turkey, but it was really 
not more than a couple of ounces. By day 8 or so, he started to eat regularly, 
but I really thought he would die by the weekend. He is old and tends to sleep 
a lot but he really just hardly woke up at all during this whole week. Once he 
started eating food on day 8, he perked right up to his usual self and also 
started barking again (he barks when I get home from work)... I think he ate 4 
small meals that day. Obviously, I did not feed that particular canned food 
again! 

14 Years Chinese Crested Dog
– Powder Puff with 
veil coat 

 Dog 13 Pound 
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12 Years Griffon - Brussels Dog 10 Pound 

 

 

 
 

 

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
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EON‐409348 12/12/2019 14:48 Earthborn Holistic Small 
Breed 

I have been feeding my dog Earthborn Holistic small breed dog food for a few 
years now. On a visit to the veterinarian approximately a year and a half ago 
after he experienced several fainting episodes, it was discovered that he has 
an enlarged heart. He was assigned to a cardiologist and placed on a 
bronchodilator. He has been experiencing increased difficulty breathing since 
then, and his most recent visit to the cardiologist shows that he now has 
developed pulmonary hypertension. 

EON‐409344 12/12/2019 14:28 Purina Pro Plan Focus 
Puppy Lamb & Rice Formula

I purchased a bag of dog food at my local Pet Supermarket store. When I got 
 home I opened the bag and scooped the kibble into my puppy's bowl and 
added water. My puppy wouldn't eat the food and was just kind of taking the 
pieces and spitting them out. When I went to the bowl to stir it again, I noticed 
bugs in the kibble. My husband and I immediately checked the bag and 
noticed the contamination in the bag of dog food. I immediately threw away the 
contaminated food in the bowl and returned the bag to the store I purchased it 
from. I took pictures of the bugs as well as the bag I purchased and I do have 
my receipt. I contacted Purina directly this morning and received a case 
number from them. Case number: (b) (6) 

EON‐409336 12/12/2019 13:28 Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner Pate cat food 
(canned) 
5.5oz 

This cat was in excellent health which dramatically changed after eating 
Special Kitty cat food which has been recalled. Screaming in pain. Large 
amount of vomiting. Severe ataxia. No balance. Unable to focus. 

5 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐409315 12/12/2019 10:28 Kirkland Grain-Free Salmon
Recipe WholeHearted Grain
Free All Life Stages Beef & 
Pea Formula Dry Dog Food 

I took (b) (6)  to the vet and he was diagnosed with a heart murmur and also a 
neurological disorder in his back. The vet asked if I was feeding him a grain-
free diet and I was. She said that there is a link between grain-free diets and 
heart disease. He has a grade-3 heart murmur. Since then, I have changed his 
diet, but I cannot afford all of the vet bills due to this. 

9 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 19.8 Pound 

EON‐409309 12/12/2019 9:40 Premium Newman's Own 
Adult Dog Formula 

I started my dogs on Newman's Own Adult organic dog food because it was 
supposed to be healthier. Within 6 months (b) (6) 

was diagnosed with a heart 
murmur. Now he is on 4 medications (3 prescriptions, 5 pills a day) 
I didn't associate it with the dog food until I saw the report and while continuing 
the food he became worse...heart murmur going from a 3 to a 5 within months. 
I have since switched his food but the damage is already done. 

11 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified) 

Dog 19 Pound 

EON‐409299 12/12/2019 5:32 Special kitty mixed grill 
dinner pate cat food 

Over a 4 day period my cat was fed 2 cans of special kitty cat food. She 
became lethargic and had difficulty walking on the third day. On day 5 we took 
her to the vet. Her stomach was very enlarged about 3x normal size. Concerns 
she was having blood clots as her paw was slightly colder than other. Despite 
iv fluids and medication they were unable to help get her stomach to pass any 
food to intestine and she had stopped breathing on her own. They placed her 
on ventilator but advsd she was non responsive/brain dead/coma even though 
they tried medicine etc. Possibly from sepsis from stomach not moving or clot 
that reached her brain. She passed (b) (6) by 
euthanasia. 

5 Years Unknown Cat 7.8 Pound 
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EON‐409274 12/11/2019 20:12 Kirkland Signature Premium
Lamb & Rice Formula for 
dogs 

I was spooning some canned dog food into my dogs dish when I observed 
something poking out of it and pulled out a hard and somewhat sharp object 
roughly 1/2 inch by 1/4 inch. 

EON‐409271 12/11/2019 19:20 Nature's Domain Beed and 
Sweet Potato dry 
and Turkey/Peas canned 
*Do n ot have the package -
Info from client 

Cranial Cruciate Ligament Repair 9 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English 

Dog 24.4 Kilogra
m 

EON‐409270 12/11/2019 18:40 American Journey 
All life stage 
Lamb & brown rice recipe 
with omega fatty acids for 
healthy skin and coat 

I when to petsmart to buy my dogs food, i was trying a new brand. I went with 
American Journey. the first bag i got was the chicken and brown rice 28 LBS. 
opened it up and pour the food in to the container and found a maggot. I took it 
back to the store where i bought it from and got another bag. (i don't like to 
judge off of the first issue due to the fact i know mistakes happen). The 2nd 
bag i got was American Journey Lamb and brown rice 28 LBS, again more 
maggots and i found spiderwebs in this one. 
Best by date is 6/4/2037 Lot: 19155 9927 02:48:33 
UPC:192268123970 

EON‐409267 12/11/2019 17:52 Calming Bites with Roasted 
Peanut Butter Flavor 

Hello, I wanted to report this website that is making several drug related claims 
for the CBD Dog treats they're selling. 

https://www.honestpaws.com/# 
EON‐409256 12/11/2019 16:24 Jade Nectar CBD for Pets After only five minutes of administration of a few drops of the product, dog had 

extremely violent seizures that had several different phases. Seizures 
subsided after about a half hour, but recurred only a half hour later. Dog was 
euthanized to prevent a third or so set of such extreme and dangerous 
seizures and fear of brain damage. I have videos of the seizures upon request. 

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 28 Pound 

EON‐409200 12/11/2019 10:56 Grillerz Pork Femur I asked at the store if it would be safe for a large dog. I told them the breed and 
size and specifically asked if it would break. I was told that it would not. Gave 
the treat to him a few days after purchase and he enjoyed it. He was whining in 
the middle of the night but we just thought that he wanted to play. He had 
eaten the entire bone and he died the next day. 

8 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 

https://www.honestpaws.com/#
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(b) (6)  

12/10/2019 22:24 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast 

EON‐409170 

12/10/2019 19:08 Country Kitchen for dogs 
Serrano Ham Bone 

EON‐409158 

12/10/2019 14:32 Weruva land and sea;told ya
dinner lamb and tuna 

EON‐409122 

12/10/2019 14:04 Blue Buffalo Grain Free 
(light blue bag) 

EON‐409115 

I began feeding my dog, , Earthborn Holistic (Meadow Feast) when I 
moved to  in September 2015. I was told by the salesperson at a local 
dog food store that this was a great brand to feed him because it was grain-
free and didn't contain a lot of artificial ingredients and fillers used by more 
commercial dog food brands.  is a 30-lb miniature goldendoodle and is 
6-years old. 

 consistently ate this specific brand of food from September 2015-
August 2019. In August of 2019, our local vet detected a slight heart murmur - 
which surprised me as  always seemed in great health with high energy 
level. I immediately scheduled a visit at  (b) (6) , where 
they performed an ultrasound of his heart. His heart was slightly enlarged and 
his heart was pumping blood at below normal levels based upon the results of 
the ultrasound. The vet suggested that it's possible that this could be driven by 
his grain-free food, as he had been on it for several years. Starting 9/1/19, we 
switched  over to a different dog food brand (Royal Canin) which isn't 
grain free, and also began supplementing his diet with 500mg of Taurine twice 
a day. 

We had a follow-up visit for a second ultrasound after 3-months of
switching to the new food. The ultrasound came back conclusive that 1) His 
heart murmur was no longer present, 2) His heart's 'pump function' had 
increased 5%, putting him back into the normal range and 3) His enlarged 
heart had decreased in size to a more normal level. The vet concluded that 
these favorable results were either from the change of his food to Royal Canin 
(non-grain free) or the Taurine supplements we had been giving to him (or a 
combination of both). 
Dog bone covered in mold, though product hasn't reached expiration date. 

I put a can of Weruva Land and Sea in (b) (6) bowl,he began to eat and within 
a minute or so ,i began to hear a heaving sound and he puked right in front of 
the food bowl.then as he walked away,he proceeded to make heaving sounds 
and continued to vomit at least 8 more times in 8 other different locations,as he 
walked.Also vomited on his sleeping bed,and my carpet needs to be 
cleaned,which is impossible for me now due to a broken hand,fingers 
knee,sprained ankle etc from an accident two weeks ago.

ate a diet of Blue Buffalo grain free kibble (light blue bag) for many years 
5+, died of an enlarged heart. It was NOT in her lineage. It caused her a lot of 
pain. She died (b) (6) was where she 
received cardiology treatment, they have her records.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound 

10 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 

12 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American 

Dog 30 Pound 
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b) (6) 
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EON‐409096 12/10/2019 12:20 Blue Buffalo Healthy 
Gourmet 

I opened a can of cat food and when I removed the lid a sharp piece of metal 
sprang out of the can. Luckily it sprang up like it did because if it wouldn't have 
I may not have seen it, as it seems it was wedged into the food. If I would have 
served it to my cat unknowingly, her mouth could have been seriously cut. 

EON‐409077 12/10/2019 10:44 HILLS SCIENCE DIET 
CHICKEN AND BARLEY 
ENTREE 

We changed (  food. We got a case of Hills Science diet, chicken and 
barley. Its the small cans. She ate it for about 2 weeks, 12 cans are gone from 
the case and we fed her one can a day. Then, she stopped eating, and started 
vomiting anything she ate. Treats, eggs, anything she ate. Then she wouldn't 
eat at all but she would drink. We took her to the vet, she had elevated 
calcium, bun and creatinine. The doc wanted us to give her lactated ringers 
through the skin of her back. We did that for one day, then when we woke up. 
She would not get up, would lay back down if we moved her. We thought she 
was dying so we called the vet, and he wanted us to take her to a clinic that 
was open on Sunday. We were there all day. They drew her blood, her bun 
was normal but the creatinine and calcium was still high. They did an X-ray, 
sent more labs out of state and did an ultrasound. The vet said she was not 
able to tell what was wrong with her, but asked if she could have gotten some 
vitamin d or if we had changed her food, then we remembered we had. 

6 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 13 Pound 

EON‐409041 12/9/2019 17:52 Rachel ray nutrish natural 
beef pea and brown rice 
recipe. Super premium food 
for dogs 

Dog was coughing about a week ago so we took her to the vet where they 
diagnosed her with "kennel cough". They prescribed meds to help but her 
condition only got worse. We only gave her 3 pills. By the 3rd day she was 
constantly vomiting,diarrhea, and breathing heavy. She then started to throw 
up pink fluid. We immediately called the vet to come in for emergency visit. To 
our complete shock she said her oxygen is extremely low and she is in heart 
failure. She was running around like a puppy a week prior and now our dog is 
dying? It was extremely difficult pill to swallow. We asked the vet how can this 
be she's a healthy dog and ONLY 7 yrs old. She then proceeded to ask what 
we are feeding her and we said rachel ray nutrish. She immediately said that is 
what has caused her condition the "grain free" food. The same food that we 
spent extra money on to insure our pets are eating the healthiest and best 
foods. We were completely devastated and feel this is our fault for feeding her 
the food. We have been feeding both our dogs this food since 2014. 

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐409030 12/9/2019 16:48 Fromm Gold Coast Weight 
Management dry dog food 

Our dog was diagnosed with borderline DCM by a vet cardiologist. We 
switched him to new food (he was formerly eating Fromm Gold Coast Weight 
Management which is grain free). He is now eating Purina ProPlan large breed 
focus and after about 6-7 months he received a diagnosis of resolved systolic 
dysfunction which means it is likely secondary to his grain free diet he was 
previously on. The cardiologist/cardiology department recommended that we 
report this to the FDA. 

6.5 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 118 Pound 
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EON‐408998 

EON‐408979 

EON‐408928 

EON‐408918 

EON‐408908 

EON‐408905 

12/9/2019 13:44 Reveal chicken breast with 
duck in a natural broth grain 
free 

12/9/2019 10:16 Bow Wow Pals 

Friday, 12/6 I purchased a container of reveal chicken breast with duck in a 
natural broth grain free wet cat food. Upon opening it I noticed it was a dark 
brown cloudy liquid and it smells like fecal matter/expressed anal glands. 
Dear Rite Aide: 
I am very concerned about a product your selling that is a treat of dogs. My 
dogs became violently ill and almost unconscious after eating the "kabob", 
they all threw up for several hours. 

4 Years Shih Tzu Dog 10 Pound 

The product is a "Bow Wow Pals" Beefhide Kabob. 

This product needs to be removed from the store shelves. There are several 
dog products coming from overseas that have killed dogs recently and I 
believe this product has the same concerns. 

I will be reporting this to a consumers affairs in hopes that they will act on this 
product as well. 

Thank You, 

(b) (6) 
12/8/2019 11:28 Nature's Domain My dogs eyes rolled back in her head and she seemed confused after waking 

up. Took her to the ER vet. Vet told us about the problems with grain free 
diets. Ultrasound showed abnormalities in her heart. Echocardiogram 
scheduled for later this week. She has been on a grain free diet her whole life. 
Concerned about my other dog who is 5 and has been on the same diet her 
whole life also. 

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 76 Pound 

12/8/2019 8:24 Special kitty 

12/8/2019 0:24 Special kitty mixed grill 

12/7/2019 23:20 Little Caesar (wet food all 
flavors), Pedigree (adult dry 
kibble) 

Feed my kitten special kitty mixed grill after about 2 hours he was vomiting 
constantly he than urinated and dedicated all over became unable to walk or 
move brought him to the vet and he was dehydrated would not keep any food 
down was on IV fluids and when tried to take off IV would not keep hydration 
continued to vomit the end result was his kidneys were damaged to point of no 
return had to end my cats life!! 
Vomiting and foaming at the mouth. Weak and stumbling. Very lethargic. Lost 
weight. 
Dog displayed no issues prior to the event. (b) (6) dog refused 
breakfast at 10:30am. We returned to attempt to feed her again at 2:00 pm. 
Dog had labored breathing, lethargy, and began vomiting blood. Rushed to our 
regular vet, who said she was in cardiac failure and sent us to emergency 
center with veterinary cardiologist who confirmed diagnosis. Vets began 
medications and dog spent next 24 hours in 100% oxygen tank. Dog passed 
(b) (6) at 2:45 pm 

10 Weeks 

6 Years 

10 Years 

American Shorthair 

Mixed (Cat) 

Shih Tzu 

Cat 

Cat 

Dog 

2 Pound 

5 Pound 

8 Pound 
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  Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 
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EON‐408900 12/7/2019 20:32 Bluebuffalo small bread and 
Bluebuffalo healthy weight 
dry dog food 

My pomeranian started coughing now and then. A couple days later she was 
coughing again and passing out. I brought her to the vet that day and she was 
diagnosed with an enlarged heart and fluid in her lungs. She had been in 
perfect health her whole life and went to the vet yearly for check ups. 

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 8 Pound 

EON‐408899 12/7/2019 20:12 Special Kitty surf & turf 
variety pack 

After they ate Special kitty cat food they all got diarrhea and were throwing up.
(b) (6)About 4 days later my cat was very lethargic and seemed to have a 

balance event and wouldn’t eat. On Monday morning he was shaking and I 
took him to the emergency vet and they said he had renal failure and an 
enlarged liver and was dehydrated. They also said he had a heart murmur 
which is unrelated to the cat food. They gave him subcutaneous fluid and I 
returned home. I called my regular vet and was going to take him in for more 
fluids but he died in my arms in my car as soon as I was in the car. The other 
cats recovered although one is not as healthy as previous to this event. 

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 

EON‐408893 12/7/2019 15:44 Natural Balance LID Sweet 
Potato & Venison 

Both dogs had been eating Natural Balance LID sweet potato & venison dry 
dog food for years without problems. Immediately after starting a new bag of 
the food (1 or 2 feedings for each dog) both dogs began to exhibit vomiting and 
diarrhea. (b) (6) , the younger/smaller dog got dehydrated quickly and required 
care at the local ER vet. That was on Saturday 11/16/19, by Monday 11/19/19 
both dogs had been seen by our regular vet and were being treated for colitis. 
After taking a detailed history our vet suspected that something was wrong 
with the new bag of food and had us reach out to the company to see if there 
were any reported problems or a recall. Natural Balance stated that there were 
no reported problems with that lot of food and assured us that it was fine. Our 
vet kept digging for info and finally found complaints on Consumer Affairs 
starting back in April of 2019. Various Natural Balance foods making pets sick 
with the same symptoms as our dogs. We have since moved on to another 
food for our dogs but when I saw the announcement today (12/7/19) of a recall 
of another JM Smucker owned brand of pet food making animals sick with 
similar symptoms I decided to follow the link in the article and file a report 
about our experience with this company's products. 

The bag info for the "bad" bag of food is below: 

BEST BY 20/MAY/2020 9080 080 

N8HO306-19 JAN 13:03 

POP 23633 42074 

5.5 Years Bichon Frise Dog 16 Pound 
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  Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
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EON‐408891 12/7/2019 14:32 Koha Super Premium Dog 
Food 
Limited Ingredient Diet 
Wild Kangaroo Entree with 
fresh blueberries 
P9KLKG9135A 0804 
Best By May 08 2022 
ID# KD13KA 

Approximately 30 minutes after eating Koha Kangaroo canned dog food, our 
dog was curled up in pain with snapping and growling if anyone tried to touch 
her. NEVER has done this before. We had just opened a new can of dog food 
but did not realize at first it was the food. This went on after every feeding (fed 
twice a day) for almost a week until we figured out what the issue was. Our 
dog had been perfectly happy and healthy up until the day we opened that can. 
She has been eating Koha Kangaroo for over a year with no issues ever. Over 
the course of a week, she became lethargic, grumpy, snappy, vomiting, 
constipated over night, and just plain miserable with pain! When we figured out 
it had to be the food, we stopped immediately. She was fed another brand of 
Kangaroo and it was unbelievable! We truly did not believe nor want to believe 
it could possible be THE FOOD!! She was fine after eating the new brand--no 
obvious stomach pain, no grumpiness, and no vomiting. After a few days, she 
started getting back to her normal happy go lucky dog "let's play fetch" 
personality. IT IS THE FOOD--SOMETHING'S WRONG WITH THIS BATCH 
OF FOOD. 

10 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 5 Pound 

EON‐408877 12/7/2019 9:52 Special kitty pate canned cat 
food variety case of 32 cans 

Violent vomiting and explosive diarrhea for days 8 Years Snowshoe Cat 12 Pound 

EON‐408874 12/7/2019 9:20 Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner Pate 

After having symptoms similar to a previous emergency vet visit less than a 
month before, Pet was taken to vet for treatment of extreme vomiting and 
salivation. She was also unable to walk well. Knowing what happened 
previously, Vet said that she thought it was a GI issue due to something she 
ate and put her on a special sensitive stomach diet. This time her all her 
bloodwork levels were normal and her temp was good. I believe it was due to 
being home this time when it happen and getting her to the vet as soon as I 
could. She was put on anti nausea medication for a few days and is doing 
even better than she did after the first incident. 

Domestic Shorthair Cat 

EON‐408873 12/7/2019 9:04 Special Kitty Mixed Grill 
Dinner La 

Pet had to be admitted to emergency vet for overnight care after experiencing 
extreme vomiting while owner was not at home. She also had extreme 
salivation and was weak and lethargic. Her body temp had also dropped. I was 
told that she had ingested some sort of toxin since one of her kidney levels 
was high. Vet was able to stabilize her and all her bloodwork levels returned to 
normal. 

Domestic Shorthair Cat 

EON‐408829 12/6/2019 15:44 Acana Heritage Dry Dog 
Food 

11/22/19 Diagnosed with right and left-sided DCM and right-sided heart failure 
based on ultrasound. 
Long-term diet of Acana brand dog food. 

9 Years Bulldog Dog 51.1 Pound 
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EON‐408807 12/6/2019 13:32 Blue Buffalo Blue Life 
Protection Formula Adult 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe, Nature's Recipe 
Adult Lamb Meal & Rice 
Recipe, 4health Grain Free 
Chicken & Vegetables 
Formula Adult Dog Food 

Referred by primary care veterinarian for on-going cough since Sept 2019. 
Suspected DCM w/ CHF was suspected d/t unresolved productive (fluid) 
cough. Ventricular arrhythmia noted at rDVM. Full cardiac exam revealed a 
normal LV wall thicknesses with decreased contractile function. LV cavity was 
volume-overloaded. LA was moderately enlarged. RH was subjectively 
enlarged. Trace pericardial effusion. No pleural effusion visualized. No ascites 
seen. ECG showed frequent runs of VT, R-on-T VPCs, multiform VPCs, 
periods of bigeminy. Patient was given 2 boluses of lidocaine during exam, 
after which longer periods of sinus beats were noted, interrupted by shorter 
runs of VT. 

9.8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 39.4 Kilogra
m 

Original diet: Blue Buffalo Life Protection Chicken & Brown Rice, Natures 
Recipe Recipe Lamb meal & rice, 4Health Grain Free Chicken & Veg Adult (all 
3 diets mixed together for 1-2 years). 
New Diet: Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice. Hill's 
Science Diet Beef and Barley canned 

BNP: 3057 
Troponin: pending 
Whole blood taurine: 367 
Plasma taurine: 182 

Recheck 3 months 
EON‐408802 12/6/2019 12:52 Taste of the Wild Sierra 

Mountain Grain-Free 
Roasted Lamb Dry Dog 
Food 

10/21 rDVM CXR cardiomegaly w diffuse interstitial pulmonary markings 
consistent w pulmonary edema 10/24 Westford ER for 3 wks coughing III/VI 
left apical holosystolic murmur standing echo performed: LA enlarged, 
moderately thickened MV, LV markedly dilated with global wall remodeling, 
septal motion depressed, Right heart relatively normal, regular rhythm Chem 8: 
BUN 8, Cr 0.7, K 3.8 

5.4 Years Great Dane Dog 50 Kilogra
m 

Original diet: Taste of the Wild Sierra Mountain w/ roasted lamb Grain Free. 
Been on diet for at least 4 years 
New diet: Purina Pro Plan Sensitive Skin and Stomach Salmon and Rice 

BNP: 3447 
Troponin: 0.757 
Whole blood taurine: 335 
Plasma taurine: 114 

Recheck in 3 months 
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EON‐408800 12/6/2019 12:40 Globetrotter 27-12 Dog Food We have a mix of Livestock Guardian Dogs (average weight 100 lbs) and 
Shetland Sheepdogs (average weight 25 lbs), all of which have been on 

Globetrotter dog food produced by Sunshine Mills for several years. 

In September, we purchased the same food, and the dogs began to act 
unusual, drinking an alarming amount of water, panting and pacing the house 
24/7, scratching uncontrollably, and urinating in the house several times a day. 
Our dogs are very well house trained, and have never messed in the house, so 
for them to mess, not once, but repeatedly and uncontrollably throughout the 

day, threw an immediate red flag. 

 , who was a female Sheltie weighing about 13 pounds and 
approximately 9 years old, presented abruptly with severe seizures and 

paralysis the morning of (b) (6) , and died within several hours of 
presenting symptoms. She was perfectly healthy until that day, aside from the 

urination problem that all dogs were exhibiting. 

On (b) (6) , (b) (6) , a 12 year old, 18 pound male Sheltie, also had 
severe seizures, paralysis, and died within a few hours of showing symptoms. 

We immediately ceased use of the food and closed it into a metal trash can in 
an outbuilding. We contacted the seller, and he redirected us to the distributor, 
who gave us the manufacturer's name, Sunshine Mills. During this period, the 

dogs continued to urinate all over the house, pant day and night, and show 
lethargy. We offered free choice water, and switched foods away from any 

Sunshine Mills product. 

Despite the attempts to clear the toxin from their systems, on (b) (6) ,
 , a 12 year old, 30 pound female Sheltie, also began seizing and died 

shortly thereafter 

Sheepdog 
(unspecified) 

Dog 
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UOM 

shortly  thereafter. 

We highly suspect Vitamin D poisoning, which Sunshine Mills has had 
problems with before, as per FDA website. 

Our surviving dogs, both large and small, are still urinating in the house (one 
on a near-daily basis), though far less than they were. They are still drinking 

large amounts of water, and while the itching has decreased, it is still apparent. 
The larger dogs recovered faster as to the incontinence, but were and are 

itching the worst, chewing their skin raw and ripping out their fur. 

Our family is devastated, we raised all three Shelties from puppies, and they 
were part of our family. 

When we called (b) (6) where we purchased the food, the owner said 
that they had previously requested that the distributor pick up the food in the 
summer months due to reported problems from customers who claimed their 
dogs would not eat the food. We were never notified of this, however, we had 

the same issues in July and August of the dogs not wanting to eat. We 
attributed it to the heat. The bags purchased in the fall, however, they 

consumed ravenously. The owner of (b) (6) . contacted (b) (6) the 
owner of (b) (6) (b) (6)in (b) (6) who distributed the food. contacted 

Sunshine Mills in VA and notified them of the problem, and then advised us to 
call Sunshine Mills directly, which we did. 

A representative of Sunshine Mills, (b) (6) , mentioned that they had 
tested the batches that went to . and detected rancidity and 

issues with the preservatives used in the food. He also mentioned that they 
would do what they could to compensate us for our loss. 

We then received a call from (b) (6) , a customer service representative 
with Sunshine Mills, who requested that we fill out a due diligence report. He 
said that he would send it, but we never received the form, so we called back 

on October 28th. At that time, he denied ever having spoken with us. He called 
back shortly after hanging up, and said that he had found the notes regarding 

our case. When we received the form after this third conversation, it is an 
extensive document utilizing very obtuse language. 

At that point, I reached out to Jennie Hallinan at the FDA. She was very 
understanding and helpful, and requested that I complete this form. 

We still have the food that killed our dogs in the sealed trash can, and have 
two unopened bags purchased from the fall in the same shed. 
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EON‐408718 12/5/2019 17:04 Fromm Family Heartland 
Gold® Adult Food for Dogs 

Presented for screening after 1/2 brother (report ID 275686) was diagnosed 
with DCM and they had been eating the same food. Echo showed LV cavity 
dilation with reduced contractile function. Full echo report in uploaded 
documents. 

4.8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 43.5 Kilogra 
m 

BNP - 758 
Troponin - 0.126 
Whole blood taurine - 304 
Plasma taurine - 111 
DCM genetic testing - Negative for both DCM1 and DCM2 

Original diet - Fromm Red Meat 
New diet - Hills Science Diet Chicken & Barley  

Recheck 3 months 
EON‐408707 12/5/2019 15:28 Purina Indoor Cat Chow I have fed my cat Purina Indoor Cat Chow for many years without any issues 

or concerns. This morning as I am feeding my cat I notice a sharp piece 
sticking out of a piece of food, I wanted to see if it was her hair that had fallen 
into it. As I attempted to pull it out it was stuck, I proceeded to soften the food 
with water and was able to pull it out. I had taken a photo of it and then threw it 
into the trash thinking it was normal, as I was feeding her for lunch I noticed 
multiple pieces of food had similar sharp objects. I am concerned as I do not 
want anything to harm my 12 year old cat. I have taken a few videos via phone 
to document this. 
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EON‐408661 12/5/2019 13:44 Fromm Family Heartland 
Gold® Adult Food for Dogs 

(b) (6) (b) (6)
presented to the emergency room on 10/18 for a six day history of 

retching and coughing. Point of care ultrasound showed dilated heart 
chambers and fluid in the chest, which are both consistent with heart failure. 
(b) (6)  was administered a diuretic to help remove the fluid from his lungs and 
hospitalized for further care and diagnostics. 

6.9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 47.4 Kilogra 
m 

After a full cardiac workup, (b) (6)
has been diagnosed with a primary heart 

muscle disease called dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) which may be 
associated with the diet. 

BNP - 4981 
Troponin - 0.679 
Whole blood taurine - 328 
Plasma taurine - 58 

Original diet - Fromm Adult Red Meat 
New diet - Hill's Science Diet Chicken & Barley  dry 

Recheck in 3 months 

Housemate (1/2 sister) also fed same diet and diagnosed with DCM 
EON‐408656 12/5/2019 13:32 Trader Joe's Chicken Breast

Wraps 
 Our family pet dog has been diagnosed with Fanconi Acquired Syndrome 

(kidney disease). It is a result of the dog ingesting a toxin that damages the 
kidneys. Many other cases of this disease in the recent past have been traced 
to a toxin in pet treats with dried chicken and/or duck treats. We had been 
giving the product from Trader Joe's Food Market called "Chicken Breast 
Wraps". The treating Veterinarian has asked we report this to the Veterinary 
division of the FDA. After looking at the FDA Veterinary website we discovered 
hundreds more similar cases reported, some with pet deaths. We are 
requesting the FDA require all products similar to duck, chicken and rawhide 
treats be removed from the market until testing can determine the toxin, so as 
to hasten treatment and prevent death. 

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound 

EON‐408630 (b) (6) I bought a bag two weeks ago and my dog ate it loved it and she was 
fine last week I went to buy another bag, the food looked different (the 
company claim its normal) after two days she stop eating that food and start 
having diarrhea and lack of energy. I called the company and they just told me 
to bring it back to the store and replace it. This is a prime food it called: ”Primal 
freeze dried nuggets” from Primal raw food. It cost 31$ for a bag that last ten 
days (for a12 pounds dog). 

12/5/2019 12:08 Primal freeze dried nuggets 8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 12 Pound 
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12/4/2019 23:32 Acana grain free dog food 
(Kibble style food) 

EON‐408599 

Mix of the different flavour 
options made by ACANA. 

12/4/2019 17:08 NutroMax Senior recipe with 
chicken 

EON‐408566 

was a f1b (or fb1?) golden doodle, dob: , 2015. 
was fed grain free puppy formula by the breeder so our family continued 

feeding  grain free ACANA as he grew (thinking we were doing good 
for him). We worked between the various grain free varieties offered by 
ACANA, any time we neded to restock his food. In late November 2018 

(b) (6)  was having difficulty breathing and was experiencing severe dry 
retching in the late evening. Attempts to help were not successful so a 

trip to the after hours emergency vet took place. 

3 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog 

Dog 92 Pound 

The emergency vet worked very quickly and diagnosed (b) (6) with kennel 
cough. Unfortunately that was not the case, things were much more severe. In 

mid December about 2 weeks after (b) (6) emergency vet visit, (b) (6) 
nearly collapsed on a short, slow paced walk. Knowing this was not normal I 
immediately took  to his regular vet clinic. It was at this time, during 

that visit we first received the heartbreaking news, (b) (6)  was in congestive 
heart failure! An ultrasound during that appointment showed (b) (6) heart 
was enlarged and estimated to be pumping at the extremely low rate of 5% 

effective. The vet said at that time they would normally have kept (b) (6) for 
overnight monitoring but were afraid to do it feeling the shock of separation 

could kill him. We took  home and prayed for a miracle so not to lose 
our young and amazing dog. Bloodwork drawn that night showed a normal 

taurine level for (b) (6) . 
With the diagnosis from the Vet, we immediately switched (integrated) to new 
food, medication and supplements. All this in hopes of reversing some of the 

damage done up to that point. Our vet clearly identified that was 
suffering from DCM due to the grain free diet he had been maintained on. 

Following a complete changeover on food, following a taurine supplement just 
in case, and multiple costly medications no change was found in follow up 

appointments. (b) (6)  survived past his 4th birthday in February 2019 but as 
summer set in and the temperature increase started, with no change in 

(b) (6)  condition, we heartbreakingly said goodbye to our dear (b) (6) on (b) (6) . (b) (6) was doing very poorly in the heat, quality of life was 
significantly not pleasant for him or us watching him go through it all. Diet 

related DCM killed my 4 yr old dog. My 10 and 7 year old were and remain 
devastated. I am heartbroken by his passing as he was a major support for me 

i n my battle with PTSD even through his own illness. Thank you for reading 
my story. 

Started Grain free diet Nutro Max Senior Recipe in Nov 2018. Has since been 
diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy & under vet care 

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐408516 12/4/2019 11:44 Grreat Choice® Chewy 
Jerky Dog Treat - Grain Free 
Gluten Free Chicken 

P presented on 11/26/2019 for further evaluation of cutaneous masses around 
the rectum. 
Comprehensive labwork and urinalysis was performed prior to considering 
anesthesia for P regarding the planning of surgical excision of the masses. 
Concern that P has glucose in the urine and has normal blood glucose level. P 
does have history of urinary issues and some history of polydipsia as well but 
was not experiencing any PU/PD symptoms at time of presentation. 
P has a history of being fed Jerky treats (gets chicken-turkey jerkey strips_ -- 
has been eating this for several years from Sam's club (members mark brand) -
- made with chicken and glycerin only. P was also recently given the PetSmart 
Chewy great choice chicken filet jerky treats as well. 
Clinical concern includes differential diagnosis of fanconi / fancon-like 
syndrome and I am seeking assistance to further investigate and possibly 
confirm. 
At this time I do have a small amount (maybe 2-3 mL) of P urine in the freezer. 
I have advised O to discontinue feeding P any Jerky Pet Treats at this time, 
and to try to record and contact the customer support service of the jerky treats 
to see if there are any recent re-calls. 
O is traveling for the holiday with P to (b) (6) O has a veterinarian there that 
has worked with P before as well, so I am planning to collaborate and at least 
get a re-check of the urinalysis to confirm the glucose in the urine and verify P 
blood glucose level as well. 

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐408466 

EON‐408465 

12/3/2019 17:12 PULSAR grain free (salmon) 

12/3/2019 17:00 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast with Lamb Meal 

Heart murmur diagnosed on pre-op exam for skin biopsy-thoracic rads showed 
cardiomegally. U/s confirmed DCM. Dog has been on PULSAR grain free diet 
since 1 yr of age. 

 About 2-3 weeks ago, had an episode where he was running around in 
the back yard then collapsed, stiffened then went limp/urinated. He was 
unconscious for 3-5 minutes and seemed very disoriented upon recovery. On 
Tuesday, he had a similar episode though it lasted <1 minute. Following this, 
he was taken to the rDVM for evaluation. O unsure what diagnostics were 
performed but cardiac disease was suspected. His diet was changed to Purina 
Proplan from Earthborne Grain Free and he was started on Taurine 
supplementation. Since then, he's had 2 more brief episodes (Thursday and 
Saturday night) and was paddling with tonight's episode. He also started 
coughing, breathing appears heavy intermittently and he's lethargic prompting 
evaluation tonight at CVSG where cardiac disease was suspected and 
immediate referral to EVS was advised. 

7 Years

5 Years 

American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 

Dog 

29.8 

34 

Kilogra 
m 

Kilogra 
m 

EON‐408454 12/3/2019 16:04 Wild Harvest salmon sweet 
potato blueberry dry dog 
food. 

Very healthy dog. Playing, eating and activity normal. Suddenly becoming tired 
and panting. Seemed out of breath and not willing to move much. Completely 
coherent. Death within 4 hours. Not sure what happened to our healthy boy 
and then we learned about grain free dog foods causing heart issues in larger 
breed dogs. 

9 Years Rottweiler Dog 105 Pound 
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(b) (6) 

(b) (6)  

12/3/2019 13:32 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Organic Chicken & 
Pea Dog Food 

EON‐408421 

12/3/2019 11:24 Trader Joe's Turkey & 
Pumpkin Jerky 
Grain Free 
Dog Treats 

EON‐408404 

(b) (6)  originally presented to her rDVM w/ a hoarse cough, was treated for a 
week with Doxycycline and cough tabs for suspected kennel cough. At that 
time she was coughing up phlegm and had decreased appetite, but her energy 
was good. After a week of this treatment her cough improved but her energy 
level continued to decline as did her appetite, and she refused to lay down. 
She then presented to an emergency vet. Radiographs showed "marked 
cardiomegaly, pleural effusion, mild pulmonary edema, and difficult to see a 
clear diaphragm on the lateral views which is likely due to the overlying fluid 
but I am unable to rule out a diaphragmatic hernia". She was transferred to our 
hospital where an echo helped diagnose DCM and CHF. She has been 
hospitalized for 6 days to treat the clinical signs of her disease. 

After "treating" (b) (6)  with Trader Joe's Pumpkin Turkey jerky, (b) (6) began 
exhibiting symptoms: 

lack of appetite and lethargy; drinking water (excessively); uncontrollable 
urination. The symptoms continued to worsen over the weekend. The first vet, 

(b) (6)(b) (6) , asked my boyfriend if had consumed jerky treats; he 
said no because he did not know that I had purchased this season product on 
a lark. (We always buy the same treats.) . The vet prescribed antibiotics for a 

bladder infection while waiting for bloodwork. Because of the sugar in the 
urine, she thought he might have diabetes. (b) (6) got much worse - he was 
now vomiting up the water he was drinking. We knew we had to go to the 

animal hospital, and indeed the vet called when she saw the bloodwork to tell 
us that he was "in big trouble." The animal hospital (b) (6)  did an ultra 
sound to look for blockages or tumors, which they did not find. They sent him 

home with an appetite stimulant because they were worried about him not 
eating (at that point it had been 4 days since he had eaten). We were horrified 

because (b) (6) was obviously in great distress. He wasn't getting the 
antibiotics because he was vomiting and peeing seemingly non-stop. The next 
morning I rushed him to my vet in 

(b) (6)

because the head of the animal hospital 
obviously didn't know what to do. By the time we got to (b) (6) , he had
the blood work from

 
 (b) (6) . He immediately asked about jerky treats. 

AND he immediately admitted  for supportive fluids and antibiotics.
was on an IV for 8 days. He has subsequently had another bladder infection, 

which we are told he is prone to develop because of the damage to the 
kidneys. We are 100% certain medical crisis (ongoing) was caused by 
this jerky treat purchased at Trader Joe's. He continues to be quite fragile. He 
is on prescription food, and we are testing his urine daily. We have had blood 

panels done several times as well as other lab tests. We have a definitive 
diagnosis of acquired Fanconi Syndrome. All other causes of Fanconi 

Syndrome have been ruled out by the tests and the treatment. For the record, 

3 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired 

Dog 30.5 Kilogra 
m 

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 170 Pound 
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(b) (6)  started coughing and rapid breathing five months ago and was 
immediately taken to our vet. After testing, he was diagnosed as having 
cardiomyopathy and was placed on Vetmedin twice daily. We unfortunately 
lost our female Schnauzer a few weeks prior she had an enlarged heart. Our 
Vet asked us what we were feeding our dogs. I told him that I always fed my 
dogs grain free food because regular food would make my dogs itch. After 
telling him this, he enlightened me on the effects of grain free food and the 
relation to cardiomyopathy. I immediately changed all my dogs diet. However, 
my Boxe unfortunately passed away 4 months after diagnosis. 

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐408391 12/3/2019 10:20 Nature's Variety - Instinct 
Grain Free recipe with Lamb

Pet is atypical breed for development of DCM - identified with DCM on echo 
 and pet has been fed Nature's Variety - Instinct grian free recipe with Lamb. 

EON‐408376 12/3/2019 4:32 9 lives meaty pate with real 
salmon 

On (b) (6)  I purchased 9 lives cat food from the liquor store ((b) (6)  ) 
down the street from my house .They only had one kind of catfood so it was 
my only choice ( 9lives meaty pate with real salmon) (barcode number 
7910000294)(it was a 4pck of 5.5oz cans ).I came home and fed my cats 1 can 
that they shared and then went to bed . In the morning i went to feed the cats 
again but since only (b) (6)  could be found so i continued to feed him a whole 
can to himself. He seemed fine after eating the food and 1 hour went by and I 
was outside petting my cat when suddenly it seemed as though he gasped for 
air and fell over an was unresponsive.I then picked him up and ran out of the 
house to the vet hospital and when I got there his heart had already stopped . I 
am so confused about this ..I have had these cats since they both could fit in 
the palm of my hand . They are brother and sister..Neither one has ever been 
sick .They both have had all their shots and both fixed when they were about 1 
year old. I left the pet hospital trying to figure out how this happened so I 
googled cat food recalls and the first to come up was 9 lives cat food . I am so 
heart broken by this ..This only happened 3 hours ago ...I know i cant do 
anything to bring back my (b) (6) but please will the FDA look into this so no 
one else has to go through this .. 

10 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐408371 12/2/2019 22:12 Blue Buffalo Grain Free 
Merrick Grain Free 
Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
Redford Natural Limited 
Ingredient Grain Free

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 80 Pound 

we have another dog. He is overweight, so he was not given the treat. There's 
(b) (6) absolutely no chance got into something.
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EON‐408362 12/2/2019 18:12 Blue buffalo large breed 
adult chicken and brown rice 

On two separate occasions, immediately after switching our dog’s food to blue 
buffalo, our lab began vomiting and having bloody diarrhea. We spent over 
$2000 to have surgery and tests run to figure out what was wrong. We never 
found out what was going on the first time because we switched her food when 
it ran out and she seemed to get better (we didn’t recognize the timing before) 
but when it happened again the day after we switched her to blue buffalo and 
we took her to the vet, the veterinarian advised us that they have seen this 
exact same thing happen many times when dogs are switched to blue buffalo. 
He told us to immediately stop the food. After doing some research online, we 
found thousands of others who have had the same thing happen, some even 
stating that their dogs died as a result of the food, we believe action needs to 
be taken to remove this horrible food from the market. We are still working to 
get our dog the care she needs to help her get better. 

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 100 Pound 

EON‐408334 12/2/2019 15:40 (b) (6) Heavy breathing and stiffness, went to vet and dog was diagnosed with 
 congestive heart failure. Is now on daily meds. 

10 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature 

Dog 19 Pound 
Chicken and Brown Rice Dry
Dog Food 

EON‐408323 12/2/2019 14:28 Ron's Cichlid Adult Food Ron's fish food is not labeled correctly. He is selling repackaged fish food 
mixed with other brands from overseas and selling it across the United States. 
He is not telling the truth about the ingredients in the fish food that he sells. He 
is deceiving his customers. 

He has been doing this for over a year now. Customers have requested a 
correct listing of ingredients and a country of origin but will not provide one. 

https://rons-cichlids.myshopify.com/collections/rons-cichlid-food 

Please look into this. 
EON‐408287 12/2/2019 11:00 Stella and Chewy's Wild-

Caught Whitefish Raw 
Coated Kibble 

Patient presented 10.14.2019 for new cough, more pronounced at night, that 
owner had noticed for the past few weeks. A new murmur was ausculted, and 
chest radiographs showed an enlarged heart and generalized 
bronchointerstitial pattern. ACE inhibitors and diuretic therapy was instituted 
and an echocardiogram scheduled; echo on 10.25.2019 showed marked 
dilation of the heart, especially the left side, very poor contractility. 
Pimobendan was added to other prescriptions. Patient has been fed grain-free 
diet (Stella and Chewy's - fish formula) for at least the last 2 years. 

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57.3 Pound 
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EON‐408286 12/2/2019 10:48 Origen Senior Dog Food Beginning Monday Nov 11, 2019 (b) (6)
Male Golden Retriever had Diarrhea, 

although inconsistent through the week and occurring again later in the week 
Thursday Nov 14. 

On Friday Nov 15 (b) (6)
stopped eating food, and had some vomiting through

the weekend and remained not eating until the Monday Nov 18 Vet visit (b) (6)

). 

The Veterinarian reviewed his health, weight, radiograph, and blood test and 
found a Bacterial infection, and a loss of weight. 

The Veterinarian administered 1 liter of SubQ fluids under skin, given a 
Cerenia Injection, Ampicillin Injection, and prescriptions which included Flagyl, 

Amoxicillin, Cerenia, and PepcidAC. 

(b) (6)  also had a Ultrasound completed on Nov 26 to rule out any blockages, 
and to see the condition of his organs. 

Through the week Nov 19 through 24 (b) (6)
was fed only boiled white rice, and 

ground fully cooked chicken. 

On Nov 24 (b) (6)
began eating dry Dog Food again. 

During the course of the illness one change that was noted is new bags of 
Orijen Senior, Adult and 6Fish were purchased on Nov 7, 2019. 

The Orijen Senior dog food was started shortly after, while using existing open 
bags of Orijen Adult and Orijen 6fish. 

A second dog “(b) (6) ” also a 9 year old Golden retriever began having some 
inconsistent diarrhea during the week of Nov 19th 

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 73.8 Pound 
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s a result of (b) (6)  diarrhea I tried to rule out anything not consistent with their 
feeding, and I thought that the new bag of Origen Senior may be a contributing 

factor. 
I stopped feeding Origen Senior dry dog food to Lisa approximately Nov 25, 

2019 
Origen Senior dry dog food was not reintroduced after the illness. 

The existing bags of Origen Adult and Origen 6fish were depleted on Dec 1 
and the new bags of Origen Adult and Origen 6 Fish have been started. 

Both dogs ((b) (6)  and (b) (6) ) were fed twice a day since they were puppies with 1-
1/4 cups dry dog food totaling 2.5 cups per day. 

They also received 60 grams of boiled shredded chicken breast and added 
vegetable until early 2019 when vegetables were not included as a result the 
FDA issued warnings regarding heart disease increases as a result of peas, 

beans & lentils. 

Beginning Nov 2018 I began introducing Origen Senior dog food to both Ben & 
Lisa. 

By early 2019 the dry dog food was provided in the following ratios: 3/4 cup 
senior, 1/4 cup adult and 1/4 cup 6fish. 

Currently the dry dog food ratio is 3/4 cup adult and 1/2 cup 6fish and they 
receive 60 grams of boiled shredded chicken breast. 

EON‐408249 12/1/2019 19:08 Natural Balance Diagnosed with DCM. Heart failure. Vet stated most likely due to grain-free 
diet. I was feeding natural balance. 

13 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound 

EON‐408243 12/1/2019 15:44 ACANA Dog Protein Rich 
Real Meat Grain Free Adult 
Dry Dog Food, Wellness 
Simple Natural Grain Free 
Dry Limited Ingredient Dog 
Food Salmon & Potato 24-
Pound Bag, Open Farm Wild
Caught Salmon Grain Free 
Dog Food 24lb 

Diagnosed with late stage dilated cardiomyopathy with an ejection fraction of 
13%. Having fed our dog (b) (6)Acana freshwater and atlantic salmon dog 
food for 3.5 years and open farms salmon protein foods. His entire life, he was 
fed grain free foods, although not intentionally, we just bought what we were 
told was highly rated and good for our dog. It started when he developed a 
cough. This was misdiagnosed as kennel cough. When it did not improve after 

 antibiotics after 10 days his breathing continued to be labored, but the cough 
was gone. We brought him to the emergency room at (b) (6)(b) (6) in 

, and upon admission, learned that his heart was 230% the size it 
should be and that his EF was 13%. After two weeks of extremely aggressive 
medicine and O2 support, his kidneys started to fail and we had to put him 
down as his lungs continued to fill up from cardiac failure. He died at about the 
age of 4. 

4 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog 

Dog 52 Pound 
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EON‐408240 12/1/2019 14:20 Taste of the Wild Prey Trout 
dry kibble prior to that Taste 
of the Wild High Prairie 
(consumption of many bags 
over several years) 

I first reported my dogs diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy in August 2019. 
The diagnosing veterinarians attributed her case of DCM to a diet of grain free 
dog food. The reports uploaded here reflect improvement with change of diet 
to dog food with grain and addition of L-Carnitine and Taurine supplements. 

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian 

Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐408233 12/1/2019 10:12 Earthborn grain free primal 
dry dog food 

Does of congestive heart failure 15 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature 

Dog 16 Pound 

EON‐408217 11/30/2019 19:44 Hound and Gatos Lamb 
Chicken and Salmon 

Around th middle of Augusgt 2019, my cat refused to finish her meal. There 
remianed in her bowl a small, tan, very elastic object in her bowl. As she was 
getting both a dehydrated as well as a canned food, it was impossibe to know 
which food was suspect. About mid-October I was able to identify the same 

kind of foreign object in the same flavor of Hound and Gagtos 5.5 ounce Lamb, 
Chicken and Salmon canned food. I called the company but had to leave a 

voice man message. 

A little over two weeks passed when, with escalating frustration at the 
company’s lack of response to food quality and safety concerns, I sent an 

email expressing my feelings. Later the same morning I received an email from 
Cathy at Hound and Gatos. Because I threw out in disgust the can from which 
the foreign material was found, I gave her a lot number and best by date from 
a different can of lamb, chicken and salmon from the same case (24 pack) of 
product that I ordered from Pet Food Experts in the spring. Cathy asked me to 
send the object I found in the can to (b) (6) 

. She told me it would 
take two weeks to analyse the foreign object and report back to me. About 
three weeks later, I spoke to Cathy at Hound and Gatgos to ask where my 

report was. She said that telling me it would take two weeks was incorrect and 
it would be longer. Shortly after, I received an email from Cathy, "I checked 
with our receiving department and they have no record of receiving a box or 

envelope from you. ..." 

I am furious with Hound and Gatos! First strange things in the food, then 
issues with their telephone system failing to respond in a prompt manner, 

failing to respond in the two weeks time frame I was advised and now can’t 
find my letter with the foreign object tells me this is acompmlany gthat does not 
take pet food health concerns seriously. That is why I am filing this complaint. 
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Today, I identified another foreign object in the same flavor of cat food. This 
object ws identical to the pervious ones only it was about twice as large. I 

placed it in a zip lock bag, transferred the information from the can to the bag 
and placed it in the fridge while I filed this complaint. 

EON‐408214 11/30/2019 18:04 Hills Science Diet 
Veterinarian Recommended 
Adult 1-6 Chicken Recipe 

I bought an undamaged packaged bag of Science Diet Adult Cat Food and left 
it in my room overnight, unopened. I heard noises coming from the bag like 
something moving around in the bag. I placed the unopened bag in a plastic 
container, hoping that if whatever was in the bag chewed its way out, that it 
would be stuck in this container. As of now, nothing has exited the bag, but I 
still hear occasional noises. I did take the bag back to where it was purchased, 
but since they did not have any more bags left to trade it out with, they told me 
to come back when they had a new order shipped in. Therefore, the bag is in 
the container in my car. I have emailed Science Diet with the information since 
their offices are closed today to make them aware of the situation in case they 
receive any calls about similar circumstances from others, or if they receive 
multiple calls about cats getting sick from eating their food. 

EON‐408211 11/30/2019 16:40 BIL JAC Both dogs het sick immediatly after eating treats have been eating these treats 
for years with 0 problems 

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 25 Pound 

EON‐408200 11/30/2019 14:28 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets Dry 
Dog Food Grain Free 

Sweet Potato and Fish 
Formula, Natural Balance 
L.I.D. Limited Ingredient 
Diets Dry Dog Food Grain 
Free 

Sweet potato and fish 
formula treats. 

My dog was on natural balance from the time he was 6-8 months old to this 
month(born 2014), Nov. 2019. Around August/September this year he started 
having terrible diarrhea, almost everyday. My dog has never had diarrhea so I 
have been pretty wrecked trying to figure out what has been wrong with him. 
After a month I finally went to the vet, after switching to Royal Canin and a 
probiotic, he has massively improved back to his normal self. Normally I would 
have just let it go, assumed the brand had changed, but I have been reading 
many reports of people with similar problems in the similar time frame I had. 
Others who had been with this brand for long periods of time, and suddenly 
had problems with diarrhea, vomiting, blood. Another reason I decided to file 
this I accidently gave him some natural balance treats last night when I went 
out. Normally I would give him peanut butter, but I was out. This morning he 
again had violent diarrhea. It just seems like the coincidence is too hard to 
ignore at this point and I am genuinely concerned about the health of dogs who 
may be eating this food/treats. 

5 Years Bulldog Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐408197 11/30/2019 14:00 Hill’s Prescription Diet 
Urinary Care c/d Vegetable 
Tuna & Rice Stew 

The canned food looked like a different color, and the cats did not want to eat 
it. After contacting Hill’s, they assured me that the food was okay, and that 
discoloration was fine. So I mixed more treats in with the wet food (I always 
add treats to the wet food) and they ate it. The next day both cats were sick. 
One cat never recovered. (b) (6)

7 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 14 Pound 
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EON‐408188 11/30/2019 12:52 Organix chicken and 
oatmeal 

9 yr old female pitbull has been on Organix chicken and oatmeal for approx 7 
years. Recently, she was taken to emergency vet care for unexplained 
symptoms of seizures. Veterinarian asked about ingredients in diet. Stated 
there was a link with peas and potatoes causing symptoms related to what my 
pet was experiencing. Vet prescribed meds for home and pet was released. 
Checked ingredients in Organix thru website, chickpeas, peas, and pea protien
are all major ingredients. 

 

EON‐408180 11/30/2019 8:16 SPECIALI KITTY BEEF 
AND LIVER CLASSIC PATE 

I opened a can of Beef and Liver Dinner by Speciail Kitty. As I was spooning it 
into the bowl I found what appears to be maggots. I Usually buy seafood and 
have never seen any. I have the can if I need to take it somewhere and I took a 
couple of pictures. I will not be purchasing this brand anymore. Are maggots 
allowed in pet food? Will notify Walmart where it was purchased. here is what 
was on bottom of the can: FBLWSi 19:27 

EON‐408159 11/29/2019 18:12 Dr. Harvey's, Sojo's original 
dehydrated oat mix, Oma's 
Pride raw ground chicken 
beef or turkey with 
vegetables mix 

Previous echoes showed degenerative mitral valve disease. DCM identified on 
echo Aug 2019. Owner discontinued Dr. Harvey's since it contained legumes, 
but continued raw (combination of commercial raw plus additional raw meat). 
Echo in Nov 2019 showed no improvement (lower fractional shortening). 
Owner changing diet now and will recheck echo in a few months. 

7.59 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian 

Dog 31.1 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐408156 11/29/2019 17:40 Wellness Bison grain free Since 2014 has been fed Wellness Bison grain free dog food.
presented for acute onset dyspnea and panting. Workup at emergency hospital 
revealed DCM, patient died of respiratory arrest that evening 

 (b) (6) 6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 

EON‐408146 11/29/2019 15:08 v-dog 
kindkibble 
plant powered nutrition 

Annual examination revealed a new heart murmur (Grade I of IV) with no 
clinical signs of disease or change in behavior at home. has been fed a 
vegetarian diet for several years in an attempt by the owner to help with skin 
infections and possible food allergy. Echocardiogram performed by and 
interpreted by Idexx cardiologist shows changes in heart muscle consistent 
with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Diet is suspected to have played a role in this 
patient. Owners are willing to do what they can to help  recover from this 
and to prove it is diet related. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 102.4 Pound 

EON‐408144 11/29/2019 15:04 Canidae Large Breed 
Formula Dry, Merrick 
Chunky Grain Free Big 
Texas Steak Tips Dinner 

Patient presented for regurgitation and on doing chest radiographs an enlarged
heart and evidence of heart disease was found. Further workup has been 
recommended in the form of recheck radiographs and potentially an 
echocardiogram. 

 2 Years Rottweiler Dog 187 Pound 
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Not long after I started giving her the recommended 1/4 scoop in the morning 
and evening I noticed her stools getting softer and finally after about 2-3 weeks 
it turned into reddish diarrhea and throwing up plus not eating . 

8 Years 11/28/2019 11 :52 Scruffypet Dog Probiotics & 
Multivitamins 

Dachshund 

Miniature 
Dog 12.3 Pound 

I did start out with 1 /8 scoop for 4 days as a test . 
Problem is that many times the problem is accumulative in nature and it takes 
time for the damage to occur . 
Just like being poisoned gradually . I'm worried that the supplement damaged 
my dogs intestines and/or stomach . 
Nothing else in her dog food had changed ? I did 3 Contact Us to the 
manufacturer and no response?!? 
I also noticed that on their website and Amazon.com the Probiotic has been 
showing "Out of Stock" for around 2 month's now, along with other stuff they 
sell?!? 
Took my dog to her Vet and they put her on a special Hills Science diet along 
with meds for the diarrhea . 
She now has fair and bad days and her stool samples have shown up with 
blood in them . 
We now have her scheduled for an Ultrasound on Dec. 2 to try and see what's 
going on . 
The Vet is worried that this product may have given my dog Colitis which can 
be life threatening . 
I have around $1000 invested in this problem already with reoccurring vet 
visits, meds, and special foods . 
I find it VERY disturbing that the company refuses to respond to me! 
Company Info off the container; 
Scruffypet.com 1-845-999-6074 616 Corporate Way Suite 2-3648 Valley 
Cottage NY 10989 
Made in USA Lot 1805199 Exp. 07/2021 UPC= 683203857123 
PS:: I have a sample that I would like analyzed if possible . 

EON-408O84 

11/27/2019 17:00 Acana Adult Dog (Free-run 
Chicken Wild Flounder & 
Fraser Valley Greens) 

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound (b) 1°)was a healthy, very active 4-year-old Golden Retriever. She has been
fed Acana dog food since the age of 8 weeks, initially a puppy formula; but
since the age of approx 18 months has been fed exclusively Acana
Adult Dog formula, with occasional training treats (Mother Hubbard cookies,
dried beef liver, bully sticks). She developed a cough in August, and was seen
by our family vet. Thoracic radiography indicated an enlarged heart. A follow-
up consult with a cardiologist 6 weeks later confirmed a diagnosis of severe
dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) (diet-related vs other) with severe arrthymia

er echocardiogram and Holter monitor).?g) (6) is currently being managed with diet change, taurine and carnatine 
supplementation, medication, and activity restriction. 

EON-408020 11/27/2019 12:20 Blue basics limited 
ingredient grain free salmon 
and potato wet food 

diagnosed with Taurine-Deficient (Nutritional) Dilated Cardiomyopathy by 
veterinarian after numerous diagnostic tests 

15 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound 

D1scla1mer. This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA s established reporting systems. 
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(b) (6)was a little slow to stand up sometimes in the month before the event.
He spent a little more time sleeping. Something seemed off, but I didn't know
what was going on. He was eating normally and not losing any weight. On the 
day of the event we went for a walk when all of a sudden he yelped out in pain
collapsed, jerked about then slowly went flaccid with agonal respiratory effort 
and tongue hanging out of his mouth. Felt on chest and HR was rapid and 
irregular. He suddenly came to, but took about 20 minutes to be able to stand 
up and walk back home. He was very lethargic and HR was still well over 200 
and irregular. Took him into the vet. CXR revealed advanced DCM with pleura
effusion. Was advised to euthanize him due to the advanced stage of his 
DCM, rapid and irregular HR, panting and the witnessed event. He had been 
on dry Zignature Limited Ingredient Turkey since July of 2018 and prior that 
Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Sweet Potato and Venison. 
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  EON‐407990 11/26/2019 21:12 Hill's Science Diet 
Youthful Vitality 
Chicken & vegetable entree 

On November 21, 2019 I received a package of cat food from Petco. Out of the
24 cans I received five were swollen but all were expired, the oldest of which 
was 11 months past expiration. I contacted Petco headquarters and lodged a 
complaint. Petco HQ shipped out a replacement order that I received on the 
26th of November in the same condition. All food in the second shipment had 
expired in january 2019. I have attached all images of the order and shipment 
information. 

EON‐407971 11/26/2019 17:04 Zignature Turkey Formula 
Limited Ingredient Formula 

8.8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 82 Pound 

, 

l 

EON‐407940 11/26/2019 13:28 Acana He died on in his sleep from cardiomyopathy. He was on Acana food 
for 2 years and we believe his death may be linked to the recent study of 
canine cardiomyopothy deaths related to the Acana food brand 

 (b) (6) 9.5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 65 Pound 
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EON-407900 11/26/2019 9:24 Earthborn Died overnight on Friday Nov 22

Cough- 2 days very bad, any kind of movement- trigger cough, 
no change e/d- excited to eat 
no wt loss
Prior before cough starting, he was lagging behind in walks but O thought 
arthritis
Weeks before laying on cough before panting more but O did not notice any 
abnormal breathing

Other dog on Primal dog food is fine

Discussed referral to (b) (6) for full necropsy.
Discussed we could do a gross necropsy here but mostly heart- CHF, pleural 
effusion/ neoplasa vs mass- splenic tumor vs open
Can't do today- will look on Monday- O said that was fine

Rads- Post Mortem- Lg heart

11/25- LMOC- still waiting on (b) (6)to thaw, did take rads and very lg heart. 
wondering what food he was on?
SWO-(b) (6)- on Earthborn grain free his whole life

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 18.6 Pound

EON-407871 11/25/2019 21:24 Fromm Four Star Grain Free 
Beef, Fromm Small Breed 
Adult Gd

(b) (6)has eaten Fromm dry grain free dog food for years then he had started 
with breathing problems after.he w ould walk, vet checked his heart said there 
was nothing wrong, so we continu ed him on Fromm dog food just a different 
flavor. (b) (6) would still have som e breathing problems here & there & would 
cough at times. I nor the vet could n't find anything wrong with him just to jeep 
any eye on him on 4/8/2019, took (b) (6)into Vet ( (b) (6) )
dental cleaning & during dental cle aning our normal from our knowledge & vets 
too, healthy Yorkie "(b) (6)" passe d away!! His heart gave out for some 
unknown reason. Reading & heari ng about issues of Fromm dog food, I'm so 
disappointed & heartbroken, we ha ve lost our fur-baby forever.

 for

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 9 Pound

EON-407827 11/25/2019 13:28 Selling raw meats with 
contaminated

Food sold on bearskimethod.com has caused my dogs to become dealthy ill Greyhound Dog
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(b) (6) (b) (6)- (a normally veracious eater) did not eat her breakfast. My 
husband took her out to the toilet,she pooped and then ate. She ate her dinner 

that night with no issues.
(b) (6)  - We were out most of the day. ate her breakfast as normal. 

Our housemate observed at 5pm that appeared lethargic. We got home 
at 10pm and was lethargic. I gave her 1.5 tramdol and 1/2 a Duramax. 
She did not eat her dinner. I took her to the emergency vet around 11pm. The 
said she was dehydrated and gave her fluid under the skin. They ran a blood 
panel. Results were normal except low thyroid hormones and low white blood 

cell count. They gave me Thyroxine tablets to give to her and Slippery Elm 
(administer by mouth), thinking it was a stomach upset. The said if she wasn't 

eating the next day to bring her in 
- The next morning I gave her the Slippery Elm and the Thyroid tablet. 

She threw up fluid and the dry dog food she had eaten 24 hours before. She 
did not eat breakfast. She drank some water and passed a small amount of 

normal looking stool. She was still lethargic and when we went for a walk she 
laid down and didn't want to get up. At around 3pm she peed and it was dark 

yellow. I took her to the emergency vet again. They still thought it was stomach 
issues. The gave her fluid under the skin and an injection of Cerenia and told 
us to continue the slippery elm and she should be eating. Her abdomen was 
swollen but when the vet pressed against it she was not feeling pain. At 7pm 
she was still not eating. Her heart was racing at around 200 beats per minute. 
She was even more lethargic and did not want to get up from a lying position. 
She was also drooling. We took her to the vet again, they put her on an IV and 

ran a pancreas test. At 11.30pm they called us and said her pancreas test 
came back abnormal. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6) - I called the vet at 10am. They advised me that

NECROPSY FINDINGS: 
The vet performed a necropsy. 

 had passed 
away between around 6am-7pm. 

(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐407750 11/25/2019 2:32 Natures Domain Organic 
Chicken and Pea 

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound
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NECROPSY FINDINGS: 

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

Thoracic Cavity: 
No signs of fluid in thoracic cavity. 

Heart - very enlarged. Ventricle walls very thin musculature. 
Lungs - appear normal - pink in color. 

Abdomen: Large amounts of free blood in abdominal cavity. 
Liver - dark in color - friable. 

Spleen - mildly enlarged. 
Pancreas - very red, inflamed, hemorrhagic. 

Kidneys - normal. 
Bladder - normal, empty. 

Concluded cause of death: 
Dilated Cardio Myopathy, Pancreatitis, Liver involvement. Hemorrhage into 

abdominal cavity. 
The vet advised that he through the DCM was caused by a grain free diet.

(b) (6)was on a grain free diet (Costco Natures Domain Organic Chicken and 
Pea) since February 2018. 

EON‐407740 11/24/2019 18:44 Chicken Soup for the Soul 
Grain-Free Salmon Pea and 
Sweet Potato dry 

Feeding BEG diet x 4 years. Slowing down/less active/heard about about diet-
associated DCM issue - got echo which showed DCM. I did nutrition 
consultation although have not examined dog personally (records from RDVM 
and cardiologist attached). We have changed dog's diet and owner will have 
recheck echo done in 6-9 months. 

53 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 33.4 Kilogra 
m
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EON‐407714 11/24/2019 13:08 Merrick Backcountry Grain 
Free 96% Real Chicken, 
Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Veggies 

We oder Dog Food regularly from Chewy.

 (b) (6) ? I feel the temperature 
conditions from the purchased products are completely unacceptable and are 
a high risk for tainted/spoiled dog food. They may not have this issue in Maine,
but here in (b) (6) , many of the FEdEx delivery vans have side doors 
open and the driver has a fan. Nott my idea of cool, dry storage. The dog food 
delivery market is growing, but my experience proves that they are not doing it 
safely. 

Several times my Dog Food has been delivered 
HOT. Yes, hot. I have called Chewy each time and get the standard - ok, we'll 
send out another batch. This has happened multiple times with both canned 
and bagged dog food. I would not accept this from Instacart or Amazon Fresh 
and I will not accept putting my dogs at risk because of unsafe Food Handling. 
I have called Chewy and demanded to speak with a VP or above and finally 
received a call from a 4 month new hire in Customer Service. I work at home 
and my dogs let me know before FedEx even approaches the door, the 
delivered product in brought into the house within a few minutes. I have a long 
porter cacher so the sun never hits the product directly. I have opened Chewy 
boxes only to be met with a blast of hot air and, have the purchased Dog food 
in there danger zone. If I'm having this issue, and I bring in the product within 
minutes, what about

 (b) (6)

 

EON‐407707 11/24/2019 10:04 Nature's Logic Feline Turkey 
Feast 
Nature's Logic Feline 
Chicken Feast 

I fed my cats Nature's Logic chicken and turkey formulas. One adult cat 
became severely constipated requiring medical attention. My 4 month old 
kitten now has an elevated kidney level. The cans state, buried in fine print, 
"This product is intended for intermittent or supplemental feeding only." The 
cans also have statements for feeding daily. Which is correct? This is 
misleading. I overlooked the statement about intermittent feeding so that is my 
fault. I called the manufacturer and was told they were required to include the 
"intermittent feeding" statement the food is really ok for daily feeding. This 
makes no sense. 
The moisture content is 72 percent. 
I thought the required minimum is 75 percent. Please investigate this food for 
possible recall. It is dangerous. 

10 Days Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 5.5 Ounce 

EON‐407694 11/23/2019 22:04 Taste of the Wild Prey Trout 
Dog Food 

Hard time breathing, seizures, fast heart rate. Brought to the emergency vet, 
where she has been oxygenated for the past 36 hours, currently in the process 
of being brought out of congestive heart failure. 

3.5 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke 

Dog 30 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON-407653 11/23/2019 12:28 ORIJEN Tundra Dry Grain- 
Free Dog Food, I and Love 
and You Naked Essentials 
Lamb & Bison Recipe Grain- 
Free Dry Dog Food, The 
Honest Kitchen Human 
Grade Dehydrated Grain 
Free Dog Food

There is a diet my dog was on for last 18 month:
One and half cup of mix (twice a day):"ORIJEN Tundra Dry"/"I and Love and 
You Naked Essentials Lamb & Bison Recipe" Grain-Free Dry Dog Food AND 
half cup of "The Honest Kitchen Human Grade Dehydrated Grain Free Dog 
Food".

This diet has caused DCM (The left ventricle is severely dilated)

3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 84 Pound

EON-407645 11/23/2019 10:48 4 Health Untamed Southern 
Bayou Recipe Wild Boar and 
Lentil Formula

About 6 weeks ago, I brought (b) (6)into the vet on an emergent basis 
because she started with a cough. I suspected kennel cough. The vet looked 
her over and also suspected kennel cough. We started her on antibiotics and 
followed up the following week. She wasn’t better so he gave her some 
injectable antibiotics and we continued on oral antibiotics. By the following 
week when we went in for yet another follow up and she wasn’t better and was 
losing weight, I started suspecting heartworm and expressed my concerns to 
my vet. He drew some blood and took some x-rays and asked what type of 
food we feed. I told him we fed 4Health Grain Free. He took another view of 
her chest via x-ray and let me know she had an enlarged heart and heart 
disease. He had her follow up the next week for an ultrasound to confirm what 
kind of heart disease and started her on heart medication and a diet change. 
The ultrasound confirmed DCM (dilated cardiomyopathy) suspected diet 
related. He took some more blood and sent it off to be checked to see her 
Taurine levels. Those should be back in a couple of weeks.

5 Years Pointing Dog -
German Short-haired

Dog 50 Pound

EON-407635 11/23/2019 9:12 Forza10 Sensitive Digestion Product: Forza10 Sensitive Digestion Baf
Place of Purchase: Chewy.com
Order number #213040082

The food in question had a different smell and texture, either i fed my dogs with 
the food and both had high creatinine levels and one of the dog entered in 
Kidney Failure.

Was at the hospital under treatment and now is recovering

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 20 Pound

EON-407561 11/22/2019 12:28 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diets Grain Free 
Potato & Duck Formula

(b)(6) was having seizures and was showing signs of having Cushing's 
disease. I had another Boston years ago that had the disease also and lived to 
be 13 years, 4 years after being diagnosed. I had my vet perform a Cushing's 
test and she was diagnosed with it. They put her on some meds for it and she 
was doing real well with these meds. I seen an ad that a vet was 
recommending to help dogs with Cushing's to improve their health and I 
bought several bags and was giving it to (b) (6)only until she died about a 
month later.

9 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 28 Pound
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EON-407514 11/21/2019 21:12 Rachael Ray Nutrish Grain 
Free Dry dog food beef 
potato and bison

(b) (6)was diagnosed as hav ing an allergy to corn through allergy te sting a t
his vet, and in order to avoid 3 orr , which is in most dog foo ds, we pu rchas 3 d 
grain free dog food for (b) (6) for most of his life. In Decemb er of 201 6 I too k
him to the vet because he hac be en excessively panting. A physical exam 
showed nothing serious and t he panting seemed to lessen so they werent 
concerned. In may of 2019 I t ook 
a chronic cough. After doing x ray s we were told Boston had an extremely 
enlarged heart, about the size of a small basketball. We sta rted him on a 
diuretic and heart medication but unfortunately it didnt help him as m uch as we
had hoped and he stopped ea tin . We humanely euthanize d him on

(b) (6)to the vet because he had d evelop > ed

(b) (61

12 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English

Dog 34 Pound

. I believe his heart issu es started at least in 2016 maybe even 
before that and I believe his grain free diet, caused his hear t issue.

EON-407475 11/21/2019 14:28 Trader Joe's Chicken Jerky 
Treats

(b) (6), my Westie, suddenly stopf> ed eating a month ago. She was taking in 

(b) (6) 

to check if (b) (6)had Fanconi 
b) (6) ( had the syndrome on 11/1/19. 

 (b) (6) . ()()loved these treats.

9 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 22 Pound
mass amounts of water and urine ting large puddles. I took her to our 
Veterinarian, (b) (6) at

. She ran tests and her urine analysis came back with high sugar content, 
but no sugar in the blood. She ru ed out Diabetes. She recommended we send 
a urine analysis to the (b) (6) 
Syndrome. We received confirma tion

processed the test ng.(b) (6) said it could be relate d to chicken jerky treats. [purchased these 
from Trader Joe's in (b) (6) and
I knew about the danger with the China chicken jerky treats. However, Trader 
Joe's were made in the USA and always claimed just pure chicken. I had never 
had any problem, until this happe ned. I am wondering if they received a bad 
supply from their Manufacturer w ith diseased chickens.

EON-407474 11/21/2019 14:20 American Natural Premium 
Original recipe

New bag of dog food opened and within 2 days of feedings (b) (6)developed 
large amount of sulfur smelling gas. This persisted for several days. His stool 
turned from soft to diarrhea on Tuesday 11-19-19 that did require a emergency 
vet visit on 11/20/2019 when (b) (6)woke up in a large amount of distress and 
pain. With worsening diarrhea and now blood in his stool. Upon exam at the 
emergency vet Walter was diagnosed with gastritis and put on meds and a 
chicken and rice diet. Our other dog (b) (6 who is a mix breed age 12 was not 
sick until today diarrhea all over the kitchen today. She never has accidents. 
We are stopping feeding the food at this time and will contact the manufacture.

22 Months Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian

Dog 87 Pound
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EON-407397 11/21/2019 10:40 gravy train dry dog good she became very weak on all four legs, wasn't drinking, panting very heavy 
heart was betting very fast, her ears was very hot, she couldn't move wasn't 
going to the bathroom very lathergic started her on regular food on Tuesday 
night and saw improvement gave her her regular food on weds morning about 
the same gave her regular food wed night, she attempted to run outside has 
been drinking not panting has hard heart isn't better like crazy i believe she is 
on the road to recover. i had appt to put her to sleep on 11-21-19 at 430 i have 
now cancelled this appt

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57 Pound

EON-407393 11/21/2019 10:16 Natures Variety Instinct
Limited Ingredient Lamb

11/17/2019, pet went on a hike with the family (normal activity for her). Pet 
began drooling, became disoriented and weak, and collapsed.
11/19/2019, presented to me for exam- found a right sided heart murmur, 
gallop rhythm. Radiographs showed a markedly enlarged heart and on 
ultrasound the left ventricle was very dilated and barely contracting. Discuseed 
the dog's diet and found that she has been on Nature's Variety Instinct Limited 
Ingredient Lamb, a pea-based grain free diet- for 4 years. With a tentative 
diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy, I referred the dog to the emergency 
service at the Univ of GA where DCM was confirmed, likely due to the grain 
free diet.

5 Years Pit Bull Dog 47 Pound

EON-407346 11/20/2019 18:20 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon and Sweet 
Potato grain free

Reported as an RFR. CVM resubmitting as PFR. Echocardiography report 
confirming DCM attached but failed to upload.

This patient was eating Kirkland Signature Nature's Domain Salmon and 
Sweet Potato, which is grain free. Was diagnosed with DCM on 11/11/19. 
Whole blood taurine levels are still pending.

Dilated cardiomyopathy with resultant congestive heart failure

Unknown Dog

EON-407344 11/20/2019 18:12 Pure Balance Grain Free 
Chicken and Pea Recipe

Owner purchased a new bag of Pure Balance grain free chicken and pea dry 
dog food at Wal Mart in (b) (6) on November 4, 2019. Owner stated
after being on the food for 3 days, one of her dogs begin having clinical signs: 
neurological signs (pupils dilated, vomited, and tense). On November 10, 2019 
(b) (6) came in to clinic with clinical signs: lethargic, lip smacking, and crying 
out. (b) (6)had bloodwork performed with no abnormalities noted, and 
radiographs that only revealed digestive material in a distended stomach. She 
was started on IV fluids (LRS) overnight. She improved overnight and ate 
Purina EN canned food (food at clinic) and was able to keep down and was 
sent home. She was home for <24 hours and returned November 12, 2019 for 
seizure like activity (head and neck extended), no temperature, PLR delayed. 
Re-ran bloodwork which was still within normal limits, started on more fluids, 
gave Oxytetracycline IV, along with thiamine. Vitamin K was given Sq. By noon 
she had improved clinically and was offered Purina EN canned food and ate it 
and keep it down, she was sent home late afternoon with EN dry dog food and 
has not had a problem since. Now doing well at home.

16 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 41.6 Pound
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EON‐407315 11/20/2019 14:24 Natures Own pet chews 
retriever stick non raw hide

I gave all 4 of our healthy dogs a natures own non raw hide chew from 
wegmans. All four have been having explosive diarrhea since 3am. The little 
(b) (6)was taken to our vet our 
little one needed a fluid injection, we got probiotics for all, diatery food and 
meds. The vet said she thinks the chew since it’s the only thing new and they 
are all up to date on shots. They all range in age from 13 yes, 3 yrs, 2 yrs and 
6 months. All were healthy. I can’t stop their diarrhea and I’m monitoring the 
situation as me and my husband are both home from work. had the 
largest chew which makes sense why she’s the sickest. I’ve never seen 
anything like it before from any food they’ve ever had. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 20 Pound 
 

EON‐407251 11/19/2019 21:40 Halo small breed chicken 
and chicken liver & holistic 
have bird medley 
Solid gold mighty mini 
chicken & lil boss turkey and 
vegetable 
*All of these are grain free 
and have lentil peas and 
potatoes 

(b) (6) heart was shown to be enlarged after frequent coughing spells. In one 
year he declined severely having fainting episodes where he couldn't get 
enough oxygen. He was on enelapril, furosimide and vetmedin. 

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound 

EON‐407249 11/19/2019 21:12 Royal Canin Shih Tzu Dog started coughing more and more, could be because of the Dog Food. 13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound 

EON‐407236 11/19/2019 17:40 Purina One SmartBlend 
True Instinct Salmon and 
Tuna 

Royal Canin (Shih Tzu) Brand Dry Dog food used for many years. 
On evening, I noticed  was wheezing and had labored breathing.

(b) (6)morning I called the vet to make an appointment but they couldn't fit 
us in until , I realized that it had been at least a few days 
since he had eaten and he was getting more lethargic. He was drinking water 
frequently. In the early hours of

(b) (6)
(b) (6

(b) (6)(b) (6) 11 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 35 Pound

 (b) (6), I noticed that he was getting worse so
we found a vet that was open and took him in. They did an x-ray and blood 
work. Blood work came back normal but x-ray showed an enlarged heart and 
fluid around the heart. He was diagnosed with DCM. It was advanced and we 
made the decision to have him euthanized because he was getting worse 
quickly. Before they could euthanize him, he died. 
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(b) (6) , veterinary internist, performed an ultrasound (no obvious 
abnormalities identified) suggested possible aflatoxin or mycotoxin food 
contamination; food was changed from Royal Canin Gastrointestinal Low Fat 
dog food from Chewy.com to an equivalent Hills product and giving Vitamin E , 
and values dropped to ALT 190, ALP 637. 

(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐407215 

EON‐407212 

11/19/2019 15:12 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Senior Chicken Recipe 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food 24
lb bag 

11/19/2019 14:48 Royal Canin 
gasterointestinal low fat 

I took my dog in for his yearly physical. The vet found that the right side of his 
heart was enlarged and there was fluid in his lungs. I had fed my dog grain free 

- food -
Blue Buffalo Wilderness Senior Chicken Recipe Grain-Free Dry Dog Food, 24-
lb bag --for about 10 to 12 months because I thought it would be better for 
him.I changed him back to his present -Canidae All Life Stages--food 2 months 
ago. The vet asked me if I had fed him grain free food as this can cause this 
heart problem. I was shocked. He now has to have a diaretic and heart meds 
for the rest of his life. If I had not taken him in , he would have died, since there 
were no outward symptons. I learned this yesterday November 18, 2019 

12 

13 Years 

Years Lhasa Apso 

Schnauzer - Miniature 

Dog 

Dog 

30 

20.2 Pound 

Pound 

EON‐407192 11/19/2019 12:24 Vet Diet real chicken adult 
all breed 30lbs. Bar code 
771127591077 

EON‐407145 11/18/2019 19:08 Orijen High Protein Grain 
Free

Hello, 
I would like to report plastic found in kibble. The brand name is Vet Diet bought 
from Mondou. I have the pictures and the kibble with the plastic inside and 
another piece outside. I have contacted the company but I feel safer if FDA 
could take this case as they want to come over to my place to pick up the 
kibble. 

had a cough that responded to antibiotics, but it came back a few weeks 
later. His vet examined him and recommended an xray to check his lungs for 
fluid. His lungs were clear, but she noticed his heart seemed enlarged on 
radiograph. She consulted with colleagues and radiologist and they concurred. 
He was recommended to see a canine cardiologist, which he did the next day, 
Wed., Nov. 6th. The cardiologist completed an echocardiogram at which time 
he was diagnosed with severely dilated cardiomyopathy thought to be diet-
related. He was on a grain free diet (Orijen) for his entire life until Sept. 1 of 
this year when he was switched to Purina Pro-Plan. 

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66 Pound 

EON‐407144 11/18/2019 18:48 Acana Meadowland Dog 
Food 

Fed grain-free Acana diet for her entire life. Dilated Cardiomyopathy was 
diagnosed last spring after severe coughing episodes. Recommended to go off 
the grain-free foods which we did. 

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 62 Pound 

EON‐407096 11/18/2019 12:40 Castor & Pollux Orgnix 
Grain Free Small Breed Dog 
Food 

Dog died due to congestive heart failure 11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 6 Pound 
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EON-407057 11/17/2019 22:24 Purina cat Chow gentle I woke up to my 2 year old cat, (b) (6), puking. He rarely pukes (he has puked 
maybe twice since having him, he does not even have hair balls). The puke 
was clear and liquidy. After cleaning up his puke, I walked into my living room 
and found another, similar puke pile. My wife and I kept close eye on him for 
the rest of the day and each time he ate food, he puked. His other pukes were 
filled with kibble instead of just being liquid (some hardly digested, some 
mushy). We put the food up on the counter partway through the day so his 
stomach would rest. Our other cat, (b) (6) who is a 1 year old female, had not 
puked at all but we had also not seen her eat at all. After a few hours of the cat 
food being on the counter, we put it on the ground so they could eat a bit. 
(b) (6)ate and less than 5 minutes later puked. (b) (6)also rarely pukes and 
does not even have hairballs. Yesterday we bought a new bag of Purina gentle 
cat Chow. Today was the first day they have eaten it. We are assuming that 
this is a bad Batch that is causing them to vomit, as both of them were 
impacted in the same way immediately after eating.

2 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 9.5 Pound

EON-407051 11/17/2019 19:48 Greenies Dental Treats 
Blueberry Flavor Regular 
Size

Package of treats had about 50 eggs and a few live larvae on the side of the 
bag. There was a hole in the bag and multiple larvae crawled out.

EON-407036 11/17/2019 13:04 taste of the Wild, Diamond 
Naturals Rice and lamb

Became lethargic and gaining weight. Diagnosed with DCM 12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 90 Pound

EON-407035 11/17/2019 11:24 Iams proactive health mini 
chunks

Our dog has been on Iams Mini Chunks dry dog food (green bag) since we 
adopted her 2 years. Also was the food she got at the shelter. Bought a new 
back on 11/3 and she started throwing up and having bad diarrhea. Would eat 
again and throw up again. Bought a new bag of same food and same thing 
happened. Made some green beans and rice to firm her up. Started her on 
Purina Pro Plan and she is back normal and healthy.
First bag of Iams mini chunks has Best by date of 2/14/21 and product code 
942G10HL04 12:01 and the number US 30941.
Second bag of Iams mini chunks has Best by date of 1/25/21 and product code 
940A20HL01 21:11 and the number US 30941.
I have kept both bags of dog food in case it helps resolve issue.
There are many reports of same issue with same food around same time on 
consumer affairs website.

4 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 50 Pound

EON-407026 11/17/2019 0:44 V-Dog Patient taking V-Dog for about 4 years. This year, he was diagnosed with 
biventricular heart failure, DCM (dilated cardiomyopathy). He is a lab mix. He 
was seen at (b) (6) . Vet is confident this
is a nutritional issue due to his vegan dog food. Taurine levels were normal, 
but this does not preclude this etiology.
We switched his dog food and medications started for heart failure.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON-407023 11/17/2019 0:16 Caser Dog Food slow cook 
checik and veggie

I purchased several boxes Cesar Dog Food last weekend 11/9/2019 and found 
6 boxes are expried 1/25/2018
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EON-407002 11/16/2019 16:28 Purina Dog Chow Complete 
Adult with real chicken

Opened a new bag of dog food on (b)(6). She died on (b) (6) . No
obvious symptoms (at first we thought the cause of death was old age). She 
always ate first.
(b) (6)-Boxer age 6 Died (b) (6) 60 pounds, No obvious symptoms. Always
ate second.(b) (6)- Boxer age 6 Survived currently on antibiotics. 42 pounds *Only dog to 
make it to the vet.
None had diarrhea, vomiting. They were Up to date on vaccines.

17 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 22 Pound

EON-406972 11/16/2019 9:04 Rachael Ray nutrish Vomiting continuously, lethargic, would not eat or drink, severely dehydrated 6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 70 Pound

EON-406963 11/16/2019 3:12 Purina Kit & Kaboodle Dry 
Cat Food

All of my cats got sick from this food multiple times throughout the year. It 
caused horrible vomiting. I always switched food to something else to make 
sure it was the food and not an illness, and it was 100% the food. My boy cat 
got suddenly sick when on it and died. I recently bought a bag recently (about 
2 months past his death) with my other 3 cats and they are all sick again. It’s 
this food. If you go online, there are tons of complaints of people’s cats getting 
horribly sick and some dying, but I don’t think many know how to file a federal 
complaint and just put their complaints on their Facebook page describing their 
cats’ illnesses and deaths. There is a problem, this is dating back to at least 
2014. Something must be done. No more cats deserve to get sick or die.

Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON-406947 11/15/2019 19:04 Purina Kit & Kaboodle cat 
food

Bought a new 38 lb bag from Sam's and the cats refused to eat it. This is the 
third night, weather is frigid and they are still refusing to eat. There has to be 
something wrong with it because out of eight cats not one will eat it!

EON-406939 11/15/2019 17:40 Wholehearted Chicken and 
Pea formula

CVM resubmitting RFR EON-406901 as PFR.

(b) (6)is a 1.5 year old male pit bull who presented on 11/15/2019 with a new 
heart murmur. His cardiac silhouette is mildly enlarged. He has been on a 
grain free diet his entire life

1.5 Years Pit Bull Dog

EON-406906 11/15/2019 14:28 Smart Sticks I got (b) (6) a Smart bone which she has ate for 2 years. Within 15 minutes 
she was throwing up. The vomiting continued for days. She would not eat and 
had trouble keeping water down. She also had problems wetting herself when 
she was just laying. This dog is more then trained to outside, she can wait for 
hours and all day to go out. She was upset she was making a mess and did 
not seem to know till after that it was happening. With time she was able to 
keep water and food down, as well as stopping the wetting herself. I called 
Spectrum brand and they ask that I send them what I fed her, which I did. They 
will no longer talk or email me. I also called Amazon where I bought the treats. 
They refunded my money and I ask that they please look into this. I still have 
several bags of this treat which I have set aside. A smaller or weaker dog 
would not have lived thru this, please look into this.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 105 Pound
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EON-406889 11/15/2019 12:48 Diamond Naturals - owner 
alternated flavors (chicken 
beef whitefish - all with 
sweet potato)

presented for preventive care but also coughing and vomiting 
murmur heard
echo revealed severe dilated cardiomyopathy
suspect related to grain-free diet

3 Years Weimaraner Dog 73.5 Pound

EON-406851 11/15/2019 9:04 Heart to Tail Premium Cat
Food
Salmon Entree
Made with Real Salmon
Pate/No Artificial Flavors

After feeding the cats a can of Heart to Tail Salmon Entree, both began to 
vomit uncontrollably within 15 minutes of consumption.

8 Years Bengal Cat 12 Pound

EON-406828 11/14/2019 20:40 Blue Buffalo Small Breed 
Life Protection Formula 
Chicken & Brown Rice Adult 
Dog

I discovered a VERY sharp piece of foreign matter protruding from within a 
piece of my dogs dry kibble. This foreign matter is sharp enough to pierce skin.

EON-406822 11/14/2019 19:28 Acana Presented for coughing and lethargy, diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy 
based on echocardiogram.

8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 68 Pound

EON-406821 11/14/2019 19:12 DreamBone The Healthy 
Alternative to RawHides Grill 
Masters Ribs

I gave him a DreamBone Master Grill Ribs and within a minute he fell down to 
the ground and died. I did everything I could to try and save my dog, but it was 
too late. I took the treat to the veterinarian and they said this product is too 
hard for dogs to tear apart and swallow.

10 Years Bulldog Dog 70 Pound

EON-406816 11/14/2019 17:32 Pet Grass Cat Grass I purchased Pet Greens Cat Grass from my local Petco and gave it to my cats 
to freely eat. Within a week or so, I noticed one of my cats was ill with a 
bacterial infection - high temperature, abdominal pain, no appetite and 
lethargic and required surgery to ileocolic junction surgically removed due to 
the infection (Report #274752 & 7076867). Because my other 2 cats became ill 
with the exactly the same rare diagnosis and (b) (6) had also eaten the grass 
the vet recommended an ultrasound to assess his ileocolic junction. The 
ultrasound revealed enlarged and inflamed lymph nodes in the same area. He 
was discharged with antibiotics. He was well enough to go home and will be 
monitored for temperature increases. Vet stated that she has never seen 
multiple indoor cats with this same diagnosis.

5 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 14 Pound

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON-406815 11/14/2019 17:24 Pet Grass Cat Grass I purchased Pet Greens Cat Grass from my local Petco and gave it to my cats 
to freely eat. Within a week or so, I noticed one of my cats was ill with a 
bacterial infection - high temperature, abdominal pain, no appetite and 
lethargic and required surgery to ileocolic junction surgically removed due to 
the infection (Report #274752). (b) (6) started exhibiting the same 
symptoms (high temperature, abdominal pain, lethargy). Took her to local vet 
for blood work and x-rays. Temperature kept rising so took her to emergency 
where she was admitted and treated with IV antibiotics and pain medication for 
5 days. She had inflamed lymph nodes near the ileocolic junction and the 
ileocolic junction was also inflamed. She had numerous ultrasounds and x-rays 
to monitor progress and to determine if surgery was required. Luckily her 
symptoms improved with the IV antibiotics/fluids/pain meds. Discharged with 3 
weeks worth of antibiotics. Vet stated that she has never seen multiple indoor 
cats with this same diagnosis.

2.5 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 8 Pound

EON-406811 11/14/2019 17:04 Pet Grass Cat Grass I purchased Pet Greens Cat Grass from my local Petco and gave it to my cats 
to freely eat. Within a week or so, I noticed (b) (6)was ill - high temperature, 
abdominal pain, no appetite and lethargic. I took him to the local vet and they 
ran multiple tests and gave him pain meds, IV fluids and antibiotics. I took him 
home and within hours his temperature spiked again. I took him to the 
emergency vet. They determined that he had a bacterial infection in his 
abdomen and lymph nodes. He had to have his ileocolic junction surgically 
removed due to the infection. He was hospitalized for 5 days. He is the first of 
my 3 that became ill with the EXACT same diagnosis within one week. The 
only new item in the home is this Pet Grass and the vet believes that this is the 
cause of the illness.

18 Months Domestic Longhair Cat 12 Pound

EON-406810 11/14/2019 17:00 EcoKind Pet Treats 
Himalayan Dog Chews 
100% Natural

I ordered Ecokind Himalayan dog chews from Groupon in November and the 
bag had small puncture holes in it and the treats smelled like mold. I was 
issued a credit and ordered a replacement bag. I received them yesterday. I 
didn't see any visible puncture holes in the bag but when I opened the bag is 
smelled of mold and I saw visible signs of mold on a few of the chews.

I reported to Groupon and not sure how serious they took my complaint and 
just emailed the distributor.
I have the product if you want it. Please let me know. If not I will dispose of it. 
Thank you. (b) (6)

EON-406807 11/14/2019 16:48 Acana lamb dry food Cardiac murmur detected and echocardiogram revealed dilated 
cardiomyopathy

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 35.4 Kilogra
m

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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EON‐406718 11/13/2019 23:52 The Honest Kitchen Human 
Grade Dehydrated Grain 
Free Base Mix Recipe for 
Dogs, ACANA Singles Lamb 
& Apple Dry Dog Food 

Summary: In September 2018 my dog was diagnosed with a grade 2 heart 
murmur, after several years of having eaten grain free, dry base mixes and 
kibble. By December 2018, she had begun daily supplements of taurine and 
carnitine HCL (250 mg each). By August 2018, she had switched to a *non*-
grain free base mix, in addition to a home recipe. Today (November 13, 2019) 
at her physical, her vet detected no heart murmur. 

Additional info: In Sept. 2018, my female dog (~11 year old terrier mix, 32 
pounds) was diagnosed with a grade 2 heart murmur during her annual 
physical. Previous annual exams revealed no heart issues (or other health 
issues). Since April 2017 she had been eating primarily The Honest Kitchen 
grain free base mix to which I added chicken or turkey (switching to turkey in 
2018). Prior to The Honest Kitchen, she had eaten Acana Singles Lamb and 
Apple kibble (grain free), for 1-2 years (and occasionally after switching to The 
Honest Kitchen). After the heart murmur was identified, I started giving her 
daily "Carido Strength" (by VetriScience) pills, in Dec. 2018 based on purchase 
records. I think it was in April or May of 2019 that I learned of the investigation 
into links between canine/feline DCM and grain-free diets. Shortly thereafter I 
started cooking turkey/rice/veggies which I would supplement with The Honest 
Kitchen grain-free base mix. By Aug. 2019, I had switched her to The Honest 
Kitchen Organic Turkey Grain dog food, with added turkey and sometimes rice 
and veggies. Today (Nov. 13) at her physical, the vet could not detect any 
heart murmur. 

My vet would be happy to provide additional information. 

11 Years Unknown Dog 32 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON-406715 11/13/2019 23:20 Wellness CORE RawRev 
Small Breed
Small Breed + 100% Raw 
Turkey

To Whom It May Concern:

I opened a bag of Wellness CORE RawRev Small Breed Small Breed + 100% 
Raw Turkey and it was full of black beetles and maggots. I immediately took a 
video of the bugs and maggots.

Then I noticed that I had served the food to my three small dogs and there was 
dog vomit in 6 places in my living room. My vet is concerned there may be 
more complication based on the food they consumed.

I have been horribly ill since seeing those disgusting bugs crawling all over the 
food. I put all the food in ziplock baggies and returned the remaining amount to 
PetSmart (b) (6) this evening.

I have been a lifelong Wellness customer. Now I’m terrified of serving my dogs 
Wellness food. I’m also worried about the health of my three dogs. I’m also 
now going to scrub my carpet clean and hope I get rid of the awful vomit smell 
and dark stains.

I have attached the video that I posted on Twitter to this email.

EON-406707 11/13/2019 20:40 Zignature kangaroo dry dog 
food

1) Our dog, (b) (6)is a mixed breed, possible lab/collie mix. April 2018, age 5.5 
at the time, ( ) (6)became ill and was diagnosed with nutritional dilated 
cardiomyopathy (heart failure). She had been fed Zignature grain free dog 
food. Upon diagnosis, we changed to feeding her Purina One.
(b) (6)saw her veterinary cardiologist today and today has a near normal heart 
and is at low risk of cardiac-related complications. Today we will be cutting 
back From 6 to 3 medications and will be testing her with a Holter in 1 month 
to test her heart adjustments to this medicine change. She will be 7 years old 
next week.
2) We had a pure bred cocker spaniel, age unknown but an older adopted dog, 
who was fed Zignature grain free food, and has passed away. This was before 
grain free food was suspect. It is not known if this was genetic or diet induced.
3) We have a third dog, possible poodle/cocker mix, fed Zignature grain free 
until April 2018, who does not have heart problems. One month ago was 
diagnosed with glaucoma in her right eye, but this appears to be genetic by 
signs found in her good, left eye. She now eats Purina One.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 26 Kilogra
m

EON-406703 11/13/2019 19:24 Nature's Domain Organic 
Chicken & Pea Formula for 
Dogs

(b) (6) was diagnosed with a heart murmur, which could possibly be related to 
the food she has been eating since she was a puppy.

10 Years Pointing Dog -
German Short-haired

Dog 58 Pound

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON-406649 11 /13/201913:04 Pet Shoppe Premium 
Chicken Filet 

This was given to multiple pets. Two were French Bulldogs and one was a 
Doberman and the other was a Pug. Small pieces were given as indicated on 
the package. The IJoberman choked so badly that we had to dislodge the 
piece from his throat. The other animals choked and were able to get the 
pieces out by throwing up. This is a HORRIBLE product and will kill a animal. 

EON-406629 11/13/2019 11 :24 Blue Buffalo Indoor Health 
Natural Adult Dry Cat Food 

Cat began vomiting and salivating after ingesting cat food from new bag of 
blue buffalo cat food. Other ingestions are unlikley 

9 Years Unknown Cat 12 Pound 
I

EON-406605 11/13/2019 2:40 Instinct The Raw Brand 
OriQinal 

Every time this food is given they had terrible diarrhea. Thor gets watery shits 
and (b) (6)gets half soft half water poops. 

Terrier (unspecified) Dog 
I

EON-406600 11/13/2019 0:04 Zignature Kangaroo, 
Tucker's Raw Frozen Pork-
Bison-Pumpkin Formula 

.Sought routine OFA cardiac exam with echocardiogram, expressed concern
regarding diet. Was informed that exam showed systolic dysfunction 
suspicious for diet induced dilated cardiomyopathy 

2.5 Years Rottweiler Dog 75 Pound 

EON-406598 1 1/12/2019 21 :32 Blue buffalo health bars 
Baked with chicken liver 
Original 
For all dog sizes 

Dog began to shed excessively and slept more than usual. 2 to 3 days after 
1st introduced dog started drinking excessively but still ate food. Dog 5 days 
into dog retched all water and slowly stopped eating altogether. Dog lost 10 
pounds and eyes were glassy. After 7th day dog euthanized to avoid suffering. 
Gave the remaining treats to neighbors whos dogs immediately vomited after 1 
treat. This lead me to suspect it was the treats that my dog consumed caused 
fatal illness caused us to lose our pet. The treats have since grown dark in 
appearance almost black. 

10 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 90 Pound 

EON-406592 11/12/2019 18:52 Dentley's odorless bully stick Bought a bully stick at petsmart for dog and smells like feces. Was told to buy 
it from employee to help dogs teeth as she is a puppy and chews. The brand is 
dentley's. Says odorless bully stick and it is not. I read a study that some bully 
stick have been tested positive for ecoli. 

12 inches 

EON-406587 11 /12/201 9 17 :52 Only Natural Pet 
Wild Feast 
Duck trout garbanzo beans 
field peas quail and boar 
Canine Power Food 

I bought Only Natural Pet Wild Feast Canine Power Food. Many hard food 
pieces have what appear to be sharp bone or plastic running through them. I 
contacted the company al 888-937-6677 and was told they had been having 
problems with the manufacturer but would send me a new bag or refund my 
money Couldn't have cared less about the issue or the health impact it may. 
have on my dogs. They have been eating this food for a few days and I 
unfortunately just now saw the issue. 

EON-406583 11/12/2019 17:12 Diamond Naturals Grain 
Free whitefish and sweet 
potato 

(b)(6) presented with sudden onset of coughing, gagging, decreased appetite 
and lethargic behavior. Upon exam he was determined lo be underweight and 
had labored breathing. chest xrays confirmed Congestive Heart Failure 
secondary to Dilated Cardiomyopathy. He was referred to a local cardiologist 
and stabilized. I suspect he is a case of dietary related DCM due to his grain 
free diet and lack of any other predisposing factors 

2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog Pound 
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EON‐406553 11/12/2019 14:52 Country Buthcher natural 
dog chews porky bone 

I purchased a bone (country porky bone) from Shoprite on November 4 2019. 
He had chewed on it through out the day, on Tuesday morning came out of his 
cage to go to the bathroom, I noticed he had gotten sick in his cage, and 
through out the hole day he was vomiting so bad that I had to call his vet for 
instructions on what I should do, we visited them, same day, he was 
dehydrated and had not eaten which is very unusual, they did X-ray to make 
sure he didn’t have blockage and hydrated him, put in antibiotic, because he 
had pooped while there, and there was a presence of blood. They also gave 
him a shot for the nausea. We came home and I spent the nite with him. At this 
time he was not vomiting, poured liquid was coming out his butt. Was back at 
the vet first thing next morning, they referred me to a 24 hour hospital thinking 
he was going to need to be watched, I went there and we did ultra sound more 
blood work, and he was hydrated again. But being there was nothing medically 
anyone could do beside watch him I opted to again bring him home to take 
care of him. Took three days and a lot of love from me to nurse him back by 
making sure he got food in him, I blended everything and was syringe feeding 
him. Now he is back to health but this bone should be removed from the 
market if it is going to make our beloved pets sick. 

8 Months Siberian Husky Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐406544 11/12/2019 14:04 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
Hairball and Weight Control 

I switched my cat’s food to Purina Cat Chow Naturals (Indoor formula) and 
within 6 weeks of changing foods, all 3 of my cats were peeing blood and 
developed crystals. I took them to the vet and come to my surprise, the cause 
of this reaction was from the food. After my own personal experience, I have 
been hearing from other cat owners that they experienced the same issues 
with this exact food. This is extremely unsafe especially in male cats who can 
become blocked and can be fatal if not seen immediately. This food has 
caused hundreds of dollars in vet bills and needs to be removed from the 
market ASAP. 

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐406475 11/11/2019 21:00 Golden Rewards : Chicken 
Jerky Recipe 

He had been o Prednisone for 3 weeks doing fine, great attitude, playfulness, 
great thirst and hunger. Within days of the treats, receiving one a day for about 
a week, his hunger descreased rapidly from regular to eventually not eating 
anything inside 4 days and minimal drinking. Developed severe stomache pain 
and breathing issues, diagnosed in blood tests with high white blood cell count 
and renal failure when just days befor he was fine. He ended up dying painfully 
in my arms while I was rushing him to the vet, he siezed and was just gone 
instantly. 

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 19 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON-406446 11/11/2019 14:04 American Journey Chicken 
and Sweet Potato

(b) (6) was presented to the ER on July 31,2019 for a one-week history of 
coughing that worsened over two days and a one-day history of labored 
breathing. He was tachyarrhythmic at >200bpm and an EKG showed atrial 
fibrillation. Thoracic radiographs showed generalized cardiomegaly, a diffuse 
bronchointerstitial pattern, and pleural effusion. He was hospitalized and 
started on 240mg of DilacorXR PO BID, 30mg of benazepril PO SID, and 
15mg of pimobendan PO BID. An echocardiogram was performed that showed 
dilated cardiomyopathy. He was rechecked on August 7, 2019 with 
uncontrolled atrial fibrillation; his DilacorXR was increased to 360mg PO BID, 
and he was started on 1000mg of Taurine PO BID and 200mg of fish oils PO 
SID. He was also prescribed a Kardia for at-home ECG monitoring. On August 
12, 2019, his DilacorXR was increased to 420mg PO BID due to his still- 
increased heart rate. On August 19, 2019, his DialcorXR was increased to 
480mg PO BID and digoxin was added at 0.125mg PO BID.

4 Years Great Dane Dog 55.3 Kilogra
m

EON-406443 11/11/2019 13:00 Taste of the Wild, Whole 
Earth Farms

(b) (6)was seen through the ER for a 2-3 week history of hacking/coughing 
and abdominal distension. His pcDVM had performed thoracic radiographs 
that showed concern for a possible mass effect and cardiomegaly. No heart 
murmur was ausculted, but he had muffled heart sounds. Additional thoracic 
radiographs were taken that showed a soft tissue opacity within the left cranial 
lung field. He had pericardial effusion and abdominal effusion. It was 
determined that a left-sided pericardiocentesis would be required, and it was 
elected not to pursue as he had adequate cardiac output. He was discharged 
on Yunnan Baiyao, Cerenia, and gabapentin. The next day, he was evaluated 
through the ER for a cardiac work-up and continued increased respiratory 
effort. An echocardiogram was performed that showed severe mitral and 
tricuspid valve insufficiencies with global cardiac volume load, moderate 
systolic dysfunction and components of DCM, likely atrial fibrillation, and a 
heart base mass consistent with a chemodectoma. He was started on 
furosemide, benazepril, pimobendan, spironolactone, and diltiazem. He was 
rechecked on October 21,2019 with improved cough and respiratory rates. His 
appetite had returned to normal. He was started on Taurine, fish oils, and 
FortiFlora with a recommendation for a diet change.

10 Years Bulldog Dog 25.1 Kilogra
m

EON-406439 11/11/2019 12:24 V-Dog Dog had a fainting spell. Was brought in to vet and an x-ray was performed 
identifying for the first time an enlarged hart. An echocardiogram was 
performed by a veterinary cardiologist and Dilated Cardiomyopathy was 
diagnosed. It was determined that her diet was in line with FDA findings of 
lentil/pea based food. She was tested for other sources (Chagas disease) and 
those were ruled out.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON-406434 11/11/2019 10:56 Friskies pate can varieties: 
chicken and tuna pate 
supreme super pate poultry 
platter pate liver and chicken 
pate mixed grill pate all of 
fish pates indoor chicken 
pate country style

Lethargic, stopped eating, vomiting, losing weight, and general malaise. Took 
him to the vet for a complete check up of blood work, urinalysis, xrays

9 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 13 Pound

EON-406428 11/11/2019 9:36 Natural Balance L.I.D.
Limited Ingredient diets 
Grain Free Sweet potato & 
venison formula

Owner ordered food and noted that the kibble smelled different and looked 
different from the usual. In the early hours of Sunday around midnight, pet 
started to have diarrhea which was followed by vomited around 5:00am. Blood 
work was preformed and everything was normal. A fecal PCR and possible 
culture results are still pending.

10 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 14.7 Pound

EON-406380 11/10/2019 12:44 IAMS™ PERFECT
PORTIONS™
HEALTHY ADULT PATE -
CHICKEN

https://www.iams.com/cat- 
food/perfect-portions-healthy- 
adult-pate-chicken

I purchased 35 IAMS™ PERFECT PORTIONS™HEALTHY ADULT PATE - 
CHICKEN products on 11/09/2019 at Walmart (b) (6)

. The products are sold individually as a unit that splits into 2 servings. I 
opened them the morning of 11/10/2019 to feed my two indoor cats and 
immediately noticed a difference in quality, color, and smell. The pate pulled 
from the edges of the container, with a gray hue tinting from the outer edge in, 
and the formula was overall paler than I have ever seen it in the 2+ months I 
have been feeding it to my cats. The smell was putrid, giving off a rancid odor. 
For comparison, I went to a previous batch I had purchased and side by side 
cofirmed the food's difference and fed my cats from the older lot.

EON-406370 11/10/2019 4:12 Zignature My dog died suddenly at age 8 of congestive heart failure. She had allergies 
and my vet recommended that I put her on a grain free diet. I’ve been feeding 
her grain free food by Zignature since ~2012. I took her to the emergency vet, 
(b) (6) , the evening she died and the xrays showed her heart was 
significantly enlarged.

8 Years Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound

EON-406357 11/9/2019 21:12 Luvsome Cat Food 
Perfectly balanced nutrition 
for your kitten & adult cat 
Chicken Dinner Pate

I purchased a can of Luvsome brand wet cat food, Chicken Dinner Pate, for my 
feline. I opened the can and was emptying the contents into a small bowl for 
my cat to enjoy and while I was mixing it (my cat likes pate style wet food 
mixed with water) I found a large piece of bone (approx. 2.5 cm in length) in 
the food. Upon further inspection I found many smaller pieces of bone material 
in the food (approx. 1-2 mm in length) and what may be pieces of feather. I did 
not feed this to my cat as I do not want to harm my pet. The only identifying 
marks on the can as to production or lot number I found was on the bottom of 
the can as follows : "BEST BY APR 24 22 1416" "MADE IN USA GGC4MC". I 
purchased this product from King Soopers in (b) (6) on 11/7/2019 and
opened the can on 11/9/2019. Thank you for your consideration into this safety 
issue for choking hazard to animals.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐406355 11/9/2019 20:52 Dr. Harvey's Golden Years 
Herbal Dog Supplement 7-
oz tin 

My dog is getting old, for this reason I decided to buy a supplement to help 
boost her immune system. After administering the first dosage I noticed a loss 
of appetite on the next feeding time. I feed her twice daily. The next morning 
she did not want to eat again and I notice diarrhea. She didn't eat for an entire 
day. She started eating more grass than usual and acting very depressed and 
quiet. The following morning she vomited. After then I decided to stop giving 
the supplement. After 1 day she began to eat again. Then her stool began to 
return to normal. Now she is acting normal and eating with no problem. 

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 42 Pound 

EON‐406350 11/9/2019 18:48 Zignature limited ingredient 
dog foods 

Not sure if my previous description was saved. Our pug started coughing after 
starting Zignature Limited Ingredient food. Developed cardiac issues, went on 
meds, we changed food and he improved, but we lost him on Christmas Eve. 
We and our daughter have Boston Terrier puppies, at 1 year switched 
Zignature. Both developed cardiac issues. One intolerant of exercise, blue 
tongue and the other a murmur. Both resolved when we discontinued 
Zignature. I feel there is an issue with the peas or legumes or something in the 
food. Especially the Kangaroo. I am an RN. Feel it is my responsibility to report 
this. My store was defensive when I brought up the concern about Zignature 
foods. 

9 Years Pug Dog 19 Pound 

EON‐406344 11/9/2019 17:20 Special Kitty Surf and Turf 
Variety Pack Paté cat food 

My manager had bought Special Kitty Surf and Turf variety pate and it caused
her cat to have diarrhea. She thought it just upset her cats stomach, so she 
gave it to me to try on my cats. I gave them a can of the Ocean Whitefish and 
all went well. The next night, I gave them the Mixed Grill dinner and a while 
after eating, they puked a couple of times but not an unordinary amount. By 
this morning around 4:30-5am I wake up and my entire living room is filled with
vomit and my cats were heavily salivating. was so dehydrated that his 
kidneys were starting to fail and also had diarrhea. The diagnosis was 
coccidia. I am a very clean person and am OCD about it so regularly clean and
disinfect my home and keep cleaning supplies and chemicals where they can't 
get them. This was the only thing that was different and the only thing I could 
think of that would cause it. 

(b) (6)

3 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 9 Pound 

EON‐406300 11/8/2019 20:28 ACANA HEART ATTACK 3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14 Pound 
EON‐406198 11/8/2019 7:52 Loving Pets Gourmet Duck Patient consumed Duck Jerky treats. On screening yearly Blood work found 

glucosuria. Patient was intermittently clinical with signs of UTI and Kidney Dz 
prior to Fanconi diagnosis 

20 Months Chihuahua Dog 8.2 Pound 

EON‐406182 11/7/2019 19:36 Canidae All life stages dog 
food. Chicken and rice 
formula 

Canidae dog food with VERY moldy pieces in it. My dog was sneezing and I 
noticed the mold in the middle of the bag 
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EON‐406161 11/7/2019 15:44 Honest Kitchen Grain-Free 
Chicken, Dr. Tim's Weight 
Loss Management 

Presented in July 2015 for evaluation of a new heart murmur and arrhythmia, 
as well as a several year history of an occasional hacking cough. Was 
diagnosed by a Cardiologist with central mitral insufficiency, modest 
cardiomegaly, and reduced systolic function and started on Pimobendan; 
Taurine levels were normal. A second opinion was wished, and reduced 
systolic function was confirmed with VPCs and mitral and tricuspid 
insufficiencies. The Pimobendan was discontinued, and he was started on 
benazepril, Taurine, and fish oils. A Holter monitor performed October 2015 
revealed significant VPCs, and he started on carvedilol. 

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 17.9 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐406150 11/7/2019 15:00 Purina Alpo Prime Cuts 
100% Complete & Balanced 
For Adult Dogs 

I fed my dog the alpo on October 28th, and she got diarrhea. I was suspicious 
it may be the dog food so I didn't give it to her again and the diarrhea went 
away. On November 6, I gave her the dog food again and the diarrhea 
returned so bad that she couldn't make it to her potty pad and had a trail of 
diarrhea through the house to her pad and all over. Today, November 7th there 
was diarrhea on her pad but not as runny. She was also lethargic acting on 
November 6th. 

3 Years Terrier - Fox Wire Dog 20 Pound 
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(b) (6)

(b) (6) was then not rechecked until October 2, 2018. Her heart measured a 
little larger than at baseline, and her heart muscle function had not improved. It
was then noted that she had been fed a vegan diet. It was recommended that 
a diet change be made, and that the Taurine be continued. She was presented

to the ER on December 13, 2018 following several episodes of labored 
breathing and collapse. A repeat echocardiogram showed progressive 

pulmonary hypertension. Her Pimobendan was increased to 7.5mg PO TID 
and she was started on 40mg of sildenafil PO BID.

(b) (6) was not rechecked again until July 10, 2019. She had not had her diet 
changed, and her heart was the same as her previous recheck. Another 

recommendation was made for a diet change. 

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐406135 11/7/2019 14:04 V-Dog Vegan Diet presented to her pcDVM on November 3, 2017 following several 
episodes of collapse where she became very weak and stiff, a distended 

abdomen, and elevated respiratory rates and effort. A Grade IV/VI systolic 
murmur was ausculted over the left heart base with muffled heart sounds. On 

December 4, 2017, she was referred to the ER for progressive exercise 
intolerance and abdominal distension. An echocardiogram was performed, and 

she was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy, biventricular effusion, and 
mitral and tricuspid valve endocardiosis. A thoracocentesis was performed, 

and 1175mL of serosanguinous fluid was removed. Following the 
thoracocentesis,  was found stiff and unresponsive in her cage. She was 
administered 0.2mL of epinephrine IV and chest compressions were started 

until a TFAST showed a beating heart. Hospitalization was recommended, but 
the owner declined, and she was discharged and started on 7.5mg of 

Pimobendan PO TID, 10mg of benazepril PO SID, 75mg of furosemide PO 
BID, 50mg of spironolactone PO SID, and 750-1000mg of the EPA component 
of fish oils PO SID. She was rechecked on December 14, 2017, and she had 
showed improvement; her Pimobendan was decreased to 7.5mg PO BID and 
her furosemide was decreased to 50mg PO BID; Taurine was added at 500mg 

PO BID. She continued to show improvement via phone rechecks, and her 
furosemide was further decreased on January 9, 2018 to 40mg PO BID. At her 

recheck on February 1, 2018, she looked great, and her recheck time was 
extended.

(b) (6)

 

 

11 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 25.6 Kilogra 
m
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IEON-406117 

EON-406106 11/7/201911:04 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie 

EON-406090 

EON-406075 

11/7/2019 12:20 Taste of the Wild Sierra 
Mountain Grain-Hee l)ry 
Dog Food 

I have been feeding my dog Taste of Wild grain free a I ittle over 3 years. He 
was a very healthy dog , active, happy and no health issues I had him out in 
the yard with me and 40 minutes later had a heart attack and died. I had a 
necrospy done to take a look inside of the organs, to see if there was any 
cancer or internal bleeding. Everything looked good except the heart 
the vet was certain he died of HCM" Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy" I have 
several dogs and he was the only one that was on grain free food. This food is 
number#3 on FDA's list . 

8.5 Years Bulldog - American Dog 115 Pound 

(llJ (<>J had progressive exercise intolerance over several years. Prior to 
being referred for her cardiac consult, while playing in the yard, she became 
ataxic without a loss of consciousness. At a routine wellness visit, an 
intermittent arrhythmia was noted; a TFAST was performed, and her fractional 
shortening measured low, so she was referred for a cardiac consult. She was 
diagnosed with reduced systolic function. exercise intolerance possibly due to 
heart muscle dysfunction, and compensated mitral and tricuspid valve 
endocardiosis. She was started on 5mg of Pimobendan PO BID and 500mg of 
Taurine PO BID. 

10 Years Collie - Border Dog 21.5 Kilogra 
m 

11/7/2019 8:36  Good Boy, Kirkland's Nature
Domain Salmon and 
Sweet Potato 

 (b) (6 )was presented to the ER on September 15, 2019 for a month-long
history of a hacking cough and hyporexia, a three-day history of exercise
intolerance, and difficulty breathing. On presentation, he was tachycardic and 
panting with a distended abdomen. Thoracic radiographs showed moderate 
pulmonary edema and severely enlarged I eft ventricle and an ECG showed 
elevated R-waves. He was started on pimobendan, benazepril, furosemide, 
and Augmentin with recommendations for a cardiac consult. On September 24, 
2019, he was presented for a cardiac evaluation; his cough and labored 
breathing had improved. On echocardiogram, he was diagnosed with DCM, 
and on ECG he had regular tachycardia conducted with left bundle branch 
block at 230bpm. An IVG was placed, and diltiazem was titrated at 9mg via 
slow IV. Sinus capture with supraventricular bigeminy and short salvoes of non- 
sustained SVT ensued. He was started on spironolactone, Taurine, and 
DilacorXR. Via phone communication, his DilacorXR was continued to be 
titrated. His appetite never returned to normal, and his labored breathing 
returned the last weekend of
presented for humane euthanasia. 

 (b) (6)85 well as increased weakness, so he

6 Years Great Dane Dog 59 Kilogra 
m 

11 /6/20 19 22 : 16 Raw Rewards Treats for 
Dogs and Cats (Made with 
Pride In USA Portland 
Oregon} 

After eating some Raw Rewards Treats, our dog (b) (6) became violently ill.
Having symptoms of vomiting blood, blood in stool, and hemorrhaging blood 
from his anal region only. 

3 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog 

Dog 14 Pound 
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EON‐406057 11/6/2019 16:48 Taste of the Wild Small 
Breed Venison 

Patient presented for annual examination and a new heart murmur was 
identified. Due to need for anesthetic dental work, patient was referred for 
echocardiogram. Echo confirmed dilated cardiomyopathy with trace mitral and 
tricuspid insufficiency. No atrial enlargement was noted. Supraventricular 
tachycardia was noted during echo. Owner did not have the finances available 
to do additional workup of taurine levels, chest radiographs, and ekg. Patient 
was started on pimobendan, taurine, and l-carnitine. Patient had been eating 
Taste of the Wild Small Breed venison diet. Owner switched to Blue Buffalo 
small breed chicken and rice formula. 

Chihuahua Dog 

EON‐406040 11/6/2019 15:28 Zignature Kangaroo He presented with a new cardiac murmur during an exam on 8/30/19. Patient 
was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy on 9/17/2009 via echocardiogram. 
He has been eating Zignature Kangaroo diet exclusively for the last 2.5 years 
approx. He was initially started on Pimobendan, 1000mg Taurine twice daily, 
3000mg L-carnitine twice daily and a taurine level is pending. Chest 
radiographs did not show evidence of cardiac failure. EKG normal with normal 
HR and complexes. Patient is assymptomatic clinically. His diet has been 
changed as well. Initially he was switched to Royal Canin Great Dane, but did 
not eat that well, so he was switched to Purina Pro Plan Savor Shredded 
chicken flavor. Plasma taurine came back at 98, so taurine supplementation 
was discontinued. Current plan is to recheck echocardiogram in 4-6 weeks. 

3 Years Great Dane Dog 134 Pound 

EON‐406035 11/6/2019 14:56 Taste of the Wild Prey Diagnosed with Canine Dilated Cardiomyopathy. No issues before feeding 
Taste of the Wild Prey - Grain Free food 

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 46 Pound 
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EON‐406022 11/6/2019 13:28 Piggies Choice On November 2, 2019, the director of the Los Angeles Guinea Pig Rescue, 
Saskia Chiesa, posted a YouTube video titled “Time for the Outrageous 
Guinea Pig Calcium Truth.” In the video, Saskia promoted her product called 
“Piggies Choice,” and that it was currently only available for purchase at her 
rescue located at 10856 Farralone Ave, Chatsworth CA 91311. After several 
requests in the COMMENT SECTION of the video, she implied that she may 
sell her product on eBay if enough consumers are willing to pay for the 
expensive shipping. 

The issue here is that a person in the comment section of the YouTube Video 
stated that Saskia’s product is actually a brand of rabbit pellets that can be 
purchased via the Modesto Milling website. Modesto Milling is located in 
Empire, California. There is a big difference in guinea pig pellets and rabbit 
pellets. It seems like false marketing to promote rabbit pellets as guinea pig 
pellets. Attached are pictures of the ingredients from both “Piggies Choice” and 
the rabbit pellets found on the Modesto Milling website. The ingredients are 
exactly identical and organized exactly in the same order. 

As a concerned guinea pig advocate, I am submitting this information in hopes 
that a government agency can investigate the ingredients in “Piggies Choice” 
and if it is actually rabbit pellets. Saska has been selling her pellets at the 
rescue for years. Consumers deserve the truth. If she is indeed engaged in 
false marketing, then the public should be on alert. Whether it is intentional or 
negligence with respect to her conduct, the well-being of guinea pigs is top 
priority. Only pellets formulated for guinea pigs should be marketed for them. 

Thank you for reading my report. 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON-405972 11/6/2019 10:08 Fresh Pet Grain Free (b) (6) was presented through the ER for bicavitary effusion and labored 
breathing following a three-week period of doing poorly. On presentation, a 
Gallop was noted with increased bronchvesicular sounds. Thoracic 
radiographs from the pcDVM were reviewed (moderate pleural effusion, dilated 
pulmonary veins, and severe ascites). An echocardiogram was performed that 
showed dilated cardiomyopathy and a mass on the pulmonic valve. He was 
started on pimobendan, benazepril, furosemide, spironolactone, and 
clopidogrel. He was rechecked on October 1, 2019, and he had mild-plus 
pleural effusion and moderate abdominal effusion; the pulmonary valve mass 
was still present. His pimobendan and furosemide were increased from BID to 
TID dosing, and his spironolactone was increased from SID to BID dosing; fish 
oils were recommended for his loss of body conditioning. During phone 
rechecks, (b) (6) expressed concern with urinary accidents, so his
furosemide dose was decreased. At his recheck on October 31, 2019, he had 
stable pleural effusion and mild abdominal effusion; the pulmonary valve mass 
was not easily visualized.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 51.4 Kilogra
m

EON-405964 11/6/2019 8:56 Blue Buffalo Healthy Weight (b) (6) was presented to his pcDVM in June 2019 for a wellness visit: no murmur 
was ausculted, but his NT-proBNP was mildly elevated. His diet was changed 
at that time (previously on Blue Buffalo Healthy Weight), and a repeat NT- 
proBNP in September still showed an elevation, so a cardiac consultation was 
recommended. An echocardiogram was performed that showed borderline 
systolic function with normal cardiac dimensions. A whole blood Taurine was 
submitted that was normal. No cardiac therapy was recommended at this time.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 46.8 Kilogra
m

EON-405951 11/5/2019 23:12 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Grain Free 
Dry Dog Food

Multiple and long lasting recurring incidents of lip smacking, drooling and 
hacking cough. Numerous trips to emergency vet. I am reporting this "out of an 
excess of caution," because it is quite possible other factors caused this. 
However, when we finished the "suspect bag" of food and began a fresh one, 
she was fine. All dates are approximate. Also, I checked "no" to a veterinarian 
consultation because while she went multiple times to emergency vets, we did 
not discuss the possibility that the food was at issue.

9 Years Bloodhound Dog 100 Pound

EON-405932 11/5/2019 17:44 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Formula with 
Roasted Bison & Roasted 
Venison Dog Food

from last years vet visit to this years he has a enlarged heart vet said his heart 
was 13.5 sized and had congestive failure the only food that he has been on 
was taste of the wild grain free and when this was brought to the attention the 
vet advised to change food promptly due to the studys. we notticed a cough 
this last month but thought it was maybe allergies and took him in and found 
out this news

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON-405901 11/5/2019 15:40 Petcurean GO Venison Diagnosed with Taurine Deficiency Cardiomyopathy 5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 32.8 Kilogra 
m

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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EON‐405851 11/5/2019 12:48 TruDog Boost Me I started to use TruDog Boost Me for my small rescue dogs on . A 
few weeks later, my 3 pound rescue chi died on , without time for 
me to take him to the vet. A few more weeks later on a second 
dog, my 8 or 9 pound chi, vomited one day and bled out the second day and 
died in my arms. I did not even have time to take her to the vet either. On Sept 
17, 2019, my 3rd chi, around 7 pounds, vomited one day and started to bleed 
out the second day. I was able to rush her to the vet where the x-ray clearly 
showed internal bleeding caused from bone fragments in her intestines. On 
Sept 19, 2019 I wrote TruDog and sent the x-rays, the vets diagnosis, and also 
the bill asking them to pay for the bill. This is a small price to pay considering I 
lost 2 animals from the internal bleeding and almost lost a 3rd dog. The first 
email was ignored. On Sept 23, 2019 I sent another email with pictures of the 
bone in the product TruDog Boost Me, which clearly showed the ground bone 
fragments, that also matched the bone in my dogs intestines causing the 
internal bleed. For 5 weeks I was ignored as "it was under investigation." On 
Oct 29, 2019 I received an email stating that their manufacturer reviewed this 
and that they were not paying the vet bill. I offered them a chance to be the 
hero and do the right thing admitting that it was an issue, the ground bone, but 
this has been ignored. I gave them several opportunities to make this right and 
no responsibility was taken at their end. 

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6) 10 Years Chihuahua Dog 3 Pound 

11/5/2019 11:32 Sheba perfect portions pate
in juices 

 I bought 2 cases of Sheba wet cat food about mid October. I have found 
several packages bad. They each have had various things wrong with them an
I fear someone out there will in advertantly give the food to their cat. Some 
were watery with foul odor some have bugs in them some had larvae in them 
some only had a foul odor coming from the container. 

EON‐405837 
 

11/4/2019 23:48 Taste of the Wild "PREY" 
Trout- Limited Ingredient 

On October 5th, 2019, collapsed and went into cardiac arrest and 
passed away unexpectedly. He was not acting sick and had a normal vet 
check up a few months prior. In the past 7 months, I have lost two dogs to 
DCM- one confirmed and one suspected . I now have a third dog

 just diagnosed with a heart murmur & arrhythmia. All three dogs from 
different bloodlines and fed the same diet. 
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6) 10 Years Weimaraner Dog 80 Pound EON‐405797 
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Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
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UOM 

EON‐405796 11/4/2019 23:48 Pedigree Dentastix triple 
action original 18 treats 
large 

Both of my dogs, a 9 year old jack Russell terrier named , and a 2 year
old chihuahua named 

 I dont have the date because it 
was a value package. I have researched this all day, and its grape toxicity 
poison. The uk currently are in deliberation with this issue. My dogs are 
healthy, taken care of like people, and now they are sick. The eldest is the 
worse. Hes 9 years old, lethargic, acts like something is lodged in his throat, 
drooling, didn't want to interact with his dog brother. And is now dehydrated 
and I'm considering the vet if no better in 12 hrs. He is miserable. Hes only 
been sick in the vets 1 time in 2014. His name is and is very well 
trained in comparison to any other dog. As is the 2 yr old chihuahua. . 
They have had loose bowels for 36 hrs, the 2 year old stopped 
accepting a dentastix 1/2 4 days ago. Hes better. the 9 yr old is not 

are sick from Dentastix. I purchased them 2 
weeks ago from Ollie's in

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

 9 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 13 Pound 

EON‐405763 11/4/2019 16:20 Freshpet Nature's Fresh 
Grain Free Chicken Recipe 

Needed to defrost a few bits to hide a pill in for my dog and they reacted with 
the microwave shooting sparks and fire flames out from the kibbles, indicating 
metal in the food. 

EON‐405755 11/4/2019 15:44 Earthborn Holistic was on Earthborn Holistic food since 2015 until first bout of heart failure 
secondary to dilated cardiomyopathy. Presented to OVC already on heart 
failure medications. 

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 13 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐405708 11/4/2019 12:48 Purina One Urinary Tract 
Health Formula 

On Friday, November 1, 2019, I went to my local CVS to buy the cat food. I 
usually buy the Purina One Chicken or Turkey formula. However, they did not 
have any of these formulas in stock, so I bought the Purina One Urinary Tract 
Health Formula. I fed my cat about 1/3 cup of the food. My cat did not finish the 
whole food. A few minutes after he ate, he started having a convulsion. Some 
of the undigested pet food went out of his mouth during the convulsion. He 
was crying in pain and when I picked him up in my arms I could feel his 
internal organs shaking. He was a very healthy cat, I find it very suspicious that 
he started convulsing right after he ate the food. He died instantly. He could 
not get a necropsy because it costs 600.00 and I didn't have the money at the 
time. But the new food formula was the only thing different that happened that 
night. That is why I decided to make this report. 

6 Years American Shorthair Cat 14 Pound 

EON‐405700 11/4/2019 11:56 Purina Busy Bone Mini Long-
Lasting Chew 

I purchased Purina Busy Bone Mini Long-Lasting Chew bones on Saturday. 
11/2/19. Within hours of giving the dogs these chew bones, 1 of them became 
ill, vomiting several times throughout the night. By Sunday morning both dogs 
were vomiting. I fasted the dogs for 4 hours before giving any water (ice cube) 
and 8 hours before feeding them white rice and a small amount of white meat 
chicken. Both dogs are still vomiting and cannot hold down anything, even 
water. 

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 40 Pound 
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(b) (6)  had persistent hypoglycemia, hypotension, and oral discharge overnight. 
He received dextrose, fluid boluses, and dobutamine CRI to continue to control 
these problems. Overnight, he was tachycardic with a Grade II/VI heart 
murmur and bounding femoral pulses. By the next morning, he had progressed 
to a Grade III/VI heart murmur and an echocardiogram was recommended. 
The echo showed an enlarged heart with poor systolic function, consistent with 
dilated cardiomyopathy. He was suspected by to be cardiogenic shock 
secondary to the DCM. Euthanasia was recommended. 

(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐405674 11/4/2019 9:08 Call of the Wild - Vension Patient was presented on for facial swelling. He was give 60mg 
of diphenhydramine IM and discharged to continue his post-op right TPLO 
confinement. On he was presented for increased swelling around 
the mandible and cranial neck, and the owner reported that he had vomited the 
night before. He received 50mg of diphenhydramine that morning. A sedated 
oral exam was performed (6mg of butorphanol and 0.4mL of dexmedetomidine 
IV), and on exam purulent material on the left buccal surface of the mandible 
and a wound on buccual surface were appreciated. Anesthesia was 
recommended for abscess debridement. On catheter placement,  
arrested; he was intubated and chest compressions were started. He received 
0.6mL of Antisedan IM and 0.2mL IV, 3.0mL of Nalaxone IV. He regained a 
palpebral reflex, heart beat, and he started breathing on his own. 
Approximately 45 seconds later, he arrested again, and chest compressions 
were restarted. He received 0.2mL of Antiseda IV, 3.0mL of Nalaxone IV, and 
0.3mL of epinephrine IV. He regained a heart beat, good pulses, and he began 
to chew on the ET tube. He vomited and sat up, so his ET tube was removed. 
No surgical procedure was performed, but a hemostat was used to open the 
wound to increase drainage. He was hospitalized overnight on fluids, IV 
antibiotics, and anti-emetics.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30.1 Kilogra 
m 
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(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
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EON‐405670 11/4/2019 8:56 Castor & Pollux 
ORGANIX 
grain free 
BUTCHER & BUSHEL 
Organic Chicken Wing and 
Thigh Dinner with Sweet 
Potatoes in Gravy 

I opened a can of Castor & Pollux "Organix" brand, "grain free, Butcher & 
Bushel" dog food on 11/1 and used appx. 1/3 of the new can without incident 
for my dog's evening meal. Our appx. 60lb. dog usually receives a mix of dry 
kibble and some canned food or cooked protein 2x per day. Because we mix 
his food, we only use appx. 1/3 of a 12.7 ounce can. 

The next day (11/2), when I began to serve my dog's morning meal, I scooped 
more deeply into the can and found what appeared to be a large, appx. 3-inch 
cooked chicken bone in the can. Upon further inspection, I found 3 large bones 
varying in thickness. I double checked on the internet to confirm my belief that 
cooked chicken bones can cause harmful, if not fatal injuries to dogs. 

I promptly took photos of the offending can, the bones, etc. and decided to 
notify the FDA as a citizen concerned about the welfare of my dog and other 
dogs. 

I have no connection to the pet food industry, and to the best of my knowledge, 
and I have no business or personal relationship with the offending company or 
its principals. 

EON‐405651 11/3/2019 19:36 Supreme Source Grain Free
dog food 

 After a diet of Supreme Source Dog Food for over 2 years, both of my 
chihuahuas (  and ) have been diagnosed with heart disease and 
have critical health problems daily. Require several medications daily, and 
health is declining. 

(b) (6)(b) (6)
15 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound 

EON‐405648 11/3/2019 19:08 Ol’ Roy Dog Food With 
Lamb & Rice 

I purchased a can of ol’ Roy lamb and rice dog food from Walmart in 
When I went to open the can I held it with my left hand while pulling 

the tab with my right. As soon as I pulled the tab the lid exploded off with a 
very loud POP. It literally blew my left hand off the can. The air or whatever it 
was immediately made me start coughing and my middle finger was red and 
swollen like a burn mark. 

EON‐405638 11/3/2019 14:48 Taste of the Wild Canine 
food - Venison and Salmon 

Began noticing projectile vomiting after couple hours of eating. Dog bites and 
chews on feet. Dog scratches and flips head constantly. Bloody stool 
observed. 

3 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 50 Pound 

EON‐405633 11/3/2019 11:36 Castor & Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Organic Small 
Breed Recipe Recipe Dry 
Dog Food 

Congestive Heart Failure after eating grain free food. Castor & Pollux Organix 
Grain Free Organic Small Breed Recipe. 

9.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound 
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 Acana Regional Six Fish 
Dog Food 
Acana Appalachian Ranch 
Dog Food 
Orijen Regional Red Dog 
Food 
Orijen Six Fish Dog Food 

EON‐405626 11/3/2019 6:48 She seemed to start panting when on a walk more quickly then previously 
noted. Her endurance and energy just seemed to be decreasing. Upon 
examination with her vet, a heart abnormality was noted. We were referred to a
veterinary cardiologist who did further testing including a detailed 
Echocardiogram. Analysis of the results indicated that (b) (6) has DCM most 
likely caused by a diet of grain free foods. 

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 83.3 Pound 

EON‐405610 11/2/2019 20:12 Rachel Ray Nutrish 
zero grain chicken and 
sweet potato 

Gave Rachel Ray sweet potaoto recipe to winston and within 5 minutes he 
started throwing up to include diarrhea for several hours. the design of the bag 
and the food has changed from the previous bag. There use to be a window on
the bag so you could look inside and see the sweeet potatoes/veggies. The 
food smells different as well. Bag expiration Jun 25th 2020, with number 
9122820 02, 04:47, and number on the side of bag is 18417703. 

 

7 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified) 

Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐405597 11/2/2019 14:28 Zignature (b) (6)Feb 2018  collapsed while playing in the yard. She was diagnosed with 
Congestive Heart Failure (DCM) using Echocardiogram, bloodwork, and x-
rays. She received Enalapril and Vetmedin twice daily. She began having 
more severe collapsing episodes in May 2019 that would leave her hind limbs 
numb. She was evaluated again June 2019 and had an extremely large heart 
and pulmonary edema. She passed . (b) (6)

12 Years Retriever 
(unspecified) 

Dog 75 Pound 

EON‐405588 11/2/2019 11:28 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Salmon Recipe Grain-Free
Dry Dog Food 

Admitted to the hospital 10/7/2019 after episode of shortness of breath, 
tachycardia, and failure to eat. 1-2 weeks prior coughing up frothy, phlegm 
while eating breakfast, otherwise normal behavior and appetite. He was 
administered antibiotics and Lasix and placed in an oxygen tent after CXR 
revealed cardiomegaly and some pulmonary congestion. Diagnosis possible 
aspiration pneumonia and dilated cardiomyopathy. An echo confirmed the 
diagnosis of DCM. Incidental foreign body in stomach which was later removed 
endoscopically. He was discharged the next day. Continued to gradually 
improve. Was placed in a kennel while we traveled and upon return had 
worsened despite recieving medications and a new diet, although antibiotics 
had been completed after one week. His lethargy, lack of appetite, and mild, 
noisy respiratory distress prompted another vet visit on 10/28. CXR this time 
apparently revealing marked cardiomegaly and relatively good lung fields. He 
was placed on another trial of antibiotics and discharged. To this date there 
has been minimal improvement in his condition. His previous diet had been on 
Blue Buffalo Wilderness Salmon Recipe Grain-Free Dry Dog Food for years, 
but recently changed to Purina Pro Plan Focus Adult Sensitive Skin & 
Stomach Salmon & Rice Formula Dry Dog Food as another dog had become ill 
and read about concerns with grain free diets in dogs. With the initial 
diagnosis, both vets felt diet may have been a contributing factor as well as 
what I have read on the AKC website that DCM has been noted in bulldogs. 

7.6 Years Bulldog Dog 52 Pound 
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EON‐405586 11/2/2019 11:00 Earthborn Holistic Coastal 
Catch 

Grade 2/6 left apical systolic murmur noted at time of cholecystectomy 
(7/1/19). Very mild cardiomegaly noted on pre-op thoracic radiographs. 
Echocardiogram on 10/30 revealed moderate left ventricular dilation with 
reduced systolic function and mild changes to left atrial size. 

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 30 Pound 

EON‐405469 11/1/2019 10:21 zignature kangaroo dog food 
dry 

loose stool lost 10 lbs cough 5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐405419 10/31/2019 23:20 Orijen Six Fish Dry Cat Food I found large chunks of cat food in a bag of Orijen Six Fish dry cat food. I 
notified the company since this appeared to be a quality control issue, if not a 
choking hazard. I submitted pictures and information from the back of the bag. 
After a few days, I received a response that the pieces were “surged food” 
caused by the knife drive not being activated throughout the process of cutting 
the kibble. The company representative said, “Although not ideal, they are in 
no way harmful to your pet and are not a concern from a health or safety 
standpoint.” I strongly disagree with this. While the pieces were too big to not 
see, one eaten by a cat would certainly be a choking hazard if not detected. In 
addition, I found some smaller pieces that could easily have been missed 
during a quick visual check. 

EON‐405408 10/31/2019 18:40 Dogswell Jerky Minis Hip 
and Joint 

I purchased a 4 oz. bag of Dogswell Jerky Minis Hip and Joint treats 
(glucosamine, Chrondrotin and New Zealand green Mussels) on Sunday 
afternoon late and have given her 2 a day for the last 4 days. Today she began 
shaking and shivering , having diarrhea and vomiting, became extremely 
lethargic and weak (it was 71 degrees at the time, not cold then). 

15 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog 

Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐405405 10/31/2019 18:24 Taste of the Wild Prey Ive been feeding my dog a grain free diet with lentils as one of the main 
ingredient, One dog started to get a weird cough and wouldn't want to eat as 
much, in time she started to get bloated so I took her to the vet. Come to find 
out the liquid in her chest was being cause by heart failure, fluid was drained 
and was placed on meds but got worse and had to be put down, two weeks 
later another dog shows the same symptoms and had to be put down as well. 
After another week past the third dog showed exact same symptoms as the 
first two so the vet started noticing a pattern and asked about the ingredients in 
the dog food, when I told him about their diet he showed me this article 
explaining that it could be the dog food I'm feeding them that caused this 
problem. My 4th dog has a minor cough now so I changed his dog food and 
have an appointment for him on Saturday 11/02/19 to be evaluated. Any help 
on this issue would be much appreciated Thank You 

6 Years Anglo-Francais de 
Moyen Venerie 

Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐405392 10/31/2019 17:20 Purina Beneful Bought Purina Beneful dog food 3rd weekend of June 2019. One week later, 
(b) (6)became ill on July 4th and continued to become very weak & could not 
eat. Was depressed, wobbly, and threw up. Had pre seizure in the morning of 
July 9th, then went into full seizure & her heart has stopped. All of these 
symptoms (b) (6)had showed that she was poisoned. This illness lasted only 
5 days. She was very healthy before that. 

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 72 Pound 
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EON‐405388 10/31/2019 16:36 Earthborn Patient was referred by their rDVM. presented with cardiomegaly in 
the thoracic radiographs taken and also showing from the ECG he was 
tachycardic with occasional PCV's. did an echo-cardiogram 
and discovered that had Dilated Cardiomyopathy suspected to be caused 
by the grain-free (Earthborn) diet that he and his litter-mate have both been 
eating. 

Retriever - Golden Dog 

EON‐405366 10/31/2019 14:04 Castor & Pollux Natural Pet 
Works Organix grain free 
Butcher & Bushel 

Found three chicken bones in a can of Castor & Pollux Organix grain free 
Butcher & Bushel dog food. 

EON‐405264 10/30/2019 19:12 Blue Buffalo Blue Homestyle 
Recipe Grain Free Chicken 
Dinner with Garden 
Vegetables natural food for 
dogs 

I opened the can of food with the pull tab and there was an audible "pop" 
sound as if the can were under pressure. The food began to bubble up over 
the edges of the can and spill over the side on its own, and there was an 
extremely foul odor. 

EON‐405262 10/30/2019 18:20 Fromm Gold Was concerned about all the talk of grain free diet with dogs and decided to 
have a cardiac profile done. The report noted right heart chamber 
enlargement. She has been on Fromm Gold Grain Free since I brought her 
home as a puppy 

20 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound 

EON‐405235 10/30/2019 14:36 NTD443T16PFF 

ned frsh brth lg 16ct ffp 

On 09/22/19 I gave my dog a new treat made by Nylabone. It was a Nutri Dent 
Fresh Brth Lg bone. Prior he had the Nylabone Filet Mignon bones daily. This 
product has a horrible smell that permeates the whole house. Nothing like 
Mint. ate 1 Freh Brth bone followed up with 1 Filet Mignon bone. On 
09/23/19 

threw up more Frsh Brth bone. He also stopped eating. On 09/26/19 
took to Vet. 

threw up about haklf of the Frsh Brth bone. On 09/24/19 

7 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 203 Pound 

EON‐405234 10/30/2019 14:32 4Health Grain Free Turkey 
and Potato 

DCM related to eating a grain free diet. Large globulous heart, tachycardia at 
270bpm as well as atrial fibrillation 

2 Years Rottweiler Dog 

EON‐405177 10/30/2019 2:16 Merrick can and dry dog 
food with peas. 
The taste of Wild 
Grain Free Dog food 

Started to feed my dogs Merrick Dog food, all three dogs started to not want to 
eat, especially the dry dog food so I thought it was the taste or smell. My one 
dog was having really bad allergic skin problems so I switch to a grain-free dog 
food. They ate it but they refused to eat the grain-free treats with peas, and 
they always loved treats. Then my dog started coughing and I took to the vet 
and he now has DCM Dilated Cardiomyopathy. I am seeing a cardiologist 
tomorrow and will ask them to test my two other dogs that only a year old. 

8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 85 Pound 
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EON‐405137 10/29/2019 17:44 friskies indoor pate chicken 
dinner with garden greens 

friskies indoor pate chicken dinner with garden greens canned food contains 
excessive red coloring. i contacted purina and was informed that perhaps food 
was contaminated with seratiamarcenscens bacteria originating in my house. i 
do not accept this as a valid conclusion. my cats will not eat red colored food. i 
have disposed 3 cans so far. my cats show no signs of illness or distress. i 
have 5 full grown cats. cat food was purchased at harris teeter 
9/25/2019. mark on bottom can is92561157 l8ga1105 sep 2 21 best by. i would
like to know true reason for red color in food as i am worried about 
serrratiamarcenscens in my house. 

 

EON‐405126 10/29/2019 16:28 4health Special Care 
Sensitive Skin Formula for 
Adult Dogs, PRO PAC® 
Ultimates™ Bayside 
Select™ 

Owner presented on 10/17/19 with concerns of canine slowing down, not 
eating much for 1 week, not aware of urination and increased respiratory rate. 
Heart sounds were muffled and a possible arrhythmia was noted. CBC was ran 
in house every thing was within normal limits. Radiographs were taken and 
showed moderately enlarged heart. An ECG and radiographs were sent to 
Idexx Telemedicine Consultans vetmedstat for an assessment. 

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 101 Pound 

EON‐405076 10/29/2019 9:44 Blue Wilderness with 
Salmon and LifeSource Bits 
Adult 

We bought a new bag of food because we ran out. It was the same flavor we 
always get - Blue Buffalo Wilderness Salmon in the pink bag - within 2 hours 
she started having explosive diarrhea. This continued for a couple of days. It 
was very slimy/mucus-y. We put on the bland diet of just rice and boiled 
chicken to reset her stomach after talking to the vet. Everything cleared up, so 
we put a small amount of her food into the bowl mixed with mostly rice. The 
diarrhea came back within 2 hours again and was back for several days after 
only a very small amount of food. We have since switched her food to a 
different brand and everything has gone back to normal. She was on the Blue 
Buffalo Wilderness for well over a year without any problems until the most 
recent bag we purchased. We will not be using the brand again as it seems it 
is not consistent and I will not be risking my dogs health. 

2 Years Unknown Dog 50 Pound 
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EON‐405035 10/29/2019 0:16 Nylabone Small Dog Value 
Pack Includes 2 chew toys 
and 1 edible chew treat 
small 

I would like to file a formal complaint against Nylabone. I have emailed them 
with my complaint as well. Our dog, Peggy was given a Nylabone Small Dog 
Chew toy (small blue knobby, inedible bone) as a part of the Nylabone Small 

dog value pack that also contained 1 edible chew treat and 1 dental chew that 
was not given. 

Nylabone Small Dog Value Pack 
Included 2 chew toys and 1 edible chew treat, Small 

UPC Code 1821482671 
Purchased at Walmart for $5.94 

Date of Ingestion 10/12/19 
Date of Emergency Vet Visit 10/15/19-10/16/19 

Amount of vet bill $1281.90 
Dog is a 8 lb Maltipoo 

Dog was given the blue knobby bone (inedible chew toy in the pack) and 
ingested 3/4 within 3 minutes. She was supervised and by the time we took it 

away from her, 3/4 of it was eaten. 
She passed a lot of this bone in her stools for 3 days and then on the evening 

of 10/15/19, she began violently vomiting (8 times in 45 minutes) and was 
rushed to the emergency vets office. She continued to vomit many times and 

then began vomiting blood and parts of the blue nylabone, that had been 
ingested 3 days earlier. They admitted her and and discovered she had parts 
of the bone still in her stomach and intestines and developed Pancreatitis as a 

result of ingesting this toy. 3-4 barium studies later, and accute medical 
support overnight, and many xrays, they waited as she passed a large portion 

of the bone. Therefore surgery was averted. She was sent home with 6 
different medications, dispensing for 10 days and is still not 100% back to her 
old self. She is now on a special diet due to the pancreatitis, and tires easily 

(she is only 2 years old) 

2 Years Maltese Dog 8 Pound 
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This bone that she ate was packaged with 2 other bones, one is labeled 
edible, one is labeled a dental chew and the blue knobby one is a chew toy. I 
feel Nylabone is negligent in 2 ways. #1, packaging is confusing as to what 
you are getting, when you look at the label, at first glance, it seems all 3 are 

edible and they are NOT.# 2 the inedible bone is made of such a soft material, 
it required VERY little effort from our dog to eat it. 

I have read online where tons of people have had the same issue with this 
bone and their dogs have DIED. They have to be held accountable for this!. I 

see also there have been a few recalls for this product in 2015 because it does 
break into small pieces. Supposedly they had improved the product. NOPE. 

EON-405022 10/28/2019 18:24 Rabbit & Produce Dog Food OC Raw Dog was contaminated with leptospira, causing a kidney infection. 
The dog required dialysis to stop onset of acute kidney failure. 

11 Months Terrier- West 
Highland White 

Dog 14.5 Pound 

EON-405006 10/28/2019 16:08 Acana Dog food - multiple 
varieties - primarily grain 
free 

was being treated for fracture of phalanx 1 of digit 5 on rear hind leg - weekly 
splinting for 3-4 weeks 

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 34.4 Kilogra 
m

died suddenly (b) (6) - no previous history of cardiac disease or observed
on physical exam 

 

autopsy reported indicated dilation of left ventricle - suspect AV valve disease/ 
DCM 

EON-405005 10/28/2019 16:04 Balanced Blends 
1450 S. Burlington Ave 
Hastings NE 68901 

 vomited 3 times in rapid succession. Initially vomit consistency was
watery with some of the food in it. Second two vomit consistency was just 
watery 

15 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 13 Pound 

EON-404995 10/28/2019 14:36 Straight Turkey Formula for 
Dogs, Detailed Turkey 
Formula for Dogs 

Answers Pet Food continues to hold "talks" and publish videos online 
(including YouTube) promoting their brand as a safe alternative diet. They will 
not disclose information unless you email them and they deem you "non- 
threatening". In one of the talks, the owner explicitly said: "I can say anything I 
want but I can't put it in writing because I'm not a vet". The company post 
videos about switching diets and using their diets (not tested and legally 
cannot make a drug claim) to treat and manage diseases such as kidney 
disease. The company has no veterinarian, nutritionist or medical/scientific 
background and has done no research. Many of their products are misleading 
and do not contain sustenance. 

 EON-404984 10/28/2019 13:24 4health Grain-Free Beef & 
Potato Dog Food 

My dog was diagnosed with a cardiac ultrasound and showed signs of an 
enlarged heart and decreased tfast contractility and atrial fibulation. 

8 Years Shepherd Dog - Dog 86 Pound 
Belgian Tervueren 

EON-404983 10/28/2019 13:12 FRISKIES CHICKEN IN 
SAVORY GRAVY PATE 

Found mold in my cat food 
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EON-404954 10/28/2019 8:36 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient formula for adult 
dogs salmon and potatoes

My dog was in heart failure when I took him to the vet (had abdominal 
distention, dyspnoea, not eating/drinking). This report is a duplication of a 
report I filed on 26Oct2019 (do not have the ICSR number at the time I am 
writing this). I wanted to add my contact information in the previously reported 
incident but I wasn't able to access my report for a follow-up. PLEASE KEEP 
THIS REPORT.

14.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON-404907 10/27/2019 10:00 Fresh Pet Dog Food Woke up one morning and my dog would not eat. That same day i called the 
vet and had ( )(6)seen.Vet did blood work and her liver enzymes that are 
suppose to be under 200 where at levels that could not be read on the test well 
over 3,000.

8 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 63 Ounce

EON-404901 10/27/2019 9:56 Fresh Pet Dog Food Woke up one morning and my dog would not eat. That same day i called the 
vet and had (b) (6) seen.

8 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 63 Ounce

EON-404868 10/27/2019 7:36 Blue Buffalo basics limited 
ingredient grain free formula 
salmon & potato recipe adult 
dry dog food

My dog was diagnosed with left and right heart failure. I believe it was caused 
by the brand of food he had for the last 1 year Basics limited ingredient Blue 
Buffalo salmon dry food.

13.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON-404801 10/25/2019 17:00 Natural Balance grain Free, 
Nature's REcipe Salmon 
Sweet Potato and Pumpkin

10 year old dog - eating grain-free dog food her whole life - multiple brands - 
diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 9.4 Pound
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EON-404772 10/25/2019 13:48 Whole Hearted soft and 
Chewy training treats 
distributed by International 
Pet supplies and Distribution 
Inc. 2018 Petco Animal 
Supplies Inc.
Lot 051421 Exp 05/21 and 
Lo t070121 Exp 7/21

lDILDI and another family pet from different household were fed Whole Hearted 
soft and chewy Training treats a Petco Product, for several days before Oct

21, 2019. Both dogs started with vomiting and diarrhea on Oct 20, 2019, 
Sunday, and both were brought to me on Oct 21, 2019, Monday. Both dogs 

had normal temps, were active but having wateTdiru-rhea and vomiting if they 
ate, but were now anorexic, and the one dog, (b) (6), was lethargic. I treated 
for routine digestive upset, gave parenteral fluids" and send them home. On 
Oct 22 (b) (6 was brought back for extreme lethargy, but {b) 6 ) did not come 

back but was not eating.
(b) (6) had temp of 105 and was totally dehydrated.Xrays NR but for thickened 

bowel walls. Bloodwork showed HI RBC, HCT, Hgb and low PHOS of 1.8 
Calcium 10.4. Kand CL low from diarrhea. I hospitalized him and treated with 

parenteral fluids, AB, etc etc. His condition deteriorated rapidly. (b){6)was 
brought in next day, Oct 23, 2019, temp of 105. Liver values HI , HGB HI at 22. 
Phosphorus HI at 7.4. Calcium normal. She was hospitalized and treated with 

fluids and symptomatically. She deteriorated rapidly. On (b) (6)
, she died.

Meanwhile , by Thursday, (b) (6), still hospitalized was getting better. All blood 
values for Chem and CBC were normal except now there was a neutrophilia at 
13.94. He started to eat, no more vomiting. Temp down in a.m., spiked at night 

and treated. I sent him home on Thursday night with meds etc. Owners 
brought him back today, Oct 25 as he seemed painful, would not eat, and they 
thought he had a fever, which he did again at 104.5. He is hospitalized again.

I called Petco, got no one who could care at all or refer me. still working on 
that. Tried to contact you yesterday and today by phone, left message. No one 
got back to me. Tried to create account with you, computer will not verify me.

I believe the Whole hearted treats have toxicity in them, excess vit D? They 
need to be analyzed. After much sluthing with owners, etc, the only thing these 
2 leash dogs at different homes had in common was the same treats brought 

to them by common family member.

13 Years Terrier - Toy Fox Dog 22.6 Pound

EON-404738 10/25/2019 8:36 TEST TEST
EON-404694 10/24/2019 22:52 BB Pig ear 25 pack After eating pig ear one dog had digestive issues, as did I, the other dog was 

just off her food.
4 Years Ridgeback - 

Rhodesian
Dog 80 Pound
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EON-404680 10/24/2019 18:16 Answers Raw Goat's Milk 
Formula

I am the caretaker of three dogs for my employer. She has been using 
Answer's Raw Goat Milk.
I sent the manufacture this email:
We have been purchasing your Raw goat’s milk formula for about six months 
now.
We have received one 1/2 gallon size that curdled and now lately we have had 
two quart containers curdle. The pet store told us that it is ok to still feed but 
one of the dogs had diarrhea last night and nothing else had changed. It also 
smells different so we don’t feel safe doing that. It seems that something is 
wrong and we are going to stop purchasing it until we know the problem has 
been addressed.
They wrote back this:
Thank you for using Answers Pet Food. We ferment our goat milk which 
makes it more nutritious and safe to feed. Every carton can look different. 
Many cartons can look just like milk and other will be curded and separated. 
The curded/separated milk is more fermented and will contain more probiotics. 
The diarrhea your dog is experiencing is a detox, see attached.
They sent me a pdf that basically says that switching to raw can cause a detox 
to occur and not to panic if your dog is lethargic and having diarrhea. I can 
send this pdf to you all.
I think it is misleading. I think selling a curdled product is not good. I worked as 
a vet tech and treated dogs and cats with bad bacterial overgrowth from things 
like this and I am concerned about the information they are providing. I think it 
is dangerous.

EON-404645 10/24/2019 13:12 Zignature pork formula 
Limited ingredient formula

After years of feeding my dog Zignature, she looked great in the morning and 
my wife came home to find her dead. There were no other signs of death so I 
had my father look at her. My father is a long time practicing veterinarian and 
his final conclusion was that her heart just stopped.

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 60 Pound

EON-404642 10/24/2019 12:56 Taste of the Wild Bison and 
Venison

The patient developed a mild cough and thoracic radiographs revels 
cardiomegaly and pulmonary edema. Echocardiogram was preformed and 
revealed dilated cardiomyopathy.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 43.5 Kilogra
m
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EON-404405 10/23/2019 11:48 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 
Limited Ingredient Diet

In 2014 (b) (6) was shown to have Allergies/Atopic dermatitis and prescribed 
Apoquel, Immunotherapy and a grain free novel protein diet. He began on 
California Naturals Kangaroo Formula. After that was pulled from market he 
continued on Zignature Kangaroo and Red Lentil Formula. In mid 2018 he 
started to show signs of fatigue and weight gain but vet visits found nothing. In 
spring of 2019 (b) (6) still lethargic and gaining weight he started having 
diarrhea followed shortly after by increased lethargy, shallow 
breathing/panting, coughing, regurgitation, bloating in the abdomen, and 
continued weight gain. He was administered an ultrasound and radiograph on 
Sept 9th 2019 and showed an enlarged heart (13 on the vhs scale). On Sept 
13 he was brought to (b) (6) for a longer episode of shallow
breathing. He was diagnosed with CHF and admitted for 24 hours to reduce 
fluid in lungs and stabilize his breathing. (b) (6) diagnosed DCM and
CHF. After 2.5 days in emergency he came out of the CHF and was prescribed 

 (b) (6) (b) (6) diuretics and heart medication. Follow-up Cardiologist visit on
showed the DCM but was stabile with medication. On he had
a heart attack and died.

10 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 79 Pound

EON-404404 10/23/2019 11:44 Triumph Grain-Free Salmon 
& Sweet Potato Recipe 
Jerky Dog Treats 24-oz 
pouch

I have been purchasing several bags of Triumph Grain-Free Salmon & Sweet 
Potato Recipe Jerky Dog Treats, 24-oz pouch from Chewy.com on a monthly 
basis. The last couple of pouches contained treats that were moldy. I emailed 
Chewy.com as well as the mfg, Sunshine Mills. Debbie Randolh with Sunshine 
Mills replied back and asked me to call her. I did and she admitted to having 
high humidity & climate control issues with their warehouse and indicated that 
this is an ongoing problem. Looking at the negative reviews on Chewy.com 
concerning mold issues going back to July 2017
While Chewy replaced 5 pouches of product, I will not feed these as this 
company has an ongoing problem

EON-404398 10/23/2019 11:08 Blue buffalo grain free Constantly vomiting when eat the dog food began to be sick by not eat it but 
still continued to vomit weight lose pale gums weakness

1.5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐404395 10/23/2019 10:44 Earthborn Holistic Grain 
Free 
Meadow Feast with Lamb 
Meal 
Holistic Food for dogs

 presented for a routine annual exam and vaccinations on 5/1/2019. A 
grade 2/6 systolic heart murmur was heard on exam. This had not been 
present before. had been eating Earthborn Grain free food for years per 
her owner. 

A full cardiac workup was pursued that same day (5/1/2019), which included: 
echocardiogram, chest xrays, blood pressure, EKG, and submission of blood 
taurine level. 

 was diagnosed with Dialated Cardiomyopathy (DCM), and immediately 
taken off of the Earthborn food. She started eating a Science Diet adult lamb 
based diet. She also immediately started medications that consisted of : (1) 
taurine 1000 mg twice a day, (2) Pimobendan 5 mg twice a day, and (3) 
Benazepril 5 mg once a day. 

At the 3 month recheck of her echocardiogram (8/2019), her heart showed 
improvement in the left ventricular systolic function with decreased left 
ventricular dimensions. 

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 36.5 Pound 

EON‐404379 10/23/2019 1:04 Purina Beyond Grain Free 
Chicken Lamb Spinach 
Recipe Ground Entree 

I fed my dog. This consists of Purina Beyond Simply 9 Lamb dog food mixed 
with 1/2 can of Beyond Chicken Lamb Spinach Grain free food. She has been 
eating this for 2 years so it was nothing new. My dog became sick vomiting. 
diarrhea and hot face and nose. I did not feed her again until the next evening. 
She was drinking a lot of water - more than normal. Not knowing what made 
her so sick (I am home most of the time and she is supervised when she goes 
outside) I threw out the new bag of dry Simply 9, the canned chicken lamb 
spinach grain free food (new can) The hot face continued as did the diarrhea. 
She was sleeping a lot. But after hours the vomiting stopped. I then cooked 
oatmeal (giving 2 tablespoons) mixed with home cooked chicken breast, 
swanson broth and green beans. Limited the amount to about 1/2 of her 
normal size meal. The diarrhea lasted for about a week. I continued with home 
cooked until diarrhea was stopped. Then I added one cup of dry food to this 
chicken oatmeal mix. She continued to recover and was more her normal self. 
Last night I added 1/2 can Grain free Beyond canned chicken spinach lamb to 
dry food and within a half an hour she was acting strange then started throwing 
up again. Nose was hot again. She started drinking a lot of water again. She 
slept all day today. Tonight I made her more chicken green bean mix and 
added dry Beyond Lamb food. No reaction and seemed to feel a little better. I 
threw out canned food. Thought you should know, since a Walmart Employee 
where I purchased the food stated another lady had returned 8 cans of the 
same purina beyond canned food stating "It was making her dog sick" 

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 87 Pound 
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EON-404367 10/22/2019 21:32 Natural Balance i have recently become aware of vitamin d toxicity in dogs from select brands 
of dog food. Our dog was fed NaturalBalance both wet and dry foods, as well 
as Natural Balance treats and Rachel Ray treats. He was 11 years old and 
recently euthanized due to kidney failure. I wanted to report, simply in case 
there was some correlation to the food he was eating. Not sure if other 
complaints have been filed with regards to these brands. Filing this report out 
of an abundance of caution and for the safety of other users.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 38 Pound

EON-404347 10/22/2019 15:56 hills science diet adult 
healthy mobility small bites

I have been feeding my dog Hill's Science Diet Healthy Mobility since April. 
Shortly after we opened the last bag, my dog was not acting herself. She was 
throwing up, having accidents on my floor, diarrhea, constipation, very 
lethargic, swollen stomach, and just no energy. We made numerous trips to 
the vets, had two different kinds of blood tests ran, and did scans of her body 
to make sure nothing was obstructing her stomach, everything came back 
normal except her scans showed her stomach and lining was very inflamed. 
The vet put her on 5 different medications and a strict diet. I kept trying to push 
her healthy mobility food and mixing it with the vet prescribed food or with 
hamburger or shredded chicken, she wouldnt go near it. It wasn't until 3 weeks 
later (that's how long she was very sick) i made the connection that it has to be 
this bag of food. She won't even go near the bag of dog food or eat food 
touching the kibble. I bought a different kind of dog food and she's eating it just 
fine.

10 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound

EON-404344 10/22/2019 15:08 Hill's Presciption Diet Dental 
Care t/d

Patient presented for lethargy, anorexia, diarrhea. Physical exam was 
unremarkable except for mild dehydration. Lab testing showed a greatly 
increased ALT (2600). Repeat testing 4 days later showed great improvement, 
with value decreased to 1200. Patient responded to SQ fluids and appetite 
stimulant.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8.3 Pound

EON-404316 10/22/2019 11:37 ACANA PILCHARD AND 
GREENS

Veterinary and Emergency Veterinary/Hospitalization and multiple 
investigations performed including Abdominal ultrasound and Echocardiogram 
indicating dilated cardiomyopathy with marked myocardial insufficiency and 
slight mitral and tricuspid regurgitation. Suspected nutritional deficiency?

4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 39.7 Kilogra 
m

EON-404315 10/22/2019 11:37 Zignature Kangaroo Formula (b)(6) randomly went into heart failure on (b) (6) at only 6 years of age 
She was in the ICU at the U of MN Vet Med Center for nearly a week trying to 
get her out of heart failure. We spent thousands trying to save her and since 
the type of heart failure was dialted cardiomyopathy the vets told us it was due 
to the grain free diet she was on. She was on Zignature Kangaroo for the last 
5+ years. Our cardiologist requested that we report this to the FDA for 
investigation. Unfortunately, pebbles lost her battle and couldn't stay out of 
heart failure. We had to euthanize her on (b) (6) . We want this company to 
be held responsible for the death of our young dog. We're now paying for 
echocardiograms of our other 2 dogs that were on the food as well.

6 Years Chinese Crested Dog 
- Hairless

Dog 9 Pound
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EON-404313 10/22/2019 11 :36 4health untamed buffalo and 
lentil 

Animal has developed dilated cardiomyopathy from consuming 4health grain 
free dog food. 

3 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 60 Pound 

EON-404312 10/22/2019 11 :36 hickory smoked and fully 
cooked ham bone 
butchers bones - made in 
usa 

4 Years Pointer - English 
Pointer 

Dog 44 Pound 

EON-404311 10/22/2019 11 :36 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient Grain Free 
Formula Turkey and Potato 
Recipe Adult Dog Food 24-
lb bag 

5 Years Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 85 Pound 

EON-404190 10/21/201911:20 Wellness CORE Grain-Free 
Large Breed Chicken & 
Turkey Recipe Dry Dog 
Food 

My dog ate a bone from Butchers bone smoke ham bone by S&S products. 
She had a small piece in her stomach and was going to do surgery, but this 
product put her into SEPTIC SHOCK and they could not stabilize her to do the 
surgery and she DIED. 
Suddenly, over the weekend lb) (6) began have breathing difficulty. We took 
her to her the emergency vet last night. and we were told 
that she had fluid built up in her abdomen/belly area as well as around her 
heart. Additionally she had an irregular heart beat and was oxygen deprived. 
We were faced with the unthinkable decision of putting her down or attempting 
to stabilize her overnight and try to get in her to a cardiologist today. At the end 
of the day, the vet told us she would not have a full life expectancy and would 
continue to live in discomfort. That was if we cou Id even get her through the 
night. We made the difficult choice to not put her through any more suffering. 
The vet told us that there has been a recent connection between grain free dog 
food and a taurine deficiency leading to heart issues in dogs. 

(b)(g)i 

(b) (6) had diarrhea and lethargy about 1 day after consuming dog food out of
new bag of food. After a visit to the vet and medication, he resumed that food 
about 1 week later and approximately 1 day after resuming the food, he 
became ill with diarrhea and lethargy again.

9 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 60 Pound 

EON-404163 10/20/2019 23:44 Pure Balance Grain-Free (b) (6) suddenly started being  6 ) ( )
tired. After 2 days of him being inactive, we

 (brought him to see the vet. was sent to the emergency vet clinic rfo
constant observation and further tests. He had an EKG and MRI before being 
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. He was not responding to treatment, 
once we knew he wouldn't be able to recover, we had him euthanized. 

It was about 4 days from his first symptom to his death. 

6 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 105 Pound 
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ON-404113 10/19/2019 19:44 Hills Science Diet -Adult 1-6 ,b) (6), a Lemon Beagle had been taking Hills Science food for most of his 
life. Since the age of 7, we started Hills Science Diet, Adult-1-6 and with the 
advice of his Veterinary Doctor tie continued until now. On 16April 2019, we 
bought a 35 Lbs bag, which he started on 18April 2019. On 28April 2019 
early inAM, we noticed there was some bile and some vomit on the floor, and 
on 29April 2019, he did not eat the whole day, and ate some grass but not as 
usually as all dogs but kind of "grazing". The next day (April 30th , he also 
refused to eat, and moved his b<mls only a little. We took him to his VD, who 

12 Years Beagle Dog 27 Pound 

Description 

gave him a blood test and an antibiotic, and pills for pain and for vomiting. 

For 3 days, (b) (6)took the meds and seemed to improve, bub( fil
(b) (61

(b)(6) . The ultrasound indica t__ed severe gallbladder damage (Mucocele),

he refused to eat ad take the medications, and on he 
produced large mucus, refused the med and eat, and continued "grazing' on 
the grass. We called his VD, who ordernd an ultra.sound, which was done on

I'll 

 

and the VD said that if operated (b TT6Jlwould have a bad prognosis including 
possible disabilities, and it was 5;adly dE!Cided to euthanize him. 

From the above, there is a strong indic;;,tion that e,ating the food of the new bag 
(which look darker than usual}, might h..ive cause-j the gallbladder damage, 
and we would appreciate your tc1king whatever action is necessary to fully 
clarify the matter. We kept the food bag, and would be glad to send samples 
and also his medical records if needed.if need. 

EON-404101 10/19/2019 15:16 Eukanuba premium puppy 
food small breed 

My puppy has had chronic diarrhea since I got him at 8 weeks. All puppies 
have hookworms from their mom's milk, but he couldn't kick them like a normal 
pup, and all the other pups in his litter. When I got him from breeder at 8 
weeks, I transitioned him to Eukanuba small breed puppy food. My pugs lived 
13 and 16 yrs, so I trusted it. Diarrhea led to rectal bleeding and never 
improved even 

(6) (b) 
when worms no long present (6 treatments later). Labwork was 

sent to and camE back positive for salmonella. Due to his GI
issues, he was given NOTHING else to ingest. No treats, etc. 

15 Weeks Bulldog - French Dog 10 Pound 

Before lab work was sent, vets suspected a food allergy, so they put him on 
hydrolized protein canned food. He immediately began to improve. The only 
thing he ever ate after leaving the breeder was this Eukanuba puppy food. I am 
OCD clean. None of the other pups in the litter from breeder have had this 
issue. His food was not contaminated. Mine was. He couldn't kick the 
hookworms like a normal pup because he was eating contaminated food! 
Daily! I know it. 
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EON-404083 10/19/2019 8:12 Abound grain free salmon We have been feeding our dogs abound grain free for years but just recently 
we have noticed the have been drinking an abundance of water and really not 
eating much. Just thought maybe not hungry. However they are now have 
diarrhea and drooling. Found there was a recall in several of the foods but only 
a few skus were noted. Our bag is two digits from one of the bags. The recall 
for to much vitamin d was sent out last fall but never have I seen this posted or 
in my receipt from Kroger. Also my daughters dog eats the same food and is 
now showing the same issues. I feel the problem is bigger than noted. We 
have now bought over $40 of dog food and can’t feed it to the dogs. Poor 
things are sick. We want to make sure this is called out and checked so others 
don’t get sick.

EON-404060 10/18/2019 18:12 Blackwood Slow Cooked Pet 
Nutrition Adult dog 
lean/senior. chicken meal 
and brown rice recipe

The owner introduced Bloodwood adult dog formula on 10/12/19, and 3 days 
later (10/15/19) the dog went into acute liver crisis, anorexia, and vomiting. 
ALT above readable level, p yellow with bilirubin 3.8 (and rising), normal liver 
values 3 months previously. Patient recently started on other meds around the 
same time (trilostane, cefpodoxime), however none of the meds have been 
associated with liver damage according to their manufacturers. All meds have 
been stopped, p is getting worse. Concern for possible aflatoxin in food, we 
have the bag here. Unsure if we should submit to lab or report now?

EON-404031 10/18/2019 16:08 Purina Felix Mixed selection 
in jelly
Purina Felix Mixed Selection 
as Good As It Looks

We purchased several different boxes of Felix catfood from different stores.
All the food turns bright red after at least an hour of exposure to air from the 
pouch.
The colour is so strong and concerning as it stains skin.
Both of my cats turned ill, one had to be taken for an emergency vet 
consultation in which the vet prescribed medication for stomach lining to my 
youngest cat. And also received an anti sickness injection. I have heard this to 
happen to other pet owners who buy Felix also. It is also happening to ‘as 
good as it looks’ its higher end product.
Overall hundreds of pounds have be spent, a report has been made to 
PURINA (Nestle) and they are awaiting some samples to be tested by them.

8 Months Russian Cat 10 Pound

EON-404020 10/18/2019 15:32 Kirkland Signature Natures 
Domain Turkey and Pea 
stew for dogs grain free all 
life stages, Canidae Under 
the sun grain free small 
breed adult dog food with 
chicken, Nutro chicken 
whole brown rice and 
oatmeal adult dog food

Presented for pro gressive lethargy of 2-3 months duration a nd decreased 
appetite. On exam abdomen was pendulous and gums wer e pale. ultrasound 
of abdomen reve; led copious amounts of fluid. Cytology in j icated modified 
transudate and cu lture of fluid was no growth. Chest xrays eveal cardiomegaly 
with likely right sic ed congestive heart failure. owner declin 3 d cardiology 
referral. start emp irical treatment for right sided congestive heart failure and 
drained the fluid f rom the abdomen for comfort reasons. Pa tient continued to 
decline despite tneat ment and was ultimately euthanized. N ecropsy was 
performed by the (b) (6)
dilated cardiomyo pathy with congestive heart failure. Acute hepatitis that was
suspected to be a scending was also found.

and relealed 

7 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 16 Pound
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EON-403905 10/18/2019 0:28 Acana Turkey and Pumpkin One night about 230am we noticed that she was struggling to breath and her 
heart was beating rapidly with no real consistency. I called the vet and got her 
in right away when they opened. She had extremely pale gums and was 
struggling to breath. After taking am x-ray, it was decided to place her on 
Vetmedin and a diuretic. The Vetmedin to help the heart muscle and the 
diuretic to get rid of the fluid around her heart and lungs. Since then she has 
also been placed on Digoxin to try and control her heart beat. She is doing 
better now on all the meds but it is just sad that this occured.

6 Years Great Dane Dog 155 Pound

EON-403892 10/17/2019 18:28 Nature’s Logic raw beef 
patties 3.2 ounces

We found a piece of metal in our dogs food on Wednesday Oct 9, 2019. She 
eats Nature’s Logic raw beef patties 3.2 ounces. Then on Saturday Oct. 12, 
2019 I found another piece of metal in a different bag of food (same NL).

EON-403891 10/17/2019 17:56 Blue Buffalo Wilderness, 
Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula

We have been feeding Blue Buffalo for months now. This new bag was "Life 
Protection" but others have been "grain free." In the last week, (b) (6)did not 
want to run/play as much. One day he ate but then acted like he felt bad or 
hurt, after the dogs went outside to go to the bathroom. We thought he hurt his 
leg or got stung by a yellow jacket. (There had been yellow jacket activity in the 
back neighbor's yard). The next day (b) (6)was fine. He did not want treats a 
usual, but he ate dinner. Then the next day he did not eat as normal. Then a 
few days later, yesterday, he was fine until yesterday. The dogs ate 5:00 PM 
and then about 15-30 minutes later they went out. (b) (6)was trotting as usual 
with his tail up and alert. He barked at squirrels and dog behind us (K-9).
I went for a walk (6:15) and when I came back (30 minutes later) (b) (6), lab, 
came up the stairs to come in but (b) (6)did not. I went down to see and he 
was sitting on his haunches and breathing very hard. I had to help him up the 
steps. He was not limping but could not get his breath. Within 20 minutes he 
died. His heart just quit.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 78 Pound

EON-403881 10/17/2019 16:44 FROMM FOUR-STAR DOG 
FOOD - GRAIN FREE 
CHICKEN AU FROMMAGE

Dilated cardiomyopathy diagnosed via echocardiogram
left venticular walls mildly thinned, there is mild mitral regurgitation, mild left 
ventricular dilation with reduced systolic function. normal left atrial size. left 
ventricle is consistent with dilated cardiomyopathy.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 81 Pound

EON-403860 10/17/2019 14:08 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

I have had (b)(6)since he was a puppy. (b)(6)was fed Blue Buffalo chicken/rice 
dry dog food for most of his adult life. Two years ago he was diagnosed with a 
heart mummer caused by mitral valve degeneration. His heart problems 
progressed to advanced DCM and atrial fibrillation. The vet cardiologist 
suggested changing diet because of some concerns about grain free or pea 
protein dog foods.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐403842 10/17/2019 12:36 Now Fresh Grain-Free 
Senior Weigh Management 

On Wednesday, October 9, our Shetland sheepdog started with a slight cough 
(maybe 2 times that day) and then would gag afterward but nothing came up. It 
continued to become a little more frequent for the next couple of days so on 
Monday, October 14 my husband called our vet and described her symptoms. 
Our vet prescribed an antibiotic which my husband picked up and gave her 
one dose. Our dog was worse by this time and was panting heavily so my 
husband decided to take her to the emergency vet hospital about 20 miles 
from our home because it was not after hours. She died on the way there. I 
was told several years ago that grain-free was the best diet for my dog and she 
had been eating a product called Now Fresh Grain-Free Senior Weight 
Management for many years. 

8 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 32 Pound 

EON‐403799 10/17/2019 4:44 Rachael Ray Nutrish 
Natural Food for Cats 
With Added Vitamins 
Minerals & Taurine 

Ocean Fish & Chicken 
Catch-iatore 

We opened a container of Rachael Ray’s OCEAN FISH & CHICKEN CATCH-
IATORIE wet cat food and were dishing it out for our cats when we noticed 
what appeared to be a long thin clear piece of plastic. Once we fished it out it 
was clear it was a piece of plastic and then we found yet another piece of 
plastic inside. Obviously we immediately threw the food in the garbage. We will 
be returning what is left of our purchase to PetsMart and letting them know 
what we found. The worst part is this is the second time this happened, but the 
first time I assumed it had come off the rim of the plastic container. 

EON‐403795 10/17/2019 0:00 Hound and Gatos 
The Original Paleolithic Pet 
Food Company 
Rabbit 98% 
Complete Meal for cats 

On August 17th I purchased two cases of Hounds and Gatos rabbit flavor can 
cat food from Chewy.com. The lot number for the case was P8H5PE0032B. 
The best by date was 10/20/21. The food had a jelly-like consistency and I 
found peas in a few cans and carrots in some others. The label on the cans do 
not list these ingredients. I contacted the manufacturer on September 11th and 
they confirmed that this food should not have these ingredients. I asked about 
information concerning their quality control process. They said they would reply 
with that information in a few weeks but they never sent it to me. They sent a 
replacement case on October 4th and when I received it I noticed that the case 
had the same lot number P8H5PE0032B. Again, I found carrots in some of the 
cans. I contacted the manufacturer again on October 6th about the issue but 
they no longer replied to my messages. 
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EON-403788 10/16/2019 21:40 Purina ONE SmartBlend 
Chicken Rice Dry Dog Food

(b) (6) experience flatulence, vomiting, and diarrhea following the first serving 
from a newly purchased, newly opened bag of the Purina ONE SmartBlend 
Chicken and Rice dog kibble. I discontinued her kibble after about 1 day of 
discussed signs and onto a temporary diet of rice as tolerated then rice with 
ground beef or eggs. After about 2 days without kibble and free of signs of GI 
distress, I gave (b) (6) approximately one-quarter of her usual serving, within 
about 1-2 hours of eating, she was experiencing excessive flatulence and, 
later that evening, diarrhea. I discontinued the kibble again and switched to a 
new bag and different flavor of the Purina ONE SmartBlend line (Lamb and 
Rice, as the Chicken and Rice was not available at our store's location at the 
time of my shopping) and she has not experienced any symptoms since, and it 
has been more than 3 days - last day of any symptoms was October 10th, 
2019.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON-403765 10/16/2019 16:24 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Puppy Chicken Recipe 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food

(b) (6) began gradually eating Blue Buffalo when we adopted a week and a 
half ago on October 6th, 2019. Following 2-3 days after adopting and adding 
the food to his science diet food, he had loose stools and could not keep 
himself from having accidents. I figured this was completely normal for 
adjustment. It is now day 10 with my puppy, and he is non stop vomiting, will 
not eat anything, and will not drink water. I am terribly upset and scared. 
Please do something about Blue Buffalo. This is very scary for pet parents.

8 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 35 Pound
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EON-403756 10/16/2019 15:48 Wellness Core
Grain free
Protein-rich nutrition
Senior
Deboned turkey chicken 
meal and turkey meal recipe

I purchased Wellness Core senior dog food from an auction the sells Amazon 
returns and products that Amazon sees necessary to get rid of. Upon bringing 

the 40 bags I bought home and opening, I noticed bugs inside the "sealed 
bags". I contacted the company and this is the reply I received. (

Dear(b)(6) ,

Thank you for taking the time to write WellPet regarding Wellness® CORE® 
Senior Formula Dry Dog Food. At WellPet we are committed to providing the 
highest quality pet foods and treats available. Our expert staff of engineers is 

continuously improving our products to ensure that they are tasty and nutritious 
for your pet. We regret that the product you received did not meet our high 

standards.

Our manufacturing facilities follow a very strict insect and pest control program 
that is constantly monitored. However, if pet food, treats and snacks are not 
stored properly at the distributor or retailer level, insects can be a problem.
They can travel inside the packaging and can be seen in multiple stages 

including eggs, larvae, webbing, moths etc. Insect infestation can come from 
many places along the distribution channel and occurs prior to the consumer 

purchasing the product. While these insects are a nuisance and pet food 
industry does its best to store its food properly, they are non-toxic and non- 

parasitic.

In order to better address your concerns we would like to get some additional 
information about the product for our Quality Assurance Department. If 

possible, please provide us with the flavor and package size of the product in 
question, as well as the Best if Used By/Please Enjoy By date and any 

additional manufacturing information stamped on the package.

We do recommend working with the Amazon auction vendor for a refund.

Sincerely).
The best by date is 11/09/2019

I sent them the information they asked for but have yet to hear anything. I 
would imagine they would want to see if it were just my bags affected or more.

Thank you
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EON-403679 10/16/2019 10:32 Acana Diagnosed with advanced chronic valve disease (severe left atrial and 
ventricular dilation with systolic function), supplemented with Taurine, standard 
medications for CHF and arrhythmia control + changed to cardiac diet - now 8 
months later left ventricle has reduced in size and left atrium is only mildly 
increased in size. Now able to wean down cardiac medications

11 Years Collie - Border Dog 52 Pound

EON-403 64 2 10/15/2019 22:36 There was no labeling on 
the package

I am writing to file a complaint about Armellino's Raw Dog Food in Huntington, 
NY. I have been getting my food there for several years and my dog has 
constantly been having health issues. I have asked the owner Joe Armellino 
several times about the ingredients in his food. The food is packed in plain 
white packaging with no nutritional information available. My dog has been 
been hospitalized several times and I just recently found out that there is 
chicken in all of their diets. I spoke to Joe about the chicken over the phone 
and he told me chicken bones should have no adverse affect. I have been 
buying their beef and turkey from them due the fact that my dog has severe 
chicken allergies. I was never told that the all the food has chicken parts mixed 
in, I had to find out from a 3rd party

I have been doing my due diligence and understand that all dog food must be 
labeled with ingredients, guaranteed analysis and lot numbers. This food has 
nothing of the sort on the packages.

After the thousands of dollars I have spent on my dog for his veterinary bills I 
would like to request that and investigation take place in Armellino's practices. 
They are not abiding by the most common set of food rules and have zero 
basics for handling food and avoiding contamination. There are cats running 
through the entire premise including the area where food is made.

I really hope that you look into this place so no other pet has to go through 
what mine has gone through and before someones pet dies.

Please see the attached web address: 
http://www.armellinosk9.com/

4 Years Bulldog Dog 65 Pound

EON-403617 10/15/2019 17:48 4-Health Grain Free Beef 
and Potato

I got (bl (b)who is a Dutch Shepherd mixed dog at the age of 9 months. She 
has only eaten 4-health grain free beef and potato dog food since I got hurt. 
She has started to get very tired over the past several months but her 
breathing started to be effected over the weekend. She was taken to the vets 
and it has been determined she has a heart murmur and an enlarged heart. 
Her heart should measure less than 10 but hers is a 14. She is now going to 
be on medications the rest of her life and hopefully the medications work. The 
vet stated she has had the enlarged heart for a while now.

47 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 38 Pound
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IEON-403559 10/15/ 201914:20 Hills Science Diel - Sensitive
Stomach & Skin (Adult) 

 I buy my dog food al www.chewy.com, who delivers the 30Ibs dog bags every

month. I opened this dog food bag and have been giving it lo my special needs 
dog (Hills Science Diel - Sensitive Stomach & Skin), as my dog has skin 
allergies and a sensitive stomach. Once I got down to the last 113rd of the bag, 
I noticed a large black lump of "something". I took ii out of the bag, and found it 
to be mildew and black mold, that was stuck to the bottom of the dogfood bag. 
Then I found mildew/ moldy food pellets throughout the rest of !he bag, which 
means, that I just fed my dog special needs dog, contaminated dog for during 
the past 3 weeks! 

EON-403556 10/15/ 201914: 16 Heritage Ranch by HEB 
Adult Salmon and Chickpea 
recipe 

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 49 Pound lb) (o)was diagnosed with a 2/6 heart murmur in the past 2 weeks. An ECG 
revealed the presence of DCM on 11/10/2019. He had been fed H-E-B 
Her·itage brand grain free food for almost 2 years. His previous owner does not 
recall the type of food Iha! he was fed while she owned him. 

EON-403533 10/15/ 201912:32 Nutro 
Hearty Stew Sweet Potato 
and Green Bean Stew. 

On or about September 1, 2019 I purchased 4 cans of Nutro canned dog food. 
a few days later I opened one of the cans and noticed Iha! some of the food 
under the lid was black. I opened a second can and it looked the same. I 
notified the Rural King in ll:i) ( 6) lwhere I purchased the food and let them 
know there was a problem with the food. They said bring it back for a refund. I 
was not happy with the results so I called Nulro. They said they would open an 
investigation which turns out was nothing. I received an email a few days ago 
asking what I thought of their customer service. I was not very nice at that 
point. After doing some research I found out that the Food and Drug 
Administration i s  the place to take care of the problem. I have photos of the 
spoiled food as well the lot numbers. 

EON-403523 10/15/ 201912:20 lnfinia Premium Dog food This dog seemed bullet proof and very healthy. A year ago this month I took 
him to the vet because he couldn't walk across the yard without stopping and 
gasping for air. 
This was a condition that was going on for about two months. 
The vet said his heart was enlarged and that is what was causing it. 
I always feed him lnfinia premium dog food. 
The Vet ask me to transition him off of the this food. 

12 Years Cattle Dog -
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog} 

Dog 42 Pound 

EON-403490 10/15/2019 7: 12 Collegiate all natural team 
lreatz sport snack 

I did not purchase the dog treats but I found expired treats on a clearance shelf 
in the pet food isle. Once I saw the date of 11-18-2018 on the bag I 
immediately found a worker and asked for a manager and told him and 
showed the manager the expired treat and all he said was we will remove them 
and turned and walked away from me. This is the 3rd Meijer in a two week 
time frame I've found expired dog treats. 

American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 

116 Pound EON-403450 10/14/2019 15:08 Taste of the Wild varying 
flavors 

Patient was diagnosed with ahylothorax. Although Mastitrs are an over-
represented breed for this to occur in, the owner was aonaerned it could be 
linked to diet. As of now it is being considered idiopathic in origin, but can be 
linked to heart disease as a possible related condition. 

4 Years Mastiff - Tibetan Dog 
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EON‐403410 10/14/2019 0:12 Nature’s recipe Salmon 
sweet potatoe pumpkin 

Opened a new bag of dog food, same brand that I always buy, fed her 
breakfast fast and she didn’t want to eat it but did a while later. She threw up 
the food a few hours later. I thought she had an upset stomach or something. I 
gave her dinner and a couple hours later the same thing happened this time, 
the food didn’t have time to digest and she didn’t want to eat the rest of her 
food. She’s still her happy playful self, peeing and pooping. The only thing I 
can think of is the food. 

2 Years Shepherd Dog - 
White 

Dog 63 Pound 

EON‐403408 10/13/2019 23:24 Purina ONE SmartBlend 
Turkey & Venison Dog Food 
13-oz

My perfectly healthy cockapoo died about 24 hours after being fed the last of a 
can Purina One Smartblend Turkey and Venison dog food. 

I usually feed my cockapoo Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Sweet Potato 
and Venison. She was slightly constipated and straining a little, however, so I 
researched and found that one of the recommendations was to give her soft 
foods (along with plenty of water) to soften her stools. (Other than this slight 
case of constipation, my dog was healthy, running around and jumping high, 

playing with us.) 

I fed her a total of one can of Purina One Smartblend turkey and venison that I 
purchased from my local Walmart ( (b) (6) ) around May 2019. 

On (b) (6) , I fed her the Purina twice: about 1/4 at 8am and about 1/4 cup 
again at 6:30pm. On (b) (6)I fed her another 1/4 cup at 8am again. She

seemed fine and even seemed to really like the food. 

I fed her the last of the can (another 1/4 cup) around 6:30pm on (b) (6)
She seemed fine after eating, and went to bed for the night soon after. 

When I awoke to take her out (b) (6) , I noticed that she had 
thrown up in her crate. The vomit was literally whole chunks of the Purina dog 

food; the Purina clearly had not been digested. The vomit was 
yellowish/beigeish in color. 

There was quite a bit of vomit. She seemed to have thrown up everything I fed 
her at 6:30pm on (b) (6); there was roughly 1/4 cup of vomit in her crate. 

When I saw the vomit when I went to take her out to pee at 8am on (b) (6)
(b) (6), I tried to feed her another soft dog food (Cesar canine cuisine with duck),  

8 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog 

Dog 20 Pound 
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but she refused to eat. She only wanted to drink; she drank about 12 oz. of 
water, nonstop.

When I checked on her again at 11am on (b) (^'i noticed that she had
vomited up more of the Purina food. I again tried to get her to eat the Cesar 

duck, but she refused. Again, she drank only water (another ~12 oz).

By 3pm on (b) (6), she was lethargic, had difficulty standing, and was still 
unwilling to eat anything. She drank a little water (maybe a couple of oz), but 

just laid down in her crate for the afternoon.

By 6:30pm on (b) (6), she could barely stand and refused to eat ordrink.
I figured that she was just having a tummy ache in reaction to the Purina, since 

this was not her normal brand or type (she usually eats dry food) of food.

She became increasingly lethargic, and I worried that she had not eaten all day 
and had not drank in a few hours. She was too lethargic and her legs were too 

weak to go to her water bowl, so I began to feed her water using a dropper.
There was nothing alarming. She did not throw up or anything, she just 

seemed really really tired. Again, I thought nothing of her reaction, other than 
that she just was not used to this kind of food and may take a while to feel 

better as it passed through her system.

I kept checking on her and feeder her water through a dropper throughout the 
night, as she rested.

When we checked on her around 11:30pm on (b) (6), she was dead. We 
were stunned, shocked, and devastated to lose our (b) (6)

Afterward, I went online and found that other owners have had problems with 
this Purina dog food as well. I felt horrible that I did not have this information 
before. Owners reported their pets having the same immediate symptoms my 
dog experienced after consuming one can of this dog food between (b) (6) 

--vomiting, refusing to eat, drinking lots of water, lethargic, difficulty 
walking.

I will be reporting our experience with Purina dog food and the death of our 
dog not only to the FDA but also, to Walmart, Purina, and consumer forums.

No one should have to lose a beloved pet because of toxic pet food.
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EON‐403401 10/13/2019 18:20 NexGard Chewables 
(afoxolaner) 

The first seizure happened (8/25). The last 3 happened last night (10/12) and 
he was admitted to emergency and placed on anticonvulsants. I just heard 
about the link between nexgard and seizures in dogs so I am reporting it. I was 
not notified by my vet that there was an increased risk and my vet did not 
mention anything after his first seizure happened and didn't suggest I stop 
NexGard for his preventative care. My dog has suffered and I have spent over 
$2,000 on medical expenses related to this. These should be taken off the 
market, my dog almost died due to these meds and he is not even 2 years old. 

19.5 Months Other Canine/dog Dog 53 Pound 

EON‐403399 10/13/2019 17:08 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Urinary S/O 

Exclusively on Royal Canin Urinary S/O kibble since 2015 b/c of crystals in 
urine. Purchased new bag 9/12/19. First fed 9/13/19, started retching and 
having no interest in eating food after 2 meals. Not interested in food for 
several days, we stopped using the Royal Canin on 9/16, then coaxed her to 
eat a little boiled chicken, rice. vomited twice over 5 days, and diarrhea. 
Required several blood tests, xray, and ultrasound to finally diagnose. On 
9/21/19 albumin level was severely low, at 1.4. After switch to Hills i/d 
gastrointestinal, antibiotics, cerenia, sub cut. fluids, albumin now increasing to 
2.3. Diagnosed with protein losing enteropathy on 10/10/19. Contacted 
company on 9/30/19, no response yet. Others on the Royal Canin facebook 
page, and on consumeraffairs.com website posting with same complaint. 
Please investigate--several pets reported to have vomiting/diarrhea in the last 
few months due to change in Royal Canin food, including one at the same 
plant. USA BBO/MA/CAD 04FEB/Feb/FEB2021 932C 3RCR04 01.26 488488. 
We are very concerned that this food has permanently harmed our dog . 
PLEASE investigate, as others have the same complaint. 

9 Years Bichon Frise Dog 11 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON-403375 10/12/2019 23:56 Fresh Pet
Select
Small Dog
Bite Sized Chicken Recipe

We purchased 4 bags of Freshpet dog food for Small Breeds from a local 
grocer in(b) (6) . 2 of the 4 were contaminated and/or rancid. Their
expiration date is 02/2020 and all of the bags were unopened and did not 
appear to be tampered with in any way. We did not know that there was an 
issue until our dog became increasingly ill (over the course of 36-48 hours), 
vomiting profusely and rapidly becoming weak. We took him to the Emergency 
pet hospital, and spent a very long evening trying to figure out what he could 
have possibly gotten into that would have caused such a sudden decline in 
health. While they decided to administer fluids and order additional tests, I ran 
home to check on our other dog. I had a lightbulb moment and checked his 
Freshpet bag, the first of four that had just been opened the morning before. 
The food appeared completely normal and showed no signs of mold or fungus, 
but leaning in I could smell a terrible rancid odor. I turned over the bag, 
assuming I must have gotten one that was past expiration, but nope, not even 
close. Of the remaining 3 bags, 2 of them appeared and smelled fine but the 
3rd was gray in color and had a putrid smell. Luckily, we were able to get 
(b) (6)treated before the bacteria severely affected his organs and this 
situation could have been much worse than the bills we’re left with. His 
recovery has been slow, but he is almost 100% back to normal. I hope that you 
guys will take action and further investigate Fresh Pet and their products, I’m 
sure there are others out there who haven’t been as fortunate as we were.

18 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5 Pound

EON-403373 10/12/2019 21:48 Acana free run poultry dry 
dog food

Both my dogs had sudden deaths at home. No prior symptoms that would lead 
me to think they were sick. And no they weren’t poisoned. Vet indicated it was 
more than likely a heart issue. We had them since they were pups. :(

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound

EON-403370 10/12/2019 20:36 IAMS Proactive Healthy 
Weight

Dog has been exclusively fed IAMS Weight Control for approximately 4-5 
years. In February 2019 dog was diagnosed with a grade 3 heart murmur that 
required further testing. In March 2019 after seeing a cardiologist the dog was 
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and well as a heart arrhythmia. He was 
immediately started on 5 medications and the vet also recommended 750mg 
of taurine daily. Taurine supplement was added in October 2019 when 
additional heart enlargement was noted through repeat xrays. At initial 
diagnosis, dogs heart was functioning at 50% and was given a 12-18 month 
prognosis.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 64 Pound
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EON-403368 10/12/2019 20:04 4 Health Grain Free 
Whitefish And Potato 
Formula Dog Food

(b) (6) was coming out of the lake when he suddenly seemed to fall 
backwards into the water. We immediately pulled him out, he was gasping for 
air and non responsive to his surroundings. I could feel his heart beating hard 
and fast, and then he stopped breathing. We attempted mouth to mouth 
resuscitation and chest compressions, but were unsuccessful. We rushed him 
to (b) (6) where the vet (b) 6) pronounced him dead. Chest x-rays
showed he had an enlarged heart, she described as DCM. She, of course, 
asked many probing questions. He had been eating non grain 4 Health, dog 
food for several years, but we had switched him back to grain two months ago 
due to the grain free controversy. He was an active happy dog who loved 
everybody, and I believe the non grain dog food killed him, especially finding 
that 4 Health was listed as number four in issues of this nature. We have 
always tried to do what was best for him. Then we find out that we were slowly 
killing him.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON-403293 10/11/2019 17:28 Zukes Natural Hip and Joint 
Dog Treats Hip Action 
Recipe Beef Recipe

We gave our dog the Zukes Hip Treat...she then starting coughing and 
gagging. We watched her cough up parts of the treat and then a foreign piece 
came out. We looked at what she coughed up from treat and there was a metal 
plate inside the treat! She continued to cough and spit up the rest of treat...the 
metal plate was covered by the treat.

EON-403172 10/11/2019 10:16 Victor Super Premium Bog 
Food
Classic
Multi-Pro

We opened a 50lb Bag of Victor MultiPro dog food and found Clumps of what 
appeared to be food bound together by Fuzzy Mold. We proceeded to open a 
second bag and found the same issue. I only took 1 picture but if necessary I 
can provide many more.

EON-403137 10/10/2019 22:12 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast with Lamb Meat

After we noticed labored breathing, we took our dog to the emergency vet and 
it was determined through chest x-rays and an echocardiogram that he had 
blood/fluid around his lungs and showed signs of dilated cardiomyopathy, 
which is believed to be diet-induced. Our dog has eaten grain free food for all 
of his life, and has been on Earthborn's grain free food for about 2 years. The 
vet drained the fluid from around our dog's lungs and started him on a number 
of medications to stabilize him and his heart. He is currently in the ICU at the 
emergency vet, but is expected to be able to come home tomorrow.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 135 Pound
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EON‐403128 10/10/2019 19:36 golden rewards duck jerky 
recipe, Golden Rewards 
Chicken Jerky Recipe 

I have had one dog die in the last month and a second dog have kidney failure. 
I believe this is from a China product called Golden Rewards Duck and 
Chicken Jerky which is listed under FDA investigation with multiple complaints 
and other dog deaths.http://www.poisonedpets.com/chicken-jerky-treats-
continue-to-kill-dogs-walmart-brand-blamed-while-fda-investigates/ 
is one of the web sites. I have seen complaints and have issued a complaint to 
Amazon about this product because they are selling it. We bought ours from 
Walmart and will be issuing a complaint to them and to the FDA about this 
product. I want to give you a heads up on this product. 

12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound 

This is a bad product and it should not be sold to anyone. 

???????????? 

EON‐403063 10/10/2019 15:16 Earthborn Grain Free Lamb Grain Free diet fed for 5 years 6 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 9.5 Kilogra 
m Coughing started in November 2018 

Echocardiogram on 12/11/18 revealed dilated cardiomyopathy 
Owner discontinued feeding grain free diet 12/11/18 

EON‐403012 10/10/2019 13:04 Taste of Wild Pacific Stream 7.5 yr old bulldog sudden onset of heart failure. Had to be euthanized shortly 
after diagnoses. 

7 Years Bulldog Dog 52 Pound 

EON‐403011 10/10/2019 13:04 Nutrisca Salmon and 
Chickpea 

Levothyroxine 10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 38 Kilogra
m 

 

EON‐403007 10/10/2019 12:56 Taste of Wild Pacific Stream Australian Shepherd suddenly diagnosed with heart failure, distended 
stomach. Within two weeks of diagnoses had to be euthanized. 

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian 

Dog 68 Pound 
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EON‐402991 10/10/2019 11:56 DIAMOND NATURALS 
GRAIN-FREE 
CAGE-FREE CHICKEN & 
SWEET POTATO 
FORMULA FOR DOGS 

Started showing signs of CHF around the 20th of Sept 2019. Was seen by 
local vet who suspected cough was d/t to allergies. No improvement with 
antihistamines or abx. Patient was evaluated by another local vet on 10/4/2019 
d/t worsening signs of CHF - coughing (productive and non-productive), 
lethargic and decreased appetite. Exam findings consistent with CHF, grade 
2/6 murmur, gallop rhythm. Thoracic radiographs revealed cardiomegaly, 
moderate to severe pulmonary edema. Patient was treated with furosemide, 
enalapril and pimobendan. Patient was referred to cardiologist who performed 
an echocardiogram and ECG which confirmed severe DCM and arrhythmia. 
Cardiologist referred P to for further evaluation. Repeat echo was 
performed 10-9-2019 which showed severe DCM, markedly dilated LH and 
RH. ECG confirmed arrhythmia, gallop, runs of SVT w/ occasional VPCs. 
Increased lasix dose. Recheck in 1 week to assess renal and liver function 
since starting meds. 

4.1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian 

Dog 15.3 Kilogra 
m 

Diet: Diamond Naturals Chicken and Sweet Potato - since puppy 

NEW diet: Royal Canin Early Cardiac 

Elevated NT-proBNP - 2621 
Whole blood taurine - pending 
Troponin - pending 

EON‐402954 10/10/2019 2:12 Virbac Enzymatic 
Toothpaste 

I had been using Virbac dog toothpaste to brush her teeth. One day, she 
began vomiting profusely. Blood work showed extremely elevated liver 
enzymes. She was treated with liver support medication. No cause was 
identified, but use of the now suspected product was ceased during the acute 
phase of her illness. 2 months later, after liver values returned to normal, use 
suspected product was resumed. The same thing happened, only worse, 
because her liver was still recovering from the initial illness. She spent 4 days 
in intensive care and another several weeks recovering. It is now 46 days 
since being in the hospital and her blood tests are all perfect. I can provide 
copies of medical records and blood tests, if necessary. 

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10.5 Pound 

Product Code CET101 
450017-03 
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EON-402948 10/9/2019 21:44 ZIGNATURE 2015: My dog started eating Zignature dog food.
2017: My dog is diagnosed with a low heart murmur.
2018: My dog's x-ray showed enlarged heart.
2019: My dog is currently diagnosed with Grade 2 heart murmur, a more 
enlarged heart. Fatigue, unnecessary panting.
2019: Zignature is listed on the FDA's recent list of foods linked to heart 
disease due to high consumptions of peas/legumes (fillers listed as the 4th 
ingredient in all their formulas).

PLEASE EMAIL COLIN MOORE AT ColinM@pets-global.com to inform him 
that their brand is killing dogs slowly. My dog will die, IT IS IRREVERSIBLE. 
You must stop their production immediately.

6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 77 Pound

EON-402895 10/9/2019 15:48 Bully sticks ... Stella and 
chews freeze dried food for 
dogs (they’re red bags )

I walked into the store to get some treats for a dog , and in those pins there 
was live insects within them , it was disgusting. And most of the food especially 
the freeze dried brand (Stella & chews and primal ) are expired. The whole 
place is a mess. It’s called (b) (6)

EON-402823 10/9/2019 10:08 Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
and Pacific Stream

Sudden onset of cardiac issues. We had seen this patient for all of his puppy 
wellness visits with no physical exam findings or indication of cardiac issues 
prior. Presented with anorexia, rapid breathing, weight loss, and lethargy. 
Rapid, erratic heart rate noted on exam with pulse deficits. Radiographs 
revealed significant cardiomegaly and congestive heart failure signs. ECG 
revealed atrial fibrillation. Patient was started on taurine, diltiazem, furosemide, 
and enalapril. Owner could not afford to pursue further diagnostics suggested 
such as echocardiogram and taurine levels. Patient did not respond and 
worsened over a 10 day course of treatment. Owner ultimately elected to 
euthanize.

1 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 45 Pound

EON-402762 10/9/2019 8:32 Steve's Real Food Beef Raw 
Dog Food

Steve's Real Food Chicken 
Raw Dog & Cat Food

Animal has been on RAW diet: Steves Raw Diet both Beef and chicken 
Flavors. Found elevated heart enzyme on routine bloodwork (BNP) performed 
echocardiogrm and diagnosed Dilated Cardiomyopathy

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 64 Pound

EON-402756 10/9/2019 7:24 Purina Wagon Train Chicken 
Jerky Tenders

Have had treats for over a month at least. 1/2 bag gone. First my husband 
observed her being ill shortly after first feeding. Dog (b) (6) acted ill for 2-3 
days after. (several times not realizing the treats as she is an outside dog) I 
finally figured it out when I broke up a small piece for my cat that eats raw 
meat. (b) (6) has been ill lethargic skittish which is not typical of her behavior. 
She is still recovering & hopefully feels completely better soon.

8 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog
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EON-402755 10/9/2019 7:12 Blue Buffalo Blue 
Wilderness Adult Healthy 
Weight Chicken Recipe Dry 
Dog Food 24 lbs.

Back in february of 2019 (b) (6)contracted some diarrhea, so we took her to 
the Vet. The Vet determined that she had a heart murmur and suggested
further 

 
investigation by a Vet Cardiologist. The Vet Cardiologist determined 

(b) (6) had an enlarged heart and suggested we take her off the Grain Free 
Food ( Blue Wilderness Chicken Healthy Weight Formula )we had been 
feeding her. We have been feeding her a new food for the past 8 months and 
she was showing some signs of improvement, but recently has had to be put 
back on heart meds.

6 Years Pointer - English
Pointer

Dog 55 Pound

EON-402753 10/9/2019 6:36 The Blue Buffalo Co. Blue 
WILDERNESS High Protein 
Grain Free Rocky Mountain 
Recipe with Red Meat and 
LifeSource Bits ADULT

I Purchased Blue Buffalo Wilderness Rocky Mountain Recipe With Red Meat. I 
Have Given this product to My Cat's before.
I order Threw Chewy.com. This last bag has a very off smell and my cat's will 
not eat it.

EON-402729 10/8/2019 20:20 Purina dog chow Opened 52 pound bag of dog chow and it was full of live worms. Dog did eat 
some first

EON-402713 10/8/2019 18:28 Flavorful Fish Feast Plastic tab from packaging was found in processed seal pouch of cat food. 
This was raw cat food in a clear pull apart sealed pouch, the tab was bright 
orange plastic and had the word 'HOLD' molded on it.

EON-402708 10/8/2019 18:04 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain- 
Free Dry Dog Food

For the past couple weeks (b) (6) kept appearing more and more tired which 
we related to the prednisone. Last week (b) (6)began to have a cough which 
was mostly at night. On Thursday Oct. 3, (b) (6) cough became nonstop 
which we then took her to the vet. Chest Xrays were taken which is where we 
first noticed an enlarged heart and we scheduled an echo to be done by a 
cardiologist. On Saturday night, Oct. 5, to the morning of Oct. 6, (b) (6)had a 
severe cough and appeared to be in some respiratory distress. We then 
proceeded to take her to the (b) (6) where
she was treated for heart failure. The following day Oct. 7 (b) (6)had an 
Echocardiogram which revealed a left ventricular dilation. The diagnosis was 
made to be DCM caused by her diet, although some test results are still 
pending. (b) (6) has been eating Zignature brand kangaroo dog kibble for the 
past 1 year. (b) (6)has allergies to rice, barley, beats and corn which was the 
reason for the grain free. Our other dog (french bulldog) has allergies to 
various animal eats which was the reason for the selection of kangaroo meat. 
We were advised that Zignature Kangaroo was in the top 2 of most linked 
DCM cases by the FDA.

5 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 70 Pound

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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EON‐402689 10/8/2019 16:28 Iams Proactive Health 
Healthy Adult 

Our cat has always eaten Iams cat food from the day we brought him home as 
a kitten. He has been eating Iams Proactive Health cat food all of his adult life. 

Beginning in early August, our cat began acting like he was quite ill. I would 
feed him and he would just stare at his food bowl. He began vomiting green 
bile several times a day. He also began drinking more water than usual. He 
developed matting in his fur because he was not grooming himself. He was 

lethargic and wasn't the social cat we were used to. Instead of being energetic, 
he would hide under our bed all day and all night. The light in his eyes was 

gone. 

Prior to becoming ill he weighed 15 lbs. When we took him to the veterinarian, 
he'd lost over four pounds. He just wasn't eating, but seemed interested in the 

dog's food. That said, dog food is not good for felines. 

The veterinarian kept him for several hours and said she'd call us when she 
was done doing blood work and examining him. She phoned us two hours later 

and we went in hear news that shattered our world. She said all of the 
veterinarians were in agreement that our cat has B-Cell Lymphoma. We asked 
if his blood tests were normal, and she said they were. But all of his symptoms 
were spot on for B-Cell Lymphoma -- cancer of the blood. She did add that it 

seemed odd to her that he was interested in eating our dog's food. 

She referred us to an emergency clinic for an ultrasound, a bone marrow 
biopsy and chemotherapy. 

This is the breakdown of potential cost at the emergency clinic: 
Office visit : $125 
Ultrasound : $426 

Bone Marrow Biopsy : $2,231 

9 Years Siberian Cat 15 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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Chemotherapy : $3,000 - $5,000

On a hunch, we did not take him to the emergency clinic for B-Cell Lymphoma 
testing. He was interested in the dog's food, so because of that, I bought a 
different brand of food: Little Friskies Indoor Delight. He started eating like 

there was no tomorrow. I waited to report this because I wanted to be 
absolutely certain there was something wrong with the food.

In short, our cat was literally starving to death because there is something 
wrong with his Iams food.

To date, 10/8/19, he has gained all of his weight back and is eating normally.

We have not taken him back to the veterinarian, but did let her know via phone 
that we'd switched food, and he'd gained all of his weight back.

EON-402672 10/8/2019 15:24 Aozi Puppy Food I can't find a website or this product I'm feeding my pups: Aozi Puppy Food. 
The pet store owner recommended it's their best selling pet food. The product 
is claiming to be from Europe, but which country? The Chinese characters on 
the label are also confusing. Is it really European or Asian?

No date of manufacture/expiration, nutrition facts, whatsoever. Please try to 
check if this business is legit. Thanks!

EON-402636 10/8/2019 13:20 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Formula

Cough was observed. Took to veterinarian. Exam, X-rays, and tests indicated 
Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Food was changed due to reports of it being 
associated with this condition.

13 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON-402609 10/8/2019 11:16 Zignature Turkey Grain Free (b) (6) was presented through the ER for a possible collapse episode at 
home. Heavy panting, tachycardic, pu/pd, coughing/hacking. No medications. 
Was hospitalized on telemetry, and lasix CRI.

6 Years Dalmatian Dog 39 Kilogra
m

EON-402596 10/8/2019 9:16 Purina One Lamb and Rice An hour after feeding dog became very ill, vomiting and diarrhoea. Brand new 
bag of Purina One "lamb and rice", just opened prior.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 73 Pound

EON-402570 10/7/2019 21:36 Royal canine savor selective Purchased the cat food we have always fed him. He was his happy normal 
self: eating, drinking, playing like normal. I opened a new bag of food and gave 
him a big bowl of food because we were leaving for a couple day. We came 
home to him dead on the floor. There wasnt anything available to get into and 
seemed on perfect health. He had signs of kidney/liver failure and internal 
bleeding

7 Years Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 15 Pound

EON-402556 10/7/2019 18:04 Nutri source grain free 
senior formula

Our Great Dane had a heart attack and survived but she is now in congestive 
heart failure. The vet mentioned the possibility of a relationship between a 
grain free diet and her condition.

10 Years Great Dane Dog 165 Pound
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EON‐402499 10/7/2019 14:24 Diamond Naturals Adult dog 
Beef meal and Rice formula 

dog was not eating the chicken flavor recently so I bought the beef flavor , he 
vomited both times I tried to feed him within 15 minutes of eating the new 
flavor. my other dog refused to eat it, I thought maybe it my dogs not liking the 
beef. My coworker took it and gave it to his dog the following week and he 
vomited both times he was given the food. 

1.3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 97 Pound 

EON‐402422 10/7/2019 0:44 Freshpet select puppy 
chicken and egg with 
vegetable 1.5 lb roll 

I purchased two rolls of fresh pet select puppy chicken egg and vegetable 
1.5lb roll on october 6th 2019. I brought it home and began cutting 
It up and noticed large spots of mold. I checked the expiration date and it was 
October 31st 2019 on one 
Roll and February 11th 2020 on the second roll. The roll dated for october had 
the large spot of mold that continued until halfway through the roll. The roll 
dated for February looked ok but the very end had pieces with mold as well. 

Also, I attempted multiple times to make a account to submit with but it kept 
saying my phone number had to be ten digits, and it was. I ended up having to 
file as guest but please email me with updates about this at 

EON‐402325 10/5/2019 12:48 Golden Rewards Duck Jerky 
Recipe 

Previously had been treated for infectious ough 6/13/19 - diphenhydramine, 
cough dex, trazodone (for separation anxiety), doxycycline. 

Presented 9/23/19 for polyuria, polydypsia. 24.5 lbs 
Urinalysis - Proteinuria 30+, USG 1.040, WBC 5-10/hpf, pH 5, Glucose 1000. 
Chemistry - BUN 14.9, Cre 1.4, Glu 104, ALP 47, ALT 46, T.P. 6.2 
was prescribed amoxicillin 150mg BID 

Recheck 9/28/19 - continued polyuria, polydypsia 
Urinalysis - Proteinuria 30+, USG 1.040++, pH 7, Glucose 1000 

History of eating a lot (4 or more per day) of jerky treats since a puppy. Variety 
of treats. Owner provided one bag from most recent batch. I suspected 
Fanconi-like syndrome and ecommended the owner STOP jerky treats and 
recheck. 

Recheck 10/4/19 - Reportedly feeling more active, but still polyuric, polydypsic. 
26 lbs 
Urinalysis - proteinuric 30, USG 1.039, Glucose - 1000 
Lepto (witness) test - negative 
Chem - BUN 23.5, Cre 1.1, T.P 5.9, ALb 3.4, Ca 11.7, T.P. 2.9, Na 142, K 4.2, 
Cl 112, BG 114 

1.8 Years Beagle Dog 26 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐402206 10/4/2019 16:32 Blue Wilderness High 
Protein - Grain Free 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Red Meat and LifeSource 
Bits "Healthy Weight"

 presented to us for cough on 7/22/2019, initially it was suspected to be 
Kennel cough during his initial examination for cough. However, over the next 
week, his cough worsened and he became lethargic. He was examined again 
on 7/30/2019 and showed signs of heart murmur, weak pulses and abdominal 
distension. He was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy and Atrial 
Fibrillation by echocardiogram by 

board certified veterinary radiologist. 

, board certified veterinary 
cardiologist and with congestive heart failure radiographically by 

He is currently on medications for heart failure and atrial fibrillation (Lasix, 
Pimobendan, Diltiazam), as well as a taurine supplement. 
Before this all started, was being fed Blue Buffalo Wilderness, Grain
Free,"Rocky Mountain Recipe" with Red Meat and LifeSource Bits, Healthy
Weight. He'd been on this diet for years.
His diet has changed to Royal Canin's Golden Retriever diet following his
diagnosis on 7/30/2019.
On his most recent re-evaluation on 9/5/2019, his physical examination was
improved and clinically doing better at home. He has a recheck
echocardiogram scheduled on October 22nd.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 72 Pound 

EON‐402164 10/4/2019 14:24 Virbac C.E.T. Enzymatic 
Oral Hygiene Chews for 
Dogs 

I purchased VIRBAC C.E.T.Enzymatic Oral Hygiene Chews for Dogs from my 
vet in the extra large size. I have a 90 pound Rough Collie. I gave my dog the 
chew at a time when I knew that I could keep an eye on him. He started 
making a strange noise. I opened his mouth and pulled the entire chew, in one 
piece, out of his throat. The chew, about 6 inches by 2 inches, is hard and 
crisp in the bag, but turned soft when chewed. I am certain that the chew was 
cutting off his air supply and was so deep down his throat as I grabbed the end 
of it when I pulled it out. I call my vet, wrote to the manufacturer, 800-338-
3659, and also called Chewy because they sell it on their website. Virbac do 
not offer money back for unsatisfied customers. There are some comments in 
the reviews of people having similar problems. I have the chew in a Ziploc bag. 
It's still soft. I hope that some dog doesn't die from this product. This product is 
made in Mexico 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐402159 10/4/2019 14:04 Beaver Dam Eli's Select 
Grain Free food. 

My boxer (b) (6)started acting weird and not wanting to eat. We thought it was 
because of the heat but after a week of him not eating anything we made a Vet 
appointment on (b) (6) . We arrived and the vet office where my dog collapsed 
in the parking lot which he never did before. Once we finally got in there the 
Vet stated that his heart was racing so much that he couldn't get a reading on 
it and he was retaining fluid either in his heart or bowel but he couldn't tell. He 
then referred us to the (b) (6) . Once arriving they took 
(b) (6)in the back to get an XRay to see what was going on but he had 
collapsed again in the back and went downhill very quickly. Once the ER Vet 
came in she stated he had cardiomyopathy and that he was very critical and 
stated he wasn't good at all. We ended up putting him down and hour and 15 
minutes after we had originally got to the vet office so we didn't have any 
chance to unfortunately comprehend that we had to put our 6 1/2 year old 
boxer down. We had just had him at the vet on May 30th for his shots and he 
was perfectly healthy. The food we fed him wasn't on this list but it was Grain 
Free food. We bought it at our local (b) (6) in (b) (6) .
We fed him Beaver Dam Eli Select Grain Free food. I am reaching out to you 
as I am just wondering if this grain free dog food is causing the heart issues in 
other animals. 

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 71 Pound 

EON‐402153 10/4/2019 13:24 Organic Chicken Recipe 
EON‐402150 10/4/2019 13:12 Purina Bella with added 

vitamins and minerals. Blend
of real chicken and beef. 
Sweet potatoes and 
spinach. 

7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11 Pound We have been buying Purina Bella Natural bites from  in 
  for about 7 mos. Since that time  has had to have 17 teeth pulled. 
Three days ago he ate and threw up several times. The next day he ate and 
began to shake and had heart palpitations and couldn't catch his breath. Took 
him to the vet, they did blood test. Since then he will not touch this food. This 
morning he is feeling better but will not eat this food. We originally thought the 
neighbor poisoned him. But I am thinking something is wrong with this bag of 
food. It says best by jan2021. 91931083. 1335L01. We are going back to the 
vet today. His blood count was off. 

EON‐402145 10/4/2019 12:48 Taste of the wild The dog has recently started acting sluggish in walks and slowing down. 
Unable to walk more than 1 mile at a time. The animal has developed a 
significant heart murmur. I believe it is directly related to the fact that this client 
has only fed her dog a grain free diet particularly taste of the wild. 

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 62 Pound 
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EON‐402082 10/3/2019 20:04 The Blue Buffalo Company. 
Adult Chicken and Brown 
Rice recipe. 

There really has not been an adverse reaction. The issue is I have been 
severely harassed involving business matters primarily. Most of the 
Harrassment has involved electronic weapons includig from my research what 
appears to be a Sonic Weapon and I saw something at the house across the 
side street from me matching one of the descriptions of that. There is 
equipment being carted in and out of some of the vacant houses around 
mineon most days. I'm not sure what it is however I a certain it is somehow 
involved in the abuse going on. Most of the houses around me are vacant 
despite some cars here and there. Someone is doing something to manipulate 
the air pressure in and around my house. I hve received several death threats 
constantly directed at myself and my Dogs and Cat. One of my Dogs was killed 
on (b) (6)  From research I tink something relating to Electrochem is 
being used. I noticed something in my dog ad cats food that looked diferent 
and I think that the food was poisoned. My phone and computer are constantly 
hacked.I am homoe most days. If you could investigate this I would very much 
appreciate it. 

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐402078 10/3/2019 18:16 Acanae duck and pear recent episode of collapse/syncope 8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 

EON‐402057 10/3/2019 15:24 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food 

Presented for weight loss and decreased appetite. A heart murmur was noted 
on examination. Radiographs revealed an enlarged heart. Bloodwork was 
normal and negative for infectious disease. 9/30/19 P experienced syncope 
and was referred to (b) (6) . A echocardiogram performed by a 
Veterinary Cardiologist. Diet related cardiomyopathy was suspected with 
valvular hear disease (possible congenital) and left sided congestive heart 
failure. 

4 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English 

Dog 27 Pound 

EON‐402052 10/3/2019 14:56 Freshpet Select Tender Purchased Freshpet Chicken roll on 09/22/19 from , Walmart, 
fed dog that evening and the next morning. Dog began vomiting on 9/23 and 
had runny stools for the next five days. 

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound 
Chicken with Vegetables 
Dog Food 

EON‐402039 10/3/2019 13:48 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Dry Dog Food. 

Dog eats only Taste of the Wild Pacific stream dog food. Found to have 
consistently high Vitamin D levels with lack of appetite, frequent thirst and 
urination, weight loss. All other sources explored and crossed off list. High 
levels over the course of months. Tried changing food which helped but 
damage already done. 

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 73 Pound 
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EON‐401994 10/3/2019 9:08 Taste of the Wild Southwest 
Canyon Canine 

I had taken (b) (6)to the Vet for a routine yearly check up on 8/22/19 and
everything was fine at the time. After boarding him for a few days while we 
were on vacation, we came back to him coughing. We thought it could have 
been kennel cough and let it go for a week or so. After it went away for a few it 
came back and we decided to take him into the vet. The vet did an X-ray and 
saw his heart was more than twice the size of what it should have been. She 
believed it was Dilated Cardiomyopathy and believed it could have been 
caused by the Grain Free Diet we were feeding him. His 3 and a half years we 
had him we fed him Taste of the Wild exclusively. I had switched between a 
few flavors over the years but mostly he ate, High Prairie Canine, Pacific 
Stream Canine and Southwest Canyon Canine. The vet prescribed Vetmedlin 
and Salix Lasik along with Taurine which we gave to him as prescribed for 
about 10 days before I came home to find his stomach bloated. I took him back
to the vet where they determined he was having heart failure and suggested 
we take him to an animal hospital. At the hospital they agreed with the heart 
failure assessment and we decided it was best to Euthanize him as he wasn't 
going to get better and was suffering. 

7 Years Ridgeback - 
Rhodesian 

Dog 65 Pound 

 

EON‐401980 10/2/2019 21:04 Kirkland Signature Nature’s 
Domain Puppy Formula 
Chicken & Pea Dog Food 

We opened a new bag of dry food; a day later our dog started to vomit. After a 
day of vomiting, we took her to the vet for an antiemetic. The new bag of food 
was the only think we did differently in that time period. She has previously 
consumed this same brand of food without issue. 

8 Months Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 52 Pound 

EON‐401978 10/2/2019 21:00 Nature's Domain salmon 
and sweet potato grain free 
dry dog food. 

Coughing started, took 2 wks of doxycycline, cough worsened. Her cough is 
primarily when she gets excited or exerts herself. When I took her back to the 
vet this Monday, her cough was notable and the vet did a chest xray, which 
showed her heart is enlarged. She has been eating Nature's Domain salmon 
and sweet potato dry food for years, and also eats the Nature's domain canned 
turkey and pea stew food. My vet asked me if she eats grain free food, which 
she has been eating for years. 

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 54 Pound 

EON‐401975 10/2/2019 20:20 Purina Lamb chow After my dog ate the dog food he was acting different. He was not as playful as 
usual. He just layed on the floor barley moving. He vomitted majority of the 
food and you can notice that the food did not process correctly in his stomach. 

Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 

EON‐401944 10/2/2019 18:48 Acana Singles Lamb & 
Apple 

Got a call from vet to bring him in to update vaccines. Vet detected heart 
murmur and recommended echocardiogram. ECG was booked and results 
sent to cardiologist. Diagnosed with DCM. 

6.75 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 24.7 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐401937 10/2/2019 18:20 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe 

Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy leading to ventricular 
arrhythmia, systolic dysfunction, and mild to moderate generalized 
cardiomegaly. Suspicious it may also be diet related. 

8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 38.8 Kilogra 
m 
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EON-401885 10/2/2019 15:00 Carolina Prime Pet Pet 
treats, Blue Ridge Natural 
pet treats

(b) (6)Carolina Prime Pet located at (b) (6)
lb) (6)and received numerous complaints about the quality of pet treats from 
customers. Also, from co-workers, that the owner knowingly forces his 
employees to add fresh food products to the abundance of molded and maggot 
infested products and package and sell. He bullies FDA inspectors to keep 
them away. I would suggest a surprise inspection with FDA lieutenants that 
aren't afraid of the owner. I have seen pictures of the molded and maggot- 
infested food ingredients. He threatens to fire any employee who speaks up 
including his QC and plant manager.

EON-401877 10/2/2019 14:20 Acana free run poultry grain 
free dog food

During a walk she collapsed. She was fully conscious. But panting, wide eyed, 
scared looking and looking very stressed.
I ad a friend pick me up and we got my dog (b) (6) into a vehicle and to the 
vet. They did ultra sound and x Ray. She had enroaged heart. They told me I 
needed an echo cardio gram to confirm. By the time I got her for the echo 
cardiogram she had gone into respiratory distress. (b) (6) passed away 
(b) (6) ??????hardest loss ever... '

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 33 Kilogra
m

EON-401871 10/2/2019 13:48 Freshpet Pioneering Real 
Food Vital Grain Free 
Turkey Recipe with Spinach 
Cranberries and Bluberries

I fed her freshpet vital grain free Turkey recipe sell by 1/25/20
She started having diarrhea 4 hours after I fed her. And then she started 
throwing up 5 to 6 hours after eating and she threw up a few times before 
actually dry heaving for hours along with the diarrhea. She is lethargic and 
wont eat or drink

8 Weeks American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 7 Pound

EON-401869 10/2/2019 13:40 Orijen Puppy Large Breed, 
Orijen Regional Red, Orijen 
Senior

Diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM) on 10/1/2019. Has been on 
Grain free product for 10+ years.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 78.8 Pound

EON-401868 10/2/2019 13:40 Science Hill's I/D canned 
food

Patient started having tremors, lethargy and inappetence. 9 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐401803 10/1/2019 19:16 Lafeber's Premium Daily 
Diet For Parrots 5lbs. 

I purchased Lafeber Parrot Pellets, 5lb directly from the manufacturer website, 
Lafeber. About 7-10 days of serving pellets my bird began to experience 
seizures. Initially I thought it was an accident, pet fall off perch during the night 
& injured leg. I did not suspect Lafeber pellets and continued to feed pellets to 
my bird. First vet visit 8/27/2019, weight was 473 gm. Pet's condition worsened 
witnessed it having a seizure, next vet visit 9/14/2018, 446 gm. Still feeding 
pellets as part of diet. On 9/15/2019 still feeding pellets, pet experiencing 
repeated seizures, was admitted as emergency, not eating, drinking fluids and 
losing weight to 428 gm. Discharged on 9/18/2019. Started hand feeding 
pellets to bird, experience a seizure on 9/18/2019 @9pm. Again 9/19 & 
9/20/2019, feeding pellets (not aware pellets could be the source of health 
issues, cause of seizures). Another visit to vet on 9/20/2019 stated seizure 
could be caused on a virus pet tested positive for. Stopped feeding Lafeber 
pellets on 9/27/2019, seizures stopped. Thought maybe Lafeber pellets could 
be the cause because when my pet was hospitalized she was given another 
brand of pellets as part of diet. No seizures noted. When I brought pet home, 
fed Lafeber pellets, seizures started again. This is reasons I believe the 
Lafeber pellets may be the cause & looked into further. I have discontinued 
using the Lafeber pellets as part of my bird's diet. If my pet's medical records 
are needed, I do not have a problem requesting release from the 

. Thank you. 

17 Years Parrot 440 Gram 

EON‐401799 10/1/2019 18:44 4health Grain Free Turkey 
and Potato 

Pet historically has been eating 4Health diet for 4-5 years per owners 
reporting. Pet presented on 3/11/19 for evaluation of a large SQ mass on left 
lateral shoulder that had been growing. At the time of surgical removal, a pre-
surgical ECG sent to Idexx reported 1 VPC. At that time, radiographs of chest 
and abdomen were submitted for radiology review and were deemed normal. 
Mass was removed with no complications during surgery. Histopathology 
reported Low grade soft tissue sarcoma. On 9/24/19, pet presented after 
having 2 possible syncopal episodes. ECG was repeated at that time and 
there were several VPC's. Echocardiogram then diagnosed pet with DCM. Pet 
has been started on Vetmedin and Sotalol which has helped improve pets 
symptoms. She has also started on Taurine supplementation and changed diet 
from 4Health to Iams. 

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 87 Pound 

EON‐401792 10/1/2019 17:28 Sojos dog treats Simplylamb 
100% raw freeze-dried meat 

Dog ate several treats manufactured by WellPet brand Sojos, Simply Lamb, 
100% raw freeze-dried meat, then vomitted profusely later followed by severe 
intestinal rumbling and unusual stool. Inspection of remaining treats suggested 
that they were not entirely meat. 

5 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 35 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐401789 10/1/2019 17:16 American Journey 
Salmon & Sweet Potato 
Recipe 

Our dog is fed American Journey Salmon and Sweet Potato kibble food from 
Chewy, which is their private label. 
The dog ate 1 meal from a newly opened bag when I discovered the food was 
contaminated with hard, white, sharp projections sticking out of the kibble. I 
immediately notified Chewy that the food was bad and was told to discard it. I 
bagged it up and set it aside until I knew if my dog was going to be affected, 
which he was within 48 hours. After getting him to the emergency vet for 
lethargy, inability to ambulate and extreme nausea it was discovered he had a 
fever of 106. The emergency vet proceeded to do blood work (CBC, General 
Chem) it was discovered he did have a slightly elevated white count with 
bands and a decreased retic count. They kept in the ICU as he was so 
unresponsive and ill. They treated him with IV antibiotics (2), hydrocodone, ant-
emetics, anti-inflammatory, probiotics and fluids with close observation. 
I spoke with Chewy upon his admission and they asked for all medical records, 
the pictures of the food I had. I did forward all this information on to them. I told 
them that I had the food and asked if they wanted to test it.. they said I thought 
it was discarded. I let them know I had it sealed in a container and had taken a 
sample to the vet. At that time they wanted to test it but have not contacted me 
to do so. The vet believes that the objects in the food are bone or teeth of 
some kind with a bacterial contamination. My vet had me reach out to the (b) (6) 

and it was then recommended to me that I contact the 
FDA. 

4.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐401740 10/1/2019 12:32 Blue Buffalo Lamb Grain-
free 

Suspect nutritional DCM - on grain-free diets for entire life, including a Blue 
Buffalo product for several years prior to diagnosis 

6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 

EON‐401716 10/1/2019 9:52 Temptation Doing research it appears the treats "Temptations" are the equivalent of junk 
food for people. They are not healthy. Research also confirms what I now see 
in my cat - addictive behavior. Every meal she bypassed the high-quality food I 
feed her and seeks out the bag of Temptations. Unlike any other feeding, one 
can hardly put any on the floor when she is pushing your hand out of the way 
to get to them. Research also shows there is a compound in them that attracts 
them and creates this addictive behavior. The product should be removed from
the market. 

1.75 Years American Curl 
Longhair 

Cat 10 Pound 

 

EON‐401715 10/1/2019 9:24 Purina one chicken and 
Rice. 40lbs bag 

Both dogs got sick at the same time after a couple days on this bag of food. 
They have eaten this same brand and flavor of food for several weeks. 
Previous to that they had been on the lamb and rice flavor Purina one. Both 
dogs have had diarrhea and vomiting. Are getting somewhat better after 
removing them from the food. 

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐401712 10/1/2019 8:52 prescription diet urinary care 
c/d

 was diagnosed with badder stones and had all the tests to check his 
overall health from the vet which was excellent. he had an operation to remove 
the stones which were sent by hills to test the type of stones he had so they 
could provide the correct precscription food. the vet gave us Hills prescription 
diet urinary care dog food c/d in order to stop the stones coming back. 
was ok for the first week and then started to become very lethargic and had a 
raging thirst. the second week lost his bowl and bladder control and just 
could help doing this in the home. We contacted our vet who said it wont be 
the food he has picked up a bug or is just unwell. He began to pass wing that 
was putrid and the following day I noticed blood in his poo and decided to 
check the food online which has has hundreds of complaints about it and some
dogs have died because of elevated vitamin D levels and to avoid the food at 
all costs. How can the vets still be prescribing this food in order to help your 
pet but it is toxic and making them ill. Took

 

 straight of this food and he 
has took ages to come around. 

8 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English 

Dog 25 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐401701 9/30/2019 23:36 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal 
Low Fat Canned 
Prescription Dog Food 

This canned prescription dog food is for dogs with digestive issues. This food 
is so dry and rubbery my 3 year old dog cannot swallow it 

EON‐401695 9/30/2019 20:56 Four star chicken a la veg 
dry dog food from Fromm 

Lack of energy, shortness of breath and secondary infection. He began to 
decline rapidly over several days. Was diagnosed with DCM On the day he 
was euthanized. We took him in due to a fever. His heart, lungs and spleen 
were fine at this point. 
He had no issues with his heart his whole life until this incident. He had regular
vet visits and by all accounts was in good health. 

 

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 85 Pound 

EON‐401591 9/30/2019 12:00 Darwin's Naturals 24hrs after consuming Darwin's naturals became ill & refused to eat. She 
became lethargic & lost control of her limbs. She became non responsive 
48hrs after consuming the food & had to be euthanized due to issues 
breathing. 

10 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐401549 9/29/2019 22:24 American Journey salmon 
and brown rice recipe 

I have been feeding my puppy American Journey brand dog food for months. It 
is distributed by chewy.com 
The food claims to be corn, soy, and wheat free. However, the most recent bag 
I purchased from PetSmart appears to have both corn kernels and also some 
sort of grain seed throughout the bag. My dog does not have a diagnosed 
allergy to these ingredients, but she's been having accidents in the house 
(which hasn't happened since she was a few months old). There may not be 
any relation. However, I know that some dogs have a legitimate allergy to 
these ingredients. I called customer service at chewy.com and they're 
refunding my money. But they didn't ask for any kind of code on the bag or 
anything for them to identify which batch of dog food may have been cross-
contaminated. I just want to make sure they follow up so that they can prevent 
any medical issues in dogs that have allergies to these ingredients. 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐401497 9/29/2019 16:56 Blue Buffalo Basics Biscuits 
Limited-Ingredient Dog 
Treats 
Oven-Baked Biscuits with 
Salmon and Potato 

I purchase Blue Buffalo Basics Limited-Ingredient Dog Treats for my dog on a 
regular basis. Probably for the past couple of years. I noticed in the bottom of 
the bag I have opened now that there are some unidentified particles not 
resembling the treats at all. A different color, shape, and size. 

I have discontinued feeding my dog this product temporarily (I order three bags 
via Chewy.com on a regular basis) until I know what is going on. 

EON‐401496 9/29/2019 16:48 halo grain-free game bird 
medally

 started coughing seemed to have trouble breathing took to vet did an 
Xray had an enlarged heart died the next day. 
she was only eating halo grain-free bird medially food since she was 4 years 
old, she went to vet regularly. 

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 8 Pound 

EON‐401495 9/29/2019 16:36 Prey by Taste of the Wild 
Dog Food 
Angus Beef formula for dogs 

The grain free dog food I believe led to cardiomyopathy and the untimely death 
of my dog. This food was Prey by Taste of the Wild. This product should be 
taken off the market and not kill other dogs. 

6 Years Mastiff Dog 170 Pound 

EON‐401494 9/29/2019 16:24 Merrick grain free senior a man named (white van) selling brand name 
dog food...We had bought multiple bags from this person the last few months. 
"Merrick Senior". unfortunately it was too late when we realized that the kiblets 
from the most recent bag did not match the consistency, texture or color from 
the previous ones. Our dog became extremely ill after only eating one bowl. 
having severe bloody diarreah and couldn't even stand up.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 55 Pound 

 
we had to put our dog down following whatever chemicals, poison, or 

foreign ingredients he ingested from this fake dog food. 

EON‐401490 9/29/2019 14:20 Taste of the wild - pacific 
stream 

Dog was diagnosed with heart disease (enlarged heart) after exhibiting fits of 
coughing. Took to vet who asked about whether diet was grain free; brand-
Taste of the Wild), it was, she'd been eating this her entire life. Saw article in 
newspaper about possible link of heart disease to grain-free diets. Dog now on 
diet that has food with grain (science diet adult 7+). Dog is taking the following 
medications for treatment: furosemide, sotalol,benazepril, amlodipine, 
hyrdrochlorothiazide, pimobendan, sprironolactone, taurine. Change in diet 
with drugs shows marked improvement. Been on regimen for over a year. Dog 
was not supposed to live this long. Glad to have her around. 

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐401477 9/29/2019 12:00 Wellness chicken entree 
smooth loaf pate 

The can of cat food I opened this morning smelled putrid, similar to feces. My 
cats refused to eat the food. 

EON‐401471 9/29/2019 11:08 IAMS Proactive Health 
Smart Puppy Large Breed 

He has been on IAMS yellow bag puppy food for 6 months no previous issue. I 
bought a huge bag at tractor supply and he’s had diarrhea and vomiting daily 
since on it. He does not get any other kind of food. There are no other dogs. 

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 90 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐401470 9/29/2019 10:44 kit and kaboodle indoor cat 
food 

had been feeding cat community with kit and kaboodle and did fine a month or 
so ago they started throwing it up and the inside pet cats were picking out the 
RED pieces but also throwing up some , I contacted company about a possible 
problem and was told they had no problems with the food and was sent some 
coupons and an apology. while the cats were changed to a different food the 
throwing up and loose bowels seemed to go away , well using coupon picked 
up the kit and kaboodle and now their tossing all over again so we just 
changed them back off it and am writing to you . 

Unknown Cat 

EON‐401440 9/28/2019 18:20 4Health 9 Years Carolina Dog Dog 50 Pound 

We took him to a new vet where they diagnosed him with Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy. 

was showing symptoms of a cough that was becoming noticeable then 
one day we had to take him into the vet because he lost all control over his 
back legs. We also noticed his abdomen was distended. The DR send us 
home with antibiotics. 3 Days later the same thing happened on a walk and I 
had to carry him home. 

Since the condition was happening so rapid, we had to put him down. 
EON‐401407 9/28/2019 10:04 Taste of the Wild Salmon 

Grain Free Kibble 
Pt developed a cardiac arrythmia, and has been diagonsed with left ventricular 
dilatation 

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound 

EON‐401388 9/28/2019 0:08 Cadet Gourmet Duck Jerky 
2.5lb value pack 

Had been healthy, then developed diarrhea with mucus in stools of unknown 
cause, caused her to be a bit sluggish and less active than usual. We went out 
of town and did not feed her any treats for about 5 days, during that time her 
loose stools and mucus improved and then resolved. Her energy level also 
improved. When we returned home and resumed giving her treats then the 
diarrhea with mucus recurred and her energy level seemed to decline again. 

9 Years Berger de Brie 
(Briard) - Briard 

Dog 85 Pound 

EON‐401373 9/27/2019 20:40 ABOUND Chicken and 
Brown Rice Dog Food 

Fed food, started explosive diarrhea and vomiting after 4 days 10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐401368 9/27/2019 20:32 Abound Dog Food Chicken 
and Brown Rice 

The food was fed for 2 days, on the third day there was explosive diarrhea and 
vomiting which continued for 3 days. 

4 Years Great Dane Dog 185 Pound 

EON‐401322 9/27/2019 17:52 Nutro Ultra Grain Freee, 
Taste of the Wild Trout and 
Lentil

 presented as a second opinion for an enlarged heart found during an 
anesthetic for routine fatty tumor removal. The radiographs showed a very 
enlarged heart, fluid was found around the heart with ultrasound and pet was 
coughing. 

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 88 Pound 

We ran an ECG and labwork, confirmed enlarged heart and cardiology 
appointment is pending. We started on Taurine, L-Carnitine, CoQ10 as 
well as discontinued the legume based diet she had been fed for 6 yrs. (Nutro 
ULtra Grain Free and Taste of the Wild Trout and Lentils). We started heart 
medication: Furosemide, Enalapril and Pimobendan for heart support and a 
taurine rich diet and is doing tremendously better 3 weeks out. 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐401294 9/27/2019 14:41 Royal Canin French Bulldog 
Puppy 

I fed my puppy around 330pm on Wednesday September 18 from a newly 
opened bag of Royal Canin French Bulldog Puppy food. It was the first meal 
from this bag. Approximately 1 am I awoke to my dog vomiting. After vomiting 
she began to be restless. In the morning, she was very tired but as the day 
progressed she became very lethargic, and was not responsive to anyone. 
She just slept. She refused to eat or drink. I took her to my vet where I 
expressed my immediate concern that she had gotten sick from her food. The 
vet attempted to treat her by trying to rule things out. She was treated with 
fluids, vitamins and anti-nausea medicine and was sent home. We returned 
the next morning as she still was refusing to eat and had slept continuously 
since being home from the vet the day before. She was again treated, sent 
home with some medicine and I was told to observer her. Again things 
continued to get worse, I returned to the vet again that day and the vet took 
xrays to check lungs for aspiration, all was clear. She was given a steroid shot 
and sent home with some prescription food. She finally began to eat (this was 
late Friday September 20). While improving, I returned Sunday September 21 
to the vet with a fecal sample and met with my doctor's regular vet and 
expressed the timeline and my concerns that she had eaten tainted dog food. 
My regular vet sent her fecal sample out and it returned positive for 
salmonella. 

9 Months Bulldog - French Dog 22 Pound 

EON‐401235 9/27/2019 0:52 Earthborn Holistic Grain 
Free 
Coastal Catch herring 
salmon and pacific whiting 
protein gluten free potato-
free nutrition 

Owners bought the food to feed to their other pet who had been eating it for at 
least a month. This dog ate it on a Friday evening ( ate a lot because she liked 
the food). Saturday evening she became lethargic, anorectic, body tremors, 
fever. Dog presented to my practice on Monday morning in this state, Renal 
values were elevated and Phosphorus was very elevated. 

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 29.3 Pound 

EON‐401231 9/26/2019 23:52 Purina Cat Chow Naturals 
(Original red label) 

Bought Purina Natural cat chow (red original label) Sept 4 at Pet Smart. Was 
about to feed my cats when I noticed something in the food. Upon further 
investigation, noticed bugs and larvae-like sacs around/on/coming out of the 
kernels. About 3/4ths of the bag is gone. I bought a 13 pound bag, so I filled up 
a container with a lid on it with some and then roll and release all the air from 
the big bag. 
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EON‐401230 9/26/2019 22:40 Purina Beneful incredibites 
for small dogs with real beef 

I usually feed my dog Beneful Adult Dog dry food. When he was a puppy (first 
year) I fed him Hills science diet which I purchased from petsmart. I 
transitioned to using Walmart Grocery pickup for its convenience and started 
purchasing purina Beneful. About 1.5 weeks ago I placed a Walmart order and 
they didn’t have his usual food in stock so they gave me alternative Purina 
Beneful (beef flavor, small bites for small dogs). I started giving it to him about 
a week ago not thinking anything of it. I began to notice that he started to 
develop bald spots all over his body over the past week, he vomits every day 
after eating it in the morning (my dog never throws up), and he is constantly 
itching and scratching all over and He has hot spots/skin breakdown. He has 
been on Hill’s science diet food in the past when he was a puppy, but we 
switched to Parina when I started using Walmart grocery pick up for its 
convenience. However, after some research online I am throwing this dog food 
away and going back to petsmart Hills Science diet. I am very concerned after 
reading similar reviews online about this brand that nothing has been done by 
the FDA regarding this. Please act soon. What concerns me, is that this brand 
is readily available at Walmart stores all over the country because if it’s low 
price. However, I fear that many dogs are getting sick from this dog food. I 
appreciate your investigation into this matter and into this dog food brand. 
Thank you. 

2 Years Terrier - Irish Dog 45 Pound 
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EON‐401220 9/26/2019 18:20 Raw food. The owners 
indicated they didn't have 
food leftovers either 
packages or wrappers.

 began experiencing dark/tarry stools with a small amount of frank blood 
and mucus the morning of presentation, and became progressively more 
lethargic during her drive to . lives next door to her mother, who 
owned 3 dogs within the past 1-2 weeks who had presented with similar 
clinical signs and acutely passed away. Early last week, her 3yr old MC 
Chihuahua presented with loose stool that progressed to explosive bloody 
diarrhea. About 24 hours after onset of clinical signs, this dog experienced one 
seizure event then died. A few days ago, a 7yr old FS Shih Tzu was found 
standing in her own blood. She presented to her primary care veterinarian, 
who reportedly administered Vit K and IV fluids then discharged the patient. 
She died later that night at home. On , a 3yr old MC Shih 
Tzu presented to his primary care veterinarian after melena and regurgitation 
was noted. Bloodwork and a fecal flotation was performed, with reportedly no 
abnormalities. He died within 48 hours of clinical signs (around 6pm on 

). Of the recently deceased dogs, all have previously been 
intermittently fed a raw-based diet prior to onset of illness and could have 
potentially had access to a chicken coop. has had significant contact 
with the recently deceased dogs around the onset of clinical signs. is 
reportedly up to date on vaccines. and her mother own a 
grooming/boarding facility and

3 Years Bulldog Dog 13.4 Kilogra 
m 

 to the . 
On September 19, 2019: Owner states that her son woke this morning with 
vomiting and feeling ill. The owner's mother was sick, she has diarrhea and 
feeling ill a day or two prior to the first dog becoming sick and dying. The 
owner states that this morning 7 other dogs on the premise are lethargic and 
have diarrhea. 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐401188 9/26/2019 14:08 Friskies Shreds variety pack 
(40 cans) 
10 - With Beef in Gravy 
10 - Chicken & Salmon 
Dinner in Gravy 
10 - Turkey & Cheese dinner
in Gravy 

 

10 - With Ocean Whitefish & 
Tuna in Sauce 

I ordered a 40-pack of Friskies Shreds from Amazon on Aug 3, it arrived Aug 
17. I probably started giving it to her at the start of Sept, when my other supply 
ran out. I, like any unsuspecting consumer, was giving my cat this food for the 
past month. A strange thing happened. She wasn't eating the food, just 
drinking the gravy, and yet she seemed like she was starving all the time. 
Soon she lost a ton of weight. She started vomiting very frequently and initially 
I chalked it up to her being almost 14, but was very concerned. Sept 21, I 
called the vet. Sept 22 she woke me up at 4am crying. I awoke to vomit and 
diarrhea everywhere. We went to the vet, she was 7.2 lbs, her normal weight is 
9.5. Her blood levels were in the normal range for her age. The vet said she 
clearly had severe gastrointestinal distress. When I changed her food she 
immediately improved. I looked on the Consumer Affairs site and saw 
HUNDREDS of accounts from July - now reporting the same exact issues. 
Read accounts that are just like mine all from the past 3 months: 
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/friskies.html 

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 7.2 Pound 

EON‐401187 

EON‐401179 

9/26/2019 14:04 

9/26/2019 12:52 

Rachael Ray 
Nutrish 
Super Premium 
Wet Food for dogs 
Chicken Muttballs 
Zignature Kangaroo Formula 

I found and removed a piece of plastic in Rachel Ray Nutrish wet dog food. 
I proceeded to feed my dog what I thought was uncontaminated dogfood but 
she threw up minutes later. 

Dog presented in on 9-7-19. Very low grade machinery murmur 1/6, 
distended abdomen with fluid wave present, Depressed, occasional cough. No 
known toxin exposure. Xrays detected generalized heart enlargement and 
ascites. Unable to clearly see detail of abdomen. EKG and radiograph 
reviewed by IDEXX cardiologist via Cardiopet. Dog started on Furosemide and 
Pimobendan. Was on Zignature kangaroo and lentils for the last two years due 
to periodic skin dermatitis by owners choice. 

10 

6 

Years 

Years 

Collie - Rough-haired 

Retriever - Labrador 

Dog 

Dog 

60 

70 

Pound 

Pound 
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EON‐401177 9/26/2019 12:48 Kirkland Grain Free Dry History: (7/30/2019)
 has a recent history of pleural effusion and severe cardiomegaly. She 

had a pleural tap yesterday. Radiographs revealed pulmonary edema as well 
as pleural effusion. Owner noted her standing and acting uncomfortable 

starting ~ 1 week ago. 
He has been weak and anorectic since yesterday. 

Current therapy: 
Furosemide 80 mg. tid 

Pimobendan 10 mg. bid 

Cardiovascular exam: 
HR: 140, NSR 

Murmur: Gallop, II/VI systolic murmur 
CRT: pale pink 
Pulses: poor 

Respirations: panting, mild increased BV sounds bilaterally 

Radiographs: Severe generalized cardiomegaly, pulmonary venous 
congestion, pulmonary infiltrates 

ECG: Normal sinus rhythm with very occasional uniform VPC 
Labwork: In house Vetlab Chem 10 + Lytes 

BUN: 21 CREA: 0.6 K+: 3.8 ALT: 319 

Cardiac Ultrasound Report: 

M-Mode (cm):
IVS(D): 0.9 LVID(D): 7.4 LVPW(D): 0.9 
IVS(S): 1.3 LVID(S): 6.3 LVPW(S): 1.1 

LA/AO: 1.51 
SF%: 16.0% 

4 Years Rottweiler Dog 42.5 Pound 
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2/D Comments: 
The left ventricle is severely dilated and the left atrium is moderately enlarged. 
The right ventricle is severely enlarged and the right atrium is severely dilated. 

All valves are grossly normal. The contractility is markedly decreased and 
there is increased EPSS 

Doppler: 
AO: 79.0 cmls Mild Al 

PA 48.8 cm/s 
MV: 67 5 mmHg Moderate mitral insufficiency 

TV: Moderate tricuspid insufficiency 

Assessment: 
Severe dilated cardiomyopathy with biventricular failure 

RIO Diet related DCM vs. idiopathic 
Guarded long term prognosis 

Plan: 
Taurine level submitted. 

Give medications as follows: 
1. Furosemide (diuretic) 40 mg., Give 2 tablets every 8 hours

2. Pimonbendan (Vetmedin) 5 mg., Give 2 tablets every 12 hours
3. Benazapril 20 mg., Give 1 tablet every 24 hours

*4. Taurine 500 mg every 12 hours
*5. L-Carn:tine 1 gram every 8 hours

Recommend recheck renal values and chest radiographs in 5 days. Recheck 
echo in 3 months. 

EON-401168 9/26/201 9 11 :48 Organic Chicken Recipe I went to give my dog a treat and noticed a white spot. After examining the spot 
closer it appeared to be mold. I looked into the bag and noticed other treats 
with a extreme visible mold. 

EON-401160 9/26/2019 9:56 Orijen Puppy Large, Orijen 
Original, Kirkland Signature 
Nature's Domain Puppy 
Formula Chicken & Pea 
Formula, Kirkland Signature 
Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal & Sweet Potato 
Formula for Dogs 

(b) (6) has been on Orijen products until age 3 (Orijen puppy large breed then
Orijen original, both grain free), then Nature's Domain Salmon until this
summer. (b) (6)has been on Nature's Domain puppy for a majority of her first 
year, then on Nature's Domain Salmon (both grain free). Both were 
administered echo-cardiograms in early September. (b) (6) has early DCM, 
and (b) (6) has "Equivocally decreased left ventricular systolic function" which 
could be a normal variation or  could be early dilated cardiomyopathy. (b) (6)
shows symptoms of DCM, (b) (6) only occasionally. Korthals Griffons are not 
a breed commonly prone to DCM; therefore nutrition is suspected to be the 
culprit. Putting the date problem started as beginning of this year, as it it 
unknown 

Years Griffon - French W:re-
haired Pointing 

Dog Pound 
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EON‐401147 9/26/2019 5:40 Friskies wet cat food Pate I began feeding my cats , and friskies wet pate food. 
was throwing up and had diarrhea but died on 

9 Weeks Unknown Cat 2.4 Pound 

EON‐400992 9/25/2019 10:44 Cat and Small Dog Omega 
Benefits, Osteo TruBenefits, 
Entero TruBenefits, Hepato 
TruBenefits, Cutaneo 
TruBenefits

 began taking VRS's Cat and Small Dog Omega Benefits, Osteo 
TruBenefits, Entero TruBenefits, Hepato TruBenefits and Cutaneo TruBenefits 
one month before the adverse event occurred. The Hepato TruBenefits was to 
be taken in place of the Dememarin in hopes it would be "easier on his system 
to digest and absorb". 

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 12.5 Pound 

Leading up to the event that took place on or around 8/8/2019 the owner 
reports normally giving the supplements to with cottage cheese, 
but . slowly began refusing to take the supplements and then the 
cottage cheese alone. On or around 8/8/19 did not eat his 
evening meal so the owner took him to the vet the next day. Blood work was 
performed which revealed elevated liver enzymes. She then had an abdominal 
ultrasound performed which revealed a bright liver, no parenchymal changes, 
but did reveal sludge in the gall bladder. The owner was instructed to stop all 
supplements at that time. Liver values were rechecked and were still high but 
with some improvement. 

The owner does not blame the adverse event on the VRS products and 
understands that given the cushings disease and pancreatitis there are many 
potential causes for elevated liver enzymes. 

EON‐400902 9/24/2019 20:48 Canidae pet food made by 
pet people under the sun 
grain free recipe 

Put on new food to avoid possible chicken allergy and after only a few months 
began going into serious heart failure on both sides of the heart. Extensive 
tests ruled out the possibility of Heartworm. 

3 Years Corso Dog Dog 124 Pound 

EON‐400892 9/24/2019 17:52 Special Kitty 
DENTAL 
Crunchy & Creamy 
Cat Treats 
Roasted Chicken Flavor 

Owner started treating cat with Special Kitty Dental Treats and within a week 
Veronica had severe hypokalemia and Fanconi Syndrome. She was treated 
with intraveinous fluids and oral potassium supplements. Her Fanconi 
syndrome was confirmed with a test at (b) (6)n. She currently is being 
supported with subcutaneous fluids but is now and Iris Stage IV CRD. 

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 8 Pound 
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EON‐400855 9/24/2019 14:40 Taste Of the Wild 
Pine Forest 
with Venison and Legumes, 
Blue Freedom - Grain Free 
Lamb Recipe 

A heart murmur was detected approximately one year ago, 3/2018. This was 
during a yearly routine exam but (b) (6) did not show any signs of slowing down 
in 2018, he was always a very energetic dog. So at that time I decided not to 
further pursue an echo on his heart. In May of 2018 I saw an article on dogs 
getting DCM who were on fed a grain free diet. (b) (6)

has been fed a grain free
diet since he was 1 year old due to allergies but we could not test for food 
allergies so we decided to feed a grain free diet. 
July 1 2019 (b) (6)

almost collapsed after his average daily walk. He went into
hiding and then I decided to rush in to emergency vet. The emergency vet did 
many tests on him one being an Echo ultra sound. That test indicated that his 
left ventricle was moderately dilated with reduced function. Pericardial effusion 
was present, no obvious mass lesions identified. (b) (6)

was put on a heart
Medication, and several diuretics. which has now given him a better quality of 
life since that day. 

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 38 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐400854 9/24/2019 14:40 Canidae Salmon and Sweet 
Potato, Instinct grain-free 

Patient presented for a wellness examination on 9/24/19. Upon exam, a new 
systolic heart murmur grade 2/6 was noted bilaterally. No clinical signs. 
Discussion reveled patient has been fed Instinct grain-free then Canidae grain-
free for life. We are concerned with NMDCM. 

17 Months Pointing Dog -
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla) 

Dog 50.4 Pound 

EON‐400775 9/23/2019 22:36 CBD Treat Several colleagues visited a dog bakery known as Top Dog Barkery located 
21010 Pacific Coast Hwy A-160, Huntington Beach, CA 92648. They all 
received treats from the owner, Karen, for their dogs and it was not until after 
the dogs ate the treats that the owner revealed they contained substantial 
amounts of CBD. I believe this may be in violation of any regulations with the 
FDA and/or AAFCO. Shortly after my colleagues were informed of this they 
questioned the owner why she gave their dogs a treat containing high amounts 
of CBD without their consent and knowledge, to which the owner deflected. 
She has also been known to hand out treats with CBD to unsuspecting dogs 
and has caused an allergic reaction with my colleagues’ dogs that resulted in 
several veterinary visits. The owner and business deflect any sort of 
constructive criticism and concerns that customers bring to them and denies all 
allegations. 

EON‐400769 9/23/2019 21:40 PCI 
Chick N' Hide 

Acquired Fanconi syndrome secondary to chicken jerky treat consumption - 
confirmed via Fanconi panel. Product = PCI Chick N' Hide treats. Pet
Center Inc. Purchased at Gelson's and online, including amazon.com. 

11 Years Havanese Dog 16 Pound 

EON‐400765 9/23/2019 20:36 Savory Prime Pet Treats 
Cod Skin Treats 
Healthy Choices 

Purchased the product from Amazon. the dog treats have pieces of what 
appears to be lining from gloves within the product. 

EON‐400757 9/23/2019 18:36 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula 
Adult Fish and Brown Rice 
Recipe 

I opened a new bag of Blue Buffalo did food on 9/19/2019. As I poured it into 
the food storage container, I noticed a piece of glass poured out of the bag. It 
appears to be a piece of a fluorescent light bulb. 
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EON‐400730 9/23/2019 17:12 CANIDAE Grain Free PURE 
Petite Small Breed Dry Dog 
Food Raw Coated Formula 
with Chicken 10 lbs. 

My dog had an episode of near death 1 week ago, passing out and stopped 
breathing. Rushed to animal hospital. Diagnosed with congestive hearth 
failure, fluid in his lungs & enlarged heart and put on Lasic's drip for 1 day. 
Heart rating murmur diagnosed of "6" on scale of 1-6. Has never been sick and 
all other vital tests were normal. Was put on Pimobendan and Encard. Has 
now had two more episodes in a week. Regular vet has seen him two more 
times in the week. Struggling to breathe and rapid heart rate getting worse. 
The doctor showed me his notes from seeing the dog 6 months ago. Full 
checkup with no murmur detected and perfect health record. After the doctor 
and I could not explain the fast decline, we discussed his food. I told him that I 
changed to a grain-free food about 9 months prior to the first episode. 
After further research on the web I see hundreds of dogs with this same 
diagnosis of heart failure after switching to a grain-free food diet. This is 
absolutely horrible and NEEDS TO BE EXPOSED to the PUBLIC 
IMMEDIATELY. When Zica or any other human health-care crises occurs, it is 
all over the news immediately so people are aware and government 
organizations step in to broadcast and protect people and cause immediate 
change. Why is someone not doing something about this to save our dogs and 
cats. This is an absolutely travesty and criminal. These companies who are 
producing this food for dogs have to be stopped immediately and this has to be 
exposed to the pubic NOW, not in years after hundreds of more dogs die. 
Please help and do something!! 

EON‐400703 9/23/2019 13:48 ultra food that was being used was public for anyone to use or for emergency as if it 
were to get bad the food would be a way of showing physical evidence next to 
occurring reason that whats happening in the environment isnt safe and those 
involved need to be restrained until it gets fixed if its to get solved. these foods 
are no longer there for that purpose and are still being misused with 
information that its a consumer and that individual isn't present there. 

EON‐400684 9/23/2019 12:32 9 lives Meaty Pate super 
supper 

A few hours after eating the food my adult cat began vomiting, uncontrolled 
bowels, muscle tremors - This continued for the entire night approx 12 hrs. Its 
now been 48 hrs and she is improved greatly, 

5 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 6 Pound 
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EON‐400675 9/23/2019 11:16 Zignature® Kangaroo 
Formula - Limited Ingredient 
Formula, BLUE Freedom® 
Grain-Free Chicken Recipe, 
Loyall Life Grain Free Beef 
with Sweet Potato Recipe 

September 7th 2019 - Owner noticed coughing for about 1 week, 2 days prior 
to presentation at (b) (6), owner noticed dyspnea and increased respiratory 

effort. Patient was seen at rDVM where thoracic radiographs were taken and 
revealed cardiomegaly and pulmonary edema. A grade 2 murmur was also 

heard at this time, no prior hx of heart murmur. Referred to (b) (6) . 

Overall assessment and diagnosis: Findings are consistent with dilated 
cardiomyopathy (DCM), and subsequent LCHF (in addition, Patient appears 
close to right sided heart failure as well). Given that the patient has been on 

BEG diet until approximately 3 weeks ago, diet associated cardiomyopathy is 
considered a possibility, however, primary DCM cannot be definitively ruled 
out. Recommend treating for CHF with lasix (see below) and pimobendan 

(0.25mg/kg PO BID) in the hospital. Since a significant number of the patients 
with DCM have arrhythmias, we would also recommend monitoring at least 
overnight with telemetry. Once the patient is home and eating well, an ace 

inhibitor should be started as a part of heart failure treatment. The patient has 
recently changed to a non BEG diet, from a reputable company, and that diet 
or a similar non-BEG diet should be continued. Recommend rechecking renal 

values daily while in the hospital, and 7-14 days after discharge from the 
hospital. Recheck echocardiogram in 3 months after discharge. 

Addendum 9/13/19 
There were no malignant arrhythmias noted on telemetry overnight, and the 

patient is breathing with only very subtle effort on physical exam this morning. 
Has received approximately 10mg/kg of furosemide since admission. The 
owners came to take (b) (6)

home this morning, and therefore we have not 
submitted renal values today. 

BNP: 8,853 (normal 0-900) 
Troponin: pending 

Taurine levels: pending 

CHF Recheck exam on 9/20 revealed that patient is tolerating CHF 
medications and overall is doing well at home. Plan to recheck in December, 

sooner if not doing well. 

4.8 Years Pit Bull Dog 26.1 Kilogra 
m 
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EON-400648 9/23/2019 0:04 Purina beggin dog snack 
venison flavour

(b) (6) started eating grass and vomiting one day which was odd for him. Started 
watching him after all food or treats given. On days without these treats he 
would be better. Stopped with them for 2 days as it was the suspected culprit 
and he was back to himself healthy and happy but still a bit tired. My husband 
had been out of town and was unaware of the issue and gave him one of the 
venison treats when he came home. Within 2 hours (b) (6)stomach was 
swollen and hard and he was licking floors, eating grass and vomiting. My 
larger dog (b) (6) (60 lb sheherd/dottie cross) had been lazy and eating grass 
as well a couple times but never got as sick as (b) (6). I checked the ingredients 
on the package and dried onions are listed. I had been searching for 
homemade dog treat recipes earlier and had seen the warning that onions and 
onion powder are harmful to dogs. Never expected a company like pedigree to 
be "unaware" of thos.

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON-400647 9/22/2019 23:20 Natural balance limited diet 
duck and peas

In his young years, (b) (6) experienced a couple of allergies to grain food. We 
narrowed down the food that he liked the most without any adverse reaction 
and settled down on Natural Balance pea and duck. For about 8 years, it has 
been almost his exclusive food. Last year, he started experiencing respiratory 
issues, loss of weight, loss of energy. I fed him other food, forced feed him at 
some point to save him. Last month, another strong resurgence happened and 
he was diagnosed with DCM, with a prognosis of a few months. A week later, 
we made the absolute heart-wrenches no decision to stop his suffering as he 
was having trouble swallowing and breathing. I lost my beloved cat and my 
heart is forever missing a piece

12 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7 Pound

EON-400644 9/22/2019 21:12 Merrick Grain Free Chicken 
and Rice

(b) (6), our shih tzu, had eaten a few different kibble brands but mainly 
merricks. All of the foods she ate were grain free. She died with DCM a year 
ago. Her tongue turned blue and she couldn’t breathe. We had no choice but 
to euthanize her. I heard about this issue and realized that she had dcm AND 
ate grain free. The loss of her devestated our entire family, and I will do 
everything possible to get pet food companies to stop manipulating pet owners 
into thinking their food is good for a dog.

Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON-400640 9/22/2019 17:36 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
puppy and adult food 
chicken

She was fed a grain free diet her entire life. Until 18 months she was fed Blue 
Buffalo Wilderness grain free food. After 18 months she was fed the adult 
version. She seemed to get easily tired and would cough up fluid after 
exertion. In (b) (6) she became lethargic. After a week I took her to
vet and was told after having x Rays that she had DCM and needed to 
euthanized immediately. I took her to another vet and was told the same thing. 
Both stated they were surprised she was still alive and had never seen such a 
thing in such a young dog. I tried finding a cardiologist but there was an 8 
week wait to get in. Heartbreakingly, she was euthanized. I discovered this 
was not an isolated issue just recently.

3.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 78 Pound
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EON‐400634 9/22/2019 16:44 Blue Healthy Life My Savannah F2 cat of 5yrs old passed away 
suddenly last February from heart failure. She was eating a grain-free diet from 
Buffalo Blue all her young life. 
She was a very healthy cat and her veterinary was unable to say why the 
condition had to develop but fatal. Yesterday visiting the veterinarian I read 
about the FDA warning of gain-free diet and the link to cardiomyopathy in 
dogs, however, cats can be affected too. My cat was a very expensive one 
since Savannah cats cost $5000 and up. 

5 Years Wild cat Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐400630 9/22/2019 15:36 Orijen Diagnosed with DCM 13 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 72 Pound 
EON‐400624 9/22/2019 13:52 Kirkland Signature Premium 

Lamb & Rice Formula For 
Dogs 

My dog had one instance of vomiting and then another instance of vomiting 
and explosive diarrhea, both within a week. 

2 Years Pit Bull Dog 58 Pound 

EON‐400608 9/22/2019 5:24 Rachel Ray Nutrish Dish 
Natural Chicken and Brown 
Rice Dry Food 

3/2019 a heart murmur was detected. 7/21/19- She had an episode where her 
back legs gave out she let out a yelp and got unsteady on her feet and became 
disoriented. Brought her to the vet next day and they questioned heat stroke or 
seizure. She then had 3 more of these episodes and was placed on 
Phenobarbital. Last week in August 2019 went for follow up for concerns of 
weakness in hind legs and unsteady balance. Chest X ray showed enlarged 
heart. Placed on Vetmedin. Continues with unsteady balance. We have an 
appointment with a cardiologist on 10/1/19. He stopped feeding her Nutrish 
and are feeding her Royal Canin at vets recommendation. 

14 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified) 

Dog 12.2 Pound 

EON‐400587 9/21/2019 19:52 Trader Joe's Turkey and 
Pumpkin Jerky Dog Treats 

Gave my dog one of Trader Joe's Turkey & Pumpkim Jerky Dog Treats late 
last night. He would not eat or drink anything this morning. He had diarrhea x2 
then developed vomiting. There were pieces of the dog treat in his vomit. After 
I got finished cleaning up the three vomits, he vomited up a massive amount of 
blood. I rushed him to the emergency vet. He has been diagnosed with HGE. 
He is requiring plasma transfusions, IV medications and fluids and continuing 
hospital care 

5 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐400583 9/21/2019 18:04 Purina Moist & Meaty Burger 
with Cheddar Cheese Flavor 

Began with loosing energy and lying around. Then began vomiting which went 
on for a couple days. We made sure no other foods were being given. We then 
took him off the food Moist and Meaty. He got better over the next few days. 
We reintroduced the food and the vomiting started back up. He had been on 
this brand for about 5 months. We still have about 1/2 a box remaining (out of 
a 60 count box). It has been 3 months and the symptoms have not returned. 
Note we do have other animals in the house (cat & another dog)without any 
issues. 

8 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American 

Dog 24 Pound 

EON‐400571 9/21/2019 17:02 fancy feasts he is involved in all foodsources for animals that i receive except for when they 
are a result of a notification that isn't during opportunities for him to enjoy his 
food, the cats. 

Abyssinian cat Cat 
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EON‐400567 9/21/2019 17:01 Rachel Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken and Veggies 
Recipe 

On June 14, 2019 (b) (6) was having trouble breathing, vomited once and would 
not eat. She was walking and her legs gave out beneath her and then she 
would not get up from bed. Took her to vet and they started her on oxygen and 
gave her 1 injection each of Lasix and Propoflo. They did 2 views of x-rays and 
lab work. Kidney and liver levels were off and wbc count was high. She had 
fluid built up in belly and lungs. Veterinarian reported that she believed 
prognosis would be poor and I opted euthanasia to prevent any further 
suffering. The vet mentioned DCM, but it was never confirmed. She had 
started to develop a mild cough prior to this incident. 

13 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog 

Dog 58 Pound 

EON‐400563 9/21/2019 17:01 SmartStick Excessive urination and drinking of water. Took to Vet. Thought it was a 
urinary infection except one strange result in tests. Urine showed glucose but 
blood glucose level was normal. Dog was given antibiotics and only slight 
improvement in sysmtoms. Upon revisit to Vet she called an internal medicine 
vet specialist at specialty clinic because glucose was still in urine sample. This 
specialist came back with possible faconi sydrome. Test was done and 
confirmed faconi syndrome. Vet said disease has been associated with dog 
products from asia, especially chicken products. I had been giving (b) (6)
Smartsticks chicken and Smartbones chicken products for about a year. These 
are made by PetMatrix company. They uaed to be made in the US but they 
began making these products in Vietman. I don't know the time frame for this 
change. I stopped giving (b) (6)  these products and her symtoms have 
greatly improved in a months time. Glucose still in urine but other blood work 
fine on test the other day. Desease may be eventually reversed. Not enough 
known at this time. Can't say for sure with 100% certaintity that treats caused 
this but sure looks like it. 

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐400558 9/21/2019 17:01 Dream Bone ribs Gave all 4 dogs a Dream Bones rib treat and all 4 got sick, vomiting and 
diarrhea. This started on a Wednesday and at least 2 are still vomiting and or 
having diarrhea. Took sickest to vet Friday. She was dehydrated. Vet gave 
med fir stomach, so far she commits it up. Been giving ger Pedialyte. 

2 Years Unknown Dog 60 Pound 
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EON‐400547 9/21/2019 17:00 Authority Everyday Health 
Adult Small Breed chicken 
and rice formula 

In the early morning hours of 9/20/19, began having dark bloody 
diarrhea, then vomiting which became bloody vomiting. By 8am, she was at 
our veterinarian and was in shock. She was diagnosed with acute pancreatitis 
due to suspected dietary indiscretion. does not eat human food and 
does not explore outdoors, so would have eaten nothing other than provided 
dog food. had been out of town in my care 24/7 until 9/16/19, not eating 
this food. Upon returning to our home and eating this food, that is when she 
became sick. She occasionally eats only a bit of this food in addition to wet 
food. (This is important to note as two of my dogs who did eat this food 
between 9/6/19 and today have also been sick with bloody diarrhea, one 
needing to receive veterinary care.) 

Prior to this, my dog who is a mixed breed chihuahua/pug/pomeranian of 
4 years age was treated on 9/11/19 by the same veterinarian for very similar 
symptoms. was not as ill as , perhaps because of her weight. Our 
dog , 13 year old Shih Tzu mix, does not eat this food as his primary 
food but was caught sneaking a bit of it between 9/08/19 and 9/10/19 and also 
had diarrhea that did not require medical treatment. 

9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6.5 Pound 

EON‐400450 9/20/2019 1:36 Merrick's dog food's 
containing legumes and 
potatoes 

Romeo dog food (Canadian) 

Was feeding dog homemade and/or store bought grain free canned dog food 
with either legumes or potatoes in the food. Over the winter of 2018/19 my dog 
started having less and less energy. She would not fetch her ball that we 
would always throw down the hallway in winter like she always did. She would 
just walk to her ball, instead of running, pick it up and drop it beside me 
panting, out of breath and unwilling to fetch a second time. At this time she 
was also refusing to eat her homemade dog food, forcing me to try several 
different brands of canned food without much more luck. She would not eat for 
3 days, and when she would eat, she would only eat the oldest food first. I was 
starting to throw away a lot of dog food. I thought maybe she was just turning 
into an old dog and didn't think much more about it, until I heard of a friends 
dog who died from DCM and that it may have been related to the legumes in 
the dogs food. I then checked the foods and treats I had been feeding my dog 
for years and they all contained either potatoes or legumes in the first 3 
ingredients. I immediately transferred my dog to a homemade diet of 
meat/organs, carrots, parsley and cranberries and homemade slow dried meat 
treats. She has been eating happily ever since and at least twice a day. It has 
now been nearly 5 months since discontinuing treats and foods that contain 
legumes and potatoes and she seems to have all her energy back. She has 
also been eating canned food without potatoes, legumes or grains just as well. 
I would definitely say there is a huge link to DCM in dogs due to potatoes 
and/or legumes in any large quantity. 

8 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound 
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EON‐400402 9/19/2019 15:36 Pure Balance Classic 
Starters Grain Free Chicken 
and Beef 

Owner awoke to find the animal coughing and salivating. Animal then started 
coughing up blood and passed away. Owner brought animal for necropsy. 
Heart was enlarged and upon examination DCM was confirmed. Owner was 
questioned about history. Animal was kept strictly indoors. No access to any 
toxin. 

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound 

EON‐400395 9/19/2019 15:12 Acana Duck and Pear 
kangaroo prior 

History:
 presents for evaluation of her heart murmur and arrhythmia. Presented 

to rDVM 6/9/18 for collapsing event while on a walk. Thoracic radiographs 
revealed a 6 cm pulmonary mass in the right lung field near the hilus, 

moderate left sided cardiomegaly and diffuse bronchointerstitial pattern. ECG 
was consistent with ventricular tachycardia. Brief echo performed 6/11/18 

revealed minimal ventricular contraction, severe left atrial enlargement and 
mitral insufficiency; ECG revealed periods of VPCs. History of bilateral 

adrenomegaly, chronic vomiting/ diarrhea with response to probiotics, fiber and 
Hill's Z/D; urinary incontinence and allergic dermatitis. 

Owner reports is doing well. Normal appetite, thirst. No coughing or 
syncopal episodes. Owner has noticed that has been slowing down over 

the last year. 

Current therapy: Pimobendan 5 mg AM and 7.5 mg PM; Furosemide 50 mg 
bid; Tramadol 75-100 mg bid-tid; DES 1 tab EOD 

Cardiovascular exam: 
HR: 80 bpm, NSR 

Murmur: III/VI systolic, left apex 
CRT: Pink, < 2 sec 

Pulses: Strong, synchronous 
Respirations: Eupnic, normal BV lung sounds in all quadrants. 

Cardiac Ultrasound Report: 

M-Mode (cm): 
IVS(D): 0.6 LVID(D): 7.1 LVPW(D): 0.7 
IVS(S): 0.9 LVID(S): 6.7 LVPW(S): 0.9 

LA/AO: 1.60 

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 29.3 Kilogra 
m 
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SF%: 6%

2/D Comments:
The left ventricle is severely dilated and the left atrium is severely enlarged. 

The contractility is decreased and there is marked EPSS. The right ventricle is 
mildly enlarged and the right atrium is mildly dilated. The mitral valve is mildly 

thickened. All other valves are grossly normal.

Doppler: 
AO: 82.9 cm/s 

PA: 45.7 cm/s, moderate to severe PI 
MV: Severe mitral insufficiency 22.6 mmHg 

TV: Moderate tricuspid insufficiency, 32.3 mmHg

Assessment
Severe dilated cardiomyopathy with secondary AV insufficiency. R/O Taurine 

deficiency, dietary related (legume based diet) vs. idiopathic 
Pulmonary nodule : R/O neoplasm vs. granuloma

Recommend changing to senior diet slowly over the next 1-2 weeks.

Plan:
Increase pimobendan to 10mg. bid, continue furosemide 50 mg. bid and add 

benazapril 10 mg. sid. Taurine level submitted. Recheck renal values and 
chest radiographs in 2 weeks.
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EON‐400381 9/19/2019 14:32 Acana Grain Free Dry Indoor/outdoor. No vomiting, no diarrhea, normal urination, decreased appetite 
for 4 Plus days, decreased energy level. Owner was feeding Acana grain free 
kibble for years but switched to Honest kitchen freeze dried 3 days ago which 

improved appetite. Owners were planning to drive to starting next 
Saturday.  is known to not travel well in the car, acting very anxious 

and panting the whole time. 
Current Medications: Fish oil, Dasuquin, Ligaplex 

Wt:38.7 kg, T: 101.9*F, HR: >200 bpm, RR: pant brpm, MM's:Pale Pink, CRT: 
2 sec, BCS: 6/9, Pain scale: 0/4 

Mentation: BARH 
EENT: Both ears are clean; eyes are clear, pupils equal and responsive to 

light. Mild tartar and gingivitis. No nasal discharge or sneezing. 
CV: No heart murmur auscultated, irregularly irregular arrhythmia, poor femoral 

pulse quality, pulse deficits present. 
Resp: Lungs auscultate clear, all fields. Harsh cough on tracheal pressure 

Abd: Soft, non-painful, fluid wave present 
Rectal/urogenital: Normal externally 

Musculoskeletal: Ambulatory x 4. No pain on spinal manipulation. 
Skin/Coat: Dry scale all over body, good coat 

Neuro: Normal 
LN: No palpable LN enlargement 

Problem list: Abdominal fluid wave, heart arrhythmia, lethargy 

Diagnostics: 
ECG lead II: Supraventricular tachycardia with atrial fibrillation. Tall R waves 

TFAST: No pericardial effusion. All 4 chambers appear dilated and contractility 
is grossly poor. 

AFAST: Large amount of free abdominal fluid. Large rounded liver lobes. 

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 36.1 Kilogra 
m 
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FNA of abdominal fluid: thin pink fluid. TS 3.8. Spun slide review: Low 
numbers of RBCs with occasional mesothelial cells. Modified transudate. 

Abdominocentesis: 750 mls of fluid removed from the abdomen 
Lat and VD thoracic radiographs: Normal osseous structures. Dorsal deviation 
of the trachea. Large cardiac silhouette, VHS 13. Loss of the caudal cardiac 
waist. Diffuse mild interstitial pattern with enlarged pulmonary vasculature.

CBC, Chem 17, Lytes: Hct 39.7, WBC 11.3. Alt 133, Cl 126, otherwise 
unremarkable

Assessment: TDX: DCM with atrial fibrillation and right sided CHF.

Plan:
Inj port catheter placed 

Inj. Furosemide 75 mg IV q8 
Diltiazem 30 mg PO q8 

Vetmedin 10 mg PO q12 
Telemetry monitoring overnight: HR responded to Diltiazem. Once rate 

dropped under 160 bpm occasional VPCs were noted.
Transfer to (b) (6) for cardiology work up in the morning.

Client communication: Heart changes discussed with owner. Hospitalization 
and and cardiology work up needed. More information on severity and 

prognosis will be available after cardio work up. Travel plans may need to be 
 (b) (6) prpostponed given esumptive diagnosis.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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EON‐400374 9/19/2019 13:52 V-Dog Kinder Kibble Vegan 
Adult Dog Food 

History: 
Progressive exercise intolerance and labored breathing. Radiographs at 

RDVM revealed severe cardiomegaly with possible decompensated left CHF. 
Sugar Plum has been on a Vegan diet for years 

7 Years Pit Bull Dog 28.6 Kilogra 
m 

Cardiovascular exam: 
HR: 140, NSR 

Murmur: II/VI systolic murmur 
CRT: pale pink 
Pulses: poor 

Respirations: tachypnic with end inspiratory crackles bilaterally 

Radiographs: Severe generalized cardiomegaly, pulmonary infiltrate with 
vascular congestion 

Cardiac Ultrasound Report: 

M-Mode (cm): 
IVS(D): 0.5 LVID(D): 7.7 LVPW(D): 0.6 
IVS(S): 0.9 LVID(S): 6.7 LVPW(S): 0.7 

LA/AO: 2.15 
SF%: 12.9 % 

2/D Comments: 
The left ventricle is severely dilated and the left atrium is severely enlarged. 
There is marked EPSS. The contractility is decreased. The right ventricle is 

mildly enlarged and the right atrium is moderately dilated. All valves are 
grossly normal 

Doppler: 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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AO: 74.0 cm/s
PA: 109.3 cm/s

MV: Moderate mitral insufficiency, 79.8 mmHg 
TV: Mild tricuspid insufficiency, 45.2 mmHg

Assessment:
Severe dilated cardiomyopathy with severe left heart enlargement, systolic 
dysfunction and left CHF. R/O idiopathic cardiomyopathy vs. diet related

Plan:
Taurine level submitted. Furosemide 50 mg. sub-q given prior to discharge 

Start pimobendan 7.5 mg. bid, furosemide 75 mg. tid., taurine 500 mg. bid and 
L-Carnitine 1 gram tid. Recommend recheck renal values and chest 

radiographs in one week.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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EON‐400354 9/19/2019 11:16 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain 

History: 
History of exercise intolerance over the past 3-4 months. Owner notices 

labored breathing when he lays down. He was seen by his RDVM for possible 
mass removal. Chest radiographs done at that time revealed cardiomegaly and 

pulmonary infiltrate. He has been on Kirkland grain free diet for 4 years
 has been doing much better since starting the Diltiazem. He is more 

active and playing with his ball. He has a good appetite. 
1. Pimobendan 10 mg., Give 1 ½ tablets every 12 hours 

2. Furosemide 50 mg., Give 2 tablets every 12 hours 
3. Diltiazem 30 mg., Give 2 tablets every 8 hours 

4. Taurine 1 gram bid 
5. L-Carnitine 2 grams tid 

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Anatolian 

Dog 55.3 Kilogra 
m 

Cardiovascular exam: 
HR: 180, irregular 

Murmur: II/VI systolic murmur 
CRT: pink 

Pulses: irregular 
Respirations: eupnic with clear lungs 

ECG: Atrial fibrillation. HR 172-190 

Assessment: 
Dilated cardiomyopathy. Clinically improved on current therapy. Improved atrial 

fibrillation 

Plan: 
Continue current therapy. Recheck in 2-3 months, sooner if clinically indicated 

EON‐400329 9/19/2019 3:28 Orijens, Acana She’s been coughing and choking. She had a slight murmur. Changed her 
food from orijens to acana and in 2 months she was in full blow congestive 
heart failure. Passing out, weight gain from fluid, enlarged heart. She’s on 
medication now, but it’s getting worse. Now I believe the food is contributing 
after reading that these grain free diets are bad. Tonight she literally choked 
and stopped breathing. Defecated on herself. We got her back, but it’s way 
worse than it was. It’s progressinf quickly. 

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound 
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EON‐400311 9/18/2019 23:08 Taste of the Wild Prey Trout 
Formula

 developed a cough so we took him to our local vet. The vet asked us 
what type of food we were feeding him, which was Taste of the Wild Prey - a 
grain free food. He informed us the cough could be nutritional DCM and to 
change foods immediately and start adding a Taurine supplement. After 2 
weeks of doing this as prescribed (changing food to Purina Pro Plan Sensitive 
Skin and Stomach Salmon & Rice formula), his condition was deteriorating. 
We were referred to After a plethora of 
testing they diagnosed him with dilated cardiomyopathy Stage c (suspected 
nutrition), right and left sided congestive heart failure, shore paroxsyms of 
ventricula tachycardia with R on T phenomena and moderate pulmonary 
hypertension. 

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 82 Pound 

EON‐400277 9/18/2019 16:36 BLUE BUFFALO LIFE 
PROTECTION FORMULA 
SMALL BREED PUPPY 
CHICKEN AND OATMEAL 
RECIPE

died 5 days after we introduced this food. She vomited at 10pm on 
and was found unresponsive in vomit, feces, and drooling on . We

rushed her to the vet and she was not able to be saved. 
 

5 Months Terrier - Boston Dog 7 Pound 

EON‐400276 9/18/2019 16:28 Grandma Mae's Country 
Naturals 
Grain Free Salmon meal 
recipe 
uristic formula 
for cats &kittens 

I have always taken very good care of my pets, they get top of the line food 
and vet care. This cat is a mix Norwegian Forest Cat was a lerge cat NOT fat. 
Aproximatley 4 months prior to the event he went to the vet becuase I saw that 
he was haveing slight labored breathing, however, I thought it was becuase I 
had put out some diatomatrus earth for fleas in the house, upon taking him to 
vet the vet did blood work whcih was excellent and a chest x ray whcih he saw 
infamation, when I told the vet what I thought it could be he agreed but gave 
him a antibiotic shot just in case. In a few days he was breathing and acting 
normal and I thought it was that he had breathed in the diotamtrious earth. 
then several months later, about 4 months all of a sudden he seemed to be 
sleeping slightly more than normal but since it was winter this was normal for 
him, but then one morning I found him dead on the floor, there were no other 
signs and I watched him like a hawk all the time. 

10 Years Norwegian Forest Cat 17 Pound 

EON‐400252 9/18/2019 14:04 Zignature Kangaroo diet Presented to RDVM for decreased appetite and lethargy. Transferred to ER for 
Echocardiogram and Pericardial tap. Results of echo Severe systolic 
dysfunction, with no obvious masses. DCM. 

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 38 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐400221 9/18/2019 12:44 Iams Proactive Health 
Healthy Kitten 

Began eating Iams Healthy Kitten on Monday, September 16th 2019. 
Immediately threw up. I thought it was strange and maybe he just needed time 
to switch over. Tuesday morning I gave him his normal Purina and he was fine.
I mixed the Purina and Iams Tuesday night and again he threw up 
immediately. This morning, same reaction. I have discontinued using the 
product. 

4 Months Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 
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EON‐400130 9/17/2019 17:56 Blue Wilderness Nature's 
Evolutionary Diet with 
Chicken and Life Source 
Bits Adult Healthy Weight 

Patient presented to us yesterday with a chief concern of coughing. Patient 
had been seen approximately 1 week ago for coughing at another veterinarian 
and had improved after being prescribed Temaril-P, but was not normal. 
Patient coughed on physical examination but had an otherwise relatively 
unremarkable physical exam. Chest radiographs revealed a globally enlarged 
heart. Quick ultrasound revealed a large L ventricle with poor contractility. Dog 
was diagnosed with DCM (will have a full echocardiogram on Sept 23). This 
dog has consumed Blue Wilderness Nature's Evolutionary Diet with Chicken 
and Life Source Bits Adult Healthy Weight for most of her life. Approximately 3 
weeks ago, the owner switched her to Hills Science Diet Adult food after 
hearing about potential issues with heart disease and grain free diets. 

3 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 24 Pound 

EON‐400120 9/17/2019 16:28 Serenity shack CBD 
Tincture for Dogs 60ml 

http://theserenityshack.com/ 

This business is selling CBD oils for pets. 
EON‐400105 9/17/2019 15:32 USA Bones and Chews 6" 

Steer Sticks 
Our young dog had eaten USA Bones and Chews Bully sticks since the 
breeder sent us home with a bag when we first got her in January 2019. She 
had always been fine. We ordered from the same company (Chewy.com), the 
same product (USA Bones and Chews Bully Sticks) in July, and our dog 
became very ill with extreme gastrointestinal symptoms--both throwing up and 
liquid diarrhea. We took her immediately to vet, explaining we had just given 
her bully sticks from a new package; she had not been alone nore ingested 
anything else unusual in the days prior to this event. Vet felt strongly it was a 
reaction to bully stick, some kind of contamination. If further confirmation is 
needed, we offered a bully stick from an old package, and dog would not touch 
it--and she used to love them before this event. I communicated this 
information to Chewy.com and asked them to convey it to the manufacturer 
(listed on Chewy site as USA Bones and Chews produced in Virginia). I also 
let Chewy know of the lot numbers of the two packages of bully sticks, one 
plain, one braided (she had chewed on one of each kind that evening). Chewy 
has never shown me any signs that they contacted manufacturer (USA Bones 
and Chews). 

8 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 58 Pound 
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EON‐400102 9/17/2019 15:12 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Senior Chicken Recipe 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food 

DCM w/ CHF diagnosed early August 2019 at local ER hospital. Presenting 
complaint was cough, dyspnea and gagging. Grade 3/6 murmur. Referred to 

10.3 Years Pit Bull Dog 33.1 Kilogra 
m 

Echo findings: Subjectively thin LV walls with markedly reduced contractile 
function. LV cavity is severely dilated. LA is moderately dilated. MV is mildly 
thickened. RH is mildly dilated and PS is larger than the aorta. No masses or 
dirofilaria visible. No effusions. 

Assessment:Echocardiogram confirms severe DCM as previously diagnosed. 
LV cavity and contractile function are similar, but the LA is slightly smaller. 
Patient is breathing very comfortably since starting medications, but has been 
a bit pickier with food. He appears very quiet on exam, but reportedly is always 
a quiet dog at home and is on multiple anxiolytics/antidepressants. CBC/chem 
submitted for DCM study, could consider a small reduction in furosemide dose 
pending those results (eg 75AM/50PM). Continue current doses of 
pimobendan and enalapril. Recommend supplementing taurine until blood 
levels return in 2-3 weeks. Recheck in 3, 6, 9 months for DCM study, unless 
clinical signs occur such as increased RR/RE, cough, collapse, or exercise 
intolerance. 

NEW diet: Iams mini chunks and Science diet Chicken stew 

Elevated BNP 
Elevated troponin 
Normal taurine levels 

Recheck 3 months after diet change 
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EON‐400081 9/17/2019 13:32 Merrick Limited Ingredient 
Diet Grain Free Real 
Salmon Chickpeas Recipe 
Dry Dog Food 

Early July dyspneic, lethargic, coughing, poor appetite. Went to rDVM who 
heard murmur and referred to . On 7/25/19 cardio consult with echo at 

led to DCM diagnosis. After being on meds, has better appetite, no 
more coughing, and he's more active these days with his ball. Hx of bilateral 

CCL repair sx in Dec 2015/Jan 2016. Referred to .

 Cardio evaluation: Dilated hypocontractile LV. Slightly better motion of 
septum compared to free wall. Subjectively thin septum and free-wall and 
atrophied papillary muscles. LA is markedly dilated. MV is mildly thickened 

diffusely. RV is enlarged. No effusions. Hepatic vessels appear normal. 

Overall assessment and diagnosis: Echocardiogram confirms previously 
diagnosed DCM with enough left atrial enlargement to result in CHF. Patient 

was enrolled in DCM study. Recommend continuing current medicatons, 
changing diet, and supplementing with taurine. The dog is on a bit of a 

conservative dose of pimobendan so this could be increased if signs of CHF 
recur. The dog has VPC's and APC's and likely is at some increased risk for 
sudden death. Whether or not to get more ECG monitoring or Holter, or start 
low dose beta blocker and recheck Alivecor weekly, or start Amiodarone was 
discussed with owner. If starting amiodarone then recheck liver enzymes in 6 
to 8 weeks. The owner was uncertain whether to do anything for arrhythmia or 

not. Recheck in 3, 6, and 9 months for DCM study, sooner if clinical signs 
occur such as increased RR/RE, cough, collapse, or exercise intolerance. 

Final Diagnosis:DCM and prior CHF - does not seem to have active CHF today 
Ventricular arrhythmia and atrial arrhythmia 

Elevated BNP - 7552 
Elevated troponin - 1.013 

Normal taurine levels 
DCM genetics pending 

NEW diet: Pro Plan Weight Management 
Recheck 3 months after diet change 

5.3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 52.6 Kilogra 
m 
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EON‐400053 9/17/2019 13:12 Fromm Four-Star Salmon A 
La Veg Dog Food 

Litter mate was diagnosed with DCM - owner wanted Greta screened. 3/6 
murmur was auscultated on exam and was referred to cardiologist to further 
evaluation. Patient was diagnosed with degenerative valvular disease, thinning 
of the heart wall and decreased contractile function. Referred to 

4.2 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog 

Dog 24.4 Kilogra 
m 

Echo findings: Mildly thinned LV walls with dilated LV cavity size. Mildly 
decreased LV contractile function. Mild to moderate LA enlargement. The MV 
thickness is normal to mildly thickened. Mild RH enlargement. No subaortic 
ridge noted. 

Overall assessment: DCM with mild LA enlargement. The mitral valve does not 
appear that diseased if at all, and I believe the MR is likely secondary to the LV 
dilation. Patient qualifies for the DCM diet study. Continue with the current 
dose of pimobendan. We will continue to monitor the severity of the arrhythmia 
and see if treatment is indicated in later dates. The loud murmur partly 
contributed by the increased aortic flow. Recheck echo and ECG in 3 months. 

Final diagnosis: DCM (diet-related vs. primary) 

New Diet: Royal Canin Early Cardiac 

Normal BNP 
Normal Troponin 
Normal taurine levels 

Recheck 3 months after diet change 
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EON‐400047 9/17/2019 13:04 Blue Wilderness Fed our dog for roughly 5.5 years the food Blue Wilderness by Blue buffalo, 
which is a grain free diet, advertised exactly as "100% grain-free. 

Includes only the finest natural ingredients and contains NO chicken (or 
poultry) by-product meals, artificial preservatives, corn, wheat or soy." source: 
product website (https://bluebuffalo.com/blue-wilderness-high-protein-grain-

free-dog-food-and-cat-food/) 

Dog was diagnosed with heart murmur in May and quickly progressed to what 
we have now which is DCM dilated cardiomyopathy and had to be taken to the 

emergency room and was hospitalized with congestive heart failure. 

Hospital discharge papers state: 
Diagnostics 

Physical Exam 

Echocardiogram comments: The left atrium is severely enlarged. The left 
ventricle is severely dilated in diastole and LV systolic function is severely 

depressed. All valves are subjectively normal in appearance. The right atrium 
and right ventricle are both subjectively at least moderately enlarged in size 

and function. No masses or effusions noted. The main and branch pulmonary 
arteries are subjectively normal in size. ECG shows sinus rhythm/sinus 

tachycardia when anxious - intermittent mild atrial premature complexes and 
single ventricular complexes are noted (due to severe myocardial changes). 

Doppler Comments: Moderate to severe mitral regurgitation is noted. Moderate 
tricuspid valve regurgitation is noted. Based on the TR velocity, there is 

evidence of mild pulmonary hypertension - likely due to increased left atrial 
pressure. No other valvular regurgitations are noted. Normal, laminar flow is 

noted across the aortic and pulmonic valves during systole. 

5 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire 

Dog 40 Pound 
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Assessment: Based on 09/16/2019 echocardiogram, dilated cardiomyopathy 
(DCM) appears present and is severe enough to cause left atrial enlargement 

and pulmonary edema (fluid accumulation in the lungs). Dilated 
cardiomyopathy is a heart muscle disease where the muscle is replaced 

gradually and progressively with fatty/fibrous tissue. This results in a reduction 
in the pumping ability of the heart. At this time reduced function is enough to 

result in clinical signs of congestive heart failure (CHF). Therapy to reduce the 
amount of fluid in the lungs and further accumulation (furosemide and 

enalapril/benazepril) as well as to improve cardiac function (pimobendan) 
should be started. Once the CHF is stabilized and lungs are clear, periodic 
thoracic radiographs and echocardiograms are recommended to determine 
control of CHF and the rapidity of further profession of DCM. Additionally, 

many dogs affected with DCM (particularly Dobermans) may have ventricular 
arrhythmias, so a Holter (24 hour ECG) may be considered at this time once 

CHF is controlled.

Other Comments
[...] Unfortunately, (b) (6)heart changes are very severe and her prognosis 

may only be for 4-6 m survival.
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EON‐399985 9/17/2019 12:00 Fromm Four Star Grain Free 
Lamb Lentil Dry Dog Food 

Presented to (b) (6) ER for a 2 day h/o transiently pale mucous membranes, dry 
non-productive cough and decreased appetite. Cardio evaluation: The LV 

cavity was markedly dilated with marked reduction in contractile function. The 
LV walls were normal in thickness. The LA was markedly enlarged. The mitral 

valve appeared mildly thickened. The right heart was subjectively normal in 
size. The PA appeared larger than the aorta. There was no pleural or 

pericardial effusion. No ascites seen. 

Overall assessment: Findings are consistent with dilated cardiomyopathy with 
subsequent LCHF, and multiform ventricular arrhythmia. Given the history of a 
lifelong BEG diet, diet associated cardiomyopathy is considered a possibility, 
however, primary DCM or other causes such as myocarditis cannot be ruled 
out. The ventricular arrhythmias are concerning enough to warrant treatment, 
and we would consider the patient at risk for sudden death. We recommend 

starting treatment with lidocaine (50mcg/kg/min) and oral amiodarone (300mg 
PO BID). Continue monitoring on telemetry while in the hospital. Given that the 

respiratory rates are in the 20's and there is minimal effort, we would 
recommend decreasing the furosemide dose to 2mg/kg IV BID, and continuing 
treatment with Pimobendan (10mg PO TID). The diet should be changed to a 
commercially available non BEG diet from a reputable company (a list of diets 
has been provided as a part of the study). Recommend checking radiographs 
to monitor for resolution of heart failure, and rechecking kidney values daily 

while in the hospital. Recheck in 7-10 days after discharge, and recheck 
echocardiogram recommended in 3 months. 

Final diagnosis: DCM with LCHF and multiform ventricular arrhythmias: r/o diet 
associated vs primary DCM vs secondary to myocarditis 

Previous diet: Fromm Grain Free Lamb, Chicken, Bison and Salmon (complete 
diet history attached to report) 

NEW diet: Iams mini chunks and Science diet chicken stew 

Elevated BNP: 9492 
Troponin - pending 

Taurine levels - pending 

3.8 Years Pit Bull Dog 36 Kilogra 
m 
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EON‐399982 9/17/2019 11:36 4health Grain-Free Beef & 
Potato Dog Food, Wellness 
Grain-Free Complete Health
Adult Whitefish & Menhaden
Fish Meal Recipe Dry Dog 
Food 

In August of this year pet stayed with breeder who noticed increased 
respiratory rate (hx of heart disease in breed line) took to rDVM who noticed an 

 increased left ventricle size, visited b) (6) , diagnosed
 with DCM, concurrent MR and TR, and mild mitral valve thickening. 
In retrospect, O have noticed increased panting last couple months. 
Previously on 4Health, then Encore, now Wellness Core 

b) (6)

 

Cardio evaluation at  ( Echocardiogram reveals changes indicative of 
DCM. The LA is mildly to moderately dilated. Patient does not appear to be
showing signs of CHF and remains asympomatic at home, but CHF could
develop in the near future. Recommend starting pimobendan 5mg PO BID,
taurine 1000mg PO BID. Possibility that this DCM could be diet-related and
recommend changing diets to a non-BEG formulation. Bloodwork was
submitted to evaluate CBC, Chemistry, BNP, troponin, and taurine levels. A
recheck is recommended in three months in coordinance to the study.

7.3 Years Samoyed Dog 20.4 Kilogra 
m 

Elevated BNP 1729 
Troponin - pending 
Taurine levels - pending 

NEW diet: Royal Canin Early Cardiac 

Recheck in 3 months 

EON‐399929 9/16/2019 22:32 Adult Maltese Bichon 
Maltais 

I have tried feeding this to my maltese on 3 separate occasions with a couple 
weeks in between and it has made him very sick every single time so I know it 
is the food. vomiting, lethargy, loss of appetite. 

6 Years Maltese Dog 7 Pound 

EON‐399925 9/16/2019 21:04 Blue Buffalo Chicken Recipe 
Natural Holistic 

After eating the dog food my dog experienced diarrhea. I got a new bag of dog 
food and she was okay after some time. Not entirely sure it was the dog food, I 
kept the original. After she ran out of her replacement dog food, I fed her the 
1st bag of food again and her diarrhea returned, indicating the dog food is 
tainted. 

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 75 Pound 

EON‐399888 9/16/2019 18:36 Zignature Kangaroo Formula  presented to our ER service for _labored breathing, vomiting, diarrhea, 
and lethargy. She has been off the last 1-2 months. She has been finicky with 
eating and having a decreased appetite. She has lost about 8 pounds over the 
last 2 months. She has been coughing over the last week or so. The owners 
started her on zyrtec. Today she would not eat at all for the owners. 

3 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 32.7 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐399762 9/16/2019 14:40 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food 

Lab had sudden symptoms and xray revealed enlarged heart and congestive 
heart failure 

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound 
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EON‐399715 9/16/2019 10:08 Taste of the Wild- High 
Prairie- Canine Recipe with 
Roasted Bison and Roasted 
Venison- A grain free diet

 intinally came in on for an appointment to see 
is a 4 year old spayed female Whippet who presents for 

evaluation of suspected DCM. She was previously seen at and started on 
Pimobendan and Furosemide. She has improved some with the addition of 
medications, but is still very lethargic and picky about eating. She was fed a 
grain free diet her whole life. She was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy 
and Congestive heart failure. She was place on a few different medications to 
try and improve her heart disease. The medication she was prescribed were 
Furosemide, Spironolactone, Enalapril,Vetmedin, Entyce, Taurine , and L-
Carnitine. She continued to decline over the next week. She came in on 

with labored breathing. She was diagnosed with a recurrent 
congestive heart failure. Her owners had to humanely euthanize on . 

4 Years Whippet Dog 12 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐399699 9/16/2019 1:08 Purina Friskies Pate Pountry 
Platter 

I opened a new box of Friskies 13oz canned chicken pate wet cat food 
91931159 L6AH60332 exp 7/2021 in the evening of 9/14 and gave it to my two 

cats who were not having any signs of health troubles at the time. The next 
morning on 9/15, both cats started to have health issues. As per your 

instructions above, I will only be talking about my 13 year old domestic 
shorthair, , in this report and have filed separately for the other cat 

). 

While had clear diarrhea sometime over night or in the morning of 9/15, 
my cat did not show any signs of loose stool. However, he began 

throwing up bile and dry heaving all over my apartment in increments of 3-5 
minutes and would move from preferred area to area. He did not seem 

interested in food this afternoon when I attempted a second helping. Being that 
both cats were suddenly ill when they had been fine the day prior and being 

that this was a new case, I decided to investigate. 

After realizing my cats were sick, I did some research and came to find 
through internet forums that other people were experiencing issues with food 

from factory 1159 (as well as factory 1157 which I had an unopened case from 
as well ...turkey and giblet pate 91811157 L6AH50854 exp Jun 2021. And also 
1161, but I had no cases of those). I contacted Purina brands and Chewy.com 
who had shipped me the cases. Chewy was most kind and offered me a full 

refund. Purina offered me some coupons and both companies said they would 
elevate but I wanted to follow up with the FDA too as some bloggers were 

suggesting this is a known issue by Purina for a couple years now and still no 
recall action has been taken. 

I then picked up some alternative digestive aid food (Hill's i/d digestive diet) 
and some Tiki Cat pumpkin topper and both of my cats seemed to perk up. 

 has not had a bowel movement since nor any other signs of an upset 

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound 
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stomach and doesn't seem to be having any more adverse reactions in the 
evening of 9/15.

EON-399697 9/16/2019 0:48 Purina Friskies Pate Poultry
Platter

I opened a new box of Friskies 13oz canned chicken pate wet cat food 
91931159 L6AH60332 exp 7/2021 in the evening of 9/14 and gave it to my two 

cats who were not having any signs of health troubles at the time. The next 
morning on 9/15, both cats started to have health issues. As per your 
instructions above, I will only be talking about my 6 year old domestic 

 (b) (6) ishorthair, n this report and will file separately for the other cat (b) (6)
(b) (6)had clear diarrhea sometime over night or in the morning of 9/15. I 
knew this because the smell was absolutely unbearable, there was fecal 

matter up on the high sides of his litter box, cascaded down the front, and a 
large pile immediately on the ground in front of his litter box. I cleaned this up 

for him however, he was lethargic throughout the day and when he was offered 
an afternoon helping of this food, he only ate a couple bites and then went 
immediately to my other cat's litter box and I witnessed a second episode.

(b) (6) would never use the other cat's box and generally stays well away from 
the bathroom where it is located.

After realizing my cats were sick, I did some research and came to find 
through internet forums that other people were experiencing issues with food 

from factory 1159 (as well as factory 1157 which I had an unopened case from 
as well ...turkey and giblet pate 91811157 L6AH50854 exp Jun 2021. And also 
1161, but I had no cases of those). I contacted Purina brands and Chewy.com 
who had shipped me the cases. Chewy was most kind and offered me a full 

refund. Purina offered me some coupons and both companies said they would 
elevate but I wanted to follow up with the FDA too as some bloggers were 

suggesting this is a known issue by Purina for a couple years now and still no 
recall action has been taken.

I then picked up some alternative digestive aid food (Hill's i/d digestive diet) 
and some Tiki Cat pumpkin topper and both of my cats seemed to perk up. 
(b) (6) has not had a bowel movement since but doesn't seem to be having 

any more adverse reactions in the evening of 9/15.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐399678 9/15/2019 17:28 6" Gullet Sticks Feed 6" gullet sticks from Best Bully Sticks store to my dogs. All four of them 
became extremely ill. Throwing up and diarrhea which is not a common 
problem. After inspection the gullet wraps I noticed what looks like green - blue 
mold on the inside layers of the product. This is the second time this happened 
after feeding a different batch of gullet sticks from Best Bully Sticks. 

9 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired 

Dog 22 Pound 

EON‐399665 9/15/2019 12:20 Ol Roy bacon flavor fed product,approx 20 minuteslater dog suffered violent convulsions/died 2 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 35 Pound 
EON‐399664 9/15/2019 11:44 Acana 

(lamb/duck/grasslands) 
Orijen Tundra

 presented with sudden onset of coughing the night of August 18, 2019. 
On August 19, 2019 he was taken to the vet who detected a murmur. An 
Echocardiograph confirmed that had Dilated cardiomyopathy. He was 
prescribed 40mg furosemide, 17.5 mg benazepril, and 10 mg pimobendan. His 
clinical symptoms have been stabilized since starting his medication. He also 
takes fish oil supplements and Coenzyme Q10. A Taurine blood test at the 
time of diagnosis was done and the result was 86 nmol/ML, which is 
considered to be in the normal range. Two week renal function showed 
increase in creatinine and urea and his furosemide was decreased to 20mg on 
September 5, 2019. has not been coughing. weighed 38.5 kg at 
the time of diagnosis and his weight has since decreased to 36 kg. A period of 
anorexia contributed to weight loss.

3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 36 Kilogra 
m 

was fed Acana (lamb, duck, or grasslands) from birth (March 2016) until 
January 2019, which is when he was switched to Orijen Tundra. Since his 
diagnosis with DCM  has been on Hills Prescription Diet Heart Care.

 was active and healthy prior to the onset of CHF. exercise 
routine includes two short walks per day, one hour per day at the dog park 
during the weekdays where he runs and plays freely, and two hikes per week 
on the weekends (1-2 hours long). comes from a reputable breeder. 
Nether his parents nor anyone else in his litter (or previous litters) have 
experienced DCM.  is the first doberman in his blood line to have been 
diagnosed with DCM. 

EON‐399629 9/14/2019 20:48 Pig ears- 12.99 per lb 12-24 hours after eating a pig ear, dog was crying and in pain. Dog had bloody 
bowel movement and vomiting. Dog became dehydrated and was taken to vet. 
Xrays ruled out a obstruction, dog required hospitalization all day and 3 bags 
of iv fluids as well as antibiotics. Dog required a modified diet for 5 days as 
well as 2 more sets of xrays. Dog lives in (b) (6) but treat was 
purchased in (b) (6) , pig ears were in a loose bin, no 
wrapping. Dog has eaten pig ears in the last with no adverse effects 

3 Years Pointer - German 
Longhaired 

Dog 72 Pound 
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EON‐399627 

EON‐399619 

9/14/2019 20:04 

9/14/2019 18:36 

Freshpet select chunky 
chicken and turkey recipe 

RACHEL RAY NUTRISH 
SUPER PREMIUM FOOD 
FOR DOGS. REAL BEEF 
PEA & BROWN RICE 
RECIPE. NATURAL FOOD 
FOR ADULT DOGS. 

Dogs became violently ill with vomiting and bloody diarrhea. 

is a Cane Corso, Italian Mastiff, large breed. On Aug 23rd,2019, at 
the bottom of her 28lb bag of food (RACHAEL RAY'S NUTRISH, BEEF & PEA, 
BROWN RICE, gluten-free, all NATURAL adult dog food) I found a large chunk 

of molded, fungi, food stuck together, near the bottom of bag, meaning? My 
dog basically ate the whole bag! There was also pieces of food looking the 

same, a lot. So I wrote company, they said to call w the reference number they 
provided. I never did, not then anyway. I threw out the food immediately, kept 

the empty bag, and some of the fungi food. Over the weekend I noticed 
had a very slight limp in back right paw. I assumed she twisted her 

toe or just a growing spurt. That Monday, 3 days later, foot wasnt better. I even 
went on Google researching toe injuries and splints to buy. Tuesday morning, 

 can't stand! She could not stand on either leg! Throwing up, didn't 
want to eat, hard for her to chew and drink water, found that very odd. My 

daughter and I carried her in a blanket, like a stretcher to the car, and to the 
vet. Vet looked in stom, all good, forced her to walk, where she only collapsed, 

many times, did blood work on her, I took her home, next morning vet calls 
saying "...EXTREME AMOUNT OF ABNORMALITIES IN HER BLOOD 

WORK"... and needs to go to vet hospital ASAP! Vet thought was one kidney 
going bad, hospital too. They even gave her a catheter. That night, 5 days 

later, I'm signing a DNR FORM on my dog!!! Cannot explain the devastation.. 
I'm still going through it.  survived!!! Dr. diagnosed her with a VERY 
RARE DISEASE named ADDISON'S DISEASE. Adrenal glands are effected, 
lower then normal hormones, such as cortisol. Vet Dr., said yes this can be 
brought on by FUNGI, also the symptoms of weed killer in dogs, are almost 
identical as Addison's disease. Gets worse. can live a normal life, 

THANK GOD, BUT?? She has too take medication EVERYDAY for rest of her 
LIFE and one injection monthly for the rest her life! She's only a little over two 

and a half. As of today? is a very energetic dog, very happy too! 
Eats very well. Also, I do not use anything in my yard for weeds or grass. She 

never gets out and protected by 6 ft fence. 

15 

32 

Years 

Months 

Dachshund -
Standard Long-haired 

Mastiff 

Dog 

Dog 

12 

100 

Pound 

Pound
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EON-399592 9/14/2019 9:56 Acana Heritage Freshwater 
Fish Formula

My dog has been diagnosed with heart disease. He has an very enlarged 
heart. He has been eating grain free food all his life. Acana food, the pacific 
fish and atlantic fish varieties. He had a lot of water in his lungs and was 
coughing at night. Upon xray he was found to have this problem. He is now on 
Furosemide 25 mg 2x a day; Enlapril 2x a day. He is very sick, very sluggish, 
not well at all. I am worried this will cause an early death and be irreversible. 
The vet said his breed is not usually associated with heart disease and that I 
should give him a different diet because grain-free is suspected now of 
causing heart disease.

8 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 55 Pound

EON-399572 9/13/2019 22:36 4health Grain Free Whitefish 
& Potato Formula Dog Food 
, Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

(b)(6), an 8-year-old female spayed Husky mix, was presented to the (b)(6)

,,,,,, 
(b)(6) 

on 6/14/19 for evaluation of dilated cardiomyopathy. On
5/2/19, experienced a collapse episode after hiking with her owners. At 
her RDVM, thoracic radiographs were taken which revealed an enlarged 
cardiac silhouette, mild pleural effusion on the left side, and distended 
pulmonary vessels. She was treated with Pimobendin and Furosemide, and 
she improved. On 5/24/19, (b) (^presented to the (b) (6)
with an increased respiratory rate and coughing. During her stay at (b)(6), she 
was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy on consultation with the (b)(6)

8 Years Siberian Husky Dog 70 Pound

EON-399489 9/13/2019 13:16 Hill’s Science Diet Savory 
Stew with beef and 
vegetables Adult 1-6

I poured out Hill’s Science Diet canned dog food into a bowl containing Hill’s 
science diet dry dog food. As I began mixing I noticed an object, when I pulled 
it out, it was a NAIL. Had I not mixed the food, my Siberian Husky would have 
ingested the nail.
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EON-399487 9/13/2019 13:08 Zignature Kangeroo Formula On 5/7/2017 at an agility trial I noticed my dog's gums were completely white. 
On the following Tuesday I asked her Cardiologist if this could happen with her 
current heart murmur. I was advised to bring her in for an exam. Upon 
examination an ECG was recommended and performed. Her perfectly athletic 
heart from her previous ECG now showed DCM. The cardiologist was in shock 
especially since she was only 4 years old. The year prior to this I had switched 
her diet to Zignature Kangeroo formula since my older Golden retriever was on 
this diet due to allergies out of ease of feeding one diet. My older Golden 
Retriever had also developed DCM after being on the food for one year but 
because of his age the diet was not thought to be an issue. After my young 
Golden was diagnosed, her cardiologist told me other young dogs were 
suddenly developing DCM around the country. I would like my dog/dogs to be 
added to the information to hopefully prevent other pet owners from going 
through what I have gone through. With medication, change in diet and the fact 
I caught this problem early, we have been able to reverse most of her heart 
condition. (b) (6) 

.

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 64.6 Pound

EON-399483 9/13/2019 12:32 Wild harvest. Advanced 
nutrition. Adult rabbit

Ate new food then stopped eating/drinking 2 days. Stumbling. Involuntary 
movements with whole body. One ear would drop and his head turned. Fast 
breathing and heart rate increased. This happened every 2-3 hours for 3 days

2 Years Rabbit 5 Pound

EON-399464 9/13/2019 11:32 Zignature Kangaroo 
Formula. Limited Ingredient 
Formula.

(b) (6) was on Zignature Grain Free foods for ~1.25 years when we heard about 
the relationship with DCM and grain free foods. We took him to the cardiologist 
where he was diagnosed with mild DCM most likely related to the food he was 
eating.

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 58 Pound

EON-399432 9/13/2019 0:56 Nutra Thrive 
Canine Nutritional 
Supplement

After using the supplement Nutra Thrive for approximately 3 months I 
discontinued use of the product after I did not notice an improvement in my 
dogs health. In fact I noticed new health issues like increased itching and 
flaking skin. A few days after ending use of the supplement and around the 
time I would normally feed my dog the product he had his first ever seizure.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound
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EON-399420 9/12/2019 20:48 Simply nourish chicken and 
brown rice

We picked up a bag of simply nourish chicken and rice dog food from our local 
Pet Smart. We began to feed our dog this for the next week. We instantly 
started noticing a change in his eating habits, as well as his bowel movements. 
He began to not want to eat his food. Little by little he would leave more and 
more in the bowl. His bowl movements also became aggressively worse. From 
soft stool, to watery stool. Nothing has changed except his food. I’m currently 
taking him off this food and switching back to his old food. But something 
needs to be done about this. This pet food is not safe for pets...

7 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 35 Pound

EON-399408 9/12/2019 18:52 Royal Canin Hydrolyzed 
Protein

For the past two weeks, (b) (6)has been vomiting and having diarrhea multiple 
times per day.
Tonight when I opened her can of prescription food, there was visible mold in 
her food (wet food)

3.5 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog

Dog 48 Pound

EON-399307 9/12/2019 16:16 Chicken Fommage Recipe 
for Dogs

We have been feeding ()() grain-free Fromm dog food since we got her at age 
8 months. We purchased the dog food from one store in (b) (6) , two "
different stores in the (b) (6) area, and one store in (b) (6)
On Aug 22, 2019 we took (b) (6)(now almost seven years old) for an annual 

 (b) (6)checkup with (b) (6) ). heard
a significant heart murmur. We followed up with a cardiologist, (b) (6)

. (b) (6) did an echo on (b) (6)
heart today and diagnosed her with dilated cardiomyopathy. (b) (6) 
included this in her case summary: "We suspect her DCM could be related to 
the previous diet she was on as she is not a typical breed we see this disease 
in, and Fromm is one of the brands that has recently been associated with 
DCM in dogs."

We purchased Fromm dog food under the mistaken impression that this more- 
expensive grain-free diet would be the best for our dog's health. Now we're 
finding instead that this diet choice could contribute to the premature death of 
our dog. There is also less important but significant cost associated with this 
diagnosis. Today we spent over $700 on the visit and the meds, and that will 
be repeated 2-3 times a year.

I have emailed Fromm of my concerns. I have not yet heard back.

7 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐399228 9/12/2019 13:16 Darwin's Natural Pet 
Products Natural Selections 
Antibiotic & Grain-Free 
Lamb Recipe for Dogs 

Shortly after receiving the most recent shipment of food,my dog developed 
severe, bloody diarrhea. The veterinarian thought he'd been poisoned, but that 
was impossible as we are together 24/7 and I know everything he eats. 
Extensive tests all came back negative. He had to be subcutaneously 
rehydrated, and he ate only boiled chicken for a week, then a special 
veterinary canned food. When he was fully recovered, I began to transition 
back to the Darwin food and within a few days, it all started again. Complete 
with blood in the stool. Obviously, something is wrong with this food. I 
immediately stopped feeding this food and things have improved again. 

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20 Pound 

EON‐399145 9/12/2019 0:32 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula with LifeSource Bits 

A few hours after giving him blue buffalo for the first time vomiting and diarrhea 
began. 

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound 

EON‐399143 9/11/2019 23:12 Dick Patton's Natural 
Balance Duck and Potato 

Ventricular fibrillation was discovered on examination. Therefore treatment 
began to control cardiomyopathy. 

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐399130 9/11/2019 21:12 Master Paws™ Grain-Free 
Oven-Baked Peanut Butter 
& Molasses Biscuit Dog 
Treats SKU 253-8478 

1) On 9/9/2019, I observed a bag of dog biscuits returned by a customer to a 
Menards store that had green spots of mold on the biscuits. 
2) I went to the shelf to see if there were any other bags from the same lot, 
opened the bag, and saw that it had similar green spots of mold. 
I reported the issue to the Grocery and Pet assistant department manager, but 
he wouldn't write down the product information to investigate. 
3) I provided the product information including Best By date and Lot number to 
the head front desk manager. 
4) On 9/10/2019, I went back to the shelf, and found it appeared that no one 
acted on the product information I provided, because there were 2 bags from 
the same Lot still on the shelf. 

EON‐399129 9/11/2019 21:08 Acana Singles Lamb and 
Apple 

My dog was sick 6 different times over the span of 10 months. She would get 
sick every 6-9 weeks for 3-4 days at a time. She would all of a sudden become 
very letharic and spike a high temperature of 104F/40C. Each time this 
happened we ended up taking our dog to the vet/emergency vet/specialists for 
treatement/observation. Each time she got sick, we weren't sure if she would 
live or die. After the 6th occurrence of  sickness, she was finally diagnosed by a 
group of veterinary internal medicine specialists/cardiologists/neurologists at 

with DCM (Dilated Cardio 
Myopathy) induced by her dog food. had been fed Acana Dog Food 
only since she was a puppy. 

2 Years Setter - Irish Red Dog 45 Pound 

EON‐399126 9/11/2019 20:20 Taste of The Wild High 
Prairie 

Recently diagnosed with left atrial enlargement, mitral and tricuspid valve 
regurgitation. 

9 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire 

Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐399046 9/11/2019 15:32 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon and Sweet 
Potato 

Around November 2018 P presented with a new grade 3/6 heart murmur and 
lethargy, and ADR. After pet received an echo by cardiologist, conclusion was 
grain free induced cardiomyopathy. 

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound 
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EON‐399028 9/11/2019 14:04 Earth Animal NoHide Chews 
7 inch . Owner bought both 
Pork and Chicken variety. 
Made in Lancaster Penn. 

Dog presented for severe Acute Hemorrhagic Diarrhea Syndrome. Severe 
bloody diarrhea, shocky, dehydrated. Only recent change is that owner has 
given No-Hide chews from Earth Animal. She has purchased 7 inch of pork 
and chicken. Is not sure which one he was eating. He was chewing on one a 
few days ago and started having vomiting and diarrhea 2 days ago so owner 
took the 'rawhide' away. She contacted where she purchased 
and product is made in Lancaster, Penn and store states all products within 
expiration period. At this point we do not know if there is a direct correlation 
between the treat and the problem, but wanted to post report in case you get 
other reports that it can be looked into. 

8 Years Setter - Irish Red Dog 74 Pound 

EON‐399019 9/11/2019 12:36 Holistic Select Pet Food Pet presented for being overly anxious and coughing up blood over the past 2-
3 days. Owner reported switching to Holistic Select pet food 2 months prior. 
Owner reports that animal has not recently boarded, been swimming, or had 
any exposure to ticks or any environment outside of fenced in back yard. No 
rat poison exposure. T-101.5, Animal is current on vaccines and preventatives. 
HR- 150, Murmur detected on auscultation. Radiographs taken and show 
enlarged heart and fluid around the heart. EKG- abnormal T wave and 
arrhythmia. Started Lasix and vetmedin and doxycycline. Urged owner to 
change pet food diet. 

2 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 70.5 Pound 

EON‐399018 9/11/2019 12:36 PURINA Beneful Incredible 
bites for small dogs 14lbs. 
And Purina one small bites 
beef 
16lb., Purina one Smart 
blend small bites each race 
formula 16.5 pound bag 

I bought Parina dog food Beneful my dog would not touch it so then I bought 
the Parina chicken mix and I mix them together. He still refused to eat it so I 
put our chicken broth on it he ate the food and within 5 hours started crying 
Out loud like screeching tires He was panting through the night and crying 
pacing back-and-forth on my bed and throughout the house I was unsure what 
happened I gave him again the next day with the broth He vomited and cried 
out well throughout the day like screeching tires for 30 seconds at a clip I 
stopped food completely and gave him some canned food from wellness The 
second day I did see him poop He stopped crying out loud he seemed a little 
off balance That’s when I thought it was the food On fourth day I gave him food 
again With the broth I again noted the same reaction screaming through the 
night panting what is ears down facing the wall all throughout the day I stopped 
food completely 
I only have the large bag of Parina beautiful the small bag that I mixed with it I 
tossed 

8 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 20 Pound 

EON‐398876 9/10/2019 16:09 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
salmon or duck 

Patient developed congestive heart failure that was not present prior to the diet 12 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 12 Pound 
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(b) (6) woke my husband and i at approximately 1am and was gagging but not 
coughing anything up, couldn't lay down, and was acting very distressed. We 

rushed him to an emergency vet center where he coughed up a clear fluid and 
started to collapse. He was rushed into their ICU and we told them of his Von 
Willebrands to avoid any surgery without knowledge of the condition as we 

didn't know what was happening. We stayed at the vets office until about 5am 
as we were told he was stabilizing still and we could see him for a few minutes 
but he needed rest and was heavily drugged. We were informed that he was 
experiencing congestive heart failure and on oxygen therapy. We came back 

again around 9am and he was somewhat alert, hooked to a heart monitor with 
a pulse rate averaging 260-280 beats per minute with a severe arrhythmia and 

suspected dilated cardiomyopathy. He was not stable enough to be 
transported to a cardiologist yet, and they were not having luck with bringing 
his heart rate down yet. At 3pm the vet contacted us and let us know he was 

urinating now but the fluid on his lungs was severe and we should decide 
whether to continue treatment somewhere more capable or euthanasia. We 
contacted our normal vet and she brought up the food question at this time. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)  

(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)
(b) (6) 

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐398842 9/10/2019 15:28 zignature salmon limited 
ingredient formula 

We had been feeding Zignature salmon based food due to some skin and
sensitive tummy issues for about a year and he really liked the food and had 
shown no issues prior to this episode. 

 

encouraged us to find a 
cardiologist and have an echocardiogram performed and taurine level tests 

done to confirm her suspicions. At 4pm we consulted with the emergency vet,
 heart rate was down around 180-220 beats per minute consistently but 

he was still oxygen dependent so we transported him with his oxygen tank and 
lines in nose from to 

 as they had a cardiologist that could see our dog immediately. At
 the test were run by the cardiologist and diet related DCM was 

suspected with active congestive heart failure. remained oxygen 
dependent for approximately 3 days, and we were then told it would be best if 
we took him home as he was breathing well enough on his own and there was 

3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 110 Pound
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nothing more they could do other than prescription medications. We took him 
home and he has been with us since august 27th. He is very lethargic, can't 
make it up our stairs to the 2nd floor so we stay on the 1st floor with him and 

sleep on our couch. He has frequent urination and very depleted appetite. His 
breathing stays consistently between 20-25 breaths per minute with most 

labored breathing when he lays on his side for more than 30 minutes. He has 
lost 10lbs since the congestive heart failure event. He is most alert about 30 

minutes after his full round of meds and I would be happy to upload his 
medical records and what we are giving him for meds if this helps. (b) (6) was a 
very active dog even the day of the event, we used to run about 2 miles a day 
with him, and the only sign we maybe missed was occasionally during these 
exercise periods he would lay down in the grass if it was hot out. Other than 
that, he had yearly check ups with our vet and he never showed signs of any 
underlying issues. I have contacted via email Chewy.com and they were very 
kind but did refuse to post my review or our experience with his dog food and i 
do have documentation of my concern with them about there lack of interest in 
anyone sharing an actual issue with their distributed products unless you just 

say your dog doesn't like the taste as I believe that is misleading to the general 
public. I have also contacted Zignature twice via email without any response 

other than a thanks for contacting us email. My husband notified the boutique 
style dog food store that is in our neighborhood as they know us and our 

(b) (6)beloved and they said they were sorry for our experience but there is no 
"solid proof that they are selling an at risk product or should provide any 

disclaimers about this food. I have every record of every visit that (b) (6)has 
taken to a vet since we brought him home at 8 weeks and would be happy to 

share all of them to help in this matter. Please contact me via email or phone. I 
would love to talk and provide updates as he progresses good or bad.

EON-398638 9/9/2019 16:40 Freshpet® Select Fresh 
From the Kitchen™ Home 
Cooked Chicken Recipe for 
Dogs

My dog, (b) (6)became ill with Gastroentitis after eating Freshpet chicken. 
She began massively vomiting and had bloody diarrhea. After two hours, I 
rushed her to the vet fearing she would become dehydrated. She was 
hospitalized for four days and was fighting for her life. She lost 2 lbs and was 
very weak. She had been eating Freshpet about 2 weeks prior to this 
happening. It was a new bag. I always check the expiration date prior to 
buying, so it was not that. I googled Gastroentitis and Fresh pet and found an 
entire forum devoted to this subject. It seems to be happening to small dogs 
mostly. I am not out to hurt their company, but I want safe food for our pets. I 
truly believe this is what caused my dog's incident.

9 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 10 Pound
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 was presented to our clinic for a cardiac evaluation after developing 
free fluid in his belly. He was treated for "pneumonia" a few weeks ago after 
being evaluated for cough and labored breathing. Echo revealed dilated 
cardiomyopathy and pet was diagnosed with biventricular heart failure. He has 
been fed a grain-free diet. 

(b) (6)

   

  

(b) (6) 

(b) (6)  

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐398627 9/9/2019 15:32 Blue Wilderness High 
Protein - Grain Free 
Nature's Evolutionary Diet 
with Chicken and LifeSource 
Bites 
Adult Indoor 

Presented for unable to move both back legs and screaming in pain. PE 
revealed that both hind limbs were cold to the touch with no deep pain present. 
She also had a significant heart murmur with crackles present in bilateral 
dorsal lung fields. No other abnormal findings noted on physical exam. We 
performed whole cat radiographs and AFAST of the heart. Radiographs 
revealed cardiomegaly with significant pulmonary edema in dorsal lung fields 
with dorsal deviation of the trachea with no spinal fractures noted. AFAST 
revealed dilated cardiomegaly (DCM) and pulmonary edema present. 
Dx: Saddle Thrombus due to emboli secondary to DCM and pulmonary edema 

16 Months American Shorthair Cat 7 Pound 

EON‐398614 9/9/2019 14:32 Taste of the Wild Prey 
Angus 

3 Years Great Dane Dog 59 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐398613 9/9/2019 14:24 Orijen Six Fish has been diagnosed with DCM. 4 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound 
EON‐398608 9/9/2019 13:56 Vet Recommended Dog 

Treat Range Beef Heart 
Jerky 

I bought Vet Recommended brand Beef Heart Jerky from Amazon. Within a 
couple hours of feeding a piece of this treat to my dogs they both had bloody 
diarrhea. It took me a couple of times of feeding this treat to figure out the 
connection to my dogs being sick. I'm wondering if this product is 
contaminated. Once I stopped feeding the treats my dogs recovered. 

5 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐398570 

EON‐398561 

9/9/2019 7:32 Wayley's Dailies Karate 
Chop 

9/8/2019 21:48 Acana Lamb and Okanagan 
Apple, Acana Pacific 
Pilchard

send unopened bag of food (dried veggies) from June from wayley's dailies to 
midwest labs. Yeast and mold were detected. 

was diagnosed with Occult Dilated Cardiomyopathy (suspected to be 
diet-mediated). Initial diagnosis completed by trained ultrasound professional, 
followed up with Board Certified Cardiologist. Initially categorized as severe, 
but some improvement has been seen. Cardiologist categorized as moderate 
DCM. 

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound 

He has been on Grain Free his entire life - Taste of the wild puppy until ~ 1 
year, Acana Lamb and Okanagan Apple until ~ 4 years, Acana Pacific Pilchard 
until ~ 5 years, Acana Lamb and Okanagan Apple until ~6 years. Maintaining 
his weight has been an issue for ~2 years,  as he has lost weight significantly 
depsite being fed ~ 8 cups a day. 

He has since been transitioned to Royal Canin Golden Retriever and 
Cardiologist suspects he has improved. He is now at a healthy weight at ~5 
cups a day. 
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EON‐398549 

EON‐398528 

9/8/2019 19:00 

9/8/2019 9:56 

rachael ray nurish little bites 

Hill's Prescription Diet z/d 
Original Skin/Food 
Sensitivities Canned Dog 
Food

I went to work and had been fed and had access to water. when i came 
home from my 8 hour shift he appeared to be sleeping but i soon realized that 
was not the case. He has a mass on his left kidney and a blood blister down 
his stomach/kidney area. He was my emotional support animal and i truly 
believe i would still have my best friend had i fed him a different food. 

 was affected by the Hill's recall in January 2019. At it's peak, his 
Vitamin D level was approximately 979 (normal range is 109-423)). I had him 
on home cooking following the recall for 5 months and he received no vitamin 
supplementation during that time, whatsoever. In June, after 5 months of home 
cooking, his vitamin D had finally come down to 335. Because he was having 
IBD symptoms on the home cooked food, and a call to Hill's reassured me that 
the food is being carefully monitored, I returned to feeding the Hill's Z/D to him 
as this was the food that agreed with him the best. I continued to monitor his 
blood. After a month on the food, his level was 343. Four weeks later I had him 
tested again and it was out of range again at 479. Hill's Z/D is the only source 
of vitamin D in his diet. He is strictly limited to what he can eat because of his 
IBD. His treats have no vitamin supplementation of any kind. The only variable 
and explanation for the elevated Vitamin D blood level is the Hill's Z/D food 
that he is eating. I believe that the Vitamin D issue in Hill's food is not 
completely resolved based on my dog's blood test results. This is an ongoing 
problem. 

4 

5 

Years 

Years 

Mixed (Dog) 

Terrier - Norfolk 

Dog 

Dog 

5 

14 

Pound 

Pound 

EON‐398511 9/7/2019 23:08 Whole Hearted Beef & Pea I started feeding whole hearted to give my dogs a better food so i thought. On 
Tuesday 9/3 i rushed my dog to after hours vet clinc due to my dog having 
issues breathing. Within 20 minutes of arriving my dog was dead and i was 
told due to heart disease my dog has no signs or symptoms at all. I went to my 
pet store and was told by an employee about the findings with grain free food. 

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound 

EON‐398506 9/7/2019 22:12 Health Extension Grain Free 
Dry Dog Food - Salmon 

From 4 months old until 2 years of age, was fed Health Extension Grain 
Free Dry Dog Food. Switched him to Purina Pro Plan at 2 years old over 
reported concern over nutritionally related DCM due to feeding grain free food. 
Prior to having Ernie neutered, I took him to a veterinary cardiologist for a 
cardiac ultrasound to rule out DCM. Did not want him going under anesthesia 
until I knew his cardiac health, given his history of eating grain free food. Mild 
DCM, suspected secondary to diet, was diagnosed. 

30 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 71 Pound 

EON‐398452 9/6/2019 20:12 Canidae all life stages 
formula-large breed 

Animal on grain feee diet since puppy. At 2.5yrs old vet noticed a large heart 
murmur- new since last visit in February. Vet Suggests DCM/ heart failure 

2.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound 
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EON‐398437 9/6/2019 16:48 Pedigree Puppy Growth & 
Protection: Chicken & 
Vegetable Flavor 

After ingesting, both dogs had severe and frequent diarrhea for 24 hours. In 
particular, the chihuahua mix had been quite healthy with firm stools and no 
problems. Have switched dogs to a different pet food and am already seeing 
signs the problem is resolving. After handling the food, I became nauseous 
and had diarrhea. After switching products and being certain to wash my 
hands immediately after handling the food, my symptoms have also abated. 

9 Months Coonhound -
Redbone 

Dog 38 Pound 

EON‐398420 9/6/2019 15:20 Rachel Ray Nutrish zero 
grain turkey and potato 

We noticed our baby had trouble breathing, wasn't eating, and was weak so 
we took him to the vet. After the second visit during the course of a week we 
were advised he had DCM and his heart was failing. We were told the grain 
free food he is/was on could be the cause of this and we have only a max of 6-
12 months left with our furbaby. 

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound 

EON‐398352 9/5/2019 23:12 TRIXIE dog chocolate I bought a treat named “dog chocolate” by the Brand TRIXIE and It came with 
metal pieces in it. 

EON‐398308 9/5/2019 14:16 Zignature Pork Formula dog
food 

 Started on Hydrolyzed protein diet for chronic diarrhea and then transitioned to 
Zignature Pork and it was fed for 13 months, developed exercise intolerance 
and blood work revealed cardiac muscle stretching and Echo of heart showed 
early DCM 

32 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐398298 9/5/2019 12:48 blue Basics salmon and 
potato

 present for a cardiac evaluation after he developed a cough and a new 
heart murmur was detected on physical exam. 

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 33.7 Kilogra 
m 

Echocardiogram and thoracic radiographs revealed dilated cardiomyopathy 
and left sided congestive heart failure. Electocradiogram showed a ventricular 
arrhythmia 

EON‐398290 9/5/2019 11:08 Pedigree Marro Bone There are clear plastic like fibers in the Pedigree Marro Bone dog treats. They 
are appx. 1/4 inch long and longer and 1/32th inch in diameter. They are very 
stiff and appear to be from some sort of brush. Pedigree says they are pig 
hairs. I am not convinced. We have been giving these treats to all our animals 
for more years than I can count. Never in all that time have I seen anything, 
much less hard plastic fibers in the treats. I have noticed the difference in the 
shape and texture of the treats that I most recently bought to be different from 
the product we've used for years. So why are we suddenly seeing this 
contamination? 

As I save my dog treats in a glass canister, I do not have the bag which would 
have provided more information. A mistake that I will not make again as I can 
now see that packaging is important. Sorry. 
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EON‐398289 9/5/2019 10:48 Taste of the Wild - Grain 
Free 

We gave fed our dog Taste of the Wild pet food since the day we got her 
at the age of 3 months up until she developed symptoms. Prior to us knowing, 
it was hard to keep weight on her and she seemed to overheat faster than 
most dogs. Shortly after she turned 2 years of age she developed more severe 
symptoms and we instantly brought her to our primary vet. After th examination 
and xrays, the vet had found she had a heart murmur and an enlarged heart. 
We were directed to take her to the nearest cardiologist right away. That same 
day we drove across the state to the cardiologist. After an ECHO scan they 
found that all four chambers of her heart were swallen and she was 
experienceing congestive heart failure. She told us she may have 12 months 
to live. From there, the vet asked what she was eating. We told her Taste of 
the Wild(Grain Free) and she began to tell us about the grain free issue that 
has began to surface. We had no idea! She told us we wouldn't know if that 
was for sure until we make it through the first year. She told us it could be diet 
related or somthing she was born with. She was prescribed to 4 heart meds, 1 
suppliment(tuarine) and a grain diet. Fast forard 6 months for he follow up 
ECHO scan.

3 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired 

Dog 55 Pound 

heart had made positive progress! The whole right side was 
back to normal(left side was still a little swollen) her heart murmur went from a 
stage 4 to a 3. Then fast forward to the one year mark. After the ECHO scan, 
we found that heart had completely normalized! Her heart murmur also 
went from a stage 3 to a 2. From that moment, our cardiologist concluded that 
it was a diet related. It only took a year of a grain diet to get a serious condition 
almost back to normal. I'm reporting the Taste of the Wild dog food in this 
report, but to tell you the truth, it should be all Grain Free foods that should be 
reported. I know some dogs have alergies and may need a grain free diet of 
some sort bu this stuff needs to be more heavily regulated. I hope my story 
helps you with future dog food regulations. 

EON‐398266 9/5/2019 0:44 Nutro large breed I give them some dog food from Mars Petcare in all my dogs are 
dead. I’m so devastated and depressed they are like my kids. I don’t know 
what they are doing there. Finding metal wood and other things in their food. 
Help me please... 

Bulldog - American Dog 

EON‐398246 9/4/2019 22:32 Taste of the Wild 
Appalachian Valley 
Small Breed canine recipe 

I've recently changed their Petfood from Hills Puppy small bites to Taste of the 
Wild small Breed canine recipe, and I've noticed an increase of Wright and 
energy that my dog didn't have before. She's also more HUNGRY and her hair 
Is very shining. I'm very happy with this product. 

1 Years Terrier - Fox 
(unspecified) 

Dog 4.6 Kilogra
m 

EON‐398216 9/4/2019 17:12 Rafael Ray Nutrish Ate previously before going for walk fell over with a heart attack after 
10minutes after walk 

5 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 20 Pound 

EON‐398180 9/4/2019 12:12 Canidae grain free bison Pet was fed grain free food for his entire life. Had a vet check up a few months 
prior and was in excellent health. Unexpectedly and suddenly passed away 2 
hours after being fine. 

8 Years Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla) 

Dog 
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EON‐398178 9/4/2019 12:00 Taste of the Wild PREY 
Trout Formula for dogs 

She came down with cardiomyopathy. Our Vet said to get her off of "Taste of 
the Wild" dog food right away. That the food could have caused this medical 
issue! She was also on Acana before this dog food and it is also on the list of 
dog foods that can cause cardiomyopathy! 

10 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American 

Dog 23 Pound 

EON‐398172 9/4/2019 11:16 Wellness Pate Turkey 
Dinner 

Metal objects in Wellness turkey pate canned 12.5 oz cat food. 9/4/19 Batch 
7WTKS1 14:34 Best by 24 FEB 22 

EON‐398129 

EON‐398125 

9/3/2019 22:12 

9/3/2019 21:20 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food By 
Zignature

Tobey's Gently Cooked 
Turkey Carnivore Grain Free 
Blend 

My cat had black fur and was generally healthy. Her health actually improved 
while eating food from this manufacturer for the last several months. However, 
upon consuming a bad batch from this manufacturer her health declined 
immediately. Her fur turned brown (from black) and she had toilet problems, 
including constipation. This is consistent  with lack of nutrient consumption. She 
was not getting the nutrients she needed, nor the nutrients the company 
claimed was in their food, from this batch of food. Once she was fed a different 
batch of the same brand of food, she started to recover immediately. No other 
changes occurred. 

The "bad" batch in question is visibly missing at least 2 ingredients that are 
listed on the product label, kale and spinach. No other batch (over 15 batches) 
I've purchased was visibly missing these ingredients. The texture of this batch 
was hard and inedible and completely different from the last 15 (or so) batches 
I've purchased from this manufacturer. 

The manufacturer also claims the product includes, "Fresh cranberries to 
promote healthy digestive and urinary tract." The cranberries appear to be 
cooked, not fresh. 

The label for this food also states the food is "gently cooked." It appears that 
the food was completely overcooked thus rendering all nutrient labels invalid. 
When I called the manufacturer about a possible overcooked batch they 
claimed that if they overcooked their food that was ok because overcooked 
food has the same nutrients as gently cooked food. I do not know if their label 
is correct or wrong for this batch after speaking to their representative. 

Lastly, their food turned rancid after only being in the fridge for 2 days (it was 
frozen prior to moving to the fridge to thaw). The label states, "refrigerate up to 
3 days after thawing." This was not true of this bad batch. 

passed away of DCM very suddenly. He was regularly seen by the vet 
and had just visited the vet for his yearly checkup. He started too show 
symptons: loss of appetite, lethargic, not himself. Final days he had shortness 
of breath becuase his heart could not circualte the blood and oxygen he 
needed. 

4 Years 

Domestic Shorthair 

Portuguese Water 
Dog 

Cat 

Dog 60 Pound 
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EON‐398091 9/3/2019 16:24 No packaging unwrapped 
pig's ears 

VIP PET SPA 
(949) 492-7473 
810 S EL CAMINO REAL, SAN CLEMENTE, CA 

The above pet groomer and retailer is continuing to sell pigs ears that are 
unwrapped and displayed out in the open 
for anyone to handle. The person at the register (owner) said that her pigs ears 
were not contaminated with assurances from their distributor. They said they 
were aware that of the CDC notice / advisory but did not affect them. I 
disposed of the pigs ears bought there several weeks ago per the advisory. 

I have further sent them an email with both the latest CDC and FDA notices 
advising that people are advised not to feed ANY pigs ears. The email is 
available upon request. 

EON‐398084 9/3/2019 15:36 Heart to Tail Premium Cat 
Food Salmon Entree 

Foreign object found in Heart to Tail salmon entree. 

EON‐398056 9/3/2019 12:24 performatrin ULTRA whole 
foods for whole health 
PUPPY FOOD 

High PH levels due to food as per VET 4 Months Doberman Pinscher Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐398010 9/3/2019 3:40 4health Original Lamb & 
Rice Formula Adult Dog 
Food 

Over time of feeding this food for a few years developed all of the 
symptoms of DCM and earlier this year succumbed to them- they got so 
severe he could not breathe or walk and had to be out down. Vets 
unfortunately had a limited ability determine full diagnosis due to Von 
willebrands disease but it was the suspected cause of death by three vets. 
Sadly by the time I figured out cause (doet) it was too late. 

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐398001 9/2/2019 22:28 Taste of the Wild Prey -
Angus Beef 

Our Labrador/pointer mix seemed to be healthy. We noticed a cough that we 
thought was due to aspirating some water while swimming. We had him to our 
vet who thought it might be kennel cough and prescribed antibiotics and 
prednisone. He seemed to get better for a day or two and then got worse. We 
went back to the vet and they took an x-ray and discovered that his heart was 
about the size of a volley ball. To say this was devastating would be an 
understatement. Based on the x-ray the vet predicted that he had hours to a 
few days left. They offered options that would prolong his life for maybe a few 
months and also said that they could euthanize right then. We opted to bring 
him home. Once the sedation from the x-ray wore off, he seemed to perk up a 
bit, so we hung out with our sweet boy non-stop for a few more days and opted 
to euthanize once he stopped eating and the started coughing blood. 

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound 

Taste of the Wild Prey -
Trout 
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EON-398000 9/2/2019 22:24 Rachel Ray Nutrish Super 
Premium Food

(b) (6) is a Cane Coso (Italian Mastiff) puppy. During the month of May 2019, he 
was given Rachel Ray Dog Puppy Food. After a few weeks he begin to 
breathe rapidly even if he was at rest. (b) (6) is blue (has grey fur). His coat 
started to turn brown and we stopped giving him the food. A month later his 
coat began to turn oily and he would sweat profusely whether he was inside or 
outside. He also started to get dark splotches on his coat and I ordered special 
shampoo for skin spots but it did not work. Slowly his coat began to change 
back to grey. He still breathes rapidly and just recently started snoring very 
loudly.

3.8 Years Corso Dog Dog 100 Pound

EON-397999 9/2/2019 22:08 Rachel Ray Nutrish Super 
Premium Food

(b)(6) is a Cane Coso (Italian Mastiff). During the month of May 2019, she was 
given Rachel Ray Adult Dog Food. After a few weeks she begin to breathe 
rapidly and would just lay around. She was very lively and moved around all 
the time prior to this. We thought it was from running around with the other 
dogs that included puppies but the breathing did not slow down. We changed 
the fog food and the symptoms got better but did not fully go away. (b) (6)

Her symptoms included rapid breathing earlier 
in the day. Then she began experiencing diarrhea and foaming at the mouth. 
She was also having trouble breathing and died within less than 20 minutes of 
the onset of these symptoms. Her stomach seemed to swelled during the day.

3.8 Years Corso Dog Dog 100 Pound

EON-397992 9/2/2019 21:04 Nutro Max Grain Free Mini 
Chunk Adult Recipe with 
farm raised chicken dry dog 
food

(b) (6)
was fed Nutro Max grain free dog food for 2 years. Prior to starting the 

grain free dog food, he was a completely healthy dog. We noticed he had 
started to get a cough, which we thought was allergies. It persisted so we did a 
chest X-ray that revealed he had advanced stage heart failure. We started him 
on enalapril and lasix on 5/24/2019. (b) (6) we had to humanely
euthanize him due to complications of the heart failure. He had no congenital 
heart defects or issues until after starting the grain free dog food

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound

EON-397983 9/2/2019 15:16 Blue Wilderness Salmon 
Recipe (grain-free canned 
food for cats)

The Blue Wilderness Salmon Recipe, 3 oz. can of cat food, was foul. The odor 
was putrid/rancid. I threw it out and did not feed my cats the food. I have 
another unopened can from that lot. I've fed my cats this food many times 
before and know what is normal in terms of odor and quality. This can was 
spoiled. I wanted to report it since the entire lot may be spoiled and make other 
cats ill if the owners aren't familiar with the product like I am.

EON-397955 9/2/2019 1:20 Treat sampler The new business is called Pawsitively Delicious. I am a very careful dog 
owner, and I feed my dogs ingredients which will not cause any adverse 
effects to my dogs. This business’s ingredients used are harmful to dogs and 
should not be marketed for the sale for dogs. Please look into it. I did not buy 
because I read all ingredients on anything my puppies ingest, but I am certain 
other dog owners will simply take this person’s word for it. With the name like 
“PAWsitively Delicious” I understand why others may just assume the business 
owner knows what dogs should and should not ingest.
https://www.facebook.com/healthypupshappyowners/services
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EON‐397905 8/31/2019 20:56 The Blue Buffalo Co. Adult 
Sensitive Stomach with Life 
Source Bits - chicken 

Cat vomiting and then dry heaving. Cat ate half of the kibbles and then spit 
them out. 

American Shorthair Cat 

EON‐397904 8/31/2019 20:33 Acana 
Heritage 
Freshwater fish formula 

Started with heavy breathing, decrease in energy, developed cough that got 
worse quick. 
Went to emergency to find irregular heart beat, vet did xrays and ultrasound to 
look at dilated heart and enlarged lung and heart. 
Food related heart issue as possible cause, blood work and heart meds given. 
She was eating acana fresh water fish formula for a little less then 2 years 
Vet recommended 

4 Years Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 64 Pound 

Change of diet and lots of rest 
She is now on young at heart by pet wellbeing 
Cbd oil by trearibles 
Eating victor preffossional dog food 
With k9 natural beef green tripe topper 

Cough decreased and she seems to not be getting worse 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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(b) (6) to return the bad bag. No further word until an email today 
stating the food had arrived, yet nothing had been done in regard to testing. 

(b) (6) 
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Breed Species Weight Weight 
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EON‐397859 8/31/2019 5:40 RAWZ Meal Free Dry Cat 
Food Chicken & Turkey for 
cats 

I purchased a second bag of RAWZ dry chicken/turkey cat food from
on 7/13/19. It seemed fine and 

I fed it to my adult Persian , who is 8 years old and in excellent health. 
I adopted a new Persian kitten on July 28, 2019, who I named He was 

3.3 pounds and in excellent health the first seven days he was here. He 
developed diarrhea, took him to vet and was provided medication, fecal exam 
negative for any parasites. During this period of time I noted going to 

the bowl of RAWZ food and acting as if she wanted to eat, but walking off 
without eating, I at first assumed she didn't want to eat when was near 
bowls. I then started to realize perhaps there was something wrong with the 

food since had not been observed to eat, and gave some of 
the Iams food I had left that I use to feed her prior to starting her on the RAWZ. 
She gobbled the Iams and was quite hungry - I have no idea how many days 

she did not eat! At that point, I went back to and explained what 
happened and purchased a new bag of RAWZ, brought it home and
gobbled it up. Contact with the vet, she stated that due to the ongoing diarrhea 
of  kitten, to change the diet, as she felt (not taking into account what may 
be wrong with the bad bag of RAWZ) that the RAWZ food was too protein rich 

for a kitten. I purchased Nutro dry food on August 15th, and both cats have 
remained on Nutro since that date. I first contacted RAWZ on August 12th, I 

was told by Chris Briley they would send me a new bag of food and a label to 
return the bad bag directly to them - he indicated they would not test it, as it 

"had been tested three times prior to shipping," but they would analyze it. The 
package never arrived to this date with the return label. I then took the bad bag 

of RAWZ back to on August 19, 2019, got a refund and advised 
them what happened with RAWZ and to return the bag to RAWZ. It did not 

sound as if that would happen, so I kept  contacting Chris at RAWZ via email 
primarily. He finally stated on Monday the 26th of August that they had sent a 
label to

4 Months Persian Cat 3.3 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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Despite my requests this was an urgent matter, as I needed to know what my 
two cats had ingested of a harmful nature, they have done nothing of 

substance since August 12th when I first contacted them. At this point, I feel I 
am getting the run around, and even if they said they tested that bag of food, I 
would not trust what they told me. Prior to returning the bag of RAWZ to (b) (6)

I took some of the food out of the bad bag and put it in a ziplock, which I 
have in my possession. I also have the emails and voicemail, receipts, photos 
of the bad bag, including the scan area on the bag. I received a voicemail from 

a female last weekend stating she was the owner of RAWZ and that she 
wished me well, but that they test their food numerous times and nothing could 

be wrong. After that, I became quite angry, and that is when I advised Chris 
Briley that I did not care how many times the food was tested, there was 

something wrong with it and they needed to take immediate action. I explained 
that despite that (b) (6) loved the food, she was smelling something that 
prevented her from eating it, despite how hungry she was, and that caused 
kitten (b) (6)to have diarrhea.Jz.9m concerned of what effectthis has had on (b) (6) both of my cats, especially () (). I gave both RAWZ and nearly20 

days to do the right thing, and they have shown no interest in doing so. (b)^6) 

has been medicated this whole time, so I do not know if the diarrhea will come 
back when the medication is done, or damage to kidneys, liver, etc. I need to 
know what is wrong with that bag of food!! I am so worried. Additionally, there 

could be other bad bags other pets are being fed!!

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐397842 8/30/2019 22:20 Taste of the Wild  was physically fit, healthy and active. Walked on a regular basis. Chased 
our other malamute around the yard like they were puppies. He was almost 10 
and she just turned 8. ate someone's mac & cheese (trash) on a normal 
walk. (unable to stop him). 24 hours later he threw up bile, assumed stomach 

issue from trash. Next 24hours did not want to eat but would with tasty 
choices, drank water. Did not want to go for a walk first 24 hours, next 24 he 
would walk but little eating and still drinking. Husband thought maybe he had 

found a bone which was "stuck". Unable to access after hours vet Friday night 
but local vet was available the next day on Saturday. Left with the vet for 
inspection and had to respond to a SAR event. He would not let the vet in his 
mouth and they requested authorization to sedate. Inspection found nothing in 
his throat so they did an xray and found his heart enlarged and surrounded by 
fluid. They left him to wake up from the anesthesia and made an appointment 
the next morning to talk about his heart issue. He never woke up and passed 

away. They did an autopsy and found his heart enlarged, his other organs 
were perfect as was his blood work. No coughing or other symptoms of heart 
disease , no clue that is why he felt bad in the few days prior to his demise. 

Talking to our vet today when I had our other malamute checked she asked if 
 was on a grain free diet. She then explained the FDA had a list of 

suspect foods and his food is on that list! We have been robbed of several 
years with the most amazing dog and it has been devastating. I put him on 

grain free when he developed a pink rash covering his entire tummy. After a 
few months the rash went away and I avoided grain. I had no idea we were 

shortening his life. We went to Mini Pet Mart today and found one brand in the
entire store with no potato, peas or legumes! The clerk tried to say the FDA 
findings were not true or accurate. We are LIVING the truth and it has been 
heartbreaking. Started

 

our other malamute on the new food. Venture 
limited ingredient for dogs Alaska Pollock Meal & Pumpkin grain free. 96% 

protein from 3 ingredients. 70% pollock meal, 22% pumpkin 7% flaxseed. I am 
now completely paranoid and fearful for . I had the vet take an xray of her 

9.75 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 120 Pound

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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heart today and it does not show enlargement on the xray. She said if we want 
complete answers we need to see a cardiologist for dogs. You know what is 

the saddest part? This was avoidable and curable......We did not see the FDA 
report over a year ago because we are busy...the vets office did not seem to 

sense the urgency and had no signs or questions up about food in their lobby. 
The pet store employee tried to debunk the entire issue....and as a result (b) (6) 
is gone years ahead of his time. It is always sad to lose a pet who has grown 
old and feeble with limited mobility and other issues....blind, deaf etc. But to 

lose a healthy , happy, fit, funny, busy guy is beyond heartbreaking.
I feel everyone should be aware of this issue! There was ONE brand of food 

addressing the listed items in the entire store!!! When I called Taste of Wild the 
person said there was no scientific data from the FDA and the research was 

skewed. What it boils down to is money, they make money and are ok when a 
pet dies as a result. Maybe I will here back from someone? I did have the 
mortuary swab his mouth and sent in a DNA test so I will see what it says 
about his genetics. Tomorrow will be 2 weeks and I can type this without 

crying. It has been horrible and I am appalled it was avoidable.....

EON-397838 8/30/2019 21:40 Zignature Turkey Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain 
Free
Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain 
Free

On 8/27, (b) (6)started having trouble breathing, shortness of breath, panting 
and pale gums. He was lethargic and not interested in interacting, which is 
very abnormal, and coughing up foam and pale fluid. We took him to the ER 
where he was x-rayed and given an ultrasound which showed an enlarged 
heart and he was diagnosed with heart failure. At this point we first became 
aware of the linkage to a grain free diet to his condition. On 8/28, we took him 
to his vet for evaluation and were given meds to decrease fluid in his lungs and 
strengthen his heart beat. Vet strongly suggested we seek out cardiology 
assessment but we were unable to secure an appointment. On 8/29 we took 
him to cardiologist where he was diagnosed with advanced Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy based on his echiocardiographic assessment and exam. 
(b) (6) condition has improved with medication but vet states that the 
outcome is "guarded" at best.

6 Years Foxhound - American Dog 27.5 Kilogra
m

EON-397837 8/30/2019 21:40 Castor and Pollux Organix 
organic chicken and brown 
rice, Purina Pro Plan 
Veterinary diets 
gastroenteritis natural, 
Castor and Pollux wild 
caught salmon

Both cats died within two days of each other
Went to emergency as the other cat had been euthanized just two days prior. I 
felt it must be toxin. I do not even use bleach. No chemicals. He had fluid on 
lungs an indication of some trauma. Many of which were eliminated through 
multiple test.

They ate Friskies dry food and Fancy Feast variety of canned foods as well as 
a few other canned foods. So it is not easy to identify but they were doing quite 
well for older cats and then both crashed. Two castor and Pollux being newly 
introduced relatively close to their demise.

15 Years Unknown Cat 11 Pound
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EON-397835 8/30/2019 21:08 Acana Heritage Beef Sudden death due to cardiomyopathy - dog was a Briard which is not in your 
list of breeds

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 75 Pound

EON-397825 8/30/2019 19:04 Nutrisource Grain Free
Chicken and Peas 
or
Nutrisource Grain Free
Lamb and Peas

On (b) (6) my dog (b) (6) suddenly died. We had let her out into the
back yard and as she turned around to head back to the house - she 
collapsed. We rushed her to the vets and they could not revive her. They had 
diagnosed her with kennel cough in the last 2 months and wanted to know 
what happened so they did an X ray. The Xray indicated she had an enlarged 
heart. The vet asked if we had been feeding Savannah grain free dog food and 
we indicated that she had been on a grain free dog food since she was a 
puppy.

6 Years Spaniel - French Dog 55 Pound

EON-397814 8/30/2019 17:08 Feline GREENIES® Pill 
Pockets® Cat Treats - 
Chicken

I opened a package of Feline GREENIES® Pill Pockets® Cat Treats - Chicken 
and there was a large flat lump of squished (8) pill pockets. There is a 
something which appeared to be a metallic thread. Upon further examination, 
the foreign object is a piece of the Mylar packaging which pill pockets are 
packaged in. There are additional flattened pill pockets in the package, as well 
as some which appear normal.
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likely had Dilated Cardiomyopathy. She said that even though it isn't the most

common in this breed and most likely caused from the food that there is a 
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EON‐397753 8/30/2019 2:00 Kirkland Signature Adult 
Formula Lamb Rice and 
Vegetable Dog Food 40 lb 
ES 

In summary of what has happened in these last four almost five months, this is 
the best way I have been able to put the situation into words. 

On April 5th, we had brought our dog to 
. He hadn't been looking too great or not feeling too well over the last 

week, but we thought it was something he ate or if he was just a bit fatigued, 
but all the sudden, the night before we finally decided to bring him to the 

emergency room, he started wheezing and his belly had seemed to be more 
swollen then usual. It looked like it was filled with liquid of some sort, he had 
also not eaten any of his dinner that night, but leading up to that night he was 

also slowly starting to eat less and less of his food as well. 
The vet quickly assessed condition and took him for and Ultrasound,

and Echo-cardiogram, as well as a few blood tests. Her first theory was that he 
may be suffering from left sided heart failure  which is causing liquid to build up 

in his abdomen which would explain all the symptoms that he has been 
feeling. A little later, when she had came back after all the tests were done, 
she broke us that bad news. She said that her first assumption was slightly 

incorrect, and instead of it being left sided failure, it was actually left and right 
sided failure. She asked us about his diet, his exercise, and all the other things 
that could be a cause of this sickness. She told us that the biggest thing that 
she thought would have potentially caused this was the food we had been 
feeding him for most of his life. That food was Kirkland's dog food brand, 

Nature's Domain. She explained to us about the Taurine deficiency that has 
been a common side affect of this specific food brand and about grain-free 

diets and how they were potentially detrimental to a dog's health. 

 

After the explaining of symptoms, she concluded that 
 

5 Years Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 100 Pound 
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common in this breed and most likely caused from the food, that there is a 
chance he was predisposed to it from birth lines. Given his severity, we could 

be expecting his passing in the next few years to even the next few weeks.

Fast forwarding, the next few months after we found out that our dog was 
diagnosed with this. We brought him to the vet every other week, and 

sometimes once a week. He was quickly put onto a few different medications, 
some being diuretics and one calcium sensitizer. A few of the medications he 

was taking included Pimobendan, Spironolactone, Diltiazem, and Furosemide.
In addition to his medication, we started giving him Taurine supplements, 

hoping that it would help from the deficiency within his food. His symptoms 
progressed aggressively as the vet had explained there was excess water in 
his chest so his heart wasn't able to pump normally and he started retaining 
water at a rapid rate in his abdominal area. This week, it being (b) (6),
(b) (6) body has finally started letting us know that it was time to let him go. 
His abdominal area had swollen to a size we have never seen before, as he 

would usually fluctuate in size or the vet would sometimes be able to drain the 
liquid from his stomach if able. We are putting him down on the (b) (6)
and after all of the research on this topic, I can confidently say that even given 
a possible predisposition to this illness, I believe the food he had taken in the 
past has sped up his process and given that this was irreversible cut the time 

with (b) (6) from a longer span to short 5 years. After talking to the vet from the 
initial emergency hospital and then the other vet visits up until this day, we 

have had the same diagnosis and reasoning from a total of 4 vets. Given that 
(b) (6) was supposed to have a span of a matter of days to weeks during the 
last exam. (b) (6) from the diagnosis date has been able to last his condition 

for a little less than 5 months.

I do hope this helps with some research facts as to causes and my dog being 
one of the smaller percentage in pets that do react from these potentially 

harmful dog foods.

EON-397732 8/29/2019 19:04 Taste of the Wild. Unknown 
specific product.

Episodes of collapse. P did receive workup with cardiologist on 7-15-19. No 
evidence of DCM or other structural or function disease. Current concern for 
nurocardiogenic syncope (vasovagal episodes). O changed diet from Taste of 
the Wild to Purina Pro Focus ~ July 1, 2019. In that time O also d/c

1 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 83.5 Pound

EON-397723 8/29/2019 17:44 Rachel Ray Nutrish Zero 
Grain. Turkey & Potato 
recipe

After feeding him the new bag of dog food he got sick and had diarrhea. 
Stopped giving it to him to see what would happen and it stopped. Started it 
again yesterday and he is sick again.

3 Years Bulldog Dog

EON-397713 8/29/2019 16:24 Taste of the wild prey trout 
grain free

presumptive diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy and secondary congestive 
heart failure - diagnosed via chest radiographs, no echocardiogram done yet. 
Has been on Taste of the Wild grain free Prey - trout for many years.

5 Years Bulldog - French Dog
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EON‐397668 8/29/2019 11:28 Hills Prescription Diet 
Urinary Care c/d multicare 

A large chunk of RX cat food (1”x3/4” dia.) was found within the 17.6lb. Bag. 
The size of the food is cause for a house cat to choke. 

EON‐397661 8/29/2019 9:48 Nature's Domain  had a normal checkup in 2018, and then was diagnosed with DCM in 
2019. Her cardiologist said it is a pretty severe case. Medicine will make her 
more comfortable, but her expectancy has been shortened to a year. Her heart 
is very weakened with a murmur and A-fib. 

11 Years Weimaraner Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐397656 8/29/2019 8:28 Golden Rewards Sweet 
Potato Wrapped with 
Chicken 

Patient was non clinical and noted 3+ glucose on routine blood work. She was 
sent to

8 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.3 Pound 
 for further testing since it was determined she is not diabetic. 

EON‐397652 8/29/2019 6:56 Acana light & fit dog 
Heritage 

I've noticed that in the recent months (approx starting beginning of this year - 
2019) our dog lost energy and that she began panting a lot for no reason and 
even when the temperatures were low. She never has been an active dog so I 
wasn't too worried yet. Then in July I've read (at random, scrolling the news) 
the FDA article in the NY Times and was very alarmed because my dog 
showed all the symptoms describing DCM desease incl coughing. Als I was 
feeding her Acana - grain free- chicken for the last 4 years (sometimes Acana 
fish) 

6 Years Basset - Fawn 
Brittany 

Dog 26 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐397649 8/29/2019 2:28 Taste of The Wild Grain 
Free Dog Food

 had a sudden fatal heart attack while being on a grain free diet. 8 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired 

Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐397637 8/28/2019 20:52 Acana Appalachian Ranch Our dog was fed grain free food from 3 or 4 months of age until 22 months of 
age. She was first on Wellness Core Puppy Food (chicken-based), then on 
Acana Free-Run Poultry, then on Acana Appalachian Ranch. She was on the 
latter diet for most of the time she ate a grain-free diet (approximately 9 to 22 
months of age). After 22 months of age, she was transitioned to Purina Pro 
Plan Sport (salmon and rice) once we learned about the potential for dilated 
cardiomyopathy related to a grain-free diet in dogs. At that time she showed no 
symptoms. Between 24 and 25 months of age, she started to show exercise-
intolerance symptoms that seemed to be getting worse (shortened exercise 
time, lessened intensity, prolonged panting after exercise, coughing with 
exercise). At this point, we took her to see a cardiologist who performed an 
echocardiogram and diagnosed her with diet-related dilated cardiomyopathy. 
We also had her taurine level tested that day. It came back at a normal level, 
which was expected due to having been on a new diet for a few months. The 
cardiologist recommended that we stay on the new diet and supplement with 
taurine. We will be seeing the cardiologist again in six months for a repeat 
echocardiogram to see if there is improvement in

25 Months Pointing Dog -
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla) 

Dog 44 Pound 

heart. 

EON‐397611 8/28/2019 16:56 4-Health Grain Free Pet presented for exam on June 24, 2019. Had been ADR for a few weeks. A 
mild arrhythmia was noted on exam. Chest rads were taken as a precautionary
measure given the Pet’s breed and history of being on a grain-free diet. 

7 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 91 Pound 
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EON‐397609 8/28/2019 16:44 Stella & Chewy's Chicken 
Freeze Dried Raw Chicken 
Dinner Patties 

Normally, I feed my rottweiler one of 'Stella & Chewy's Chicken Freeze died 
raw dinner patties' along with 2 cups of Wellness kibble, twice daily. I fed him 
(my rottweiler) on Saturday, 08/24/2019 at 7am, one 'Stella & Chewy's Chicken 
Freeze died raw dinner patty' along with 2 cups of 'Wellness Completel Health 
Deboned Chicken and Oatmeal' kibble, which is what he is normally fed. At 
approximately 1pm, the rottweiler had very watery stool, liquid only, and 
somewhat explosive. His stool had been completely normal leading up to this 
event. I know this because I monitor all of his "bathroom breaks" as he is an 
inside dog and only goes outside to potty, and is always monitored. He had 
two more episodes of diarrhea and was kept off of any food until the next 
morning. The next morning(Sunday, Aug 25) at 7am he was given only the 2 
cups of Wellness Complete Health Kibble, mentioned above. His stool was soft 
but formed that morning. He was given only the 2 cups of Wellness Complete 
Health kibble, mentioned above, for his regular 3pm feeding. His stool was 
almost completely normal by late Sunday night, and completely normal by 
Monday. I continued with only the Wellness Complete Health Kibble from 
Sunday morning and evening, Monday's two feedings, and Tuesdays two 
feedings. My dog's stool has been normal. This morning, Aug 28, Wednesday 
at 7am I gave him the 1 patty of Stella & Chewy's first mentioned above.( 
giving the product the benefit of the doubt...maybe this whole thing was 
coincidence) But, by noon he once again had liquid stool, the same as the first 
episode. I left a message with Stella & Chewy's number, 888-477-8977. They 
have not yet returned my call. I am very certain there is something wrong with 
this bag of food. 

8 Years Rottweiler Dog 93 Pound 

EON‐397562 8/28/2019 10:16 FROMM Salmon Tunalini, 
FROMM Whitefish and 
Potato Formula 

Asymptomatic heart murmur of increasing severity ausculted Feb 2019 to Aug 
2019. Echocardiogram showed early dilation of the left ventricle with mitral 
regurgitation. 

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 46 Pound 
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EON‐397545 8/28/2019 0:36 Sojos Complete Raw Made 
Easy Turkey recipe for Adult 
Dogs 

We started a dehydrated raw diet by SoJo's and did a slow transition. A tsp at 
a time until we were at full dose. Suddenly an unexpentantly our dogs got 
violently ill. Vomiting and bloody diarrhea, and we found blood clots on our 
hardwood floors. Three of them were very sick and we called the vet 
immediately and ran them over for testing. The one that died was not vomiting 
but we took her to the emergency hospital because she was a extremely weak.
By the time we got her there she was in septic shock per

 
the vet 

taking care of ; they were unable to stabilise her after 4 hours and had 
the doctor put her to sleep. They did all kinds of testing, imaging and X-rays 
and found an intestinal infection from which she bled out. The veterinarian 
there and our vets felt that the only thing that was the common denominator 
was the food; we reported it to SoJos right away and to the pet food store and 
we alerted friends on Facebook. Through Facebook a good friend who has a 
pet food store in informed us she too had a customer 
whose dog was deathly ill and she pulled all the SoJo's off the shelves. I can 
put you in contact with her if you wish. Our vets and our Veterinary college are 
urging us to file with you and to do further testing on stool samples from our 
dogs who survived. The three that also got sick are much better. 

12 Years Bichon Frise Dog 14 Pound 

EON‐397542 

EON‐397541 
EON‐397529 

8/27/2019 23:00 

8/27/2019 22:52 
8/27/2019 17:00 

Acana 
Meadowland 
Wild Atlantic 
Appalachian Ranch 

4health
Zignature, Acana 

Two Yorkshire terriers (ages 9 and 10) have been on Acana grain free kibble 
for their entire lives. has been diagnosed with nutritionally induced 
dilated cardiomyopathy by vets at

. The vet has determined that her DCM was 
caused by her grain free diet and lack of taurine. She has an enlarged heart 
and it is pressing on her trachea and causing issues breathing. She is now on 
a grain diet of Farmina, taurine/l-carnitine supplements, Pimobendan, 
Enalapril, and soon to be Adequan injections. She had x-rays, 
echocardiograms, a CT, and bloodwork to determine her diagnoses. 

had a heart attack. We have a video of it half way after it happened 
Fed dog grain free diet for 2.5 years. Within the last 3 months dog started 
showing signs of fatigue, aversion to exercise. Loss of weight. Heavy panting, 
Vomiting, cough 

9 

7 Years 
3 

Years 

Years 

Terrier - Yorkshire 

Mixed (Dog) 
Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 

Dog 
Dog 

6 

52 
69 

Pound 

Pound 
Pound 

EON‐397524 
EON‐397519 

8/27/2019 16:24 
8/27/2019 16:08 Performatrin adult grain free 

chicken & potato

Rachel Ray Dog came in for coughing and upon x-ray discovered enlarged heart. 
 presented w shortness of breath & caugh. X-rays were taken & a 

diagnosis of DCM was made, on further questioning it was reveled he had 
been on a grain free diet for 2 years 

12 
9 Years 

Years Retriever - Labrador 
Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired 

Dog 
Dog 

72.4 
65 

Pound 
Pound 

EON‐397499 
EON‐397498 

8/27/2019 14:36 
8/27/2019 14:36 Whole Hearted Grain Free 

Chicken and Pea recipe

Freshpet Vital Fresh Cuts Mold found throughout food 
 started showing strange symptoms- agitation, stopped breathing, passing 

out, wouldn’t lay down. Vet finally did xray and noticed enlarged heart. Follow 
up ultrasound with specialist confirmed findings of enlarged heart related to 
grain free food. 

9 Months Bulldog - French Dog 27 Pound 
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EON‐397474 8/27/2019 13:20 Taste of the Wild My dog was healthy and switched to a grain-free diet at the age of 5. A few 
years later, a vet suspected an oddity in his heart and took an x-ray. His heart 
was enlarged. We continued to monitor it and take x-rays, and it continued to 
steadily increase in size. 3 days ago, he had a stroke. He then had a second 
stroke the next day. After sending a blood test out to a lab to test heart 
elasticity, he received a score of over 1500, indicating he is at high risk of heart 
disease and heart failure. He was otherwise a healthy 9 year-old dog. This dog 
is my life. I have depression and he has gotten me through the toughest of 
times. Losing this dog is potentially life threatening for both of us. If the food 
that I have been providing him for the past 4-5 years is the cause of his 
suffering, I will be devastated, and do whatever it takes to rectify this. 

9 Years Wild Dog Dog 25 Pound 

EON‐397432 8/27/2019 7:52 Healthy holistic Blue Buffalo
homestyle recipe Beef 
Dinner 

 I opened a can of Blue Buffalo dog food and there was white clumps inside the 
can throughout the dog food. It didn’t look right. Prior cans purchased didn’t 
have the white stuff inside it. Tried to submit report and got an error when I 
was uploading pictures 

EON‐397425 8/27/2019 1:08 Merrick Grain Free Real 
Chicken + Sweet Potatoe 

Last couple of months noticed my dog was panting even during rest. Took her 
to vet on July 17, 2019 and due to her age the Vet thought it was pain in her 
hips. 2 wks later I received an email from 1-800- PETMEDS stating problems 
of grain free dog food might be causing DCM. My dog has been on Merrick 
Grain Free Real Chicken- Sweet Potatoe for the last 10 yrs. 
She then again went to Vet on August 2, 2019 and was diagnosed with DCM. 
She also has a heart murmur which she never had before during previous vet 
visits. 

12 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 70 Pound 
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EON-397396 8/26/2019 16:32 Pup-peroni Monday I got home from work with 2 new bags of Pupperoni treats for my 3 
dogs. I open a new pack, give all dogs part of a stick... My lab and jack terrier 
go outside....my little 11# Chiweenie (b) (6) , who is MY BABY!!! to say the 
least....kept wanting more treats.. and I always give him more so Monday was 
not any different... he ate 2 pupperoni sticks then about 45 minutes later i 
couldnt find him... he was outside shitting his life away and barfing. My #130 
lab is out eating grass. It still didnt click that it was those stupid shitty treats so 
the night goes on. (b) (6) starts dripping from his nose and mouth and wont 
stop trying to poop but nothing is happening. 2 hours later he is lethargic and 
wont move... his eyes are glossed over and he is wheezing and shivering....  
still wont move at all as he is laying on me. I try giving him water, nope didnt 
want it. The real test was trying to give him some chicken and he refused that 
also. He would have went to pet emergency at that point but being a 
Chiweenie and not a fan of strangers I didnt know what would traumatize him 
more.. so about 2am I got up and he got up with me and was acting like my 
normal little dog....
Tuesday I go to work, he is fine. Eating and drinking.... barking and roo-rooing 
at me like he always does. Tuesday middle of the night I get up and find bloody 
poop in the bathroom...only like 3 50 cent size spots.... off to the vet he goes.... 
Mr. unsocial wont let the vet past getting a temp and he was done with the vet 
touching him... needless to say I showed a picture of the blood and we left with 
antibiotics and probiotics to hopefully clear up whatever is going on...no labs 
because (b) (6) is a freak....
So today i come from work after a dose of antibiotics and probiotics given at 
930am to multiple puddles of bloody substances

6 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON-397389 8/26/2019 15:24 4 health cat food (mixture of 
flavors through his life)

We adopted (b) (6)from a shelter when he was 11 months old with no pre 
existing conditions. He was properly neutered and vaccinated for rabies. We 
have fed him 4 Health, grain free pet food exclusively since the day we got 
him. When he was about 4 years old I took him to the vet because he was 
coughing and had fainted. He was diagnosed with heart disease and put on 
medication. After taking the pills for 2 months he got fluid in his lungs due to 
his heart condition which caused a blood clot in his back legs and he lost 
function of them both. We had to put him down. I believe that this issue was 
caused by his pet food

4 Years Siberian Cat 13 Pound

EON-397325 8/26/2019 1:44 N&D Quinoa Urinary cat 
food. (not his main food but 
he ate the cat's food 
regularly), PureVita™ Grain 
Free Turkey & Sweet Potato 
Formula with Sweet 
Potatoes and Peas

After feeding (b) (6)grain free dog foods he suffered from an enlarged heart 
and slowly and painfully died from it. He was a very healthy, robust dog who 
succumbed to painful death from congestive heart failure.

14 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐397324 8/26/2019 1:16 4health Grain Free Large 
Breed Formula Adult Dog 
Food 

My dog started exhibiting a slight reluctance to exercise with no other notable 
symptoms. He had an annual exam coming up in about 2 weeks, so we were 
not too concerned. A week later he dropped dead, quite literally. CPR was 
unsuccessful. We did not opt for a necropsy but upon discussing it with our 
vet, are fairly certain it was DCM. He was heartworm negative and had no prior 
health issues, and there were no known health issues in his (purebred) line. 

4 Years Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 76 Pound 

EON‐397309 8/25/2019 18:08 Rachel Ray Nutrish Dog suddenly became bloated, cried out in pain then died, 5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 89 Pound 

EON‐397307 8/25/2019 17:24 9Lives Meaty Pate Super 
Supper 

My cats have eaten 9Lives canned cat food for several years. I order a pack 
with 24 cans & 3 different flavors. On 8/2/19 I fed my cats their usual can of 

food (split between the cats) with a small amount of Miralx mixed in. I woke up 
on 8/3/19 to find cat food on the floor that had been puked up and a couple 

areas where it mainly liquid puked up on the floor. I went to find the cats to see 
if they were ok.

14 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 5 Pound 

 rarely pukes. I found both cats under furniture in my
bedroom laying on their side with thick drool hanging out of their mouths. Both 
cats were lethargic. whole front was wet with drool stuck on her fur. I

wiped off her mouth & fur. This was a Saturday & I'm disabled with a very 
limited income & couldn't afford emergency vet visits for the cats. Both cats 

just laid around sleeping most of the day. They also seemed to have an altered 
mental state. Often just laying with there eyes open and a blank look on their 
faces. By Saturday evening they were better & that evening they ate & didn't 

get sick. I changed out their food bowl & washed their water bowl in case 
something with the bowls caused the problem. Cats were fine on Sunday & 

Monday. I fed them at night on the 5th and work up on the 6th to find both cats 
sick again. I knew that I had fed them the Super Supper flavor on the evening 

of the 5th. On the 6th I called Purina to see if there was a recall or known issue 
with the food. Purina took my info & the info from the code (manufacturing info 

& dates). The cats ate on the evening of the 6th & 7th and they did not get 
sick. I fed the cats on the evening of 8/8 and woke up on the 9th to find both 
cats sick again with all the same problems & symptoms as 8/3 & 8/6. I again 
called Purina & reported the problem. As before they had eaten the Super 

Supper flavor of the food in the evening & woke up to sick cats the next 
morning. Purina once again took the manufacturing codes & dates off the can, 
which matched the info on the previous can that made them sick. I report this 
problem to Chewy.com, that's were I purchased the food. I also called my vet 

& told them what had happened & the relationship to the food so they would be 
aware if any other cats came in with the same issues. I still have 2 empty cans 

of the food & several full cans that have not been opened. Since I stopped 
feeding the cats the Super Supper flavor they have not been sick once. 
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EON‐397306 8/25/2019 17:16 9Lives Meaty Pate Super 
Supper 

My cats have eaten 9Lives canned cat food for several years. I order a pack 
with 24 cans & 3 different flavors. On 8/2/19 I fed my cats their usual can of 

food (split between the cats) with a small amount of Miralx mixed in. I woke up 
on 8/3/19 to find cat food on the floor that had been puked up and a couple 

areas where it mainly liquid puked up on the floor. I went to find the cats to see 
if they were ok. One cat does have a habit of puking but she pukes up hairball 
not food. I found both cats under furniture in my bedroom laying on their side 
with thick drool hanging out of their mouths. Both cats were lethargic. 
whole front was wet with drool stuck on her fur. I wiped off her mouth & fur. 
She hissed at me while I was doing it, she normally doesn't hiss. This was a 

Saturday & I'm disabled with a very limited income & couldn't afford emergency 
vet visits for the cats. Both cats just laid around sleeping most of the day. They 
also seemed to have an altered mental state. Often just laying with there eyes 
open and a blank look on their faces. By Saturday evening they were better & 
that evening they ate & didn't get sick. I changed out their food bowl & washed 
their water bowl in case something with the bowls caused the problem. Cats 

were fine on Sunday & Monday. I fed them at night on the 5th and work up on 
the 6th to find both cats sick again. I knew that I had fed them the Super 

Supper flavor on the evening of the 5th. On the 6th I called Purina to see if 
there was a recall or known issue with the food. Purina took my info & the info 
from the code (manufacturing info & dates). The cats ate on the evening of the 

6th & 7th and they did not get sick. I fed the cats on the evening of 8/8 and 
woke up on the 9th to find both cats sick again with all the same problems & 

symptoms as 8/3 & 8/6. I again called Purina & reported the problem. As 
before they had eaten the Super Supper flavor of the food in the evening & 

woke up to sick cats the next morning. Purina once again took the 
manufacturing codes & dates off the can, which matched the info on the 

previous can that made them sick. I report this problem to Chewy.com, that's 
were I purchased the food. I also called my vet & told them what had 

happened & the relationship to the food so they would be aware if any other 
cats came in with the same issues. I still have 2 empty cans of the food & 

several full cans that have not been opened. Since I stopped feeding the cats 
the Super Supper flavor they have not been sick once. 

10 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 16 Pound 
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EON-397293 8/25/2019 11:40 Taste of The Wild Pacific 
Stream Grain-Free dog food

(b) (6) developed a cough that was getting worse. We were at our family cabin 
and he wasn’t really interested in eating, which is very unlike him as he is very 
food motivated. We made the decision to leave early and take him to an 
emergency vet appointment. The vet did xrays and an ultrasound and 
determine he had a belly full of fluid and his heart did not look normal. They 
called the cardiologist and he suggested meds and taurine supplements to put 
him on until we could get in to see the cardiologist. (b) (6) improved within days 
of starting meds. We took him to a cardiologist a few weeks later and he was 
officially diagnosed with DCM with an echocardiogram. The cardiologist is very 
suspicious of (b) (6) grain free diet being the culprit. We had been feeding (b) (6) 
Taste of the Wild adult limited ingredient grain free food for a few years now. 
This has cost us many of $1,000 of dollars to treat and maintain. Not to 
mention the health of my baby.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 115 Pound

EON-397273 8/24/2019 18:12 Greenbrier Kennel Club 
Rawhide Retriever Roll

Chewed up rawhide and threw up twice in 24 hours ( could not keep any food 
down). About 6 hours before second vomit event he developed diarrhea which 
was somew watery and contained mucus. In the second vomit episode several 
pieces of rawhide were present. Diarrhea continues at 36 hours after first 
vomiting event. I am using kaolin at this point to control ongoing diarrhea.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 62 Pound

EON-397268 8/24/2019 16:44 Nulo I placed my beloved bulldog (b) (6)on Nulo grain free dog food. He was on it 
for several months. First Lamb and lentil and then salmon and sweet potato.

8.5 Years Bulldog Dog 61 Pound

He died on (b) (6) of cardiomyopathy which caused arrhythmia. Just
recently I was advised of the possible association between grain free dog 
foods and cardiomyopathy.

EON-397241 8/24/2019 3:04 Acana - Okanagan Apple 
and Lamb
Acana -Ranchlands
Acana- Classic Red
Acana- heritage light and fit
Acana- puppy large breed

(b) (6) while at home, my dog suddenly died. He was young and
appeared healthy and we see so happy that he was sound from his injury he 
had had. We had an autopsy done and His cause of death was said to be 
obviously due to Dilated Cardiomyopathy. His left side of his heart had 
stretched out to be thin, and his right side had thickened up, in an attempt to 
compensate.

6 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 78 Pound

EON-397231 8/23/2019 21:20 Canidae Grain Free Pure 
Trout/Salmon

(b) (6) was allergic to wheat to the point that poultry that ate wheat gave him 
an allergic reaction. As a result, we needed to feed him a poultry and grain-free 
diet. We fed him Canidae Grain Free Pure Dry Trout and Salmon flavors for 
the past 4 years, exclusively (while supplementing with treats of meat) 
because it was the only thing we could really find with no chicken in it. It 
helped stop his allergic reaction and we thought everything was fine. This 
week, he started having labored breathing. We took him to the vet on (b) (6) 
and he died minutes after arriving of cardiac arrest. We were told by the vet 
that he had an enlarged heart and his lungs were filled with fluid. Before taking 
him, he was still happy and social, eating and playing, but I am reading that 
Canidae's grain-free food is being investigated for causing exactly this issue in 
dogs and cats who eat their grain-free formula.

6.5 Years Unknown Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐397207 8/23/2019 15:28 Blue Buffalo Grain Free Patient showed up in the ER on 8-22-19 for tachycardia and respiratory 
distress. Patient has been on grain free diet for an extended amount of time 
and now has DCM. Will be discharged on 8-23-19 on medical management for 
his heart condition. 

6 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 75.6 Kilogra
m 

EON‐397202 8/23/2019 14:52 Answers Raw Chicken Piece of metal found in raw dog food 
EON‐397201 8/23/2019 14:40 Answers pet food raw 

chicken 
Found a piece of metal in our dogs food. 

EON‐397200 8/23/2019 14:24 Orijen not sure of product 
line 

Patient was seen as a 2yo for a pacemaker and has had no problems since 
then. Presented on 8-19-19 for atrial fibrillation and VPC's and an echo 
revealed DCM. Patient is on a grain free diet. Patient was treated in hospital 
for CHF and placed on medications and sent home 8-22-19 for medical 
management. 

4 Years Dogue de Bordeaux Dog 49 Kilogra
m 

Acana not sure of product 
line 

EON‐397184 8/23/2019 11:56 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Large Breed Adult 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe dry 

Low grade heart murmur heard prior to pyometra surgery, elevated BNP - 
referred to Cardio for further work-up. 

8.7 Years Irish Wolfhound Dog 58.8 Kilogra
m 

Echocardiogram revealed mild DCM-like changes such as dilated left ventricle 
with reduced contractile function. Right heart also showed sings of mild 
dilation. Mitral value was mildly thickened. 

Diet: Blue Buffalo Life protection formula 

NT-proBNP: 1998 pmol/L 
Troponin: 0.282 ng/mL 
Taurine panel: Plasma taurine - 132 (normal), Whole Blood taurine - 281 
(normal) 

EON‐397171 8/23/2019 9:40 Simply Nourish 
Limited Ingredient Diet 

I purchased a new bag of Simply Nourish Salmon Sweet Potato dry dog food 
from Pet Smart. We have been feeding this food for almost 7 years. The 
packaging on the food is new. When I opened the bag, the kibble looked 
different. I thought it was part of the new packaging and recipe. I fed

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 41 Pound 

Salmon & Sweet Potato 
Recipe  the 

food at at 7PM Friday night and again at7:30AM on a Saturday morning. By 
mid morning, she was vomiting. Vomited 4 times over the course of 5 hours. 
Until her stomach was completely empty. Took her to the after hours 
emergency vet. Required a shot to stop the vomiting, and additional 
medication to help after we went home. 

Adult 
Lot # 133V9161 

After leaving the emergency vet, I went to Pet Smart and bought another 
identical bag of Simply Nourish Salmon Sweet Potato dog food, to compare to 
the bag I had at home. Upon opening the 2nd bag, I noticed that the kibble 
looked like it always has looked. I think the lot # for the first bag we purchased 
is bad. Since the food looks nothing like it was supposed to and made my dog 
so sick. 
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EON‐397160 8/23/2019 4:48 Natural Balance dry food 
(owners varied flavors 
regularly) and Natural 
Balance dog food rolls 
(owners varied flavors 
regularly) 

Presented  for acute collapse at home to emergency veterinary clinic. 
Ultrasound revealed pericardial effusion and a suspect splenic mass in the 
abdomen.

10 Years Retriever 
(unspecified) 

Dog 67.2 Pound 

was treated with a pericardiocentesis to remove the 
pericardial effusion. Went into cardiac and respiratory arrest during the 
procedure, was able to be revived via CPCR. Treated with IV fluid therapy and 
oxygen. Clotting factors (PT and PTT) were within normal limits. Blood gas 
revealed elevated blood glucose and elevated lactate (was performed post- 
initial cardiac arrest so likely elevated from that event). Patient went into 
cardiac and respiratory arrest about an hour later and CPCR was not pursued 
per owner request 

EON‐397132 8/22/2019 16:28 Products could include 
anything from the brands of 
Milkbone Pupperoni Natures 
Recipe Natural Balance 
Meow Mix Rachel Ray 
Pounce Better Than Ears 
Snausages Chewlotta Milos 
Kitchen ETC 

I know that the FDA regulated pet process lab located in the Discovery building 
run by the J.M. Smucker company (address: 1 strawberry lane, Orrville OH 
44302) is in significant violation of FDA facility regulations. This facility 
produces treats and main meal for dogs and cats. The company ran an internal 
Audit several months ago which they failed so significantly that several 
employees elected to not feed the product produced there to their pets 
anymore. Problems include sanitation, cleaning practices, ingredient storage, 
ventilation, pre/post kill violations, human contamination, and safety issues 
among others. Additionally this facility shares the same building with both 
coffee and consumer product process labs. Product produced in these facilities 
is being tested with employees and consumers and being fed to their animals. 
As past experience has showed, there will be little to no effort to correct these 
issues which will continue to endanger people's pets and family members. I 
also believe that the facility has not been audited since its construction in 
2017. Safety is simply not a top priority  at this location which is dangerous to 
consumers. 

EON‐397121 8/22/2019 14:28 Ultra Chewy Naturals (TM) 
Natural Dog Chews 

Treat was given at previous night. Started vomiting x2 around 3 am. 15 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound 

Also contains "Pork Bone 
Jumbo" (at Walmart.com 
where we bought the 
product) 
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EON‐396993 8/22/2019 11:12 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food, Taste of the Wild 
Sierra Mountain Grain-Free 
Roasted Lamb Dry Dog 
Food, Taste of the Wild Pine 
Forest Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food 28-lb bag, Whole Earth 
Farms Grain Free Recipe 
Dry Dog Food Chicken & 
Turkey , Whole Earth Farms 
Grain-Free Pork Beef & 
Lamb Recipe 

Rapidly developed dilated cardiomyopathy with right heart failure and atrial 
fibrillation. 

10.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 82 Pound 

EON‐396992 8/22/2019 10:48 Taste of the Wild 
Pacific Stream 
Canine Recipe 
with smoked salmon 

Patient was seen on 8/21/19 for increased respiratory rate. No other symptoms 
other than breathing short, fast breaths, especially at rest or asleep. Eating, 
drinking, urinating, defecating normally. No heart murmur heard. Xrays show a 
vertebral heart score of 14. Ultrasound of L ventricle show severe dilation with 
poor contractility 

1 Years Bulldog - French Dog 19.1 Pound 

A grain free diet 
EON‐396990 8/22/2019 1:24 Greenies Pill Pockets Duck 

and Pea Formula for 
Capsules 25 count 

We have had two bags of Greenies Pill Pockets that have been mislabeled as 
to the flavor inside. We ordered duck and pea flavor. We received a bag 
marked duck and pea flavor but the treats inside were hickory smoke flavor. 
My dog has food sensitivities and a mislabeled bag could be detrimental to her 
health. Luckily, I am a well informed pet owner and know the difference 
between the flavors. Nonetheless, it is unacceptable to have the incorrect 
labeling on the product and continue to sell them. 

EON‐396986 8/21/2019 20:12 Rachael Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken and Veggies 
Recipe 

Prior to diet change to grain-free Nutrish/Rachel Ray brand from Kibbles & 
Bits, heart was normal in size with no detected murmur. In June 2019, during 
dental treatment, x-rays showed an abnormal enlarged hear with a grade III/VI 
left sided systolic murmur. Diet change was approximately 3-4 months before x-
rays. Vet prescribed vetmedin (pimobendan) 2.5 mg tabs. Diet change back to 
Kibbles & Bits in June 2019 after x-ray results. 

11 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired 

Dog 13.7 Pound 

EON‐396979 8/21/2019 19:40 Nutro Country Treats with 
Real Apples 

My dog has been getting sick for the past months. Today, me and a 
friend finally figured out that one common denominator is his treats. He vomits, 
is lethargic, panting, muscle spasms in the stumach with severe pain, 
restlessness. I cook him his regular food myself a very health diet. He also 
gets a small amount of kibble. It is only when he gets these treats does he 
have a sick spell. 

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound 
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EON‐396978 8/21/2019 17:16 Orijen (unknown variety) HX: The owner notes that has had a history of a heart murmur her whole 
life. However, over the last few months, she has noted increased respiratory 
effort and coughing. 

10 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 30.2 Kilogra
m 

became lethargic, sluggish, and was ADR. She was
seen at the rDVM and radiographs revealed heart enlargement and pumlonary 
edema per the owner. 
DX: Arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopathy leading to ventricular 
arrhythmia, mild to moderate generalized cardiomegaly, mild myocardial failure 
and recent onset congestive heart failure (clinically resolved) 

EON‐396976 8/21/2019 15:40 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Beef Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog Food 

HX:  has had a recent history of coughing. In January he was coughing 
and treated with Azithromycin and Prednisone by the rDVM and he improved 
per the owner.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 43.6 Kilogra
m 

 has had a gagging/retching cough noted. A suspect
arrhythmia was noted and radiographs at the rDVM revealed heart 
enlargement and an echocardiogram was recommended. The owner notes no 
other clinical signs of symptoms. He is  still active and seems to recover normal
from activity. He is still playful. No unusual sneezing, vomiting or diarrhea. No 
polyuria/polydypsia.

 

  has had a decrease in appetite. He is fed Kirkland's
Beef and Sweet Potato grain free dog food, this food has a very high level of 
chickpeas and peas.  has had some ear  infections and skin infections, he
is not currently taking any medications. is current on vaccines and kept
on heartworm prevention per the owner. 
DX:Rapid Atrial fibrillation 
Myxomatous mitral valve disease 
Severe left-sided cardiomegaly; mild right-sided cardiomegaly 

EON‐396973 8/21/2019 15:20 Rachel Ray Nutrish Zero 
Grain (rotated flavors) 

HX:  was presented through Emergency Services. On Sunday she had 
approximately 1 liter of fluid drained from her abdomen. She was suspect for 
fluid in her chest today.

7 Years Bulldog Dog 32.5 Kilogra
m 

had some coughing noted since last
Saturday. She had labored breathing noted on Saturday night and was seen at 

has had decreased appetite and increased water 
consumption for 1-2 weeks. was recently switched Royal Canin 
Bulldog diet ~ weeks ago; prior to that she was fed Rachel Ray grain free for 
years (short-term had also be on Nature's Recipe sweet potato, chicken and 
rice). 
DX: Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to congestive heart failure - large volume 
ascites 

EON‐396972 8/21/2019 15:12 Nature's Domain Organic 
Chicken and Pea Dry Kibble 

Dog was reluctant to go on walks or go outside. Had another concurrent issue 
(palisading granulomas) on presentation. HR was low. Echocardiogram Dx 
DCM 

7 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 58 Pound 
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EON-396965 8/21/2019 14:40 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato Dog Food

HX: (b) (6) was admitted to the hospital through Emergency Services after having 
a repeat neurologic event outside while the owner was outside doing yard 
work. . He was seen 3 weeks ago for an acute vestibular event and by the next 
morning was recovered and acting normally. Today, he was outside with the 
owners for ~ 45 - 60 minutes and became wobbly. He was acting the same as 
3 weeks ago. Owners describe being very ataxic and unsteady but then 
stiffening with his head down and to the right. He never collapsed or convulsed 
on his side. They took him indoors and cooled him in a tepid shower (in case 
of heat stroke) and gave him water with pedialyte. He was drinking a lot and 
they noticed that he had urinated and it was very dark and bloody looking. 
They then brought him to (b) (6)  for evaluation. His heart murmur was 
noted to be increased in intensity and a cardiac consultation was 
recommended.
DX:Mild myxomatous mitral valve disease and mild systolic dysfunction 
leading to mild left ventricular enlargement; no current left atrial enlargement

15 Years Pointing Dog -
German Short-haired

Dog 8.5 Kilogra
m

EON-396942 8/21/2019 13:56 Nutri Source Chicken & Pea 
Grain Free

DCM 10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON-396940 8/21/2019 13:48 Canidae (unknown variety) Pet was diagnosed with Mitral valve disease in January 2016. This pet's 
progression had remained mostly stable until July 2019 when there was a 
notable diminish in contractility

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 20.4 Kilogra
m

EON-396939 8/21/2019 13:12 Diamond Naturals Chicken 
& Rice

HX: (b) (6) , a 2 Yrs. 11 Mos., Neutered Male, Collie, Border Mix, owned by 
Ximena Dominguez was presented on 7/11/2019 for cardiac evaluation.
(b) (6) was initially evaluated due to lethargy, difficulty with exercise, difficulty 
for walks. Radiographs at that time showed heart enlargement. He was treated 
for CHF and then was taken to see a Cardiologist for evaluation.
(b) (6) was diagnosed with DCM in September 2018. It has been unclear if it 
is diet related DCM. However (b) (6) was fed Taste of the Wild prior to 
diagnosis. He is now fed Diamond Naturals Chicken and Rice. Whole blood 
taurine levels were normal.
DX:Dilated cardiomyopathy - r/o diet- related given improvement in cardiac 
size since last echocardiogram

2 Years Collie - Border Dog 32.4 Kilogra
m
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UOM
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EON‐396910 

EON‐396909 

8/21/2019 11:20 

8/21/2019 10:44 FROMM (unknown variety) 

Diamond Naturals Senior 
(unknown protein source), 
Canidae (assorted varieties), 
Nutro (unknown variety) 

HX: , a 8 Yrs. 8 Mos., Neutered Male, Boxer, owned by was
presented on 7/16/2019 for cardiac evaluation following presentation to our IM 
service for further evaluation of elevated liver enzymes. 

liver enzyme elevations were first found on routine labwork and he does
not have any clinical signs associated with this finding. 4/15/19 he was found 
to have an ALT of 338 with an ALP of 202, normal GGT. He was started on 
denamarin and the liver enzymes were rechecked- as of 6/24/19 the ALT was 
345, ALP- 465. The owner reports a more recent history of acute onset of 
ataxia and collapse-- he had 2 episodes about 2 months ago and another one 
last week. He has been noted to pace at times and the owner reports that he is
having difficulty recovering from a walk or anxiety. He is drinking more and 
urinating more. He was previously vomiting although this seems to have 
resolved since starting the denamarin 

 

DX: Ventricular tachycardia leading to syncope 
Dilated cardiomyopathy 
HX: , a 3 Yrs. 7 Mos., Spayed Female, Cane Corso, owned by 

was presented on 7/31/2019 for cardiac evaluation.
 was seen through Surgery Services for a TPLO. After 

premedication/induction, prior to epidural frequent single monomorphic VPC's 
were noted and surgery was post-poned. An echocardiogram and evaluation 
were recommended prior to anesthesia. The owner notes no abnormalities 
noted at home and she is asymptomatic. No unusual coughing, sneezing, 
vomiting or diarrhea. No polyuria/polydypsia. Appetite and activity level normal. 
Penny was fed Fromm most of her life, then Elevate brand. About one month 
ago she switched to Science Diet Large Breed dog food. has had a
prior TPLO surgery. 
DX:Mild myocardial failure- rule out mild dilated cardiomyopathy (potentially 
diet-related) 
Ventricular arrhythmia following pre-medications- r/o secondary to early dilated 
cardiomyopathy vs. anesthesia -induced 

8 

3 

Years 

Years 

Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Mastiff 

Dog 

Dog 

40.6 

42.63 Kilogra
m 

Kilogra
m 

EON‐396908 8/21/2019 10:24 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food 

Over a two month period my dog started to become averse to exercise. Heavy 
panting. Fatigue. Slept most of the day. Decreased energy. I took him to the 
vet. They did blood work and then echocardiogram. Results came back 
positive for advanced DCM. I’d been feeding him Zignature grain free dog food 
for two and a half years. 

3 Years Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 69 Pound 
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EON‐396907 

EON‐396905 

8/21/2019 10:04 

8/21/2019 9:44 

4Health Grain Free 
(unknown variety) 

Taste Of The Wild (unknown 
variety) 

HX: , a 5 Yrs. 0 Mos., Neutered Male, Mastiff, owned by was 
presented on 7/16/2019 for cardiac evaluation.

 was presented through Emergency Services for decreased appetite for 
approximately 3 weeks. He has also had increased respiratory rate. The 
owners report  becoming noteably larger  in size. He is drinking normally,
urinating normally, and no vomiting or diarrhea is noted. 

 

has had a prior enucleation. has been fed Four Health Grain free 
diet for the past 2 years. 
DX: Dilated cardiomyopathy 
Rapid atrial fibrillation 
Right-sided congestive heart failure (large volume ascites; mild pleural 
effusion) 
HX: , a 13 Yrs. 11 Mos., Spayed Female, Retriever, Labrador, owned 
by  was presented through Emergency Services on 2/14/2019 
for cardiac evaluation. She has a history of being lethargic and restless at 
home. She was seen at her RDVM where she was found to have an 
arrhythmia. Bloodwork was unremarkable. She was transferred for continued 
evaluation. She is currently on melatonin, fish oil, carprofen, tramadol, Proin 
and thyroid tablets. 
DX: Myxomatous mitral valve disease leading to severe left-sided 
cardiomegaly 
Supraventricular arrhythmia and ventricular arrhythmia 
Mild systolic dysfunction 

5 

13 

Years 

Years 

Mastiff 

Retriever - Labrador 

Dog 

Dog 

98.7 

32.36 Kilogra
m 

Kilogra
m 

EON‐396904 
EON‐396903 

8/21/2019 9:20 
8/21/2019 9:04 FROMM Gold Reduced 

Activity Senior Dog Food 

Zignature Diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy with an Veterinary Internist 
HX: was admitted through Emergency Services today for evaluation. 
She was seen at the rDVM yesterday and a signficant amount of free fluid was 
noted in her abdomen. She was noted to have an irregular heart rhythm. The 
rDVM did do an abdominocentesis.  was given an injection of Lasix and 
started on oral Lasix. had had a history of several weeks of 
inappetence. 
DX: Dilated cardiomyopathy 
Ventricular tachycardia 
Heart base mass 

9 
10 

Years 
Years 

Retriever - Labrador 
Bulldog 

Dog 
Dog 

99 
20 Kilogra

m 

Pound 

EON‐396902 8/21/2019 8:32 Tyson Nudges chicken jerky Extreme diarrhea 3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 75 Pound 
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EON‐396901

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

8/21/2019 1:52 Taste of the Wild 

Various varieties but all 
grain free.

5 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 30 PoundSecond dog is 11 to 13 years, unknown mixed breed, possible part Australian 
cattle dog, 27 pounds. 

I have been feeding  a grain free diet for years due to possible allergies 
that we could not determine the cause of. When I got , I fed him the same 

diet. I did not always use the same kibble, but had been pretty consistently 
using Taste of Wild for quite some time...few months to a year?  liver
values started testing high and I was having him tested every few months. 

After they continued to go up but ultra sound showed no damage to the liver, I 
talked to my vet about possible causes and started reading journal articles. I 
decided to get  bloodwork done to see if his was elevated to rule out

environmental or dietary causes. His liver value had spiked since his last test. 
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 was starting to slow down on our walks and I had to start carrying him 
home and do shorter and shorter walks. He was almost lethargic. Losing his 
breath and stopping every time we tried to walk. So, I took  on his own 
walks until he started slowing down, too. This was right before I had him 

tested. The FDA’s first warning had JUST come out. My vet mentioned it but 
we didn’t jump to conclusions right away. I researched liver problems in dogs, 

pollutants, mold, and finally read the initial report from the FDA which 
mentioned the heart problems. When I researched that, I realized that my dogs 
were displaying the symptoms of the enlarged heart and that to test for it a vet 
would do blood work to look at this particular liver value. I spoke with my vet 

and he agreed that that was likely the culprit. I switched their diet to one 
without legumes and also added taurine supplement treats. About two weeks 

later, when i was walking the dogs they started running! They bounced back so 
quickly, it was miraculous! I hope that your research helps save other dogs 

lives, too. It was very scary to have both of my dogs fall potentially fatally ill at 
the same time. The older one suffered the most. His liver values are still 

coming down and are almost normal but the younger one’s is completely back 
to normal.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐396899 8/20/2019 21:38 blue buffalo wilderness with 
chicken and life source bits

we purchased a bag of blue buffalo wilderness with chicken food from Wal-
Mart which was on sale for $15.00 last week. SERIAL NUMBER 40243 10533 
BEST IF USED BY SEPT 20 2020 #0200920AH2 A 0910. I gave my dog the 
new food that night and I would say about 2 hours later she was puking until 
she had nothing left in her stomach and started puking stomach bile. along 
with the puking came diarrhea. About 2am that night she woke me up by crying 
in her kennel, I went to see what the problem was because she never cries 
and as soon as I turned the light on I immedietly noticed that her face was 
swollen. Her snout was noticalbly pink and puffy , her eyes were both swollen 
and around her throat was swollen as well and she seemed to be acting 
lethargic. the next day the swelling, vomiting, diahrea continued till two days 
after that which was last Saturday the 17th. I took her to the vet on the 
Saturday the 17th and the vet thought she had something lodged in her 
stomach that was preventing food from passing. she administrated Xrays and 
the xrays came out clear. the vet then thought that she was having a reation to 
something of some sort put could not pin point it. so that night we tried the 
same food again under the impression it was not her food causing the issue, 
but we were wrong. the same thing as before happened again after she 
consumed the new bag of food. I would say there is something wrong with the 
batch of food we bought. one time the dog getting sick is understandable but 
two times and the same reaction each time is 100% a problem that needs to 
get looked into.

1 Years Siberian Husky Dog 37 Pound

EON‐396898 8/20/2019 21:37 Rachel Ray Nutrish Indoor 
Complete

I noticed my cat would vomit (regurgitate) within 30 minutes after eating Rachel 
Ray food. Sometimes I tried to mix other foods with it. I even fed morsels to 
make sure she wasn't eating too fast. I thought Rachel Ray would be a high 
quality, healthy food for my cat. I was very wrong. I spent a lot of money at the 
vet for exam and blood tests to see if she was sick. I have now put her on an 
expensive food from the vet to ensure this doesn't happen again.

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐396897 8/20/2019 21:28 The Honest Kitchen 
Whole Grain 
Chicken Recipe

vomiting immediately after eating, multiple times for about 4 hours 9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐396894 8/20/2019 21:18 Yummie Chummies
Dog Treats
Wild Alaska
Salmon

Within an hour of consuming the "Yummie Chummie Salmon Treats" the dogs 
began to experience nausea and vomited.

18 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 53 Pound
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(b) (6)  

EON‐396892 8/20/2019 20:44 Rachael Ray Nutrish
Super Premium Food For 
Dogs
Real Chicken and Veggies 
Recipe

Stopped using the product a month or longer due to a number of negative 
reactions (vomiting post ingestion) but saved the majority of the product in our 
freezer sealed thinking it may be due to our dog not adjusting to the meal's 
"richness" or it in some way differing from the Kirkland Brand dry dog food we 
have previously used successfully for many years, and that I might try the 
subject again at some later date. On August 19th, 2019 I fed 1/2 of the subject 
mixed with a 1/3 cup Kirkland Beef canned dog food with 1/2 cup of lukewarm 
water. Six hours later she twice vomited the entire contents which is very 
uncommon and though may be coincidental it is at least anecdotal Santo 
whether there is something wrong with the product.

I have kept packaging and a partial sealed amount in the event testing is 
requested from your department. I can retain until the end of September 2020. 
Concurrently I will request a refund from and discontinue
use.

13 Years Bichon Frise Dog 17 Pound

EON‐396891 8/20/2019 20:32 Fromm Grain Free Entree Male Dog born January 2011 had been fed grain-free food (brand: Fromm, 
various flavors) for >5 years. In December 2018 he experienced rapid 
breathing and coughing. He was brought to the vet and diagnosed with CDM 
and heart failure via radiographs. Started on medication. He passed away due 
to kidney failure (caused by the heart failure) .

8 Years Havanese Dog 16 Pound

EON‐396877 8/20/2019 17:04 CANIDAE- Under The Sun- 
Grain Free Adult Dog Food 
With Chicken

The patient presented for syncope due to ventricular tachycardia. Was 
hospitalized while given mexiletine and monitored on a continuous ECG. 
Echocardiogram showed severe dilated cardiomyopathy. Taurine blood test 
came back severely low. Patient was also started on a Taurine supplement, 
suspect DCM related to Grain Free Canidae diet. The dog fed this throughout 
her life.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 36 Kilogra
m

EON‐396876 8/20/2019 17:04 VDog She started coughing and we brought her into the emergency vet on a sunday 
morning. They saw on the xrays she had an enlarged heart and murmur and 
recommended that we visit a cardiologist and to stop the grain free food 
immediately. We brought her to a cardiologist on tuesday and she had an 
ultrasound. she recommended we submit a case since she is not ta typical 
breed that gets this disease. She is a mutt with some cattledog in her.

10 Years Cattle Dog 
(unspecified)

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐396827 8/20/2019 14:36 Canidae Grain Free Pure 
Petite Small Breed Adult 
Single Animal Protein 
Limited Ingredient Product 
with Real Chicken Freeze 
Dried Raw Coated for Great 
Taste

my dog started vomiting and having Diarhea 14 Hours Chihuahua Dog 7 Ounce
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EON‐396825 8/20/2019 14:32 Zignature Duck Formula Been feeding him this for months. The last bag rec'd July 22, 2019 from 
Chewy.com. Started feeding him and noticed he was vomiting and severe 
diarrhea. Stopped feeding and gave him rice and ground beef. Cleared up. 
During this time I had given him treats also. I took him off those also. 
Reintroduced Saturday August 17. Symptoms have returned as of August 20. I 
actually took him off Zignature twice within the month but cannot recall date of 
first instance. Both times symptoms returned. I wanted to be sure that it was 
the dog food.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 100 Pound

EON‐396810 8/20/2019 13:16 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

Patient has been eating Taste of the Wild grain-free dry dog food products for 
5 years. On 8/6/19, patient presented for coughing. Atrial fibrillation was 
detected on physical exam and confirmed by ECG. Radiographs showed an 
enlarged, globoid cardiac silhouette. Taurine level testing was sent out at that 
time and is still pending. On 8/8/19, an echocardiogram confirmed diagnosis of 
dilated cardiomyopathy and resulting congestive heart failure with pulmonary 
edema. Patient is currently in the process of switching dog food and is being 
maintained on pimobendan, enalapril, furosemide, diltiazem, and supplemental 
taurine. Owners report that patient seems brighter and is improving; however, 
it is too soon to determine what the extent of recovery (if any) will be.

8 Years Corso Dog Dog 88 Pound

EON‐396802

(b) (6)

8/20/2019 12:20 Canidae Pet Food made by 
pet People Grain Free Pure 
Petite Small Breed Adult 
Single Animal Protein 
Limited Ingredient diet with 
real chicken first. Freeze 
Dried Raw Coated for Great 
Taste

14 Hours Chihuahua Dog 7 Ounce

EON‐396785 8/20/2019 10:40 Hill's Science Diet Senior 
Wet Dog Food 
Adult 7+ Small & Toy Breed 
Chicken & Barley Entree
Canned Dog Food 5.8oz 24 
pack
3 cases

I'm willing to pay for someone to test the food. There were 3 cases of food all 
the same sku, same type of food, same expiration, but some were different lot 

(b) (6)codes. Spoke to ; the contact at Scenic Hills Veterinary Hospital and they 
didn't test for Vitamin D. He called Hills Science Diet and they don't know 
anything about testing the food.

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound
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(b) (6)

My sweet  is dead. She was my PTSD animal. I'm devastated. I just want 
someone to test the food to see if it's what killed her. She had all the 
symptoms of vitamin d poisoning. I want the sku numbers added to the recall 
list so no other pets die if it was also contaminated. She went down hill so fast 
after her back was getting better.
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I purchased Canidae Grain Free Pure Petite small Breed Adult from Petco on 
(b) (6) , fed it to my dogs late evening on (b) (6) , on 
(b) (6)  my older dog had vomited, and started having 
Diarhea, I kept watch of him thinking he just wasn't feeling well, (b) (6)

 I tried to get him into my vet , he still was not feeling well. 
 I got into a different vet and was told he just had a UTI, (b) (6)
 I got into my Vet and she sent us to the Emergency Hospital, they said 

He had symptoms of Listeria, they kept him 24 hours he did not improve, 
(b) (6)  we had to Euthanize him.
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EON‐396750 8/19/2019 20:28 Taste of The Wild High 
Prairie Grain-free Dry Dog 
Food

Veterinarian detected a heart murmur. Cardiologist diagnosed DCM. Started 
him on meds. A year later asked if he had been eating grain-free food and yes, 
he had been exclusively.

13.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 74 Pound

EON‐396746 8/19/2019 20:00 Taste of the Wild 3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 97 Pound

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM

b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6) 

(b) (6)  went into cardiac failure and was subsequently diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy. This all took place in February of 2019. After (b) (6)  6 month
checkup her heart has returned to normal with a diet change and medications 
to regulate blood pressure and her heart's function. Her Cardiologist stated 
that this is a rare case of nutrition based dilated cardiomyopathy and that we 
should report this to the FDA to help further research into the cause of this 
disease. She stated that this is not a outcome of any form of dilated 
cardiomyopathy other than nutrition based. After switching from Taste of the 
wild to Purina pro plan, and with the help of medication, we have seen an 
almost 100% improvement in heart functionality.

 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.

EON‐396756 8/20/2019 0:48 Zignature Venison Dry Food Female 9 year old active golden retriever showed signs of fatigue .... took her 
to the vet last Fall. Blood work was normal. X-Ray showed enlarged heart. A 

(few days after initial vet visit  cough & drop 3 times in a 20 minute period.
I immediately took her to speciality vet. They did a followup x-ray and EKG and 
referred us to a Vet Cardiologist. The diagnosis was DCM. I was informed 
about the increase of DCM diagnoses in large breed dogs very likely related to 
limited ingredient/grain free foods. Her treatment included a change in food, 
nutritional supplements (Taurine, L-Carnitine, Fish Oil) and a number of very 
expensive pharmaceutical heart medications.

 was an active/social/healthy dog. I run boat charters in 
She lived to swim in the ocean at least 1 to 2 hours ... 4 to 5 days/week with 
her life jacket prior to her diagnosis. We hiked in the 

 2 time yearly until her diagnosis last Fall.

Due to skin allergy issues, I changed her dry food to Zignature Venison limited 
ingredient food about 1 1/2 years prior to her DCM diagnosis.

6 months after DCM diagnosis  died due to sudden cardiac event.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 63 Pound



EON‐396745 8/19/2019 19:24 Taste of the Wild  went into cardiac failure and was subsequently diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy. This all took place in February of 2019. After  6 month 
checkup her heart has returned to normal with a diet change and medications 
to regulate blood pressure and her heart's function. Her Cardiologist stated 
that this is a rare case of nutrition based dilated cardiomyopathy and that we 
should report this to the FDA to help further research into the cause of this 
disease. She stated that this is not a outcome of any form of dilated 
cardiomyopathy other than nutrition based. After switching from Taste of the 
wild to Purina pro plan, and with the help of medication, we have seen an 
almost 100% improvement in heart functionality.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 97 Pound

EON‐396739 8/19/2019 18:00 Sergeant's Dual Action Flea 
& Tick Collar for Cats

1 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 8 PoundDear Sir/Ma'am,

The pet product was not pet food, but a Sergeant's Dual Action flea & tick 
collar for cats. I have sent letters to my  US Politicians pertaining to this 
matter. The following review I left on Consumer Affairs. It is self-explanatory. 

Please read on! Thank you!

Sincerely,

CONSUMER AFFAIRS REVIEW FOR SERGEANTS FLEA COLLAR

I just adopted a stray wildcat. He's beautiful! I named him (b) (6) . So I am 
buying stuff to get him all fixed up. I went up to my local Dollar General store 
and bought my new cat a Sergeant's Dual Action flea & tick collar. When I got 

home I immediately put this Sergeant's flea and tick collar on (b) (6) . In a 
matter of minutes (b) (6)  was acting strange and walking funny. I went online 
to research and read reviews on Sergeant's flea & tick collar for cats. I was 
getting real upset about the reviews I was reading. Reviews of Pet owners 

ogs and cats suffering from seizures, burns around neck, in some cases even 
death and the list goes on. I immediately took the Sergeants flea collar off of 

(b) (6)  and I put it where it belongs. The trash!

d

I cannot believe that our government lets pet companies sell dangerous 
products for our beloved pets. Perhaps that is why America ranks as the 

second country in the world for animal abuse. It all makes me sick! I am not 
going to take this experience lying down. I am going to research and find the 
important ones to complain about Sergeants. I am going to set the bar! I am 

going to raise the roof I implore my fellow animal lovers to do the same Raise
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(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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going to raise the roof. I implore my fellow animal lovers to do the same. Raise 
the roof for the love of your pets. You all have computers? Use them! 
Fortunately I write politicians, professionals, etc.. on issues I think are 

important. I do a lot of online research and writing so I already know how to get 
people's attention. You all learn and do the same. I read a quote that said, 
"The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good people to do 

nothing". I plan on doing my part and I hope my fellow animal lovers feels the 
same way that I do. Outraged! May many blessingb) (6)j pon you all, your 

families, and your beloved pets.

EON-396738 8/19/2019 17:48 Zignature Dog is a mix but we know the mother was Golden Retriever and father may 
have been a mastiff. She began coughing and x-rays showed a significantly 
enlarged heart shutting off her windpipe. An echocardiogram was done and 
she was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM).

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 100 Pound

EON-396704 8/19/2019 14:32 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 
Poultry & Beef Collection

Hello, I suspect my cat was sickened after eating part of a can of Fancy Feast. 
Last night, Sunday 8/19, I offered my cat her customary can of wet food for her 
second meal of the day. She ate only a small portion of it and left about 2/3 of 
the food in her dish. She usually eats an entire can immediately. She vomited 
a few hours later, which is unusual for her. She seemed not quite herself last 
night, and definitely lethargic this morning. She refused all food this morning, 
including three different varieties of canned Fancy Feast as well as cat treats 
she usually can’t resist. I took her to the vet today, and I am glad I did. She 
had a fever of over 104 degrees and was dehydrated. The vet said he was 
grateful I brought her in when I did and took a can of the food she refused with 
him. He advised me to throw out the entire lot. While I don’t yet know exactly 
the cause of my cats rapidly-advancing illness, I suspect we got a bad case of 
food. Please investigate this immediately. I am happy to help if this can 
prevent (6) from taking ill. You can reach me at the email address given
or at . Gravy Lovers Beef Feast is the variety that my cat at a
portion of immediately before she became sick. .

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON-396667 8/19/2019 12:48 Earthborn Holistic Large 
Breed Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food .........

 f(b) (6) 

Being diagnosed with choleangeal hepatitis. Dog is not eating. Dog is not 
drinking. Dog is jaundice. Not walking. Diarrhea. Vomiting.

10.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 108 Pound

EON-396651 8/19/2019 11:28 Pig Ears
bought in

We started feeding him pig ears from Costco about a month ago and noticed 
that he has been having bloody diarrhea on and off since then. The timeline of 
feeding him the pig ears and his symptoms just seem to align so we did some 
research and saw the CDC/FDA notice about the salm(b) (6) 

 
h are

linked to pig ears. It seems like there is only one case so far
but wanted to report it anyway.

I just talked to my vet too who did not seem aware of this at all and said we 
can have his stool tested if we want and to bring him in if symptoms persist. 
Does the CDC recommend getting these cases tested?

Other Canine/dog Dog
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EON‐396615 8/18/2019 21:04 Zignature lamb Dog was given Zignature Lamb due to our other dog having allergy issues. 
 has since been diagnosed with congestive heart failure.

10 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 15 Pound

EON‐396602 8/18/2019 17:48 4Health Performance 
Formula

 has been eating sting 4health brand dog food for 3+ years, we 
purchase it at our local Tractor Supply. Last week, he began to cough, became 
lethargic, wheezing, and refused to eat. Two days of him showing these signs, 
we took him to the veterinarian. He had scans and blood work done; the 
results came back as an enlarged heart. They kept him for the day to begin 
medications and rehydrate him. We are now starting two weeks of 3 types of 
medications. Three days into the medication,  still has difficult breathing
and lacks energy and an appetite. We know we have a difficult choice ahead 
of us and feel guilty if the food we were feeding our dog was the cause of his 
pain.

8 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 64 Pound

EON‐396557 8/17/2019 17:28 Hill's Science Diet Specialty 
Sensitive Stomach & Skin

Both dogs had no health issues prior. We purchased bag of dog food 
(previously the same brand and type) and both of our dogs had watery 
diarrhea within 24hours. Within 72 hours both dogs were vomiting multiple 
times a day.

Terrier - Yorkshire Dog

EON‐396556 8/17/2019 17:20 Royal Canin dry food for 
Cavalier King Charles 
Spaniel

After eating Royal Canin Cavalier King Charles Spaniel dry food my dog 
became ill with diarrhea and vomiting. I took her to vet and she was given 
antibiotics and put on a bland diet. Unfortunately due to her age, she remained 
ill for 3 months and as a result lost weight and continued bouts of diarrhea and 
vomiting. I had to put her down on .. It was very upsetting as I am
an avid dog lover and take excellent care of my pets!!

10 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐396553 8/17/2019 16:28 Farmland Traditions Dogs 
(heart) Chicken Jerky Treats

BEST USE BY 11.28.2020
Lot No: AJFTDLC48088
D148-1

In early July 2019,  became ill about 5 hours after consuming one treat. 
She vomited an orange bile like substance and then became lethargic and 
unwilling to eat or drink. She recovered in about 24 hours. Assuming that this 
was a coincidence, I gave her a 2nd treat about 2 weeks later. The same 
situation occurred.  is never nauseous and has no known food allergies. 
This behavior is extremely unusual. Unfortunately, I gave her yet a 3rd treat 
yesterday 8/16/ 2019. This was another 2 weeks later. She became ill, 
lethargic, vomiting within 6 hours. At this time she is still not eating but is 
drinking water. I will wait another 24 hours and will seek veterinary care if 
symptoms do not improve.

4.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐396540 8/17/2019 13:16 KLN Nutrisource grain free 
dog food. We fed him all 
their various (flavors) of dry 
and wet grain free foods.

My dog has mostly consumed a grain free food manufactured by Nutrisource. 
A recent echocardiogram found that he has the beginnings of DCM. He has 
some damage to his heart.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 82 Pound

EON‐396538 8/17/2019 13:00 Natures Domain 
Salmon Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog Food

In May of 2018  started coughing and having severe lethargy. Was 
initially diagnosed with pneumonia. When it didn’t resolve with antibiotics he 
had an echocardiogram 20 days later and was found to have DCM

10 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐396537 8/17/2019 12:44 Natures Domain
Salmon Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog Food

 had been fed Natures Domain dog food for 5 years. In November 2018 
we noticed he was acting off and occasionally coughing. He had an 
echocardiogram that suggested his heart was slightly enlarged but no 
diagnosis was made. By June of 2019 when he was rechecked he was having 
episodes of severe lethargy, white gums, and inability to keep up his stamina. 
HiHe received another echocardiogram by a radiologist and found he had 
DCM.
**** it is unknown the date this started symptoms started in November 2018. 
But I can not put that date because in the next page it won’t let me put when I 
started feeding the food.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐396534 8/17/2019 11:00 Castor & Pollux Organix 
grain free
Butcher and Bushel 
Organix Chicken wing and 
thigh Dinner with sweet 
potatoes

Chicken bones were found in Castor & Pollux Organix grain free chicken wing 
and thigh dog food purchased at Whole Food .
Expiration date on can of 02/may/21

EON‐396514 8/16/2019 22:52 Earthborn Holistic Grain 
Free Meadow Feast with 
Lamb Meal

Our dog was diagnosed with severe Dilated Cardiomyopathy after we noticed 
swelling in his abdomen and brought him to the vet for testing. Our vet 
believes it is the result of the grain free diet we had him on. We just started him 
on several different meds in hopes of reversing the damage but are currently 
unsure how successful the medicine will be.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56 Pound

EON‐396509 8/16/2019 20:12 Marek Real Texas Beef and 
Sweet Potato

Presented to hospital for evaluation of poor appetite, weight loss and 
increased heart rate noted at home. Pet was diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy based on radiographs and secondary atrial fibrillation and a 
board-certified cardiologist consultation was recommended. Patient was 
started on furosemide, enalapril, pimobendan and diltiazem while awaiting 
available cardiologist appointment.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 69 Pound

EON‐396474 8/16/2019 14:52 Merrick Backcountry Raw 
Infused Pacific Catch Recipe
with Salmon Whitefish & 
Trout Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food 22-lb bag

Both of our dogs had sudden onset of severe GI upset (mostly diarrhea, but 
 some vomiting). The eldest dog couldn't regain strength and had to be 
euthanized. The younger dog recovered immediately upon switching food.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 68 Pound

EON‐396467 8/16/2019 13:28 Friskies canned cat food
*Prime filets
*Indoor chunky
*tasty treasures

we had 2 rescue cats that both had kittens plus our own 3 cats. After eating 
Friskies canned cat food, 6 have died and th e others have had to have 
thousands of dollars of vet bills to make sure they didnt die

4 Months Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat 2 Pound
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EON‐396464 8/16/2019 13:20 Wellness Grain Free Sliced 
Salmon Entree Cuts In Rich 
Gravy, Wellness Grain Free 
Sliced Chicken Entree Cuts 
In Rich Gravy

I purchased two cases of Wellness brand cat food that are rancid. Sliced 
Chicken, UPC 076344026860/Item 2686, Qty 24, Lot 010822MNKS, Carton 9 
of 71. Sliced Salmon, UPC 076344026907/Item 2690, Qty 24, Lot 
012222MNKS, Carton info missing. When I opened a can of each flavor I 
noticed the bottom of the cans popped out, and I noticed a very strong order. I 
noticed it because I have been using these two products for years and so it 
was unusual. The cat food smelled rancid. So I bought to cans of each product 
from Unleashed by Petco, and compared them. The product from the lots 
referenced above are definitely rancid. I did contact both Amazon and 
Wellness to report the issue. Amazon issued a refund and Wellness is sending 
me coupons. The Wellness rep did not ask for any lot information.

EON‐396436 8/16/2019 10:44 Barking at the Moon 
Taste of the Wild

My Doberman Pinscher was diagnosed with DCM earlier this year (January 
2019). I adopted him when he was 5 so I don't know anything about his 
genetics, but he suffered from some form of abuse prior to me and had 
heartworms at the time of adoption. He was treated by the Humane Society 
with Ivermectin and made a full recovery. At that time he was diagnosed with a 
heart murmur that gradually went from 2 to 4 over the next few years. He was 
taking Barking at the Moon (Solid Gold) for a few years and then we switched 
to Taste of the Wild. I really don't know the source of the DCM but I would 
really like to see more research around this disease and how it can potentially 
be prevented or better handled. We started him on Vetmedin and Lasix in 
January of this year and he made it seven more months before dying. While I 
believe the medications helped with his heart function, they eventually took a 
toll on his liver and kidneys. Please continue to do research on the link 
between diet, DCM and Dobermans.

12.5 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 64 Pound

EON‐396427 8/16/2019 9:48 Natures Choice I had 3 dogs and they were picking up to much weight so I change their food to 
Grain free. They all were on this food for a while. They all started getting these 
little sis (tumors), then my mastiff start not eating all her food. They one day 
she collapsed on the bed we took her to the emergency vets and found out her 
heart was having problems and with in 20 minutes we had to decide to put her 
down because she wasn't going to make it according to the vet. She was a 
beautiful girl and makes me cry ever time i talk about it.

6 Years Mastiff Dog 140 Pound
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EON‐396413 8/16/2019 0:56 Rachael Ray Nutrish Natural 
Chicken & Veggies Recipe 
Dry Dog Food, Nutro 
Wholesome Essentials 
Large Breed Adult Lamb & 
Rice Recipe Dry Dog Food

 was given grian free Nutro along with the other dog we had  mixed 
bread shepherd/huskey from the day we adopted her in 2012  adpoted 
him 2011).  died from heart problems in 2017. At that time we just started 
hearing about dog food issues and changed  to rachel Ray, She had to be 
taken to the ER in March 2018, severe coughing, Very Labored breathing. Her 
heart rate was over 200. They stablized her and the next morning took her to 

 to see the cardiologist. The diagnosis was
Congestive heart failure ( Artial Fibrillation uncontrolled, Mitral Valve 
Endocardiosis, Tricuspid Valve Endocardiosis, Biventricular CHF, VPC. We did 
not catch her at the dcm stage since we did not know the symptoms. We have 
all her medical reports and durg reciepts that we have had to pay if you need 
them.

10 Years Terrier - Airedale Dog 69 Pound

EON‐396412 8/16/2019 0:16 Good Lovin' brand sliced pig 
ears

Dog reacted with head to tail hives the day after ingesting pig ears. Her illness 
progressed to become vomiting, bloody diarrhea and severe dehydration. After 
multiple trips to the regular veterinarian, she was hospitalized at a pet E.R. for 
further treatment. The illness was nearly fatal.

Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog

EON‐396403 8/15/2019 22:12 Acana freshwater fish 
formula

Developed DCM 4 Years Great Dane Dog 65 Kilogra
m

EON‐396386 8/15/2019 16:56 Hill's Science Diet Senior 
Wet Dog Food 
Adult 7+ Small & Toy Breed 
Chicken & Barley Entree
Canned Dog Food 5.8oz 24 
pack
3 cases

My sweet  is dead. She was my PTSD animal. I'm devastated. I just want 
 the food to see if it's what killed her. She had all the 

symptoms of vitamin d poisoning. I want the sku numbers added to the recall 
list so no other pets die if it was also contaminated. She went down hill so fast 
after her back was getting better.

someone to test

I'm willing to pay for someone to test the food. There were 3 cases of food all 
the same sku, same type of food, same expiration, but some were different lot 
codes

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound

EON‐396383 8/15/2019 16:48 Nutrisource Grain Free Adult 
Dog Chicken/Turkey
Nutrisource Grain Free Adult 
Dog Salmon and Potatoes

 was diagnosed with preclinical, or occult, dilated cardiomyopathy, 
ventricular arrhythmias, and mild mitral, tricuspid, and aortic insufficiency on 
12/26/2018. He is being treated with pimobendan (10mg BID), sotalol (60mg 
BID), and taurine (2000mg BID). He was on a grain-free diet of Nutrisource 
salmon and chicken/turkey, but this was changed after the diagnosis. 

He had a checkup (follow-up) with the cardiologist on 6/25/2019 and was told 
that  left ventricular size and contractility have improved, but remain
mildy abnormal. The mild regurgitation is unchanged and the ventricular 
arrythmias remain well controlled. I was informed that the medicine will need to 
continue for the rest of his life.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐396380 8/15/2019 16:20 Diamond Natural Lamb and 
Rice 40 lb;
IAMs Lamb and Rice PH 
15lb;

Diamond Natural Lamb and Rice large breed and large bag colors purchased 
from Big R store. My dog was having a seizure about every two weeks or so. I 
went to two vets. One vet put him on a high dose of anti seizure medication. 
He had no seizures, but he became extremely lethargic and had no strength 
and stopped eating. I called another vet. He said stake him off that dog food 
and the medication. He has not had a seizure since and regained his health 
back. This is the second type of dog food from Big R that has caused adverse 
affects to my dog. Another one I bought on sale, I reported to the store 
manager. My dog was throwing up. I called the vet. He said take him off that 
dog food. I did. He stopped throwing up. 

I put him on the no grain Pure Balance Lamb or chicken from Walmart. He has 
had no adverse affects to the best of my knowledge in regard to this brand of 
dog food. I decided to switch it just for a change and bought a bag of Iams PH 
15 lb bought at Walmart. Flies immediately swarm this food when put outside. 
It was disgusting. Without exception. I eventually took it back to Walmart and 
exchanged it for the Pure Balance no grain chicken version. There are no flies 
on this dog food when I put it outside. Flies are maggots from a dead body that 
turn into a fly. I did not contact the company.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐396369 8/15/2019 14:48 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
Diet (unknown what variety)

Acute onset respiratory distress . Radiographs revealed generalized 
cardiomegaly with a VHS of 14.4. Pulmonary edema and scant peritoneal 
effusion present as well. Pet had been fed Taste of the Wild Grain Free diet for 
the past 1 yr. 

Stabilization attempted with furosemide, pimobendan, and benazepril but 
patient continued to decline and was euthanized on .

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 72 Pound

EON‐396351 8/15/2019 11:52 Dogs ? Chicken Both dogs are in excellent health, one is 10 and the other 6, neither is on 
medication or has observed health issues of any kind. After being given Dogs 
? Chicken treats by Farmland Traditions just once, the older dog shortly after 
vomited up chunks of the treat. After a week, both dogs were given the treat 
again and this time both dogs vomited up the treats with the younger dog 
aggressively vomiting over a period of minutes. Did some brief research and 
noticed a multitude of complaints online about these exact same treats, 
discontinued use and contacted the merchant(Costco) to advise them of the 
issue.

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐396251 8/15/2019 9:24 ZIGNATURE LAMB AND 
RICE

RECENTLY DIAGNOSISED BY CARDIAC SPECIALIST WITH DIET 
INDUCED DCM DUE TO ZIGNATURE DOG FOOD.

3 Years Mastiff Dog 120 Pound

EON‐396238 8/14/2019 23:08 Orijen Adult Original He has been on grain free dog food his whole life, so I had an echocardiogram 
done on him. Found out he has dilated cardiomyopathy.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 64 Pound

EON‐396221 8/14/2019 16:48 Greenies dental treats Approximately 6 hrs after feeding him 1 greenie treat he threw up a large 
amount of large chunks. Same thing happened to my other dog. I just found 
out that friends of mine have 2 goldendoodles that had the same reaction.

6 Years Black Mouth Cur Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐396213 8/14/2019 15:16 Fromm Collapsed on run with owner. Thoracic radiographs performed at our clinic 
consistent with DCM and congestive heart failure; transferred for 
echocardiogram with Veterinary Cardiologist who confirmed diagnosis of DCM.

2.8 Years Whippet Dog

EON‐396209 8/14/2019 15:12 Pedigree High Protein Beef 
& Lamb Flavor Adult Dry 
Dog Food

The dog food was purchased on July 28, 2019. I opened the bag on August 5, 
2019, poured the bag into a plastic food bin that I use for dog food and threw 
the product bag away in the trash bin. I fed both of my boxers the Pedigree 
food on August 5, 2019 and they vomited the food within 5 minutes. I initially 
thought that they had gotten into something and did not feed them again that 
day. I fed them again on the morning of August 6, 2019. Again the dogs 
vomited the food up within minutes. I realized that the food was the issue and 
ceased feeding it to them. On August 7, 2019, the dogs were fed Purina feed 
and had no issues. On August 8, 2019, my wife fed the dogs the Pedigree food 
in the bin that she believed I had already destroyed. Again the dogs vomited 
within 5 minutes. The dogs were not given the Pedigree feed on any other 
occasion and we have not had problems since. I have retained the food for 
analysis if needed, since I do not have a UPC label.

4 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐396208 8/14/2019 15:04 Pedigree High Protein Beef 
& Lamb Flavor Adult Dry 
Dog Food

On 3 separate occasions over 4 days,  vomited the food up within 
minutes. On day 3 out of 4,  was fed another brand of food and had no 
issues.

5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐396173 8/14/2019 10:56 Nature's Recipe Grain Free - 
Dry (3 flavors)
Chicken Sweet Potatoes & 
Pumpkin
Salmon Sweet Potatoes & 
Pumpkin
Prime Blends Beef Lamb 
and Potato, Nature's Recipe 
Prime Blends Beef Lamb 
and Potato Recipe Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food 24-lb 
bag

Diagnosed with DCM - was eating Nature's Recipe Grain Free dog food for 
several years (approx 5 yrs)

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 106 Pound

EON‐396153 8/14/2019 0:12 Taste of the wild 
Appalachian Valley small 
breed canine recipe with 
venison & garbanzo beans A
GRAIN FREE DIETARY

 

He started having a terrible cough and first set of x-rays didn't really show 
anything suspicious but after some treatment didn't work to clear up the cough 
had another set of x Ray's today (8-13-19) and showed fluid in lungs built up... 
Diagnosed with heart failure.

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound

EON‐396148 8/13/2019 20:44 Pure Vita Duck and Lentil 2 years eating Pure Vita duck and lentil kibble 6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 30.2 Kilogra
m
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EON‐396090 8/13/2019 15:40 Whole Earth Farms Grain 
Free Recipe

Pet presented for routine cytopoint injection. On physical exam, the pet was 
found to be in atrial fibrillation but asymptomatic. Confirmed on EKG. Chest x-
rays were performed and moderate generalized cardiomegaly was noted. The 
patient was referred for an echocardiogram and DCM was confirmed. The 
patient was switched off of his grain free diet due to recent concern for DCM. 
He had been eating Whole Earth Farms grain free formula exclusively for 
several years.

7 Years Retriever - 
Chesapeake Bay

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐396069 8/13/2019 12:36 Kibbles n Bits Original 
Savory Beef & Chicken 
Flavors

My wife and I observed hairs coming out of kibbles while taking out food from 
original packing. The food is kibbles n bits brand dog food, savory beef & 
chicken flavors. UPC code 079100515110, batch 9108805060536, expiration 
10/10/2020. Packing is in paper bags from brand company and we have 
always stored in closed bag with recommended condition.

We reached out to brand company along with photos of hairs embedded and 
they did not address this concern properly. According to them "the item found 
may be hair from animal hide, which occasionally present in small quantities in 
mean and bone meal. When this occurs, the hair is very coarse and can be 
brown, black or clear in color." They can only put in effort to minimize the 
presence and NOT ELIMINATE. 

We are concerned that they do not have adequate controls to prevent foreign 
material getting inside dog food and can potentially cause a life of innocent 
animals. 

We are reporting this complaint being concerned citizen and after failure of 
manufacturers to address quality defect.

We inspected some unused kibbles and found many of kibbles having hairs 
embedded inside the food.

EON‐396038 8/13/2019 10:44 Purina Pro Plan Savor Grain 
Free shredded Turkey and 
chicken dog food

Bought. A new bag of dog food natural grain turkey She are the food and a few 
hours later, collapsed. We brought her to the vet- and she was in toxic shock. 
No idea why until a few weeks later as I was bringing the dog food back to the 
store- I was told the food was recalled. When I looked up the recall- there was 
a report of excessive Vitamin D which would cause illness and death. She had 
been eating this food for about a week. We had not noticed anything abnormal 
except her hiding under the table- which isn’t that abnormal. The day she died- 
she just collapsed and went into organ failure.

4 Years Collie - Border Dog 36 Pound

EON‐396032 8/13/2019 9:24 Revolution Plus Feline 12-
22lb

Applied Revolution Plus topically applied to the scruff of the neck, had a 
reaction within 24 hrs of applying it, burned the hair and skin left redness and 
scabs w/ a bald spot.

7 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐396014 8/12/2019 22:36 Orijen Original Our 3 year old golden retriever has been eating Orijen Original grain free food 
since we adopted him at 7.5 months old. We learned of the issues through the 
FDA report released late June, 2019. I read the report, called our vet and 
immediately changed their diet to Royal Canin Golden Retriever at the vet's 
recommendation. We scheduled an appointment to have them looked at and a 
murmur was heard in  checkup. An echocardiogram was booked.
The echocardiogram shows that his heart is compromised and he was 
diagnosed with DCM. He hasn't yet shown symptoms beyond a bit of weight 
loss (he's a 3 year old very active golden retriever). Blood test for taurine has 
been sent to  (awaiting results). The cardiologist indicated that since
he's been on a food with many cases of DCM and there are no cases in the 5 
generation history we have it's likely nutrition mediated. We are adding taurine 
supplements now and will have another echo done in 6 months and are 
realllllllllllllllllly hopeful his heart doesn't worsen. For now I marked "stable", but 
the murmur was discovered 5 days ago, echo with DCM diagnosis was 3 days 
ago so outcome not yet known as to whether he'll get worse or improve. I'm 
happy to send a copy of the report or request the cardiologist share the full 
echo.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 60 Pound

EON‐396013 8/12/2019 22:32 Taste of the Wild Prey Trout 
Dog Food

Became exercise intolerant and uncomfortable when laying down. 4 Years Sheepdog - Beauce 
(Beauceron)

Dog 115 Pound

EON‐396008 8/12/2019 21:28 Holistic Select Senior Health 
Chicken Meal & Lentils

Owner fed Holistic Select Senior Health Chicken Meal & Lentils to 
(b) (6)

 for 2.5 
years, and he was in for his senior exam. Blood work was performed, and his 
cardiac BNP was elevated A cardiac echo was performed and a cardiologist 
diagnosed him with mild dilated cardiomyopathy. He is now taking pimobendan 
and has switched diets. His taurine levels were normal

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 74 Pound

EON‐395990 8/12/2019 16:28 Tucker's Raw Frozen 
Salmon Pumpkin Formula

My dogs recently transitioned to Tucker's Frozen Raw Salmon Pumpkin 
formula. They had no issues with the first 2 bags of food. After serving 3rd bag, 

 began vomiting, about 3x that day. The next day I fed him only
steamed rice and the vomiting stopped. The next day, I gave him Tucker's 
again (from the same bag) and he vomited all night. The following day he was 
so weak, he started to convulse in front of me and I took him to the emergency 
room. He had a bacterial infection, elevated white cell count and very 
dehydrated. He needed to stay overnight for observation and IV treatment 
totaling about $1700. The vet the frozen diet may have caused the infection.

1 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 5 Pound

EON‐395987 8/12/2019 16:20 Blue Basics Limited 
ingredient diet
Small Breed
Turkey and Potato Recipe

In the last two bags of Blue Buffalo dog food, we observed a number of pieces 
of what appears to be foreign matter sticking out of the food pellets. These 
resemble small wires or pins and are sharp to the touch and will penetrate the 
skin. I'm unsure of how to proceed at this time. We have pictures as well as 
samples of the food if needed.
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EON‐395981 8/12/2019 15:36 Acana We brought  in to the vet because of diarrhea. When they took an X-ray, 
they told us that she had an enlarged heart. We were sent to the 

 where they examined her and did a radio-graph. They told us she had 
DCM. Because she is young and not a breed that is predisposed for DCM,
they said the cause was her food. We fed her Orijen as a puppy, then Acana
as an adult. We were referred to a cardiologist where they did an echo-
cardiogram. Again confirming the fluid around her heart, DCM, and the cause
due to her grain-free diet. She has been put on 2 meds to help her heart pump.
Her life expectancy is 6-18 months.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 19 Pound

EON‐395965 8/12/2019 14:24 Digest-eeze Natural Savory 
Beefhide (60% faster 
digestion than traditional 
rawhide. 99% digestible!).

My dog got extremely sick after eating a Digest-eeze beefhide this past Friday 
night. I took him to the vet on Saturday and they gave him a shot to stop the 
vomiting but unfortunately he continued to vomit throughout the weekend. He 
is also peeing a lot. After much research, I found that there was a recall for this 
product but with a different expiration date on the package (the recall is for 
products that expire 5/2020 and my product expires 10/2020). I called United 
Pet group and they were extremely rude and not very helpful. They are asking 
me to mail the product directly to them and did not promise to pick up my vet 
bills. My pet is still sick and I am very worried.

7 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 13 Pound

EON‐395959 8/12/2019 14:00 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Sweet Potato & Venison 
Formula Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food, Taste of the Wild 
Pacific Stream Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food

 was a very healthy and active Weimaraner. 3 weeks prior to his 9th 
birthday  on  he suddenly died of presumed
complications from Dilated Cardiomyopathy. In fact on June 10th, he was 
hiking around  Starting on May 1st he was noted to have a cough
and some trouble breathing. Initially treated as Kennel Cough (had chest XR 
performed at the time and showed cardiac size at the upper limit of normal), 
the symptoms seemed to improve but the cough was persistent. On the  

, the dog was noted to be more lethargic than usual. He was taken to
the Vet ER and within a few hours deteriorated and died. Earlier that day, he 
was in his usual state of health and activity level. Chest XR on that evening 
showed evidence of pulmonary edema and enlarged heart. He was diuresed 
and provided oxygen.

 

He has been on Natural Balance Venison combined with Taste of the Wild 
Salmon for the past few years in a 50:50 ratio for meals twice a day, totaling 4 
cups.

9 Years Weimaraner Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐395951 8/12/2019 13:20 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain 
Free Natural Adult Small 
Breed Dry Dog Food

Early June,  was coughing and found it weird so I took him to his DVM. My 
DVM said it was Kennel Cough. So I gave him the medication that was 
prescribed. I had mentioned to the DVM that I read an article recently about 
the grain free foods and was concerned, for  was eating the Blue Buffalo
grain free for small breeds, since he was a pup. From that moment I have been
weening him off and now give him Royal Canin. DVM took x-rays and
everything seemed normal. A month later,  threw up twice but seemed
normal throughout the day. At night, I noticed he was really warm, so I took his
temperature and he had 109 fever. Took him straight away to a pet emergency
hospital. There they did an x-ray and noticed he had an enlarged heart. I left

 overnight because he was borderline 103 fever, and I wanted to keep him 
for observation. The next day I took him to his DVM to check on him and my 
DVM did a heart sonogram and to him everything looked great. The DMV 
wanted me to come back in a week to follow up. I went back and the DVM took 
another x-ray on  and noticed his heart grew 1 cm within a month and

m to a cardiologist. I took him to the Cardiologist and the
he confirmed it is early onset of nutritional cardiomyopathy. Now, we are taking
the necessary steps to make sure 

advised me to take hi

 is healthy and lives a long, normal life.

21 Months Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 16.9 Pound

EON‐395948 8/12/2019 13:12 Abound Grain Free High 
Protein Duck Sweet Potato 
& Venison

2 weeks ago dog started having muscle weakness and spasms. Took to vet 
and given pain meds (NAIDS and Gabapentin) because thought to be hip 
dysplasia. Last week, she stopped eating, vomited, had tarry diarrhea. When I 
gave her an egg in her dry food (Abound Grain Free High Protein Duck Sweet 
Potato & Venison) she ate the egg but avoided dry food. Put wet food in with 
dry and again avoided the dry, but eagerly ate the wet. Bought another brand 
of dry food and she would eat it. Read about a recall of Abound for excessive 
vitamin D and symptoms match my dog.

7 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 28 Pound

EON‐395938 8/12/2019 12:04 Purina Beyond wet cat food Several pet foods are expired. Have reported various issues with expired foods 
in this location.
Have already reported this 

: but was given the run around from both entities. Now escalating 
this to state level For" public safety sake" please scan store for expired 
merchandise. Dairy has also been an issue there .

Ongoing issues over 2 years

 location
EON‐395933 8/12/2019 11:32 Blue Buffalo Found a round, small metal shaving in Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula 

Small Breed Adult Chicken and Brown Rice dry food. Lot 20200907AH4 B 
0105 Best by Sep 07, 2020 Scan # 40243 10487 MT412874 PE
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EON‐395929 8/12/2019 11:00 Lennox Premium Natural Pig
Ears

 I am a distributor (ADMC) of pet products, and this was the best choice from 
the given options, as to why I'm submitting this report. On July 29th, ADMC 
(American Distribution and Manufacturing Co.) received a recall notice 
regarding Lennox Pig Ears. We received this notice from Tiffany Leschishin of 
the MN Dept. of Ag.
Tiffany Leschishin
Feed Regulatory Advisor
Food and Feed Safety Division
C: 651-338-9951
Pet Food Unit: 651-201-6221 
www.mda.state.mn.us

We had 2 cases of 100 ears each on hand at the time of the recall. We notified 
Lennox (The manufacturer), and they issued a call tag to come pick up the 
product. On August 1st, the 2 cases left our facility, and were shipped back to 
Lennox.
On August 2nd, Tiffany asked for a report of sales, since the focus dates were 
expanded. I sent Tiffany the report on August 1st, showing we had two sales, 
one on 11/17/18, and one on 01/17/2019. 

On August 12th, Cherry Brown of the US FDA stopped by ADMC to discuss 
ADMC's role in the Lennox Recall.
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EON‐395905 8/12/2019 6:00 Elixinol DREAM CBD 
POWDER (edible), Elixinol 
Hemp Extract, PET RELEAF
EDIBITES

 

A new CBD store had its grand opening today, August 10, 2020 in Lake 
Charles, Louisiana. The name of the store is "491", the address is 3819 RYAN 
ST, Lake Charles, Louisiana 

In attendance was Louisiana House of Representatives member Clay 
Shexnayder who wrote the Louisiana hemp law ACT No. 164 which expressly 
and unambiguously makes edible CBD products illegal and the marketing of 
CBD as a "dietary supplement" illegal punishable by criminal penalties and civil 
penalties. Represenative Shexnayder was the guest of honor at the grand 
opening. The store hosted a drawing for a giveaway which included pet CBD 
edibles, you can see the video on the new CBD shops facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/491cbd/ , the video is here: 
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=383540812352709

This shop is also selling a major, national CBD brand tincture that is clearly 
labeled as a DIETARY SUPPLEMENT a product made by Elixinol. FDA did a 
good job with Curaleaf and Kroger, thank you. We need to stop the smaller 
stores as well from harming our pets and misleading people about CBD by 
advertising it as a dietary supplement which under Louisiana law is criminal. 
You can see the CBD tincture Elixinol product marketed as HEMP EXTRACT 
labeled as a dietary supplement with no labeling indicating it contains CBD. 
This is also an unfair trade practice. They are testing your authority, can you 
keep us safe from these practices?
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EON‐395887 8/11/2019 16:08 Only Natural Pet Food For 
Cats Power Fusion Grain-
Free Indoor Formula Poultry 
Dinner (With Extra Raw 
Goodness)

1. On April 19, 2019, I contacted the Distributor (Only Natural Pet at 1-888-937
6677), spoke with one of the staff members and, after reporting what appeared

to be a plastic/glass shard embedded in a kibble bit of their cat food (Power 
Fusion, Grain-Free, Indoor Formula, Poultry Dinner), I was instructed to send 
an email to them, accompanied by picture attachments of said embed, along 

with a snapshot of the suspected bag in issue.
2. I did so and, not having received a return-reply concerning same, followed
up with them until they sent me a pre-printed FedEx label to use to return the

product in issue for exploratory investigation. 
3. After following up as to the progress of said testing, I was contacted (via

email), on May 3, 2019, by Mike Miller (Customer Care Manager in
charge/Only Natural Pet) who, in turn, advised me that “(Our) investigation to 

this point indicates that this is an isolated incident and poses no health or 
safety concern. We received your package, and it is on the way to our 

manufacturing facility for further investigation”. 
4. I replied that his determination appeared to be premature, at best, until a
careful examination of both the lab and manufacturing plant were completed

and both had reached a similar conclusion. I explained that my own cat 
WOULD have suffered the ramifications of an embed had it not been detected
before feeding him. I also inquired as to a SECOND bag I had (unopened to 
date), based on the possibility of a repeat performance with another embed 

that could escape detection next time around. The (new) bag info was, in fact, 
the same as the suspect bag and, for the sake of good order, I provided all 

pertinent info again.
5. On July 3, 2019 I made a third and final request, to Mr. Miller, on behalf of

Only Natural Pet, advising him that I had made a memorialization for the sake
of proper business order and to, again, advise me of any further progress with

regard to the exploratory investigation by his lab and whether a final 
determination was made in connection with said foreign object in such regard.
I also advised him that I would be filing 9 complaints in total, including that the 

FDA.
6. I have received no further correspondence from Mr. Miller (or any Only

Natural Pet representative) after May 3, 2019.

-
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EON‐395883 8/11/2019 13:52 Taste of the Wild PREY 
Limited Ingredient Trout 
Formula for Dogs

Our dog has been diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy, and the vet feels 
her symptoms and the fact her breed (Australian Shepherd/ Shetland 
Sheepdog mix) is not genetically prone to this disease aligns her with the dogs 
mentioned in this study - https://www.fda.gov/animal-veterinary/news-
events/fda-investigation-potential-link-between-certain-diets-and-canine-dilated-
cardiomyopathy. She has been eating Taste of the Wild dry dog kibble, Prey-
Trout recipe for the last year, and prior to that was consuming Taste of the 
Wild dry High Prairie. We noticed her health declining in May, but it wasn't 
diagnosed until this week, and we are only on day three of treatment.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐395882 8/11/2019 13:48 Vibrant Life Golden Rewards
Chicken Jerky Recipe 32 
ounces

 Stopped eating, started having blood in her feces/diarhhea. lethargic, 
obviously not feeling well. 
Took to emergency vet, her liver levels were 869/854 (I have paperwork if you 
need it). This is the only thing she has eaten that is out of the norm for her.

5 Hours Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 5 Pound

EON‐395873 8/11/2019 10:12 Cesar Home Delights We always have fed  Cesar Moist Food. She was ill a few weeks prior to 
incident, she may have chronic bronchitis or breathing issue according to 
veterinarian, however, we did not realize all three incidents were immediately 
after  ate dinner/breakfast. Her demeanor instantly changed, panting 
heavy, intense shaking and shivering, labored breathing. This only occurs 
directly after eating Cesar food we purchased from Walmart recently, where 
we usually buy the food. We have discontinued use,  seems fine now 
after we switched foods for breakfast this AM 8/11/2019

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐395848 8/10/2019 19:20 Full Moon Chicken Strips 
100% USA Made Human 
Grade

After giving the above named dog the Full Moon Human Grade chicken strip, 
she would develop bloody diarrhea that lasted 2 - 3 days. She normally 
tolerates chicken treats well so we didn't realize that these were giving her the 
problem until we did a process of elimination. I also read online that other pet 
owners were having issues with this product due to (it is believed) the 
rosemary extract in the product. Two other dogs (Huskies) vomited yellow bile 
after ingesting this product as well.

14 Years Bichon Frise Dog 15 Pound

EON‐395844 8/10/2019 18:16 Heart to Tail beef flavored 
sticks dog treats

Bought dog treats less than week ago, “best by” date is June of 2020...noticed 
HUGE mold contamination on several treats in bag, despite being kept air 
tight. Treats were Heart to Tail brand, beef flavored sticks dog treats made by 
Aldi’s supermarkets. Returned bag to store and manager mentioned this was 
the second one they had taken back in two days for the same problem. Have 
tried to contact aldi’s corporate office with no success. Don’t want people’s 
dogs getting sick, want to get this product recalled or discontinued if this is the 
quality they’re going to produce.
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EON‐395843 8/10/2019 17:49 Zignature On Thursday, August 1st, owner observed a "collapse episode" in which dog 
was exercised very briefly (far less then the normal) and upon returning 
collapsed and walked with a drunken like stumble. Recovered after a few 
minutes, but owner sought veterinary care. The Vet noticed an enlarged heart 
upon doing X-rays and referred the dog to a specialist. The specialist 
performed an echocardiogram and confirmed diet related DCM. Owner's 
second dog has been eating same food for almost as long. Second dog goes 
to the vet Monday, (8/12/19) to be checked as well.

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 29 Pound

EON‐395838 8/10/2019 16:16 Blue Basics We.fed our four dogs Blue Basics dog food because one of our dogs had a 
sensitive stomach. In May one of our babies was diagnosed with a heart 
condition. The first question the vet asked me was if she was on a grain free 
dog food. Although we tried heart medication to prolong her life... she lost her 
battle.this week.

11 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐395832 8/10/2019 14:08 Kirkland Nature's Domain 
Organic Chicken and Pea 
Formula for Dogs. Organic. 
Grain-free.

 presented on 05/19/2017 for coughing/choking. HR-140-160, easily 
elicited cough on tracheal palpation, heavy breathing. Difficult to auscult lung 
fields. Radiographs showed generalized cardiomegaly, VHS -16, few patches 
of pulmonary edema present in perihilar area and dorsal lung fields. Brief 
ultrasound of heart showed poor contractility of heart and profound 
enlargement of all 4 heart chambers. Diagnosis-dialated cardiomyopathy 
(DCM). Bloodwork and HWT4DX were essentially normal with the exception of 
mild anemia (HCT-34, normal -36-60, Hgb - 11.6, normal 12.1-20.3). 
Treatment started with injectable furosemide and procaine penicillin G 
(transitioned to oral furosemide and Clavamox) as well as Pimobendan and 
Pet Tinic. Enalapril was added to treatment regime on 06/02/2017. The dog is 
still alive and currently doing well. He remains on the following medications: 
Furosemide 75 mg BID, Pimobendan 7.5 mg BID and Enalapril 12.5 mg BID. 
The owners reported that they were feeding Kirkland Brand Chicken and Pea 
Organic Dog Food since Gunner was 3 months old and up until presentation 
on 05/19/2017.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 61.1 Pound

EON‐395829 8/10/2019 13:28 Kirkland Nature's Domain 
Chicken and Pea Formula 
for Dogs. Certified Organic. 
Grain-Free.

 presented on  for difficulty breathing and she had not been 
feeling well for a few days. On physical exam, she was very weak, pale MM, 
HR-120-140 and crackles in all four lung fields. BCS- 5/9. Radiographs 
showed generalized cardiomegaly, diffuse pulmonary edema and ascites. Brief 
ultrasound reveals marked dilation of all 4 heart chambers. She was 
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and given a poor prognosis for 
short and long term recovery. The owners elected to begin treatment. She 
received oxygen therapy, injectable furosemide and oral pimobendan. Her 
condition declined rapidly over 45 minutes of therapy and she was euthanized. 
The owners told me that she had been on a strict diet of Kirkland Brand 
Nature's Domain Organic Chicken and Pea Formula for Dogs since she was 3 
months of age.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 44.8 Pound
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EON‐395821 8/10/2019 12:04 Purina One SmartBlend 
True Instinct

We opened a new bag of dog food. Within three days she began to have liquid 
stools with spotting of blood. Within two more days this progressed noticeably 
in both frequency and to a significant amount of blood, with a strong metallic 
smell. She began to act a little lethargic but still had her happy personality and 
was still drinking a good amount of water and eating heartily. Worried about 
her health and the cause of the worsening diarrhea, we identified the new bag 
of dog food as the only change in her environment and routine. She was giving 
the food for approximately five days. Thinking it was the food, we had her fast 
for 36 hours. We bought a new bag of dog food and began feeding her 1/2 
every 8 hours. Over the next two days her stools returned to normal, as did her 
activity.

9 Years Bulldog Dog 55 Pound

EON‐395814 8/10/2019 6:48 Acana  has been diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy (DCM). DCM has
been linked to grain-free dog foods.

 
  has been fed Acana her whole life

up to this point.

9 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 58 Pound

EON‐395812 8/10/2019 6:04 Member’s Mark grain free 
chicken and vegetable

Fed with specific food for 7 months and developed a new heart murmur and 
dilated cardiomyopathy.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐395807 8/9/2019 23:20 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Lamb & Rice Small Breed 
Bites Dog Food

 was fed Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Diet Lamb Meal & Brown 
Rice Formula small bites for about 2 years prior to her death. On 

, she died of heart failure at only 7 years old.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐395798 8/9/2019 20:16 4life dog food Well as I am learning after feeding my blue nose pitbull for life dog food since 
he was able to eat hard dog food that maybe these grain free foods are not 
healthy for my dogs after all seeing the reports of heart failure or heart disease. 
My dog passed away (b) (6)  prior to this event I noticedSince
he was pretty young that he was a heavy breather and even when he wasn’t 
active so it makes me wonder if he was being affected by this heart disease 
from the food I’ve been feeding him since he was a baby he 

 and he had chicken jerky from golden reward that I made a report 
about yesterday because it was in his puke he obviously stopped breathing for 
some reason and it’s very well likely that it was from this food or from the jerky 
I am devastated he was my family I am so shattered by this whole situation 
and I do not want anyone to go through this or feel what I have felt in the last 
few days and I would definitely don’t want any dogs to go through what my 

 did.

2 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐395791 8/9/2019 19:04 4Health Patient developed a cough and radiographs showed an enlarged, globoid 
heart. Echocardiogram diagnosed dilated cardiomyopathy. Taurine levels 
normal.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 96.6 Pound
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EON‐395777 8/9/2019 17:16 4 health Beef & Vegetable 
Stew

My dogs was perfectly healthy. Could run miles with no issue at all. Since he 
was a puppy, I had him on blue buffalo. When he turned 3, I started making 
him home made food with these exact ingredients.... organic brown rice, 
organic zucchini, organic squash, organic carrots, sweet potatoes, beef, 
chicken, and sometimes other veggies and fruits that were all organic. Mixing 
that with canned (NO GRAIN) BLUE BUFFALO. In April 2019, I quit my job 
and started feeding him something cheaper called 4health. Grain free and not 
grain free. In May 2019, I noticed the dog had less energy and no where as 
much stamina as he used to have. Complete exercise intolerance. My vet 
suggested an echocardiogram which he then got diagnosed and so it goes. My 
dog went from a healthy strong dog to barely living in 2 months.

5 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 80 Pound

EON‐395716 8/9/2019 1:36 Nutra Thrive Ultimate 
Canine Nutritional 
Supplement
Ultimate Pet Nutrition / 
Natreon Inc. 
#1 Recommended by Dr. 
Richter America’s favorite 
Vet.

Shortly after beginning the product, my otherwise healthy dog began episodes 
of itching, biting paws, hives, over-excitement and uncharacteristic outbursts, 
that advanced to tremors and mini seizure-like episodes, lack of appetite, 
unwilling to drink water, fever, unable to stand or walk without severe shaking 
and weakness, wetting her bed and vomiting. We consulted with her Vet and 
discontinued the product as it was the only factor that has been changed in her 
routine. I inspected her and bathed her and spent several nights on watch 
soothing her and wetting her mouth with water. Placed her on a boiled beef 
and rice diet. Since discontinuing the product, she seems to slowly be 
springing back. She is still having tremors but less frequently. She has been 
mostly lethargic and constantly trying to get comfortable to lay down. The 
manufacturers responses to the many adverse reactions on their comment 
board is that the product contains a probiotic that kills bad bacteria which then 
leaches toxins into the system and could cause some unnamed reaction that 
will eventually pass and that most dogs will be fine with it the website suggests 
consulting with your vet before beginning. This product is dangerous and we 
still do not know about the extent of damage that this product has caused to 
her body.

4 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐395709 8/8/2019 21:36 Golden Rewards chicken 
jerky recipe

this was the first time I bought this product are usually buy high-quality food for 
my dog but I decided to buy these golden reward chicken jerky recipe treats for 
dogs from Walmart and I gave it to him  and I observed him
chewing the treat He ate about half of that hard do you hydrated sharp angled 
piece of chicken jerky and he drink water walked around and went into his 
kennel and lay down he was breathing a little bit heavy but I just figured it was 
because of the heat well I left for about three hours to do some errands just 
like any normal day and when I came home he was dead on the grass laying 
next to a pile of puke with Pieces of the chicken jerky but he choked on his 
gums and tongue or blue I am completely devastated I looked up this product 
and a lot of people have been complaining about this product and it has been 
apparently killing a lot of dogs that has horrible contaminated ingredients 
containing rotten chicken medals for Melda Hyde and has been known to be 
undigestible I think that he choked on a piece that got lodged in his throat. My 
dog was very young and healthy and strong and I’m completely devastated 
and I hope you didn’t suffer too much and I don’t want anybody to go through 
what me or him had to go through these last couple days I am completely and 
shattered. I called Walmart and told the manager about what happened and 
what product it was and they said they were going to try and pull it off the shelf 
I don’t know if they are successful and that I also called the number on back of 
the bag that said customer satisfaction and I told them also what happened 
and no one has returned my call back like they said they would I don’t know if 
there is any class action suits against this company but I also heard they have 
other products that are causing harm to animals I think we need to do what’s 
right and Ban this product and get it off the shelves it is poisoning dogs 
repeatedly!!. It killed my precious baby pit Please help me spread awareness 
about this product so no one has to know the pain that I am suffering from this 
horrible horrible loss thank you sincerely 

2 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐395706 8/8/2019 20:20 Duck and Lentil Grain free Pet got progressively short of breath and unable to rest comfortably. Presented 
to the ER with Dyspnea. Echocardiogram results severe DCM

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 30.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐395678 8/8/2019 14:44 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Formula with
Roasted Bison & Roasted 
Venison

 
Was napping and all of sudden started howling and after a few moments died. 
Resuscitation efforts were attempted. Normal morning routine, nothing 
unusual.

3 Years Rottweiler Dog 105 Pound
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EON‐395668 8/8/2019 13:32 PayBack Organic Rabbit 17 I fed Organic Rabbit 17, rabbits that were being weaned and eating the feed 
were not gaining weight. The more I fed them the skinnier they got. The lot of 
feed that I was using was different from the other lots I had used in the past. 

 developed GI problems and died. It seemed to affect the younger rabbits 
that were just weaned and older rabbits that were retired.
I contacted the store and I contacted CHS Ink.I spoke with  at 

. Only a Nutrient test and another type of micotoxins test was done. I 
asked for the Vitamin amount test as many other breeder had problems with 
other feeds and it followed symptoms of an excess of Vitamin D. I received no
further information from CHS Inc or 

 
.

I called here and was referred to the online reporting.
I changed the feed and the 2 rabbits that did survive started to gain weight but 
only one lived the other eventually still died a week later. This started with lot 
number 85051419-M495490 purchased approximately, May and June 2019
There has been to resolution or or final Vitamin report from CHS Inc.
I contacted on Rabbit show breeders but none use the Organic Payback 
Rabbit 17.

8 Weeks Rabbit 2 Pound

EON‐395650 8/8/2019 12:32 4health Original Beef & 
Vegetable Stew Dog Food 
13.2 oz.

Both dogs have had diarrhea for the past 3 days. 14 Years Havanese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐395647 8/8/2019 12:20 Bulk Pig Ears Purchased bulk pig ears from Rural King in  beginning of 
July 2019. Had 6 great pyr/maremma mix puppies, an adult great pyr male, an 
adult maremma female, an adolescent male & two female mini dachshunds. 
We portioned out and cut up the ears according to size of dogs and gave them 
to all the dogs mid day of . None of the animals showed any symptoms
the rest of the day. We checked all the dogs the next morning and found 4 
puppies deceased with diarrhea discharge. I rushed the surviving 3 to the vet. 
One died on the way there. He diagnosed hookworms. Another puppy died 
later that day. The final puppy survived and recovered. All of the dogs had 
diarrhea. We de-wormed all of our dogs that weekend. On  we again
de-wormed all 6 dogs, and gave pig ear treats. Again all of the dogs got 
diarrhea and we assumed it was from the de-wormer. The remaining puppy 
rapidly declined and died before we could get it to a vet. On the same day I 
saw an alert about bulk pig ears, the symptoms matched so I called Rural King 
and they assured me their store was not affected. I refrigerated a sample of 
fecal matter from the deceased puppy and ordered a salmonella test kit from 
amazon. I tested the fecal sample and swabbed the pig ears as per the 
instructions in the kit and both show positive for salmonella.

6 Weeks Great Pyrenees Dog 3 Pound
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EON‐395629 8/8/2019 9:36 Orijen Puppy Large Noticed excessive heavy panting after going for a 30 minute walk on the 
morning of 7/18/19. The temperature outdoors was approximately 80 degrees 
(F). Once inside, his respiratory rate was 120 breaths per minute (video 
evidence) and I noticed that his heart was beating irregularly. I immediately 
called his veterinarian and he was seen 2.5 hours later. The veterinarian 
stated that at the time of his exam, his respiratory rate and heart sounded 
normal but recommended chest x-rays to rule out an underlying condition that 
may have caused the episode. Radiologist reviewed the x-rays and reported 
that (b) (6)  had Dilated Cardiomyopathy and recommended Echocardiogram. 
Echocardiogram was performed 2 hours later. Findings showed mild left atrial 
enlargement and ventricular enlargement; fractional shortening was at the low 
end of normal. Right-sided chamber enlargement (mild) also present. Taurine 
level and proBNP was recommended and blood was drawn later that day. 

P level was 1.5. Taurine level was 360. Vet noted we were feeding Cardio BN
 ORIJEN Puppy food and informed me that the DCM could possibly be 

diet-associated. She recommended we change food immediately and return in 
6 months for follow up exam and repeat testing.

11 Months Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 58 Pound

EON‐395618 8/8/2019 6:12 PIG EARS I ENDED UP IN THE HOSPITAL WITH SALMONELLA THE SECOND WEEK 
OF FEB. MY DOG HAD BEEN SICK ALSO!! I DIDNT KNOW WHY OR HOW 
UNTIL RECENTLY THAT IT WAS FROM PIG EARS. MY DOG HAS BEEN 
BACK SEVERAL TIMES SINCE TO SEE THE VET FOR VARIOUS ILLNESS

10 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 63 Pound

EON‐395611 8/7/2019 23:36 Rachel Ray Nutrish Dog 
Food

Fatigued then had a heart attack and died. 8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐395610 8/7/2019 23:12 ACANA Singles Formula 
Grass-Fed Lamb with Raw 
Grass-Fed Lamb & 
Okanagan Apples

On March 2, 2019 after taking  out for a trail walk he collapsed in the back 
of our vehicle. He has since been diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy 
(DCM). Unfortunately by the time he collapsed his case has been diagnosed a 
severe and his prognoses is terminal. At the date of this entry (August 7, 2019) 
he has officially gone into Congestive Heart Failure. I entered the date the 
problem started below as March 2, 2019 as that was the first time he ever 
showed any type of symptom of concern.

7 Years Weimaraner Dog 77 Pound
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EON‐395601 8/7/2019 20:56 Dog Food Royal Canin Adult 
Over 8 Months Old 
Chihuahua Breed Health 
Nutrition Loaf in Sauce, 
Royal Canin Adult Over 8 
Months Old Chihuahua 
Breed Health Nutrition Loaf 
in Sauce Dog Food

The reason I detected fragments which have the feel and appearance of bones 
in Royal Canin cans for Chihuahuas was because our adopted Chihuahua, 

, had to eat wet food due to the removal of a partial chicken leg bone
stuck in her esophagus on August 1, 2019. When I realized the remaining cans 
from Chewy that I placed on June 23 and one of the two packs of four cans 
purchased online from PetSmart to pick up at the store on August 4 all have 
these particles which my adopted Chihuahua, , has been eating which
was combined with his prescribed kidney wet food showed disinterest weeks 
ago, I contacted Royal Canin at 800-592-6687 on August 6. Their 
representative informed me that she cannot provide contact information to 
report my findings for the public awareness. Then I spoke with a PetSmart 
supervisor via phone and contacted Chewy by email informing them of these 
defective cans. Because of my uncertainty of these two affiliated retailers’ 
obligation to report this kind of problem, I am filing this claim to be certain the 
public would be notified if these particles are bones that should not be in Royal 
Canin can food for Chihuahuas.

EON‐395597 8/7/2019 19:00 Purina Friskies Pate Country
Style Dinner

 After adding Friskies canned Country Style Dinner pate to our cats' rotation of 
foods, they all started having diarrhea, vomiting, tiny urine clumps, and lack of 
appetitite. It lasted about 10 days.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐395595 8/7/2019 18:56 Purina Friskies Pate Country
Style Dinner

 After adding Friskies canned Country Style Dinner pate to our cats' rotation of 
foods, they all started having diarrhea, vomiting, tiny urine clumps, and lack of 
appetitite. It lasted about 10 days.

2 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 10.5 Pound

EON‐395594 8/7/2019 18:48 Purina Friskies Pate Country
Style Dinner

 After adding Friskies canned Country Style Dinner pate to our cats' rotation of 
foods, they all, including , started having diarrhea, vomiting, tiny urine 
clumps, and lack of appetitite. It lasted about 10 days.

7 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐395592 8/7/2019 18:36 Purina Friskies Pate Country 
Style Dinner

After adding Friskies canned Country Style Dinner pate to our cats' rotation of 
foods, they all, including , started having diarrhea, vomiting, tiny urine 
clumps, and lack of appetitite. It lasted about 10 days.

8 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 7 Pound

EON‐395591 8/7/2019 18:24 Purina Friskies Pate Country 
Style Dinner

After adding Friskies canned Country Style Dinner pate to our cats' rotation of 
foods, they all, including , started having diarrhea, vomiting, tiny urine 
clumps, and lack of appetitite. It lasted about 10 days.

13 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 12 Pound
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EON‐395584 8/7/2019 17:24 Purina Beneful Simple 
Goodness with farm-raised 
chicken

On July 31st 2019 I purchased four boxes of Purina Brand Beneful Simple 
Goodness with farm-raised Chicken in the 56.4 oz boxes. On August 2nd I 
noticed one of my dogs had diarrhea with what looked like red blood mixed in. 
I immediately called my vet who was closed then contacted the manufacturer 
to see if there was a recall on my dogs food. After giving the customer service 
rep the lot numbers I noticed the expiration date read July 2019. No specific 
date just a month and year. She said oh that could be the problem that food 
could've been sitting around for a year in hot conditions and the chemical 
compounds most likely deteriorated. I examined the other boxes and realized 
two were not expired so I opened them and noticed the box I had fed my dogs 
that just had expired a couple of days ago was way darker in color. The food is 
packaged in individual serving plastic bags since it is a semi soft dog food mix. 
The rep told me to throw the food away and they would replace it. I also 
contacted the store and the manager told me that the "industry standard" is 
they can sell all the way up to the expiration date. I was furious so on the last 
day the food is set to expire within hours of midnight you sell me numerous 
boxes knowing that there is no way my dogs are going to consume them in 
that time.
I was in shock but my main concern is this food should've had an expiration 
date way before it did because of its condition and the effects it had on my 
dogs. The second dog had semi loose stool but not as severe as my golden 
retriever. He is a smaller dog and doesnt eat as much so maybe that was why.
I want to file a complaint and force Purina to re-examine their expiration dates 
on this brand of food so that no other dogs or their owners have to go through 
this.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 56 Pound

EON‐395559 8/7/2019 13:44 Acana Heritage Free-Run 
Poultry Formula

 had a checkup in March 2019 and had a clean bill of health. He was a 
very active animal always running around and playing in our 1 acre fenced in 
yard. He has been on Acana dog food his entire life. Starting in July he started 
coughing very deeply, slowed down in eating, and has lost 4 pounds in 3 
months. He is panting and has very shallow breathing so we took him to the 
vet and they confirmed his heart is very enlarged and the doctor said he has 
cardiomyopathy which came on very quickly!! We just read the latest report 
from the FDA that grain free food has now been linked to this health problem 
and we wanted to report it so NO other dog will have to suffer from this.

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐395558 8/7/2019 13:36 verus he was on verus since we got him from the breeder, what the breeder used. at 
about 9 yrs old one day he developed a cough, then started passing out when 
doing any sort of exertion/walking. rushed to ER and then cardiologist and he 
was diagnosed w/ having dilated cardiomyopathy, most likely the result of a 
lifetime on a grainfree diet. our cardiologist was in the process of work w/ the 
fda on this research/study.. he was given a boatload of meds which had to be 
adjusted and taken 2x a day. we lost him 14 months later

10.5 Years Retriever - 
Chesapeake Bay

Dog 105 Pound

EON‐395557 8/7/2019 13:24 Dr. Marty's Premium Freeze-
Dried Dog Food Natures 
Blend

P presented for first visit at our veterinary clinic. O was feeding frozen dog food 
(Dr. Marty Golstein) for several months in the past and recently switched to 
Blue Buffalo a month ago. P has been coughing off and on for several months 
now. Previous vet diagnosed P with allergies and started P on antihistimines. 
Coughing seemed to improve slightly but then continued to persist. These 
coughing episodes occur all throughout the day/night per O. P has seemed 
more lethargic lately and O has noticed her belly becoming a little bigger over 
the last few months.
On thoracic auscultation a grade V/VI holosystolic heart murmur was 
discovered. Thoracic radiographs showed an enlarged , rounded (globoid) 
heart. Other pet in the house (b) (6)  also presented with a heart murmur and
had an enlarged heart as well (VTH 11.3). We recommended a referral to a 
cardiologist to further work up causes of both enlarged hearts. Recommended 
switching foods for now until more information is discovered. P was placed on 
Lasix BID and Ursodiol SID for the time being given ascites and elevated 
cholestatic liver enzymes.

8.5 Years Beagle Dog 41 Pound

EON‐395526 8/7/2019 9:08 Vital Essentials Frozen Beef 
Tripe Patties from Carnivore 
Meat Company

Dog is fed frozen raw beef tripe mixed with other butcher shop meat products 
and vitamin supplements. After being fed from the tripe patties for three days, 
the dog became ill with vomiting, diarrhea and bloody stool. Veterinarian 
diagnosed dog with a bacterial infection and treated him with antibiotics. Dog is 
recovering.

6 Years Retriever - Flat-
coated

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐395523 8/7/2019 8:12 CANIDAE All Life Stages 
Multi-Protein Formula Dry 
Dog Food

She had been eating candidae for months and I opened a new bag of food 
Sunday (4 days ago). Since then she’s had diarrhea that’s progressed to 
interrupted nights sleep, with every 2 hours needing to be let out for watery 
diarrhea with intermittent blood and mucus in stool. She progressed today to 
vomiting as well.

All 3 dogs are affected including a Great Dane that’s 2, and a shiba inu that’s 
11.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 135 Pound

EON‐395493 8/6/2019 17:44 Victor Dog Food (rotation of 
formulations), 4Health 
Original Performance

Dilated cardiomyopathy- r/o diet-associated vs. idiopathic
Rapid Atrial fibrillation with occasional ventricular arrhythmia 
Suspect recent onset congestive heart failure

11 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 37.8 Kilogra
m

EON‐395487 8/6/2019 16:44 Blue Buffalo Limited 
Ingredient Grain Free

Dilated cardiomyopathy - r/o diet-related vs. idiopathic 10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 35 Kilogra
m

EON‐395485 8/6/2019 16:16 4Health (unknown variety) Dilated cardiomyopathy - rule out diet-associated vs. idiopathic 3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18.13 Kilogra
m
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EON‐395480 8/6/2019 15:40 Hill’s Science Diet Small 
Paws Chicken meal and rice 
recipe

My dog developed a cough and was diagnosed with an enlarged heart. We 
began giving her medication and she improved for a couple of weeks, but then 
the cough got worse and she began having difficulty breathing. I took her back 
to the vet where they did an ultrasound and said her heart was extremely 
enlarged. She died later that same day of congestive heart failure. I was 
feeding her Hill’s Science Diet dog food.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6.5 Pound

EON‐395472 8/6/2019 13:52 Natural balance duck and 
potato

I came home and found diarrhea all over from . He looked very ill... 
completely different than early that day. I thought maybe he caught a bug so I 
cleaned him up and tried to comfort him. As the evening progressed his 
breathing seemed a bit more rapid and shallow. I called a neighbor over .. she 
was a vet tech... to also look at him. His gums were still pink but you could tell 
he didn’t feel well at all. I laid him on a blanket on the bed with me and after 
several hours decided to take him to the animal hospital 20 miles away. The 
took him back to the vet immediately and about 5 minutes later came out and 
said he didn’t survive. The vet said he had fluid build up around his heart and 
died while they were trying to aspirate it. My brother showed me this article 
because one of the foods listed on the dilated cardiomyopathy list is one I give 
my current dog and past dog who died suddenly. I will be switching foods 
immediately.

9 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐395471 8/6/2019 13:52 Taste of the wild pacific 
stream

Diagnosis of heart disease and death 12 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐395464 8/6/2019 13:04 Wetlands Canine Recipe 
with Roasted Fowl - Taste of
the Wild Pet Food

We have been feeding our dog Taste of the Wild since she was a puppy. Half 
 the year we spend in , and she was fed Josera (duck/potato). She
is given lots of exercise and has always been a happy, healthy dog. In a 
random health check up, the veterinarian noticed a heart murmur. We have 
since followed it up with a sonogram and it is confirmed the valve is not closing 
completely. Taurine levels were in the normal range.

6 Years Sheepdog - Old 
English

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐395436 8/6/2019 8:56 ACANA SINGLES PORK 
AND SQUASH, EVANGERS 
GRAIN FREE WHITEFISH 
AND SWEET POTATO

PATIENT HAD CARDIOMEGALY DIAGNOSED RADIOGRAPHICALLY 
2/27/19. PRESENTED WITH ABDOMINAL EFFUSION 3/4/19. ABDOMINAL 
TAP AND ECHOCARDIOGRAM WERE NOT PERFORMED.

9 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 59 Pound

EON‐395425 8/5/2019 22:16 Fromm's Natural 4-Star 
Recipe Grain Free Feline 
diet in gamebird and salmon 
flavors

Patient presented 10/1/2018 for difficulty breathing and lethargy. Chest rads 
showed patient in congestive heart failure. Echocardiogram from cardiologist 
confirmed dilated cardiomyopathy. Patient improved slightly over the course of 
a week and then on 10/17/2018 patient had a severe seizure and backslide. 
He began open mouth breathing and elected humane euthanasia on 

.

16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound
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EON‐395421 8/5/2019 20:28 Imagitarium FreshWater . 
UV purified water ready to 
use for your aquarium 2/5 
gollon

Product: Imagitarium Freshwater 2.5 gallon. I bought the product to add to my 
fish tank water. This product is advertised to have a perfect balance of PH, KH 
& GH. and can be added directly to freshwater tanks. i took out 25% of the 
water from my tank and added the same amount from the jug. I then thought I 
should do a stip test, the numbers were as follows: PH 9.0, KH 0, GH 180. I 
then took the jug back to Petco where I bought it and had them do a water test. 
They too got the same results. The employee then opened the same product 
by a smaller size, the result again the same. These numbers will kill a fish 
immediately. I called PETCO headquarters, they said they would make a note 
of this. I asked for the name of the manufacturer and I was put on hold....after 
holding for 10 minutes I was disconnected.

1 Years Fish 1 Ounce

EON‐395417 8/5/2019 19:32 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Organic Chicken & 
Pea Dog Food 30 lb.

In April 2017, we took  to the vet for a cough. On a subsequent visit, she 
was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and resulting congestive heart 
failure. She was given months to live.  started taking a cardio health 
vitamin, enalapril, Vetmedin, and furosemide to treat her condition.  then 
saw a veterinary cardiologist and showed slight improvement. Follow up 
cardiology appointments showed continued improvement. In July 2018, we 
were advised by the cardiologist to stop feeding  grain free food due to it's 
possible connection with her disease. The cardiologist noted that while 
had been on grain free food, her cardio health vitamin had grains in it.

7 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐395386 8/5/2019 15:12 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain 
Free small breed.

My Pomeranian  had been eating Blue Buffalo grain free for over 8 years. 
In August of 2018 he developed a nasty caught that was treated by the and 
slowly subsided. We kept him on the same food until the recent warning of 
heart failure that may be linked to this specific food. Fast forward to June 2019 
his cough came back more severe. We had X-rays taken and they showed 
early stages of heart failure in an otherwise healthy and happy dog that still 
had energy of a puppy. I asked my vet if she thought the link between his prior 
food(blue Buffalo grain free)and his heart condition were a coincidence, and 
she said absolutely not. She was firm in her belief that there is a direct 
correlation between the two. We put him on mild medication that cleared up all 
symptoms, or so we thought. He passed away suddenly on . I
have NO doubt in my mind that Blue Buffalo and their food stole my dog from 
me long before his time was up.

His brother (no direct bloodlines), has now started to show the beginning 
symptoms of the identical cough. This Pomeranian is named , and is one 
year younger than . They therefore started showing the same symptoms 
while they were in this food for exactly 8yrs each.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 8.4 Pound
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EON‐395385 8/5/2019 15:04 Our Pets Frisky Spritz 
Catnip Spray

The day after ingesting the product on the two occasions we used it Gizmo 
(Cat) was sick and had loose stools. The only consistent between these two 
events was the product in question. The sickness and loose stools occurred 
about the same time after ingestion on both occasions. While the sickness 
didn't last long  was unwell for a 24 hour period after each occasion. I
am concerned that any cat with a more fragile health state could suffer more 
dramatically than .

8 Years British cat Cat 10 Pound

EON‐395378 8/5/2019 14:36 Blue Wilderness chicken 
flavor adult cat food

Recently purchased Blue Buffalo dry cat food from local petco. When I got 
home that same day and opened the sealed bag, I found a bunch of bugs and 
nasty looking things inside. The food looks DISGUSTING and there is no way 
any pet should ever be fed such food. The product was bought new and 
opened same day of purchase. I contacted the manufacturer and was told that 
an infestation like this is impossible to happen during the manufacturing 
process. I took a video of the food and will include the link below for review
Video link: https://youtu.be/64Nwjyu1EhE

EON‐395344 8/5/2019 10:28 Healthy hide good n Fun 
Triple flavor kabobs

Healthy Hide Good n Fun Triple Flavor Kabobs
Best Buy by 3/21/21
YW 19 081 CG2D6
Made in China

Purchased from Amazon. Received July 29, 2019. 

My dog began getting 1 of these treats per day on July 30, 2019. By that 
evening the explosive vomiting and diarrhea started. I thought it may have 
been a virus. I continue giving her 1 a day because she loves this treat. By 
August 3, the diarrhea was explosive and nonstop. I read about previous 
recalls of this same product due to cleaning chemicals being in the rawhide. 
My dog and those animals affected had the same symptoms: severe gastric 
distress. I immediately quit feeding her this treat on August August 3. By 
Sunday August 4, after being on a bland diet and no more of this treat, she’s 
slowly but surely getting better. By the way, these treats have an odd smell. I 
just want other animal lovers to be aware. We SHOULD NOT being allowing 
pet products from foreign countries who continuously poison our dogs whether 
knowingly or unknowingly. 
I’d appreciate a response. 

Thank you,

Sent from my iPhone

8 Hours Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound
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EON‐395338 8/5/2019 9:48 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Organic Chicken & 
Peas Grain Free

Started with more panting than normal, mostly when standing. Then disinterest 
in her food. Changed her to a different flavor of grain free the day before we 
took her to the vet. Vet had her take her to the hospital. Immediately put on 
40% oxygen. She’s been this way for 2 days now.

8.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐395325 8/5/2019 0:48 Taste of the Wild pacific 
stream dry food, natural 
balance fish fed a few days 
a week since Spring 2019 as 
well

Three weeks of urinary accidents, weakness and collapse episodes. 
Diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and heart failure. Dog was euthanized. 
She was on Teste of the Wild Fish flavor grain free diet.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 38.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐395318 8/4/2019 21:40 Pig Ears I have been giving my dog these treats for some time now, I have noticed that 
he loves them but he’ll vomit and stops
Eating his regular dry dog food. Or he’ll get diarrhea. He’s short hair and his 
skin seems to be dry. He in an inside pet. Well taken care of as a member of 
the Family.

2 Days Pit Bull Dog 75 Pound

EON‐395317 8/4/2019 21:24 California Natural Our dog began having a cough in late November 2018. Was progressively 
worse. Took her to vet in mid January 2019 where her heart rate was found to 
be wonky. X-ray showed a tumor around her heart and vet diagnosed with 
DCM

Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐395311 8/4/2019 18:40 Acana Grain Free - Different 
varieties

 is a 9.5 yo FS Golden Retreiver - Poodle mix who was fed various Acana 
brand grain-free diets exclusivly for at least the last 5 years. She was 
previously healthy apart from gradual weight loss noted over the last few 
months. Presented on 7/30/19 for 1-2 week history of coughing and syncopal 
episodes. Diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and left-sided congestive 
heart failure on radiographs and echocardiography. No known family history of 
cardiomyopathy. She has been started on pimobendan, Lasix, benazepril, 
spironolactone, and supplements (taurine, L-carnitine, fish oils).

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 22.6 Kilogra
m
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EON‐395310 8/4/2019 18:32 Whole Hearted
Healthy Benefits
Specialized grain free food 
for cats
easy digestion
chicken and egg recipe

Wednesday night (7/31), I opened a brand new bag of Wholehearted easy 
digestion chicken and egg dry food and fed  from that bag with no older
food in the bowl. She had previously had this food many times with no 
reactions. Approximately 1.5-2 hours later she became very lethargic and her 
eyes became sunken and unable to focus. A few hours after that she could 
would not move and would not eat or drink, even treats. Thursday morning I 
took her to my regular vet at 7am. They gave her subcutaneous fluids and I 
brought her home and left for work. She was still not moving or eating or 
drinking. I checked on her at noon and she had not moved at all. At 5pm she 
still had not moved and I took her to the emergency vet clinic. She was in the 
clinic for 2 nights getting fluids and medication. On Friday morning, the 
emergency clinic called and said that she was having seizure and they 
administered medication. She stayed in the clinic until yesterday with some 
improvement but needing anti-seizure medication. Saturday night I got the bag 
of food down and smelled it and it has a very strong chemical like odor and 
does not smell how pet food should. I was able to bring (b) (6)  home
yesterday but she is still very lethargic, though she will eat and drink with 
coaxing and she needs anti-seizure medication for at least 4 weeks as she had 
another mild seizure before I picked her up and has small head tremors once 
the medication wears off. The Vet at the clinic said that with her symptoms, 
they would typically consider exposure to a toxin. There are no other toxins in 
my apartment that would have this effect (all cleaning supplies are in a closed 
closet with no access - she has no access to the bathroom and I do not take 
pills).

2.5 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound

EON‐395303 8/4/2019 16:04 Hill's Science Diet Healthy 
Cuisine Roasted Chicken 
carrots & spinach stew

Recently bought a 12 pack of Hill's Science Diet dog food on Amazon. 
Checked FDA recall list and noted that product lot number matched recalled 
product list. Contacted Amazon immediately. They issued refund for product
When I told them they needed to stop selling, basically got no response. I'm 
concerned Amazon will continue selling product. It had a return address from 
Amazon Fullfillment Center in Lexington,Kentucky. They need to pull recalled 
product from inventory before someone's pet dies. I noticed some of product 
reviews mentioned ill animals.

EON‐395295 8/4/2019 12:32 Merrick grain free senior Took him to emergency vet due to suspected upper respiratory infection. X-
rays showed an enlarged heart. Vet confirmed was from grain free diet. We fed 
him Merrick for many years. Last year, we had to put down our Maltese mix 
male,  (14 years old) from what we thought was a stroke, an X-ray was
never done. I now feel that he also suffered from an enlarged heart.

14 Years Pekingese Dog 18 Pound

EON‐395293 8/4/2019 12:24 Farmland Traditions Dogs 
Chicken Jerky Treats

Stomach upset and vomiting about 10 hours after eating this treat. This 
happened several times before I suspected what was causing the problem.

2.5 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 44 Pound

EON‐395291 8/4/2019 12:20 Good lovin traditional pig 
ears dog chews 12oz

Diarrhea 1 Years Siberian Husky Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐395290 8/4/2019 12:12 It was a loose basket of pig 
ears near the front of the 
store near the checkout. I 
frequently buy these treats 
and my dogs have had 
problems in the past. This is 
the first time it spread to me.

I frequently buy pig ears from Petco near  in 
. My dogs both had bloody diarrhea and I, of course, had to clean it. I 

contracted salmonella and was bed ridden for several days and missed 5 days 
of work.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐395284 8/4/2019 11:16 kit & kaboodle 11 lb bag both cats began violent vomiting after being fed the catfood 4 Years American Shorthair Cat 8 Pound
EON‐395245 8/3/2019 14:40 Unknown. Treat was given 

by a neighbor without my 
permission.

A neighbor gave my dog pig ear dog treats. Since the dog ate the treats she’s 
been vomiting. 3 days later my dog is still vomiting 2-3 times per day.

15 Months American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 40 Pound

EON‐395232 8/3/2019 9:20 Good Lovin’ Traditional Pig 
Ear

I gave our dog a “Good Lovin’ Traditional Pig Ear” (from a packet purchased 
from Petco  on 22 July) at about 8am on Monday 29 July and by
1pm he was lethargic, had an upset stomach and started vomiting every half 
hour or so. He also had very loose stools. He couldn’t keep anything down 
until about 8pm that night. By the next morning his symptoms had cleared. No 
people showed any symptoms.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 32 Kilogra
m

EON‐395223 8/3/2019 1:32 Blue Mountain Grain Free Sudden death from DCM 8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 100 Pound
EON‐395221 8/2/2019 23:56 Pig ear

 (b) (6)

(b) (6)

He was given a pig ear chewie and started having diarrhea about 24 hours 
later. We stried home management for a couple days, then took him to the vet. 
Vet prescribed bland diet. Advised vet that my entire family was experiencing 
gastric distress. He didn't think it was related. Symptoms became more severe 
over next couple days, and (b) (6)  was admitted to (b) (6)  for 5 days. He
showed minimal improvement. We brought him home, and provided home care 
until he was euthanized in June. Our puppy also showed symptoms but 
recovered after I threw out all cheques and hot water washed all bedding and 
toys.

12 Years Pug Dog 19 Pound

EON‐395212 8/2/2019 18:52 Natural Balance LID - 
Limited Ingredient Diet
Green Pea & Duck Formula

 presented to our veterinary clinic January 9th/19 for a wellness exam, 
and a heart murmur was noted. Veterinarian recommended an 
echocardiogram to further assess the heart. 
On July 15th/19 he returned as he was acting lethargic for a few weeks, and 
had some abnormal eye discharge. While the murmur was not heard at this 
exam, there was no overt cause for his lethargy and an echocardiogram was 
again discussed. 
July 31/19 (b) (6)  was dropped off, and a veterinary cardiologist came later in 
the day to perform an echocardiogram. He was diagnosed with suspected 
early dilated cardiomyopathy.

2 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 11.1 Pound

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐395203
 

  

  

  

8/2/2019 17:36 Cowdog Chews Natural 
Rawhide Chips

4 Years Collie - Border Dog 53 PoundI received these treats from Amazon on (b) (6)  and gave them to my three 
dogs before leaving the evening of  I returned late that 
night/early (b) (6)  morning and my dogs did not get up to greet me as they 

usually would. Since I was very tired I assumed they were also tired and I went 
to bed. When I got out of bed late morning, all three were lethargic.
One dog had vomited inside the house. One had a urine accident.
refused to get off the couch or go outside.(b) (6) and (b) (6)  got up to go 
outside, but (b) (6) would only go after I coaxed him. At that time, they had

been inside for nearly 15 hours without a bathroom break, so it was odd for me 
to have to do more than just open the door to get them to go out. All three dogs 
refused to eat, even after offering them foods they typically would never refuse. 

I went about my day and made the dogs as comfortable as possible. I went to 
brunch that morning then returned later that evening to find (b) (6)  still not

feeling well and refusing to eat. I finally got her to drink some water, then 
decided to take her to the vet on (b) (6)  morning. Since the other dogs had

resumed eating, I offered each of them one of the rawhides before bedtime as 
I usually would. They both smelled them, then refused. This is very atypical 

behavior; prior to this pack of rawhides they would become very excited over 
treats. At this point, I suspected the rawhides as the source of their illness and 

quarantined the treats. 

I woke up (b) (6) and was still very lethargic, but 
slightly improving.  seemed back to normal at this point, (b) (6)  was 
acting normal but tired, and (b) (6)  still would not voluntarily eat but would 

drink water. I convinced her to take a few bites of food and to go outside. She 
went to the bathroom and quickly returned to her couch. Since she was 
improving and the other dogs had improved, I suspected she had food 

poisoning from the treats. I decided not to take off work to take her to the vet, 
but to take her after work if she had not eaten. 
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When I arrived home from work, (b) (6) had collapsed on the floor and could 
not get up. I attempted to help her to no avail. I called some friends over to 

help me lift her into my van and take her to the vet. Due to her older age and 
the fact that she had injured her back during the fall, we decided it was in her 

best interest to euthanize her.

The death and illnesses my dogs faced appear to be related to the treats. (b) (6) recovered the quickest; I later found his rawhide hidden in the 
. (b) (6) cushions of his couch had consumed most, but not all, of his rawhide 

 (b) (6) and hid the rest with his toys. I never found rawhide, as she is the 
most food-motivated of the group. I suspect that because she ate all of hers, 

she was the sickest.

About a month after the incident, I asked my friends to let (b) (6) and (b) (6) 
out in the evening while I was away from home. I had been upset after (b) (6) passing and as a result had neglected some nonessential tasks, 

such as disposal of the treats. Not knowing that the treats were suspected to 
be bad for consumption, they gave two of them to the dogs. When I found out 

they had given them the treats, I told them they were bad and they should 
return to my house and take them from the dogs. When they returned, they 

were surprised to find both treats abandoned in the floor, with one not chewed 
at all and the other had barely chewed. When I returned home, one dog had 

vomited in the house.

I did not keep the packaging from the treats, but I do have the treats 
themselves and the records of ordering them from Amazon. I may have a 

package of treats ordered from the same manufacturer in the same order that 
is unopened.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐395202 8/2/2019 17:36 Hills Science Diet 
Perfect weight 
Adult 

We took our dog off of Iams pet food and changed to Hills Science diet Perfect
Weight to help our dog lose weight. After eating the food for 2 weeks our dog 
became noticeably weak and having twitching like movement with his head 
and neck. The next day we noticed that he was extremely sick, could barely 
stand up, excessively drooling, lethargic, twitching, bloodshot eyes, etc. My 
husband and I were leaving in just a few hours for a week long trip. After 
learning that he seemed to have all signs of Vitsmin D toxicity I related the 
symptoms to the new food, and we immediately switched him back to Iams 
food and forced fluids on him to flush his kidneys. We were literally squirting 
water in his mouth via syringe bc he wouldn't even drink. We felt like we 
already saw improvement in his ability to stand before we left for our trip. 
Family members continued to be diligent in encouraging fluids and he 
thankfully has almost recovered completely. This food should be investigated 
further. I have no doubt my dog would be dead right now if he continued to eat 
it. 

 7 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American 

Dog 52 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON-395200 8/2/2019 17:32 Cowdog Chews Natural 
Rawhide Chips

I received these treats from Amazon on (b) (6) and gave them to my three 
dogs before leaving the evening of (b) (6) ). I returned late that

night/early (b) (6) morning and my dogs did not get up to greet me as they 
usually would. Since I was very tired I assumed they were also tired and I went 

to bed. When I got out of bed late (b) (6) morning, all three were lethargic. 
One dog had vomited inside the house. One had a urine accident. (b) (6) 
refused to get off the couch or go outside. (b) (6) and (b) (6) got up to go 
outside, but (b) (6) would only go after I coaxed him. At that time, they had 

been inside for nearly 15 hours without a bathroom break, so it was odd for me 
to have to do more than just open the door to get them to go out. All three dogs 
refused to eat, even after offering them foods they typically would never refuse.

I went about my day and made the dogs as comfortable as possible. I went to 
brunch that morning then returned later that evening to find (b) (6) still not 
feeling well and refusing to eat. I finally got her to drink some water, then 

decided to take her to the vet on (b) (6) morning. Since the other dogs had 
resumed eating, I offered each of them one of the rawhides before bedtime as 

I usually would. They both smelled them, then refused. This is very atypical 
behavior; prior to this pack of rawhides they would become very excited over 

treats. At this point, I suspected the rawhides as the source of their illness and 
quarantined the treats.

I woke up (b) (6) and (b) (6) was still very lethargic, but
slightly improving. (b) (6) seemed back to normal at this point, (b) (6) was 
acting normal but tired, and (b) (6) still would not voluntarily eat but would 

drink water. I convinced her to take a few bites of food and to go outside. She 
went to the bathroom and quickly returned to her couch. Since she was 
improving and the other dogs had improved, I suspected she had food 

poisoning from the treats. I decided not to take off work to take her to the vet, 
but to take her after work if she had not eaten.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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When I arrived home from work, (b) (6) had collapsed on the floor and could 
not get up. I attempted to help her to no avail. I called some friends over to 

help me lift her into my van and take her to the vet. Due to her older age and 
the fact that she had injured her back during the fall, we decided it was in her 

best interest to euthanize her.

The death and illnesses my dogs faced appear to be related to the treats.
(b) (6) recovered the quickest; I later found his rawhide hidden in the

cushions of his couch. (b) (6) had consumed most, but not all, of his rawhide 
and hid the rest with his toys. I never found (b) (6) rawhide as she is the 
most food-motivated of the group. I suspect that because she ate all of hers, 

she was the sickest.

About a month after the incident, I asked my friends to let (b) (6) and (b) (6) 
out in the evening while I was away from home. I had been upset after 

(b) (6) passing and as a result had neglected some nonessential tasks, 
such as disposal of the treats. Not knowing that the treats were suspected to 
be bad for consumption, they gave two of them to the dogs. When I found out 

they had given them the treats, I told them they were bad and they should 
return to my house and take them from the dogs. When they returned, they 

were surprised to find both treats abandoned in the floor, with one not chewed 
at all and the other had barely chewed. When I returned home, one dog had 

vomited in the house.

I did not keep the packaging from the treats, but I do have the treats 
themselves and the records of ordering them from Amazon.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐395199 8/2/2019 17:28 Cowdog Chews Natural 
Rawhide Chips

11 Years Great Dane Dog 140 Pound

I woke up  and  was still very lethargic, but 
slightly improving.  seemed back to normal at this point,  was 
acting normal but tired, and  still would not voluntarily eat but would 

drink water. I convinced her to take a few bites of food and to go outside. She 
went to the bathroom and quickly returned to her couch. Since she was 
improving and the other dogs had improved, I suspected she had food 

poisoning from the treats. I decided not to take off work to take her to the vet, 
but to take her after work if she had not eaten. 

I went about my day and made the dogs as comfortable as possible. I went to 
brunch that morning then returned later that evening to find  still not

feeling well and refusing to eat. I finally got her to drink some water, then 
decided to take her to the vet on  morning. Since the other dogs had

resumed eating, I offered each of them one of the rawhides before bedtime as 
I usually would. They both smelled them, then refused. This is very atypical 

behavior; prior to this pack of rawhides they would become very excited over 
treats. At this point, I suspected the rawhides as the source of their illness and 

quarantined the treats. 

I received these treats from Amazon on  and gave them to my three 
dogs before leaving the evening of  I returned late that 
night/early  

  
 

would only go after I coaxed him. At that time, they had 
been inside for nearly 15 hours without a bathroom break, so it was odd for me 
to have to do more than just open the door to get them to go out. All three dogs 
refused to eat, even after offering them foods they typically would never refuse. 

 got up to go 
outside, but 

 and refused to get off the couch or go outside. 

morning, all three were lethargic.
One dog had vomited inside the house. One had a urine accident.

morning and my dogs did not get up to greet me as they 
usually would. Since I was very tired I assumed they were also tired and I went 

to bed. When I got out of bed late
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When I arrived home from work, (b) (6) had collapsed on the floor and could 
not get up. I attempted to help her to no avail. I called some friends over to 

help me lift her into my van and take her to the vet. Due to her older age and 
the fact that she had injured her back during the fall, we decided it was in her 

best interest to euthanize her.

The death and illnesses my dogs faced appear to be related to the treats. 
(b) (6) recovered the quickest; I later found his rawhide hidden in the 

cushions of his couch. (b) (6) had consumed most, but not all, of his rawhide 
and hid the rest with his toys. I never found (b) (6) rawhide as she is the 
most food-motivated of the group. I suspect that because she ate all of hers, 

she was the sickest.

About a month after the incident, I asked my friends to let (b) (6) and (b) (6) 
out in the evening while I was away from home. I had been upset after 

(b) (6) passing and as a result had neglected some nonessential tasks, 
such as disposal of the treats. Not knowing that the treats were suspected to 
be bad for consumption, they gave two of them to the dogs. When I found out 

they had given them the treats, I told them they were bad and they should 
return to my house and take them from the dogs. When they returned, they 

were surprised to find both treats abandoned in the floor, with one not chewed 
at all and the other had barely chewed. When I returned home, one dog had 

vomited in the house.

I did not keep the packaging from the treats, but I do have the treats 
themselves and the records of ordering them from Amazon.

EON-395194 8/2/2019 16:56 Zignature® Lamb Formula 
Limited Ingredient Formula

Patient presented to emergency room d/t acute onset of rapid, shallow 
breathing and a 3-4 day history of decreased appetite and worsening lethargy. 
Initial PE revealed an arrhythmia, fair to poor arterial pulses, pale MM, 
increased respiratory rate w/ increased effort. An echocardiogram was 
performed which showed severe DCM, bi-ventricular heart failure w/ a small 
amount of fluid in the abdomen. Radiographs of the thorax revealed a 
moderate amount of pulmonary edema (CHF) and a severely enlarged heart. 
Patient was admitted to the ICU and is oxygen dependent.

Diet: Zignature Lamb for 2 years, Zignature Kangaroo prior to lamb recipe 
BNP: 4676 (normal 0-900) 
Troponin: pending
Taurine levels: pending

3.48 Years Bulldog Dog 19 Kilogra 
m
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EON-395186 8/2/2019 15:12 Taste of the Wild Recently heard about "Grain-Free" food links to DCM in dogs. We have fed 
(b) (6) Taste of the Wild food for 3 years prior to the hearing of any adverse 
effects. The day after discovering the investigated foods on 7/31/2019, 
(b) (6) was examined by his vet and noted to have DCM most likely related 
to the taurine deficiency caused by the Taste of the Wild grain-free diet.

3 Years Pointing Dog -
German Short-haired

Dog 60 Pound

EON-395166 8/2/2019 13:16 Ol' Roy Pig Ear dog treat We gave the pig ear to her on Sunday 7/28/19 and by Tuesday 7/30/19 she 
had uncontrollable diarrhea, no appetite and not drinking much water. She is 
slowly recovering. This was not a good experience. This also occurred with our 
second dog as well. Same symptoms and time frame. They each had one pig 
ear from Walmart which I believe was the Ol' Roy brand. They were purchased 
from Walmart on the same day they ate them.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 110 Pound

EON-395148 8/2/2019 11:00 Adventures American 
Journey

Vomitting, Severe Diarrhea, stomach cramps, no food or water, lethargic. Vet 
administered shot for vomitting, prescribed Metronidazole and Pro Pectalin

Neighbor's dog same symptoms after eating this dog food. Had to be held by 
vet overnight on IVs. This dog food is the only common event between these 
two dogs.

3 Years Havanese Dog 11.5 Pound

EON-395144 8/2/2019 10:28 Blue Buffalo Grain Free 
(unknown variety), Instinct 
Raw beef patties

Dilated cardiomyopathy
Ventricular arrhythmia

12 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 53.3 Kilogra
m

EON-395129 8/2/2019 9:08 Earthborn Holistic Coastal
Catch Grain Free

- Mild myxomatous mitral valve disease
- Mild left ventricular dilation and mild systolic dysfunction - r/o secondary to 
myxomatous mitral valve disease vs. secondary to underlying arrhythmia vs. 
early dilated cardiomyopathy (possibly diet-related)
- Episode of collapse- r/o syncope
- Pulmonary bullae

12 Years Weimaraner Dog 24.5 Kilogra
m

EON-395114 8/1/2019 22:40 The honest kitchen Beef and 
whole grain dehydrated food

dog developed bloat and had to be taken to the hospital twice in the same 
night to have her stomach decompressed and gastric lavage. Untreated, or 
identified too late, this is a fatal condition.

(b) (6)

7 Years Chow Chow Dog 32 Pound

EON-395110 8/1/2019 21:16 Authority DHA & Probiotic 
Support Jerky Stick Dog 
Treats

After feeding one of the treats, she regurgitated. Initially, I assumed she 
had an upset stomach. Two days later she was fed another of the treats and 
once again she threw up immediately after consumption. I fed her a plain diet 
for an additional two days. On the last try of giving her one of the treats, she 
once again vomited multiple times immediately after eating it. She had no 
other health issues recently or between feedings except for soon after (5 
minute window) of her eating the Authority treats.

2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 45 Pound

EON-395107 8/1/2019 20:04 Ol' Roy Natural pig Ear 
Chew for Dogs

My dog after eating pig ears was drooling had nose and eye discharge so I 
took to vet and dog was put on a regimen of antibiotics. A complete 
blooodwork panel was done but no issue imerged. Dog is now recovering after 
several days of rest and antibiotics

10 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phalene))

Dog 13 Pound
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EON-395103 8/1/2019 19:44 Good Lovin' Dog Chews 
Traditional Pig Ears

Purchased pig ears from PetCo in (b) (6)for my puppy in mid-July. I handled 
them. I was got Salmonella and was sick from July 18-July 30, +stomach 
cramps, +diarrhea, +fever, the cramps and fever stopped after first four days 
but diarrhea persisted for another week. I already threw out the pig ears.

5 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 35 Pound

EON-3 95090 8/1/2019 16:40 Pure Balance Classic
Starters
Poached Salmon Recipe in 
Broth

On Sunday evening (b) (6) had "Pure Balance Classic Starters Poached 
Salmon Recipe in broth". Monday morning I noticed vomit in the house. Then I 
found another & another. (b) (6)was acting lethargic all day. This is the only the 
second time he has vomited in his life. On Tuesday, he was back to normal.

On Wednesday, I gave (b) (6) some "Pure Balance Classic Starters Poached 
Salmon Recipe in broth" at lunch time. I heard him cry a few hours later then 
he was vomiting. He vomited about 5 times total and was lethargic again. 
Today (Thursday) he is fine.

There is something wrong with this food.

10 Months Ragdoll Cat 10 Pound

EON-395083 8/1/2019 15:36 Lenno Premium Pig Ear (b) (6) became sick with vomiting, bloody diarrhea, fever, no appetite, 
dehyrdrated and lethargic withing about 6 hours after consuming a Lennox 
pigs ear. She was taken to the vet on 7/15/19, the blood work showed she had 
a bacterial infection. She was given a shot, IV fluid for her dehydration. and 
monitored for the day at the vets office, released that afternoon and sent home 
with antibiotic and anti-nausea meds.

2.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 19 Pound

EON-3 95082 8/1/2019 15:36 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast Grain-Free Natural 
Dry Dog Food

The dog became unable to eat and started coughing. He was taken to the vet, 
diagnosed with DCM with fluid overload. He was medicated for about six 
months and died due to the condition.

We also have an 11-year-old Australian Cattle Dog who began coughing last 
week. We took him in to the vet and he was also diagnosed with DCM. The vet 
stated this was highly unusual considering they are different breeds. Based on 
the recent FDA report on grain-free dog food and our dog food brand being 
listed, the veteranarian thought the issue should be reported.

5 Years Basset - Griffon
Vendeen 
(unspecified)

Dog 35 Pound

EON-3 95076 8/1/2019 15:24 Purchased from Meijer on 
(b) (6)
Have a digital copy of 
receipt with Item# 
71373370486

Puppy was given a pig ear 4 days ago, ate the whole thing. Stool has been 
runny and not normal and has vomited twice. Had given another one this 
morning before I saw the news and tried to get the rest from her before she 
finished but she had ate most of it.

6 Months Corgi - Welsh 
Cardigan

Dog 10 Pound

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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EON-395072 8/1/2019 14:56 Kirkland Signature

Nature's Domain
Organic Chicken and Pea 
Formula's for Dogs 
Organic

(b) (6) had a syncope episode after swimming and playing fetch in a nearby lake; 
she was immediately taken to Pet ER where they discovered cardiomyopathy 
and pulmonary edema. The pulmonary edema was quickly cleared and 
associated with swimming; the cardiologist associated the DCM with grain-free 
diet.

(b) (6) was fed the organic grain-free diet from Costco. Kirkland Select 
manufactured by Taste of the Wild.

20 Months Munsterlander - Large Dog 25 Kilogra
m

EON-395069 8/1/2019 14:44 Pig ears I purchased pig ear treats at my local Kroger. My dog because extremely ill 
requiring a trip to the vet emergently and $275 in medications.

EON-395066 8/1/2019 14:32 Grain free Earthborn holistic 
Venture Limited ingredient 
diet for dogs/Rabbit meal & 
pumpkin

Weight loss, excess urination, excess thirst, muscle weakness, lethargy. 8 Years Coonhound - Redtick Dog 29 Pound

EON-395062 8/1/2019 13:56 N-Bone Puppy Teething 
Ring Chicken Flavor

Our 9 mth old puppy (and 2yr old dog) ate the teething rings on Saturday 
afternoon and had severe diarhhea by Sunday morning. Unable to eat even a 
modified boiled rice/chicken diet without throwing it up shortly thereafter. Water 
was refused by our dogs for a day. They refused any other food on the second 
and third day, not eating or drinking. They would eat ice only. Throw-ups 
continued. A small amount of food was tolerated day 3 (rice and chicken 1/4 
cup only) and we are waiting for any bowel movement at all in the 2nd dog, the 
puppy has finally (Thursday) begun pooping today!

9 Months Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON-395040 8/1/2019 12:20 Blue Buffalo Freedom Diagnosed with a 4/6 heart murmur after being fed grain free pet food Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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EON-395033 8/1/2019 12:00 Acana GF Duck & Pea, 
Acana Heritage Dog Light

1/18/15 - Owner purchased pet from breeder
4/16/15 - Owner switched pet from the food the breeder was feeding to the 

Acana GF Duck & Pea formula. At that time, she was purchasing the food from 
Chewy.com.

4/16/15-5/26/17 owner continued to purchase Acana diet from Chewy.com 
8/8/17 - Chewy.com stopped carrying Acana foods and owner started to 

purchase the food from My Natural Pet, a boutique style pet food store. She 
occasionally gave treats, such as Bark Beef Trachea, or a chew antler 

5/21/18 - Owner gave probiotics due to a bit of GI upset
6/13/18 - Owner purchased and fed Acana GF Pork and Squirrel formula (the 

store was out of the Duck & Pea)
6/19/18 - Owner purchased Acana GF Duck and Pea formula along with a bag 

of Acana Heritage Dog Light (switching to the Light formula due to the pet 
being slightly overweight)

6/27/18 and 7/5/18 - Owner purchased a bag of Acana Heritage Light formula 
on each of those dates.

(b) (6) - Drop off appt for ECG due to a grade 3 heart murmur discovered. 
RADs Findings: Heart appears to be enlarged in both views. Difficult to 

interpret the lungs, but no obvious pulmonary edema or tumor.
(b) (6) - appt for difficulty breathing. Findings: enlarged cardiac silhouette, 

possible mild pulmonary edema in caudal lung field
(b) (6) - Drop off for observation and more RADs. Findings: very large cardiac 

silhouette, subjectively better serosal detail in abdomen compared to 
yesterday's rads

(b) (6)early am - Sent RADs and chart to (b) (6) for a cardiologist appt to 
take place

(b) (6) in afternoon - Owner called to let us know that (b) (6)had passed 
away at home. (died due to significantly enlarged heart and grade III heart 

murmur)
(b) (6) WAS ON ACANA FOOD FROM THE TIME THE OWNER
PURCHASED HIM FROM THE BREEDER UNTIL THE DAY HE PASSED 

AWAY

3 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog

Dog 87 Pound

EON-395017 8/1/2019 10:16 Seresto Flea and Tick Collar 
for Large Dogs

Seresto collar was placed on dog and no initial reactions were noted. Over 
time, the dog began to show signs of lethargy and uneven gait. We contributed 
this to his age and arthritis rather than a reaction, then he had a seizure. He 
had never had any seizure activity in his 13 years, 11 months of life. Took him 
to the vet and had a full exam and blood panel performed. Did some research 
and found anecdotal incidents among friends and online of dogs having 
adverse reactions, including seizures, while wearing Seresto collars. Removed 
the collar. It has been three days since removal and the dog’s gait and energy 
level have improved noticeably. No additional seizure activity at this time.

13 Years Collie - Border Dog 54 Pound
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EON-395015 8/1/2019 10:04 Wellness Core Original
Grain Free 
Protein Rich-Nutrition

On June 2018, (b) (6)was presented to DVM for routine vaccinations. Patient 
had lost 30 lbs in one year per owner and records. A senior panel screen was 
sent to Antech and it revealed no abnormalities that could explain the weight 
loss, increase heart rate. On December 2018, presented to the DVM for 
possible urinary tract infection present. HR had increased more since last visit, 
body condition decreased more and coughing was present. (b) (6)was 
euthanized (b) (6) , as requested by the owner since her condition
had worsen with difficulty breathing and coughing.
(b) (6) received Wellness Core Grain Free Original Flavor since puppy hood 
by recommendation of the breeder where Paisley was purchased.

12 Years Newfoundland Dog 91.8 Pound

EON-394979 7/31/2019 18:04 Rewardables natural pig 
ears

Was given pig ear chew on 7/26/19 in the evening- purchased at COSTCO 
Wholesale in (b) (6) . MFG name- “Rewardables” supplied from Brazil.
Approx. 8 hours after consumption, pet began to vomit uncontrollably for about 
6 hours. Also was having very bloody, liquid diarrhea every 20 minutes- Pet is 
housebroken but could not control bowels for about 12 hours; diarrhea was 
very small in quantity, extremely thin and transluscent, streaked with blood, 
and pet was straining to defecate. Pet was in extreme discomfort; abdomen 
was tense and painful to palpate, pet refused to eat anything or drink water. 
Would immediately vomit after eating anything or given water. Pet had high 
CRT and tachycardia. Pet was unable to settle down even though it was the 
evening hours. Stomach was audibly gurgling. Pet was ill for about 24 hours 
total. Owner gave Cerenua for anti-nausea, and vomiting ceased but diarrhea 
continued

8 Months Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 22 Pound

EON-394952 7/31/2019 15:08 Performatrin Ultra Limited 
Potato and Turkey Formula 
Dog Food

Dog was on a grain free diet Performatrin Ultra Limited Ingredient Potato and 
Turkey for several years. Presented for one month history of coughing and 
exercise intolerance. On physical exam, he had labored breathing, an irregular 
rhythm and a grade II right sided heart murmur. Radiographs revealed severe 
cardiomegaly and pulmonary edema. A Cardiology Consult and 
echocardiogram was recommended for definitive diagnosis but was declined 
by the owners.

10 Years Terrier - Irish Soft- 
coated Wheaten

Dog 52.8 Pound
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EON-394946 7/31/2019 14:20 Famina Natural and 
delicious boar and apple 
Lot - 1859C3552
Exp - 28/08/2019, Famina 
Natural and Delicious 
Pumpkin formula chicken 
and pomergranet
Exp - 18/09/2020
Lot - 19077C0573, Famina 
Natural and Delicious lamb 
pumpkin and blueberry 
Exp - 26/10/2020
Lot - 19116C4270

Client received a new pallet of Famina dog food about 4 weeks ago. When she 
started the dogs on the food every single dog broke with diarrhea. (b) (6)

1 of the dogs presented to hospital acutely in distress and 
vomiting. Was taken to surgery and all intestines were found to be dead with 
very large lymph nodes. Dog was euthanized on the table. Yesterday ( (b) (6) 
another dog presented to hospital for not eating, lethargic, and vomiting.

1 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON-394936 7/31/2019 13:04 Taste Of the Wild Pacific 
Stream

Dilated cardiomyopathy leading to congestive heart failure and occasional 
atrial/ventricular arrhythmia

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog Kilogra
m

EON-394923 7/31/2019 11:44 Purina ONE SMARTBLEND 
Healthy Puppy Formula.
Purina ONE SMARTBLEND 
Sensitive Systems Formula.

I am a breeder. All adult dogs and 14 puppies have had diarrhea for days on 
end after feeding Purina Brands. The stool is projectile, watery, grainy, bloody, 
and mucousy. All stool samples tested negative for parasites and giardia. 
When taken off the food, the symptoms subsided. This has happened 
throughout our litters and we thought it was a parasite we couldnt control. 
Since all tests are negative, fingers are pointing to the food. I didn't know 
Purina had a problem like this with food until I researched it. There is 
something extreme happening with Purina brand foods that needs to be 
addressed immediately. Testing food samples will cost me thousands. Please 
help. Our previous puppies have bloodwork showing low liver levels as well. 
We only feed Purina brands as we are a Purina Pro Club member and used to 
support them.

7 Weeks Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog

EON-394921 7/31/2019 11:32 FROMM Salmon A La Veg Diagnosis:
Systolic dysfunction and mild left ventricular dilation + ventricular arrhythmia - 
r/o dilated cardiomyopathy potentially associated with prior grain free diet

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 45.1 Kilogra
m

EON-394907 7/31/2019 10:04 Taste of the Wild grain free 
premium high protein dry 
dog food high prairie adult - 
roasted bison and venison

Pure bread Curly Coated Retriever in excellent health until switched to Grain- 
Free diet. A few months later fainted while on a walk. Emergency visit to vet 
determined Cardio-Myopathy (sp?) Resulting in poor health, daily medication 
routine, special diet and one year life expectancy. (b) (6) she passed, 
almost 1 year from diagnosis. The veterinarian was highly suspect of the grain 
free diet as the cause.

14 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 50 Pound
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EON-394886 7/31/2019 6:52 Just Fish Feast on 07/09/2019 I purchased a 22.5lb bag of Just Fish Feast dog food 
manufactured by Only Natural Pet. Upon inspection of the kibble within the bag 
I noticed that there is large sharp white-ish objects lodged and protruding from 
many pieces of the kibble. I do not know what the objects are and so I had I 

initially contacted the company on 07/15/2019 in cause of concern after finding 
several dozen pieces of kibble with the unknown objects in them. The 

company apologized for having a "irregularity" within the bag and advised me 
to return the bag of food to Petsmart where I purchased the food from and 

exchange it for a new bag. I went to an entirely different Petsmart and 
exchanged the bag on 07/17/19 and when I got home I Inspected that bag of 

food only to find that this bag is also contaminated with the same objects 
lodged in the kibble. I emailed the manufacture back and I have Not gotten a 

reply in over two weeks and I sent out an additional email today 07/31/19 
asking for a reply. I do not feel that this kibble is safe as many of the pieces 

protruding from the kibble are hard and sharp and if a dog does not chew the 
kibble to break up the pieces it can cause harm to the soft tissues in the throat 

and stomach if not scratch or get lodged in the gums within the jaws. I have 
taken several photos to show the manufacturer and also for my records and I 
am happy to provide them. I have never seen this unknown substance before 

lodged in the kibble of the food as I have been buying this specific brand of 
food for a couple of months now for my canine.

The first bag of food had a UPC code: 8 11241 01419 6 Lot #095190NFFD 
and Best by date: 10-03-2020

The 2nd Bag of food (exchanged) had UPC: 8 11241 01419 6 Lot# 
292180NFFD and Best By Date: 04/18/2020

As you can see the two bags are entirely of different lots and have a 6 month 
separation between "best by date"

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
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I think that this is a major hazard to any animal to consume the kibble with the 
pieces lodged inside. When I took the first bag to be exchanged at a different 

Petsmart the associate went through the bag and found some pieces and 
stated they believe the pieces were "plastic" and were shocked to see such 

large pieces lodged inside the kibble and how much was present.

I have pieces of kibble saved as samples from each bag if needed for 
inspection.

The kibble has not lead to any injury to my pet that I know of or can observe as 
of now, as I have been careful to pick out any pieces I find within the kibble so 

that my pet does not consume them.

If you need any further details including photos please contact me back via 
email.

Thanks!

EON-394880 7/31/2019 1:20 Acana - grain free dog food 
owner did not specify which 
flavor

Clinical signs consistent with cardiac failure, recent onset cough, collapsing 
episode 1 day prior to presentation to referring veterinarian. Thoracic 
radiographs on 7/29/19 noted cardiomegaly and suspected early congestive 
heart failure. Echocardiogram with cardiologist on 7/30/19 confirmed Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy.

9 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 22.6 Kilogra 
m

EON-394872 7/30/2019 21:16 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Small Bree’s Chicken Grain
Free

My dog was eating Blue Buffalo dog food since he was a puppy. At the age of 
6 he was diagnosed with a heart murmur. This month, he was diagnosed with 
congestive heart failure. The breeder has no other dogs diagnosed with 
congestive heart failure.

8 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 28 Pound
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EON-394871 7/30/2019 21:08 Merrick Lil' Plates for Small 
Dogs Grain Free SENIOR

I had a healthy Yorkshire Terrier mix (1/4 Rat Terrier) for twelve years. She 
always had a slight cough (suspected of a partially collapsed trachea), but it 

was never an issue for her and she lived a totally normal life, so she was never 
on medication or diagnosed for it. She had no other health issues of any kind, 
besides having to get her teeth regularly cleaned because keeping them shiny 
was quite a chore! She began experiencing major breathing problems in 2017.

We have had countless trips to the vet. It was suspected bronchitis and 
sometimes pneumonia. During one of these x-rays, it was noticed that her 

heart was enlarged. At that point, I was told to see a cardiologist specialist to 
further assess the situation. This was the first I had ever heard of her heart 
being enlarged. I saw the cardiologist in June of 2018 and he diagnosed her 
with a "tricuspid and mitral valve regurgitation". He let me listen to the slight 

backup in her lungs with his stethoscope. Before then, no mention of anything 
relating to her heart was mentioned. At that point, I was told this wasn't 

anything major enough to began any sort of treatment. I repeatedly said I 
would start anything that was needed to get ahead of it. After that, she had a 
day at the beach which only seemed to worsen her breathing situation. She 

was gasping more than usual, so I took her to the ER that same night. It was 
then that they said she had pneumonia and started her on some meds. They 

didn't seem to be helping or clearing out the "fluid" in her lungs, but she 
managed. She would have some coughing fits, but it wasn't anything that 

seemed to be majorly affecting her quality of life. It should be noted that after 
this, she had a few "fainting" spells or what I thought could be seizures. She 
would suddenly stop, fall over a bit, and sort of rock back and forth like she 

had no control and pee on herself. This was alarming. I took her to the vet, but 
they couldn't find anything out of the ordinary. They still said she had fluid in 
her lungs and wanted to get that cleared up. She took a lot of meds for it that 
never seemed to do anything. A good while after, I rushed her back to the vet, 
because she seemed to be gasping A LOT more than normal and I thought her 

tongue looked quite purple. They said she was indeed not getting enough

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound
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oxygen. She was put on oxygen at the vet and I later took her to the ER (that 
same night) to remain in an oxygen chamber. This was in October of 2018. 
They did a lung wash and didn't find anything conclusive. She was said to 
have bilateral crackles, less cyanotic when on the oxygen, etc. I was given 

Prednisone, Terbutaline and Clavamox. She went back into her vet for many 
follow-up visits. I was worried that she would worsen when weaning her off of 
the medications. They recommended some inhalers and oral steroids. I was 
saving up for these medications (they were expensive and I had just spent 

over 4k on ER visits/meds), already had the inhaler, and purchased the meds 
on (b) (6\ I/ w^s awaiting their shipment when my baby passed away in(b) (6) her sleep on . She didn't wake up. That night she wasn't

very interested in food, but that wasn't entirely abnormal for her during this 
past month with all of the medications, etc. Her tongue appeared rather pink to 

me, so I had not rushed her to the ER or anything. I fear her actual passing 
must have had something to do with medications. We tried weaning her off of 
them several times, only for the vet to recommend putting her back on them. 
She was a tiny fur baby. I feel partially responsible and think the medication 
was just too much for her. These recent reports from the FDA on DCM have 
opened my eyes a bit. Nothing given to my baby worked and it sounds more 

and more like they were treating her lungs when they should have been 
treating her heart. The symptoms of DCM are spot on and this only happened 
in the past few years in an otherwise healthy and happy little girl. This is very 

difficult for me to write and to look at her medical reports, but if it is in fact, due 
to her food intake then I would like to share my experiences, vet reports, xrays, 

etc....anything that I can to help. She has eaten Merrick for a good portion of 
her later life.

EON-394868 7/30/2019 20:20 Rachael Ray Nutrish little 
bites

Dog consumed Rachael Ray Nutrish dry dog food for three days. By day three, 
she was throwing up and had become dehydrated. She was lethargic and 
taken to the Vet. They were unable to get IV going because of dehydration and 
she died soon after the Vet visit. The Vet believed the dog was in DCM due to 
consumption of the pet food.
Only known health issue was a heart murmur.

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON-394867 7/30/2019 20:20 Taste of the wild P on Taste of the Wild Grain free diet for multiple years. P's sibling developed 
DCM, o was concerned for her dog so testing was performed. P was acting 
more lethargic than normal on walks. Taurine levels performed @(b) (6): 307. 
Diagnosed with DCM by boarded veterinary cardiologist.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 77 Pound
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EON-394865 7/30/2019 19:36 Holis+ic RECIPE I was so excited when my sis in the Philippines told me she bought Holistic 
brand to feed her dogs Then she asked me to search for other flavors and 
send me pics of the one she got. But what prompted me to enquire on this 
product is because the back side has no manufacturer name or address. 
Nothing to indicate where the kibbles are made except the American flag and 
the wording Made in USA. Also beside it was MANUFACTUREED (spelled 
incorrectly) FOR CSI, LLC USA. It also has a bar code with the number 
092405351153. It is apparent to me that this is not the renown Holistic Select 
brand. This one is marked Holis+ic RECIPE, with a trademark logo. Should I 
be worried?

EON-394864 7/30/2019 19:28 Acana Meadowland (b) (6) has been eating Acana foods exclusively for his entire life at the 
recommendation of the breeder. He ate Acana Wild Praire until it was 
reformulated as Acana Meadowlands. He ate this food from birth (Feb 2013) 
until June 2019 at which point I switched due to the FDA bulletin that was 
issued regarding reported problems Grain Free/Boutique Foods. At his annual 
vet visit, (b) (6) vet (b) (6) ) recommended
additional bloodwork despite the fact there were no presenting problems--no 
heart murmur--during the exam. Today, the results came back with an elevated 
Pro BNP of 1516 and a recommendation to call the vet cardiologist and get 
him seen asap. I will contact the cardiologist tomorrow morning.

6 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 67 Pound
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EON-394856 7/30/2019 17:24 Fromm Large Breed I want you to know my 5 year old English mastiff was religiously fed Fromm 
dog food. We thought it was the best. He began wheezing and became 
lethargic. We took him to the vet, and were told that everything appeared fine. 
Several days later he walked out to the back yard to go potty and was unable 
to make his way back inside. My wife and I had to put him on a sheet and drag 
all 250 lbs of him around the outside of our house to the front door. We had to 
get him inside out of the heat (b) (6)
He lay inside, unable to get up for a long time. He finally wobbled to the back 
door as though he had to go back out, but collapsed onto the floor. He lay 
there for a day and started crying in pain. We called the vet to the house. The 
vet checked him and took blood, but again could not figure out what was 
wrong.
He cried all night, and the next day I moved him onto his bed and drug him 
back to his sleeping space. He cried and cried for another day, and all I could 
do was sit by his head and pet him. I put a heating pad on his back hips as that 
seemed to comfort him some.
It was very hard but I decided to call the vet again and have him put down. I 
sat with him and before I was able to call he gasped and stiffened up as I was 
petting him. I told him it was okay, and he died. Some red material came from 
his nose onto his sheet.
We wanted to have a necropsy at that time but were unable to bring him to (b) (6) . In the end we had him cremated.
Thank you.
(b) (6)

5 Years Mastiff Dog 215 Pound

EON-394842 7/30/2019 16:04 Earthborn Holistic Coastal 
Catch Grain-Free Dog Food

(b) (6) was diagnosed today with Dilated Cardiomyopathy due to 
taurine/carnitine deficiency.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound
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EON-394835 7/30/2019 14:52 Hills Prescription Diet
Canine
Multi Benefit
W/D

My Dog has been eating Hills Sicence Diet W/D Weight control diet food for 
many years. it was prescribled by our vet because he wanted a food that would 
keep (b) (6) weight down. I submitted the prescription to Chewy as they do 
auto ship and free delivery for convenience. recently I purchased a new bag of 
the dry food as I had run out. I was feeding it to my dog as normal. on July 
27th 2019 he became very ill. he was vomiting and having diarrhea. I took him 
to the vet and it was discovered he had pancreatitis. which is caused by 
excessive fat. that s when the vet realized that hills science diet changed the 
fat content of the food from 1-2% to over 9% and my vet said hills didn't notify 
everyone about it. this exposure to the higher fat content made my dog sick. 
so because of lack of information on the manufacturer part my dog became 
very ill.
I contacted all the locations I know that carry this food and they were NOT 
aware of this change. when I called Hills they said they notified some 
veterinarians. but none of the other distributors that carry their food. 
this is an outrage. by not properly notifying consumers many animals can get 
sick and even die. I was lucky my dog is ok but how many will need to get sick 
before they are required to tell consumers of changes made to their products 
that can be potentially harmful. their food is not exclusively sold through 
veterinarians and it is for that reason they need to ensure all consumers are 
notified and the animals they claim to care for are safe. Also they can no 
longer call their food a weight control formula when they raised the fat content. 
by still calling it weight control that is false advertising.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 26.7 Pound

EON-394807 7/30/2019 12:08 Menu Care Complex Vitamin 
Fortified Pet rabbit food

I had a male and pregnant female Guinea Pig the first one to die was a little 
over a year old and a male. The female that was pregnant at the time did not 
die. She gave birth to 4 healthy babies on (b) (6) a nd I have video of them 
health running around and eating on their own. 3 days after they ate the pet 
food the smallest baby died like he was poisoned. Then the next day the next 
one dies. My son gave them the food again and the last one died. I have 
removed the food and the Mother and the last baby is doing well. I don't want 
this to poison any other pets.

EON-394784 7/29/2019 22:08 Hydrolyzed Protein Adult HP After initiation of Royal Canin protein free diet, moved to hydrolyzed Royal 
Canin as maintenance.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 118 Pound

EON-394775 7/29/2019 19:40 Instinct Original small breed 
grain free dry dog food.
Chicken flavor.

On the morning ofy-M-19 (b) (6) vomited dark yellow fluid with a lot of foam. 
Just like my cat (b)(6) had done after eating Instinct pet food. This was on 
and off for almost a week after stopping the food.

(b) (6) is my foster and when I got him on (b) (6) he had kennel cough, but 
that resolved after antibiotics. He was not taking any meds when he started 
vomiting. He was eating Instinct dog food. And my cat had been eating Instinct 
cat food.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound
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EON-394774 7/29/2019 19:36 1. Instinct Original Grain 
Free rabbit. Dry
2. Instinct Limited Ingredient 
Grain Free rabbit. Canned

On (b) (6)she started vomiting a lot. I took her to the ER vet and it was 
determined that her small intestines were severely inflamed and she was 
dehydrated. They were going to keep her for two days and give her IV fluids 
and anti nausea meds. Less than 12 hours later at 2:30 in the morning on(b) (6) 

the vet called and said her intestines had ruptured and she was septic. She 
passed away before I could get there. She was perfectly fine the day/night 
before...was eating and playing. She was in good health. She was eating 
Instinct cat food. A week and a half later, my foster dog became sick, also 
vomiting. He was also eating Instinct, dog food. The cat was inside only and 
there is nothing my home that could have made them both sick.

9 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 11.5 Pound

EON-394767 7/29/2019 17:56 Iams proactive health high 
protein chicken & salmon 
recipe dry cat food

(b) (6) has been on Iams High Protein Adult Cat food (dry) for over a year. 
She is fed only this food. On July 21,2019 we opened a new bag of food. We 
noticed within a day she wasn't as interested in eating as usual and especially 
after op ening a new bag (she is always extra interested in a new, fresh bag). 
She wa s still eating, but leaving a lot behind and just not that interested. Over 
the nex t few days she also seemed a little more lethargic and reserved than 
normal and she was eating more grass when outside than usual. She was
vomitin g up the grass but no food vomit. Around July 24-25 we noticed
diarrhe a. On July 26 we suspected the food may be the culprit as nothing else 
had ch anged and her symptoms were not as severe as with her IBD flare-up. 
We bou ght a new bag (same variety, but different lot number from a different 
store) t hat evening (7/26). She ate voraciously. Her appetite has been back to 
normal since and her diarrhea is beginning to clear (7/29 AM). Her activity 
level is also much improved.

16 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON-394759 7/29/2019 16:56 multiple different brands of 
dry grain free foods

On cat in the household had a dietary intolerance that improved on grain free 
foods. The owner then began feeding all cats in the household grain free 
foods. Over the last 3 months, one can has died with Hypertrophic 
cardiomyopathy, and two other cats have been diagnosed with it. The only 
unaffected cat is a new cat who has only been in the household for a few 
months. The three affected cats had been eating a mix of multiple different 
grain free foods ( laid out like a buffet) for several years. The cats were 
asymptomatic until the HCM was end stage.

10 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON-394758 7/29/2019 16:36 Earthborn holistic I read about the numerous dog foods that ca used caardiomyopathy  in dogs. My 
beloved Yorkie-Chihuahua, (b) (6) |, died (b) (6) in my bed. I was
devastated; she was 12 1/2 yrs. old and wei<ghed  7. 9 lbs. She had had a chest 
X-ray at her vets because she had a cough n exert ion. X-ray showed a very 
enlarged heart. About 2 weeks later she was dead. have contacted my vet
and have her records and the chest X-ray.

EON-394737 7/29/2019 14:48 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diet Grain Free 
High Protein Salmon 
Formula

Dilated cardiomyopathy (rule out nutritional vs. viral vs. idiopathic), moderate 
mitral regurgitation, mild tricuspid regurgitation

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog
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EON-394733 7/29/2019 14:20 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 
Limited Ingredient Formula

Dilated cardiomyopathy (rule out nutritional vs. idiopathic), moderate mitral and 
tricuspid regurgitiation, pulmonary hypertension, congestive heart failure

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON-394731 7/29/2019 14:12 Taste of the Wild Grain-Free Dilated cardiomyopathy (rule out nutritional vs. idiopathic/inherited), 2 Years Great Dane Dog

EON-394728 7/29/2019 13:56 Dr. Gary's Best Breed Grain- 
Free, Acana Heritage 
Freshwater Fish Formula, 
Acana Heritage Free-Run 
Poultry Formula

Dilated cardiomyopathy (rule out nutritional vs. idiopathic/inherited), mitral and 
tricuspid regurgitation, atrial fibrillation, congestive heart failure

7 Years Great Dane Dog

EON-394727 7/29/2019 13:56 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain- 
Free Dry Dog Food

Patient presented in early July for DCM screening since his half sibling was 
diagnosed with DCM a week prior and had been eating the same diet. 
Patient's echocardiogram revealed early DCM-like changes. Taurine levels, 
both plasma and whole blood were WNL. Patients BNP was normal, elevated 
troponin. Patient has switched diets and will recheck in September.

2.8 Years Bulldog - French Dog 6.2 Kilogra 
m

EON-394724 7/29/2019 13:36 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Recipe with 
Smoked Salmon - A Grain- 
Free Diet

DCM (rule out nutritional vs primary), mitral and tricuspid regurgitation, 
pulmonary hypertension, atrial fibrillation, vetricular premature complexes, 
biventricular congestive heart failure, systemic hypotension

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog

EON-394717 7/29/2019 13:20 Acana Ranchlands Dilated cardiomyopathy (rule out nutritional vs. primary), mitral regurgitation, 
ventricular premature complexes

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON-394714 7/29/2019 13:12 Best Pet Supplies Inc. 
Something Special for your 
pet.

(b) (6) suddenly became violently ill, diarrhea, vomiting, lethargic, fever, loss 
of appetite about 6 weeks ago. I saw the recall for Best Pet Supply Pig Ears 
and sent one to Amtest Laboratories in Kirkland WA for testing. I got the 
results Saturday 7.27.19, positive for salmonella. I can provide report if 
needed. I notified Amazon who sells Bulk Pig Ears, and they refunded my $$ 
and I asked them to pull from the shelf. I had 2 boxes, I only tested the box I 
knew I was feeding him from, I am testing the other box this week.

2 Years Saint Bernard Dog Dog 225 Pound

EON-394712 7/29/2019 13:00 Nutri Source Senior Formula 
Grain Free dog food

Over the past year we started to notice our (b) (6) slowing down and 
breathing harder. She's a Very active dog so I thought it was strange but I 
thought, oh she is getting older. She then started coughing so we took her to 
the vet. She had a heart murmur and a VERY enlarged heart, heart disease. 
We tried medicine but it only kept the cough at ease, didn't help the breathing 
and she started dropping weight. We made the decision to have her put down. 
She was suffering. This all started after we switched to the grain free dog food 
made by NutiSource.

9 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 31 Pound
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EON-394689 7/29/2019 10:24 Blue chunky stew Turkey 
Dinner in hearty gravy.

I purchased a can of Blue Chunky Stew Canned Turkey Dinner in hearty gravy 
yesterday from Big Lot’s Store. I thought the top looked a raised but it didn’t 
give when I pressed on it. I opened it to feed the dogs and the liquid was 
bubbling as if it was boiling!
Bottom information Best by Feb 07 20. 14:49x62XCTSI.
I PLAN TO TAKE THE CAN TO THE NEAREST PET STORE TODAY TO 
ALERT THEM.
(b) (6)

EON-394687 7/29/2019 9:56 Nutro Grain Free (b) (6) had heart failure. She had episodes where she would pass out because 
her heart couldn't get enough blood to her brain.

12 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 14 Pound

EON-394672 7/29/2019 3:04 Taste of The Wild High 
Prairie

Taste of the Wild High Prairie had fed for over 8-9 years without an issue. 
October 2018, all three dogs got sick, two of my dogs, 1 an Azawakh and the 
other a Rhodesian Ridgeback only vomited twice sometime during the night 
and one the next morning. My other Azawakh vomited blood and had bloody 

diarrhea. This one was taken to the Emergency vet and given Cerenia, 
Sucralfate and told to eat a bland diet. His liver ALT as 400. Took back a week 

later to check liver again and it had come down. IN January I bought a large 
bag of Taste of the Wild Southwest Canyon for variety. I begin transitioning 

with 1/4 cup Southwest Canyon to 2.5 cups for my Rhodesian and 2 1/4 cups 
of the High Prairie for my Azawakhs. All three became ill again, this time with 
just vomiting, no blood. I immediately contacted Taste of the Wild and asked 
why their Southwest Canyon with wild boar had the first 7-8 ingredients listed

BEFORE the wild boar? She did not know. I then asked where they are 
sourcing the wild boar from, she told me local. I then asked when recalling my 
October incident if they had changed the formula of the High Prairie, she told 
me no. I then asked where they were sourcing the added supplements. She 

told me she couldn't give me that information. I then asked if the supplements 
were coming from China, she said no. Onward to May 2019. Bought another 

bag of High Prairie, thinking the October incident was just a fluke or bad luck. I 
was 2 days into feeding the new bag, when AGAIN, my dogs started vomiting 
again. This lasted a day, but the two others including the Azawakh who was so 

sick back in October had horrible diarrhea for days afterwards.
I put my Rhodesian down due to stomach issues, and other issues that may or 

may not be related to the Taste of the Wild. But looking back my Rhodesian 
was in very good health prior to the onslaught beginning in October other than 

spondylosis and arthritis. She was 14 and had major stomach issues 
beginning in October so I do not believe this was just a coincidence. My two 

Azawakhs both who were in excellent health prior to the first October incident 
has had off and on stomach issues, smelly poop and still doesn't feel well. My 

one Azawakh who seemed to be the worst has now been taken to the ER

9 Years Azawakh Dog 62 Pound
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twice, once back in October and now again in May 2019. I have read several 
accounts of Taste of the Wild causing GI issues on various forums, bloody 

diarrhea, vomiting with and without blood. The accounts that many are 
reporting are exactly the same as mine. Taste of the Wild rep was extremely 

rude and said she would have someone that works in the testing call me back. 
They never called back. I asked if they did third party testing on their batches 

and she said yes. I then asked for the test results. She refused to send them to 
me. Taste of the Wild is not transparent or truthful regarding their sourcing, 

testing as she refused every question I asked. My other Azawakh who is older 
than the other is still having stool issues, runny, etc. He does fairly well on a 

bland diet, but each time I try to put either dog back on Taste of the Wild, they 
both again end up with runny stools, mushy and smelly. I have spent a good 
$1500.00 this far on complicated stool tests, blood work and repeated blood 
chem on this one dog and this does not include the October incident. Why 
would Taste of the Wild refuse to send me third party test results on their 

batches? What are they hiding. Certainly they do not believe that it is any of 
our businesses to know where they source their supplements and test results. 
I know there has not been a recall, but there are plenty of people complaining 
about the same GI issues with their dogs on Taste of the Wild. Can no longer 
trust a company that I have purchased their products for over 8 plus years not 
revealing where they get their vitamin and mineral supplements from and IF 

they even test each supplement before Diamond Foods adds it to the Kibble!
There is NO precursor added to this brand of food - DL-Methionine for the 

taurine. There are tons of reports on various websites of other people between 
09/2018 through Jan,2019 who had the exact same problem with this exact 

brand. Vomiting, diarrhea, persistent stomach issues now. One of my dogs has 
been to the emergency room now twice due to still having the diarrhea. He 

now has pancreatitis as you will see other dogs that ate this High Prairie have 
had. No, I no longer feed it. I am having to purchase chicken and boil it to get 
my dogs over the diarrhea which took over a month. I now feed Fromm's grain 

inclusive now that this company has been listed on the FDA as causing yet 
another problem - DCM.

EON-394670 7/29/2019 1:08 Merrick Chunky Grain Free 
Colosssal Chicken Dinner

Got diarrhea from a can of Merrick's Colossal Chicken Dinner that was well 
within the expiration date. It cleared up when diet changed and started again 
when the can was tried again.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound
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EON-394662 7/28/2019 21:44 4Health Brand Grain Free 
Dog food for large breads

3 days after a wellness check and rabies vaccination- (given after 3 years 
since previous rabies- so not “over vaccinated” - by local County Animal 
Control Center) our healthy and AKC papered dog was playing at a dog park 
happily running. He ate well and was healthy by all accounts- fell dead with 
what we feel matches a DCM heart incident. He only ate 4Health Grain free 
puppy and dog food his whole life. He was lifeless and died instantly- no 
necessitation response and both my husband and myself witnessed the event. 
He came from the (b) (6) line- (very well known in the Samoyed
community and carefully bred for health). One minute running on a seemingly 
normal day and the next minute dead.

4.7 Years Samoyed Dog 65 Pound

EON-394658 7/28/2019 19:44 Abound Grain Free Chicken 
Chickpea and Sweet Potato 
Recipe

About 2/3 weeks after we started giving the dogs dry Abound dog food we 
have noticed a rapid decline in heath of the smallest and oldest of the dogs. 
She started by being more tired, not eating and much and starting urinating 
more often. As of this moment she is currently dripping blood from her urinary 
tract, has no energy, peeing approximately every hour, and is not eating and 
not showing interest in treats, she wont react to people coming in the door 
(typically barks very loud at people even just passing by on the steps. After 
connecting the time frame we saw a recall for the dog food we started in other 
states.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON-394657 7/28/2019 19:40 Instinct Raw Frozen Lamb Dog was on a grain-free diet (Instinct Raw lamb based diet) and developed a 
chronic cough and cardiac murmur. Dog was evaluated by two different 
cardiologists and diagnosed with DCM. We may forward records and 
cardiology reports if needed. Thank you!

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 18.9 Pound

EON-394656 7/28/2019 19:40 Signature Kangaroo
Formula Limited Ingredient
Formula

Guess to some gastro issues, an internist recommended trying a "different" or 
"unusual" protein source in her dog food. She was put on Signature kangaroo 
formula. She was on that food for approximately 2 1/2 years. A heart murmur 
was detected by primary vet and recommended to see a cardiologist for an 
echocardiogram. A few months later she was diagnosed with DCM and then 
heart failure

9 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 50 Pound

EON-394655 7/28/2019 19:36 Acana Singles Pacific 
Pilchard, Acana Singles 
Grass-Fed Lamb

Diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopthy 11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40.3 Kilogra 
m
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EON-394649 7/28/2019 16:08 Petcurean GO Lamb Limited 
Ingredient

Last November (b) (6) suddenly presented with fluid in her abdomen, 
overnight. She was a very healthy 2 year old at the time. I work at a dog 
daycare and she came to work with me everyday and never showed any signs 
of fatigue, cough etc beforehand. She was given x rays as well as an echo at 
the vet and I was told she had food related dcm. She was on Petcurean Go 
Lamb, grain free. I had no idea grain free food was a problem. 99% of food 
sold in pet stores today is grain free! I always bought expensive food for my 
pets thinking I was doing the best for them. (b) (6) was put on multiple 
medications, food changed cold turkey. She never improved and passed away 
suddenly in May of this year. This is horrible for any pet owner to go through. 
These pet food companies need to be held accountable.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 50 Pound

EON-394645 7/28/2019 14:32 Zignature Turkey Formula (b) (6) has an enlarged heart, murmur, and chronic cough. She has been eating 
Zignature Turkey for almost 4 years.

12 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 15.8 Pound

EON-394643 7/28/2019 14:20 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 
Chicken Feast in Grilled 
Chicken Flavor Gravy

Local stray who's eaten all of ANYTHING offered (including other flavors of this 
line), wouldn't finish a bowl of it and vomited minutes later.

2 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound

EON-394640 7/28/2019 13:56 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers 
Chicken Feast in Grilled 
Chicken Flavor Gravy

Cat refused to eat Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers Chicken Feast, but has readily 
eaten every other flavor of Fancy Feast for at least 5 years.

7 Years American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON-394631 7/28/2019 12:04 Crave Salmon Pate, Rachel 
ray Nutrish perfect broths

Lethargic day 1. Bloody diarrhea and vomiting day two. Took to vet on 
Thursday, July 25 where she remains.

9 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 14 Pound

EON-394621 7/28/2019 8:08 Nature's Domain Turkey 
Meal and Sweet Potato and 
Nature's Domain Salmon 
Meal and Sweet Potato

We'd had our Chihuahua/Cocker Spaniel mix for about 2 years and had fed 
him Nature's Domain Salmon Meal and Sweet Potato or Nature's Domain 
Turkey Meal and Sweet Potato the entire time. He abruptly passed (6) (b) 
without any prior health concerns and was regularly brought to our veterinarian 
we've been with for 10 years now. Autopsy indicated dilated cardiomyopathy to 
be the cause. We just recently saw the FDA reports of a possible link between 
grain free diet and DCM and put the two together.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON-394615 7/28/2019 2:40 Royal Canin Size Health 
Nutrition Small Aging 12+

I started my dog on Royal Canin small aging 12+ dry dog food two years ago. 
His coughing increased significantly and I attributed that to his age/condition. 
After running out of this food I purchased Science Diet dry food and started 
him on this about 4 days ago. His coughing has decreased significantly since 
starting the Science Diet and he has been more active. He has been fed either 
Science Diet or Royal Canin the majority of his life. I’m heartbroken to think 
this may have been prevented had he eaten another brand.

15 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog

EON-394613 7/28/2019 1:20 Acana Pacifica Grain Free She started panting and having trouble breathing. Emergency vet diagnosed 
her with DCM and taurine deficiency. Her food for the past 8 years almost has 
been Acana Pacifica (grain free) which we now found out FDA report found to 
be the most highly associated with nutritional DCM.

8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 87 Pound
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EON-394608 7/27/2019 22:48 Taste of the Wild
Small Breed Formula

Mixed poodle dog. 5 years old. Has eaten Taste of the Wild his entire life. 
Diagnosed with a level 2 heart murmur at about 2 years of age. Diagnosis was 
recently upgraded to a level 5. Had an echocardiogram. Was suggested to 
lose weight and feed a low sodium diet.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 19 Pound

EON-394604 7/27/2019 21:44 Rachel Ray nutrish chicken 
and veggies dry dog food

My three dogs became sick diarrehea vomiting I believe from eating Rachel 
Ray nutrish dog food it is the only food they eat and had just started a new bag 
prior to their sickness all three were sick at same time same symptom s

4 Years Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON-394594 7/27/2019 18:12 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials Indoor Senior 
Farm-Raised Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe

My cat suddenly refused to eat her usual dry food she has been consuming for 
months. The new bag I had just opened smelled off but did not appear 
different. The cat continued to eat wet food, and also eagerly ate a different 
brand of dry food I had to switch to after a few days of her not eating regularly.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON-394593 7/27/2019 18:04 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials Indoor Senior 
Farm-Raised Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe

My cat suddenly refused to eat his usual dry food he has been consuming for 
months. The new bag I had just opened smelled off but did not appear 
different. The cat continued to eat wet food, and also eagerly ate a different 
brand of dry food I had to switch to after a few days of him not eating regularly.

13 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON-394592 7/27/2019 18:00 Organic Catnip and Tuna or 
Chicken Cat Crown Birthday 
Cake

I ordered a birthday cake for my friend's cat. When I ordered it, the website 
indicated that it would be shipped in ice & he receives his packages at a UPS 
store, so I knew it would be indoors which was the only safety precautions 
listed on their website when I ordered. When I complained, they changed the 
website to remove the ice notice. i don't think a cat food cake without 
preservatives would be safe for consumption without ice after being shipped 
from (b) (6) in late July. I'm not sure why this company thought it would, 
especially since the icing is made of yogurt. I place my order on 7/21/19. It 
arrived at his mail center on 7/25/19.

EON-394591 7/27/2019 17:32 Friskies Indoor Meaty Bites We buy the Friskies Chunky Indoor Mix. About a week ago, my cat (b) (6)

started acting funny.. He was not himself. He did not want to walk, and
would just lie down wherever I sat him. When he started hiding, I started to 
worry because I know cats often hide before they die. I decided to give him a 
round of antibiotics [Cipro] and see where that left us. Only one day after I 
started the antibiotics, I saw a change. He was himself again [leads me to 
believe whatever contaminate is in the food is counteracted by antibiotics]! 
Later that same day, I stumbled across a Facebook post warning people about 
a contaminated batch of Friskies [1157, 1159 & 1161]. I ran to the kitchen to 
check and OF COURSE, all my cans are 1161. I stopped giving him the food 
the day before yesterday and he is completely himself again, circling my feet 
and chasing squirrels like he always has. I emailed Purina but they did not 
bother to even respond. I am keeping the cans. There are far too many 
complaints about this specific batch injuring and killing cats for it to be 
coincidental -- and all the complaints mention the SAME exact issues 

1 Years Unknown Cat 18 Pound
 

[lethargy, hiding, etc].
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EON‐394584 7/27/2019 16:08 Rachael Ray Nutrish For 5 years,   was feed Racheal Ray Nutrish dry dog food. In March 2019, 
a new heart murmur was noted on a regular veterinary check-up. At time, she 
showed no signs of heart problems Veterinarian recommended monitoring and
follow-up in 3 months. Three weeks later,   started to have symptoms of 
lethargic and short of breath. In April 2019, passed away due to heart 
failure. This report was filed in response to the recent FDA update regarding 
canine diet and heart disease. 

(b) (6) 
(b) (6)

(b) (6) 10 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 18 Pound 

EON‐394576 7/27/2019 13:16 Purina Beneful Healthy 
Weight 

over a 2 to 3 year period the dog lost energy until the final days when he died. 
Three vets examined him and all said there was nothing wrong with him during 
his last year. 

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 66 ound 

EON‐394570 7/27/2019 11:56 Blue Wilderness High 
Protein - Grain Free 

Our family pet developed a cough and started having difficulty breathing. Took
her to the vet and her heart is englarged more than twice what it should be. I 
took her in 3 days after the cough started. 

7 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature 

Dog 7 ound 

EON‐394561 7/27/2019 8:56 "I and Love and You" Naked
Essentials with Chicken + 
Duck 

 Cat has been on "I and Love and You" "Naked Essentials w/ Chicken and 
Duck" cat food for approximately 1 year. Feline presented with abdominal 
breathing, lethargy, loss of appetite, low body temperature and was taken to 
MayFair veterinarian clinic in Clio, MI on 7/12/19. X-Rays taken and confirmed 
non-cardio pulminary adema. The Veterinarian hospitalized her on Oxygen, IV, 
lasix and steroid injection. Bloodwork also performed and the only thing found 
was dehydration. Veterinarian prescribed Furosemide twice daily, and seems 
to have improved symptoms however breathing symptoms return when dosage
is decreased. During this time the cat has stayed on the "I and love and you" 
food, without recognizing that this food is Grain-Free. Cat vomited bile with a 
single lentil seed recently. 

4 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 7.5 ound 

EON‐394531 7/26/2019 17:40 cesar chicken and beef 
recipe 

opened a plastic pack of ceasers wet dog food and in the middle of the food 
was a rubber object or small ballon. Had we not been slicing it up our small 
dog could have chocked or it could of been fatel. 

EON‐394519 7/26/2019 15:32 9 Lives Meaty Pate Super 
Supper 

Are less than 1/4 can and would not eat anymore. Began vomiting, a few 
episodes of diarrhea. Would not eat anymore. The can was brand new, freshly
opened, no off odor detected. Tried again today with a second freshly opened 
can. She sniffed and backed away. I opened another can of food by another 
maker and she ate 1/2 can right away. Something may be wrong with the 9 
Lives. 

17 Years Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 9 
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EON‐394502 7/26/2019 13:28 Acana Heritage Free run 
poultry 
then 
Acana Heritage red meat 

Fed my dog ACANA for 2.5 years. They held themselves to a much higher 
standard than other dog food. I trusted them out right. I did my research and 
found they were highest quality in dog food. Well that took a turn in pretty 
quickly. We had thought she had a food allergy but are now seeing that it was 
ACANA that was causing the issue for her. began having gastrointestinal 
issues, extremely jelly like bloody stools that were constant and became very 
lethargic. I reached out to ACANA explaining the issues and they brushed it off 
that it couldn't be their food. Well I took off of ACANA and put her on a 
more bland type brand because my vet thought it could be an allergy. She 
immediately reacted positively to it so I put her back on acana but used a 
different protein version of there's. within one day had the same 
symptoms, lethargic, bloody stools. Then again i took her off and moved her to 
royal canin where she has been on this for about 8 months now and is doing 
extremely well. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Although I don't believe it was the ingredients specifically and I feel they were 
high quality ingredients. I think it may have been some form of bean or legume 
in their food that was causing this long term issue that almost lost me my dog. I 
think they should check to see if the long term exposure to certain ingredients 
can cause issues. 

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound 
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  Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
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EON‐394501 7/26/2019 13:24 Good Lovin' Dog Chews 
Hackberry Log Smoked 
Turkey Tendons 

I purchased a several bags of Turkey tendons jerky dog chews by Good Lovin' 
dog chews distributed by "International pet supplies and distribution inc San 
Diego Ca 92127 " at petco  on about a week ago. I 
opened one bag this morning and my dogs would not eat it. They normally 
jumps on them and start scheming right away- it wasn't the case this morning. 
All 3 dogs refused to eat them. I then realized they were covered up with white 
mold and the rest were covered with green mold. I also noticed that the color of 
jerseys were much lighter comparing to other bags of them as though they 
were not fully cooked and yet packed and being sold. I believe there are more 
bags that contain same conditioned molded jerseys. The bag was completely 
sealed as usual and I had to cut to open the bag. Or there might be a whole in 
the bag - I'm not sure but I did not see the mold when I purchased a week ago. 
White mold is still hard to see and it may be that some of them in the bag may 
have turned green in last few days. There are supposed to be stored at room 
temperature. My house is cool at 69 temperature with AC on at all times. 

(b) (6)

again the product is: 
Hickberry Log Smoked Turkey Tendons Net WT 3.0 Oz (85g) 
Good Lovin' Dog chews 
Distributed by International Pet supplies and Distribution, INC San Diego Ca 
92127 
Contact t us at 1. 855. FAQ.Petco 
Petco animal Supplies Inc 
expiration 052221 
Product of USA 

EON‐394498 7/26/2019 12:48 IVET Professional Formulas 
Canine Adult 

Dog became very lethargic, would not eat. Took her to the vet, said she had a 
thyroid issue. Wanted us to do additional follow up with local state university. 
We switched dog foods, she became better over a 5-7 day time frame. We ran 
out of the dog food (Purina One) and went back for one meal of IVet dog food. 
She again became lethargic, would not eat any of her food. We stopped this 
food immediately. Contacted the manufacturer today, they advised no recall of 
the food and said they would send us a free bag, we declined. 

9 Years Pointer (unspecified) Dog 51 Pound 

EON‐394485 7/26/2019 10:48 Purina Friskies Pate ocean 
whitefish & tuna dinner 

All three cats had violent vomiting right around the same time after eating 2.1 Years American Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐394464 7/26/2019 0:44 Friskies ocean white fish & 
tuna pate dinner 

All 4 kittens ate the seafood pate large can within 2 hours 3 kittens died. The 
4th is in critical condition 

6 Weeks Domestic Shorthair Cat 1.2 Pound 
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EON‐394456 7/25/2019 22:04 Friskies fish-a-licious shreds All 4 cats had explosive diarrhea after ingesting batch number 1161 . We 
purchased from chewy which is a pet website. Am aware of another person in 
my town who had the same batch number and the same sickness happened to 
her cats. After 2 feedings of another brand of food all sickness resolved ! We 
have been eating friskies for 6 months and never had this reaction! 

6 Months Domestic Shorthair Cat 5 Pound 

EON‐394451 7/25/2019 19:04 Bravecto On the evening of Sunday, May 6th, I administered Bravecto—a 3-month flea 
and tick preventive—at the appropriate dosage for her weight. Approximately 

48 hours later on Tuesday evening, I realized she was completely blind. I 
made a vet appointment for the very next day, who then referred us to an eye 
specialist.  eyes were filled with blood, and the cause of blood in both 
eyes was definitely the result of a systemic issue. I informed them that I had 
given her Bravecto 3 days earlier, and was wondering if she had an adverse 

reaction to it. They both assured me that there was no way that Bravecto could 
have caused this, and wanted to do several other expensive and extensive 

tests. That day, her blood work indicated a heightened immune response, but 
did not indicate any serious liver, kidney, or blood issues. She was prescribed 
oral steroids to suppress her immune system, and several eye drops (one of 
which, I had to give her 12 times per day). Over the next few weeks, there 
were numerous vet and eye doctor appointments, more blood tests, more 

drops, and little progress. The steroids were causing severe bloating and high 
blood pressure, and negatively affecting her liver function. We also had to put 

her on blood pressure medication to mitigate the effects of the steroids. I 
decided to reach out to a holistic vet because I did not feel that the vet and eye 

 

doctor were listening to me. She completely agreed that it was the Bravecto, 
and stated that this would be a long road to recovery because although the 
medication is at full effectiveness for 3 months, it stays in their systems for 
much longer. At this point, we were only about ½ of the way through the 3-
month period. She sent me home with  some holistic “remedies” and various 

supplements, and within a week, the blood in  eyes began to dissipate. 
We began weening her off of the steroids and blood pressure medication and 

reducing the frequency of the eye drops. We were so excited that she was 
making progress, but we needed to wait a few weeks for the steroids to get out

of her system before we could do another blood test. We had about 3 great 
weeks with her. Unfortunately, just around the time that the steroids would 

have been completely out of her system we were noticing that she had very 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

 

12 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 9 Pound 
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have been completely out of her system, we were noticing that she had very 
low energy. I called the holistic vet, and we had her bloodwork redone. Her red 
blood cells and hemoglobin were extremely low, so she wasn’t getting enough 

oxygen. Blood tests were redone frequently over the next couple of weeks, and 
we tried many different remedies, but the results kept getting worse. She was 
ultimately diagnosed with immune-mediated hemolytic anemia as a result of 
the exposure to the toxins in Bravecto. Her body was destroying its own red 
blood cells. I had finally made the decision to put her down because shew^s 

 )-(, , not gettingjany better, but she ended up passing away at home_ on (aalmost exactly 3 months from the one and only dose of Bravecto. That 
was the only variable.

EON-394448 7/25/2019 18:48 Nature's Domain Grain-Free 
All Life Stages Salmon Meal 
and Sweet Potato Formula 
for Dogs

(b) (6) started to be out of breathe after going up the flight of stairs at home. 
Within days, she started coughing fits but recovered. She started throwing up 
her food immediately from eating, although would eat it again. There was a lot 
of saliva in the food. Within 2 weeks of the onset of symptoms, she wasn't able 
to go up or down the stairs. We suspected pneumonia. We took her to the vet, 
she was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. The heart was too enlarged 
to save her. She died that afternoon.

10 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Cardigan

Dog 23 Pound

EON-394440 7/25/2019 17:20 Cesar’s filet Mignon wet 
food

24 hours after eating Cesar’s filet Mignon wet food, dog had liquid black 
diarrhea for 5 days straight. Vet diagnosed him with colitis and bacterial 
overgrowth. Nothing changed other than his food.

12 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON-394426 7/25/2019 16:20 Earthborn Holistic Grain 
Free Meadow Feast with 
Lamb Meal

6/8/19 - (b) (6) was seen by his primary veterinarian for abdominal 
radiographs after he had ingested plastic plants. Abdominal radiographs were 
performed and the caudal thorax was included in the study. An enlarged 
cardiac silhouette, was noted and thoracic radiographs were performed which 
revealed marked left atrial and left ventricular enlargement. (b) (6) was 
referred for evaluation by a cardiologist. Echo revealed dilated cardiomyopathy 
phenotype
with severely decreased left ventricular systolic function with severe left 
ventricular enlargement and left atrial enlargement with moderate mitral 
regurgitation.

11 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 20.5 Kilogra
m
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EON‐394425 7/25/2019 16:12 BilJac 
Small Breed Adult 

On   to the 
emergency veterinary clinic in 

we rushed our beloved yorkie 
 because she was having trouble 

breathing (stomach breathing). They immediately put her on oxygen and 
started running test to determine what was causing her to have labored 
breathing. Several hours later we were told that she was suffering from an 
enlarged heart (heart disease) and an enlarged liver and that she only had 
hours to live. After she passed we started researching why a perfectly healthy 
looking and acting dog could die that quickly. We have been feeding her Royal
Canin until about 3 years ago when Petco recommended we put her on 
BillJack small breed, stating it was better for her. Since it appears that BillJack
is a grain free product we are concerned that our Shih Tsu has also been 
eating the same food. We are a little concerned. 

(b) (6)
(b) (6)(b) (6) 9 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound 

 

 

EON‐394424 7/25/2019 16:04 Merrick Grain Free Presenting in congestive heart failure secondary to dilated cardiomyopathy 2 Years Pit Bull Dog 87 Pound 
EON‐394412 
EON‐394407 

7/25/2019 14:28 Fancy feast 
7/25/2019 13:56 Pedigree Adult Complete 

Nutrition Roasted Chicken 
Rice and Vegetable. 

Vomiting and diarrhea lasting 3 days. Tired and withdrawn 
I fed my dog at 8:30 p.m on July 24, 2019 and this morning, July 25, 
2019 at 5:30 a.m. he began vomiting and threw up his food. He has since 
vomited 4 separate times. My other dog, , did not eat the food but he did
lick the bowl that  ate from. has thrown up 3 times. They are 
otherwise healthy. But I do believe this food made my dog sick. 

(b) (6)(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6) 
2 Years 
3 Hours 

American Shorthair 
Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke 

Cat 
Dog 

15 Pound 
30 Ounce 

EON‐394391 7/25/2019 12:12 Earthborn Holistic Dog 
Food. Lamb. 

Within 2 weeks my dog went from being able to sprint across the park to barely
being able to walk outside. After thousands of dollars spent on veterinary xrays
and ultrasounds, she has been diagnosed with DCM. Her food brand, 
Earthborn Holistic, has been linked to DCM in an FDA report issued in the New
York Times last month. She has been on this food for years and the 
veterinarians treating her believe the Taurine deficiency in the diet has likely 
caused the disease. She is now on expensive medications and if she does not 
respond, she will need to be euthanized because she cannot breathe properly. 
I am submitting this report to help with the mounting evidence against this 
brand. I hope you can eventually issue a recall. I also hope there is a class-
action lawsuit down the road that I can become a part of to help with the 
damages both emotional and financial. Thank you. 

11 Years Terrier - Bull - 
American Pit 

Dog 55 Pound 

EON‐394365 7/25/2019 9:36 Kirkland Signature 
Nature's Domain 
Salmon Meal & Sweet 
Potato Dog Food 

Health dog, no prior heart trouble. Beginning of  without warring 
or prior systems our female dog fainted. She was brought to the vet, heart rate 
was regular upon examination, x-ray indicates the heart is not enlarged. 

  without warning our dog goes limp and is barely responsive. 
Immediately brought to the vet, the doctors were unable to stabilize the heart 
and she passed away. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6) 9 Years Bulldog - American Dog 87 Pound 

EON‐394362 7/25/2019 9:04 Acana Grasslands Lamb 
and Apple 

please see report attached for full report and medical records 8 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound 
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EON‐394350 7/24/2019 23:32 Nulo Grain Free Large 
Breed Turkey and Peas 

Our Great Dane (8mos) has eaten the Nulo Large Breed formula since 
she was an 8 week old pup. We absolutely love this food. We’ve had zero 
issues until this week. Her stools have always been normal but she has 
developed severe diarrhea since starting to eat the latest bag we purchased. 
We just wanted to report what was going on just in case there were others who
may notice the same issue. Thank you!! 

(b) (6) 

 

8 Months Great Dane Dog 95 Pound 

EON‐394343 7/24/2019 22:56 Kirkland Signature Lamb 
and Rice Dog Food, Kirkland 
Signature Turkey Stew 
Canned Dog Food 

My rough collie , died from DCM on . It took over two 
month to get a correct diagnosis since DCM is so rare in rough collies. He first 
started showing symptoms during December 2014 and was treated for 
bronchitis. After several visits to our veterinarian, he was referred to  

in 
(b) (6)

 . He was under the care of a  , a 
veterinary cardiologist. I am reporting this to help with the studies trying to find 
a link between DCM and diet. 

(b) (6)(b) (6)

9.5 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐394342 7/24/2019 22:52 Acana Singles Wild 
Mackerel Dry Dog Food 

Heart murmur heard March 2017 by veterinarian, by March 2018 was a grade 
4 and X-ray was taken showing enlarged heard. Started her on enalapril. 
March 2019 murmur still there so added vetmedin. 

10 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 22 Pound 

EON‐394331 7/24/2019 18:28 4Health Grain Free Beef and
Potato 

 Dilated cardiomyopathy (potentially diet-related) leading to congestive heart 
failure 
Episode of collapse- suspect syncope 

4 Years Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla) 

Dog 16.22 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐394317 7/24/2019 16:28 FROMM grain free 
(unknown variety), ACANA 
(unknown variety) 

Mild systolic dysfunction and mild left ventricular enlargement - r/o mild/early 
dilated cardiomyopathy (potentially diet-associated) 

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 29.59 Kilogra
m 
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EON‐394289 7/24/2019 13:04 Grain Free Easy to Digest 
Salmon Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin Recipe 

This pet was found to have a newly discovered heart murmur in December of 
2017 despite always ausculting normally previously with a very extensive 
history at our practice (regularly seen for both sick and wellness appointments 
since puppyhood [first visit November 2006]). The pet has also had several 
normal ECGs that were done as a pre-anesthetic precaution (July 2007, 
January 2010, February 2012, & June 2015). All of these anesthetic events 
barring the first were for chronic periodontal disease that was treated as 
needed with extractions of the effected teeth and dental prophylaxis of those 
remaining. The pet currently has only canine teeth remaining. There has also 
been one pre-anesthetic ECG run since discovery of the heart murmur that 
was also normal in April of 2018. 

12.92 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne)) 

Dog 8.8 Pound 

The newly discovered murmur was at a sick visit, but persisted past recovery  
from this illness. Radiographs taken of the pet included both abdomen and 
thorax were interpreted by a board-certified radiologist; the heart size and 
shape were considered normal. First considered a grade II to III out of VI 
systolic heart murmur, this worsened in March 2019 to a solid grade III out of 
VI. This coupled with an elevated Cardiopet ProBNP value (b) (6)value: 3801 
Normal range: 0-900) prompted additional diagnostics into heart health. 
Another normal ECG result was returned in May 2019 but the radiographs 
taken on the same date were interpreted by a cardiologist at IDEXX and 
revealed left-sided cardiac enlargement likely secondary to mitral valve 
disease without evidence of heart failure. Blood pressure values taken at this 
same time considered normal. 

The owner is interested in entering(b) (6)  as a case study to the FDA due to her 
use of a grain free diet (Nature’s Recipe Grain Free food) for the last eight to 
nine years and considering that Papillons are not an overrepresented breed 
when it comes to heart disease. 
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 EON‐394287 7/24/2019 12:52 Merrick Limited Ingredient 
Diet Grain-Free 

We took her and our other 3 year old Great Dane and 12 year old Yorkshire 
Terrier to the vet for and echocardiogram because they had been eating grain 
free food their whole lives and I wanted peace of mind that they had no issues. 
I had switched their food at the end of November 2018 from Merrick grain free 
to Purina Pro Plan. I immediately noticed a change in the energy level of 
our 5 year old dane. We had assumed she had slowed down due to her age 
but after the dog food switch she had the energy she had years before. I had 
echos done on   2/13/19 and (b) (6)

and 3/6. The vet found in both (b) (6)and  (2 unrelated great danes) had slight systolic disfunction of 
the left ventricle, with both of their hearts being very similar with a leaky mitral 
valve. Our Yorkie (b) (6)heart was clear. He did not recommend medication at
that time as they were asymptomatic and he wanted to see how they would do 
with just a diet change. At our follow up echo's in June, 2019.  heart 
function was the same and  showed slight improvement. Again, his 
recommendation was to not do any medication and wait 6 more months for a 
3rd echo before he could say 100% that it is diet related but he suspects that is 
the issue. It is also to be noted that I changed their diet 3 months before I had 
echo's done so the results may not truly show how much improvement they 
may have had, had I done the echo's before the diet change. I would suspect 
their may have been a good deal of improvement given  energy level
change which has continued to this day. We joke that maybe we can mix her 
food half and half because she is back to her wild puppy stage. In February on 
the same week she had the echo, she was also diagnosed with Thyroid cancer 
and has had surgery and chemotherapy for this and her energy level is a 10 
compared to a 5 even going through that compared to the same time last year. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)(b) (6)

(b) (6)

5 Years Great Dane Dog 126 Pound 

7/23/2019 22:20 Kirkland Brand Natures 
Domain Dry Dog Food Adult

Vet defected heart murmur not detected during initial comprehensive exam 
when we received the dog about 2 years ago. The veterinarian informed us of 
new research out suggesting a link between non-grain diets and heart disease.
Our dog is a 5 year old (rough estimate of age) mixed breed appearing as part 
pit and hound. We have been feeding him the Kirkland Brand Natures Domain 
for the time we have had him. 

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 47 Pound 
 

EON‐394257 

 

7/23/2019 21:32 Acana Regionals 
Appalachian Ranch kibble

My dog, , was fed Acana grain free kibble and died suddenly - he was 2 
months shy of being 2 years old. Our vet strongly suspected DCM, but we did 
not have a necropsy done. Before his death, he had 2 fainting spells, and we 
had no idea that was a sign of DCM. After his death, We contacted the breeder 
we purchased him from to let her know and she immediately sent testing kits to 
our dogs litter mates, all tested negative for DCM. All of the breeders dogs are 
DNA tested for DCM. We strongly believe that our dogs death was caused by 
Acana dog food. 

(b) (6) 22 Months Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 55 Pound 
 

EON‐394253 
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  Key 

EON‐394249 

EON‐394245 

EON‐394233 

EON‐394211 

EON‐394209 
EON‐394208 

EON‐394207 

EON‐394203 

Product NameCreated 

7/23/2019 20:44 Fromm four star nutritionals 
salmon a la veg 

7/23/2019 20:28 Fromm four star nutrition
salmon a la veg recipe 

 

7/23/2019 18:36 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain-
Free Healthy Weight 
(Chicken) 

7/23/2019 14:40 Horizon Pulsar Fish (Salmon 
and Lentils) 

7/23/2019 14:28 Premium Natural Pig Ears 
7/23/2019 14:20 4health Grain-Free Beef & 

Potato Dog Food 

7/23/2019 14:20 4Health Grain Free Beef and
Potato 

 

7/23/2019 13:56 FROMM Salmon Tunalini 

Description 

Fromm changed their Salmon a la veg food without notification. I opened a 
new bag of the same flavor and description but the formula was changed. 

 started within the first day with projectile diarrhea. On day 2 I found out
there had been an unadvertised change but assumed she would adjust in a 
few days. On day 3 my other dog had projectile bloody diarrhea. I then pulled 
him off the food, put him on rice and over several days put him on Purina Pro 
Plan with no problems. I called my vet and they said to discontinue the food 
and put on a bland diet. I did not go to the vet 

(b) (6)

Fromm changed their Salmon a la veg food without notification. I opened a 
new bag of the same flavor and description but the formula was changed. 
started within the first day with projectile diarrhea. On day 2 I found out there 
had been an unadvertised change but assumed she would adjust in a few 
days. On day 3 she had projectile bloody diarrhea. I then pulled her off the 
food, put her on rice and over several days put her on Purina Pro Plan with no 
problems. My other dog,  also had projectile diarrhea but he is very
healthy and did not have blood.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)  showed no symptoms but because his brother tested positive for DCM 
and was on the same grain-free food for 2 1/2 - 3 years we decided to have 
him tested. Echo was performed on 7/11/19 by our Veterinarian. The results of 
the echo showed  also has DCM, with  significant tricuspid regurgitation.
He also has high blood pressure. 20 mg The Vet prescribed 20 mb 
Pimobendan daily, plus 20 mb Benazapril daily. A second echo is scheduled in 
3-6 months.

(b) (6)

In September of 2018 an x-ray showed an enlarged heart and poor motility of 
his heart muscles. At the time he has a minor bacterial infection which was 
resolved with antibiotics. We were referred to a Board Certified Cardiologist in 

 and he was after an echocardiogram diagnosed with DCM at which
time it was suspected it may have been caused by the BEG diet he was on. A 
subsequent second Echo in April of 2019 showed improvement which 
confirmed in our minds his DCM was caused by diet. 

(b) (6)

Potential link to human from dog treat 
I had been feeding 4health grain free dog food for years and in April of 2018,

 died suddenly of CDM. At the time the study of a link between grain free 
dog food and CDM had not been done.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)  developed DCM which led to CHF due to being on a grain free diet 

Dilated cardiomyopathy - r/o diet-associated vs. idiopathic 
History of small paramembranous VSD- no flow noted across this defect on 
exam today 

Age 
UOM 

Age 

5 Years 

4 Years 

4 Years 

5 Years 

9 Years 

4.5 Years 

6 Years 

Breed 

Doberman Pinscher 

Doberman Pinscher 

Retriever - Labrador 

Retriever - Golden 

Affenpinscher 
Collie - Border 

Unknown 

Sheepdog - Shetland 

Species 

Dog 

Dog 

Dog 

Dog 

Dog 
Dog 

Dog 

Dog 

Weight 
UOM 

Weight 

75 Pound 

55 Pound 

90 Pound 

72 Pound 

50 Pound 

40 Pound 

8.86 Kilogra 
m 
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EON‐394197 

EON‐394169 

EON‐394165 

EON‐394161 

Product NameCreated 

7/23/2019 12:52 4Health Untamed Open 
Highland Recipe Lamb and
Lentil Grain Free 

 

7/23/2019 9:36 Zignature Zssential Multi-
Protein Formula Grain-Free
Dry Dog Food By Zignature

 
 

7/23/2019 8:56 BLUE Wilderness Healty 
Weight 

7/23/2019 6:08 Orijen Original, Instinct 
Original-several varities of 
protein (chicken beef salmon
duck), Wellness Core 
Original & Wellness Core 
Large Breed 

Description 

(b) (6)  was on 4health Untamed Lamb and Lentil from when we rescued her in 
December of 2017 until our golden (b) (6) was diagnosed with DCM in 
February of 2019. From mid February 2019 until now, she has eaten Royal 
Canin Golden Retriever. After (b) (6)  diagnosis in February, We did a pro-bnp
test on (b) (6)

for “piece of mind.” Her score came back 942 on 2/19/19. The 
cardiologist recommended 1000mg of taurine 2x’s a day. We did that for a 
month and retested on 3/21/19 and her score came back 1408. So she saw 
the cardiologist March 25th 2019 for an echo and she was diagnosed with 
Occult Cardiomyopathy and a slight murmur. She remained on RCGR and 
taurine supplementation. Our dog (b) (6)  died from DCM on  at 
the age of 2. Today, 7/22/19 had a repeat echo and she was diagnosed 
with a 2/6 murmur and DCM. She had blood drawn for a taurine test to go to 

 . Depending on the results of the taurine test, we will do another pro-
bmp to recheck those numbers to compare. She’s to remain on taurine 
supplementation and was prescribed 7.5mg of pimobendan 2x’s a day.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6) 
had  allegies from 8 weeks old when we got her so we switched to a grain 

free diet. Initially we started with Acana for about a year or two, then switched 
to Zssentials. At 4.5yrs old, she died of DCM. With all the news out lately i 
thought it should be mentioned so any studies you may have can include 
another statistic. I've got all my purchase history for the food because it was all
bought and shipped from Chewy.com, and i'd be happy to submit it if 
necessary. 

 

(b) (6) 

Dog was sluggish and came for exam -blood-work was run and vet noticed 
Heart murmur and recomend US of heart. 
Owner complain for intermittent vomiting and lethargy.It was going on for 3 
weeks. 
On February 2, 2018 my dog collapsed. I rushed him to my local vet who
conducted a heart ultrasound and echo and injected lidocaine. She said 

 was experiencing a life threatening heart condition and needed to go the 
veterinary specialist emergency center immediately. I took him there and he 
stayed overnight and was put on heart medications. A few days later he was 
seen by a cardiologist. He had another echo done and was diagnosed with 
DCM. Despite being put on several medications he dropped dead while 
running through the field on  He had been eating a grain 
free diet for most of his life. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

Age Breed WeightAge Species Weight 
UOM UOM 

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 66 Pound 

4.5 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 70 Pound 

11 Years Corgi (unspecified) Dog 45.4 Pound 

6 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 90 Pound 
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EON‐394151 7/22/2019 22:04 Blue buffalo I took him in to get fixed and received a call from the vet stating they heard a 
murmur in his heart and asked to do an ekg so I agreed. They performed one 
and found issues in the left chamber and followed up with an x-ray which 
revealed an enlarged heart pushing up on his trachea and covering more than 
85% of his chest/rib cage area! They said if  we can’t reverse it I will lose him. 
We are currently waiting on the only vet cardiologist specialist to get him in to 
an emergency spot here in  to let us know if he has started going in 
to heart failure, if it can be fixed, if this is diet related, or if it is hereditary. He is 
my service animal and all I can do is wait and pray ?? 

(b) (6) 

17 Months Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐394143 7/22/2019 20:08 Blue Buffalo Healthy Weight
small breed 
Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain
Free 

 

 

Dog was exhibiting labored breathing at rest, listless behavior 14 Years Chihuahua Dog 16 Pound 

EON‐394140 7/22/2019 19:32 Acana Lamb and Apple Collapsed 7 Years Weimaraner Dog 37.3 Kilogra
m 

 

EON‐394132 7/22/2019 18:12 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain-
Free Healthy Weight 

Noticed increased panting when weather turned hot but was not concerned 
until my breeder notified me of the Taurine Deficient (dilated) Cardiomyopathy 
website. My dogs had been on a grain free diet for about 3 years (Blue Buffalo 
Freedom Grain-Free, Healthy Weight). Had echocardiogram completed by my
veterinarian and DCM was in fact found as a result of the echo. Now taking 
Pimodendan and will have another echo in 3-6 months. 

 

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 92 Pound 

EON‐394127 7/22/2019 17:28 NutriSource Chicken and 
Pea Formula

 

20 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 15.32 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐394121 7/22/2019 16:32 Blue Wilderness High 
Protein-Grain Free Nature's
Evolutionary Diet Adult 
Healthy Weight. 

 
I fed my pet Blue Buffalo grain free for many years. about 2 years a go the vet
noticed a murmur that quickly became progressively worse. After seeing a 
cardiologist who performed an echo and other blood work, he determined that 
my pet had developed a heart problem. I was to follow up in a year for another
echo. My pet did not make it a year and died unexpectedly of heart failure. I 
attribute her heart issues are the result of the pet food she ate. 

 

 

9 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound 

(b) (6)  was presented for a cardiology evaluation following documentation of 
an elevated NT-proBNP (1280 pmol/L) on recent wellness exam (06/06/19). 
He was adopted Aug 2018 and has had a murmur since time of adoption. He is
clinically healthy.   was fed a grain free diet (NutriSource Chicken and 
Pea) for many months and a few weeks ago was switched to Purina Beneful 
(following the recent FDA report on GF diets). On echo, he was noted to have 
an innocent physiologic LV outflow murmur, but his left ventricular systolic 
function was mildly decreased - in addition to the elevated NT-proBNP, these 
abnormalities are unexpected in a young athletic dog. Uncertain if this is 
related to diet vs. normal variation. 

(b) (6)
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EON‐394120 7/22/2019 16:28 Pure Balance Small Breed 
Grain Free Formula Chicken 
& Garden Vegetable Recipe 
Food for Dogs 

Report is being made due to FDA’s Investigation into Potential Link between 
Certain Diets and Canine Dilated Cardiomyopathy, updated June 27, 2019. 
One of my three dogs have been diagnosed with a Heart Murmur that was not 
previously diagnoses two years ago. The Heart Murmur was heard in all 
locations by 

. She listens on  chest via a stethoscope and was heard all 
throughout the chest wall. Current food is Pure Balance Wild & Free Grain 
Free Formula Bison, Pea & Venison Recipe Food for Dogs and was changed 
about a year ago. Previously we were feeding them BLUE Wilderness Chicken 
For Small Breed Adult Dogs but switched due to the cost difference since Pure 
Balance is similar ingredients and product percentages to Blue Buffalo 
Wilderness. 

(b) (6)

 (b) (6)

(b) (6)

7 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier 

Dog 18 Pound 
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EON‐394113 7/22/2019 15:00 Pedigree 
CHOPPED GROUND 
DINNER with Beef 
CHOPPED Ground Dinner
FILET MIGNON FLAVOR 

 

I have been buying Pedigree Canned dog food for my dogs. I purposely buy 
the BEEF 'Chopped Ground Dinner' because one of my dogs is 
allergic/sensitive to Chicken. The cans are clearly marked on the front as With 
Beef and Filet Mignon Flavor. Both types show picture of steaks on the label 
and a stamp that reads MADE WITH REAL BEEF. Recently it was brought to 
my attention that labeling can be deceptive. So having 'older eyes', I got out 
the magnify glass and looked at the ingredients on the back of the can. The 
first ingredient in both cans is CHICKEN. Beef isn't even mentioned until about 
the 7th or 8th ingredient. Why in the world would a can advertised as BEEF be 
predominately chicken? What is the point of this. Pedigree does have a can 
labeled CHICKEN. This is not only frustrating from a consumer point of view. 
But from a vet bill point of view too. I couldn't figure out if I switched to BEEF 
food, why my dog continues to itch and chew on her feet. When I spoke to the 
consumer rep at Pedigree. She informed me that none of pedigree's dog food 
is made with BEEF. And that the 'law allows for this type of advertising. 
Perhaps from a cost effective way for the company, its a good idea. But it can 
be a deadly idea from the pet owners point of view. 
I wonder how many other pet owners with 'bad eyes' cannot read or even think 
that they have to police the companies labels for accuracy. 
In my opinion, the labels need to be changed to reflect EXACTLY what the 
base meat is. 
CHICKEN, with Beef flavoring seems simple enough. 
I will notify my friends, the pet food stores and of course my vet of my findings. 
thank you for your time and I hope your concern in promptly addressing this 
issue. I look forward to your response. 

p.s 
the report requires a date this problem started. I don't know how long I've been 

EON‐394112 7/22/2019 15:00 Orijen Senior Biologically 
Appropriate Dog Food 

Dilated cardiomyopathy (nutritional vs. idiopathic); VPCs 13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 

EON‐394110 7/22/2019 14:44 Taste of the Wild Prey 
Angus Beef 

My dog started coughing and my other dog was already diagnosed with DCM 
so I bought him to the vet to see if he had it as well. Our vet confirmed he also
has DCM from Grain Free Dog food 

 
7 Years American Pit Bull 

Terrier 
Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐394108 7/22/2019 14:32 Acana Grain-Free Dilated cardiomyopathy (nutritional vs. idiopathic); mitral regurgitation 10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 
EON‐394105 7/22/2019 14:24 Natural Balance Grain-Free Dilated cardiomyopathy (idiopathic vs. nutritional), chronic degenerative valve

disease 
 6 Years Portuguese Water 

Dog 
Dog 

(b) (6) 
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EON‐394104 7/22/2019 14:24 Taste of the Wild Prey 
Angus Beef 

My dog was diagnosed with DCM on July 14, 2019 after being taken to the vet 
for a very swollen abdomen. I previously heard about the grain free dog food 
causing heart problems 2 weeks earlier and was weaning my dogs off the 
grain free dog food but it was too late, my dog has DCM. She was also taken 
to a cardiologist to confirm the diagnosis. I was feeding my dogs Taste of the 
Wild Prey, Angus Beef and other varieties over the past 5 years 

8 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 75 Pound 

EON‐394084 7/22/2019 13:48 Tractor Supply 4Health 
Grain-Free 

Borderline systolic dysfunction (r/o inherited vs. nutritional); VPCs; mild mitral 
and tricuspid regurgitation 

1 Years Great Dane Dog 

EON‐394083 7/22/2019 13:40 Valiant Pet Nutrition Raw 
Frozen Beef Medallions, 
Natural Instinct Lamb 

Left ventricular systolic dysfunction (possible nutritional),ventricular 
tachycardia, chronic degenerative valve disease, syncope 

8 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire 

Dog 

EON‐394082 7/22/2019 13:40 Pig Ears Has there been investigation on what company the pig ear has been recalled? 
It will be helpful if we know what company to avoid the contamination. please 
advise  
thank you. 

(b) (6)

EON‐394079 7/22/2019 13:24 Acana Singles Limited 
Ingredient Diet: Lamb and 
Apple Formula 

DCM 7 Years Great Dane Dog 

EON‐394076 7/22/2019 13:12 Steve's Real Food Frozen 
Turducken Diet, Steve's 
Real Food Frozen Pork Diet, 
Honest Kitchen Grain Free 
Beef Recipe, Tripett Original 
Formula Green Beef Tripe 

Left ventricular systolic dysfunction (possible nutritional); chronic degenerative 
valve disease 

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 

EON‐394066 7/22/2019 12:48 Taste of the Wild (Grain-
Free) 

Probable nutritional DCM; CHF 3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 

EON‐394062 7/22/2019 12:32 Tractor Supply 4health Grain-
Free 

Possible nutritional DCM (vs. due to ARVC), mitral regurgitation, probable 
ARVC 

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 

EON‐394013 7/21/2019 15:36 Taste of the Wild Heart murmur detected at regular well visit. 
Subsequent echocardiogram showed heart damage (enlargement, thickened 
valves, irregular beat). 

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57 Pound 

EON‐394012 7/21/2019 15:20 Acana Heritage Fresh Water 
Fish 25lb 

I have fed Acana grain free fish and Zignatute grain free trout kibble dog food 
to Diesel since he was born. He came down with fluid on the lungs / heart and 
a heart specialist diagnosed him with DCM ( Dillated Cardio Myophathy). 

We are now on medicine and a food that includes grains. It is still fish based. 

4 Years Great Dane Dog 130 Pound 
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EON‐394009 7/21/2019 14:12 Acana We feed him the grain free Acana diet for about 5 years. In dec 17 he was 
diagnosed with CHF+DCM and we had to put him down within two weeks of 
treatment since the report about grain free food and CHF i want to report his 
death. I do have supporting medical records fro (b) (6) 

9 Years Shepherd Dog -
German 

Dog 104 Pound 

EON‐394003 7/21/2019 12:16 Grain Free Dry Not sure if it is over time but never showed any signs. One night had breathing 
problems. Took to vet and thought it might be small dogs trachea sometimes 
collapse or start affecting breathing. Noticed over the week was still having 
issues with breathing well and wasn't eating like she used to but would off and 
on if I fixed something really good like a hamburger. 
Took back to Vet and took xray said heart enlarged. Was sent to emergency 
specialist vet, . He  said she was really sick and having 
hard time breathing getting worse. After a weekend trying everything she finally 
gave out and passed away after 2 days in there. We had always been told for 
a hairless crested to feed her grain free because it helps her skin. I 
strongly this food did her in. It was totally unexpected and the Vet,

feel 

 was trying everything to bring her around and back with different 
treatments. Your list of grain free foods she had over the 8 years of being alive 
and I feel so bad like I did this to her and it makes me sad because she was 
my best friend! Blue Buffalo, Merrick, Earth 

(b) (6) 

(b) (6) 

8 Years Chinese Crested Dog 
– Hairless 

Dog 11 Pound 

EON‐393960 7/20/2019 13:56 Acana Grain Free Lamb At 2 years and 10 months after several fainting episodes, our beloved boxer 
was diagnosed with severe Dcm. His diet  up until that point was exclusively 
Acana grain-free lamb. He was started on pimobedin, furosemide, and later 
enalapril. We switched his food and he his normal activity level and 
exuberance returned. The diagnosis was a year ago. Now, twelve months 
later, he experiencing congestive heart failure and will likely pass away soon. 

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 72 Pound 

EON‐393957 7/20/2019 12:48 No label or packing. They go
into plastic baggies at the 
store. 

 After ingesting pigs ears from  in began 
showing signs of illness. I took her to the vet as she was shaking, vomiting and 
having diarrhea. The vet informed me that she had symptoms of salmonella. I 
also had been sick, had called Urgent Care To Go, and been given medicine. I 
had touched the pigs ears and become sick after handling them. My other dog, 
A Golden Retriever, had the same symptoms. I gave , at  
permission to speak with my veterinarian. He then asked if I had any pigs ears 
remaining. I had six. He said he would like to come by my house and pick 
them up. I agreed to give him three of the six and dropped them off at the 
store. He said he would have them tested. He assured me that his distributor 
was not the one from Pets Supply Plus. Today called to say that his 
distributor was one of two at Pet Supplies Plus and he had elected NOT to test 
the pigs ears. He said that I and my dogs were the only ones in years that had 
gotten sick from handling them. I have 3 pigs ears left and would like to have 
them tested for salmonella. Who do I contact for an independent testing? 

(b) (6) 

(b) (6)(b) (6) 

(b) (6) (b) (6) 4 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 86 Pound 
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EON‐393933 7/19/2019 22:16 Nutra Thrive Canine 
Nutritional Supplement 

I purchased Nutra Thrive Canine Nutritional Supplement from Ultimate Pet 
Nutrition, the manufacturer on 6/20/2019. The labeling indicates that one 

scoop (provided in the container) is the serving size for dogs 0-30 pounds. 

After about a week on the product, my dog began scratching persistently, 
rubbing on furniture, and shaking his head. I bathed my dog, but it didn't 

relieve the itching. I continued adding the Nutra Thrive supplement to my dog's 
food for 3-4 more days. On 7/4/2019, his symptoms worsened, and my dog 

was not eating, drinking or sleeping. The persistent scratching caused a 
secondary infection in his ear, as well. 

I brought him to my veterinarian,  
, for an emergency visit on 7/5/2019. I brought the 

Nutra Thrive supplement with me, as I began to suspect that the Nutra Thrive 
may be the cause of this reaction, because nothing in the environment or his 

food was changed, except for the Nutra Thrive. 

(b) (6)

(b) (6) advised me to discontinue use of the Nutra Thrive, and treated my 
dog with an injection for an allergic reaction and an ointment for the ear 

infection. After a few days off Nutra Thrive, my dog returned to normal, and his 
ear was healed in about a week. 

My dog has never presented symptoms like these in his life. He is a service 
animal and has assisted me for approximately six years. I adopted him when 

he was about six months old. He receives regular check-ups, has all 
vaccinations and maintains a very healthy diet. I do not feed my dog table 

scraps or junk food of any kind. I feed him a mixture of canned food and kibble -
Taste of the Wild or Blue Buffalo. He has had no serious illness, and is a very 

healthy dog. 

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30 Pound 
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The manufacturer makes claims of significant health benefits and improving 
longevity in compelling video infomercials and its website. The founder of the 
company claims to be "America's Favorite Veterinarian," as he has appeared 

on numerous television programs and has written a book.

I contacted the manufacturer on 7/19/2019, and spoke with three customer 
service representatives. The first representative disconnected the call after 
about a three-minute conversation. I immediately called back. The second 

representative disconnected the call shortly after I gave her my order number. 
Finally, on the third attempt, a customer service representative took the call.

He explained that he's never heard of a reaction like this (reviews outside the 
manufacturer's website show that other dogs have had reactions to this 
supplement), and he pointed out that he was trained on adverse event 

reporting. However, he did not take an adverse event report.

EON-393920 7/19/2019 17:44 Orijen Six Fish Biologically 
Appropriate Dog Food

(b) (6) was diagnosed with Canine Dilated Cardiomyopathy after an emergency 
vet visit on February 18, 2019. He had received several doses of doxorubicin 
through his chemo treatments, which was initially suspected to be the cause of 
his heart condition, however he was also tested for taurine deficiency. (b) (6) 
had been fed a grain free diet from December 2015- January 2019, when he 
was switched to a medical diet to assist with the side effects of chemotherapy. 
On July 17, 2019 (b) (6) had a follow up visit with his cardiologist who observed 
that his heart is healing and getting stronger, after being treated with 
pimobendan and continuing to eat the medical diet. She now believes that his 
heart condition was caused by taurine deficiency due to his previous grain free 
diet and not the doxorubicin, as doxorubicin toxicity would not show a reversal 
of the damage that Bogie's heart previously had.

11 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 68 Pound

EON-393915 7/19/2019 16:32 Tractor Supply Co. 4health 
Grain Free Chicken and 
Vegetables Formula Adult 
Dog Food, Member's Mark 
Grain Free Treats, Blue 
Buffalo Wilderness Trail 
Treats Grain-Free Biscuits 
Salmon Recipe

DCM, CHF 4 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐393907 7/19/2019 15:40 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diets Dog Food -
Grain Free Sweet Potato & 
Fish then transitioned to 
Blue Basics Food for Dogs 
Senior Natural Sensitive 
Solution Formula Turkey & 
Po 

On   my dog, , terrier mix, was taken to the 
emergency vet due to labored breathing and cough. At this time, he was 
diagnosed with a heart murmur and was on Natural Balance food. From there, 
I followed up with the primary vet and health problems persisted such as 
multiple bladder infections, flat affect, neurological deficits, significant weight 
loss, dental disease, muscle loss/deterioration in head (which was only 
diagnosed on date of death) and presented with stroke like symptoms at next 
to last vet visit at Sugar Land Pet hospital.  health signficantly 
declined until his death on  . (b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6) 16 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 14 Pound 

EON‐393894 7/19/2019 14:36 Acana Mackerel from 
puppyhood to March 2019, 
Fromme Original 

Echo confirmed Dilated Cardiomyopathy 2.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 53 Pound 

EON‐393890 7/19/2019 13:48 Hills Science Diet Small & 
Toy Breed w/Chicken Meal 
and Barley 9094: 

Originally submitted as RFR EON-393884, ICSR 2071053. Submitter is 
Consumer Complaint Coordinator back up for the district. 

I purchased a bag of Hills Science Diet, Small Toy Breed Puppy, with Chicken 
Meal and Barly, dry dog food for my 11 month old yorkie. She weighs 
approximately 4 pounds and was last seen at the vet 2 weeks prior to buying 
the dog food for a toe nail clipping and check up. The vet said she was 
healthy. I started feeding this new bag of dog food and noticed she 
vomited on the floor. I don't know when it happened therefore I cant give a 
time. I just noticed it the next day. She wasn't acting herself so I boiled a 
chicken breast (plain) and fed her a little to help with the upset tummy. She 
was lathargic, and vomited a second time. I was still feeding her the same dog 
food. It was at that point in time I decided to get her off Hills Science Diet Small
& Toy Breed all together! Even though there wasn't a recall on the dry dog 
food! I put  on Merrick and continued to  give her small portions of plain 
boiled chicken to settle her tummy. And is fine now. We did not take her 
to the vet during this time. I really believe the plain chicken breast and my 
quick thinking saved her! [-] 

(b) (6) 
(b) (6) 

(b) (6) 

 

11 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound 
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EON‐393880 7/19/2019 12:04 Various mix of the following 
three foods throughout the 
pets entire life: Taste of the 
Wild Wellness Merrick -
various flavors; canned and 
dry kibble food 

5/14/18: Geriatric patient was assessed for routine wellness physical exam 
and for upcoming planned anesthesia for routine dentistry. Pre-surgery 
labwork [CBC/Chem/urinalysis/T4/fecal] was all within normal limits and 
physical exam did not reveal any cardiovascular abnormalities [no heart 

murmur]. 
On 6/20/18, patient presented for the dentistry procedure. Pre-anesthetic ECG 
revealed a cardiac arrhythmia secondary to ventricular tachycardia and VPCs - 
ventricular premature contractions. Chest radiographs were performed [xrays] 
which revealed a severely enlarged cardiac silhouette [enlarged heart]. Patient 

was subclinical. 
Echocardiogram was performed on  by a veterinary cardiologist which 
diagnosed DCM [dilative cardiomyopathy - biventricular dilation with reduced 
systolic function] with mild mitral and moderate tricuspid valve regurgitation. 

Ventricular arrhythmias were noted on ECG during the echocardiogram. 
Patient was started on pimobendan, sotolol and enalapril. 

Cardiologist noted that this is an atypical breed for DCM and should be 
checked for Taurine deficiency. 

(b) (6)

Taurine blood level was submitted on which revealed on a 
critically low plasma taurine level of 37 [normal range 60-120, critically low 

when less than 40 per Antech labs]. Taurine supplementation was initiated on 
 at 1000mg PO q8hours. (b) (6)

(b) (6)(b) (6)

Chaga's titer was submitted due to patient's travel history to the Southern US 
and this came back very high at greater than or equal to 1:1280 indicating 

antibodies [exposure] to the causative agent of Chaga's disease - 
Trypanosoma cruzi. This can also cause myocarditis and DCM but the titer 
only indicates exposure [not causation] and furthermore, the taurine level 

would be expected to be normal if the only causative agent of the DCM was 
Chaga's disease. 

Patient was diagnosed with Right sided congestive heart failure on recheck 
exam   based on physical exam, compatible clinical signs [distended 
abdomen, lethargy, hyporaxia], presence of abdominal effusion/ascites and 

hepatomegaly; was started on furosemide and spironolactone at the same time 
as Taurine supplementation initiated. Therapeutic abdominocentesis 

performed and removed 250ml of modified transudate effusion. 
Initially, patient was improved but then developed the need for repeated 

abdominocentesis procedures due to recurrence of ascites. Her clinical signs 
[decreased appetite, lethargy] recurred when ascites was present. She was on 
the cardiac drugs and taurine as indicated above. Unfortunately, p presented 

DOA on (b) (6) 

(b) (6)

11.5 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired 

Dog 11.8 Pound 
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EON‐393859 7/19/2019 8:40 Performatrin Ultra LID - 
Sweet Potato & Fish 

 The new food bag was opened on 6/20/2019. ate the new food for 3 
days. On the fourth day he started to become Lethargic, non responsive, 
wouldn't eat or drink, didn't want to go outside, go for a walk or play fetch (his 
favorite pass time!). Took him into the Vet 

. She was considered and did a 
blood work up. Liver emzymes were 2100 (should be 125). Gave him some 
meds and wanted to see him again in 3 days. More blood work...emzymes 
were not 2800, not good! Took full body XRays. Went back for a scheduled Vet 
visit.  decided we needed to do an Ultra Sound. Found triangleular 
marks on his liver and kidney..... Call  , please. (b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

12 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 58 Pound 

EON‐393857 7/19/2019 7:36 Special Kitty Crunchy & 
Creamy cat treats 

Fed her about 10 treats with some water and within 4-5 minutes she vomited 
up all the food in her dish. Has eaten other food since then and had no 
rpoblem. This cat very rarely gets sick. 

6 Minute
s 

 American Shorthair Cat 11 Pound 

EON‐393852 7/19/2019 4:00 Zignature KANGAROO 
FORMULA 

This is  Mom. He was in lots of pain. I thought he had allergies from a 
previous owner claiming that the only thing he could eat was zignature grain 
free kangaroo. He would get hives and loose hair so she swore by it. He was 
on a very isolated diet of Zignature and added veggies; Until he was moaning 
in pain clinging to life veterinarians said it is the dog food causing this(... crazy 

to see that it is easily accessible for people to buy for their fur children) we 
stopped that diet. He has fluid around his heart and lungs had seizures his 

tummy is so swollen that he it explodes past his ribs to where u can't even see 
his intestines in the x-ray and he couldn't eat much. He was so uncomfortable 

we made lots vet visits. His equilibrium was off so he couldn't walk much 
without seeming like he ran a marathon with no bowel movement for a while. 

He tried really hard to hang on. By the time we got him to the hospital to do the
ultra sound he already collapsed in the waiting room, so the nurse came in and
took him back to try to remove the fluid on his heart as he is gasping for air, He

died before she could even start. I was sitting there watching my dog suffer 
while zignature is profiting from this. I see the 64 reports filed to the FDA 

specifically because of this dog food and how its giving dogs early onset of 
heart disease is true!!! PLEASE DO NOT FEED YOUR DOGS ZIGNATURE 

GRAIN FREE DOG FOOD! Even with added taurine and supplements 
whatever remedy people recommend there shouldn't need to be other 

additives to make it right. I heard they tried and obviously failed; My dog had 
developed a heart condition for life if he could have survived. His breaths were 

short, he was weak, I prayed and thanked ZIGNATURE for ruining my dogs 
quality of life and eventually his existence. I am pretty sure this isn't hereditary 
either. He was pure bred from my knowledge. He was only 4 years old and had
been on lots of medicine. He way too young for this. He still had a lot of life left 
in him. I want justice for . Please help me get this food off the shelfs. I
do have some of the food left and would like to provide samples; Along with 
vet records of the visits prior and to presently which is he is being autopsied. 

He died at  .(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6) 4 Years Shar Pei Dog 48 Pound 
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EON‐393839 7/18/2019 20:44 Bulk pig ears After eating pigs ear treats from PetSmart, he developed bloody diarrhea. I 
took him to the vet and he was placed on flagyl which seemed to stop the 
diarrhea but 3 days after stopping he developed bloody diarrhea again. Took 
him to the vet again and they tried a stronger dose of flagyl which again 
stopped diarrhea until he came off of it. Got an email from pet supply plus 
about salmonella and he is now going to be starting Bactrim for that 
empirically. Still not recovered. 
Correction to above: breed is labradoodle 

7 Months Poodle - Standard Dog 40 Pound 

EON‐393830 7/18/2019 18:32 FreshPet Select Chunky 
Chicken & Turkey Recipe for 
Dogs 

Started to supplement his dry food regime with FreshPet gently cooked pet food 
for about three weeks prior to the illness. I noticed a couple of incidents of 
vomiting, but didn't think about it being related. One day my dog got horrible 
bloody diarrhea. Next day he couldn't keep water down and was vomiting. We 
rushed him to the vet and he ended up having emergency surgery. Vet said that 
although he did not have a blockage, his bowel was so infected that it was 
swollen and bleeding. He had eaten grass as dogs will do because of the upset 
stomach. The grass and the bleeding bowel had created a blockage in the 
swollen intestine. 
My mother-in-law had moved in very recently and we had started giving her little 
dog the same food and she also became sick with the same symptoms. When 
we started to figure out what was the one thing they had in common, the only 
thing we figured was the FreshPet dog food. After research, we found that many 
people had similar experiences with this pet food. 
My mother-in-law was convinced that the package sell-by date said 7/7/19 and 
we figured out that she bought it at Target on the 9th. However, the remainder of 
the package did not have a date. She must have thrown that part of the package 
out. We do not believe that the store is necessarily responsible, but the 
manufacturer is not regulating the rotating of the stock. 
After extensive research, FreshPet is claiming on their website that their meat 
product is sourced from "USDA registered suppliers" but that cannot be true 
because according to the USDA website, any meat passed on for human 
consumption is condemned and denatured with charcoal dust or more toxic 
substances. 
In summary, my dog began eating this food and three weeks later, he almost 
died. He had such a bad intestinal infection that it gave him pancreatitis. He is 
just under 2 years old, and was a happy, healthy puppy. Many, many people 
have had adverse reactions with their pets to this food. It needs to be 
investigated, if nothing else. 

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 50 Pound 

EON‐393810 7/18/2019 15:36 Life’s Abundance dog food Progressively tired, panting, coughing/clearing throat- then sudden collapse 
and died prior to being able to get to hospital 

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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7/18/2019 15:00 Bark Box The Snackening 
Chicken Dog Treats 

On June 16th, we gave our pup one of the treats “The Snackening, Chicken 
dog treats” from Bark Box. On the 17th of June, the pup became lethargic and 

began vomiting profusely. After the 7th time she threw up I took her to
 to be seen. It was determined via 

X-ray that she had an obstruction in her stomach and emergency surgery was 
performed. At this point the treat had been in her belly for about 24 hours. The 
vet tech sent me a text showing the obstruction. The surgery went well and she

was given antibiotics and pain medicine when she was sent home two days 
later on the 19th of June. To this point, the Snackening treat cost me 

$1,995.69 + $4.31 in tax for an even $2,000.00. Please reference the attached
file “  SX Invoice.pdf” for detailed breakdown. (b) (6)

(b) (6)

After four days of antibiotics, she began to show signs of sickness again so 
back to the clinic we went. She had more X-rays and this time it was 

determined that she was severely constipated and was treated for this reaction 
to the post-surgical treatment. 

This second trip cost an additional $226.76. Please see the attached “ 
Xray Invoice.pdf” for detailed breakdown. 

(b) (6)

The total cost of the veterinary visits due to her being given the treat ended up 
at $2,226.76. 

Bark Box guarantees the safety of their products and repeatedly states that all 
treats are safe for consumption by dogs with the exception of possible allergic 

reactions. Since this was not an allergic reaction and it was a failure of the 
product to properly digest in the dogs stomach I am formally requesting that 

Bark Box reimburse me for the treatment costs for the injuries my dog 
sustained when she consumed the treat. 

6 Months Chihuahua Dog 5.5 Pound EON‐393801 
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EON-393800 7/18/2019 14:52 Acana Duck and Pear

I am adding the FDA and The Association of American Feed Control Officials 
to this email as well, not as a hit on Bark Box, but so they can take the 

appropriate actions to ensure the health and safety of other pets.
It is my opinion that Bark Box should pull this treat from the consumer line until 

the treats can be considered safe for consumption.

Thank you for your time, actions, and concern,

Sincerely,

8 Years Spaniel - King
Charles Cavalier

Dog 23 Pound

(b) (6)

(b) (6) was eating Acana dry kibble purchased from Pet Pros for a 4 year 
period. Within the last year he was coughing as if he had a hair ball. In April he 
was taken to the Vet. He had tests done to include xrays and was diagnosed 
by the vet as having DCM and he was placed on four types of medication.

EON-393797 7/18/2019 14:44 Taste of the Wild 
Bison/Venison

Diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy 10 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 55 Pound

EON-393794 7/18/2019 14:28 Taste of the Wild - Lamb My dog has been diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure. 22 Months Great Dane Dog 130 Pound

EON-393789 7/18/2019 14:04 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato Dog food 35 
lb.

(b) (6) was our mini Australian Shepherd who passed away unexpectedly due 
to congestive heart failure. Congestive heart failure obviously can happen to 
any breed of dog but mini Aussies are not predisposed to the disease. (b) (6) 
was a healthy, fit, active, energetic dog who had no previous health issues 
other than breaking a few teeth chewing bones. We started feeding (b) (6) & 
(b) (6) (also a mini aussie who is still living) a grain free diet in 2013 due to (b) (6) some skin allergy issues that was displaying such as itching and red 
inflamed skin. I read that it could be due to the grains used in her dog food. We 
started feeding both dogs Kirkland Salmon and sweet potatoe dry dog food 

 (b) (6)and her skin issues cleared up.  passed away at the age of 9 which is 
young for her breed. She looked and acted healthy and we didnt know that she 
had a heart condition until her heart failed last June and we had to euthanize 
her in the middle of the night at an emergency clinic because her lungs were 
filled with fluid due to a failing heart. (b) (6) who is still living at will turn 11 this 
October has been diagnosed with a heart murmur, enlarged heart and 
degenerative mitral valve disease. I am heart broken that my two fur babies 
possibly could have been healthy old dogs if I had been aware of the potential 
link between grain free diets and heart disease.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 23 Pound



  

  Key 

EON‐393787 7/18/2019 13:44 Diamond naturals grain free
white fish and sweet 
potatoes 

 Sunday night he started acting off. Monday morning he was lethargic. Took 
him to the Emergency vet. He was in late stage heart failure( right side heart 
failure ?) , and tachycardia with fluid in his abdomen. (179-200 heart rate). 
They diagnosed him with DCM. They were able to get him back into a normal 
rhythm with meds. After the meds and normal heart rate his heart was still 
barley squeezing. The doctor said we can spend thousands and try to 
treat him with meds and drain the fluid from his chest and that he may live 6 
more months or pass away tomorrow because of tachycardia and his heart 
barely squeezing. We made the heart breaking choice to let him go. We are 
currently 
In the process of getting our two year old Dane a full cardiac workup and 
switching is food. issues come on so fast we had no idea. They are both 
feed Diamond naturals grain free white fish and sweet potatoes. We also 
understand Great Danes do have a genetic portion to DCM he was also feed 
grain free. He parents were both heath tested and he came with a 1 year 
genetic guarantee. 

(b) (6)

4 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound 

EON‐393770 7/18/2019 11:40 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie 

I have an 85 lb male weimaraner mix. I have been feeding him the TOTW High 
Prairie for several years. However, after feeding him for less than 2 weeks of a 
new bag he became ill 7/15/19. He vomited, became listless, unable to eat, 
moaned continuously and couldn't get comfortable. On 7/16/19 took him to vet 

  She said he was 
dehydrated & gave him a shot of fluids 500ml & took blood & told us to feed 
him chicken & rice. 7/17/19 she called with diagnosis of pancreatitis and high 
white blood cell count and prescribed ½ daily cerenia 160 mg & 1 daily 
simplicef 200 mg & 2 daily metronidazole 500mg. The production code of this 
bag of TOTW is "Best by 24 Feb 2020 9055 DM TDHO222 C32N BDB 10:23" 
UPC 0 7419861395 3 

(b) (6)

9 Years Weimaraner Dog 85 Pound 

EON‐393765 7/18/2019 11:16 Singles Limited Ingredient 
Diet 
Duck & Pear Formula 

We went to the vet on Wednesday July 17,2019 for a possible fox tail in the 
nose. The vet found a heart mur mur and wanted to do an x-ray. That is when 
the found out that our dog  has an enlarged heart. (b) (6)

7 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 14.4 Pound 

She has been on Acana Duck and Pear for approx. 2 years due to allergies. 
I recently read an article about the possibility of Acana dog food causing 
Enlarged Heart( Dilated Cardiomyopathy). 

EON‐393754 7/18/2019 9:36 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Green Pea and 
Duck formula for Cats. Grain 
Free. 

I am of course immediately taking my dog off this food.
(b) (6)  was diagnosed with cardiomyopathy at 6 years old. After a CT scan, his
heart was enlarged and irregularly shaped, the specialist recommended 
euthanasia sooner rather than later as sudden death was imminent. This 
happened two years ago and at that time I had no knowledge of the issue with
grain free food and DCM in dogs and cats. had been eating the Natural 
Balance Limited Ingredient Grain Free Green Pea and Duck dry food since I 
adopted him at 3 months old. 

(b) (6)

 6 Years Tonkinese Cat 10 Pound 
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EON‐393751 7/18/2019 8:56 Blue Buffalo (blue package) 
senior dry food. 

I've been feeding my 2 dogs for the last 5 years with Blue Buffalo dry dog food. 
On October/2018, one of my dogs collapsed and the veterinarian diagnoses 
him with heart failure. The vet mention his heart was twice bigger than a 
regular size. Since then my dog is taking 2 medicines daily: 

1 - Vetmedin 1.25mg 
1 - Theophylline 50mg 

Soon I saw the news about Blue Buffalo linked with heart failure, I immediately 
suspended. 

https://www.fda.gov/animal-veterinary/news-events/fda-investigation-potential-
link-between-certain-diets-and-canine-dilated-cardiomyopathy#diet 

Yesterday (07/17/19) my dog had a second collapse. 

This email is just to report another possible link related with the investigation 
above (link). 

Thanks, 

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐393747 7/18/2019 7:56 Acana small breed grain free In November 2018 we had in for unrelated emergency when she was 
diagnosed with DCM. Cardiologist confirmed through echocardiogram and we 
changed her from Acana small breed grain free immediately and put her on 
Benazepril and Pimobendan. We also supplement her with Taurine 

5 Years Pug Dog 7 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐393743 7/18/2019 5:08 acana singles pork and 
squash formula 

i fed my dog acana singles for years and she now has cardiomyopathy/CHF 4 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound 

EON‐393736 7/17/2019 23:32 Rachel Ray Nutrish Chicken 
Purrcata 

He was at the vet less than 2 months prior to being sick and received a clean 
bill of health at his yearly exam. We bought Rachel Ray Nutrish at the store 
and he started having diarrhea. The vet diagnosed him with pancreatitis. 
Antibiotics were given and fluids were given over multiple appointments. We 
were told not to change his food as it may hurt his already fragile system. We 
kept feeding him the Rachel Ray food, but he kept declining and the diarrhea 
got worse. He has lost over 4 lbs. After a recommendation to change to 
another brand, it seems as though the diarrhea has stopped. But, the damage 
may be too much for him to overcome as we are not seeing any other 
improvements. 

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐393733 7/17/2019 22:52 ACANA MEADOWLAND 
FREE-RUN POULTRY 
FRESHWATER FISH & 
CAGE, ACANA HERITAGE 
RED MEAT FORMULA 

5 year old Vizsla was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive 
heart failure three weeks ago. She was coughing and had lower than normal 
energy for about two weeks before. The day we took her in her belly was 
distended and her breathing rate was fast. X-rays and Echocardiogram were 
performed by a cardiologist who diagnosed her. She was hospitalized 
overnight and put on an IV to get fluid out of her lungs and abdomen. She ate 
Acana kibble her entire life. Most recently ate Acana Heritage red meat 
formula. Prior to that ate Acana meadowlands. Prior to that ate Acana singles 
duck and pear. 

5 Years Unknown Dog 38 Pound 

EON‐393713 7/17/2019 18:40 NATURE'S DOMAIN 
SALMON MEAL AND 
SWEET POTATO 
FORMULA FOR DOGS 

Dog died suddenly in the night. On the suggestion of our vet approv 2010 we 
fed grain free to our two dogs ( Labrador retriever, (b) (6), and Standard Poodle 
(b) (6) because (b) (6) had ear issues ).. We fed Natures domain Salmon 
and Sweet Potato grain free from Costco. We felt her death was sudden heart 
failure as it happened in the middle of the night while she was in bed. 

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 67 Pound 

EON‐393711 7/17/2019 17:48 Natural Balance 

L.I.D. Limited Ingredient 
Diets® 

Grain Free Sweet Potato & 
Fish Dry Dog Formula 

Feeding grain free Nature's Balance Fish and Sweet POtato dry food x 2-3 
years. 1 month history of vague clinical signs (lehtergy, exercise intolerance, 
panting), general screenign work up unremarkable, abdomainl ultrasound mild 
splenomegaly, echocardiograh revealed hypocontractile left and right 
ventricles, fractional shortening 14.5% (LVidD 5.31cm, LVidS 4.54cm), mild 
eccentric dilation of the left ventricle, trace mitral and tricuspid regurgitation, 
left atrium measures 3.41cm (LA;AO 1.7:1), no pleural or pericardial egffusion - 
suspected dilated cardiomyopathy 

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 97 Pound 

EON‐393706 7/17/2019 16:52 Purina ProPlan Savor -
shredded blend - chicken 
and rice with Probiotics - for 
Adult dogs. 

At the same time, i purchased a new bag of dog food. Two weeks after starting 
the medicine, she stopped eating. When she was taken to the vet, her kidney 
and liver numbers were elevated very high and we were told she was a very 
sick dog. We admitted her to a vet hospital where she had IV fluids and 
antibiotics to try and reverse what was going on with the liver/kidneys. The 
numbers for the kidneys continued to go higher. She was checked for 
Leptospirosis but that came back negative. Carprofen could also be the issue -
1 in 1,000 dogs could have an adverse reaction. Two days later with the 
numbers not coming down, we were advised to euthanize her. Not having an 
answer of what happened, i am looking at all possibilities so that is why i am 
mentioning about the dog food since it was a newer bag. Not saying it was the 
cause at all, but just wanted to bring it to someones attention. 

8.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound 

EON‐393678 7/17/2019 14:40 iams perfect portions healthy 
kitten chicken pate 

THIS PRODUCT COULD POTENTIALLY CARRY A TOXIC MOLD 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐393671 7/17/2019 13:48 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog food 

On . I arrived home from work with my working canine. My 
personal dog, (lab/catahoula mix) greeted him normally and they played 
in the yard for a bit. I then brought them inside and fed them as my normal 
routine. They went outside and they when they came in, I heard 
coughing. It sounded as if she spit up. When I checked there was what 
appeared to be water/saliva on my carpet, however, when I wiped it up I 
noticed there was some blood as well. I called my vet and in the meantime she 
did it again, however this time is was a larger amount of blood. 
I rushed to my Vet 

They did some blood work and advised that 
her platelets were so low that they were not even registering. I was also 
advised her heart was very strained and struggling. I was advised she was 
critcal. 
I then rushed her to I was advised by 

 that her heart was incredibly enlarged and barely functioning. They 
did not know how she was even presenting in as good as the condition she 
was showing. She continued to cough up blood. She was in extremely bad 
shape and I could not continue to see her suffer with no guarantee of a 
possible treatment. She was euthanized at . 
I had been feeding  Zignature Kangaroo since approximately June of 
2016 when it was recommended by Chewy.com as a great dog food for dogs 
afflicted with unknown allergies. I did at the end of 2018 begin to remove her 
from Zignature dog food and had been in the process of switching to Blue 
Buffalo as I was just beginning to hear about the issues with this dog food and 
DCM. 

4.9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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7/17/2019 13:08 Fromm's Surf and Turf In the last couple of years, (b) (6) has seemed somewhat lethargic. She would 
often stop midway through our walks and want to go home. She seemed to be 
panting more and more. I had taken her to the vet a couple of times suspecting 
some sort of lameness but the vet never found anything. Recently, all of this 
worsened with her following me everywhere and just sitting and staring at me, 
as if to say, "help me". 

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 165 Pound EON‐393664 

I took (b) (6)
to the vet once again but this time insisted they run a complete 

evaluation: blood work, x-rays etc. Not finding anything of significance, the vet 
decided to preform an echocardiogram. Her heart was greatly enlarged and 
the function significantly decreased. He referred me to a veterinary 
cardiologist. 

After a complete cardiac evaluation with the cardiologist on May 29, 2019, (b) (6)

was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) aortic stenosis (AS, SAS),
and ventricular arrhythmias. The cardiologist asked what type of food had
been eating. has eaten Fromm's Surf and Turf (grain-free) for nine years.
The cardiologist then explained the link between grain-free foods and heart
disease.

In addition, to four medications for improved heart health, (b) (6)
was 

recommended to eat Royal Canin food. 

It should be noted, (b) (6)taurine levels were (and continue to be) normal. 
7/17/2019 13:04 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 

Salmon Recipe Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food 

7 Years Pit Bull Dog EON‐393663 

7/17/2019 11:20 Taste of the Wild Wetlands Heart murmur Grade II/VI noted on physical exam November 2015. Heart 
murmur continued worsening in the coming years and echocardiogram was 
performed ~Nov 2017-Jan 2018 that showed mitral valve regurgitation and 
dilated cardiomyopathy of the left atrium and ventricle. Condition worsened to 
the point where (b) (6)is permanently in atrial fibrillation as of December 2018
and there is severe dilated cardiomyopathy at this time. He was maintained on 
taste of the wild duck formula from 1.5-2 years of age in 2009 to 9.5-10 years 
of age in May of 2017. At that time he was switched to a diet that had grain in it 
again. I have over a year's worth of records from the cardiologist about his 
worsening heart condition if needed. 

11.8 Years Pointer (unspecified) Dog 44 Pound EON‐393649 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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 (b) (6)

(b) (6) 

 was presented to the  as a transfer for evaluation of 
cardiomegaly.  has been coughing and gagging for the last 2 weeks.. 
Radiographs were performed and showed severe cardiomegaly with left atrial 
dilation and a diffuse severe interstitial and alveolar pulmonary pattern 
consistent with severe cardiogenic edema.  was then transferred for
additional diagnostic testing and continued care. He was evaluated by a 
cardiologist on 7/1/19, an echocardiogram revealed severely enlarged left 
atrium and a severely dilated left ventrical, spherical in appearance with 
sevrely decreased myocardial function consistent with DCM.

(b) (6)  (b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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EON‐393647 7/17/2019 11:04 Abound chicken and brown 
rice 

I have a 13 year old poodle and 6 year old Maltese. They both ate Abound 
chicken and brown rice for breakfast. One of them vomited up the food when I 
was at work. For dinner, the poodle refused to eat. She later went in the yard 
to eat grass. The Maltese ate and then vomited in the morning. 

13 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 15 Pound 

EON‐393643 7/17/2019 10:32 Lamb Femur Recreational 
Chewing Bones 

purchased a lamb femur bone for my dog and large piece broke off and 
became lodged in his stomach causing pain and suffering to our dog who 
needed surgery to remove 3cm bone fragment. The name of the manufacturer 
is Big Country Raw located in St. Anns, Ontario Canada. 
Our vet advised us that lamb bones splinter just as easily as chicken bones. 
I'm wondering why a company who specializes in dog food would sell a 
product known to splinter and break so easily 

EON‐393612 7/16/2019 21:00 Acana Singles Duck Pear 
Dry Dog Food 

My Golden Retriever was being seen for a digestive issue and it was 
discovered then that she had possible DCM. Diagnosis was confirmed by a 
cardiologist on 1/23/19. She had a follow-up ECHO on 7/16/19 and has shown 
significant improvements with a change in diet. She had been eating Acana 
Duck and Pear prior to original DCM diagnosis. Since that date, she has been 
eating Royal Canin Hydrolyzed Protein. 

7.8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 54 Pound 

EON‐393610 7/16/2019 20:20 Acana grain free dog food 
dry 

Dog collapsed outside while playing, then suddenly appeared lethargic and 
was brought to ER. Pronounced deceased there. Official necropsy from 
(b) (6)  reported cardiomegaly and given the 
acute nature of death the death may have been heart related. 

11 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired 

Dog 9.5 Pound 

EON‐393604 7/16/2019 18:56 Orijen 6 Fish 12 Years Samoyed Dog 57 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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(b) (6)  had been eating Orijen 6 Fish dog food for the last 4 years. He was
diagnosed with a heart arrythmia about 2 years into eating the food. He was
losing hair, his coat looked mangy (not the disease mange) and his nose was
dry and cracked. I just thought he was getting older. In February of 2019
Brodie had fluid accumulate on the abdomen and went into heart failure. He
stopped eating and could not get up.

I want this food REMOVED FROM SHELVES! It absolutely almost KILLED MY
BABY at $100 per bag!

The veterinarian believes his food caused these heart issues since he is
recovering with a diet change.

Since being put on heart medication and changing food to Purina Pro Plan,
heart function has increased from 10% contractility to 25% contractility and
heart rate has decreased. His coat has come in and his nose is no longer
cracked at all.
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EON‐393595 7/16/2019 18:12 Taste of the Wild Waterfowl 
recipe, Kirkland Organic 
Chicken & Pea dry dog food 

Our dog - a golden retriever / cocker spaniel mix - has been fed mostly grain-
free foods his whole life. As a puppy, he had Natural Balance duck, Wellness 
CORE, and Taste of the Wild Bison. In the past several years, he has rotated 
between dry dog foods Taste of the Wild Waterfowl (Duck recipe) and Kirkland 
(Costco) Organic Chicken & Pea. (We've now discontinued the Kirkland one 
for its high pea/lentil content.) He also receives cooked meats, peanut butter, 
whole sardines, and yogurt occasionally. He uses Heartgard and Simparica for 
worm and flea/tick control. 
He was diagnosed with a slight heart murmur in May 2019, though he hasn't 
shown outward signs of an issue yet. We know heart issues can be common in 
his combined breeds, but in line with the "grain-free warnings" we wanted to 
advise about his known food / preventative drugs and now-presented heart 
issue. 

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 159 Pound 

EON‐393591 7/16/2019 17:48 Pigs Ear - Bulk She pretty much ate all of the pigs ear, then that same day started have 
diarrhea. 

15 Years Cattle Dog 
(unspecified) 

Dog 30 Pound 

EON‐393578 7/16/2019 16:28 ACANA Grasslands I am writing because my cat, (b) (6) was scanned over the 
weekend and again on Monday and has been diagnosed with unclassified 
cardiomyopathy with signs of posterior wall fibrosis, moderate left atrial dilation 
and thinning of the posterior wall with mildly depressed heart muscle function. 
She was scanned 2 years ago and she was normal with a very low risk for 
clinical signs of heart disease, over the past two years my vet has heard a 
slight murmur and gallop. The vet can't say for certain that her diet caused her 
heart disease but what I can tell you, her health faded in the last 6 months 
while feeding her ACANA.

EON‐393573 7/16/2019 15:44 BLUE BUFFALO 
ADULT CHICKEN AND 
BROWN RICE RECIPE

 collapsed of an apparent heart attack. He was resuscitated using CPR 
and came back after about 1.5 minutes of no heartbeat or breathing. 

8.5 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐393555 7/16/2019 14:00 NutriSource Super Premium 
Pet Foods 
Small & Medium Breed 
Puppy 

Hello, I hand rised and only gave her Nutrisource as her dog food. I 
didn't she any changes in her before or after feeding her that food. On 

I took to the animal hospital to get spayed. And the doctor told me 
she had heart failure right after surgery. They tried to start her heart again but 
it wouldn't start beating. Both of her parents have no health problems. 
only needed 4 more days to be 9 months old. 

9 Months Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 5.3 Pound 

EON‐393552 7/16/2019 13:44 Supreme Source American iv/vi pmi left base 8 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog) 

Dog 59.6 Pound 
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 has been given about a year to live.(b) (6)



  

  

(b) (6)

Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐393534 7/16/2019 12:52 Blue Buffalo Duck and 
Potato Limited Ingredient 
Diet 
Grain Free

 was our 3rd English Bulldog. The 2 prior had lived to 14 years and 1 
month and 1 month shy of 14 years. When (b) (6) was diagnosed with
Congestive Heart Failure at 11 years and 8 months we were shocked. She had 
been so healthy and we had always taken the BEST care of our bulldogs. She 
was gurgling when she breathed and was having a hard time walking and had 
been on the Grain Free food Duck and Potato for a couple of years. Prior to 
that she and all our other bulldogs ate food with grain in it. I am just sick 
knowing I may have contributed to her early death. She was active and always 
kept at a great weight with exercise. We also have an 8 year old English 
Bulldog that I immediately took off (and returned) Blue Buffalo Duck and Potato 
when I read the article from the AKC. This should be more widely shared with 
the public. There are so many folks who have their pets on grain free diets. 

11 Years Bulldog Dog 48 Pound 

EON‐393532 7/16/2019 12:48 Made With American Beef 
Jerky Treats Dog Snacks 

When given her the Costco Jerkey Treat my do immediately threw it up. She 
then experienced tiredness and lack of energy 

7 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified) 

Dog 27 Pound 

EON‐393522 7/16/2019 11:20 Earthborn Holistic 
Meadow Feast 
With lamb meal 

Breathing issues 
Vet said that she has developed DCM 

11 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 33.7 Pound 

EON‐393500 

EON‐393497 

7/16/2019 0:40 

7/15/2019 22:52 

Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream, Kirkland Signature 
Puppy FORMULA CHICKEN 
RICE AND VEGETABLE 
DOG FOOD 20 LB., Kirkland 
Signature Nature's Domain 
Puppy Formula Chicken & 
Pea Dog Food 20 lb., Top 
Chews Chicken Jerky Fillets 
Recipe 100% Natural Dog 
Treats 

Acana Singles 
Lamb and Apple

As a puppy, (b) (6)
had been to the vet multiple times for routine check ups and

vaccinations. He also went in when he tweaked a back muscle playing tug-o-
war with a lab, where his heart beat was checked. He began coughing and
throwing up regularly. We thought he was having allergies and when we
returned to the vet, we discovered that he had a heart murmur and an enlarged
heart. We ran multiple tests, including a cardiogram. (b) (6)

had DCM and we
were stunned. Since we got him at the age of 2 months, he was on 3 different
dog foods including two Kirkland brand puppy foods and Taste of the Wild
Pacific Stream. After starting him on taurine supplements and adjusting his diet
to a legume free food, it seems that he is already improving, and we are so
relieved! I am including the date the problem was diagnosed, even though, we
notice restlessness and coughing up to a month before hand.

8 

6 

Months 

Years 

Mixed (Dog) 

Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier 

Dog 

Dog 

28 

25 

Pound 

Pound 
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 was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy in October 2017 when he 
was six years old. He had been eating Acana dog food for several years. He 
was treated the past two years by a cardiologist. When he was initially 
diagnosed, we switched his food to Orijen because we were concerned that 
the lamb in the Acana might be causing his taurine deficiency. In October 
2018, our cardiologist told us that the FDA had come out with a warning linking 
grain-free dog food to CDM. At that time we switched him to Science Diet. 
Despite frequent visits to the cardiologist, supplementation with taurine and L-
carnitine, and a large number of heart medications  died last week.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)



  

  Key Created Product Name Description Age Age 
UOM 

Breed Species Weight Weight 
UOM 

EON‐393494 7/15/2019 21:24 Taste Of The Wild Salmon 10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 118 Pound 

EON‐393493 7/15/2019 21:04 Pure Balance Grain Free Developed canine dilated cardiomyopathy 
Had been on a grain free diet for the past years 

10 Years Whippet Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐393492 7/15/2019 19:52 Taste of the Wild Pine 
Forest grain free 2017-2018 
Fromm heartland gold grain 
free 2015-2017 

Was on a Taste of the Wild grain free food for 2 years and now has an 
enlarged heart, and is in heart failure. 

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 62 Pound 

EON‐393485 7/15/2019 18:24 Grain Free Newman's Own 
Organics Chicken & Liver 
Dinner for Dogs 

I found a piece of jagged blue plastic (1 inch L x 1/2 inch W) in the middle of a 
can of Newman's Own Organics Chicken & Liver Dinner for Dogs when I 
scooped a spoonful for my dog today. The best by date: 2/28/22. If I had not 
seen it, my dog could have ingested it with serious consequences. I have gone 
to NewmansOwn.com to register a complaint. I also will notify Chewy.com 
because that is how I purchase all my pet food and other supplies in bulk on a 
continued basis. Please advise of any other action I should take to make 
certain this won't happen to other pet owners. Thank you. 

EON‐393473 

EON‐393464 

7/15/2019 17:04 

7/15/2019 16:00 

4Health

Blue buffalo large breed 
puppy chicken and rice 
recipe life protection formula 
with life source bits orange 
and tan bag 

In the puppy dogfood there was a large lump of dark brown substance I called 
Blue Buffalo and talked to their quality Dept they came back to me and said 
that it was nothing I have changed dogfoods 

7 Years Chinese Crested Dog 
(unspecified) 

Dog 2.9 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐393462 7/15/2019 15:52 Taste of the Wild dry dog 
food 

Dog developed Congestive Heart Failure. Treatment of the CHF, resulted in 
kidney damage/disease. She eventually had to be euthanized due to severe 
breathing problems associated with CHF. 

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 8 Pound 
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 was on Taste Of The Wild for 2 years. He had no other health problems. I 
was home from work and he was acting not normal. He collapsed in my living 
room (passed out). I rushed him to my work (Vet Clinic) and did labwork, ECG, 
and Xrays (which I can provide). Xrays showed "Heart Enlargement"- It was so 
severe I had no choice but to humanly euthanize my dog. Not to mention, 3 
weeks later my other dog " " that was 12 yrs old, had to be put downb as
well. However I don't have xrays for him. He basically was just about almost 
gone when I had to rush him in (after hours). These dogs have been with me 
since they were puppies. Part of the family. I'm devastated over this. The 
doctors I work for highly encouraged me to do this, because they think I'm a 
good candidate for this.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

 was affected by systolic dysfunction and subsequently went into 
congestive heart failure.  was was eating 4Health beef and potato
(b) (6)

(b) (6)



  

  

(b) (6)
(b) (6)
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UOM 
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UOM 

EON‐393435 7/15/2019 13:28 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Potato & Duck Formula 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food 

I fed my dog Natures Balance Duck and Potato for 5 or so years. Two weeks 
ago she collapsed and couldn't breathe. Her belly was distended, she was 
coughing and we took her to the vet. They didn't mention anything about food 
or diet, but she was experiencing the exact symptoms detailed about DCM. I 
believe now this was from the grain free food I was giving her and I caught it 
too late. We had to put our dog down because her heart was so swollen she 
couldn't breathe well. I wish there was an alternative for her, but we caught it 
too late. 

13 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature 

Dog 9 Pound 

EON‐393410 7/15/2019 11:20 Zignature Limited ingredient 
formula Turkey formula 

I've always fed my dogs grain free. In January I switched back to Zignature 
Turkey. In May I lost my 12 year old to DCM and June 28 my female was 
diagnosed with DCM 

8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐393382 
EON‐393381 

7/14/2019 22:00 
7/14/2019 21:44 

Taste of the Wild grain free 
Taste of the Wild 

Vet diagnosed a heart murmur due to coughing. 
I have been feeding Taste of the Wild for at least three yrs. about 7 
months ago our vet, , diagnosed a heart murmur and 
prescribed Enalapril, Temeril, and a diuretic for CHF. 

7 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 12 Pound 
16 Years Shepherd Dog - 

Australian 
Dog 25 Pound 

EON‐393378 7/14/2019 20:36 Pedigree high protein red 
meats added. 

I have been feeding my dogs this for year. They just last night started vomiting 
and having diarrhea profusely. Veterinary was concerned it was change in diet 
i informed her theyve been eating the same thing. She told me to toss my 30 
dollar bag of food. Theyre both on medicine now to control the vomiting and 
diarrhea, no other health problems for either. Blood work and stool tests done 
by veterinarian. 

3 Years Bullmastiff Dog 66 Pound 

EON‐393371 7/14/2019 18:56 Friskies Wet Cat Food 
Meaty Bits- Chicken Dinner 
with Gravy 

Can of Friskies cat food contained live worm 

EON‐393370 7/14/2019 18:12 Primal Freeze-Dried 
Nuggets Turkey Fomula 

Cat fed Primal raw food 2x daily. Has been eating this food over a year. 
Became intermittently ill over the course of a week. Anorexia, vomiting, 
lethargy 

Please note: this is cat #2 from report D71BDDCA-E3333913-F55A33BE-
D2E67DEE-EAD4EEA2-5D9AA033- 2212CC1A-8251B68A 

5 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 10 Pound 

EON‐393366 

EON‐393350 

7/14/2019 17:44 

7/14/2019 9:32 

Primal Freeze-Dried 
Nuggets Turkey Fomula 

Blue buffalo small breed 
adult

Cat fed Primal Freeze Dried Nuggets Turkey Formula everyday, 2x per day. 
Cat has been eating this food for over 1 year. Cat #1 exhibited signs of 
gastritis week of June 24. Seemed to resolve. Became ill again 7/13 with 
diarrhea, severe vomiting, anorexia, dehydration and lethargy. Vet confirmed 
illness 7/13 and agreed raw food the likely cause. 

was fed Blue Buffalo small breed adult for most of her life. Heart disease 
progressed quickly. 

6 

9 

Years 

Years 

Domestic Shorthair 

Chihuahua 

Cat 

Dog 

7.5 

7.6 

Pound 

Pound 

EON‐393332 7/13/2019 21:36 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Grain Free 

Dog did not previously have heart murmur. During well visit, a grade 3 out of 6 
heart murmur detected by 2 different vets. Need a cardiologist consult. Dog 
was on a grain free diet, Taste of the Wild since a small puppy. 

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound 
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EON‐393330 7/13/2019 20:44 Wellness Crunchy Puppy 
Bites 

We were going to be away from home 4 days out of the week so we bought a 
Furbo dog camera to watch her and fees her treats while we were away. We 
purchased the camera and treats online thru Amazon. She usually would eat 
Greenies Teenie treats but they would not fit in the Furbo. So we purchased 
Wellness Crunchy Puppy Bites which were the recommended ones due to the 
size and apparently were "Healthy" & "Natural". Today I set up the Furbo 
camera placed the treats inside and tested it by having 4 small treats shoot out 
from the unit. hesitated for a bit since they were different but then ate 
the 4 treats. They are small so she had no problem while eating them. I gave 
her a bath immediately after and placed her in the room with a towel while I 
tested the camera. In the 10-15 minutes I figured out an issue with the internet 
connection I saw she laid on her side and thought she was taking a nap. When 
I went into the room to disconnect the camera I saw her eyes were open and 
she was still on her side. She did not respond when I called her name and was 
not breathing. She had died suddenly to my surprise!!! Even though she was 
old she was eating, drinking water and eating her Greenies treats up until the 
early morning. There was nothing we could do. She was gone. We are 
distraught and suspect something may be wrong with the treats. I called 
Amazon but all they did was offer a refund and said they would call me back in 
2 business days. I kept the open treat bag and an additional closed one. 
Afterwards, I read about past recalls on Wellness dog food so I decided to 
report this because I would hate for this to be related to the treats and have it 
happen to someone else. Please advise. 

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound 
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(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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EON‐393323 7/13/2019 17:20 chicken soup of the soul-
grain free lamb pea and 
green lentil limited ingredient 
diet recipe dry dog food

 was a healthy 3 year old male great dane. On January 16th, we brought 
him to our regular vet because of a cough. It was there they stated his 
heartbeat was irregular and ordered an EKG. The EKG came back abnormal 
and they notified in . We were told had 
to be brought to immediately. When we arrived they performed 
another EKG, echo and xrays. It was there he was diagnosed severe DCM, 
congestive heart failure and an irregular heartbeat. He was admitted and 
started on multiple medications. They asked us pages of questions until the 
arrived at what eats. has been on a grain-free diet since he was 
a year old. The name of the food was chicken soup for the soul grain free lamb 
and peas. IT was then they told us to stop feeding grain free and switch 
to a regular dog food. At this point the damage had been done. was 
diagnosed severe and had 6-12 months to live. He lived exactly 6 months from 
diagnosis. He was on over 30 something pills a day, and we did everything in 
our power to prolong his life. If I had known about the possible link between 
heart disease and grain-free, I would NEVER have given him that food. I know 
Great dane's are dispositioned for DCM but not at 3 years old. He was 
perfectly healthy before . And on he suddenly just 
dropped and was gone. There was nothing we could do. I have all of his 
discharge papers documenting his case. I am hoping more and more people 
are aware of the dangers of a grain-free diet. 

3 Years Great Dane Dog 125 Pound 

EON‐393319 7/13/2019 16:32 Nutro Feed Clean Grain 
Free Small Breed Adult 
Farm raised chicken lentils 
and sweet potato recipe 

He was taken to the vet for his annual visit and I was told he has a heart 
murmur (2 of 6 degree). I then read an article that the FDA is looking at grain 
free dry dogs foods and the correlation to heart issues. 

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20.2 Pound 

EON‐393316 

EON‐393313 

EON‐393305 

7/13/2019 15:16 

7/13/2019 14:16 

7/13/2019 10:40 

Merrick Grain Free 

Nutrish Just 6 (Rachael Ray 
product) 

TASTE OF THE WILD 
PREY GRAIN FREE AND 
TASTE OF THE WILD 
GRAIN FREE

Category 3 heart murmur.....was on science diet for 5 years (no health 
issue....minimal 2 vet visit per year w/ records....but it was giving him stinky 
breath), then we switched to Merrick grain free dog food.....and he was 
diagnosed with a heart murmur in January 2019. 
Patient has had recent onset exercise intolerance for 2 months. was 
seen at his primary veterinarian and had senior labwork done which showed 
increased cardiac ProBNP. (b) (6)was referred here for cardiac ultrasound. We
performed echocardiography and chest x-rays and submitted these to Antech 
Imaging services, where they were reviewed by a cardiologist. He has cardiac 
disease that appears consistent with occult DCM (dilated cardiomyopathy). 

8 

10 

8 

Years 

Years 

Years 

Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired 

Retriever - Labrador 

Pit Bull 

Dog 

Dog 

Dog 

15.4 

69 

91.4 

Pound 

Pound 

Pound 
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 WAS NOT ONLY DIAGNOSED WITH HAVING IDIOPATHIC 
SEIZURES FOR NO REASON A FEW YEARS AGO NOW HE NEEDS 
SURGERY FOR CYSTINE BLADDER STONES.

(b) (6)
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EON‐393303 7/13/2019 10:20 TASTE OF THE WILD 
PREY GRAIN FREE also 
TASTE OF THE WILD 
GRAIN FREE

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 30.9 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐393299 7/13/2019 8:28 Purina dog Chow complete 
adult dry food beef 

We bought bag of purina compete dog Chow beef from Sam's club. My dogs 
have been eating Purina since birth but this bag made them both sick 
immediately. They started reverse sneezing, acting off, eyes red. When my cat 
ate it, which he does all the time, he had diarrhea which is very unusual. 

2 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 14 Pound 

EON‐393293 7/13/2019 2:28 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient Diet and 
Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
High Protein - Grain Free 
Senior 

After feeding my dog Blue Buffalo for a couple of years he was diagnosed with 
moderate mitral valve regurgitation from chronic degenerative valve disease. 
After reading reviews between the link in grain free dog food and heart 
disease. His blood tests confirmed that his taurine levels were indeed low. 

16 Years Bichon Frise Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐393290 7/13/2019 0:12 Taste of The Wild Sierra 
mountain dry dog food 

We have owned our beautiful (b) (6) since he was a puppy at 
eight weeks old and unfortunately just two weeks prior to his 10th birthday he 
died suddenly. He was on no medication had a recent exam and was in perfect 
health. After his death I learned about the FDA warning an investigation on 
grain free dog food and he has been eating taste of the wild grain free dog 
food as well as Merrick lamb limited ingredient grain free dog food for 
approximately we have owned our beautiful (b) (6) since he was
a puppy at eight weeks old and unfortunately just two weeks prior to his 10th 
birthday he died suddenly. He was on no medication had a recent exam and 
was in perfect health. After his death I learned about the FDA warning and 
investigation on grain free dog food and he has been eating taste of the wild 
grain free dog food as well as Merrick lamb limited ingredient grain free dog 
food for approximately 7 years. I am convinced based on everything I am 
reading that he was a victim of this unique heart disease the CM that you are 
investigating and I’m concerned with my other dog a nine-year-old English 
mastiff on the same food. We were literally made ourselves a bit crazy when 
(b) (6) died so suddenly with no warning and now we have to assume it had 
something to do with this new phenomenon on the grain free dog food 

10 Years Samoyed Dog 70 Pound 

EON‐393287 7/12/2019 22:44 Wellness CORE Grain-Free 
Small Breed Turkey & 
Chicken Recipe Dry Dog 
Food 

Vet has diagnosed dog with enlarged heart. Dog was fed Wellness CORE 
Grain-Free Small Breed Turkey & Chicken Recipe Dry Dog Food for years. 

Spitz - German 
Pomeranian 

Dog 
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 started coughing out of nowhere and gums turn white along with 
being lethargic. I had noticed she didnt want to eat her dog food a few months 
before. We took her to the emergency vet and she was diagnosed with CHD. 
About a month and half later she passed away.

(b) (6)
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EON‐393273 7/12/2019 19:04 Veterinary Exclusive Hills 
Prescription Diet. Kidney 
Care k/d Chicken and 
Vegetable Stew 

I gave her some of the Hills Kidney Care Stew that the Vet recommended and 
that night she was throwing up water like crazy, would drink a whole dog bowl 
of water again and throw that back up as well. The whole night she was 
vomiting everything she drank or ate. The next morning she was laying in her 
own urine :( I took her out to go to the bathroom and she stumbled around a 
bit. She has been sleeping all day and holds her ears down when I look at her, 
she is in pain and it all happened after she ate some of that vegetable stew. 

14 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound 

EON‐393268 7/12/2019 18:32 Diamond Care Sensitive 
Skin Formula 

He was dry heaving and coughing a lot for ~a week. I finally took him to the vet 
and an x-ray showed an extremely enlarged heart. They drained some fluid but 
were unable to take him off oxygen and had to be put to sleep the next day. 

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound 

EON‐393258 7/12/2019 17:12 Dog Food 
Complete and Balanced Diet 
for Puppy to Adult Dogs 
Made in USA 
Zignature Duck Formula 
Limited Ingredient Formula 

When I read about the GF dog food correlation with heart disease I took him 
off the food and began cooking his food myself last week. He was a new dog! 
His prescriptions were ready for refill which I did not do and this dog is runing, 
swimming, barely shedding, no more licking!!!! a few scratches not even daily 
and overall happier. His tail is wagging. his eyes are shinier and his so is his 
coat. Softer too and no bad breath. 

11 Days Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound 

EON‐393249 7/12/2019 16:00 Performatrin Ultra Grain free 
large breed formula 

Dog has been diagnosed with heart disease, has been on grain free diet 
through performatrin ultra since 8 weeks old. 

2 Years Mastiff Dog 65 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐393248 7/12/2019 15:40 NutriSource Pure Vita 
Holistic Pet Foods 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Formula 

My French bulldog developed a sudden coughing which continued until her 
esophagus started bleeding. She also had difficulty breathing, and was taken 
quickly to the emergency vet. X rays were authorized and it was discovered 
that she had both an enlarged heart and liver. She also was identified as 
having a "mass" in her chest. While there is no proof of a connection between 
these symptoms and her dog food, Nutrisource, I am reporting this out of an 
abundance of caution, considering that this brand has been one of several 
identified with cardiomyopathy. This WAS a dog food having brown rice in it, 
and it seemed to suit my Frenchie, but, again, I feel I should submit this report. 

10 Years Bulldog - French Dog 20 Pound 

EON‐393240 7/12/2019 14:20 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Bison and Venison 

My beloved dachshund, (b) (6), suddenly died in March 2019. He died 
suddenly, before we could even transport him to the vet. I'm now wondering if 
it was related to the food I fed him. He was always fed Taste of the Wild dry 
kibble, Bison and Venison. Based on current information on the FDA 
investigation, I wonder if (b) (6)died because of DCM. 

7 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature 

Dog 13 Pound 

EON‐393237 7/12/2019 14:12 Taste of the Wild She started tiring easy. Walked down the road and was panting. Chased the 
ball two times and was panting. First thought it was just because she was hot 
(temps above 60 degrees) but got worse. Took her to the vet and she was 
diagnosed with DCM via lab work (cardiomyopathy lab was in the 1200's) and 
x-ray. Mild case as I think we caught it early 

1 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound 
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EON‐393235 7/12/2019 13:48 Pedigree adult dry dog food. 
Chicken rice vegetable 

My dog only eats Pedigree adult fry dog food, this was chicken, rice and 
vegetable.

 came down with e0c9li. Too to vet, put on antibotics. 3 days later getting 
better. 

4 Years Cattle Dog -
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog) 

Dog 

EON‐393221 7/12/2019 11:16 Taste of the Wild Dry Cat 
Food 
Blue Buffalo Wilderness Dry 
Cat Food 
Solid Gold Dry Cat Food 

Died from complications of DCM. Was fed Taste of the Wild and/or Blue 
Buffalo and/or Solid Gold grain free dry kibble most of his life. 

14 Years Maine Coon Cat 8 Pound 

EON‐393214 

EON‐393202 

7/12/2019 9:04 

7/11/2019 23:48 

Pedigree Marro Bone 

Zignature Zssential Formula 
Multi-Protein Formula 

I found what appears to be pieces of plastic fishing string or slivers of 
fiberglass baked inside of a Pedigree Marrowbone treat. 
Our family pet, (b) (6), a 6 year old Shih Tzu, suddenly started collapsing 
randomly not long after we switched her dry dog food over to thr Zzignature 
brand when she refused to eat her previous brand she had eaten for 6 years, 
Bil Jac, apparently from boredom. We took her to the vets here in (b) (6)

and after multiple 
tests they said she had a heart block and would need a pacemaker ! We 
switched her diet to cooked chicken and rice and she has been remarkably 
better since April through mid-July so far on this diet. 

6 Years Shih Tzu Dog 26 Pound 

EON‐393199 7/11/2019 21:56 Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers My cat consumed 1/4-1/2 of a can of Fancy Feast Gravy Lovers. Less than 30 
minutes after consumption, my cat began to vomit repeatedly followed by bile 
vomiting the day after. After 2 days of not eating, my cat gradually began to eat 
and drink again but far less. In a short duration, my cat lost a few pounds, 
became stoic, hiding and eventually refused to eat. After two visits to the vet, 
my cat underwent emergency surgery on basis of possible bowel obstruction 
that was in actuality a tumor. All mesentery lymph nodes enlarged, one lymph 
node the size of a lemon. All intestines demonstrated abnormal thickening. My 
cat was euthanized the same day of surgery due to poor prognosis in response 
to possible cancer treatment. My cat deteriorated rapidly following the 
consumption of fancy Feast that was occasionally given to her as treats. 
During her “stable” period, she demonstrated food allergy related symptoms 
such as itchy skin and bumps on bilateral ear, as well as posterior neck (NOT 
fleas related). The pet food industry is poisoning our animals that are more 
than just animals. My cat was my daughter. I’m disgusted and absolutely 
angered at the horrid practice behind the industry and why our government is 
not intervening. 

13 Years Mixed (Cat) Cat 6.8 Pound 
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EON‐393198 7/11/2019 20:48 Blue Buffalo 
Life Protection Formula 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe For Adult Dogs 

(b) (6) vet detected a heart murmur and we were referred to a cardiologist.
t. (b) (6) hThe cardiologist conducted a 2D echo cardiogram and a blood tes ad

an enlarged left ventricle and was diagnosed with dilated cardiac myopathy. 
Her blood results showed that her taurine levels were normal. She had been 
fed a grain-free dog food (Blue Buffalo chicken kibble) for two years prior to 
this finding. Since the diagnosis, she has been switched to a grain-containing 
kibble and her heart was said to be doing "10% better" on her follow-up visit 
with the cardiologist after 6 months since the initial diagnosis. 

Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth- 
haired 

Dog 30 Pound 

EON‐393194 7/11/2019 19:56 ACANA HERITAGE 
MEATS, Orijen Original, 
WELLNESS CORE RAW 
REV 

My dog was taken to the vet for a distended abdomen on 7/8. A blood and 
abdomen fluid sample were taken and the doctor mentioned heart or liver 
disease were likely based on the current symptoms. On 7/9 the results came in 
and the vet wanted to take a xray of my dogs abdomen, once the xray was 
completed the following morning the vet showed and explained that my dog 
had an enlarged heart, and an overabundance of fluid was present. He 
immediately advised that my dog be seen by a cardiologist as this was an 
emergency situation. My dog was promptly taken to the ER where he was 
hospitalized. After further xrays, EKG, fluid removal, medication and further 
blood analysis my 6 year old dog who has been in excellent health with the 
only other issue in the past being skin allergies was diagnosed with congestive 
heart failure and Canine dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). After receiving this 
heart breaking news i turned to the internet for some answers where i was 
reminded of the article i heard a few months ago about grain free pet food and 
the correlation to DCM. After reviewing the food list i was shocked to learn the 
3 foods my dog has been fed since birth made the list ACANA, WELLNESS 
and ORIJEN. 
(b) (6) had a seizure and had a hard time walking afterwards. We did not know
she had a seizure we thought she hurt herself. She was given pain meds. Over
the next two days we witnessed her getting better; she began eating again and
walking. About 3 days later we witnessed her having a seizure. She had
multiple seizures in a 20 minute window. By the time we got her to the vet she
had passed away- as we pulled into the drive. They put a ultrasound on her
chest and seen fluid surrounding her heart. It constructed her heart from
beating and was causing the seizures.

6 

10 

Years 

Years 

Corso Dog 

Retriever - Labrador 

Dog 

Dog 

131 

89 

Pound 

Pound EON‐393190 7/11/2019 18:32 FROMM FOUR-star 
nutritional pork and 
applesauce formula dog 
food 

EON‐393182 7/11/2019 18:12 Zignature Kangaroo Formula Started losing weight, went in for regular checkup, started vomiting/diarrhea 
two days later (which perhaps are not related). A chest xray was requested 
and that's when the enlarged heart was discovered. Visited a cardiac care 
facility where the dog was diagnosed with advanced dilated cardiomyopathy 
and probably right sided congestive heart failure. 

9 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 14 Kilogra 
m

EON‐393181 7/11/2019 18:08 Earthborn Hollistic -grain 
free 

My dog has an enlarged heart from a grain free dog food obtained at a pet 
store (Earthborn Holistic). She had a chest x ray and her heart is enlarged. 
Going to cardiology vet for further evaluation. 

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 75 Pound 
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EON‐393166 7/11/2019 15:32 ACANA Singles Limited 
Ingredient Diet Grain Free 
Duck & Pear Dog Food 

Feeding Orijen Regional Red (same manufacturer as Acana) ten years ago 
and it almost killed her then (circa 2011). The vet said her liver count was 
extremely high and white blood count was low. Their prognosis gave her less 
than 4 months to live. We went to a pet food store to seek out a different food, 
and were recommended Honest Kitchen. literally came back to life and 
her liver and white blood cell count stabilized. The vet said Acana was a good 
brand and we should just not get as high of a crude protein count variety. We 
started feeding the duck and barlett pear and pork and sweet potato, grain free 
kibble. Within less than two years, started hacking and we took her into 
the vet. After conducting xrays, ultrasounds, and blood work, they diagnosed 
her with congenital heart disease. We have had her on medication for 2 years, 
she has to be kept in quiet, quarantined space or it causes her to hack almost 
to the point of fainting. We believe this is attributed to her diet of Acana kibble. 

16 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound 

EON‐393141 7/11/2019 13:08 Rachael Ray 
Nutrish 
Real Beef Pea & 
Brown Rice Recipe 

On June 17 2019 my 3 year old Chihuahua died from a case of malnutrition 
caused from a lack of nutrients in the food we were feeding her according to 
my vet. Her 5 newborn puppies did not survive even after getting them to a 
foster momma dog and supplemental feedings every two hours. Three puppies 
were taken to a different vet and that vet found them to be suffering from 
malnutrition also. They all died before they were even 5 days old. I had 
switched her to Rachael Ray Nutrish Real Beef, Pea & Brown Rice Recipe. I 
still have the last three empty sacks that we purchased. My was a 
healthy three year old Chihuahua who had no prior health issues. She had four 
healthy puppies in her first litter without any problems. I do not want this to 
happen to another animal. I don't want another family to lose their precious 
furbaby. 
Thank you 

EON‐393138 7/11/2019 12:48 Acana Meadowlands 
Kentucky Poultry Freshwater 
Fish and Nest Laid Eggs 

Enlarged heart - severe heart disease 14 Years Shih Tzu Dog 7 Pound 

EON‐393136 7/11/2019 12:48 Pure Balance Grain Free 
Formula salmon diet 

Dog presented for neuter. On pre-op exam, a cardiac arrhythmia was detected. 
Three view thoracic rads and ECG was submitted for analysis to veterinary 
cardiologist. Diagnosis of VPCs was made. 

14 Months Bulldog - French Dog 13.3 Kilogra 
m 

EON‐393111 

EON‐393108 

7/11/2019 9:16 

7/11/2019 8:48 

Natural Balance LID 

Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Natural Puppy Dry 
Dog Food

Dog food switch and within a month dog died 8 

8 

Years 

Months 

Shepherd Dog - 
German 
Mixed (Dog) 

Dog 

Dog 

108 

25 

Pound 

Pound 
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 started having diarrhea and loose stool a couple days after I opened a 
new bag of this food. I stopped the food and fed him A bland diet for 1 day in 
order to recover. After 2 days his stool was back to normal. I switched back to 
the bland diet of rice, pumpkin, and boiled chicken for 4 days. I slowly started 
integrating his dog food back into his diet and after 1 day his diarrhea returned.

(b) (6)



  

  

(b) (6)
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EON‐393103 7/11/2019 6:56 Abound grain free small 
breed beef and sweet potato 
made by inter american 
products, Kirkland/Costco 
brand grain free foods., 
Rachael Ray Grain free 
Nutrish, Taste of the Wild 
Grain free 

My dog has been eating grain free dog food since we got him when he was 
about 4. I always remember him having a slight cough, but it used to not be so 
bad. Doctors would dismiss it as allergies to fleas or outdoors and let us give 
him benedryl. His coughs were occasional before, but now constant. Last year, 
I witnessed him have a seizure and he lost control of his bladder and there 
was nothing I could do but watch on my kitchen floor. He would come home 
from walks and just not be able to move, he would lay down and try to just 
breath sometimes. After he seized we took him to the vet. He was diagnosed 
with the heart disease that's been linked to grain free foods. He has been 
taking the meds for about a year to help but his condition just keeps getting 
worse but he is still a happy and playful pup. However he is still eating these 
foods now because our society doesn't believe in science and I cant convince 
the household to give him homemade food. It takes moving mountains to 
explain just the tiniest details to people. Hes a bigger type of chihuahua that 
can live 20 years. Its a shame that we put years worth of money and trust into 
these products for them to repay us this way. Especially with the cost of the 
meds. The only people profiting here are the food and drug companies. 
Meanwhile my dog is still dying. 

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐393100 

EON‐393084 

7/11/2019 4:24 

7/10/2019 19:20 

BLUE Superior Ultimate 
Protection 
Life Protection Formula 
With life for e it’s 
Small breed ADULT. 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe 

Dick Van Patten's 
Natural Balance 
L.I.D. Limited Ingredient Diet
Grain Free 
Sweet potato & Fish 
Formula

 

I purchased the Blue dog food for small dogs on 6/29/19 for my dogs that they 
have been eating for years. I have 3 dogs 
I noticed none of them would eat it. I always empty the food into an airtight dog 
food container I have right away. I cleaned all their bowls and put more of the 
food into them the next morning, same thing they smelled it and walked away. 
So I went to where I purchased it and explained the situation they pulled up my 
rewards # and saw my purchase, so I replaced it with the Blue Senior for small 
dogs, I figured my babies would dive into it now they had to be hungry. I 
poured some into each of their clean bowls right from the bag this time and 
same thing none of them wanted it. I tried to offer it from my hand they wanted 
nothing to do with it. So I went and bought a whole different brand and they ate 
it right up. 
I just wanted to let someone know that there may be something wrong with 
these batches of food, all 3 dogs wanted nothing to do with and for years 
haven’t had a problem with 

started acting very lethargic, did not want to eat and was not acting 
like himself. On the 3rd, he seemed a little better, he greeted us at the door 
and he ate some dinner. The morning of the 4th, he was still lethargic, 
breathing heavy, and vomited. We took him to the emergency Vet. Ultra sound 
showed fluid around his heart and in his abdomen (pericardial effusion and 
ascites), suggesting right sided heart failure. The fluid was drained via 
pericardiocentesis. Four hours later, the fluid had returned and (b) (6) was 
have arrhythmias. The fluid was drained again but returned in less than 2 
hours. The decision was made to euthanize. 

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 76 Pound 
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EON‐393081 7/10/2019 17:56 4Health Whitefish and 
Potato Formula 

heart murmur noted on primary PE- dilated cardiomyopathy found on cardiac 
eval 

Spaniel - Cocker 
American 

Dog 

EON‐393080 7/10/2019 17:44 Natural Balance 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Grain Free 
Sweet Potato & Venison 
Formula

 was eating the Natural Balance Sweet Potato and Venison for about 3 
years. Within the first year, we noticed his allergies were getting worse and so 
we took him to the doctor and they put him on Apoquel. He took that 
continuously every 12 hours on top of an antifungal antibiotics as well as 
ketoconozal. We were hoping this was going to help, but eventually he got 
immune to the apoquel. Then this past February, he started having seizures. 
On his first episode, we took him to the ER and they ended up finding a heart 
murmur. We took him to his regular vet and they can hear the heart murmur 
and prescribed him phenobarbital for his seizures. Within the last month, his 
allergies got worse and we took him back in because nothing was working. He 
was so itchy that his legs got raw and got hives on his head. The vet wanted to 
change his diet, because they felt the food could cause his allergies on top of 
the outdoors. He has been taking prednisone for the past month to get him to 
stop itching and back to somewhat normal. I had mentioned the report we 
heard on the news about Natural Balance dog food causing allergies and heart 
problems. The issue is, that Natural Bal. said it was grain free and we were 
advised to keep him away from any grains. Now this info is coming out and we 
believe that it played a huge factor why our dog was so itchy for years. 

14 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier 

Dog 81.5 Pound 

EON‐393074 7/10/2019 16:00 Honest Kitchen limited 
ingredient turkey 

She suddenly appeared to have lost weight (10lbs) looked ill like she was 
starving to death. Vet focused on her digestive issues & tested/treated for that. 
As a few months went by she began to look confused tired not herself. I 
emailed videos called vet spoke to him several times worried about her & her 
appearance. He had no sense of urgency. After less than a week of that I 
called & said we r coming in I’m concerned. As we got out of the car she 
immediately went into respiratory distress followed by a gut wrenching fight for 
her life intubation before xrays showed her to b in total heart failure. I was 
advised & did put her to sleep. Knowing now about the concerns regarding 
grain free foods & cardiac problems I am convinced that is in fact what 
happened to her. Sadly my vet was not apprised of this issue & had he treated 
or tested her when the weight loss started I’m convinced she would still be 
here. She was on a grain free food with no supplement to support her cardiac 
health 

2 Years Bulldog Dog 30 Pound 
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EON‐393071 7/10/2019 15:48 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
High Protein Grain Free 
Natural Adult Dry Dog Food 

Patient presented to ER for a one day h/o a distended abdomen, lethargy and 
increased appetite. Echocardiogram revealed DCM like changes to the heart - 
thin LV walls, marked hypocontractile function, dilated LV cavity. Echo also 
showed a slightly thickened MV w/ no obvious prolapse. LA also appeared to 
be mildly dilated, occasionally B-lines were visualized on the right side. No 
pericardial or pleural effusion, moderate amount of ascites. 

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 33 Kilogra 
m 

ECG findings: persistent atrial fibrillation with fast ventricular response. Occ 
ventricular ectopies. 

Radiographic findings:Marked cardiac dilation (VHS 11) with enlarged 
pulmonary veins, marked LAE, and mild to moderate interstitial perihilar 
infiltrates compatible with pulmonary edema. 

Overall assessment: DCM w/ biventricular CHF. 

Diet: Blue Wilderness Chicken Grain Free and milkbones 

BNP: Elevated at 4956 pmol/L 
Troponin - Increased at 0.532 ng/mL 
Taurine: 325 (normal) 

EON‐393069 7/10/2019 15:32 4 Health one episode of syncope. On grain free diet (4 Health). Cardiology consult 
VPCs, DCM 

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German 

Dog 66.1 Pound 
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EON‐393041 7/10/2019 12:56 Blue Buffalo healthy weight On I took  to her primary vet because I noticed that she 
had been getting w very weak and sluggish. When I arrived I took her out of 
the car to pee, and poop. After she was done we began to walk to enter the 

building, after about halfway to the entrance she stopped and would not 
continue walking. So I picked her up and carried her inside. I told the 

receptionist what I was there for and what was going on with . she went 
to the back and got the doctor, she came out and took one look at and 

said I had to take her to an ER because they did not have the necessary 
equipment to examine her. So I picked her up put her in a shopping cart and 
loaded her back in the car and drove to the nearest animal ER. Once I arrive, 

at this point was unable to stand on her own. One doctor and a staff 
worker then took her out of the car and transported her inside on a gurney. I 

had to leave her overnight and they started her on IVs and antibiotics. 
at 5:50am I called and spoke with to get an 

update on condition. She stated that she was stable,and the fever 
had come down just a little but was still not standing or walking. After work I 

went to the hospital to see and get an update, was 
conducting an ultrasound on her at the time of my arrival. After he was done 

was brought into a room to visit with me still line on the gurney and unable 
to stand or walk. later came and gave me an update on her 

condition which had not changed. During the time I was visiting another doctor 
looked at the test results and saw that they were declining not getting any 
better, at this point stated that the problem was due to a heart 
condition! At 4:22pm was euthanized. Then on Monday my fiance 

showed me this article on 16 foods that causes heart disease in dogs, one of 
the 16 Was Blue Buffalo,a brand that I fed from the time I got her at the 
age of 6 weeks old. experience the same sign's. So now I believe that 
her illness is linked to the dog food I gave her for 11years and 5 months. I 
have been having a hard time coping with the loss of my !!?? and just 
making you aware, and add this to the other 31 complaints filed under Blue 

Buffalo. 

11 Years Rottweiler Dog 85 Pound 

EON‐393032 7/10/2019 11:56 Royal Canin Veterinary 
Diet Selected Protein Adult 
PR 

Received tampered shipment of Royal Canin Adult Select Dry Dog Food Adult 
PR. Bag had large hole in back that had been taped with orange tape. Have 
pictures if needed. After eating for one week, dog developed diarreha, vomiting 
and diagnosed as having colitus. Cost of medical bill was $340.05. Have 
receipts if needed. Reported to Chewy requesting reimbursement for food and 
doctor bill. Food cost was reimbursement, however, Chewy has not responded 
to my request for medical bill reimbursement 

10 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier 

Dog 38 Pound 
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EON‐393029 7/10/2019 11:28 Rachel Ray Nutrish Our family dog went from being very well, playful and full of energy to being 
lethargic and sickly in a very short amount of time. He suffered boughts of 
collapsing, short breath, coughing, bleeding, rapid weight loss, and exhaustion. 
The vet said his heart was irregular, which he never had a problem with before.
He died suddenly in our home. Collapsed on the floor not being about to 
breathe. In front of our toddler while I was 8 months pregnant. Put me into pre-
term labor. After seeing the reports of dog food doing this EXACT thing to 
perfectly healthy dogs, I believe Rachel Ray Nutrish is to blame. He had eaten 
it for years. My mothers dog also passed about a year before ours, same 
symptoms and he ate the same food. 

11 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer) 

Dog 80 Pound 

 

EON‐393018 7/10/2019 10:36 Blue Buffalo 
freedom adult grain free 

We have always fed our dog (b) (6)Blue Buffalo dog food and assumed it was 
the best brand to buy. Three weeks ago our dog was having breathing 
problems and his heart was racing so we took him to the veterinarian office in 
(b) (6) . Before we left our dog started puking up blood and had an 
enlarged heart and we had to put him down. Lastly, a friend asked us to check 
and see if Blue Buffalo dog food was on the list of food that causes enlarged 
hearts in dog and it was and I noticed your link in an article and how to report 
this issue. 

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound 

EON‐393016 7/10/2019 9:48 Pig Ear (no package) My dog was given a pig ear on Saturday, 6/29. Sometime in the next 6 hrs he 
vomited pretty significantly on my couch (he has never done this, he typically 
gets down and does it on the floor, which makes me think it was pretty quick 
onset for him). He seemed run-down and a little lethargic the rest of the day, 
but continued to eat and poop. He vomited the next evening as well, same 
symptoms, run down, lethargic, and acted in general like he didn't feel well. 
Since the 29th, he has vomited on at least 5 other occasions, which is unusual 
for him. He typically does vomit occasionally, like other dogs do, typically 
because he's eat too fast or something to that effect, but never this frequently. 
As of today, 7/10.. his most recent vomit was yesterday early morning. He 
continues to eat and poop, and is acting relatively normal from an energy level, 
unlike the first 2 days noted above. We discussed with the Vet, and it was 
determined that we continue to monitor him rather than bring him in, given the 
fact aside for the frequent vomiting, he seems fine otherwise. If his condition 
worsens, we will take him in for testing. We recently received a notice 
regarding a recall on Pig Ears due to Salmonella poisoning from Pet Supplies 
Plus, which is where we purchased this particular pig ear from that he was 
given on the day he became ill. 

3 Years Pit Bull Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐393012 7/10/2019 9:20 Whole-hearted High Protein 
Jerky Treats for Dogs -
Salmon Recipe - For Skin & 
Coat Support 

I purchased Wholehearted brand salmon jerky treats for dogs and the jerky 
strips were moldy and rancid. The second bag that came from the same lot 
was moldy and rancid as well. 
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EON‐392999 7/9/2019 21:12 Blue Buffalo Chicken and 
Brown Rice 

Our pet beagle was very healthy and extremely active. She was up to 
date on her shots and always had routine vet visits. She was playing in the 
yard and we brought her into the house when she collapsed and started to 
shake. We initially thought it was a seizure and she would come out of it, but 
unfortunately she stopped moving and her bowls let go. We took her to the 
nearest veterinarian hospital when they pronounced her dead on 

. She was just two and half years old, very active and healthy. We fed her 
Blue Buffalo since she was a puppy, food, treats, etc. As good parents we 
thought this was the best food for her, but after reading about the heart 
disease linked to some of the foods, including Blue Buffalo, in which we fed 
her. We felt a obligation to report if this was something that harmed our baby 

. We had an autopsy performed on at the hospital where they said 
that it was possible that she may have had a heart condition due to her left 
ventricle being thickened, possible blood clot, and or tumor. We don't know if 
the food was linked, but we didn't want to not report incase this could save 
other dogs. 

2 Years Beagle Dog 23 Pound 

EON‐392997 7/9/2019 20:52 Taste of the Wild dry dog 
food 

Pet was displaying collapsing episodes for a few months. Thorax xrays and 
cardiac ultrasound revealed the dog had developed dilated cardiomyopathy 
and was in congestive heart failure. 

8 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 51 Pound 

EON‐392987 7/9/2019 18:16 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diets Chicken 
and Sweet Potato Formula, 
FreshPet Vital Grain Free 
Chicken Beef Salmon & Egg 
Recipe with Antioxidant-Rich 
Fruits & Vegetables. 

Our beloved  was walking during her daily early evening walk with my 
fiancee when she fell on her back and began flailing her amrs, followed very 
quickly by her immediately going limp and unresponsive. We rushed her to 
emergency care at the , and they noted she was in cardiac 
arrest. Tragically, They were unable to revive her. 

has been on a grain-free diet most of her life, and we primarily gave her 
Natural Balance Grain free Dry food combined with FreshPet Vital grain free 
soft kibble. I can't say for sure that the food caused a heart condition, but 
was in otherwise excellent health prior to her tragically passing away on 

, 11 days before what would have been just her 8th birthday. 

7 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 20 Pound 

EON‐392984 7/9/2019 17:56 Zignature Salmon Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food 

We have fed our dog Signature Salmon Limited Ingredient Formula Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food since April 2018. On July 3, 2019 he had a Comprehensive 
Cardiology Consultation Exam and an ECG Full Consult. I have the paperwork 
from  if you want to see it. Their conclusion is he has 
DCM from being fed a grain free diet. 

10 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 23 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐392982 7/9/2019 17:44 Zignature kangaroo formula Recently my dog was diagnosed with heart failure from Zignature kangaroo 
grain free dog food.His food isolated to mininal types of food which leads me to 
believe this is where my dog's illness has started occurring. A few weeks ago 
we noticed (b) (6)not being his active self so we took him to the vet and his 
liver was off so he suggested some supplements to help. problems 
started getting more severe as time progressed he started having seizures and 
us in pain just to try and hop on the couch to cuddle with me. Which is polar 
opposite when he was healthy. We ended up back into the vet yesterday the 
8th of July. Today my dog has a lot of pain, he shivers, trembles, he is 
blistered (hundreds of little ones everywhere), he dry heaves bits of foamy 
fluids, his heart is enlarged, he has fluids around his heart, his stomach is so 
swollen we cannot see the intestines in his xrays, his coordination is off, 
equilibrium is off, he barely eats at this point I'm distraught and stressed and 
want answers is this the reason my dog is this lethargic? I already pay a hefty 
amount on his food in hopes that he would be healthy and now I'm paying 
even more in vet bills! His breaths are short and faint and he is so bloated he 
is miserable to walk! 

4 Years Shar Pei Dog 60 Pound 

EON‐392980 7/9/2019 17:36 Blue Buffalo hard food  appeared to have trouble breathing in December 2017. I took her to the 
vet and she had 230 ml of fluid drained from her plural cavity. She had an 
echo, but was only equivocal for dilation. She had an x-ray, CT, MRI, 
ultrasound (all full body), and blood work. She had several more echos over 
the ensuing months and progressed from equivocal for dilation, to mild dilation, 
to moderate dilation. She was drained 7 times in one month. Eventually we got 
her medical stabilized (pimobendin, enalipril , furosemide) to where she 
stabilized. We also treated with Atopica (for the underlying immune issues), 
B12 for which she was also deficient, taurine (the vet told me to start 
supplementing before he ever tested for a deficiency). I have continued with all 
these for the past 1.5 years. She was drained twice more perhaps six months 
ago. She eats Blue Buffalo hard food, and Nutro Max Cat soft food. 

9 Years Ragdoll Cat 8 Pound 

EON‐392973 7/9/2019 16:20 Friskies prime filets with 
salmon and beef 

Few hours after eating cat became lethargic, agitated, drooling, foul smelling 
poop, refusing to eat or drink. 

12 Years Domestic 
(unspecified) 

Cat 15 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐392961 7/9/2019 15:08 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Chicken and Brown 
Rice 

Around July 10, 2017, I was suddenly awaken by my Labrador Retriever, 
who was breathing heavy, panting, drooling, his front leg was swollen and I 

when I checked his heart rate, it was 180. I got him to the our vet, , 
the next day where an exam and x-rays were done. Her initial thought was that 
he may have been bitten by something and his leg was just to swollen to find 
the bite mark. I was given antibiotics and took him home. While his heart rate 
did slow down some, his health did not bounce back over the next 24 hours. 

 could barely stand up. His breathing was labored and I immediately took 
him back in to the vet on the Friday of that same week. examined

 and took a look at the x-rays which were taken a few days before. She 
came back in and asked me a bunch of questions and then took me to look at 

the x-rays. She pointed out to me what she thought was fluid drowning his 
lungs and a very enlarged heart. She immediately put him on Furosemide and 

referred me to a Cardiologist. I got in to see at 
 quickly. An ultrasound was done, blood work and full 

examination. This is where I was told my had DCM and it was near 
advanced. His heart was in fact, nearly twice the size it should be and his 

lungs were full of fluid. His life would now entail daily doses of pills and 
monthly check-ups, limited exercise and eventually lose the battle. I fed 

Blue Buffalo dog food his entire life - up till when he was diagnosed with DCM. 
He was then put on Science Diet Heart Prescription Food. struggled and 
had many ups and downs. Good days and bad days but he was a fighter. He 

got to see 2 more Christmas's and 2 birthdays. His health started deteriorating 
quickly around January of 2019. I quit my job so I could be by his side as now 
he was basically in home hospice. He lost a lot of weight - down to 52 lbs. He 
rarely ate and when he did, 1 out of 2 times he would throw it up. He struggled 
to drink water and was so weak, he couldn't hold himself up long enough to go 

to the bathroom. On , my husband and I had to make the 
decision to let him go. His quality of life was gone. He lost his battle with DCM. 

I know Blue Buffalo was in trouble years ago for having issues with the 
ingredients they claimed were part of their recipe. Now I hear of this 

relationship between Blue Buffalo and DCM and I am devastated and my 
family is torn. passed away, . 

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON-392956 7/9/2019 14:40 Wellness CORE Grain-Free 
Original Deboned Turkey 
Turkey Meal & Chicken Meal 
Recipe Dry Dog Food, Blue 
Buffalo Natural Veterinary 
Diet NP Novel Protein 
Alligator Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

(b) (6) died of believed DCM (vet's language)

(b) (6) had her ear examined on May 3rd to determine the scope of the issue. 
We scheduled May 25th under general anesthesia to clean the ears out. June 

6th she went under sedation to clean the ears out as the vet said her ears 
were not getting better. We then switched some of the medication (ear drops). 

We came back on the 22nd of June and her ears looked good although the 
doctor did not sedate to examine the inner ear. She advised we come back on (b) (6) for a more thorough exam under sedation to see if the inner ears 

improved.

(b) (6) passed away coming out of sedation on (b) (6) The doctor said she 
was coherent and fine during the sedation and surgery, but then just died 

without making any sound, noise. There was no struggle or vomiting. She was 
laying on a heating pad with an oxygen mask. The vet was shocked and so am 

I as she has never seen this before.

Upon doing some research the doctor believes that the grain free diet may 
have led to this. Again she had Wellness Core Grain Free diet for ~7 months 

and then Blue Buffalo NP for ~2 months until she passed. When the Vet 
initially examine (b) (6) on May 3rd she did a thorough exam and said her heart 

was strong and beating like an athletes would(b) (6) showed no signs of 
sickness at home. The morning she died she had a ton of energy at home 

running back and forth playing.

I'm heartbroken and really hoping that writing this review can help other 
owners. There is a lot of misinformation on the web. Wellness Grain is listed by 

reputable websites as a great diet for dogs and even Bulldogs. Blue Buffalo 
NP is only available with a prescription from my vet, but it appears she was 

unaware of grain free diet. I'm not sure which of these caused this, but I wish I 
had known the risk when I bought Wellness and agreed to Blue Buffalo.

Obviously I would have chosen a different route.

22 Months Bulldog Dog 17.8 Kilogra 
m

EON-392949 7/9/2019 13:52 Blue Wilderness Chicken for 
Adult Dogs

Syncopal episode which led to a new onset of heart murmur and MMVD B2 in 
July 2018 after being on Blue Buffalo for over two years. Second episodes in 
June 2019 while being stabilized on medication.

13 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 24 Pound

EON-392938 7/9/2019 13:04 Purina dog chow complete 
adult with real beef

Bought a new bag of dog food on Saturday. By Sunday night, massive 
vomiting occurred. Vomiting progresses from partially digested food to blood 
and blood clots. Stopped food immediately.

Unknown Dog

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems. 
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐392927 7/9/2019 11:40 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula with Life SOURCE 
Bits Adult Healthy Weight 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe dry, Blue Buffalo Life 
Protection Formula with Life 
SOURCE Bits Senior 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe dry

Patient was seen at her regular veterinarian on June 20th for a routine exam. 
RDVM auscultated a 4/6 heart murmur and referred to (b) (6)  for further 
evaluation. Patient's diet has been primarily Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Healthy Weight Chicken and Brown Rice. 

Cardiac examination confirmed a 4/6 left systolic heart murmur, fair arterial 
pulses w/ pulse deficits, Mitral valve disease w/ mitral regurgitation (1-2+), 
reduced contractile function and slightly dilated LV. ECG findings: sinus rhythm 
with frequent ventricular premature complexes (LV in origin) and occasional 
fusion beats. During echocardiogram, patient had 2 events of fast SVT and a 
few episodes of ventricular couplets. 

Thoracic Radiographs did not show evidence of CHF

NT ProBNP - 2351 pmol/L (ref range 0-900 pmol/L) - elevated
Troponin - 0.58 ng/mL (control range </- 0.06 ng/mL) - elevated 
Taurine Panel - Plasma taurine: 140 (ref range 60-120 nmol/mL), Whole blood 
taurine: 366 (ref range 200-350 nmol/mL)

Changed diet to Royal Canin Large Breed 6/20/2019. Owners are now feeding 
Royal Canin Early Cardiac as of 7/5/2019.

11.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 41.6 Kilogra
m

EON‐392918 7/9/2019 11:08 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Rocky Mtn. Recipe w/ Bison
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food

An otherwise healthy dog was brought to the vet (b) (6)  for 
distended abdomen. We thought she might have had an infection from 
swimming in the lake. Doctor immediately told us about the FDA statement 
and said they've been seeing this for years.. She was put on Antibiotics in 
hopes that if was an infection. Unfortunately is was not. (b) (6)  started getting 
worse (couldn't stand up) so on (b) (6)  I told her to a 24hr. ER.. They
tried to tell me she needed $5,500 in TESTs and I was basically lied to to 
extract $.. My wife is a human cardiology nurse and through her knowledge I 
was able to accept the prognosis was a chronic disease and probably what the 
FDA had described. I asked that fluid be removed from her abdomen so she 
would be comfortable. I took her home against medical advice and we kept 
(b) (6)  comfortable on (b) (6) . She could not pee or poop or eat 
on (b) (6) , we knew the end was near. The fluid buildup in her abdomen had 
already started again.. My wife slept on the floor on (b) (6)  and we 
prayed that she make it to (b) (6)  without being in pain. She made it (b) (6)

 and we made an appt. to have here put to sleep (b) (6)
. She was put down in an humane way and it was the hardest thing 

I've ever done in my life. This was such a horrid coincidence and we thought 
we were doing the right thing with our Blue Buffalo food, our dog loved it... It's 
so sad all the way around. The FDA needs to belly up and take more 
accountability in being proactive with dog food.

 
8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐392911 7/9/2019 9:40 Natura Balance LID Labrador Retriever mix was on natural balanace LID diet for several years. 
Dog was in good health. A recent full-panel blood test was unremarkable. 
Within 3 months of the panel, the dog was taken to the vet after sudden 
decline in health. At that point the dog had pleural effusion and symptoms 
linked to DCM. Dog was euthanized due to severity of condition

Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐392907 7/9/2019 9:04 4 Health Dog went out in fenced back yard first thing in the morning, came in, ate 
breakfast, was acting completely normal and all of a sudden she flopped over 
dead. We tried everything we could as pet owners to bring her back. Nothing 
we did could save her. She went very fast. She was my healthiest dog, but 
also my smallest. I am discontinuing the food immediately and taking my 
Standard Poodle to the vet

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 4.6 Pound

EON‐392896 7/9/2019 2:16 Ollie TURKEY RECIPE get 
your gobble on

3 Years Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla)

Dog 60 Pound

448 of 663

(b) (6)(6)  had a severe allergic reaction, resulting in a $600 veterinary visit on
July 3, 2019. He was prescribed four medications, for extremely high histamine 
level, fungal skin infection from being outside with open scratches from itching, 

an antibiotic, and medicated wash to soak his face That same day, we 
received our bimonthly shipment of fresh dog food from Ollie.com It arrives 

every 2 weeks, packed in dry ice, and we put it immediately into a small 
freezer dedicated to dog food. Putting it away, it seemed different than usual, 

like 2 different types of food. This caused concern, as every recipe Ollie makes 
contains potato, except the turkey flavor. I sent a photo to Ollie, questioning a 
possible mislabel. This was confirmed after I made 3 electronic contacts then 

called The representative on the telephone stated that, "this is bad." He further 
stated that the pouches labeled, "turkey" actually appeared to be two types, 

lamb and beef, both of which contain potato as a significant ingredient. While I 
cannot prove that the previous batch of Ollie was also mislabeled, I can state 
that there was a previous time I called Ollie to inquire if cross contamination of 

potato might have occurred. I have retained the food, and have verbal 
confirmation from the Ollie representative that this appears to be a serious 

case of mislabeling. My original order a year ago was for (b) (6)  and (b) (6)
my 2 yr old GSP. I suspended (b) (6)  acct due to a question about possible
ingredient contamination, renewal contingent upon personal allergy testing, to 

rule out foods. I subs quently reordered (b) (6)  food, and used a small
portion to test (b) (6)  for reaction, for scientific purpose, in accepted food and

estate ng and rotor l. (b) (6)  had a major allergic reaction during this s time,
resulting n hair loss and skin and nfections. That is when Ollie representatives 
agreed however s food appeared not to be the turkey recipe, the one recipe 
may not s potato, the allergy source. I cannot prove the connection between 

allergic reaction/vet bill and the next/7-3-19 delivery of my slabeled food. But I 
am pretty sure I can prove, and the company will admit, that they sent 

mislabeled food the next delivery, and this in itself is egregious. Were I to feed 
that food unwittingly that day, when my dog’s histamines ne levels were that 

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
The existence of a report does not, itself, mean the product listed was defective or the cause of an adverse event.
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EON‐392893 7/9/2019 0:16 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diet Small Breed 
Bites Fish and Sweet 
Potato, Natural Balance 
Limited Ingredient Diet Small
Breed Bites Chicken and 
Sweet Potato

5 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 11 Pound

high, he could have died, and I am so angry. I gave the company the option to 
do voluntary recall on 7/3/19, they refused. Their representatives have been in 

daily touch, first the original contact, then a supervisor, then that person’s 
boss, who refused to give me me his contact info. Finally, necessary points: 

the delivery was for my second dog, (b) (6) . However, both dogs had an 
account until I suspended (b) (6) , the injured animal, until I completed what I 

made clearr on the phone was allergy testing. At home, this requires the 
consumption of no food except a small sample of the suspect food, to see if 

there is a reaction in the absence of other allergens. We were in the middle of 
such testing when the reaction occurred,and the mislabeled delivery occurred 

the same week. I have no doubt the prior shipment was also tainted, but 
cannot prove it. STILL, both (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  were clearly flagged on their 
accounts, with potato allergy. Although (b) (6)  has no allergy, his account is 

slso clearly marked potato allergy, due to my dogs’ tendency to lick each 
otger’s ears and mouths- all it takes for a reaction. Bottom libe, despite my 
$600 bill at the vet ...I came to Ollie because of the potato free quality food. 

They admittedly ley me down. They continue to ovstrict my request for 
information regarding the 8th digit under the skew- I guessed five, but Ollie will 
not confirm. My dogscare flagged potato allergy, yet this is what theu sent us. I 
find it an egregious breach of faith bordering on fraud- according to tgeir rep on 

tge phone, my turkey potato free recipe was replaced eith beef and lamb , 
boyh of which contain potato

449 of 663

(b) (6)  had grade 4 luxating patellas, but was otherwise healthy. Her knees 
were causing her to have trouble walking and have pain. I consulted at 3 
orthopedic surgeon's offices and it was decided that she needed surgery to 
correct her knees. She had the first surgery in June 2018 and did fine. She had 

 the second surgery on (b) (6)  and died. She had tachycardia throughout
the surgery. A few hours after surgery she coded and was resuscitated, then 
shortly thereafter coded again and died. She had an x-ray after the first code, 
and I have been told that the heart looks enlarged by both a different vet and a 
human cardiologist. She was on Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Diet Small 
Breed Bites fish and sweet potato and chicken and sweet potato for years 
(since she was weaned from puppy food). I was in shock and devastated and 
did not do a necropsy. I do have the xray of the chest and operative report.

Disclaimer: This record contains information submitted to FDA through FDA's established reporting systems.  
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EON‐392890 7/8/2019 22:56 OPEN FARM Last year 2018 i put him on grain free kibbles, since then he started coughing 
here and there, i thought like normal cold/cough, before diff vets listened to his 
heart but never heard heart murmur,this year 2019 june 10 i brough him in for 
vacination and they heard heart murmur, did xray and ultra sound and he got 
diagnosed with DCM, in the past 4 months his cough worsened and become 
more frequent

5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 34 Pound

EON‐392889 7/8/2019 22:56 Merrick Grain Free Puppy. 
Real Texas Beef and Sweet 
Potatoe.

11.5 Months Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐392884 7/8/2019 21:56 Petcurean Go! Sensitivity 
and shine limited ingredient 
duck recipe. Grain and 
gluten free.

Cat suddenly stopped eating and drinking, hiding, lethargic. Went to vet day 
one and nothing significant found. Blood work offered but declined. Next day, 
symptoms same/worsening and noticed rapid/laboured breathing, back to the 
vet for bloodwork and xray. Bloodwork showed infection and/or severe 
inflammation. Xray showed fluid around lungs and heart. Vet and radiologist 
report cardiogenic pulmonary edema, suspected to be caused by dilated 
cardiomyopathy. Cardiologist booked for EKG but cat died suddenly before 
they could arrive.

4 Years Russian Cat 12 Pound

EON‐392881 7/8/2019 20:56 Blue Buffalo Years of eating Blue Buffalo, I believed ended his life, with a severe case of 
cardiomyopathy.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

Dog

45 Pound

EON‐392877 7/8/2019 19:32 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
large Breed salmonRecipe
Grain-Free dry dog food

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

80 Pound
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(b) (6)  died of heart failure 2-weeks before his first birthday in March of 2019. 
He started getting tired easily, then soon after started coughing, and within a 
couple weeks of that he died. He was an Aussiedoodle and was feed Merrick 
grain free Puppy food his whole life. The vet did not do an autopsy but said X-
rays and symptoms indicated heart failure. He was purchased from a reputable 
breeder who has never lost a puppy prior to this one.

(b) (6)  was eating Blue Buffalo Wilderness Salmon his entire life dry with canned 
topper. he suddenly developed a cough at approximately 4 1/2 years old. we 
took him to our local Veterinarian and was immediately referred to Cardiology. 
we then took him to (b) (6)  at (b) (6)  who
had an echocardiogram done. the echo confirmed advanced DCM. He was 
immediately put on Vetmedin and Hills Canine W/D diet. his condition 
continued to deteriorate, Lasix was added to try and keep the fluid off. he 
deteriorated further and on (b) (6)  we had him euthanized.
i also had a Pug that was eating the same food die suddenly in the middle of 
the night. i did not have a necropsy done and she did not have an echo. I do 
have copies of the cardiology report, as well as blood tests.
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EON‐392876 7/8/2019 19:20 Nutro dog food 10 Years Collie - Border Dog 42 PoundMy border collie/spaniel mix was rescued from (b) (6)  in October 2010. He 
was my birthday present. We had an "instant connection" and that is why I 

named him "(b) (6)"--because he stole my heart!

In 2012, he was treated by (b) (6)  in 
(b) (6) , for an arthritic condition of the left leg, but no mention of any 
heart condition. Previously, we had taken him to the groomer and he limped 

after that. We believed that he got injured during the grooming process but, of 
course, they did not admit that and we could not prove otherwise. It was the 
recommendation from the veterinarian and, in fact, we got a second opinion 

and both recommended amputation. He was referred to an orthopedic 
specialist, (b) (6) , and in April 2013 he saved his leg! But once 

again, no heart condition was ever mentioned. 

Over the years, (b) (6)  has had his shots at (b) (6) . This vet 
recommended that we feed him Nutro dog food which we have been doing for 

years. In June 2016, (b) (6) of (b) (6)  treated him for 
bronchitis--no mention of any heart condition.

For the past 6 months, (b) (6)  has had a persistent cough, so we took him to 
Animal Humane and he was treated for bronchitis. They did an 

echocardiogram which shows severe heart disease. 

After reading your investigative report, we believe his heart condition is a resut 
of eating Nutro dog food because there has not been any history of a heart 

condition. He currently is taking 14 pills per day and we have spent hundreds 
of dollars on treatment and medications. 

But, the important factor is that (b) (6)  has a very severe heart condition.

I am confident that my voice will be heard and Nutro will make this right so 
other pets will not end up with a heart condition like (b) (6)
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EON‐392874 7/8/2019 19:12 GO Duck Recipe 6lbs
Natural Balance Legume 
and duck meal 4.5lbs

Took my dog to the vet for constant hacking. He gave me cough syrup. 3 days 
later had a 2am emergence visit as she was hacking and peeing blood. 
Shaking and not moving. They took ex-rays and could not find anything that 
would have caused the bleeding. Give her fluids and sent her home with 
antibiotics. The vet casually mentioned (b) (6)  had a very enlarged heart.
2 days later on the tv news brought up that some grain free dog foods were 
killing dogs by having DCM. Signs would be the hacking and enlarged heart. 
The food that I have been giving (b) (6)  for 5 years WAS ON THE LIST. Natural 
Balance (duck and legume). Have not been back to her vet yet, changed her 
food. Other than hacking seems ok for now.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐392870 7/8/2019 17:56 Zignature Kangaroo Formula Noticed coughing which increased to the point of waking us throughout the 
night. Dog was always panting and took a long time to recover from any form 
of exercise.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 53 Pound

EON‐392867 7/8/2019 17:24 Pure Balance Wild & Grain 
Free Formula

7 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐392864 7/8/2019 17:12 Unbalanced home-cooked 
diet w/ tofu and chickpea 
powder as protein source - 
(see diet history form for 
complete details)

Patient presented to ER late Jan 2019 for a 2 week h/o progressive coughing. 
Cough worsening when active, exercise intolerance and decreased appetite. 
Owner also felt pt's abdomen was more distended and couldn't get 
comfortable. Patient was evaluated for a grade 3/6 murmur which on echo 
revealed DCM and biventricular CHF. Due to being on a very unusual diet 
consisting of tofu and chickpea protein powder (see diet history form for 
complete details), taurine deficiency was suspected. Patient's diet was 
switched to Royal Canin Hepatic. 

Taurine Panel: Plasma - 4 (normal is 60-120), Whole Blood - 104 (normal 200-
350)
BNP: 7564 pmol/L (normal 0-900 pmol/L)
Troponin: 0.594 ng/mL (normal </- 0.06)

4.8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15.4 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  came into the clinic for annual vaccines and we found a heart murmur 
grade 4/6 with no previous heart murmur in the past. Patient was on grain free 
diet Pure Balance. X-rays showed a VHS of 12.7.
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EON‐392861 7/8/2019 16:52 Natural Balance Small 
Breed Sweet Potato and 
Chicken
(owner didn't save the bag 
from 2017 but she believes 
this to be the product that 
she fed long term)

Patient presented for coughing on (b) (6) . Requested annual examination 
and vaccines be given if patient was well enough. Last time patient had been 
seen in practice prior was 03/31/2016 for a recheck following dental 
extractions and patient was doing very well. 
Patient had increased respiratory effort and rate, III/VI murmer (none 
previously noted), and owner and DVM elected chest radiographs. Rads 
showed large heart and pulmonary edema. Recommended cardiac workup, no 
vaccines today. Owner elected to take patient home and consider.
30 minutes later, patient returned to clinic coughing serosanguinous fluid. 
Patient was given 2 Lasix injections 30 minutes apart, had an IVC placed, and 
was placed in an oxygen cage. Owner visited patient while in oxygen cage. 
There was a decrease in respirations, tongue was dark red, and patient was 
coughing up frothy blood. Owner elected to euthanize. No necropsy was 
performed.
6/28/2019, owner emailed stating that Patient had been eating a grain free 
food (Natural Balance was the brand, and she believes it to have been small 
breed sweet potato and chicken specifically), and it was determined to report 
to FDA because of owners concerns that DVM felt were valid.

10 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog
 

11 Pound

EON‐392853 7/8/2019 16:12 Nutri Source Pure Vida 
Holistic Pet Foods Turkey & 
Sweet Potato Entree Grain 
Free

In August 2018, dog lost appetite and was very lethargic. Began to cough and 
have heavy breathing. After 3 separate vet and specialist visits, the dog was 
diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Vet inquired about our food choice. 
Dog was fed for 4 years on Nutri Source -- Pure Vida brands. It was a Grain 
Free Turkey and Sweet Potato Entree, including primary ingredients of Lentils, 
Peas, and Legumes. Among other things, vet indicated the dog was taurine 
deficient. Lost significant weight, 40 pounds in all and began losing his fur. 
He's been experiencing Atrial Fibrillation, now for 11 months. We were told to 
change his diet (now on protein and grain based) and he's been on 4 different 
prescriptions from the vet. Has recovered most of his energy and has put on 
some weight, and is behaving much better but still has heart A-Fib.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 185 Pound
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EON‐392848 7/8/2019 15:48 Bulk Pig Ears On Monday evening I gave (b) (6)  a pigs ear from the bag. The next morning, 
Tuesday, he threw up. That afternoon the diarrhea started and continued 
through the night and all day Wednesday. Wednesday night he also got us up 
several times to go outside. Thursday this continued and Thursday afternoon 
he threw up again. He had been drinking some water and eating a small 
amount of kibble in between the diarrhea. Thursday night I could not get him to 
drink even when I dripped water into the side of his mouth as he lay on the 
floor. He seemed to be getting weaker and getting up from the floor much less 
often. So, I took him to the ER vet and they gave him meds for vomiting and 
diarrhea. They also gave him subcutaneous fluids for dehydration. The next 
day on Friday I took him to his normal vet where they gave fluids again and did 
more meds and X-rays. That evening he slept a lot which was understandable 
since he had not been sleeping through the night the past couple of days. 
Saturday morning he could barely walk. He got to the back hallway and lay 
down and would not go outside to go to the bathroom. I tried to hand feed 
some boiled egg, boiled hamburger and water and he turned his nose up to 
that. So, I took him back to his normal vet to be rechecked. Gradually over the 
next few days, he finally started feeling better and eating and drinking like 
normal.

1 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 80 Pound

EON‐392847 7/8/2019 15:48 Hill's Prescription Diet C/D 
Urinary Care

The day after we purchased and began feeding our cats a new bag of Hill's 
Prescription Diet C/D hard food, they all began exhibiting symptoms that 
suggested a food issue. Blood work and other tests all came back looking fine
but all cats were having issues with diarrhea and vomiting. One cat, who is on
a completely different diet, never got sick or had the issues the other cats had.
After numerous vet trips, and over $1500 later, our cats were given an 
antibiotic shot, their food was switched to a different brand, and all problems 
subsided.

, 
 
 

Domestic Shorthair Cat
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EON‐392842 7/8/2019 15:28 NUTRO
GRAIN FREE
ADULT DRY DOG FOOD
Variety of flavors/bags 
bought

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 80 Pound

EON‐392830 7/8/2019 14:28 Pure Balance Grain Free 
Limited Ingredient Cat Food 
Turkey and Sweet Potato

I had a cat suddenly die in his sleep. The cat food that I was feeding him was 
Pure Balance Limited Ingredient Grain Free Turkey and Sweet Potato cat food. 
The food has since went on clearance at Walmart and isn't being stocked on 
the shelf anymore. I've heard of dogs dying from heart disease with grain free 
foods. I wanted to report this as this could also be a possibility on why my cat 
passed away.

10 Years Havana Brown Cat 8 Pound

EON‐392829 7/8/2019 14:24 Acana Grasslands We switched his food in August 2018 from Horizan Pulsar Chicken (grain free), 
which he had been on for several years to Acana Grasslands (also grain free). 
In June 2019 we noticed he had become more lethargic and developed a 
cough. We took him to the vet where they though they could hear a heart 
murmur. After an xray and ecg he was diagnosed with DCM. A further 
echocardiogram and review with a veterinary cardiologist confirmed the 
diagnosis. He has been prescribed several medications since and the 
coughing has subsided, murmur has gotten more quiet. We also started on a 
taurine supplementation. We are planning to have a follow up xray next month 
to monitor any changes.

9.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐392828 7/8/2019 14:16 EcoKind Pet Treats 
Himalayan Dog Chews

Dog vomited this morning after eating a himalayan yak cheese dog chew 
yesterday. She usually loves the chews, but refused it today. When I checked 
the bag, it smelled of mold.

2.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 92 Pound
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(b) (6)  all of a sudden was having a hard time breathing. I could tell she was 
coughing constantly and she was not able to lay down. I could tell there was 
something seriously wrong. The next day, I took her to my vet and she 
diagnosed her with nausea... NAUSEA!! She sent me home with some nausea 
meds (Cerenia) and said she should be fine. I knew that was not the case 
when I took (b) (6)  home, but I was hopeful. That same night, I had to take her to 
an emergency vet at 11:00pm. (b) (6)  could not breathe and I could hear the fluid 
in her lungs. My baby was drowning. The new vet, who followed (b) (6)  until I had 
to put her down diagnosed (b) (6)  with DCM. We had been using Nutro Grain 
Free for about a year when my (b) (6)  girl was diagnosed with DCM in October of 
2017. We immediately switched her dog good to Science Diet h/d for heart 
health. She was on many medications and saw a new vet frequently. I had (b) (6)

for as long as I could have her. When she got to the point of not eating and not
wanting to go outside and play, (she LOVED to go outside to play) I knew it
was time to put her out of her misery. I had to take her to put her down. It was
the hardest, saddest, thing I had to do because my (b) (6)  girl was my world. I put
her down in April of 2018. It was too late to know anything about the Nutro
Grain Free dog food since there wasn't a warning until July of 2018. I miss my
(b) (6)  girl. Please let me know if there is anything else you need from me.
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EON‐392807 7/8/2019 13:00 CANIDAE® ALL LIFE 
STAGES
For Large Breed Dogs
TURKEY MEAL & BROWN 
RICE FORMULA
DRY DOG FOOD, Blue 
Buffalo Chicken Life 
Protection Dry Dog food

Patient presented to primary care veterinarian on 6/12/2019 d/t 1-2 day h/o 
anorexia and lethargy. Patient was diagnosed in CHF secondary to DCM. 
Referred to (b) (6)  for further evaluation. Recheck echo on 6/20/2019 at rDVM - 
patient was stable. Echocardiogram at (b) (6)  on 6/28/2019 revealed DCM-CHF -
controlled. ECG revealed isolated left origin VPCs and rare couplet and one 
fairly fast 4 beat run of ventricular tachycardia. Adjusted medications based on 
exam findings and changed diet from Canidae Large Breed Turkey to Purina 
Pro Plan Weight Management. 

BNP: 4554 (normal 0-900 pmol/L)
Taurine Panel: pending
Troponin: pending

On (b) (6)  patient was euthanized due to reoccurring CHF signs and 
collapse. Patient was not sent for autopsy and tissue samples are not available 
at this time.

8.7 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 42.7 Kilogra
m

EON‐392802 7/8/2019 12:24 Iams Proactive Health Mini 
Chunks

2 dogs - both lab mixes, who have eaten Iams food for their time with us (7 
years, and 3 years), both became pretty violently ill with uncontrollable 
vomiting and diarrhea on the same day. We stopped food for a day. Both were 
still energetic and hungry/thirsty. We introduced boiled chicken and rice. One 
dog improved. We took the other to the vet, who diagnosed an intestinal 
bacteria (salmonella or the like) - assumed to be something they got into in the 
yard. After antibiotics, and no more loose stools, restarted a bit of dry food in 
the chicken / rice again. Within a day, the dog who had it longer had loose 
stools again. Vet provided another course of antibiotics, and took stool sample 
to confirm no parasites. Then the other dog began having diarrhea again (b/c 
was on normal food again). Finally, vet determined food was source off illness, 
and recommended a switch. Food switch has led to firmer stools.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 50 Pound

EON‐392801 7/8/2019 12:20 Instinct by Nature's Variety 
Limited Ingredient Diet Grain-
Free Recipe with Real Lamb 
Dry Dog Food, Taste of the 
Wild - Sierra Mountain 
Canine Recipe
with Roasted Lamb

6 Years Bulldog Dog 45 Pound

EON‐392772 7/8/2019 10:24 Zignature Kangaroo and 
lentil

Congestive heart failure and subsequent dilated cardiomyopathy - suspected 
to be diet related - patient was eating the Zignature Kangaroo and lentil

10 Years Chinese Crested Dog 
– Hairless

Dog 16 Pound

EON‐392768 7/8/2019 8:36 natural balance L.I.D. 
chicken and sweet potato 
formula grain free dry dog 
food

developed a heart murmur. 6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 85 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with DCM on July 7th. We switched his food to Instinct 
Lamb Grain free over a few months ago.
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EON‐392764 7/8/2019 7:32 Earthborn Holistic Natural 
Food For Pet Weight Control

11 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 22 PoundI've been feeding my dog grain free food for many years now. The food is 
called Earthborn Holistic Natural Food For Pet Weight Control. 

Reports are showing that the FDA is identifying dog foods possibly linked to 
fatal canine heart disease. 

https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/nation-world/fda-identifies-dog-foods-
possibly-linked-to-fatal-canine-heart-disease/507-5c3e517e-10b3-4f55-bd04-

262b111bd366
https://minnesota.cbslocal.com/2019/06/27/fda-identifies-dog-foods-possibly-

linked-with-fatal-canine-heart-disease/

The dog had a heart murmur and immunodeficiency disorder. He was on 
Enalipril for the the heart issue prior to and during the time he was elating the 
grain free food. This year he was diagnosed with an enlarged heart by our vet 

and has difficulty breathing. He is on multiple heart meds and water pills.

I was feeding him this food as his primary food 2 times per day. He would eat 
up to 1 cup per day. He would also consume other wet foods and various dog 

treats through out the day. 

I have one other italian greyhound that was fed the same diet and is not 
affected by any heart issues that I know of at this time.

My Vet is the (b) (6)
. The food was purchased at (b) (6)

the dogs condition seems to be getting worse as his shortness of breath is 
increasingly worse and gaging due to a pinched trachea continues to increase. 

Let me know if you need anything else. I'd like to help in any way I can to 
understand if this is an issue caused by grain free food. I've since stopped 

using grain free food.
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EON‐392755 7/8/2019 0:24 Acana - Duck/Pear Lamb 
Beef

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 96.8 Pound

EON‐392752 7/7/2019 22:48 Meow Mix Seafood 
Favorites - Savory Morsels 
with REAL tuna & salmon in 
gravy (the package also 
contains ocean whitefish 
and salmon & ocean fish 
flavors).

I purchased Meow Mix wet food in plastic tubs (with foil lids), and opened a 
package of "savory morsels with real salmon & ocean fish in gravy" for my cat. 
Not only was I repulsed by the smell (which smelled NOTHING like fish or 
seafood), but my cat was also repulsed by it and refused to eat. It truly smelled 
DISGUSTING. I have no idea what is used to make this product, but I am 
NEVER going to purchase this brand again! It looks and smells like maybe 
they used tofu mixed with long-dead, spoiling meat-by-product to make this cat 
food. Please look into how this product is being made and confirm that it 
indeed is labelled appropriately. If most of the product is NOT all real meat or 
fish, I think that the public has a right to know the exact percentage of real 
meat or fish in the product, and in an OBVIOUS way. As it stands, the photos 
on the package are very misleading. I purchased and opened this shelf-stable 
product well within the "best-by" date of 2/18/21, and did not subject it to 
temperature extremes prior to opening the package. The numbers near the 
best-by date are 9050477.
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(b) (6)  was in generally good health up to the event on November 24 of 
2018. We took him for a walk and noticed a substantial loss of energy. He 
barely made it back to the house with his head hanging down. We thought at 
that point we were going to lose him. We immediately took him to our 
emergency vet and had a exam. They did not immediately know what was 
wrong as the initial X-ray did not show anything abnormal. Based on this the 
vet recommended that we make an appointment with the internist for a more 
comprehensive review. We took (b) (6)  home and returned to the vet on
Tuesday, November 27 as his symptoms did not improve. We demanded an 
echocardiogram as the symptoms were significant. Once completed it showed 
that (b) (6)  had DCM. They then informed us at that point that (b) (6)
was in cardiac arrest. The vet prescribed medication in the form of a diuretic 
(Furesomide), Benazapril, and Vetmedin. The vet also reviewed that a Diet 
including grains and Taurine has shown improvement with some dogs. As we 
were feeding (b) (6)  a grain free diet (Acana) we immediately ceased and
switched to one with grains and saw an IMMEDIATE improvement in his 
symptoms. Since we switched food and administered meds we have taken 
Remington back to the vet for two follow ups. The vet said (b) (6)  has
made “remarkable” progress as his heart has improved function by 20%. His 
heart mass is approximately 52% now and the vet said they would like to see it 
at 40%.
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EON‐392751 7/7/2019 21:52 Solid Gold Wee Bit™ With 
Bison

https://www.solidgoldpet.co
m/product/wee-bit-with-
bison/

I started feeding my dog Solid Gold Wee Bit in 2012 (I think). In November of 
2013, she was diagnosed with a heart murmur. In November of 2014, she was 
diagnosed with an enlarged heart (left side) and prescribed enalapril and lasix. 

She lived for four years on those medications (in addition to vetmedin, which 
was prescribed later). In November of 2018, she was diagnosed with cancer 
and was undergoing treatment (Immunocidin) on a tumor. She responded well 
to the first treatment, but after the second round of treatment, she was very 
lethargic and was having trouble breathing. She ultimately passed away on 
(b) (6)  when we couldn't get her to the vet in time. While I think
the cancer was somewhat to blame for her death, I think that she would have 
survived the cancer treatment had it not been for her heart condition, which I 
think may have been a result of the food she was eating which lists peas as 
the third main ingredient.

Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 6 Pound

EON‐392749 7/7/2019 21:28 Royal Canin Hydrolized 
Protein Adult HP

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 87 Pound

EON‐392748 7/7/2019 20:44 Acana Duck and Pear Took dog to cardiologist for echocardiogram and Dilated Cardio Myopathy was 
diagnosed
(b) (6)  had been eating Blue Buffalo Grain-Free Beef flavored food for about 3-4 
years. About a month ago, we went for her annual appointment, and her 
veterinarian noticed a heart murmur. She then performed a chest x-ray and 
discovered that her heart was enlarged. Due to the recent studies, her first 
question was about the food. Because I told her she'd been on a grain-free 
diet, her veterinarian recommended I switch her off of that immediately and 
make an appointment with a cardiologist for further testing. 3 weeks after, we 
got in to see the cardiologist, and she performed an echo-cardiogram. She 
then diagnosed her with Dilated Cardiomyopathy, and determined it was likely 
caused by the grain-free diet. She prescribed her with Vetmedin (Pimobendan) 
and because I had done some research of my own, I asked if we could also 
give her a Taurine supplement. I am currently giving her those twice a day, and 
we will go back for a follow-up echo-cardiogram in 6 months to see if there's 
any change.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 47 Pound

EON‐392741 7/7/2019 18:40 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain-
Free

5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 55 Pound
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(b) (6)  presented with a sore limb, progressed to a brain hemorrhage and low 
platelets. He recovered with emergency care and a bland diet of ground and 
vegetables to almost 85% normal. As soon as he returned to his normal diet of 
Royal Canin he suffered complete organ failure within days and passed away.
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EON‐392739 7/7/2019 17:04 A Taste of the Wild He began having shortness of breath when at rest, lethargic quickly, coughing. 
Took him to his primary vet after recording his coughing episode, and she was 
concerned because of the coughing. She believed that it was allergies to start 
since it was early March - pollen is highly prevalent this time of year. However, 
after showing her the video recording of his coughing spell, she recommended 
a thoracic radiograph. She was concerned after viewing the radiograph. Sent it 
off to be read by a cardiologist who reported the next day 3/3/19 that (b) (6)  has
an enlarged heart and in an episode of congestive heart failure. He was 
referred to (b) (6)  and we arrived there on 3-6-19. Echo and
bloodwork was done confirming he had an enlarged heart due to mitral valve 
disease. His cardiologist at (b) (6)  said that it could be related to his diet
and recommended we switch him over to a diet with grains as recent studies 
had shown increased risk of heart disease in dogs on grain free diets. I was 
told that he needed to be on pimobendan, furosemide, enalapril. So we started 
that daily and other than that there is nothing that can be done other than 
surgery overseas. Without surgery, he would eventually go into another phase 
of congestive heart failure and we would need to change doses on his meds. 
Kept him stable on meds while researching mitral valve repair surgery, since 
there are only 2 places in the world who offer it - Royal Veterinary College in 
the UK and Jasmine clinic in Japan. We got into the RVC in London and had 
surgery on (b) (6)  costing around 28,000 start to finish. Surgery was
successful, valve is fixed. Hasn’t been on grain free diet since beginning of 
March. First cardiology follow up back in the states at (b) (6)  is 7/15/19.

6 Years Maltese Dog 16 Pound

EON‐392736 7/7/2019 16:36 Rachael Ray Nutrish PEAK 
Natural Grain-Free Variety 
Pack Wet Cat Food 2-oz 
case of 12

The adhesive material that holds the foil cover to the plastic cup of cat food 
detaches from the cup and falls into the food.

EON‐392734 7/7/2019 15:48 GO Venison Both dogs vomited and had diarrhea, my 2 year old daughter also had vomiting 
and diarrhea after handling the food. The older dog had to be euthanized but 
I'm not sure if it was due to the food.

Retriever - Golden Dog

EON‐392730 7/7/2019 14:52 Taste Of The Wild:
Southwest Canyon
Sierra Mountain

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound
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(b) (6)  was a Chihuahua Shih Zu mix born from pure bred dogs. He was a 
healthy dog one of the healthiest up until 3 months of his death he became 
very ill, very fast. He started having breathing troubles and then he started 
becoming skinny on the front side and began filling up with abdominal fluid on 
the rear side. Within three months he went from 12lbs to 25lb due to fluid build 
up. He could no longer walk, jump or even sleep comfortably. It came so fast i, 
nor the vets, could help him. We ended up euthanising him to prevent further 
discomfort. He was on a grain free taste of the wild diet. The vet did say he 
was suffering from lack of blood flow most likely DCM.
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EON‐392724 7/7/2019 13:32 Acana During the night, my dog howled loudly. On attendance, she appeared to have 
died suddenly. Emergency vet wasn't able to determine cause of death. A 
necropsy was conducted. Results were that cardiomyopathy was the 
proximate cause of death.

8.5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 30.7 Kilogra
m

EON‐392723 7/7/2019 12:48 Natural Balance LID Sweet
potato and Bison dry dog 
food

 He has been on Natural Balance LID dry kibble always and started not acting 
and feeling well. Vet discovered he has mild DCM and now is on 2 heart 
medications for life!
(b) (6)

5 Years Collie - Border Dog 58 Pound

EON‐392714 7/7/2019 10:24 Fromm Gold large breed 7 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 72 Pound

EON‐392712 7/7/2019 8:20 California Naturals 
Kangaroo and red lentils

Died due to a heart problem Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐392681 7/6/2019 17:16 Acana Wild Prairie Regional 
Formula Grain-Free Dry Dog
Food., Acana Lamb & 
Okanagan Apple Singles 
Formula Grain-Free Dog 
Food, Acana Duck & Bartlett 
Pear Singles Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food, Acana 
Wild Mackerel Singles 
Formula Grain-Free Dry Dog
Food, Acana Singles Limited
Ingredient Diet Pork and 
Squash Formula Grain Free 
Dry Dog Food

 

 
 

We were shocked to learn that (b) (6)  older sister, (b) (6) , was in congestive 
heart failure with high blood pressure and DCM. After (b) (6)  passed away on 
12/12/2018, we took (b) (6)  to see (b) (6)  cardiologist. (b) (6)  had no 
symptoms, but we wanted to have him examined since he and (b) (6)  had been 
eating the same grain-free food. Sadly, we learned on 01/09/2019 that (b) (6)
(age 5) also had cardiac problems. He was diagnosed with mild left ventricular 
dilation with moderate systolic dysfunction, trace MR, and occult DCM.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 56 Pound

EON‐392679 7/6/2019 17:00 ACANA Wild Prairie 
Regional Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food, ACANA 
Lamb & Okanagan Apple 
Singles Formula Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food, ACANA Duck
& Bartlett Pear Singles 
Formula Grain-Free Dry Dog
Food, ACANA Wild 
Mackerel Singles Formula 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food, 
Acana Singles Limited 
Ingredient Diet Pork and 
Squash Formula Grain Free 
Dry Dog Food

 

 

We began feeding (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  Acana grain-free food in January of 2015. 
In October of 2018, (b) (6)  was diagnosed by a cardiologist as being in 
congestive heart failure with a grade 4+/6 mitral valve murmur, high blood 
pressure, and DCM. (b) (6) . He
said that Golden Retrievers are among the breeds for whom grain-free diets 
can lead to DCM. He kept (b) (6)  in the hospital overnight to stabilize her. When 
we brought her home the next day, she had many cardiac prescriptions as well 
as a prescription cardiac dog food. (b) (6)  passed away on (b) (6)
while taking her customary after dinner nap at home.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 27.2 Kilogra
m
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 went into congestive heart failure, and has been diagnosed with DCM. 
He has been fed Acanna, Orjen, and Fromm since the day he was adopted at 
the age of two. His history is unknown before adoption.
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EON‐392674 7/6/2019 14:24 Purina Busy Bone Original 
(for small/medium dog size)

Fed one 3.5oz Purina Busy Bone Original to Mini Australian Sheppard at about 
10:30 pm on Friday, July 5th, and dog began vomiting clear, viscous fluid at 
about 10:45 am on Saturday, July 6th. Has not appeared to vomit since. Not 
lethargic and no mood or energy change.

3 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 20 Pound

EON‐392672 7/6/2019 14:04 ORIJEN SENIOR DOG 
FOOD
ORIJEN SIX FISH

 

Early in 2019, we noticed that (b) (6)  was becoming exercise intolerant 
(starting to lag behind on the end of his walks). This lagging has become 
progressively worse. 

We took both dogs for their annual wellness check in May 2019. Both dogs 
had a normal physical exam. (b) (6)  had normal blood work. (b) (6)  did not
have blood work completed as she was (and still is) asymptomatic. (b) (6)
was started on 50mg/day of Deramaxx, thinking that arthritis may be the cause 
for his lagging. He responded positively (he seemed better able to sit) but it did 
not help the lagging/fatigue on the walks.

9 Years Mountain Dog - 
Bernese

Dog 91.6 Pound

EON‐392671 7/6/2019 13:48 Purine alpo gravy cravers I read lots of dog food labels and found one that I thought was low protein. I 
thought I was doing the right thing going from 21 percent to 10 percent protein. 
However, the 10 percent was not what is states. It actually has higher protein 
than the 21percent food. The vet informed me that due to aafco standards the 
label doesn't have to be correct and I must call the dog food company directly 
to get correct labeling of food. Why not just label the food correctly first time? 
Normal,uneducated consumers have no idea the are being misled. I have 
paperwork from vet proving since changing to a so called lower protein food 
her levels aren't improved. The mislabeling has caused me to unknowingly 
cause more harm to my dog. I believed what was printed on the label. I don't 
understand how you guys at aafco can think it's ok to mislabel dog food. I am 
talking with few people, including vet, in regards to consulting with lawyer in 
regards to this mislabeling. The vet is upset and we have had long discussion 
on steps she would like to help with in educating consumers in the mislabeling 
of labels.

14 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 33 Pound

EON‐392668 7/6/2019 12:32 Rachel ray nutrish I fed my dog Rachel ray dog food and before that she was on buffilo blue. My 
dog had a hart murmur, she dies (b) (6) ,she is a schnauzer mixx.
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(b) (6)  (male) and his sister ((b) (6) , female) are litter mates, 9 years old. They 
have been on Orijin, grain-free diet their entire lives. Early in their lives they ate
Orijin Six Fish. For the past year, they eat Orijin Senior. They are not fed other 
food (no treats, no table scraps). They have thrived on this diet and have lived 
a healthy, active lifestyle. 
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EON‐392667 7/6/2019 12:12 Merrick grain free My canine, (b) (6)  was diagnosed with congestive heart failure at a young eight 
years old.(b) (6)  had been fed grain free Merrick dog food for majority of his 
life. My vet recommended grain free due to his allergies. (b) (6)  showed signs 
of problems before he was diagnosed with CHF. I have the pups records and x-
rays showing his progression of the CHF. (b) (6)  passed away (b) (6)

 after a battle with heart disease. His heart continued to become enlarged 
even on medication. I never switched his food as I was not aware there were 
any potential problems with the correlation between heart disease and the 
possible long term use of Merrick’s grain free dog food.

10 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 38 Pound

EON‐392666 7/6/2019 12:12 President’s Choice
Nutrition First
Small breed.

My Shih Tzu died suddenly (b) (6) . She ALWAYS ate grain free. 
All of a sudden she stopped moving then stopped eating....she had heart 
issues Dr said. Within 4-5 days she was gone.

EON‐392665 7/6/2019 12:08 Full Moon Training Treats 
...All Natural & Grain 
Free...Human Grade Dog 
Treats

While feeding our dogs treats, I pulled one out of the bag and it was coated in 
mold. I looked in the bag, and there were several others with mold on them. 
The treats are: Full Moon Training Treats; All Natural & Grain Free; Human 
Grade Dog Treats; Organic Chicken. Distributed by Arthur Pet Products, 
Salisbury, MD 21084 . Best if used by 02/18/2021;IMQCA Lot 2019-21866-5A. 
I have a second bag of these treats with a different lot number, and they seem 
to be okay; however, I will be throwing them away just to be safe. I took a 
picture of the moldy treats if that can be helpful to you.

EON‐392663 7/6/2019 11:08 Country Kitchen Genuine 
Serrano ham bone

My dog was given a Serrano ham bone made by Pet Brands Country Kitchen 
and she ate it. Forty eight hours later she was dead from it.

20 Months Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound

EON‐392659 7/6/2019 10:28 Acana Ranchlands When we were in (b) (6)  she suddenly became unresponsive and was having 
a problem breathing that got worse with time.. We rushed her to the vet and 
she died shortly after. There was an autopsy and there was a tumour on her 
heart that burst we were told. She had been eating Acana Ranchland dog food 
for several years. Looking back, I think that the tumour must've been pressing 
on her heart for sometime before it burst as she lacked endurance and energy. 
I thought it was age related but she was only 8.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 82 Pound

EON‐392655 7/6/2019 9:12 Kirkland Signature Nature’s 
Domain salmon meal and 
sweet potato

14 Years Collie - Border Dog 45 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been eating Kirkland Signature, Nature’s Domain Salmon and 
Sweet Potato food exclusively for years. Since February 2018, we have been 
combining it with canned food because of dental issues. She has recently 
been diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. She was formerly a very active 
dog, walking 3 to 5 miles daily with me, and more on her own in the back yard. 
She is tired after a half mile of walking now, and often collapses when we are 
out. We are working on a drug solution with her vet, but it is distressing to our 
family.
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EON‐392648 7/6/2019 1:00 Blue buffalo - life protection 
formula 
Chicken & brown rice recipe

At age 3 our healthy golden doodle was diagnosed with canine dilated cardio 
myopathy (DCM). Our vet explained that this was highly uncommon in this 
breed and we have had him on very pricey medication since the diagnosis and 
can’t walk him or have him be out in the heat for long periods of time due to 
the strain it puts on his heart. We’ve had huge vet bills and constant checkups 
for him since his diagnosis. I am so so upset that this could be due to his dog 
food! (Blue buffalo)

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐392643 7/5/2019 22:36 Iams ProActive Health 
Sensitive Skin & Stomach 
with Real Chicken & Peas 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food 19-
lb bag

My dog was lethargic and coughing. I had switched food a couple of months 
before to Ian’s grain green because of skin allergies. 4 months into it I was 
getting him seen for heart issues. He has an enlarged heart and congestive 
heart failure and is now on 3 heart meds and see a cardiologist.

12 Years Bulldog Dog 45 Pound

EON‐392642 7/5/2019 22:24 Zignature Lamb Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Canned Dog Food 13-
oz case of 12

My dog started showing less interest in her food. While I was scooping her wet 
food I noticed a blue stretchy piece of plastic. I have found this material in 3 
cans in the same case of food. I immediately stopped feeding the wet food.

EON‐392639 7/5/2019 22:08 Acana duck and pear My dog was on natural balance for a few years but saw a study about it lack of 
nutritional value. So we switched him to Acana. That was roughly a year ago, 
June ‘18. The last three months he has been unable to go on a walk longer 
than a mile. He never had this problem before. He was active and loved going 
on his walks. Out of no where. He is mostly American staff but has 
grandparent that is a boxer.

6 Years Pit Bull Dog

EON‐392633 7/5/2019 19:52 Signature Lamb Formula Rylie was diagnosed about one year ago with enlarged heart and congestive 
heart failure. We can supply veterinarians records if needed. We believe this 
health issue correlates with the Zignature brand pet food as recently disclosed 
by the FDA. Rylie had no heart issues prior to using this pet food. We have 
always fed high quality food due to suspicion of food allergies. We have been 
feeding grain free pet food for several years but feeding Zignature for the past 
two. We have also used 4Health and Nutro grain free brands. Rylie has been 
on heart medication for at least more than a year including lasix and enalapril.

13.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐392629 7/5/2019 19:04 Blue Buffalo grain-free 
canine diet

Severe dilated cardiomyopathy diagnosed via echocardiogram with board-
certified cardiologist; found via incidental heart murmur with primary 
veterinarian.

5 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 7.8 Kilogra
m
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EON‐392628 7/5/2019 18:40 Blue Buffalo Limited 
Ingredients

I had two dogs that developed heart disease (DCM) almost at the same time 
after changing their diet to Blue Buffalo Blue Basics Limited Ingredients. One 
of them, Chonchi, ate the Hills Prescription I/D for years, but it became too 
expensive. So, we tried the Blue Buffalo limited ingredients around 2010. 
Eventually, we also switched out second dog, Blondie, to the same food. 
Within a year we started to notice Chonchi was coughing too much. She was 
eventually diagnosed with DCM in the summer of 2011 and passed away in 
April 2013. Then, in May 2013 Blondie was also diagnosed with DCM. She 
actually lived a few more years and passed away in August 2018. At the time, 
we thought it was too much of a coincidence they both developed heart 
disease almost at the same time and suspected the food, but it did not occur to 
us we could report it to the FDA. We did talk to out vet about it at the time after 
reading a possible taurine deficiency in the food might be the culprit and 
noticing taurine was either not listed or listed as one of the last ingredients in 
many Blue Buffalo recipes at the time. We actually started supplementing them 
with taurine after putting them on the Hills H/D diet. I'm not sure if it will help 
with current investigations, but both dogs had constant vet care and had blood 
tests, X-rays and such taken as part of their treatment.

12 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 15 Pound

EON‐392624 7/5/2019 17:44 zignature I had been feeding my Chinese Sharpei Zignature dog food her whole life. 
About a year and a half ago she was sitting in her spot on the couch and just 
dropped over dead out of nowhere. She was 7 years old and completely 
healthy. I just wanted to report this death due to the dog food recall...

7 Years Shar Pei Dog 45 Pound

EON‐392621 7/5/2019 17:24 Blue Wilderness with 
Chicken Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Bison Blue Wilderness 
Rocky Mountain Recipe with 
Red Meat - all for Large 
breeds

Ella went for her dental on Monday, July 1 and our vet called to inform us that 
she had an irregular ECG. After an x-ray showed a potentially enlarged heart, 
we took her to Northstar Animal Hospital (NJ) to consult with their cardiologist 
prior to having the dental.

The cardiologist performed an EKG and diagnosed her with trivial mitral 
endocardiosis. Fortunately, no medication is required and no increased risk for 
anesthesia is noted. Nonetheless, he asked if we gave her a grain free diet 
and we confirmed we were. He recommended that we switch from a grain free 
diet to minimize the potential risk, especially given that she had been on one of 
the grain free diets on the list since we adopted her. He also advised against 
making homemade diets of chicken, rice and sweet potatoes, as an example. 
We are going to follow this recommendation.

82 Months Greyhound Dog 75.6 Pound
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EON‐392619 7/5/2019 17:20 ORIJEN Acana NutraSource 
all manufactured by 
Champion Petfoods

I have feed him “top shelf “ dog food all his life. Origin, Acana, and for last 3 
months of his life NutraSource. He was run virtual everyday for at least a mile, 
usually more for first 7 years. Last 2 years just short walks or romps in large 
backyard.

Event. With no prior symptoms one night about 3am he lot out a painful howl. 
When I got there he was dead. His eyes where closed, he died in his sleep. 

About 4 weeks later I read that FDA investigating grain free dog food for heart 
disease.
Just wanted to give you the data for your investigation. Vet said probably did 
suffer a fatal cardiac event.

9 Years Weimaraner Dog 70 Pound

EON‐392605 7/5/2019 15:36 ACANA Heritage Freshwater
Fish Formulat

 
(b) (6)

 went out to go to the bathroom and fell over and arrested while defecating. 
CPR was performed, but he died. A necropsy was performed at the (b) (6)

 (we drove him there as soon as we knew he was gone). He was the 
picture of health- active, nice muscle tone, etc. and was perfectly fine until the 
second he collapsed.

1.9 Years Pointing Dog - 
Hungarian Short-
haired (Vizsla)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐392603 7/5/2019 15:32 Taste of the Wild yellow bag About one year ago out of the blue my dog started to sound like a peculating 
coffee pot.She was hacking and lethargic. I took her to the vet and she was 
diagnosed with fluid in her lungs and a heart condition. We placed her on two 
types of medication.one of which she became incontenant. After a year of of 
meds, diapers and a lot of patience we had to put her to sleep. She could not 
breath and had a very poor quality of life. We adopted her at three year of age. 
She ate nothing but Taste of the Wild chicken and occasionally Taste of the 
Wild Bison,organic zuchinni and organic carrots. She occasionally ate organic 
eggs and organic chicken in the last year of life.

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 55 Pound

EON‐392600 7/5/2019 15:20 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe Dry Dog
Food

 

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐392597 7/5/2019 14:52 THE BLUE BUFFALO CO. 
Life Protection Formula with 
Life Source Bits. Adult-
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe.

9 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog
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(b) (6)  developed a cough that progressively got worse in a short amount of 
time. After taking him to the vet he was diagnosed with CHF (Congestive Heart 
Failure) and put on medications. He was given up to 6 months to live with this 
diagnosis.
(b) (6)  started to show signs of congestion the night of (b) (6) . Brought (b) (6)

into the vet on the morning of (b) (6)  for labored breathing. (b) (6)  vitals 
were weak and the doctor suspected fluid in the lungs. X-rays confirmed fluid 
in the lungs and an enlarged heart. She did not respond to emergency 
medicine and started crashing. (b) (6)  was then euthanized.
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(b) (6)

EON‐392593 7/5/2019 14:32 Vera Premium Dog Treats 
Burger Patties

I gave one treat to each of my two dogs. Later in the evening they both 
developed diarrhea and vomiting. Per the vet's recommendation I put them on 
a boiled chicken and water only diet, along with probiotics. It cleared up 3 days 
later. Suspicious of the new treat they had immediately prior to the problem, I 
did not give them any more for two weeks. Yesterday I gave them one each 
and the exact same thing happened - diarrhea and vomiting within hours of 
ingesting the treat. They are back on a diet of boiled chicken, water, and 
probiotics. I will not give them any further treats from this manufacturer and 
brand. I have kept the bag and what is left in case needed and am contacting 
the distributor as well to report the problem.

6 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 15 Pound

EON‐392592 7/5/2019 14:28 Blue Buffalo Dog Food My dog has developed heart disease from eating Blue Buffalo.
EON‐392588 7/5/2019 14:24 KalKan Complete Adult with

Omega 6 cruncy kibble
 Unknown Dog

EON‐392587 7/5/2019 14:16 Pedigree Adult Full Nutrtion Dog ate food from package that we were feeding our other dog. He started 
having diarrhea, vomiting and was very lethargic. We took him to the vet and 
the vet indicated that he has seen several of these cases in the recent days. 
We live in a small town and several people probably use this food from Wal-
Mart.

3 Months Terrier (unspecified) Dog 19 Pound

EON‐392573 7/5/2019 12:24 Taste of the Wild I fed Taste of the Wild and (b) (6)  started to vomit and diarrhea. I switched to 
Blue Buffalo. She are one bowl and wouldn’t touch it after that. She became 
severely sick. She couldn’t breathe, she became weaker, she was in continent 
and couldn’t walk anymore. I had to call vet to put her to sleep. She was 
perfectly healthy before the last bag of Taste of the Wild. She was running 
around, catching the ball. She could run so fast! It seemed like she had a 
stroke. She had just had a yearly check up and she was fine. Her going down 
so fast took us all by surprise. (b) (6)  was a Doberman .

10 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 90 Pound

EON‐392570 7/5/2019 12:00 valens (fisher) last year my dog had an x-ray and it was shown that he had an enlargened 
heart (dch) - I have been feeding him grain free food which was on your list of 
dog foods that were reported from people with dogs having dch - this is only to 
give you another person who has a dog that will die very early for his breed 
and health due to dch - I have no idea if it is related except for your article and 
warning. He has been eating Valens for the lasts few years but has also eaten 
many of the products on your list.

13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7 Pound
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(b) (6)  was the first to have violent vomiting and bloody diarrhea on the 3rd of 
July. I took her to the vet. Diagnosed with stomach upset. Given iv, vomit short 
and diarrhea pills. The 4th (b) (6)  had bloody diarrhea and him and 

(b) (6

vomited immediately after ingesting 1 cup of dry dog food for dinner. I waited 
until their morning 1 cup feeding and feed them veterinarian food for digestion 
without any adverse effects. I might add this will be the second time in 7 
months this has happened with another brand dog food. The first time 
($300.00 later) I wasn’t as confident because I believed in the brand. Now, I 
know most pet food is not made in USA. 
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EON‐392566 7/5/2019 11:40 Petcurean Go 
Sensitivity+Shine Limited 
Ingredient Duck Recipe, 
Petcurean Go 
Sensitivity+Shine Limited 
Ingredient Salmon Recipe

His energy declined and he became lethargic. Brought to vet and diagnosed 
with Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) at 15%. Recent new reporting and AKC 
website recommended reporting cases of Dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) in 
breeds not prone to this disease on grain-free BEG diets.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 84 Pound

EON‐392562 7/5/2019 11:00 Wellness Core - Grain Free -
Wild Game

 
(b) (6)

 had skin allergies as a puppy and we went on an elimination diet to find 
which foods he could tolerate. In the end we found two grain free foods that he 
seemed to do well on. The first which we fed for approximately 1 year (age 6 
months to 18 months) was Earthborn Holistic - Great Plains Feast and the 
second food (Age 1.5 years to 6.5 years) was Wellness Core - Wild Game 
Duck Turkey Boar and Rabbit. He seemed to be healthy on both of these foods 
until this month when he became lethargic/intolerant to exercise and started 
having nocturnal dyspnea. Until this point no annual checkups had indicated 
any issues. We took him to the vet who auscultated a murmur. He then had 
chest radiographs which showed an enlarged heart and was referred to a 
cardiologist who performed ECG and echocardiography and diagnosed

(b) (6)

with DCM with impending CHF. The cardiologist believes (b) (6)  condition is due
to nutrition. His diet has been switched, he is on several heart medications and
is being supplemented with Taurine and L-Carnitine.

6.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐392560 7/5/2019 10:48 Nature's Variety Basic Instint
Various flavors

12 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 38 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been eating the same food for a number of years. I can't define 
exactly when his symptoms began but I believe for a while now.
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(b) (6)

EON‐392558 7/5/2019 10:28 Fromm Family Gold Adult 2 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 23 Pound

EON‐392550 7/5/2019 8:32 Fromm Heartland Gold 
Grain free

See above. Our dog had a heart murmur that quickly developed into DCM after 
eating Fromm grain free foods

Corgi (unspecified) Dog

EON‐392548 7/5/2019 7:56 Rachel Ray Nutrish just6 
limited ingredient diet

Placed(b) (6)  on Just 6 limited ingredient food and with in the first 2 months 
began with lethargy and 19 pounds of weight loss. Noticed respiratory difficulty 
and took him to vet. (b) (6)  diagnosed with Cardiac Disease and fluid in 
lungs. Vet said get him off the food immediately and wants him taken to a 
cardiac vet in (b) (6) . Money is an issue. (b) (6)  never had any heart 
issues prior to the food.

9 Years Dalmatian Dog 81 Pound

In December 2018, we switched our two-year old, Boston Terrier's food to 
Fromm Gold. Approx. 3 weeks after we switched his diet, he got sick and 

required a visit to the vet. Symptoms included vomiting and diarrhea. They 
performed an x-ray to see if there were any obstructions or tears in his bowel. 

There were none found. He was prescribed some medication to settle his 
tummy and some easy digestive food to allow his system to regulate. At this 
time, the vet did hear traces of a very faint heart murmur - the first time they 

had detected one.

On (b) (6) ,  was brought back to the vet with continued symptoms of 
vomiting, diarrhea and dehydration. He was also incredible lethargic, barely 

able to walk to his water bowl or outside to eliminate his bladder or bowels. He 
was admitted to the clinic for a 3-day, 2 night stay, where he was given 

intravenous fluids. At this time a number of tests were performed including 
more x-rays and scans. His white blood cell count remained high and his heart 

murmur strong. On (b) (6) (b) (6),  seemed to be rebounding, 
eating a small portion of the easy digestive food and seeming more alert. On 

(b) (6) , (b) (6)  energy was once again low, but he was taking food 
when hand fed. He was released to go home to rest and was to return on 

(b) (6) for further scans and tests. On (b) (6) , in the 
morning, (b) (6)  was lethargic and uninterested in food. He slept most of the 
day. At approximately 8 p.m., his breathing became quite laboured. He was 
picked up and held. He took one big breath and stopped breathing. His heart 

stopped.
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(b) (6)  continued to eat the Fromm. (b) (6)  system seemed to be regulated 
and normal again, until March 9, 2019 when (b) (6)  woke up violently vomiting 
and with diarrhea again. (b) (6)  was taken to the emergency veterinary clinic

where he underwent a series of tests and scans. Again, there were no 
obstructions to his bowel as shown on x-ray, his white blood cell count was 
elevated and he was mildly dehydrated. The vet on-call prescribed him the 

same treatment as December, with medication to settle his tummy and gentle 
digestive food. At this time, the heart murmur was also detected at a category 

6. (b) (6)  was sent home to recover.
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EON‐392542 7/5/2019 2:08 Acana Cobb Chicken and 
greens

Over the past 8 months I’ve dealt with heart failure in two of my dogs becoming 
fatal and affecting my senior dog in creating a enlarged heart with no 
symptoms as of yet. Starting with my one dog showing symptoms of coughing, 
loss of body mass and retaining fluid. We did all we could for him throughout 
the 8 painful months including expensive heart and water pills but he lost his 
fight (b) (6) . The weekend following my other dog (same age) starting
showing symptoms but drastically came on faster with coughing up blood and 
loss of body mass. After the same diagnosis on (b) (6)  he lost his fight. In
discussion and tests with my veterinarian she believes it was the food that I 
have been feeding my dogs since them being pups, created the damage to 
their hearts.

6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 90 Pound

EON‐392537 7/4/2019 23:32 4 health grain free beef and 
potatoes

We have been feeding our great Dane 4 health grain free dry foods the entire 
time we have owned him, 3 weeks ago he had loss of appetite and started 
looking like he was losing weight, we took him to our vet his scale weight was 
161.5 and he had normal heart rhythm the vet thought he had a high bacteria 
count in his stool so started him on antibiotics, at home he continued to 
deteriorate and in 10 days he was swelling and having trouble breathing, our 
vet reassessed him and found him to be in Afib and having poor lung sounds, 
and pedal, thoracic, and abdominal edema, he was transferred to a 
cardiologist at a (b) (6) , they confirmed his Afib,
and drained 14 liters of fluid off of his lungs, and abdomen and diagnosed him 
with DCM, that was confirmed by ECHO, he was started on heart meds and 
diuretics, the doctors expressed belief that his grain free foods caused this 
devastating disease and his prognosis is weeks to a month, 4 health grain free 
beef and sweet potatoes is believed to be the cause

3 Weeks Great Dane Dog 127 Pound

EON‐392536 7/4/2019 23:24 Acana adult dog food
Orijen original adult dog food

I have a schnauzer/poodle mix dog who is 20 pounds. He is 11 yrs old. he has 
eaten acana for eight years. He was diagnosed with heart murmur/ heart 
disease three years ago when he was eight. For the past three years we 
switched him to Orijen because it had less sodium. I see there are some 
reports related to grain free dog food ie acana and heart disease in dogs. I 
wanted to let you know that this may be another case. Feel free to come 
contact me if you need anything further.

11 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐392521 7/4/2019 21:40 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Lamb Formula Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food

Noticed decrease in time spent playing. Nasty cough. 7 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐392519 7/4/2019 21:04 Nutro essential grain free Lost 2 Chihuahuas last year to hear failure and 2 more diagnosed end of last 
year. They've been eating Nutro essential grain free for several years.

Chihuahua Dog
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EON‐392514 7/4/2019 19:24 Origin (Not sure the kind 
was a few years ago

about 6 years ago my dog started collapsing, and had the occasional cough. 
The episodes when she would collapse became worse and worse. We took 
her to the vet, and eventually was diagnosed with a heart condition. More 
specifically congestive heart failure. She also was losing weight, and 
eventually we had to put her down because her stomach began to swell and 
she was derterriating.

9 Years Shih Tzu Dog

EON‐392511 7/4/2019 18:16 Acana Free Run Poultry - 25
lb bag

https://acana.com/usa/our-
foods/dog-foods/for-
dogs/free-run-poultry/

On June 14, 2019 I took my dog (b) (6)  to the emergency vet due to 
unstopable unproductive vomiting. He was diagnosed by (b) (6)
with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. After a 3 day hospital stay he was allowed to 
come home and is currently stable with daily medication. However, the 
internist vet gave a prognosis of 4 - 9 months to live.

5 Years Great Dane Dog 125 Pound

EON‐392503 7/4/2019 16:08 Horizon Pulsar Dog Food Our dog seemed to have a decrease in appetite and less energy, we took him 
to our regular vet who recommended taking him to see a specialist right away. 
We took our dog to a referral hospital that same day where they diagnosed him 
with likely having diet related DCM. His heart was enlarged, his heart rate was 
fast and irregular (atrial fibrillation), his breathing was fast and he had fluid in 
his lungs and belly (ascities). (b) (6)  is now on 4 medications, a supplement
and a new diet.

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 84 Pound

EON‐392501 7/4/2019 14:40 Orijen, Acana, Fromm On (b) (6) , we were taking our Siberian Husky for our nightly walk. 
On this walk, he collapsed for unknown reasons. When he collapsed, we gave 
him time to rest and then walked back home. He died the next morning. Prior 
to this event, he had no major health or medical issues. His symptoms the 
night he collapsed to the next morning when he died match those described in 
other cases of DCM. We rescued him in September 2009 and always fed him 
Orijen, Acana or Fromm.

11 Weeks Siberian Husky Dog 72 Pound
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EON‐392499 7/4/2019 13:56 Zignature 13 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 55 Pound

472 of 663

(b) (6)  is a Labradoodle, his littermate (b) (6)  is also our dog. Both dogs 
developed a noise in their breathing when excited which was described as a 
common problem in Labradors due to week flaps. (b) (6)  noises got more

pronounced and more frequent over time. He also had noticeable weight loss). 
His usual weight was around 60-62 pounds. During a standard vet appt (April 

13, 2019), (b) (6)  heart rate was erratic. The vet did an x-ray and ekg, he was
in arrhythmia, his heart was enlarged substantially and had fluid in his lungs. 
The vet gave him furosemide and asked to keep him a little to let him settle 

down to see if the Lasix helped. There was an immediate change in direction, 
and we took (b) (6)  to (b) (6) . The Emergency vet told us he

had Cardiomyopathy, arrhythmia was significant and he might die at any 
minute. They gave him diltiazem, pimobendin. I stayed at the ER while my 
husband took the (b) (6)  home. The ER vet came out several times to tell me 

(b) (6)  was critical and to see what we wanted to do (euthanize as an option). I 
asked if he was suffering and told no, I wanted to wait to make a decision until 
my husband returned. It was a Saturday and the Cardiologist was not available 

until Monday. We asked the ER to stabilize him and wanted him to see the 
Cardiologist before we made any life decisions. He responded well over the 
weekend to treatment and on Monday the Cardiologist called to say he had 

Degenerative Valvular disease which was somewhat common to Poodles and 
also CHF. We were asked if he was on a Grain Free food which we answered 
no to because the packaging for Ziganture was not labeled grain-free. When 

the early reports for grain free foods came out, I inspected the ingredients 
which included peas, lentil and chickpeas and was told by the pet food store 
they qualified as grains. All 3 dogs were eating Zignature foods (commonly, 

White fish, Salmon and Trout, Turkey and Duck) for at least 3 or 4 years, until 
June 2018. The vet asked me to choose a food with less protein because of 

the age of the Labradoodles, our third dog is a King Charles Cavalier (8 
yo)who remained on Zignature until Jan of 2019 when we switched her as well 

to the same senior food as the Labrodoodles. New food is Performatrin for 
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EON‐392496 7/4/2019 13:36 Merrick Grain-Free Real 
Salmon & Sweet Potato 
Recipe Adult Dry Dog Food

We rescued her on December 1, 2018. We started feeding her Merrick 
Chicken and rice grain free and then switched to Merrick Salmon and Sweet 
Potato grain free. When we first got her she would go on long walks and we 
could run with her. For the past 2 months we have noticed that she tires very 
easily on walks. She will stop and not move. She pants very heavily just from 
slow walks.

2 Years Foxhound - American Dog 53 Pound

EON‐392494 7/4/2019 13:08 Natural Balance Potato and 
Duck meal small breeds

My dog developed a heart murmur and eventually had heart failure. Saw on 
television that grain free food was being considered a contributing factor. My 
dog had been eating grain free Natural Balance potato and duck meal for small 
breeds for several years.

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 13 Pound

EON‐392492 7/4/2019 12:52 Orijen Arcana For (b) (6)  entire life she was on Orijen food, then Arcana and died of DCM in 
Dec 2018. I read this article and felt i should report this: 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/health/dog-food-dcm-fda-1.5199186

10 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 10 Pound

senior dogs - NOT grain free. (b) (6)  was released that Monday (April 15) on 
several meds, increased to 5 meds over the next week,. Pimobendin 7.5mg 

BID, Diltiazem 30mg TID, Furosemide 20mg BID (unless resting respiration is 
above 35/ min then he receives an additional furosemide), benzepril (BID) and 
Spironalactone (BID). He has since been to his regular vet for follow-up blood 
work and ekg and I was told he was stable. At times, his breathing labored but 
not often. Initially when he came home from the vet hospital, he was unable to 

stand on his own and sometimes would colapse, we assumed due to going 
into arryhthmia. When he gets excited his heart rate climbs substantially. 

About 3-4 weeks after the ER and on his medications, he gained some weight 
back and is now his gait is appropriate for his age than prior to the 

medications.
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EON‐392491 7/4/2019 12:24 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials Complete Daily 
Nutrition Puppy Farm 
Raised Chicken Brown Rice 
& Sweet Potato

I first purchased a 5lb bag of Nutro Essential Puppy Food (Dry-- 
Chicken/Rice/Sweet potato)at WalMart in (b) (6)  Memorial Day
weekend. My Goldendoodle Puppy (who was just over 10months at the time) 
enjoyed the food and did not have a reaction to the first bag. Upon returning 
home to (b) (6)  I purchased another small 5lb bag of Nutro Essential
Puppy Food Dry (chicken/rice/sweet potato) from Pet Supply Plus in (b) (6)

-it smelled slightly different but not off putting. I began feeding the new bag
to my dog. She ate the food but with in 3 hours she vomited undigested food. I 
gave her water to drink then at the next feeding at night again she ate the food 
but vomited undigested food 3 hours later. then throughout the night she 
vomited yellow bile with a strong odor. The next morning she would not drink 
water or eat the food.She was lethargic and had a fever. I gave her ice cubes 
to chew on- which she ate. I then prepared a mixture of oatmeal and boiled 
chicken. She ate this mixture successfully for the next two days. I attempted to 
reintroduce Nutro food to her by mixing 1/4 cup kibble mixed in with the 
oatmeal and chicken human food. She ate it but with a few hours threw up 
undigested food then bile a few after the first vomit. I stopped feeding Nutro. I 
feed her a mixture of boiled chicken and rice or boiled chicken and oatmeal for 
the next 5 days. I then introduced a different brand of food to her without any 
problems. Both times the Nutro food was removed she bounced right back to 
her normal self. On a different brand of food She has successfully returned to 
her playful self without any vomiting,diarrhea or lethargy. I reported the 
concern directly to Nutro on the company website and am waiting a response. I 
reported this on ConsumerAffairs.com and see several similar situations 
reported on Nutro Essentials causing vomiting and lethargy

1 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 34 Pound
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EON‐392489 7/4/2019 11:16 Nature's Recipe
Grain Free Small Breed
Chicken Sweet Potato and 
Pumpkin Recipe
Real chicken #1 ingredient
for adult dogs

This occurred approximately 31/2 months ago. My dog began the day with a 
cough around 5am. I took him to the vet by 10am. He had no chest congestion 
and his heart sounded fine. My vet thought perhaps he had a slight upper 
respiratory infection and gave me an antibiotic for him. During the course of the 
day, he was lethargic. I saw 1 drop of blood near him around 3pm. By 4:30, his 
paws were cool. The vet saw him again at 5PM. By then, he had a heart 
murmur at level 2 and his lungs were congested. We were sent to a pet 
emergency hospital. By 7:30, he had been put in oxygen, his heart murmur 
was now at level 5 and he was given Lasix. By 10PM they called us to say he 
had passed away. With everything I've been reading regarding grain free 
kibble, I'm concerned that perhaps his congestive heart failure and heart attack 
may have been caused by his diet. Smaller dogs have not been mentioned in 
anything I've read. The brand I use, Nature's Recipe, has also not been 
mentioned. The emergency hospital told us they see about one dog per month 
who comes in with this issue. Many do ok on medication for up to a year or 
maybe 2, they told us. Ours didn't make it past the day. I don't know if you are 
looking into smaller dogs and, most importantly, Nature's Recipe Grain Free 
for small dogs, which is what I've been giving our other dogs as well. I do want 
to know if either have been looked into. Thank you - (b) (6)

9 Years Shih Tzu Dog 8 Pound

EON‐392488 7/4/2019 11:16 Horizon Pulsar Dog Food Our beloved Wheaten Terrier (b) (6)  died (b) (6)  at the age of seven 
(about half the average life span for a wheaten) of dilated cardiomyopathy. She 
had been in very good health all her life and there were very few signs of 
distress or discomfort until very close to the end of her life. We had been 
feeding her Pulsar brand grain-free, dry dog food of the lamb and turkey 
flavors. The description of this brand lists lentils and peas as some of their 
main ingredients. We had noticed in the second half of her life that although 
she wasn't vastly overweight, she was struggling to lose weight and her belly 
was often bloated and swollen. She would often pant even when it was cool 
and could not run and play for long periods of time without getting tired. In the 
final weeks of her life, she was starting to pull on walks because she didn't 
have the stamina any more to go through with long walks. We were concerned 
and scheduled a visit to the vet, but we were too late and on June 19th she 
started to cough and pant excessively and act extremely strange. We took her 
to the emergency vet just in time for them to realize she was dying and attempt 
to save her life, but their efforts were in vain. If there is any connection with the 
fact that we fed her grain free food, we would really like to know as it would 
possibly provide some closure and help us inform our decision with future pets. 
We were told when we got her that she was allergic to wheat and that is why 
we avoided grain foods.

https://horizonpetfood.com/index.php/pulsar/

7 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 32 Pound
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(b) (6)

EON‐392486 7/4/2019 9:40 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Canine Recipe with 
Smoked Salmon: A Grain-
Free Diet

The vet first noted a grade I heart murmur on November 30, 2018. On January 
14, the murmur had progressed to grade II. On July 3, 2019 it was a Grade IV+ 
"musical" murmur. The progression indicated additional tests (x-ray and ECG) 
that revealed dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. She was 
started on Vetmedin and Enalapril and referred to a cardiologist.

Because of (b) (6)  arthritis, she is not particularly active and we (her family) 
thought that her increasing "laziness" was a result of her joint pain, not an 
underlying heart disease. Her activity has steadily declined in the past -96 
months, which is consistent with the timeline of the worsening murmur.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 57 Pound

EON‐392480 7/4/2019 7:32 Zignature Trout & Salmon 
Limited Ingredient Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food

We first noticed the problem in (b) (6)  She was out playing ball and 
stumbled -looking like she was going to pass out. We immediately took her to 
the vet where they told me she had a significant heart murmur. After seeing a 
cardiologist, they told us she either had a taurine deficiency or DCM. We 
began treating her immediately with heart medication, as well as taurine and L-
Cartinine supplements. We also consulted with (b) (6)  for a dietary
plan. Unfortunately, she died days after my initial call with them

3 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 60 Pound

EON‐392479 7/4/2019 7:04 Throwing up full round pieces of the kabobs multiple times days after 
consuming any.

11 Months Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐392474 7/4/2019 1:40

Boots and Barkley Triple-
Flavor Kabobs
Earthborn Grain free 
Meadow Feast

I read on your website that grain free dog food can cause cardiomyopathy. I 
fed my spaniel Earthborn Meadow Feast twice a day, every day from the age 
of about 1.5 years and at about 5 years I noticed some kind of crackle in her 
chest when she was running. I told the vet but she found nothing with the 
stethoscope. at 6.5 years she started coughing and I took her to the vet who 
found with ultrasound that she had 3 leaking heart valves and severe 
cardiomyopathy. prior to this she had been in perfect health, had huge energy 
and was a perfect dog. I noticed about the same time as I noticed the crackle 
in her chest that her energy level was not as high. I did not know about the 
connection to this grain free food so i kept feeding it to her

8 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English

Dog 13 Kilogra
m

EON‐392471 7/4/2019 1:08 Nutra Ultra dry dog food.  died of an enlarged heart at 11 years. Ate Nutra dog food most of her
life. She developed a cough and distended belly at 10 and died within a year.

11 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐392470 7/4/2019 1:04 Pure balance safe for 
puppies and senior dogs 
trout flavor

I put her on grain free food because she seemed to have a food allergy which 
was just allergies from out doors in the grass I found out. I thought she did 
good on it so I kept her on the food for 2 years . Till she stopped eating all 
together and was loosing weight but her chest was increasing in size. I took 
her to the vet an she was given 6 months to a year tops with congestive heart 
failure an fluid around her heart an lungs. After that now my dog has to take 3 
pills a day to help her live. I would have never given her grain free food if I had 
known this would be the outcome. Shame on the companies that do not warn 
people about their products and you give them false information.

10 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 21 Pound

EON‐392469 7/4/2019 0:32 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials Farm raised 
Chicken brown rice and 
Sweet Potato Formula

I had been feeding my dog Nutro brand dry dog food for 5+ years and she 
developed dilated cardiomyopathy leading to congestive heart failure. She died 
10 days after the diagnosis. This was 2 years ago but didn't know how to 
submit a report and recently found out Nutro was listed on the foods related to 
dilated cardiomyopathy and wanted to report her problem.

15.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 68 Pound

EON‐392456 7/3/2019 21:08 Wetlands Canine Recipe
With Roasted Fowl
A Grain-Free Diet

Lifetime use of Taste of the Wild Wetlands kibble, has had the cough/gag for 3-
4 years.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 82 Pound

EON‐392451 7/3/2019 20:24 Halo Holistic Turkey Turkey 
Liver & Duck Grain Free 
Healthy Weight Adult Dry 
Food, Natures Variety Real 
Lamb and Oatmeal Recipe 
Dry Dog Food

She collapsed multiple times since 12/2017. She died in her sleep last 
December.

12 Years Mountain Cur Dog

EON‐392450 7/3/2019 20:20 Nature's Domain Grain-Free 
All Life Stages Salmon Meal 
& Sweet Potato Formula

Took dog to vet for cold-like symptoms, it was diagnosed as a viral infection 
and he was given antibiotics for a week. Symptoms improved for 3 days and 
then he became extremely lethargic. We immediately took him to the vet and 
he was said to have a heart murmur. We took him to a cardiologist who 
determined he had dilated cardiomyopathy. He declined quickly and was put 
down that day.

3 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐392448 7/3/2019 19:56 Blue Buffalo Dog diagnosed with heart disease/ DSM after taking Blue Buffalo Grain Free 
Dog food for 5+ years.

14 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 61 Pound

EON‐392447 7/3/2019 19:48 Acana Large Breed My dog suddenly became lethargic and would not get in the car. She had no 
energy. She would faint. Took her to the vet and the vet said she had a very 
enlarged heart. Was started on meds. Dogs health seriously got worse and 
worse in a matter of months.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐392438 7/3/2019 18:28 Taste of the Wild
Pacific Stream
Canine Recipe
With Smoked Salmon
A Grain Free Diet

Developed a dry cough which was misdiagnosed by Vet's assistant. A few 
weeks later, when the dog was breathing heavily, the main Vet, (b) (6) ,
diagnosed DCM after taking imagery of the heart. Her prognosis was not good.
(b) (6) ) I
did not want to give up on the dog and began driving her to (b) (6)

 there made heroic 
efforts with the dog and the dog lasted until (b) (6)  when she died. 

(b) (6)

 did an autopsy and I have a copy. You also have my permission t
contact (b) (6)  This dog was fed exclusively Taste of the
Wild which has a high correlation with DCM. Unfortunately, I have been 
feeding Taste of the Wild to my new Australian until this issue came to my 
attention. I am very worried about this new dog and as of last night stopped 
feeding her Taste of the Wild.

 

o 

3 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐392434 7/3/2019 17:24 Home cooking as prescribed 
by nutritionist for allergies. 
Turkey and lentils with 
vitamins.

She had a heart attack 10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐392432 7/3/2019 17:04 Rachael Ray Nutrish Super 
Premium Food for Dogs
Real Chicken & Veggies 
recipe

Back in August of 2018 I noticed our dog not wanting to eat much and a lot 
more lethargic then normal. I took him to one vet and it was determined that 
she had not seen a heart as large as ours. However, due to his breed(s) 
(Cockerspaniel, poodle and cavilier) it wasn't too abnormal to have heart 
conditions. She put him on a medication which they said he'd have to remain 
on forever. Over the next few months, our dog progressively got worse. Loss 
all control of bowel movements/constant vomiting and trouble breathing and 
loss of appetite. When we took him to his "final" appointment, it was 
determined that his heart was so enlarged that he can't possibly keep up and 
medication would just be a bandaid for so long. Ultimately, we have to put him 
down, so he was no longer suffering. The paperwork from our vet had it listed 
as congestive heart failure (severe cardiomegaly)

10 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 29 Pound

EON‐392429 7/3/2019 16:48 This was a diet

Horizon Pulsar green pea 
and lentil - variety of proteins

Presented to local emergency clinic for coughing and diagnosed with 
CHF/DCM on April 21 and rechecked at our clinic April 26/19. Sent to 
radiologist for echocardiogram and then images sent to cardiologist for a 
consult. Radiographs also sent to a cardiologist.
Taurine levels checked and they were low. Echo confirmed DCM with the 
changes likely related to a nutritional deficiency. Heart medication 
(pimobenden, lasix, benazepril and spironolactone) started and a recheck 
echo has been scheduled for 3-4 months later. A diet to change was made to 
purina EN as well as taurine supplement started.

34 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 25 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  was an 18mo GSD fed Blue Buffalo her entire life (puppy through 18mo). 
She began panting frequently and becoming tired often at approximately 15 
months. At the time I was not aware that this was a sign of any issue. At 18 
months old she passed in her sleep from an embolism. No enlargement of the 
heart was detected upon necropsy. No echo was done because I didn't realize 
there could have been an issue until she had passed. I had done reading and 
discovered that taurine deficiency could have caused death similar to hers - 
bleeding out into the abdominal/chest cavity. Exact source of bleed was unable 
to be located.

scription

EON‐392426 7/3/2019 16:44 Blue Buffalo Puppy Food
Blue Buffalo Adult

18 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 86 Pound

EON‐392419 7/3/2019 16:24 Nutro - Adult 1+ years 
(Chicken Whole Brown Rice
& Oatmeal Recipe)

 
Pet saw for annual checkups since age 10 wks. Seen Feb 2013 for a checkup 
at age 6yrs 3mos. was given a clean bill of health. Seen again 3 mos later, Dr. 
reports hearing a high-Grade murmur. Further workup May 31, 2013, at the 
(b) (6)  showed Grade II-III/VI murmur w/slight heart
enlargement. No treatment required, annual check-ups should also now 
include echo/chest -x-ray to monitor enlargement. (b) (6)  otherwise,
symptomless, no shortness of breath, coughing or any trouble breathing. At 
age 8 yrs 9 mos, August 7, 2015, suddenly stop eating w/difficulty breathing. 
Please note she had had a chest x-ray just a month prior, her annual, that 
showed no mark changes and still symptomless. (b) (6) , partial day 
hospitalized w/medication prescribed. (b) (6) , breathing continued to 
deteriorate taken to vet. Went into Cardiac Arrest. (b) (6)  was on Nutro dry dog 
food since a puppy.

8 Years Terrier - Norfolk Dog 17 Pound

EON‐392418 7/3/2019 16:16 NutriSource Dog Food 
"Grain Free"

My dog has been on NutriSource dog food since she was a puppy. I obtained 
her when she was six months old. We continued to use the food since that was 
what she was accustomed to. As she got older we switched to "Grain Free" 
and continued with that under the notion this was a healthier alternative. A few 
years ago we noticed she started having a strange cough which we thought 
was due to the beginning of a collapsed trachea. The cough progressively got 
worse. When (b) (6)  started to have some knee issues we took her to the vet 
to see if surgery would help her. Our Vet told us (b) (6)  should see a
Cardiologist due to a Heart Murmur before going forward with any knee 
surgery. We took her to a Veterinarian Cardiologist who said surgery was not 
an option due to the Stage IV Heart Disease she has. For the last year and a 
half she has been reevaluated and is on several different cardiac meds.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐392417 7/3/2019 16:12 Kirkland Nature's Domain 
Puppy chicken & pea 
formula

Dropped dead after playing for 5 minutes. He was fed Kirkland brand puppy 
food and adult food for his entire life. Wondering if the grain free food played a 
role in his sudden death.

1.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 90 Pound
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(b) (6)In March 2017, Owner began reporting that  was having episodes of 
weakness, panting, lethargy, and was losing weight. In May 2017, we did chest 
rads that showed enlarged heart and pulmonary edema. Patient was started 
on cardiac medications and owners began a homemade diet. Patient initially 
improved and gained weight. 3 months before her death in March 2018, 
owners restarted previous diet of Acana Duck and Pear. Patient declined and 
was euthanized.

EON‐392416 7/3/2019 16:12 Blue Buffalo Basics
Limited Ingredient
Grain Free Formula
Duck and Potato Recipe

My dog had been on a strict Blue Buffalo Basics diet for the last 4-5 years. She 
had skin allergies and this food was recommended. She had her normal vet 
visit in July 2018 and was deemed in great health. Suddenly on (b) (6) , she
would not move and had difficulty breathing. Took her to the emergency vet 
which showed she had an enlarged heart and excess fluid around her heart. 
Vet tried to remove the excess fluid but my dog went into cardiac arrest and 
passed away on the table.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐392415 7/3/2019 16:00 Acana Duck and Pear 12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐392402 7/3/2019 14:04 Now Fresh Grain-Free Small 
Breed Adult Red Meat 
Recipe Dry Dog Food

Presented to cardiology for a recheck exam prior to undergoing a dental 
cleaning. On exam, contractile function was significantly lower than previous 
(Oct 2017 FS 34.44%, June 2019 FS 21.41%). History of exercise intolerance.

4.9 Years Whippet Dog 12.8 Kilogra
m

EON‐392398 7/3/2019 13:44 Nature's Variety Instinct 
Limited Ingredient Diet Adult 
Grain Free Recipe with Real 
Lamb Natural Dry Dog Food

Patient was evaluated at local ER for a 7-8 history of coughing. Thoracic 
radiographs were consistent with pneumonia and p was started on antibiotics. 
Owner then noticed days later that patient's heart was racing, brought to rDVM 
for repeat radiographs which were consistent with CHF secondary to DCM. 
Sent to (b) (6) for further work-up.

6.9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 36.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐392387 7/3/2019 12:32 Blue Freedom Adult Chicken 
Recipe Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food Taste of the Wild Grain 
Free Dry Prairie

Our dog, (b) (6) , seemed to do well eating Taste of the Wild and Blue Buffalo 
Grain Free foods, but he developed a cough, which worsened over a 4 year 
period. After testing, our Veterinarian took a chest x-ray and found our dog had 
an enlarged heart, which was causing the cough. He was diagnosed with 
congestive heart failure. He died in (b) (6)  of this year, 2019 from CHF.

13 Years Brittany Dog 52 Pound
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EON‐392384 7/3/2019 12:24 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Small Breed Bites Grain-
Free Potato & Duck Formula
Single Animal Protein 
Source

This submission is related to the June 2019 FDA announcement about dog 
food brands that could cause heart failure. We adopted (b) (6)  at age 3
(rescue dog). When we got him, the rescue agency was feeding him Natural 

 Balance Limited Ingredients, Grain Free, Potato and Duck Formula Small 
Breed dog food. They were doing this as they thought he might have an allergy 
as he was a bit hairless on his legs and abdomen. Once we got him, we kept 
on feeding him this same exact food. We also supplemented the dry dog food 
with ground up cooked chicken, frozen peas and white rice. He would get 2 
tablespoons of the Natural Balance a day and about 1 tablespoon of the 
chicken/peas/rice food. We also gave him Blue Buffalo Blue Bits treats and a 
bit of people food each day. This is the diet we gave him the entire time we 
had him, along with his sister (b) (6)  (also a Chihuahua at 7.5 lbs) who we got 2 
years after getting (b) (6) . On October 23rd, 2018, (b) (6)  at the age of 10.5
years was his normal self in the morning, wasn't quite himself in the early 
afternoon, and by the time I arrived home from work at 4 p.m. his breathing 
was labored. Later in the evening I took him to the emergency vet clinic where 
I was told he was in congestive heart failure. Upon learning this and that there 
was no hope for recovery, I had him put down. Up until that day, (b) (6)  was in
darn good shape for a 10.5 year-old dog. In fact, we expected he would be 
with us for another 5+ years. After reading the FDA article, I can’t help but 
wonder if his life was cut short due to what we thought was healthy food for 
him. (b) (6) , who is now 9.5 years old was just diagnosed with a heart murmur. 
Of course, we have no idea if this is at related at all to her current diet, but we 
can’t help but wonder.

10.5 Years Chihuahua Dog 7.5 Pound

EON‐392375 7/3/2019 11:16 Home prepared food that 
was 50% Legumes 25% 
grain and 25% vegetables

December began coughing and believed to be respiratory. Treated as such by 
Vet. January 2019 quit eating and trouble defecating. Abdomen began to swell. 
Took to primary vet who did xray to find heart severely enlarged with ascites 
and Dx with critical CHF. Immediately sent to Cardiologist/Emergency Vet 
where DX of DCM was given after echo cardiogram and treated with it being 
suspect Diet Mediated DCM. Diet changed and Vetmedin, Enalapril, Lasix, 
Spirnolacton and Taurine were prescribed. 
Rechecked with echo cardiogram with significant improvement. Diuretics 
removed with recheck in 2 months.

4 Years Spaniel - Boykin Dog 40 Pound

EON‐392366 7/3/2019 10:04 Earthborn holistic grain free 
weight control

feeding grain free dog food for 6 years, and both dogs have congestive heart 
failure

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 8 Pound

EON‐392364 7/3/2019 10:00 Victor Active Dog & Puppy Switched to a grain free food product in August 2018 and pet died of heart 
failure is March 2019 a few months prior to her 3rd birthday. Only issue was 
allergies prior as to why we switched to grain free.

2 Years Bulldog - French Dog 20 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with dilated cardio myopathy in January. We had her on 
a "boutique diet" (natural Balance Duck and Potato) and the cardiologist 
suspects it could be related to her diet. She died on (b) (6)  of a heart attack.

EON‐392360 7/3/2019 9:44 Natures Recipe
Nature's Recipe Grain-Free 
Easy-to-Digest Chicken 
Sweet Potato

feed a grain free dog food by Natures Variety for 5 years and my dog 
developed dilated cardiomyopathy which killed him a year after starting 
treatment.

6 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 17 Pound

EON‐392358 7/3/2019 9:20 Orijen Original Dry Food The dog passed away suddenly on (b) (6) . The veterinarians 
said it was an acute cardiac event such as cardiomyopathy.

2 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound

EON‐392355 7/3/2019 9:08 Taste of the wild Starting coughing for about a month before taking him into the vet. Vet 
diagnosed him with congestive heart failure. 
Put him on heart medics. Died 4 weeks later.he only ate taste of the wild the 
past 8 years

14 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐392349 7/3/2019 8:24 FROMM My dog had always been a healthy dog full breed from good litter... several 
years he's become very inactive, has developed skin eczema, coughs alot and 
pants as if short of breath

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 130 Pound

EON‐392337 7/2/2019 23:52 Orijen, Blue Buffalo We started (b) (6)  on grain free food because of minor skin allergies. Soon after 
he developed a heart murmur and then DCM that advanced to the point of 
complete heart failure on 3 occasions. We were faced with euthanasia and we 
chose that for him so he wouldn’t suffer anymore.

12 Years Havanese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐392336 7/2/2019 23:36 natural balance duck and 
potato

8 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 43 Pound

EON‐392335 7/2/2019 23:16 Taste of the Wild About 1 month ago my GSD starting coughing and choking and I took her to 
the vet, they ran a bunch of tests, blood tests, stool test, urine test and chest x-
rays on her and found a large amount of fluid in her lungs and her heart was 
enlarged. I have been feeing the dog food Taste of the Wild dry grain free for 
most of her life. She also suddenly stopped eating and was losing weight. Very 
health dog up until now. She is now on 5 heart medications to keep her living. 
The vet bills are high since she has to see the vet every few weeks to see if 
she is improving. The vet told me to immediately stop giving her the Taste of 
the Wild dog food and recommended Purina Pro Life. She is now eating 6 
cups a day and gaining weight. I would like to have the pet food manufacture 
pay for all my vet bills and the monthly prescriptions that add up to $200 per 
month for the rest of her life.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 52 Pound
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(b) (6)  was born with a heart valve defect. At age 7 we were told he had high 
blood pressure. He was put on numerous medications, until the vet said she 
could not give any more, but his blood pressure was still very high. At age 
eight, we were told his heart was enlarged and one more medication was 
added. He began hacking soon after. I started researching on my own and 
found out he had DCM. Right around that time I read that North Carolina State 
was investigating the possibilities of grain free food causing or making it worse. 
That got me to reading ingredients of every food. I was shocked to discover 
that dog foods are almost all loaded with salt and sugar. It took a few months, 
but I finally learned a great deal about dog nutrition. In addition to the 
aforementioned, I saw that many grain free and other foods are also loaded 
with all kinds of spices and other things no dog should be eating. They are 
aimed at appealing to the owner and are not tested for long term affects. I put 
(b) (6)  on a sodium free and sugar free diet. None of the canned or dry foods 
that were sodium free had sufficient protein, so I went with a raw meat diet with 
d-ribose and small amounts of vitamins and mineral supplemets. His vet told
me he would be dead within a year. He not only is two years past that day, his
blood pressure is now completely normal. I have argued with several
prominent dog food companies and veterinarians about this. None care at all
that salt and sugar are killing and sickening dogs. Dog food companies only
want to sell and vets want more appointments. I sincerely hope you will add
investigation into the contribution of sodium and sugars into high blood
pressure, which can cause or worsen dilated cardiac myopathy, just as they do
in heart disease in humans. (b) (6)  will not get better. I just hope other pet
owners can avoid this travesty.

EON‐392329 7/2/2019 22:00 Natural balance Came home from work to find dog panting heavy. Short of breath and unable 
to get up. Lying in vomit and feces.
Carried him to car and rushed to vet. Had to be taken to speciality emergency 
hospital after all bloodwork normal at regular vet and no cause found. Found to 
have dialted cardiomyopathy with CHF, flash pulmonary edema and pericardial 
fluifd causing tamponade.
So severe had to be euthanized. Had been fine that morning. Had been given 
nature balance food. Duck with potato and salmon with sweet potato for at 
least 6 years.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 94 Pound
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EON‐392331 7/2/2019 22:32 multiple including Merrick 
Hill's science diet Newman's

10 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 27 Pound
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and died on (b) (6) . On 

(b) (6)  has ate primarily Blue Buffalo Grain Free dry dog food for most of his 
life, most recently he ate Blue Wilderness Healthy Weight Chicken from 2012-
2018. Vegas started occasionally coughing in December of 2017, we saw his 
regular veterinarian (b) (6)  in January of 2018, blood tests were ran and no 
concerns were noted. (b) (6)  coughing go worse to the point he was having 
daily episodes and sounded like he was choking we returned to the vet in June 
of 2018. During the June 2018 visit tests and chest xray was completed and he 
was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy a course of treatment was 
recommended including prescriptions Enalapril, Vetmedin, Prednisone, and a 
diuretic and low sodium diet Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Early Cardiac Dry 
Dog Food. (b) (6)  has continued taking prescriptions and low sodium diet for 
over a year now, coughing has now stopped and (b) (6)  condition is stable. 
(b) (6)  vet told me that it was rare for Labradors to have DCM, I have 
research a lot about treatment plans and have read the FDA updates and think 
that maybe his DCM might be related to long term use of Blue Buffalo Grain 
Free dog food.

EON‐392328 7/2/2019 21:52 4Health mature adult 
formula

From approximately December 2013 to 2018 my dog ate 4 Health beef and 
potato grain free dry food , 1 cup in the morning and 1.5 cups in the evening. 
From 2018 to June 2019 she was transitioned over to 4Health brand mature 
dog formula grain free food. With no recent health issues she became sick 

(b) (6)  (b) (6)  she did not eat right 
away and appeared lethargic. On (b) (6)  she did not eat but was well 
enough to take a short walk, have a normal bowel movement and urinate as 
normal. She did have labored breathing. (b) (6)  she was too weak to stand, 
vomited once, very lethargic, did not eat, and continued labored breathing. The 
vet X-rays showed an enlarged right atrium, congested lungs on (b) (6)  
(b) (6) . Labs showed elevated liver enzymes and very low platelets. (b) (6)
never recovered and was put to sleep on (b) (6) .

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 55 Pound

EON‐392326 7/2/2019 20:52 V-Dog Kindkibble Dog started exhibiting lethargy, breathing was off, heart rate increased 4 Years Chow Chow Dog 24.5 Kilogra
m

EON‐392324 7/2/2019 20:48 V-Dog kinder Kibble My dog was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy in July of 2017, just after 
her 9th birthday. She died from it January of 2018. We had been feeding her V-
Dog dry kibble since 2013. It is a vegan dog food. Peas is the first ingredient 
and pea protein is the second. Their website says it includes synthetic Taurine. 
We had her genetically tested through the direct to consumer canine DNA 
company, Embark. It came back that she was 100% greyhound and that she 
was negative for a DCM genetic predisposition. I do not know if the food is to 
blame but have always wondered, and now reports have been coming out, so I 
wanted to bring my experience to your attention.

9 Years Greyhound Dog 55 Pound

EON‐392323 7/2/2019 20:12 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐392321 7/2/2019 20:04 Taste of the Wild DCM caused death within one year 13 Years Chihuahua Dog 14 Pound
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(b) (6)  was presented to (b) (6)  for reevaluation of his previously diagnosed heart 
failure through (b) (6)  on the 22nd of June 2019. He is doing much better at 
home with minimal coughing and resting respirations in the low- to mid-20's. 
He has been switched off of his grain-free food and has a healthy appetite. He 
is playful. The owner does report an increase in urinations with the diuretics 
and he has actually started having urinary accidents the past two days

EON‐392318 7/2/2019 19:44 Dog food generally (DCM 
issues)

I stumbled upon this article just now: https://www.nbc26.com/news/national/are-
pet-foods-safe-for-your-pets. It discusses the results of the "Clean Label 
Project" in ranking dog food recipes based on testing for environmental and 
industrial contaminants. What struck me as fascinating is that most of the "top 
ranked" (least contaminated) dog food recipes were dominated by Stella & 
Chewy's and Sojo's, both of whom I do not appear on the FDA complaint chart 
at all. Further, most of the "bottom ranked" (most contaminated) dog food 
recipes are dominated by Acana, Orijen, and Earthborn Holistic, all of whom 
are noted in a US News article 
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2019/06/28/dog-heart-disease-fda-
finds-potential-link-16-brands-dog-food/1592388001/?utm_campaign=FDA 
finds 16 toxic food brands for dogs 
(Pmanpj)&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Newsletter&_ke=eyJrbF9lbWFpb
CI6ICJoZXJkZG9nekBnbWFpbC5jb20iLCAia2xfY29tcGFueV9pZCI6ICJLQkpF
OG0ifQ==) as having the most amount of complaints (though I think those 
numbers give only a limited view of what is happening because they are not 
adjusted for relative market share). Could it be this is not so much a nutritional 
issue, but a simple contamination issue?

EON‐392313 7/2/2019 18:40 Acana: PACIFICA
FOR ALL BREEDS AND 
LIFE STAGES

Amongst others from this 
brand

DCM in otherwise healthy female wolfhound -- she died aged 4. No indication 
of DCM in littermates. Fed exclusively a grain-free diet.

4 Years Irish Wolfhound Dog 140 Pound

EON‐392309 7/2/2019 17:44 Blue Buffalo Freedom Adult 
Healthy Weight Chicken 
Recipe Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

At the age of one year, my dog (b) (6)  had a seizure - my vet suggested I feed 
him Grain Free dog food. I fed him Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain Free dog food. 
After a couple of years a heart murmur was detected which then progressed 
over the years. He eventually passed away from Congestive Heart Failure at 
the age of 10 years. His chest cavity would fill with fluid, which medication was 
prescribed to handle, but the medication could not keep up. After recent 
studies showing Grain Free food has been linked to Heart Disease in animals, 
I wanted to get this heard, that this in fact is true with my dog.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐392308 7/2/2019 17:40 Nature's Recipe Grain Free 12 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 38 Kilogra
m
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EON‐392303 7/2/2019 17:00 Taste of the Wild Approximately 5 years ago, I began feeding him "Taste of the Wild" dogfood 
because it was being promoted as what dogs really need for nutrition because 
it was high in protein and did not contain any fillers or grains. He eventually 
went from being extremely healthy to not being able to hardly go up two flights 
of stairs or run at all. He also would gag if he laid on his back and could not 
breathe. He began losing weight and muscle, going from 90+lbs to barely 
70lbs. He was constantly coughing and gagging and when I first took him to 
the vet, they thought he might have contracted the dog flu. When treatment 
was not helping and he continued to worsen, they performed an ultrasound 
and found that his heart was severely enlarged, nearly four times normal, with 
significant arrhythmia. He had begun to also collect fluid in his abdomen to 
where he looked like he had a big beer belly and this had to be drained. He 
has had the draining procedure several times over the past 8 months and has 
to take five different heart medications to remain alive. He has somewhat 
stabilized and with a change from grain-free food plus the medication, has not 
significantly worsened; however, is but a shadow of his former self. Dogfood 
manufacturers should not be allowed to promote grain-free as the healthiest 
alternative for pets.

8 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 70 Pound

EON‐392302 7/2/2019 16:56 Orijen Original We fed our dog Orijin brand dog food her entire life - being advised by the pet 
food store that grain free food was better. At around 11 years of age, our dog 
stopped being able to run like she used to - hikes would be shorter as she 
seemed to be getting tired more quickly. Later that year, when our dog was 
about 11 years, 6 months old, she developed a choking, hoarse cough which 
we initially thought was hair in her throat. About a month later, we took her to 
our local veterinarian who listened to her heart and said it sounded like heart 
failure. We then went to a specialist who said her heart was greatly enlarged 
and that she would likely die without extensive medication. We started her on 
the medication and after a couple of months, she was getting more lethargic. 
We ultimately decided to euthanize her - she just was too uncomfortable.

12 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐392301 7/2/2019 16:48 Taste of the Wild We were living in the (b) (6)  from 2013-2016. Prior to this, i had fed my 
dogs Wellness dry food. During our 3 year stay in the ME, they were fed with 
Royal Canine. Going back in the US in 2016, it was mandatory for our dogs to 
have a clean bill of health. Everything was perfert. 
Once in the US, i started feeding them Taste of the Wild for small breed. So, 
2016, 2017, 2018 it was Taste of the Wild dry food with an occasional wet food 
(caesar's) as toppings (sunday treat). In January 2019, they had their teeth 
cleaned and this was when a heart murmur was discovered on (b) (6) . Took
him to my vet, after lab work and X-rays, it showed that he has DCM. It also 
explained the occasional coughing, excessive thirst, and distended stomach 
from time to time. (b) (6)  now, is on maintenance heart meds and liver 
supplements. I am correlating (b) (6) 's DCM to the dry food Taste of the Wild 
(recent FDA report says its #3) since this was the only change we made on his 
lifestyle since our return from the (b) (6)
On a good note, so far, my other dog, (b) (6)  a mix breed of
Shitzhu/Chichuahua has not been affected. He is 11 y/o and still healthy and 
active. 
Thank you.

12 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 14 Pound

EON‐392295 7/2/2019 16:24 - Rachel Ray NUTRISH
Little Bites
- Rachel Ray NUTRISH
Beef Stroganwoof

On Saturday, (b) (6)  at approximately 7 a.m., I awoke to find that my dog 
had expired. During the day on Friday, (b) (6) , (b) (6)  was as active as he 
is always is - playing fetch with toys, running around the house. However, 
around 9 p.m., on Friday evening I took him out for a walk and he appeared 
lethargic - he was not as excited as he usually is upon my retrieving leash to 
walk. In addition, he was walking very slowly almost at a snail pace which is 
not his usual, which is almost a brisk jog or full-out sprint. Upon his expiration, 
after being refrigerated two (2) days at a veterinary hospital, due to his sudden 
death, we had a necropsy done. Diagnosis was left ventricle was dilated with a 
right to left ventricular free wall thickness ratio of approximately 1:2 with no 
other gross abnormalities observed. The dilation of the heart represented a 
cardiomyopathy, however microscopic evaluation would be required to 
definitely diagnose a cardiomyopathy. 
He was in good body condition.

2 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐392294 7/2/2019 16:20 Nature's Domain salmon 
meal & sweet potato formula 
for dogs

(b) (6)  was diagnosed with Heart Failure 11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

EON‐392293 7/2/2019 16:20 Natural Diamond Grain Free In August of 2018 (b) (6)  was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and 
congestive heart failure - he was medically managed with furosemide, 
pimobendan, spironolactone, taurine and enalapril and changed his food to 
Royal canin early cardiac - he is doing dramatically better, echocardiographic 
parameters have dramatically improved and we are discontinuing furosemide 
and spironolactone.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 30.8 Kilogra
m
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with congestive heart failure approximately 2017. She 
had tests, exrays, and medication for two years until she became so distressed 
that she had to be put to sleep on (b) (6) .

EON‐392292 7/2/2019 16:12 9 lives tender morsels flaked
tuna and egg bits and 9 lives
super supper

 
 
After eating the 9 lives canned cat food my cats began throwing up. My female 
cat was even throwing up white foam.

Days Unknown Cat Pound

EON‐392287 7/2/2019 15:52 nestle beneful My dog was older 14 years old but he appeared to be happy and healthy. We 
got him Nestle Beneful dog food which he appeared to love and within the 
same week he started vomiting one day, serious vomiting and diarrhea the 
next and ended up at the Vet and then the Hospital with Kidney Failure which 
he couldn't recover from despite all our efforts. He also had internal bleeding 
and wouldn't eat or drink. Experiencing this reminded me of some reports I had 
previously heard about this food. And rereading the reports it sounds just like 
what my dog experienced after her started eating the food.

14 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4 Pound

EON‐392283 7/2/2019 15:28 4Health Small Bites Formula 
For Adult Dogs

Developed CHF. Apparently related to the kibble, although when it first 
presented, the cause was unknown.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound

EON‐392279 7/2/2019 15:08 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Recipe with 
roasted bison and roasted 
venison. A grain-free diet, 
Nulo Freestyle Grain-free 
turkey and sweet potato 
recipe, Nulo Freestyle Grain-
free turkey salmon and 
chickpeas recipe

13 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 31 Pound

EON‐392277 7/2/2019 15:00 Blue buffalo small breed
adult chicken & rice

 We fed (b) (6)  blue buffalo from the time we got him at 8 weeks old, until he 
started having some liver issues at 7 years old. He had also been diagnosed 
with a heart murmur and enlarged heart about 6 months prior to his liver 
issues. In May of 2017, we took (b) (6)  to a liver specialist and cardiologist.
His liver issues resolved on their own after a few weeks of increased values, 
but his heart disease progressed. He was diagnosed with an enlarged heart 
and degenerative mitral valve disease. We had him on a regimen of heart pills 
for nearly 2 years and he recently lost his battle to congestive heart failure, 
something we’ve been told is rare in yorkies, especially those so young. We’ve 
just found out about the link to heart disease and blue buffalo dog food and are 
concerned that this food may have played a part in his diagnosis and downfall.

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 12 Pound
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(b) (6)

EON‐392275 7/2/2019 14:12 Earthborn Holistic Weight 
Control - Grain Free- 
chicken

Dog became lethargic on (b) (6)  and wouldn't eat. Took dog to an 
emergency vet hospital on (b) (6) , where he had x-rays and abdominal fluid 
removed for testing. Dog stopped eating. Further diagnostics and a thoracic 
and abdominal ultrasound were suggested. Dog saw his regular vet the next 
day, (b) (6)  and his health evaluated after a fluid analysis and blood work. 
An ultrasound was scheduled for (b) (6)  and medication was given. 
Congestive heart failure was suspected. On Friday, (b) (6)  dog still 
wouldn't eat, only drink and an ultrasound was given. The results determined 
my dog had dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) and suggested a follow up with a 
cardiologist for an echo-cardiogram and pericardiocentesis. Medication was 
given (Lasik). On (b) (6)  my dogs health further declined, was rushed
to the vets office and was determined to be in shock. It was suggested by the 
vet to euthanize the dog, which I authorized to be done. My dog was on a daily 
diet of grain free "Earth Born Holistic" (Weight control- chicken) dry dog food 
for about 5 years. He had a 2-3 1/2 cup serving every day. A 1/2 can serving of 
wet food (Merrick or Blue Buffalo) was sometimes given.

6 Years Setter - English Dog 104 Pound

EON‐392273 7/2/2019 14:08 Acana Singles Lamb and 
Apple Formula

Began consuming Acana Singles Lamb and Apple food. Within several 
months, diagnosed with Left sided heart failure and mitral valve regurgitation 
found on echocardiogram. Had symptoms of gagging, shortness of breath, 1 
episode of collapse, heart arrhythmia and died on (b) (6)  from end stage 
heart failure.

11 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 21 Pound

EON‐392269 7/2/2019 13:56 Nulo medalseries limited 
ingredient diet Grain-Free 
Cat & Kitten chicken & 
chicken liver recipe in broth

I found large piece of plastic in a can of Nulo cat food. I have to mush the food 
around in the bowl before serving to help my cat eat slowly. If it were not for 
me doing this my cat would have eaten this piece of plastic and choked, or 
died.

I spoke with  from their customer care team, and was assured they take 
these things very seriously and would look into it. They apologized, and told 
me they would be sending me coupons in the mail with an extra package to 
mail the foreign piece of plastic back to them for further investigation. Fast 
forward 8 months later and nothing has been received in the mail, with no 
follow up.

Do not purchase this food. They do not have proper quality control, and their 
customer service lies about resolutions. Do not support this company.

EON‐392268 7/2/2019 13:48 Blue Buffalo small breed After 2-3 years on Blue Buffalo , (maltipoo) started having spontaneous 
coughing , rapid weight gain , inability to jump to couch and exertional 
dyspnea. Went to vet abdominal swelling . Required pats centedis 529 cc of 
fluid removed from belly . X-ray revealed right heart hypertrophy and 
Conjestibe heart failure. Tracheal diversion to left now on 2 heart meds and 
Lasix doing much better. Start dar

13 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐392263 7/2/2019 13:28 4health Large Breed Grain 
Free - all varieties

In January of this year our dog developed a cough. As he had recently been 
boarded, he was diagnosed with kennel cough. After a week of his symptoms 
getting worse he was reevaluated and found to be in congestive heart failure. 
They were able to treat him over the next week to get him out of immediate 
distress. He was then referred to a Cardiologist who confirmed that he had 
dilated cardiomyopathy. They tested him all other possible indicators that 
might lead to heart disease and found none. Given his age and lack of other 
health problems, they determined that it was related to his grain-free diet. His 
taurine levels however seemed to be fine. He was taken off of the grain-free 
diet, put on multiple heart medications, and continues to be monitored. He is 
still recovering and his heart has not reduced in size but his overall condition 
has improved.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 98 Pound

EON‐392259 7/2/2019 12:48 Acana Heritage Free-Run 
Poultry Formula

X-rays taken for the bladder also revealed an enlarged heart. 9 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐392254 7/2/2019 12:24 WholeHearted Grain Free Patient presented acutely on (b) (6)  at our hospital for distended abdomen 
(noted by owner), lethargy and general malaise for approx. 1 week. A grade 2 
heart murmur was newly noted-no history of a heart murmur. Patient was 
transferred to an ER hospital where she had fluid removed from her abdomen 
and was then referred to another ER hospital to see a cardiologist. 
The cardiologist diagnosed on (b) (6) : Echocardiogram revealed: DCM, 
severe four chamber cardiac dilation, moderate mitral and tricuspid 
regurgitation, abdominal and pleural effusion with right sided hear failure, with 
mild pulmonary hypertension 
Prognosis if congential DCM 9-12 months, if nutritional in origin may be slightly 
longer. 
Medications started: Furosemide 40 mg 1 tablet PO q 12 hours, Pimobendan 5 
mg 1 tablet PO q 12 hours, Benazepril 5 mg 1 1/2 tablets PO q 12 hours. 
Taurine 1 gram PO daily
On (b) (6) : Owner noted great improvement, over the last week. This morning
she was perky, and pestering housemate as before. She went for a walk, 
stopped at a friends house and the two dogs were playing and she dropped 
over. Owner picked her up and rushed her to an animal hospital where she 
was pronounced dead. Owner discussed that she was feeding WholeHearted 
Grain Free. The cardiologist does not know if this is congenital vs nutritional. 
Offered necropsy owner declined.

12 Months Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 39 Pound

EON‐392252 7/2/2019 12:16 Rachael Rays Nutrish 
Chicken

Rapid breathing, took him to the animal hospital, found out that he had a D 
shaped heart and was oxygen dependent. We had to put him down because 
his heart could not support him.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐392238 7/2/2019 11:36 Blue Buffalo Dry
Life Protection Formula
Adult
Chicken and Brown Rice

We have been giving our dog Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula Adult with 
Life source Bits for several years. He presents with constant gagging, extreme 
licking. Our vet has yet to diagnose a problem other than an enlarged hear.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 17 Pound

EON‐392234 7/2/2019 11:28 Fromm dog food, Merrick 
Canned Food

In Nov 2018 she was taken to the emergency vet because she was having 
difficulty breathing and she had an ongoing cough/gagging. We were informed 
that she had some heart issues and water on her lungs. They put her in a 
oxygen tank over night and she was put on medication and she was released 
to us the next day. She would have good days and bad days but her inactivity 
and coughing got progressively worse. We were taking her to the vet about 
every 30 days for check ups and to adjust her medications. In (b) (6)  
she was unable to lay down and get comfortable so we took her to the 
emergency vet again and they had her overnight. They put her in the oxygen 
tank again over night but she was never able to lay down and sleep. The 
medications didn't seem to be working and the doctor told us that it was 
unlikely that she would recover and so we had to put her down.

13 Years Pinscher - Miniature Dog 17 Pound

EON‐392224 7/2/2019 10:28 4Health Chicken and Rice, 
4Health 
Chicken and Rice
Senior Formula

In May 2019, my soon-to-be 12-year-old make jack russell terrier began 
"passing out" and breathing heavy. After taking him to the vet, we were 
informed that his heart was enlarged and pressing on his airways causing the 
collapses. Up until April of this year, this dog never collapsed like that. He was 
a little overweight, but he continued to do daily activities and walk with so 
issues.
This dog has been eating 4Health wet and dry foods for about 3 years. We 
were told at the vet during his second visit on 6/25/19 that there was a study 
that grain free foods were causing enlarged hearts on dogs who normally didn't 
have this issue. There looks to be a direct coloration since this dog had no 
issues until recently, and he is showing almost exactly the same symptoms 
listened on the FDA article.

12 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 19 Pound

EON‐392223 7/2/2019 10:16 Taste of the Wild Pacific A heart murmur (III/VI) was detected prior to a surgical procedure. We had 
noticed a gradual decrease in energy and strength and chalked it up to his age 
(13), but after recently reading the FDA warning about grain-free diets causing 
heart problems, something clicked. Both my dogs have been on Taste of the 
Wild and Natural Balance for years. We will be taking (b) (6)  to a cardiologist for
further testing and treatment.

13 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15.6 Pound

EON‐392221 7/2/2019 10:08 Merrick grain free dry My dog was healthy I have been feeding Merrick Dog food grain free for about 
a year maybe 1 1/2 years she began to cough once in a awhile then it got 
worse I read about DCM and grain free diet took her off the Merrick 
immediately and began to make my own dog food the coughing has stopped 
entirely and she is much more playful and active

7 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐392216 7/2/2019 9:40 Rachel Ray Nutrish Grain 
Free

Our dog (b) (6)  passed away unexpectedly in his sleep (b) (6) . He 
started urinating in his sleep 2 nights before he passed away. Prior to that 
weekend, he was healthy. Running around happy and barking, playing with his 
human siblings.

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐392213 7/2/2019 9:12 Nutro Salmon and Lentil 
Limited Ingredient

I switched to Nutro Salmon and Lentil Limited ingredient food from Nutro 
Senior Essentials. I slowly introduced the new food but when he was feed 
100% of the Salmon and Lentil Limited he was showing evidence of heart 
failure so I slowly stopped feeding him the food and the problems decreased.

11 Years Siberian Husky Dog 70 Pound

EON‐392209 7/2/2019 8:16 Blue Buffalo sweet potato 
and venison
blue Buffalo Chicken 
Dry dog food

Began fainting one morning. Took to emergency vet and was diagnosed with 
heart failure and had to be put down that day.

6 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐392203 7/2/2019 3:16 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diet Duck and 
Potato formula

Thoracic rads were taken for an unrelated GI issue and incidentally a plump 
cardiac silhouette was noted. Taurine levels were submitted and returned as 
155nmol/mL (ref 200-350). Echocardiogram did not show any signs of DCM, 
but diet was changed off Natural Balance and taurine was supplemented.

10 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 29 Pound
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(b) (6)  and our other pet, (b) (6)  were being fed NutriSource brand dog 
food. (I believe it was the Small Bites Woodland Select that we were 
purchasing from our local pet store.) After both my husband and I each gave 
(b) (6)  a GREENIE one evening by mistake, she developed pancreatitis. Our 
vet said we would need to put her on a low fat diet for the rest of her life so we 
switched them both to the NutriSource weight management. They became 
"pooping machines" and had frequent bowel movement but they loved the food 
and couldn't seem to get enough of it. 

EON‐392202 7/2/2019 2:52 NutriSource Small Bites 
Woodlands Select and
Chicken/Salmon/Rabbit 
Bites Grain Free Dog Treats
NutriSource Weight 
Management Chicken and 
Chicken and Meal Formula

Looking back it seems like (b) (6)  started having trouble around the time we 
switched her over to NutriSource Brand Dog Food. Her vet diagnosed her with 
congenital heart disease and Cushing's Disease earlier this year around the 
first of this year I believe and our vet suggested we switch her to Royal Canin 
Brand Dog Food as he said it would be better for her. On the afternoon of (b) (6)  

 she was panting a lot and appeared to have a little cough. I gave her a pain 
pill and she was not panting as much but she started licking a lot. Once again, 
I now recognize that as a sign she was probably in a good deal of pain. Around 
10:30 PM something happed to her and she fell off a foot stool and hit the 
floor. Her legs went stiff and she stopped breathing. My husband resuscitated 
her and she came around. We immediately called our vet and he said to watch 
her. We did for approximately two hours and she appeared better then she 
appeared to either have a seizure or a heart attack. We rushed to the vet and 
she had to be euthanized. The following day would have been her 12th 
birthday.

Please note that I am unsure of the exact date the problem started. The date I 
have listed is an estimate but it may be possible for me to find out when we 
started her on the NutriSource Dog Food from the pet store where we were 
purchasing it.

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 7.6 Pound
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(b) (6)  had some problems with allergies around Jan of 2018. Her vet 
suggested we switch her to a grain free food that didn't have chicken or beef 
as a main ingredient. In Feb of 2018 we switched her to Natures Balance 
Limited Ingredients small breed food. In Jan. of 2019 I had taken  in
for her pre op blood work to get her teeth cleaned. Much to my dismay the vet 
told me she heard a heart murmur and that in older dogs this would eventually 
lead to heart failure. She then told me we would have to put her on a heart 
medicine. She said we were just catching this. She stated that (b) (6)  could
do the teeth cleaning but this was probably the only surgery she could endure 
with this heart condition. After reading the article I also found out that Shin 
Tzus were not prone to heart disease. (b) (6)  is part Shih Tzu part Yorkie. I
really believe the timing with all this is a direct cause of her eating this food!!!

(b) (6)

EON‐392199 7/2/2019 1:24 Acana Grasslands and 
Acana Ranchlands

My 3.5 year old German shorthaired pointer was diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy after experiencing a cardiac collapse event back in 2012. 
Within 2 months of being diagnosed, he passed away after suffering from a 
fatal cardiac collapse. Back in 2012, the veterinarian cardiologist could not 
explain why it had happened to a dog so young and to a breed that does not 
have any history to this disease. None of his siblings had the disease and the 
breeder never experienced any of their litters getting this disease. It seemed 
like a completely unlucky and isolated incident with no explanation.

Now, in 2019, there is an active FDA investigation into Grain-Free foods and 
dilated cardiomyopathy in dogs that have no history of the disease. While I 
began having my suspicions that my dog may have passed away due to this 
very reason, it didn't really hit me until the FDA released their June 2019 
update where the list of implicated dog food brands was provided. Up top, the 
number one brand implicated so far in the research is Acana.

My dog was fed Acana dry food his entire life. I rotated between beef and lamb 
versions of Grain-Free Acana. Additionally, I mixed in locally made grain-free 
wet food from a boutique store in my neighborhood. Given that Acana is so far 
the number one brand implicated, and that the research also is consistently 
calling out boutique or "exotic" dog foods, I am almost certain that my dog 
suffered the same fate due to the same reasons being investigated. I am 
compelled to report this now given all of the information that is coming out in 
hopes that this may help with the ongoing research.

3.5 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐392198 7/2/2019 0:44 Nutro My baby ate Nutro the last year or so of his life and died due to DMC (enlarged 
heart). I was certain it was his food that killed him and now the FDA concurs. 
Remove this poison so no more fur babies have to die.

10 Years Bulldog - American Dog 110 Pound

EON‐392197 7/2/2019 0:44 Natural Balance
L.I.D.
LIMITED INGREDIENT
DIETS
Small Breed Bites

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐392196 7/2/2019 0:40 Blue Buffalo Duck and 
Potato

Late November - early December 2018 my dog began coughing a lot. We took 
him to the emergency vet December 3 and he was diagnosed with Dilated 
cardiomyopathy and an enlarged heart. We treated him for a few months (21 
pills a day), and he appeared to be getting better and was diagnosed as such 
by his cardiologist. 1.5 weeks after his cardiologist appt he developed another 
heart condition (sac of fluid around the heart) and so we elected to euthanize 
him. 

He was on several of the foods listed on the list during the course of his life. 
The last one being Blue Buffalo.

11 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog

EON‐392193 7/1/2019 23:12 Nulo MedalSeries Indoor 
Adult Cat Food - Grain Free 
Turkey & Chicken

My not even 3 year old cat was diagnosed with cardiomyopathy after suffering 
a blood clot in his leg.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 13 Pound

EON‐392190 7/1/2019 22:20 4 Health My dog started having issues breathing 2-3 weeks prior to her death. She 
would even have labored breathing while she was asleep and she became 
lethargic and couldn’t keep up with us all of a sudden. She then wouldn’t eat 
so I took her to the vet and the vet said her Xray showed a mass or enlarged 
heart muscle. They didn’t know at the time what it was or what caused it. They 
kept her for observations and wouldn’t let us take her back home. She died 
there 2 days later and never would eat or drink anything. They said her heart 
just stopped working. This was a couple years ago and she always ate grain 
free dog food from 4 Health & Taste of the Wild. After reading the article today 
about the problem with the grain free food, I am certain this was what killed 
her. She did not have heart worms and came from a great bloodline with no 
known genetic problems. I still have her xrays of her heart on a disk. I’m so 
sad that this could have been prevented. I have been feeding my new dog this 
same food the past two years! No more, I am switching to dog food with grains. 
I hope she doesn’t die from this too and I hope you will convince these dog 
food manufacturers to stop producing this food and add grain back to the food 
so other dog owners don’t have to go through what we did.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐392187 7/1/2019 21:48 Nutrish Zero Grain beef 
potato and bison

Was showing weight gain and hair loss at annual appointment in early June 
2019 and vet recommended senior panel labs drawn. Cardiac enzymes that 
should have been below 900 were over 1600. She is a fussy eater and we had 
switched to Nutrish Zero Grain last winter.

6.5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 57 Pound

EON‐392186 7/1/2019 21:48 Kirkland Nature's Domain 
Canned Dog Food in red 
can

She has to take heart meds every day now! She has ongoing severe heart 
disease, congestive heart failure. The only reason I placed two and two 
together was because of the recent news report about this related to the dog 
food, Nature's Domain, she she ate for many months before this problem 
started.

10 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 14 Pound
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(b) (6)  was healthy and active; he had his annual visit on 3/4/19 and a slight 
heart murmur was detected. On 3/9/19, his heart began failing; he was seen by 
Purdue Veterinary on 3/11/19, and was diagnosed with DCM and Heart failure. 
He did not respond well to treatment and was euthanized on (b) (6) . He had
been on grain free since 2011. He was fed Canidae from 2011-2013; Merrick 
from 2013-2016, and Earthborn from 2016-2019.
(b) (6)  passed away suddenly and unexpectedly while we were at work on 
6/6/19. He had no prior health issues that would cause a sudden death. I’m 
concerned it was DCM from the Taste of the wild salmon he had been eating 
since the age of 1.

EON‐392185 7/1/2019 21:40 Natural Balance Original 
Ultra Whole Body Health 
Chicken Chicken Meal & 
Duck Meal Formula Dry Dog 
Food

We've fed all of our dogs the same food for their entire lives (4 dogs in range of 
ages from 13 (b) (6) , 12 (b) (6) , 11 (b) (6) , and 5 (b) (6)) except for the
occasional off brand bag picked up while camping here or there when we 
forgot their "good food". We noticed this is a listed food on the newly reported 
FDA issues with connection to heart disease. Our oldest dog is now on 
$150/mo worth of heart medications. She actually started presenting side 
effects (in retrospect) such as fainting and passing out at random, the vet 
never figured out why. Then we discovered a heart murmur several years ago 
which has advanced to full blown enlarged heart and now a hefty monthly 
prescription bill that out rivals my own!!! The great news for you Mr FDA fellas 
is that all of our pets have exclusively seen the same vet their entire lives 
(except an occasional cheaper clinic day of vaccines, I mean come on we 
have FOUR dogs! that stuff adds up!).(b) (6)

 will have ALL my pets medical records, I give you express permission 
to gather whatever information you need. Here's my concern, what the heck do 
I do now?!!! I have 3 other dogs, 2 are now elderly as well, and should I expect 
the same heart issues? Terrified, thinking I was buying a good greain free 
healthy vet approved food and... well you see my betrayal. Now what 
happens?

13 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 13.8 Pound

EON‐392184 7/1/2019 21:36 Fancy Feast chicken feast in 
gravy grilled

Purchased case of fancy feast from dollar general store in Kissee Mills a few 
days ago open one can on 6-30-19 and fund a piece of metal 1cm x 1cm in the 
can reported the incident via email to purina, no answer. The UPC code of the 
can is
5000004080 best by jun 2021, code on can 91561160L41952015

EON‐392183 7/1/2019 21:24 Merrick grain free Texas 
beef and sweet potatoes, 
Earthborn Venture

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 87 Pound

EON‐392182 7/1/2019 21:20 Taste of the Wild pacific 
stream

3 Years Boxer (German
Boxer)

 Dog 57 Pound

EON‐392181 7/1/2019 21:16 Taste of The Wild Pacific 
Stream

He had trouble breathing and the Vet said he had a huge amount of fluid in his 
lungs and his heart was beating too fast, he was coughing and passed away 
from it. I believe Taste of The Wild is the cause

10 Years Bulldog - French Dog 30 Pound
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(b) (6)  breeder had recommended Nutro/Nutromax dog food when we got him 
in 2001. He had been on Nutromax adult recipe kibble for most of his life. As 
he got older and needed a low sodium diet, he was eating Nutromax senior 
pate. In early 2008, his vet discovered a heart murmur and was referred to a 
canine cardiologist for a workup. On 6/30/2008, he had an echocardiogram 
which showed mitral valve cardiosis. On 4/8/2013, he began to experience 
shortness of breath and severe coughing. On 5/10/13, he was diagnosed with 
severe chronic valvular disease and cardiomyopathy. On 7/8/2013, he went 
into pulmonary edema. He was followed closely by his vet and cardiologist and 
was on several medications for his heart until he passed away on (b) (6) .

EON‐392180 7/1/2019 21:04 Rachel Ray's Nutrish Real 
Chicken & Veggies Recipe, 
Rachel Ray's Real Beef Pea
& Brown Rice Recipe

She started coughing, within days she was struggling to breathe. I took her to 
the animal hospital where she was diagnosed with congestive heart failure. 
She was treated with Lasix and heart medication. I followed up with her 
veterinarian and he confirmed the diagnosis and continued her medications. 
She was struggling to breathe and suffering despite the medications and 3-
months after her diagnosis I put her down to end her suffering. (b) (6)  was a 
Pomeranian & I fed her Rachel Ray's Nutrish her entire life. I am not certain 
about the dates for vetrinarian treatment reported later in this report, I made 
my best guess. I didn't expect to have to complete an FDA report on her.

 

8 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 8 Pound

EON‐392179 7/1/2019 21:04 Nutromax adult recipe kibble 
Nutromax senior pate

15 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound

EON‐392176 7/1/2019 20:24 Taste of the Wild
Pacific Stream

She started coughing and heavy panting after ANY activity. Became more 
lethargic. Heartbeat became visibly faster.

9 Years Greyhound Dog 63 Pound

EON‐392175 7/1/2019 20:12 Blue Buffalo Startes coughing and vet said he was in early congestive heart failure 14 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 10 Pound
EON‐392173 7/1/2019 19:24 Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero 

Grain Natural Grain Free 
Turkey & Potato Recipe Dry 
Dog Food

When I took him for vaccinations on 9/1/2018 the veterinarian detected a heart 
murmur. He was x-rayed and it was determined he had an enlarge heart. He 
was put on Vetmedin (2.5 mg). He's continued coughing and had 2 more x-
rays. He's now taking Benzapril (5 mg) and Salix (12.5 mg). The diet I was 
feeding that I believe caused this was Rachael Ray Nutrish Zero Grain Natural 
Grain Free Turkey & Potato Recipe Dry Dog Food.

10 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 17.2 Pound

EON‐392172 7/1/2019 19:12 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Grain-Free Roasted 
Bison & Venison Dry Dog 
Food

Dog started exhibiting labored breathing out of nowhere. Was taken to vet. 
Lung was collapsed and chest cavity was filling with air. After dog passed 
despite vet's best effort to maintain filled lungs and autopsy was done and it 
was determined the heart was enlarged and caused issue with lungs. Up until 
this point he was healthy and active.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐392170 7/1/2019 18:28 ACANA LAMB and APPLE 
FORMULA

My rat terrier developed acute decompensated heart failure on 6/26/19 with 
respiratory failure. Was hospitalized, had ECHO by Vet Cardiologist that day, 
noted to have dilated CHF and mitral value regurgitation. A couple days later I 
saw the FDA report linking dilated CM with certain dog foods. My dog began 
using ACANA (primarily lamb and rice) one bag of the beef and pumpkin, ~ 1.5 
yr ago.. He was diagnosed with a heart murmur in Sept 2018 for the first time, 
imaging was not done until 6/26/19 when he became acutely sick. I am not 
sure if this is related to ACANA dog food or not.

12 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 16 Pound
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(b) (6)  had a cough so he was brought into the vet on 03/08/19 where he had a 
chest x-ray that revealed he had an extremely enlarged heart. He was taken 
the the cardiologist on 03/11/19 where he had an echocardiogram. He was 
diagnosed with taurine deficient DCM and congestive heart failure. He was put 
on the following medications: 

EON‐392169 7/1/2019 18:24 Diamond lamb and rice large
breed

 I switched his food from Purina to diamond. He belly started holding fluids took 
him to vet several time they said it was his heart put him on lay six pills and he 
never got any better. After a few months I had to put him down.

1 Years Mastiff Dog

EON‐392168 7/1/2019 18:24 Kirkland Signature Dental 
Chews Grain-free and 
Gluten-Free.

I bought the Kirkland Signature Dental Chews Grain-free Gluten free treats for 
my dogs. I do not give my dogs any kind of table food at all. This was the only 
product that was introduced into their food. I gave it to my dogs three days in a 
row, one treat per day, by the third night my dog (b) (6)  was throwing up. The 
next morning shed had diarrhea all over the living room and another room. She 
would throw up water, then she started bleeding from her anus. We took her to 
the regular vet where they told us she had Pancreatitis and I spent $500. The 
next day she got worse and we had to take her to the vet hospital where she 
was there for two nights and we spent $2,500. They told us it was AHE (Acute 
Hemorragic Diarrhea) and Pancreatitis. The vets said it would have been 
caused something she ate and I KNEW that it was the dental chews that Id 
given her. I have a lot of pictures and all the bills from the vet clinic and the 
hospital. I now am left with PTSD because I wasnt able to sleep since she 
started getting sick, I wake constantly at night to make sure shes breathing, I 
am always looking under the bed or closet to see if she has thrown anything 
up, we are afraid to leave the dogs alone for a few hours.

4 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐392167 7/1/2019 18:16 Acana Pork Limited 
Ingredient Diet - Pork & 
Squash Formula

1) Pimobendan 10 mg: 1 tablet every 8 hours.
2) Benazepril 20 mg: 1/2 tablet every 12 hours.
3) Spironolactone 25 mg: 1 table every 12 hours.
4) Furosemide 80 mg: 1 tablet every 12 hours.
5) Taurine 1,000 mg: 1,000 mg every 12 hours.
He had his next echocardiogram on 06/03/19 which showed that the heart has
had some improvements in function, but he still remains seriously affected.
Since March, the left atrial dimension has decreased from 4.97 cm to 3.87 cm
and the left ventricular dimension has decreased from 8.04 cm to 7.10 cm. At
the same time, the myocardial contractility has increased from 17% to 20%. All
meds have stayed the same since diagnosis. December 3, 2019 is the next
scheduled echocardiogram. Riley’s food was immediately switched to Royal
Canin Hydrolyzed Protein and then he was slowly switched over to Royal
Canin Golden Retriever.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound

EON‐392166 7/1/2019 18:00 American Journey Limited 
Ingredient Grain-Free Duck 
& Sweet Potato Recipe Dry 
Dog Food 24-lb bag

In order to rule out food allergies, she was put on a limited protien, grain free 
food May 2018. As of 6/24, per the vetrinarian she now has a level 2 heart 
murmur and had never been diagnosed with a heart murmur before that date.

2 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 22 Pound
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EON‐392162 7/1/2019 17:48 Orijen Grain Free Dry Dog 
Food 
Acana Grain Free Dry Dog 
Food 
Wellness Core Grain Free 
Dry Dog Food (Original)

Dog ate Orijen Dry Dog Food for about 4 years, then ate Acana dry dog food 
for 4 years, then ate Wellness Core Dry dog food for 2 years. He died of 
congestive heart failure. Don't know if this is related to dog food. I heard I 
should report it for the dog food study so I am submitting a report here.

10 Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 16.5 Pound

EON‐392161 7/1/2019 17:44 Blue Buffalo Basics grain 
free fish and potato cat food

In regard to recent reports of heart disease in dogs and cats related to pet 
food. I owned two Siamese littermates. On (b) (6) , at the age of 4 yrs, the 
cat named (b) (6)  experienced acute respiratory distress. Rushed to the vet, 
(b) (6) . Found Heart 
enlargement and Atrial enlargement. Transferred to (b) (6)

, under O2 support. No treatment was effective. Cat was 
euthanized same day. Both cats were being fed Blue Buffalo Basics, grain 
free, fish and potato formula at the time of (b) (6)  death and for the two
years previous. The second cat brother was echo scanned by a verinary 
specialist and found to have heart disease as well. Second cat was switched to 
a different food for urinary issues. His heart has been scanned yearly since 
2016. He has been on Atenolol for his heart for two years. This year his heart 
showed a slight improvement. The specialist had no explanation for the 
improvement and had not seen improvement in a cat before. Then I read about 
the issue with Blue Buffalo grain free being on the list as maybe causing heart 
disease. I feel this might be the reason my 4 year old cats both acquired heart 
disease, and why one of them died from cardiomyopathy at the young age of 4 
years. While I can not prove this animal food caused his death I am providing 
this information in hopes that it will help the FDA pin down a cause related to 
this issue. I have all veterinary records related to both cats.

4 Years Siamese Cat 17.75 Pound

EON‐392159 7/1/2019 17:24 Fromm Grain Free Entree Took dog in for vaccinations/check up, with a cough as well. I do not kennel 
our dog so thought it could not be kennel cough.
Her breathing was very labored. Vet took x-rays and diagnosed her with DCM. 
she has an enlarged heart and is in congestive heart failure.

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 20 Pound

EON‐392158 7/1/2019 17:24 Isle of Dogs 100% Natural 
Mini Size Joint Dog Treats

While searching for treats for my dogs on Chewy.com, I was looking in the 
Gluten Free section, and came across the Isle of Dogs Treats. All varieties are 
labeled with a "No Wheat Gluten" claim, but contain barley flour as the first 
ingredient. I have celiac disease, so it is vital that I do not have products in my 
house that have gluten in them, as it could lead to accidental ingestion.
Obviously, they are trying to differentiate between gluten and "wheat gluten" 
but gluten is gluten, and obviously it is misleading enough for it to end up 
under the "gluten free" filter on the website, and therefore qualifies as a 
misbranded item.
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EON‐392155 7/1/2019 17:12 Natures recipe On 2/6/19 my dog began having a rapid respiratory rate during rest. In the 
morning I realized he needed to go to the vet- he was immediately diagnosed 
with Dialated cardiomyopathy. He was put on four medications and over the 
next couple of weeks he had extensive cardiac work up and we were told his 
prognosis is unknown and when we found out that he had very long runs of 
vtach he was given yet another med 3x day. This was reported to the FDA in 
February. (b) (6)  took his meds daily as scheduled. On (b) (6)  we were in the car 
with both dogs and were returning home from a day at our sons house when 
(b) (6)  yelped and fell over, having two more jerking motions it was evident he 
had a heart attack with my 10 year old daughter in the car on the interstate. 
We found an emergency vet and rushed him in, only to find out he passed.

11 Years Shepherd Dog -
German

 Dog 85 Pound

EON‐392153 7/1/2019 17:08 Acana (owner did not report
specifics)

 4 days after starting steroid, owner reported vomiting blood. Treated for GI 
ulcer but quickly went downhill the same day. Radiographs confirmed enlarged 
heart with pulmonary edema. Patient was noted to be coughing up blood (not 
vom). Patient went into respiratory and cardiac arrest. Necropsy revealed 
enlarged heart with thin walls.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 95 Pound

EON‐392150 7/1/2019 17:00 Fromm grain free dry dog 
food

My 6 year old boxer passed away last year as a result of dilated 
cardiomyopathy. He was healthy but I made the decision to try and choose a 
healthier dog food for him. I changed him to Fromm grain free dry food. I have 
received several emails of possible links between this brand of dog food and 
cardio myopathy. As a boxer he was already pre disposed to this condition but 
wanted to make you aware because this condition was the cause of his death. 
I feel the food could have sped up or caused this condition in him and wanted 
you to have this information for your research so hopefully this problem is 
resolved and doesn’t happen to other dogs.

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐392147 7/1/2019 16:52 Acana Duck and Pear Kibble Dog presented with heart murmur. Got an EKG. Was diagnosed with heart 
disease (chronic valvular degeneration) and was given a chest x ray that 
showed enlarged left side of his heart. Dog was fed Acana brand food for first 
4.5 years of his life.

5 Years Bulldog - French Dog 43 Pound

EON‐392146 7/1/2019 16:24 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredients Diets 
Small Bites Grain Free 
Potato and Duck Formula

Consumed Natural Balance L.I.D. Potato and Duck for entire life. Heart 
murmur indicated early in life (we were told of her murmur but they watched it 
for a long time until we were recommended to see a cardiologist in 10/2016). 
Progressed into cardiac disease. Diagnosed in 2016 with chronic valvular 
disease with changes to mitral valve and tricuspid valve causing a murmur 
(Level B1 at that point). The disease progressed and she passed away from 
heart failure on (b) (6) . She began shallow breathing on (b) (6)  and on 
(b) (6)  she was hours from passing naturally at the veterinary office and we 
opted to euthanize as she was suffering and would not be able to recover.

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 6 Pound
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(b) (6)  passed away from internal bleeding around her heart
Presented for exam for diarrhea and vomiting. Grade 3 murmur found during 
exam. Does not appear clinical for cardiac disease. Rads, Echo, Cardio-
proBNP, nor Taurine levels performed yet (owner declined)

(b) (6)  had no prior adverse medical issues. We had switched dog food from 
Iams to Taste of the Wilderness around 2012 (9-10 years old). Around 2014 he 
started coughing, and was lethargic. On 12/22/2014 an x-ray was taken, as 
well as blood work. It confirmed he had dilated cardiomyopathy which later 
progressed into congestive heart failure. Less than two years later on 

(b) (6)  he had to be euthanized. This report is in response to a report 
published by the FDA identifying a potential link between DCM and the brand 
of dog food we were using.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)  (and (b) (6)  who has since passed) developed heart disease/congenital 
heart failure years ago and has been on 3 medications for it for many years. 
Both were fed Nutro brand dog food their entire life.

EON‐392143 7/1/2019 16:04 Rachel Ray Dog food Just read article that Rachel Ray dog food is on list of possibly causing Canine 
HEart disease. We have fed that dog food to our dog for years. (b) (6)  
our dog was diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure and severly got worse 
within a weeks time and had to be put to sleep.

13 Years Pit Bull Dog 68 Pound

EON‐392140 7/1/2019 15:52 Taste of the Wilderness - 
Pacific Stream Dry Dog 
Food

14 Years Bulldog - American Dog 95 Pound

EON‐392139 7/1/2019 15:44 Zignature 4 Great Pyrenees Dog 120 Pound
EON‐392138 7/1/2019 15:40 Rachel Ray

Our Setter has developed Dilated Cardiomyopathy and an emergency hospital 
visit confirmed this situation. Miss Kay has been on Zignature Dry and Can 
Dog food for the past 2 years (Venison & Kangaroo). She is only 3 years old.

7
Years
Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 58.4 Pound

EON‐392137 7/1/2019 15:20 Zignature Venison 
Ziganture Kangaroo

3 Years Setter - English Dog 43 Pound

EON‐392115 7/1/2019 14:20 Acana Lamb & Apple Grain 
Free

Hello. I didn't know how to correctly complete the above. My (b) (6) - had
difficulty breathing - died during the night in August of 2017. My (b) (6)  (his 
sister) began having extreme difficulties w/breathing - I had her euthanized In 

(b) (6) . I fed them EXCLUSIVELY Acana - grain free products. I'm an 
elderly woman - when I tell you that my heart has struck sorrow after learning 
about the products (grain free) - to think I could have had even one more day 
with them, or, I could've done something - I had no time. This has truly altered 
the course of my life.

10 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐392114 7/1/2019 14:16 Rachael Ray Nutrish dish 
super premium dry food for 
dogs. Chicken and brown 
rice recipe

After eating,  experiences seizures, vomiting, difficulty breathing and 
lethargy. She was brought to the vet who had me rush her to another 
Veterinarian Emergency Hospital where she immediately had to be placed in a 
4 chamber oxygen tank due to not being able to breathe.

5 Years Pug Dog 24 Pound

EON‐392111 7/1/2019 13:52 Authority Chewy Grain Free 
Chicken Jerky, Roscoe 
Beefhide with Chicken 
Twists for Dogs

Patient was eating diet consisting of mostly chicken jerky treats for years prior 
to the development of rapid weight loss and anorexia. IBD diagnosed based on 
intestinal biopsies. Glucosuria consistent with Fanconi-like syndrome detected 
on routine urinalysis during workup for anorexia. Patient has long-term feeding 
tube in place to administer nutrition and is on steroid medication. Glucosuria 
resolved but increased renal values persistent on last bloodwork.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 9.2 Kilogra
m

EON‐392110 7/1/2019 13:52 Nutro dry dog food 16 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with heart failure/disease as of Summer 2018. She has 
been on medication since. It has come to my attention this diagnosis could be 
linked to her grain free dog food.

EON‐392108 7/1/2019 13:36 Iams Proactive Health 
Minichunks Dog Food

Patient presented to Emergency & Critical Care Service for acute lethargy, 
vomiting, diarrhea after eating other dogs' food 2 days prior. Clinical signs 
started with loose stool and progressed to hemorrhagic diarrhea. Painful on 
abdominal palpation and hypothermic/bradycardic on presentation.

2 Years Maltese Dog 3.3 Kilogra
m

EON‐392107 7/1/2019 13:36 Natural Receipe Grain Free 
Pedigree dry Small dog 
Chicken/Sweet 
Potato/Pumpkin., NATURAL 
RECIPE PEDIGREE GRAIN 
FREE WET REAL 
CHICKEN RECIPE

My dog was listless and was holding her back right leg up, I took her to the vet 
and they found nothing broken, but sent her home with Rimadyl. Three days 
later she was refusing to get up, not eating and was having trouble breathing. I 
took her to (b) (6)  Emergency in the PM and they did bloodwork, xrays and 
found that the leg was not broken and gave her another anti imflamitory med 
and a Liver supplement and the bloodwork showed liver levels were not right. 
Two days later her breathing was worse, she wouldn't eat and I took her back 
to my personal vet and they gave her IV fluids overnight, bloodwork, xrayed 
her and found that comparing xrays with the other clinics that her heart had 
inlarged and they sent me to (b) (6)  where there was a
heart Doctor on staff. She weight 15 before getting ill and weighed 10 towards 
the end of her life, all in a matter of a week and a half. The heart Doctor found 
some fluid around the heart, which they drew a sample to test and they had 
drawn more bloodwook, did an echo and more xrays. The heart fluid test came 
back showing no fungal or parasite infection. They gave her multiple meds and 
oxygen that was not improving her condition. Upon her death the (b) (6)

 asked permission to take a piece of her heart for an autopsy 
and sent it to (b) (6)  for testing. My Vet and both (b) (6)  were
stumped and did not know how to save her and did not see any improvements 
in her condition. We lost our dear sweet (b) (6)  and we are devastated
and want to warn others.

3 Years Havanese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐392106 7/1/2019 13:32 Taste of the Wild Southwest 
Canyon Canine Formula 
Wild Boar

About 2 months ago, my otherwise healthy pet, a dog, was diagnosed with 
DCM of unknown origin. Maddox has been consuming a petfood which has 
now been connected with DCM since he was a puppy.

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 41 Pound

EON‐392100 7/1/2019 12:52 Fromm Four Staff Grain 
Free Beef Frittata Ved Dry 
Dog Food

9 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐392099 7/1/2019 12:48 member's mark grain free 
high protein

Became lethargic and breathing was labored. Took to animal hospital and was 
diagnosed with DCM and lesions on some organs. He was on a fully grain free 
diet

12 Years Bulldog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐392095 7/1/2019 12:28 OLLIE We switched to feeding our mini poodle OLLIE for about 1 year. One morning 
our dog was standing only becasue he couldn't breathe if he laid down or sat. 
We rushed him to the doctor who said he had congestive heart failure due to a 
bad valve. He died that night.

13 Years Poodle - Medium size Dog 20 Pound
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(b) (6)  was a Dachshund/Poodle mix. She was on Acana grain-free dog food 
for approximately 5 years and Taste of the Wild for about a year before that. 
We switched to grain-free when we brought our other dog (a Pembroke Welsh 
Corgi who is now 8 and so far does not seem to be exhibiting signs of DCM) 
home from the breeder in 2011. Around September of 2016 (b) (6)  started
sleeping a lot more and becoming out of breath very quickly during walks, she 
developed a regular cough and was not interested in eating her food any 
longer so we took her in to the vet who explained that it appeared her heart 
had inexplicably become enlarged. They believed at that time that she may 
have suffered from a heart attack or stroke that had gone un-diagnosed but the 
ensuing result was that she now had DCM. She was then put on several 
different medications to prolong her life but we were told her activity was to be 
kept at a minimum for the remainder of her life. Around this time we also 
switched her food because we had to take the Corgi in to the vet to have 
emergency surgery due to bladder stones (which also seemed uncharacteristic 
for the breed). We started feeding them both Honest Kitchen at that time 
because of his additional need for water. He remains on that food to this day 
but we believe the Acana to be the original cause of the complications that 
lead to the DCM. In (b) (6)(b) (6)  we found  passed out at the top of
the stairs and when we picked her up in a blanket to carry her downstairs she 
began coughing up blood. We rushed her to the vet but she passed away in 
the car on the way.

EON‐392093 7/1/2019 12:24 Acana Regionals 
Appalachian Ranch 
Grasslands Meadowland

9 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 18 Pound
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(b) (6)  our beloved Golden Doodle was on grain free diet due to Allergies , he 
was raised on Taste of the Wild salmon and two years ago switched to Victor 
salmon and sweet potato. For the last few months of his life I would treat him 
with Acana limited ingredient pork & squash. Other treat was Victor Can food 
Beef. 

(b) (6)  developed Congestive Heart Failure on July 4th, 2018. It was 
discovered after making an emergency trip to the vet that day because of his 
breathing difficulties. He was perfectly healthy prior to that event. He passed 
away two weeks ago due to complications associated with his CHF. His diet 
has been ORIJEN dog food for well over 5 years (particularly Six Fish and 
Regional Red).

EON‐392092 7/1/2019 12:24 Acana Pork & Squash 
singles formula

Thank you for listening (b) (6)

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 84 Pound

EON‐392091 7/1/2019 12:20 Heritage Ranch Chicken and 
Brown Rice dry dog food

Dog was diagnosed with DCM 4 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐392085 7/1/2019 11:44 Orijen Six Fish
Orijen Regional Red

13 Years Chihuahua Dog 5 Pound
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Buying a small bag and adding to his reqular food. He also got grain free treats 
sold in bulk at feed store. On (b) (6)  he collapsed we took him to emergency 
vet. they said he has pleural effusion. Recommended further testing. we took 
(b) (6)  to his regular vet , the did xrays of thorax and blood work . The xray was 
to radioligist said not pleural efusion and blood work has slight elevated liver all 
else good. He was special diet of beef and cottage cheese and returned back 
to normal. Begain his normal diet and returned to daily walks, The day before 
death on (b) (6)  he was back to regular food with added acana pork and
Squash. A can of Victor dog food in afternoon. He became lethargic acting 
funny. sleeping about nine that evening he threw up all the food he consumed 
that day, all undigested. We let him rest thru evening morning started throwing 
up again bile and chunks of food in morning. By afternoon could not walk took 
him to vet he passed away for heart failure. Two days ago when I saw report 
come out about grain free diet, I started research and found the report about 
acana being number one. So I thought I should report this. (b) (6)  was a vibrant
healthy Golden Doodle, all the neigbhorhood dogs loved him and he loved 
them. His death was such a shock we are still trying to recover from missing 
him in our lives. i am not sure if it was the food, but if it was the food thene 
something needs to be done to stop anymore deaths from food. The only new 
food to (b) (6)  was the Acana pork and squash and when I saw a detailed
report about food dogs were onwhen they developed heart propbles. I noticed 
that Acana pork and Squash was on the list to many times. When I checked 
expiration date of food it was May 2018, the food store sold expired food. 
Shock to me
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(b) (6)  was puking up the food he was given so we decided to try a grain free 
dog food. He was on this from April 2014 - April 2016. After that he was getting 
sick so we switched his food. Ever since he has been coughing, and having 
fainting spells and seizure like episodes. He can't run or get excited without 
having coughing episodes and losing consciousness. We have had him to the 
doctor many times and he is now on lasix and Enalapril everyday. This 
somewhat helps manage it but he still has regular attacks.

(b) (6)  was raised on Fromms grain free food (all flavors) and was diagnosed
with a slight heart murmur in May 2017. He died of congestive heart failure at
age 9 on (b) (6) .

(b) (6)  passed away two months after we learned she had heart disease. She 
had been on Blue Buffalo dog food for most of her life. We also had recently 
given her Bravecto flea treatment, approx. 2 weeks before her symptoms 
began.
(b) (6)  was a dachshund/corgi mix who consistently weighed 20 pounds, was 
very active, and healthy. She easily kept pace with her sheltie brother and 
could walk miles with only brief rest periods. Then she developed congestive 
heart failure. She would take a few steps and pass out; loose control of her 
bladder; and it would take a few minutes for her to recover. She was unable to 
exercise and six months later we had to have her put to sleep. She ate Merrick 
grain-free and Nutro grain free foods. We thought we were feeding her the best 
food available. Now, I'm just not sure...

EON‐392083 7/1/2019 11:32 BLUE Freedom®
Grain-Free Chicken Recipe
For Adult Dogs

10 Years Shih Tzu Dog 22 Pound

EON‐392077 7/1/2019 11:00 Kirkland organic dog food After eating Costco Kirkland food he became very ill throwing up and wheezing 
never had a reaction to anything like this took him off food and gave rice and 
chicken improved and gave him food again 4 days later and again became 
very ill on downward spiral ....returned food gave incident report to costco ...vet 
says either cancer or heart disease I feel its heart disease ....not willing to pay 
a lot of money for find out why he is dying if end result is same 2 vets involved 
....I am doing alternative treatment and he is improving slightly

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

EON‐392076 7/1/2019 10:48 Grain Free Brands: Beneful 
grain free pure balance grain 
free each different type 
crave grain free

Doxie/Yorkie Mix. He was diagnosed collapsed trachea beginning of January. 
There was an x-ray and his heart was normal. For the two years prior to this he 
had a yeast problem that cause me to begin feeding him grain free. We used 
numerous types of grain free. Anytime I reverted to his regular dog food, within 
two days he had the yeast problem again. What helped one thing, caused 
damage in another way. He was diagnosed on May 28th with enlarged heart. 
He had a seizure on the previous Saturday then multiple ones on Sunday and 
Monday. The doctor gave him meds but nothing helped and he was seizing at 
least 14 times every day and severe seizures where his head would go back 
and he would scream.

14.5 Years Dachshund 
(unspecified)

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐392072 7/1/2019 10:16 Fromm Grain Free Entree 
(was fed all flavors at one 
point or another during his 
life)

9 Years Maltese Dog 13 Pound

EON‐392069 7/1/2019 10:04 Taste of the Wild Progressive heart enlargement with progressive systolic dysfunction / 
ventricular ectopy - eventually left sided CHF/ died

11 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 45 Kilogra
m

EON‐392068 7/1/2019 10:04 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Small Breed Chicken Recipe 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food

11 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 4.5 Pound

EON‐392067 7/1/2019 9:56 Nutro Max small breed grain 
free

8 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 25 Pound
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(b) (6)  was completely fine, had even been happier and more energetic with the 
arrival of our exchange student who took her for walks and played with her. We 
left for 2 hrs and when we came home, (b) (6)  would not come out of her crate. 
We took her to the emergency vet because I suspected a UTI. They told us 
they heard a heart murmur and that her body temp was a degree away from 
being low. We were going to take her to our vet in the morning for further 
testing but (b) (6)  got progressively worse within hrs. Her lungs filled with fluid 
and she vomited blood tinged foam. She was put in an oxygen tank but in the 
end, was euthanized to stop her pain. This all happened within 12 hrs. She 
had no coughing, no fatigue, no symptoms of being ill.

(b) (6)  had been on blue buffalo (adult-chicken and brown rice) for years. In 
early 2018, she was diagnosed with diabetes but was well controlled with 
insulin. She was eventually diagnosed with cardiomyopathy and within a two 
months, was diagnosed with heart failure. This diagnosis caused her to faint, 
losing all functions, frequently. She was exercise averse and had significant 
distention in her abdomen, causing the need to drain over a liter of fluid. In 

(b) (6) , this diagnosis ultimately led to her death.

EON‐392062 7/1/2019 9:44 Taste of the Wild pacific 
stream

9 Years Maltese Dog 3 Pound

EON‐392057 7/1/2019 8:08 Natural Balance potato and 
duck

Healthy one minute then couldn’t catch his breath and passed within an hiur 9 Years Catahoula Leopard 
Dog

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐392056 7/1/2019 8:04 Blue Buffalo - Adult Chicken 
and Brown Rice, Blue 
Buffalo Homestyle Recipe 
Small Breed Chicken Dinner 
Canned Dog Food 5.5-oz

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 15 Pound

EON‐392050 7/1/2019 2:08 Rachael Ray Nutrish PEAK 
Grain-Free Natural Open 
Range Recipe with Beef 
Venison & Lamb Dry Dog 
Food 12-lb bag

Consumed the food over a long period of time, 2+ years. Became sluggish 
laboring for breath. After a visit to the vet, I was urged to change (b) (6)  food. 
They prescribed furosemide, a life long medication, to reduce the fluid around 
her heart.

14 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 20 Pound
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EON‐392048 7/1/2019 0:48 Dr. Marty
Premium Freeze Dried Raw 
Dog Food
Nature's Blend
Adult Dog Food

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 69 PoundMy parents purchased this product, Dr. Marty's Nature's Blend Freeze-Dried 
Raw Dog Food for their dog; however, she would not touch it. They gave it to 

me to see if my dog's liked it. At first, they were a bit hesitant, but they tried it. I 
couldn't believe how atrocious it smelled when I opened the bag, but if they 

liked it, and it was allegedly formulated by a veternarian, then I kept giving it to 
them for approximately 2-3 more days when (b) (6)  had this look as I was feeding

her that caused me to question if she still liked it. She did eat some of it, but 
within 5 minutes, she had begun projectile vomiting. I immediately stopped 

feeding them, both, from that bag. I still have what's left of the bag should you 
want it for testing. As I stated, the smell is horrific, and it doesn't feel like 

anything freeze-dried that I've ever felt before now. I've felt much dryer food in 
every bag of dry dog food that I've ever purchased. It has a moist, squishy feel. 
If I were to compare it to something, I would state that it seems like it would be 

the perfect bait for catching catfish due to their appetitie for the excessively 
putrid types of things.

After this, things started becoming quite alarming, such as the following: 1. 
This company would not cancel the order. They were determined the sell 

would be made, and they shipped the product while charging my parents' for 
this highly-overpriced product. If it were the quality as advertised, wouldn't it be 
in high demand and not requiring the selling tactics of someone trying to get rid 
of something that they knew was no good. 2. I saw the dog food listed on the 
Better Business Bureau website, and I can honestly state that I've never seen 

more of an obviously deceptive ploy in the comments about this product. I 
couldn't help but to wonder if they actually believed that anyone would believe 
such highly deceptive practices. I knew it was a farce when someone made 
claims of how great it smelled. That's just an imposibility for anyone to state 
that what's on the inside of that bag smells good, or tempting. There was a 

company response to each bogus claim, including that one. The entire set-up 
wreaked of desperation and horrible story telling. 3. (b) (6)  started having health 

problems shortly after all of this began. The vet thought it was bacterial, and he 
tried a couple of different prescriptions. It seemed as though her illness was 

getting worse rapidly. On the morning of (b) (6) , we were preparing to 
take (b) (6)  to a different vet for a separate opinion. She had been coughing, 

drooling, acting very lethargic, having trouble walking, and she didn't want to 
go outside for anything throughout the night before. She was resting in my bed 
when I had made all of the arrangements, and we were ready to go. I went to 
my bedroom with some hope that this vet was going to provide a cause and 

the treatment options to stop the effects it was taking on her body. When I got 
to the side of the bed, I realized that my "baby girl" had died. She held on as 

long as she could, but she just went to sleep and didn't wake up again.
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure and cardiomyopathy, he 
was put on Vetmedin, Spirolactone, Enalipril and Lasix as well as a Taurine 
supplement in approximately august 2018 by april 2019 he was doing near 
100% better, ekg x-rays and other bloodwork came back vastly improved and 
he was taken off the medicines but left on the Taurine supplement. June 30 
2019 he started very heavy breathing and having other issues again that 
appear to be CHF related. Up until approximately December 2018 he has been 
on Rachael ray "Just 6" and in 2019 he was switched to a similar grain free 
"kirkland" brand dog food

(b) (6)  started having spells when she appeared to be having a seizure and 
would defecate on herself. She would come to after several seconds and be 
okay. This happened after getting up quickly or excited. The vet determined 
she had a heart murmur and was likely having mini stokes with her heart not 
keeping up when over excited. A vet friend posted an article from the FDA 
linking grain free dog food with heart disease in dogs. We have been feeding 
our dogs Blue Buffalo grain-Free adult chicken for years.

EON‐392047 7/1/2019 0:48 Taste Of The Wild Sierra 
Mountain Roasted Lamb

abnormal echo cardiogram at breed screening clinic by (b) (6)
cardiologist October 2018. "Marginal left ventricular function" He had been fed 
Taste of the wild dog food for at least 8 years. Stopped in August 2018 Had 
Taurine test done auguest 2018 = 210 - switched foods -- unable to get into 
cardio until October 27 2018.

13.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound

EON‐392046 7/1/2019 0:08 Taste of the wild Sierra 
Mountain Roasted lamb

Echo cardiogram done 10/2018 showed "Marginal left ventricular function" 9.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐392044 6/30/2019 23:56 Rachel Ray Nutrish "Just 6" 
Limited ingredient diet, 
Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Turkey Meal and 
Sweet Potato Dog Food 35 
lb

7.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐392043 6/30/2019 23:44 Orijen Original vomiting/inappetence
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyapathy

9 Years Retriever - Curly-
coated

Dog 110 Pound

EON‐392042 6/30/2019 23:40 natures Domain My lab was in excellent health. She would swim frequently and take long walks 
with me. In June of 2017 I noticed she was starting to cough after being in her 
crate for a few hours. I took her to the vet and she was diagnosed with DCM. 
We saw a cardiologist and started her on Vetmedin and Enalapril. She passed 
away suddenly at the end of (b) (6) . She would have been 9 in Feb 
2018. I fed her exclusively Natures Domain from age 1 until her death.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐392041 6/30/2019 23:36 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain
Free
Adult Recipe

 14 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Long-haired

Dog
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(b) (6)  switched to Taste of the Wild when she was 4-5 years old. It made her 
trim down, her coat looked healthy, she seemed to never be sick. At 9, she 
developed a cough with no other symptoms. The vet thought it might be 
allergies. The cough kept getting worse, and I took her in two other times for it. 
The last time, I asked for a chest xray, after reading on chronic cough being 
connected to heart failure. Sure enough, her heart was over twice as big as it 
should have been. An echocardiogram confirmed how bad her condition was, 
and her murmur could be felt outside of her chest. They told us she’d have 
less than a year to live, even though she had been so healthy her whole life. I 
switched vets due to the misdiagnosis and the way they handled her treatment, 
and our new vet gave us a treatment plan to try to help (b) (6) , but there was too 
much damage and she had to be put to sleep at barely 10 years old.

(b) (6)  Was fine (b) (6)  afternoon she began painting 
and vomiting. The morning of (b) (6)  we took her to the vet where they said
she had developed an irregular heartbeat. She passed away the next day

EON‐392040 6/30/2019 23:16 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream

10 Years Beagle Dog 25 Pound

EON‐392039 6/30/2019 23:04 Natural Balance Sweet 
Potato and fish grain free

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 85 Pound

EON‐392037 6/30/2019 22:44 Acana 
Freshwater Fish Grain-Free 
Dog Food
Dry Dog Food

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 100 Pound

EON‐392036 6/30/2019 22:36 Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Denali dinner

She was lethargic, panting faster, tired out quicker on walks/playing. Wasn't 
acting like herself.

3 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 26 Pound
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(b) (6)  i found my dog, without warning died over night. This was very 
sudden as she didn’t show signs of illness. On the night before her death she 
suddenly was panting and very tired and would not move, I assumed she was 
tired from the day and did not realize that she was most likely in cardiac arrest. 
The next morning we found her passed away. We can only assume heart 
failure as this was so fast and without any previous illness.
She ate Acana Grain-Free dry dog food for at least 5 years prior to her death.
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EON‐392035 6/30/2019 22:32 Blue
Chicken and brown rice
Small breed
Pink bag dry
Food

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐392030 6/30/2019 21:12 Acana sport and agility My dog has been eating Acana dog food for 7 years and is very active and 
healthy. She has had regular appointments with vet and no medical issues. On 
last check up they caught a sound in her heart and took xray seeing she now 
has early stages dilated cardiomyopathy. They thought this was very strange. I 
now see that several brands have been linked to heart disease. Considering 
this is the only brand of food she has had, and is very active every day, a heart 
problem out of nowhere seems unlikely.

7 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 20 Pound

Used Blue Chicken Brown Rice in a pink bag. Small bites. Used it for a couple 
years. About two months ago bought a 30lb bag and one dog threw up and 
had diarrhea but is had mucus in it which was red. (b) (6)  is a sucky dog so I 

discounted that event. 1 month ago bought another bag. (b) (6) , a very healthy
8lb Chihuahua had diarrhea. My alert flag started to think of the food. They are 

never out of
Our site. Then same bag, (b) (6)  5 ur old 5lb Chi projectiles vomit like a
person I knew it was food. Brought it back to Petsmart got money back 

different food. Worst part. A lady behind me said the same thing happened to 
two of her small dogs same food. I noticed the
Company and called them every name in the

Book. No phone call back. They emailed me of course they never heard of this 
and did I have

My receipt lot number and all that. I told them only one Petsmart in (b) (6)
pull them all. Went in to the stare a couple weeks later and there’s a guy giving 
Blue coupons out. They know darn well something is wrong. I didn’t know who 
r regulates dog food that’s why it has taken a month at least to notify you. No I 
don’t have lit number Best Buy date. I will meet you at oetsmart. They know 

me and know what happened because I was so upset that they get
To sell deadly food. All my dogs lost about a pound each. Took about a month 

to put back on. I’m begging you to pull that food. A long time ago, after their 
compare foods campaign, I noticed they cut back on the

Fruit balls formula. I call them and of course they deny it. I just asked if they 
could send any coupons and that I never see coupons for their food. The Guy 

actually said to me, “We don’t have to give out coupons”. As if they are too 
superior. Ironically a man was giving out coupons in Petsmart. Karma served 
up. Please give them an attitude adjustment. They are feeling invincible since 

product took off with campaign. Either way they are
Going to kill dogs. Please make this public. You have my permission to use 

this letter in any way it can help you or dog owners.
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EON‐392029 6/30/2019 20:52 Merrick Back Country Raw 
Infused Great Plains Red 
Recipe with Beef Lamb and 
Rabbit

We took her to the vet and the doctor prescribed antibiotics and put her on a 
prescription dog food. She told us that our dog had developed a heart murmur 
since our last checkup. She said that it might likely be caused by a grain-free 
diet and that the food that we were feeding her was probably causing the poor 
digestion. The digestive issue has cleared up since we changed her food. We 
will take her in for a follow up on the heart murmur next month.

12.6 Years Collie - Border Dog 58 Pound

EON‐392027 6/30/2019 20:44 Taste of the Wild Our cat (b) (6)  developed DCM in 2017. He was treated by (b) (6)
 and was under the care of Cardiologist, (b) (6)

. Over the course of this lifetime (b) (6)  was fed Taste of the Wild Rocky 
Mountain Grain-Free Dry Cat Food and Taste of the Wild Canyon River Grain-
Free Dry Cat Food among other wet food varieties. (b) (6)  was euthanized in 
2017 when his symptoms worsened and treatments failed. I want to make sure 
his outcome is included in the latest DCM studies of incidents of DCM related 
to pet foods.

17 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐392025 6/30/2019 20:16 Iams proactive health 
mature adult

After breakfast on day 4, fiance came home to throw up and poop everywhere. 
I came home and went outside to check on her, she was hiding and throwing 
up, blood running down her legs from her anus. Took her to vets, one regular 
vet that recommended going to emergency vet. She was diagnosed with HGE 
severe and almost died. Spend $2300 at the emergency clinic to save her, I 
have saved all vet records and reciepts. Reported this on iams cite , they have 
been aware of this since 2017 and have done nothing. Have looked at the 
consumer reports, iams is either 5 star and doesn't affect a dog, or one star, 
making them very ill or causing death. Many people on the consumer reports 
have had their dogs die. There is a huge population of animals that iams food 
is fatal to, the formula needs to be changed. Iams has not had a recall since 
2013 but their dog food is consistently harming and killing dogs. Iams proactive 
health, mature adult, 15lb bag, manufactured by Mars, chicken flavor. She is 
now on about 8 meds and is finally home. Vet said worst case he's ever seen, 
she would have been dead in 8 hrs if we had not brought her in. Have never 
seen anything like this before and she has never had anything like this happen 
until eating iams. She was not poisoned, toxicology reports showed no signs of 
her getting into meds or poison. The only thing that changed was the food, 
which was purchased (b) (6)  at (b) (6) .

2 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 50 Pound
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(b) (6)  suddenly presented with a cough, and was at the vet within 3 days. At the 
first visit an ultrasound revealed an enlarged heart and fluid encapsulating the 
heart. We began treatment of a diuretic and pimbodin, and visited a 
cardiologist within a week. There the vet asked what we used for feed and 
alerted us to the increasingly diagnosis of canine DCM. We changed his food 
and continued the drug treatment, adding supplemental taurine. The following 

(b) (6)week, a follow-up cardiologist appointment show improvement in 
condition. Fluid around the heart was reduced. His peripheral blood circulation 
had improved. The next day (b) (6)  died due to DCM heart failure.

(b) (6)  was a very active dog who could swim and run miles in a day. First 
noticeable sign of issue was a cough and overall lethargy. After getting an anti-
biotic for the cough which did not improve her condition, soon after there was 
noticed difficulty breathing. After second visit to primary veterinarian, and then 
subsequent visit to cardiolgist, (b) (6)  was diagnosed a enlarged heart with
severely reduced pumping functions of left and right ventricles and active bi-
ventricular congestive heart failure attributed to diet-related cardiomyopathy. 
(b) (6)  has been eating a boutique grain free diet since July 2017.

(b) (6)  began to have a cough & the vet was treating her with an antibiotic. We 
came home one night and she was having a difficult time breathing. We made 
2 trips to he ER vet & Monday brought her to her regular vet. She was on a ton 
of medication and died a week and a half later. almost $1,500 later

(b) (6)  DIED OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE AT 3 YEARS OLD LESS 
THEAN 3 MONTHS AFTER MY 6 YEAR OLD FEMALE DIED OF SAME. I 
HAVE EXACT MEDICAL RECORDS THAT CAN BE PROVIDED.

EON‐392024 6/30/2019 20:12 PURELUXE
Grain Free Holistic
Made with Lamb and Chick 
Peas

5 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 44 Pound

EON‐392023 6/30/2019 20:12 Canidae grain free pur
elements

e normal healthy dog started acting lethargic. Was taken to the vet and they 
noticed his heart rate was increased and did not match his pulse. We were 
referred to a cardiologist. They said he had cardiomyopathy. Waiting for his 
heart rate to decrease they ran a scan and found a mass on his spleen. They 
thought that could have caused the rapid heart rate. When the heart rate did 
decrease the mass was removed. The dog never recovered. he had to be put 
down when his heart rate reached 5 beats per minute. This all transpired over 
less than a week. A healthy dog going to the vet just because he wasn't acting 
like his self, we were told not to feed him the canidae grain-free food anymore. 
After hearing all of this, I cannot help but be concerned that the food 
contributed to the underlying problem that took my dog's life.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 72 Pound

EON‐392022 6/30/2019 20:04 Earthborn Holistic meadows 
Feast

Dog started displaying a cough and labored breathing. Took to vet, x ray 
revealed enlarged heart. Referred to specialist. Specialist confirmed DCM and 
placed on meds. Meds worked for about 6
Months until the symptoms worsened and she had to be euthanized.

8 Years Spaniel - Springer 
English

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐392021 6/30/2019 20:00 Taste of the Wild 7 Years Brittany Dog 53 Pound

EON‐392019 6/30/2019 18:48 ACANA 3 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 115 Pound

EON‐392018 6/30/2019 18:48 Acana Free Run Poultry 3.5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 89 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been on Heartworm (Heartgard) and Flea Medication (Nexguard) 
while I have had her. As well as her necessary vaccinations.

(b) (6)My husband and I adopted  in 2015 at the age of 2. He was in good 
health. DNA testing showed he was mainly a Boxer/American Stafford Terrier. 
We fed him Earthborn Holistic at the recommendation of our local pet store. He 
died in 2017 at the age of 4 of canine dilated cardiomyopathy. I read today in 
the New York Times that this per food has been linked to this disease so I am 
reporting in hopes of preventing this type of devastating loss for other pet 
owners.

EON‐392016 6/30/2019 18:44 Trout & Salmon Meal 
Formula
Kangaroo Formula (bought 1
bag of each)

 

In September 2018,(b) (6)  vet heard a slight murmur during her annual check-
up. In March of 2019 when (b) (6)  had her teeth cleaned a cardiac workup was 
done. She had an ECG, xrays and blood work, at that time it was discovered 
she had an enlarged heart (DCM) and was placed on Vetmedin. I adopted (b) (6)

in August of 2014 when her estimated age was 2 years old. Since then the
only daily food she has been fed was Zignature. I alternated between the
Kangaroo, Trout & Salmon, and Whitefish. I have rotated her through those
flavors.

6 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound

EON‐392015 6/30/2019 18:36 ORIJEN, ACANA SHE DIED OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE AT 6 YEARS OF AGE. MY 3 
YEAR OLD MALE ALSO DIED OF CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE WITHIN 
3 MONTHS OF HER DEATH. (b) (6)  WAS ON ORIJEN DOG FOOD FOR 3
YEARS AND I SWITHED TO ACANA WHEN I GOT THE MALE PUPPY AND 
THEY WERE BOTH ON THAT FOR 3 YEARS.

6 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 85 Pound

EON‐392014 6/30/2019 18:24 Earthborn Holistic Dog food 4 Years American Hairless 
Terrier

Dog 52 Pound

EON‐392012 6/30/2019 18:00 Roll over image to zoom in

video
video

Instinct by Nature's Variety 
Raw Boost Small Breed 
Grain-Free Recipe with Real 
Chicken Dry Dog Food

My healthy dog in March had a ruptured heart valve she was in perfect 
condition other than she had stomach acid on a regular diet.
in 2016 we started her on grain free dog food the brand we use is Instinct grain 
free for small breed

14 Years Maltese Dog 9 Pound

EON‐392010 6/30/2019 17:28 Taste of the wild grain free He began coughing at night for about a month. A vet visit and subsequent 
testing confirmed he suffers from dilated cardiomyopathy.

11 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 50 Pound
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(b) (6)Sudden onset of pleural effusion. Emergency vet said best option for 
was euthanasia. She suspected that problem was the result of a tumor on 
either his heart or in his pleural cavity. But with the FDA report released 
regarding certain dog food brands linked to DCM the day after this happened
we wonder if this may have been linked as well. Our dogs are fed Blue Basic
Turkey and Potato dry food.

(b) (6)  started having trouble breathing and developed a cough. When we 
took him to the vet, they did an X-ray and saw that he has an enlarged heart 
which was pushing on his esophagus and lungs, causing breathing trouble and 
coughing. We have since put him on heart disease medication to delay heart 
attack. (b) (6)  is not going to recover but we are hoping to delay heart attack
for as long as possible. We were not aware of a potential link between grain-
free diets and heart disease until reading a news article today. 6/30/2019

EON‐392008 6/30/2019 16:44 4Health Beef and Potato 
Grain-free formula

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐392006 6/30/2019 16:32 Blue Buffalo adult My pug puppy got sick and I took her to an emergency vet in 2018. They 
thought she had a heart murmur. She died suddenly on (b) (6)  She was 
only fed Blue Buffalo bright pink bag adult.

1 Years Pug Dog 20 Pound

EON‐392005 6/30/2019 16:24 Blue Basic Turkey and 
Potato dry dog food

 
 

9.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 80 Pound
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(b) (6)  started with a cough the suspected it was to allergies. the cough 
continued for a couple of months, then rapid breathing and the inability to lie 
down due to cough

EON‐392004 6/30/2019 16:20 Nutro Feed Clean 
Wholesome Essentials 
Complete daily nutrition 
Indoor Senior Farm-Raised 
Chicken and brown rice 
recipe

Several months ago, I purchased several bags of NUTRO dry cat food. It was 
on sale so I purchased maybe 6, 6.5 pound bags of chicken and fish flavors. I 
had not fed this brand of cat food to my cats in the past. I began to find throw-
up piles of the kibble, but did not know which cat or cats this came from. 
(b) (6)  began to loose weight so I began feeding the cats (I had 3), canned
food (I had Friskies cans in the cupboard that I fed occasionally for a "treat" 
and used those cans) about 1 month ago to supplement the dry NUTRO. 
(b) (6)  continued to eat the canned food which I fed them for a month or so 
(along with the dry NUTRO which I always had available to them via free 
feeding), then on (b) (6)  he went into a very rapid downturn and I had him 
euthanized on (b) (6) . In the back of my mind, i felt the NUTRO food may 
have been bad. (b) (6)  was 8 years old, active, good coat quality etc I do not 
know if he had other health problems, they were just not visible to me. His 
weight loss and throwing up (food & bile), looking back, began to the best of 
my memory, around the time I started feeding them NUTRO. I never thought 
he would die. The food may just be a coincidence, but I feel compelled to bring 
my concern forward. I am watching my other 2 cats closely, have totally 
switched their food and treats. I put the date the problem started as an 
estimate only, I'm not sure when I purchased the NUTRO, but it was within the 
last several months. I have an unopened bag of the food and two zip lock 
baggies of the food I removed from the bowls after (b) (6)  death. I did not 
take (b) (6)  to a vet prior to having him euthanized. The vet listed is the vet 
who euthanized (b) (6)  I did contact the vet office with my concern that the
food may have been bad. They said they may contact (b) (6)
regarding my concern. I did not speak directly with the DVM on the phone, only 
an nurse or assistant.

8 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐392003 6/30/2019 16:20 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited 
Ingredient Grain Free 
Salmon Potato Adult Dog 
Food 22 lbs

Dog has eaten Blue Buffalo brand with potato as a main ingredient for many 
years. She was diagnosed with heart murmur a year ago and three months. 
Was put on medication for CDM 3 months ago.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound

EON‐392000 6/30/2019 15:44 zignature kangaroo formula 8 Years Weimaraner Dog 85 Pound
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(b) (6)  passed away due to DCM. The necropsy result from (b) (6)
has verified.

(b) (6)  was diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure on February 27, 2019 
after feeding WholeHearted Grain Free All Life Stages Lamb and Lentil 
Formula Dry Dog Food. My dog is allergic to chicken and soy, so we thought 
this would be a great alternative. We fed him the food for about 6 months to a 
year. I'm going to go to Petco to see if they can give me copies of receipts. He 
was perfectly healthy just a few months at a previous vet visit. Now he is 
having heart problems, heavy breathing, syncope, coughing, lethargy, loss of 
appetite and has lost weight from 11 go about 8 pounds. Here is a link to the 
site with the product description. 

(b) (6)  experienced breathing issues. Vet xrayed and discovered oversized 
heart. Also heard fluid around heart.

EON‐391999 6/30/2019 15:36 Acana In August 2017 my dog had an infrequent cough. I took him to the vet and 
discovered he had an enlarged heart and fluid on his lungs. He was diagnosed 
with congestive heart failure. He was prescribed pimobenden and furosimide. 
A vet cardiologist saw him in October 2017 and added taurine, spirolactine and 
enalapril. He responded to the meds relatively well but was given a one year 
prognosis and had a heart attack in June 2018. I gave him mouth to mouth and 
rushed him to emergency but he died en route and could not be revived. The 
first year he ate raw food but prior to his DCM incident he'd eaten Acana and 
Orijen kibbles. After the diagnosis he ate cardiac Royal Canin and I cooked 
low sodium Balancer diet for him.

8 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391998 6/30/2019 15:28 Merrick Grain-Free Healthy 
Weight Recipe Dry Dog 
Food 25-lb bag

3 Years Jindo Dog 40 Pound

EON‐391997 6/30/2019 15:20 Taste of the Wild "Pacific 
Stream"

Two and a half years ago, my dog suddenly fainted. After a trip to the 
emergency room and a cardiologist, my dog was diagnosed with cardiac 
disease -- an enlarged heart and an advanced heart murmur. She has eaten 
Taste of the Wild's salmon and potato food since she was a puppy, and she 
has continued to eat it since the onset of her heart disease. I read the news of 
the FDA report this past Friday (June 28, 2019) and immediately stopped 
giving her Taste of the Wild. She has been on heart medication since her 
diagnosis and fortunately her case has not progressed to congestive heart 
failure yet.

Shih Tzu Dog

EON‐391996 6/30/2019 15:20 WholeHearted Grain Free 
All Life Stages Lamb and 
Lentil Formula Dry Dog 
Food 25 lbs.
By: WholeHearted

https://www.petco.com/shop/en/petcostore/product/dog/dog-food/dry-dog-
food/wholehearted-grain-free-lamb-and-lentils-formula-dog-food#pdp-
ingredients

9 Years Shih Tzu Dog 10 Pound

EON‐391995 6/30/2019 15:16 Nutro Essentials, Pure 
Balance

14 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler
Queensland 
cattledog)

, 

Dog 54 Pound
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(b) (6)  was 4 years old eating Diamond Naturals Grain free salmon and sweet 
potatoes. When we rushed him to the vet for shortness of breath. We found out
that he had a enlarged heart when they then diagnosed (b) (6)  with DCM. Our
vet asked us about his diet when we told them he was getting grain free dog 
food they tested him and put him on Enacard, Lasix, and vetmedin. His heart 
was only compressing at 7%. We changed his diet ASAP. The vet told us he 
would only live until Halloween. (b) (6)  is still a live to this day. We take him
every three months to get his heart checked. It went from 7% to 13% to 36%. 
This last appointment in May we were back down to 14%.

EON‐391994 6/30/2019 15:12 Nutro cuts in gravy grain 
free roasted turkey potato 
and pea stew wet food 

Nutro Ultra The super food 
plate Trio of protein from 
Chicken/Lamb/Salmon small 
breed adult dry food

Early 2018 he started having a cough. We took him to the Veterinarian and 
they said it was bronchitis and gave us antibiotics. He seemed to be better for 
a month and then he started coughing again, so we went back to the vet and 
they did X-rays and he was diagnosed with a stage 4 heart murmur. He has 
been on heart medication since. He was given 2. Weeks to 2 years to live.

11 Years Shih Tzu Dog 20 Pound

EON‐391993 6/30/2019 15:04 Acana Heritage free run 
poultry

All 5 of my dogs were on grain free food.. I started seeing these reports last 
year and wanted to research a little more.. I decided after talking to a few vets 
to get my dogs checked out (they had zero symptoms ) 3 out of 5 dogs were 
diagnosed with DCM.. 2 had moderate and 1 mild onset. All 5 of my dogs are 
different breeds. I was told to come back with (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  in 3 - 6 
months for a recheck and (b) (6)  could wait a year.. her first echo was in 
January and we were advised to get off the grain free food and start taurine 
supplements right away.. we just too (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  back for their 6 
month check up.. (b) (6)  is improving slightly and has to still stay on taurine 
supplements.. but I know the food was the factor..she has to come back in for 
a repeat echo in 6-12 months.. all 5 dogs were on this food for 6 months.. prior 
to this they were on Fromm lamb and lentil grain free

5 Years Beagle Dog 30 Pound

EON‐391992 6/30/2019 14:56 Diamond Naturals Grain 
Free Salmon and Sweet 
Potatoes

 
5 Years Setter - English Dog 56 Pound

EON‐391991 6/30/2019 14:44 Answers Pet Food Detailed
Formula Raw Chicken 
patties

 After switching his diet to a raw diet, Answers Patty's, on day 14 he developed 
cluster seizures for well over an hour. He was rushed to the vets to stabilize 
him and get his seizure to stop. Then transported to a vet hospital to monitor 
and see a neurologist. He continued to have small focal seizures and finally 
after adding phenobarbital and gaba he has stabilized. He also was diagnosed 
with a grade 5 heart murmur out of 6. He had seen the vet in the last two 
weeks for a pre dental exam and blood work and no heart murmur was 
detected. So my concern is the only thing that had changed to cause the heart 
murmur and seizure clusters was the change in diet to raw Answers. Nothing 
new was changed or introduced to him, other than his diet. He is still 
recovering, but stable with his seizures, but not standing or barely eating. He 
will see a cardiologist once he is recovered.

5 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 27 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been on Nature's Variety, limited ingredient, grain-free dog since 
2014 for chronic ear issues thought to be from food allergies. During the 
following years he had several episodes of collapsing while doing general 
exercise (walking). In 2017-early 2018 he was diagnosed with an irregular heat 
rhythm on auscultation. We continued feeding him this same food until the 
recent FDA release of findings with this dog food. Most recently he has been 
coughing upon walking up and downstairs.

(b) (6)

EON‐391988 6/30/2019 14:04 Nature's Variety 
Instinct- the raw brand-
Limited ingredient diet

12 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 24 Pound

EON‐391987 6/30/2019 14:00 Natural Balance
Do not have the package 
anymore.

Given "Natural-Balance" food for my beloved dog who is with us more than 16 
years, after more than one year with no problems, realized it caueses a 
sudden diarrhea, vertigo and unregular weekness that we never experienced 
before. The dog refused to touch his food, but when hungar overcame his 
unwillingness - he did eat that food.
We made several check-up's by our veterinarian who knows the dog for the 
last 15 years. All examinations came out OK with no explanations for the 
above-mentioned problems.
Our dog eating cooked rice and chicken ever since, with no side effects.
We saw a report in the CBS News web-page about an investigation conducted 
by the FDA, with nthe "Natural-Balance" food was included in the list and found 
a good reason to add this report.
Sincerely,

16.5 Years Spaniel - Cocke
English

r Dog 11 Kilogra
m

EON‐391985 6/30/2019 13:56 A variety of the "grain free" 
canned dog foods from the 
given list.

The foods listed; Fromm, Merrick, Acana, Blue Buffalo, Zignature, Castor and 
Pollux etc, have always been fed to 

(b) (6)
. I alternated the "top brands", thinking

that would be best for her. In May of 2019, she was diagnosed in early heart
failure, after going to see several different vets, 2 separate ER hospitals, an
internal specialist, and finally a cardiologist. She is now on Pimobendan.

15 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 22 Pound
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(b) (6)  passed away from Dilated cardiomyopathy in January 2018. She also 
was diagnosed with Cushings disease simultaneously. She had been to the 
vet may times throughout 2017, for skin issues, crystals in urine. Breathing had 
been one issue , vet took X-ray in nov 2017 enlarged heart, went to specialist 
diagnosed DCM, put on meds. Throughout 2016 and 2017 switched food 
around but she had been on grain free: Acana lamb /chicken, tAsteof the wild, 
merrick, core wellness. I thought she was allergic to a specific protein which 
was why I switched brands. By the time end of 2017 came around she was on 
the honest kitchen dehydrated, but she was fast deteriorating from the 
progressive nature of the disease. Boston terriers are not supposed to get 
DCM, very unusual for the breed. The main food out of all of them was arcana 
lamb that was given the longest. I researched so long to find her the best food 
and feel terrible I ultimately ended up given her the worst one on the market. 
Both arcana and Orijen claimed to have best ingredients. I truly believe this 
product led to my dogs death and I want this company and others held 
accountable for it. She should not have passed away at 6 1/2 yrs old as a 
result of DCM. Her cushings was manageable but her enlarged heart was not.

EON‐391984 6/30/2019 13:48 Acana lamb chicken orijen 
original taste of wild 
Appalachian Merrick chicken 
sweet pot core wellness 
turkey.

6.5 Dog 19.62 Pound
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(b) (6)

EON‐391982 6/30/2019 13:44 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Beef Meal & Sweet 
Potato Formula for Dogs 35 
lb., Nutro Ultra Grain Free 
Dry Dog Food The 
Southland plate Duck Lentil 
and Pear with a hint of 
thyme, NUTRO ULTRA™
GRAIN FREE DRY DOG 
FOOD
THE MEDITERRANEAN 
PLATE - LAMB CHICKPEA 
AND TOMATO RECIPE 
WITH A HINT OF 
OREGANO, NUTRO 
LIMITED INGREDIENT 
DIET
ADULT DRY DOG FOOD
VENISON MEAL & SWEET 
POTATO RECIPE, Merrick 
Lil' Plates Grain Free Senior 
Real Chicken + Sweet 
Potato Recipe
Senior, Merrick Lil' Plates 
Grain Free Real Chicken + 
Sweet Potato with Raw Bites 
Recipe

12 Years Collie - Border Dog 41 Pound

EON‐391981 6/30/2019 13:44 Naturally Complete Whole 
Earth Farms Grain Free 
Poultry Free

She died of Congestive Heart Failure 12 Years Bulldog - American Dog 50 Pound

When my Border Collie was 12 years old, I changed his diet from grain dry 
food to grain free food, on the belief it might be better for his age. I fed him 

Nature's Domain sweet potato and beef for a few months to a year. My dog, 
who previously never had weight issues, seemed to lose some weight. At the 
regular veterinarian check-up, the vet stated my dog had a heart murmur. I 

was surprised and concerned, since he never had heart problems before. They 
did further labs and tests and concluded that although he had developed some 
kind of mild heart condition, he was still healthy overall. I changed his food and 
returned to his previous dry food with grain. At the next vet check-up, he was 
fine and no heart murmur was observed. As my dog aged, I again considered 
that feeding him grain free food would probably be better for him. I switched to 
Nutro grain free diet and free of gmos. I fed him duck and lentils, venison and 
sweet potato, chicken, sweet potato and pea. My dog seemed again to lose 

weight on these formulas, even though he was less active than before. I 
noticed he seemed to pant more often. At the next veterinarian visit, I was 

again told he had a heart murmur but this time I thought it might be due to his 
increased age and I thought the vet was unnecessarily concerned. I kept 
feeding my dog Nutro grain free and I noticed a steady decline, especially 
when it came to walking and running. He seemed to get tired with these 

activities more and more and panted often. In the summer of 2018, when my 
dog was 15, he suddenly collapsed. He seemed lethargic and his abdomen 
seemed a bit distended. I was a bit suspicious that perhaps the food was to 

blame and switched to Purina Beyond with grain and saw some improvement. 
Later I switched again to Merrick and Taste of the Wild, grain free dog food. My 

dog began a rapid decline, which I attributed to his old age, with the main 
symptom of shortness of breath, heart murmur, exercise intolerance and 

trouble getting up and standing up for some time. My dog passed away while 
he slept in  at the age of 16 years old. Although I know he was very 
old for his breed, looking back now, I definitely saw a connection between the 
switch to grain free food and the beginning of a steady decline in his health 
status, particularly with the appearance of a heart murmur with the switch to 

grain free food and which he never had before. My Border Collie was in 
excellent health, with no issues prior to the switch to grain free feed. Even 

though we all thought it was a natural decline for an ageing dog at the time, 
looking back and in light of recent developments, I definitely see the link 

between grain free diet and the beginning of a steady, quick decline. I am 
submitting this report with that certainty.
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EON‐391980 6/30/2019 13:36 Wellness Core Natural Grain 
Free Classic Pate

We would like to report a problem with Wellness Core Natural Grain Free 
Classic Pate 5.5 ounce canned case of 24. We have the flavor “chicken turkey 
and chicken liver recipe”. 

Purchased at Petsmart in (b) (6)  location June 17, 2019. (b) (6)

We started a new case one week ago and now ALL 3 cats of. All various ages 
from 6 months to 13 yrs. had putrid smelling severe diarrhea and were very 
gaseous. It was gradual at first then full blown diarrhea by day 3. My senior 
had bright red bloody diarrhea. The were fed this twice a day, 1/3rd can each, 
always fresh, never refrigerated, never left down for any longer than the few 
minutes it takes them to eat it. 

The texture/consistency of the food is visibly different from prior batches. It is 
more gelatinous/greasy and has a darker color. 
Info on the bottom of can says Best by: 23 Feb 22. 7CCC S4 04: 58. UPC 
Code: 7634407901 

We are 100% sure the culprit is the new batch of Wellness Core canned food 
because it is the only item of consumption that has change for all 3 cats. We 
stopped the Wellness Core and within 24 hours all three cats have drastically 
improved.

6 Months American Curl 
Shorthair

Cat 7 Pound
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EON‐391979 6/30/2019 13:28 Wellness Core Natural Grain
Free Classic Pate

 We would like to report a problem with Wellness Core Natural Grain Free 
Classic Pate 5.5 ounce canned case of 24. We have the flavor “chicken turkey 
and chicken liver recipe”. 

Purchased at Petsmart in  location June 17, 2019. 

We started a new case one week ago and now ALL 3 cats of. All various ages 
from 6 months to 13 yrs. had putrid smelling severe diarrhea and were very 
gaseous. It was gradual at first then full blown diarrhea by day 3. My senior 
had bright red bloody diarrhea. The were fed this twice a day, 1/3rd can each, 
always fresh, never refrigerated, never left down for any longer than the few 
minutes it takes them to eat it. 

The texture/consistency of the food is visibly different from prior batches. It is 
more gelatinous/greasy and has a darker color. 
Info on the bottom of can says Best by: 23 Feb 22. 7CCC S4 04: 58. UPC 
Code: 7634407901 

We are 100% sure the culprit is the new batch of Wellness Core canned food 
because it is the only item of consumption that has change for all 3 cats. We 
stopped the Wellness Core and within 24 hours all three cats have drastically 
improved.

1 Years American Curl 
Shorthair

Cat 9 Pound
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(b) (6)  Has been on Blue Buffalo dry dog food(chicken & lamb with brown rice) 
since she was a puppy(11 Months old). We have not switched her food nor 

changed her food. We have not given her any medications over the years, she 
was strictly eating this dog food for about 7 1/2 years. By the age of 8, our vet 
suggested we come off of the food due to gastrointestinal issues and (b) (6)

(b) (6)becoming sensitive to the food.  was placed on Hills prescription diet
food I/D Digestive (turkey flavor) and has been on that for about 1 year now. 

(b) (6)This year June 16th, 2019 (fathers Day)  went for a jog and passed out.
The following day i took her into the vet. Blood tests were run on her as well as 

EKG and ECG. The vet was shocked to discover that (b) (6)  had Dilated
moderate Cardiomyopathy of the left ventricle. He explained the condition is 
more common in cats and he has not had any cases recently except for us. I 
started to question the diagnosis and evaluation because (b) (6)  has been an
active dog all her life. From the time she arrived in our house at the age of 9 

months old until the age of 8. she was a very active, energized, happy, healthy 
dog. She was getting about 60-90 minutes of exercise a day. She hardly had 
any treats - only occasionally. She loved going for a nice jog along the beach. 

Upon (b) (6)  passing out and her diagnosis, she was placed on taurine,
vetmedin (5mg) - 2x/day and Enalapril(10 mg)-1x/day. The medication has 

seemed to help her heart work a little bit better, she does not seem to be short 
of breath as much as she was before. However, she can not walk far and is 

very limited in her activities now in order to maintain this condition and 
hopefully help her life expectancy. I knew right off the bat that something was 
missing because of the research i conducted on this condition as well as the 

vet. (b) (6)  did not have a genetic history of Heart disease and the vet
explained that it is more common in cats. All of a sudden as a dog owner of 9 
years to receive this information, i was beyond furious. two days later while 

researching this condition i find out that there is a link between dog food and 
dilated cardiomyopathy. I find it outrageous that (b) (6)  was a healthy chocolate

labrador and as soon as she comes off of this Blue buffalo dog food she 
comes down with this life threatening condition. (b) (6)  is due back at the vet in
October 2019 to repeat her ECG and check her blood pressure to see where 

we stand. The most recent blood results that were done June 17th, 2019 
showed everything to be normal, her blood pressure was considered to be 

stable as per the vet. Her right ventricle is mild, but the left is dilated 
moderately. The dog food was purchased from petco in (b) (6)

 over the years.

(b) (6)  passed (b) (6) . She was diagnosed with congestive heart 
failure in July 2018. She had her annual exam in December 2017 and had no 
issues. The only food she was ever given since she was seven weeks old was 
Nutro Chicken for Small Breeds. At the time of her passing she was taking a 
Furosemide and Enalapril, which she had been talking since July 2018.

EON‐391978 6/30/2019 13:20 Blue Buffalo healthy weight 
Adult Dry Dog food (chicken 
and brown rice) Deboned 
chicken wholesome whole 
grains healthy fruits and 
veggies.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 76 Pound

EON‐391977 6/30/2019 13:20 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials Small Breed 
Adult Farm Raised Chicken
Brown Rice & Sweet Potato
Recipe Dry Dog Food

 
 

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound
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(b) (6)  suddenly became lethargic, tachypnic and would not eat or drink. She had 
recurrent vomiting and was taken to the emergency vet where she was found 
to have pericardial effusion. It was drained while using ultrasound and she 
recovered for a week prior to reaccumulation of fluid leading to heart failure 
and the need to have her put down due to inability to recuperate from heart 
failure. She had been eating Natures Domaine organic turkey dog food for 
several years.

EON‐391976 6/30/2019 13:20 Wellness Core Natural Grain 
Free Classic Pate 5.5 ounce 
canned

We would like to report a problem with Wellness Core Natural Grain Free 
Classic Pate 5.5 ounce canned case of 24. We have the flavor “chicken turkey 
and chicken liver recipe”. 

Purchased at Petsmart in (b) (6)  location June 17, 2019. (b) (6)

We started a new case one week ago and now ALL 3 cats of. All various ages 
from 6 months to 13 yrs. had putrid smelling severe diarrhea and were very 
gaseous. It was gradual at first then full blown diarrhea by day 3. My senior 
had bright red bloody diarrhea. The were fed this twice a day, 1/3rd can each, 
always fresh, never refrigerated, never left down for any longer than the few 
minutes it takes them to eat it. 

The texture/consistency of the food is visibly different from prior batches. It is 
more gelatinous/greasy and has a darker color. 
Info on the bottom of can says Best by: 23 Feb 22. 7CCC S4 04: 58. UPC 
Code: 7634407901 

We are 100% sure the culprit is the new batch of Wellness Core canned food 
because it is the only item of consumption that has change for all 3 cats. We 
stopped the Wellness Core and within 24 hours all three cats have drastically 
improved.

13 American Shorthair Cat 9 Pound

EON‐391975 6/30/2019 13:08 Natures Domaine organic 
chicken and pea formula for 
dogs

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391974 6/30/2019 13:04 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
High Protein Real Meat 
Recipe Rocky Mountain 
Premium Dry Cat Food

Had been eating Taste of the Wild grain free cat food most of his life and until 
his passing symptoms: SOB, coughing, taken to Emergency Vet, diagnostics 
showed Dilated CMO - onset sudden, died 4 days later.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat

EON‐391972 6/30/2019 12:52 Taste of the wild. Previous vet visit reported a minor heart murmur in March of 2019. Reporting 
is based on link from FDA for specific brands including taste of the wild and 
possible link to canine dilated cardiomyopathy.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391970 6/30/2019 12:32 Horizon Pulsar Pulses and 
Fish Formula Grain Free Dry 
Dog Food

-on and off harsh cough over a 6 week period
-sudden lack of interest in food/grazed throughout the day
-x-ray showed severely enlarged heart
-echocardiogram led to DCM diagnosis

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 45 Pound
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(b) (6)

EON‐391968 6/30/2019 12:20 Fromm
Four star nutritionals
Beef Frittata Veg Recipe
Food for Dogs

My dog has been diagnosed with cardio myopathy and heart failure. He was 
given 2-12 months to live.His heart is enlarged, coughing, fatigue, breathing 
problems. Now I see that the food Fromms is on your FDA list and I have been 
feeding it to him for years! I am just sick that I have given my dog a death 
sentence with the expensive food I have been feeding him.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 4 Pound

EON‐391967 6/30/2019 11:44 Kirkland dry dog food I read the ingredient list for Kirkland dry dog food and the primary ingredients. 
are as follows peas ,lentils and chickpeas in that order. As the FDA is listing 
potentially dangerous dog food containing legumes and as this food was not 
on the listw I thought the FDA should know about Kirkland brand.

EON‐391964 6/30/2019 11:20 Nutro grain-free dog food Purchased and fed (b) (6)  Nutro grain-free dog food for several years. (b) (6)

developed a cough and was diagnosed with enlarged heart.
8 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 35 Pound

EON‐391963 6/30/2019 10:40 Pure Balance Small Breed 
Grain Free Formula Chicken 
& Garden Vegetables 
Recipe Food for Dogs 11 lb

My dog became despondent and could not get out of his bed. i took him to vet 
and he was diagnosed with DCM. Vet put him on vetmedin, lasix, and 
enalopril.

16 Years Chihuahua Dog 11 Pound

EON‐391962 6/30/2019 10:00 Blue Wilderness Turky and 
Chicken Grill 100% Grain 
Free
High protein ~Grain Free

I just seen the news report on the affects of Blue buffalo dog food. Around 
January 2018 a heart murmur was detected. Around June 2018 he was put on 
medication to control this murmur. I will contact his Vet on Monday to discuss 
this condition with Her about the food and the Murmur. His Vet is (b) (6)

14 Years Terrier - Rat Dog 18 Pound

EON‐391961 6/30/2019 9:52 Holistic Health Extension 
Chicken and Brown Rice

My 9 year cockapoo was diagnosed April 2019 with advanced heart disease 
with multiple valve regurgitations and an enlarged heart. She had her yearly 
checkups and was always healthy until April 2019 when she started fainting. 
An echocardiogram revealed advanced disease and my vet said she has 
about 1 year to live. For most of her life , (the first 8 years) she has been fed 
Holistic Health Extension Chicken and Brown Rice Dog food. I checked the 
ingredient list and I do not see Taurine as and ingredient. We are heart broken 
and I do not want to see other dogs made sick if the lack of Taurine is causing 
this problem.

9 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 19 Pound

EON‐391959 6/30/2019 9:36 Merrick Grain Free real 
chicken and sweet potatoes.

I have two Shih tzus that are both around 5 years old, different set of parents, 
from the same breeder. My oldest by a couple months was showing signs of 
illness. Lethargy, peeing himself, bloated vomiting, coughing etc. They both 
eat Merrick dry food only (that was before the incident). They do not eat human 
food. They’ve eaten this food most of their lives with us so far. When we 
noticed  symptoms we took him to the vet come to find out he had
Pericardium Effusion aNd we can not figure out where it came from..until I read 
this article. Would it effect both dogs or is it a matter of systems? I will be 
letting my vet know, in the meantime.

Shih Tzu Dog
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EON‐391958 6/30/2019 9:20 Zignature We have read a report indicating that research has linked heart issues and 
even deaths in dogs eating a 'grain free' diet. We have two cocker spaniels 
that eat Zignature. One has already passed, at the time of his death the vet 
indicated he had an enlarged heart and ciruclation issues, which is exactly 
what we read in the article linking these foods and health problems. My other 
cocker spaniel has had chronic cough issues and the vet has indicated she is 
also suffering from congestive heart failure. After reading this article and 
thinking about when we started the food, her health issues started around the 
time of the food, which we never linked and doctor's were unable to link as a 
reason. The other cocker spaniel also had declining health issues and looking 
back, it started around the time of the food. We were encouraged to use the 
'grain free' food, being told that our older cocker, the one who has already 
passed, had skin issues and allergies to grain.

EON‐391957 6/30/2019 9:16 Merrick Grain Free Real 
Texas Beef plus Sweet 
Potatoes Dry dog food.

In March of 2019 we brought (b) (6)  in for a full vet work up and (b) (6)
. We found he had Cushing. All his blood work and physical 

exam showed no signs of cancer or any heart related problems. We went with 
a holistic treatment plan of Adrenal Gold and melatonin from Pet Well-being 
and changed his food to Merck Grain Free dry food and grain free Milk Bone 
treats. We did this immediately after the Cushing diagnosis. Mid May we 
started noticing a few changes, lots of panting AGIAN, after it had stopped with 
the treatments for the Cushings, lack of energy, more than usually in our 12 
year old dog. (b) (6)  he was not very active at all, then (b) (6)

 was the worse, horrible breathing, not eating at all. We brought him the 
(b) (6) . They said it was heart 
failure and he had a lot of fluid. They would keep him overnight and release the 
fluid, start him on some cardiac medicine and this should be something we can 
manage. Well at 9:00 that night they called and said he just stopped breathing 
and could not revive him. Of course devastation set in for myself, husband and 
20 & 17 year old daughter. We are realistic logical people and have owned 2 
other boxers so we know all their health risk. We lost our first one to cancer 
and 2 and one to what we believe was a unknown very sudden cardiac 
problem at the ages of 9 & 10. Neither of these dogs ate grain free. But (b) (6)

lived a very healthy life, never ever a problem. We know he was old and things
are expected so while devastated we never questioned his sudden onset of
the symptoms and ultimate death from CHF. Definitely not trying to blame
anyone either. We just want to submit our story since we just read the report in
the relationship between grain free food and cardiac issues. Very interested to
know the time study if dogs with no cardiac problems starting GF food and
development of cardiac symptoms.

12 Years Boxer (Germ
Boxer)

an Dog 75 Pound
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(b) (6)  died of DVM after a two year struggle. I just saw the FDA warning and 
want his case to be studied as he was on 2 of the 16 foods listed in your 
warning for his entire life. I am distraught that I may have been poisoning my 
dog his whole life. It was torture watching him decline with no explanation. 
Please feel free to contact my Vet: (b) (6)

 for the 
details of (b) (6)  case. Date problem started is approximate and vet will have 
records. (b) (6)  also saw a specialist about his DVM.

(b) (6)  died suddenly. During necropsy it was determined that she dies of 
congested heart failure. With all of the reports about the dog foods and heart 
disease, I wanted to report this seeing as though she was on Blue Buffalo food 
her entire life with some Nitro wet food in between.

(b) (6)  began showing symptoms of congestive heart failure. Not being able 
to lay down and get comfortable, because of lack of oxygen. I took her to the 
vet and they placed her on lasiks, and heart medication. I lost her 2 weeks 
later. Congestive heart failure doesn't act that fast. Especially on meds, dogs 
can live years, not weeks.

EON‐391956 6/30/2019 9:08 ACANA Heritage Regionals
Grain-Free - Grasslands an
Wild Atlantic
ACANA Heritage Free Run 
Poultry 
ACANA Prairie Poultry
Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Grain-Free

EON‐391955 6/30/2019 8:56 Fromm and Zignature My dog passed away from dilated cardiomyopathy and was on a grain free 
diet. He ate Zignature and Fromm for 3 years

 
d 

11 Years Havanese Dog 16 Pound

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound

EON‐391953 6/30/2019 8:52 Halo grain free, Blue buffalo, 
Merrick, Rachel Ray nutrish

At his checkup this year they noticed a heart mermur. He never had it before. 9 Years Terrier - Cairn Dog 19 Pound

EON‐391951 6/30/2019 8:28 Taste of the wild Pacific 
Stream

Both dogs have congestive heart failure. Both had active, healthy lifestyles 
before diagnosis. Both have eaten Taste of the wild all their lives.

Chihuahua Dog

EON‐391950 6/30/2019 8:00 Blue Buffalo freedom grain 
free indoor weight control

9 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐391947 6/30/2019 6:16 Blue wolf Alaskan salmon Ate blue wolf wild Alaska dog for last 5 years food Perfect healty dog started to 
have rapid heart rate on an off ...within 6 weeks died

13.4 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 25 Pound

EON‐391945 6/30/2019 6:04 4 health duck and potato 8 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 13 Pound

EON‐391943 6/30/2019 3:56 Taste of the wild pacific 
stream

Based on recent fda reports, I believe my chihuahua developed dilated 
cardiomyopathy after consuming Taste of Wild Pacific Stream dry food for 
about 3 years. He was diagnosed June 2019 with the disease.

Years Chihuahua Dog
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EON‐391941 6/30/2019 3:00 4health Grain-Free Beef & 
Potato Dog Food

13 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 9 PoundWe transitioned to a grain free diet for our 5 full blooded toy poodles (parents 
born 2001, 3 puppies born 2008) in Feb 2014 with 4Health dried food in beef 
flavor, with potatoes. We fed it to them up until May 2017 (the two potentially 

effected dogs, the parents had passed by then), and changed to one with corn 
vs wheat due to availability locally. But the parents who may have been 

effected were fed it for several months to 3 years. (male about 3 months, 
female 3 years appx.)

One of our little females (all 3 puppies were age 5 at the time and appear now 
at nearly age 11 and 2 years off grain free to be okay, the two potentially 
affected parents were both age 13 at this time we started grain free) (with 

allergies to vaccines and environmental allergies) did a lot better on it than with 
wheat or rice (ear itching, allergies). All the dogs seemed to love it and have 
more energy and their coats were shinier. In all appearances they liked it and 
seemed to thrive on it better than food with wheat. There was no indication at 

all in any way the food was harming them, if it did. 

In late March 2014, our oldest male suddenly developed breathing problems at 
night (gasping, air hunger) and was not himself (he was very perky and normal 
up until now, and acted like a puppy running around). We took him to the vet 
and he had severe heart failure with a significant murmur (that may not have 

been here the year before, unless it was missed). He stabilized on meds 
(diuretic and antihypertensive) and finally had to be put to sleep by the end of 

(b) (6) . 

I do not know if it the same type of heart failure reported and believed to 
potentially be due to this food. Complicating factors, to note: he did also 

around that time (April 2014) develop a oral-nasal fistula (from a bad tooth, but 
his heart failure was before that by a few weeks) that came back despite 
repeated bouts of antibiotics and became antibiotic resistant. They also 
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(b) (6)  started coughing and lost his appetite as well as stamina over a two
week period. It happened quickly. He was diagnosed with DCM and had to be
euthenized in less than 2 weeks due to rapidly deteriorating health after trying
heart meds. He was a large dog standing 32" so he was not overweight at all
for his body structure.

EON‐391938 6/30/2019 0:40 Taste of the wild prey trout 
formula

2.5 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 138 Pound

p UOMy
suspected he had anal cancer from a small spot on it, but did not think it wise 

to do anything due to his age and condition. (He was not neutered if this 
helps.)

When we had him put to sleep (toy poodle, age 13, 9 lbs) he was so bad off 
(and he appeared pretty normal but we knew it was time) they had trouble 

finding a vein (2 or 3 tries) and the IV blew mid procedure and he had to have 
an emergency heart stick to put him down (which also took 2 tries, from a very 
good experienced vet). They said his heart was very enlarged and he was in 

bad shape.

In 2015 his mate (then age 15, female 9 lbs, spayed) started overheating and 
having "spells" when outside where she would fall over, sometimes crying and 

vocalizing, sometimes semi-unconscious. She would faint briefly. She also 
developed dementia (confused, lost in the house, incontinent) and blindness. 

She had a mild heart murmor and was not medicated for it, so we are unsure if 
she had it or not. But just wanted to include it here if it could help. Her heart 
beat was irregular at times (a lot of skipped beats) and erratic the last few 

months of her life (we chose not to medicate due to her overall condition) She 
literally fell over dead and went peacefully to sleep in my arms within seconds.

We did not in any way think his food or hers was related to these issues, but in 
view of this new finding thought it should be noted in case it was relevant and 
could help with the outcome and prevent other pets suffering. The 3 puppies 
now almost age 11 (fed grain free from 2014-2017, now wheat free with corn 

vs wheat) all seem fine and no murmur or issues.

I'm not sure if any of this helps, but in case it could I wanted to contribute. We 
did strongly believe that all of our pets benefited from the grain free food and 

seemed to have more energy, at least at first, on it vs wheat, rice or corn 
(ended up now with corn, least allergic skin wise for one our little ones who 

doesn't tolerate rice or wheat well). We don't know if these issues are the same 
type or just age related.
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(b) (6)  was a 12 yr old full-breed dog that died in February after a long battle 
with heart disease, taking multiple medications for nearly a year. (b) (6)  was
fed Nutro dog food since he was a puppy.

(b) (6)

b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

EON‐391937 6/30/2019 0:12 Nutro and Nutro Max small 
bites

I also have a 8 yr old full-breed Pomeranian, (b) (6)  who just 
started medication for heart related illness. She has also eaten the same food 
as (b) (6) .

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound

EON‐391935 6/29/2019 23:32 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula Adult Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

I adopted  when she was 4 and had her for 12 years. I wanted the best 
I could afford for her so I fed her Blue Buffalo dry kibble. When Blue Buffalo 
had their class action lawsuit last year, I switched to Rachel Ray Nutrish. Oh, I 
was sent $5. from that class action lawsuit. Yes, I fell for the "no grain" fever. 
Late in 2017, (  started exhibiting symptoms, with coughing, and a
swollen belly. At the vet, I was told to have her put down. I couldn't. So, for 
over 11 months, I spent over $150. a month for medications, knowing that I 
was just prolonging the inevitable.  of last year, she told me she
couldn't go on any longer. I was grief-stricken... so much so, that my son 
forced me to get another dog 2 months later. , adopted from the 

, is a 1 1/2-year-old Schnoodle. What food do I give 
her? Rachel Ray Nutrish. Now, I see I'm practically poisoning her. BTW, I am 
still mourning the loss of my (b) (6) .

16 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 52 Pound

EON‐391934 6/29/2019 23:24 Grain-free dog food I am a human cardiologist and electrophysiologist (heart rhythm specialist). In 
humans, grain free/ketogeneic diets are associated with dilated 
cardiomyopathy and sudden death related to selenium deficiency. In fact, 
pediatricians who use a grain free/ketogenic diet for seizures in children are 
advised to screen for cardiomyopathy and to assess selenium levels 
periodically. My first thought when reading about cardiomyopathy associated 
with grain-free diets in dogs was whether selenium might be implicated. I see 
that food was tested prior to the report associating grain free food with canine 
cardiomyopathy, but that dogs are not being tested for this. I'd humbly suggest 
assessing selenium levels in dogs affected by grain-free food assciated 
cardiomyopathy.

Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐391933 6/29/2019 23:16 Blue Buffalo - Ate different 
varieties of their grain free 
dry foods over several 
years.

Gradually became less active and then wouldn't eat well. Noticed very 
elevated heart rate. EKG showed rapid a fib with HR 250-300. She was started 
in diltiazem which was titrated upward and pimobendan. She developed clear 
signs of heart failure with ascites for which she had a paracentesis to remove 
1.5 liters of fluid. Was started on enalapril, lasix and later digoxin. She remains 
on all of these medications and is currently well compensated with better 
energy levels.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound
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(b) (6)  started having problems breathing, sounded like he was gargling water. 
We took him to the Vet and he was diagnosed with congestive heart failure. 
Within 3.5 months, he passed away. The Vet gave us a diuretic for the fluid in 
his lungs and Vetmedin to help his heart pump. (b) (6)  had been on a diet of 
Natural Balance - vegetarian formula, for 1 year.

EON‐391922 6/29/2019 22:36 Zignature turkey grain free 
dry dog food

I fed my doberman Zignature turkey grain free food for two years. He then 
developed cardiomyopathy of his heart. He lived four months after the vet 
discovered it. He began throwing up and collapsed. I rushed him to the vet. His 
heart rate was irregular and very fast. The vet said it was the cardiomyopathy. 
They shocked his heart and tried several medications but he went into cardiac 
arrest and died. Please contact me if you have questions.

11 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 80 Pound

EON‐391921 6/29/2019 22:08 Acana heritage free range 
poultry

We have been feeding grain free Fromm and then switched to grain free 
Acana. I started reading all of the articles that started to come out last year.. I 
then started doing my research and decided to call my vet to schedule all 5 of 
my dogs for an echo. All 5 are different breeds and I thought surely I was fine 
and none of them were ill.. well after getting the echos done in January 2 came 
back with moderate DCM and 1 came back with very mild onset DCM. I was to 
start them right away on different food (not grain free) and taurine supplements 
right away .. recheck in 3-6 months. We went back this month with two out of 
the 3 dogs (my third dog was not due to come back for 12 months) (b) (6)
(my 5 year old lemon beagle) has improved (I can send reports) however 
(b) (6)  has not. She has gotten worse.. I also have those reports

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56 Pound

EON‐391920 6/29/2019 22:04 Zignature Kangaroo Formula Upon a chest xray to examine dog for cause of coughing a significantly 
enlarged heart was noticed. Within 36 hours of this exam dog began peraitent 
coughing, heavy breathing rate and increased heart rate. Dog taken to ER two 
times in 24 hour period with beginning stages of heart failure. Admitted for 
testing, medications and overnight stay. Dog diagnosed with Dilated Cardio 
Myopathy (DCM) by veterinary cardiologist. Diet of Zignature Kangaroo Dry 
Kibble (2.5 to 3 years on food) suspected as possible cause/contributing 
factor. Dog home as we try to correct this concerning condition. Dog on 3 
medications and taurine supplement along with food change. This is a very 
heartbreaking situation.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound

EON‐391919 6/29/2019 21:32 Dick Van Patten's Natural 
Balance Dog Food

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog
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EON‐391918 6/29/2019 21:28 Purina One Indoor 
Advantage

I fed my cats a new bag of Purina One Indoor Advantage cat food the night of 
28 June 2019. I woke up to one of my cats vomiting. I calmed my cat, then 
cleaned up his vomit (which consisted entirely of the Purina One cat food). A 
short while later, the rest of my cats began vomiting, all throughout the night. I 
stayed up with them all night, calming them and cleaning. They tried drinking, 
but they weren't able to keep fluids down and they all became lethargic. My vet 
recommended I give them Pedialyte, which I have been. My senior female cat, 
whom my wife and I have had since before we were married 15 years ago, 
passed away on 29 June 2019. She and all of the others were healthy prior to 
eating from this new bag of cat food. This was not a change in brand, their 
feeding time, or anything. All 7 became ill; my senior cat passed away; 3 are 
slightly recovering, will drink on their own, but won't eat yet; 3 have now been 
vomiting blood and must have fluids forced, and won't eat yet.

EON‐391917 6/29/2019 21:28 Nature's domain Organic 
chicken with vegetables for 
dogs
Grain-free All life stages

I bought Organic Nature's Domain Dog canned foods at Costco in May 2, 
2019. When I opened one of them, I noticed that there was a blue colored 
unknown object mixed in the canned food. It looked like a medication capsule 
but very soft like rubber. There were also blue colored small pieces in two 
other canned foods. Those were not soft. I reported this to Costco that 
reported to the outside vendor. However, I have not heard anything from the 
outside vendor.

Manx Cat

We have been using Nature's Domain canned food. One of my dogs has 
murmur. Just recently, she is diagnosed with lymphoma. I read an article 
regarding the dog foods and heart disease. I hope this is not related to my 
dog's health condition.

EON‐391916 6/29/2019 21:08 Natural Balance chicken and 
rice recipe

My dog passed away at 9 years old shortly before his 10th birthday of dilated 
cardiomyopathy. He ate Natural Balance chicken and rice recipe for 7 years. I 
am reporting this to you after having read the FDA report on dog food link to 
DCM. He died on (b) (6) , within three weeks of his diagnosis. Very,
very sad.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐391914 6/29/2019 20:56 Taste of the Wild Adult dog 
food

We fed (b) (6)  our Creme Golden Retriever Taste of The Wild dog food pretty 
much his whole life. We thought we were feeding him a high quality diet and 
taking the absolute best care of him. Money was no option when it came to 
(b) (6) . We wanted him to have the best food. He developed a whizzing in his 
breathing. After three days of it not going away we took him to the vet. The 
took an X-ray and said his heart was very enlarged and full of fluid. We needed 
to take him to a specialist in (b) (6) . We took him to I believe (b) (6)

. They confirmed (b) (6)  heart was bleeding out into the sac 
around the heart and would mostly likely not live another night. We had no 
choice but to put him down. We were Devasted and so were our two girls.

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound
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(b) (6) Began feeding  "natural" Acana dog food in February 2016. Over the next 
year (b) (6)  began to lose weight and became increasingly more sluggish. 
Increased the amount of Acana dog food Shylo consumed to gain back weight.

(b) (6)  was running around the backyard the evening of (b) (6) , 
(b) (6)and suddenly collapsed.  lost his life within 30 minutes of his collapse.

EON‐391913 6/29/2019 20:52 ACANA Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 62 Pound

EON‐391912 6/29/2019 20:48 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula small breed chicken
and brown rice

Both of my dogs have been on Blue buffalo for over 8 years. Prior was 4Health 
from tractor supply. My 5 lb dog (b) (6)  was diagnosed with an enlarged heart 1 
1/2 years ago. Her sister (b) (6)  was diagnosed with same issue 3 months ago. 
Both are on heart meds for the rest of their life. My husband and I found an 
article on Dog foods with the FDA listed as causing heart problems.

 
13 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 5 Pound

EON‐391911 6/29/2019 20:40 Taste of the Wild (yellow 
bag)

In October of 2018 we purchased a new bag of Taste of the Wild dog food 
(yellow bag from Tractor Supply in (b) (6) . It was around this time
reports of the high levels of vitamin D (I believe) were being reported in certain 
dog foods. After a couple of weeks (b) (6)  started to get a very round
belly, was tired, and urinated in our home. After several trips to the vet, we 
didn't have any answers. (b) (6)  quickly was unable to eat and vomiting
non stop. We took him in again and found out he was in advanced stages of 
heart failure. (b) (6)  died in November 2018 (don't recall exact date). This
dog was perfect. 100% healthy. I don't know if his food is what caused his 
illness, but he was only 4, healthy, ate this new bag of food for only 2 weeks 
and died.

4 Years Dogue de Bordeaux Dog 143 Pound

EON‐391909 6/29/2019 20:12 Zignature Grain Free Lamb 
Formula dry dog food, Orijen 
Grain Free dry dog food, 
Acana Grain Free dry Dog 
Food

In December 2015, (b) (6)  was taken to the emergency vet due to coughing 
and refusing to eat for almost a week. She was diagnosed with advanced 
Dilated CardioMyopathy (DCM). She was one of the early cases and it was 
later attributed to a grain free diet. All of her life, I had her on Acana, Orijen and 
Zignature Grain Free foods. Now she sees a decline most likely due to age. 
But she did show great improvement when her diet was changed for several 
years

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐391908 6/29/2019 20:12 Halo adult dry dog food She has been on Halo adult dog food since switching her from puppy food. 
Various varieties of the the adult dry kibble. She started having episodes of 
passing out I took her to the vet and she was DX with DCM and hypotension 
according to the ultrasound on her heart. Has been on Vetmedin and a small 
dose of Enalapril since that time. I remember the vet being a little surprised as 
this is not common for Labs. Now, the new warning comes out about the no 
grain diets and DCM Halo is non grain and peas, chickpeas and potatoes 
being in the first 5 ingredients. I thought I was giving my dog healthy food and 
perhaps I was hurting her. I feel sick to my stomach over this.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐391906 6/29/2019 19:20 Taste of the Wild 
Appalachian Trail dry dog 
food.

Dog developed cough and general weakness after eating Taste of the Wild dry 
dog food, approx 1 yr. Thought it was age related but after reading FDA report 
the symptoms seem to align. Made several visits to Vet for cough, weakness 
and sneezing.

13 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 12 Pound

EON‐391904 6/29/2019 18:32 Rachel Ray

Rachael Ray Nutrish Dish 
Natural Chicken & Brown 
Rice Recipe with Veggies & 
Fruit Dry Dog Food

Nov. 2018 She was diagnosed with Congestive Heart failure which was 
affecting her breathing. Her kidney's started failing and we had to put her down 
March 10, 2019 after taking a turn for the worse. After hearing on the news 
about the possible connection of CHF in dogs and food products I needed to 
let the FDA know about her death. I had started giving her Rachel Ray's 
Nutrish Dish chicken and brown rice dry food about a year or so prior. She was 
our little girl. I miss her so very much. I do not want others to go through this. I 
realize it is still being investigated but to think she might be here today if it was 
caused by the food and I had never given it to her.

12 Years Bichon Frise Dog 20 Pound

EON‐391903 6/29/2019 18:28 Fromm game bird recipe 
dog food

Noticed over span of 2 yrs with over the past year being the worst. Shortness 
of breath, cough, activity intolerance to the point it progressed quickly at the 
being of the year. I had to put her down for CHF symptoms which the vet 
agreed was occurring. She and her brother who died 2 yrs ago from cancer ate 
Fromm game bird food since 2009

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐391902 6/29/2019 18:20 Blue Buffalo Freedom Small 
Breed Adult Chicken Recipe 
Grain-Free Dry Dog Food

 developed symptoms of heart disease in December 2012 having been 
fed Blue Buffalo Freedom Dry grain-free dog food all of his life. Symptoms 
included shortness of breath, fatigue, coughing and fainting. He was 
diagnosed with heart failure by vets at

 and died of heart failure one month later.

11 Years Terrier - West 
Highland White

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐391900 6/29/2019 17:40 Blue Buffalo Freedom Adult
grain free dog food

 I fed  Blue Buffaloes grain free food her whole life. She died of 
congestive heart failure at 6 1/2. She had a cough on and off for some time, 
but it was thought to not be a symptom of a larger issue

6.5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 80 Pound

EON‐391899 6/29/2019 17:24 Earthborne Bison and 
Earthborne puppy

Our 11 month Collie had eaten Earth Borne grain free dog food most of his life. 
He unexpectedly passed so we took his body to purdue to have an autopsy 
done. He paseed from heart failure. I recently read the article about the 
possible link of grain free dog food and heart problems.

1 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391898 6/29/2019 17:24 Castor and Pollux Organix 
Adult Dog Food Grain Free 
Organic Chicken and Sweet 
Potatoe Recipe

December 2018, dog developed severe cough. Went into our vet, x-rays 
determined enlarged heart and fluid in lungs and abdomen. Ultrasound was 
recommended and done which confirmed diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy. 
Diet change and medications were prescribed. Currently in the process of 
getting our other two dogs checked as one of our other dogs has a cough also.

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 24 Pound

EON‐391897 6/29/2019 17:08 Limited ingredient natural 
balance duck and potato

My Doberman was diagnosed with dcm at age 4. He passed 6 months later 
due to dcm. He was on natural balance limited ingredient duck and potato for 
his entire 4 years.
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(b) (6)  had a liver shunt and could not have protein or else he would have 
seizures. So he ate the Natural Balance Vegetarian dry dog food. When he 
was 7 years old he started to go into heart failure. As a result he died when he 
was 8 years old from heart failure.

(b) (6)  was diagnosed DCM in April 2018. He was on Acana for about 1 year 
prior to his diagnosis. He was on serval different brands of dog food prior to 
switch to Acana and mainly NOT grain free dry food. He has a annual wellness 
check each year. There was one Wellness check just 5 months before his 
diagnosis.

EON‐391895 6/29/2019 16:52 Blue Buffalo
Basics
Limited Ingredient 
Grain Free
Salmon & Potato recipe 
adult dry dog food

Started feeding him the blue buffalo a few years ago now he has CHF 12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 19 Pound

EON‐391894 6/29/2019 16:44 Natural Balance salmon and 
sweet potato

My healthy dog developed heart failure at age 10. He was on 3 meds twice a 
day for 2 years , he then started accumulating fluid in his abdomen in Feb 
2019 which was drained every third week, the fluid began accumulating at a 
more frequent rate as the year progressed until it was accumulating in just 
days. The decision was made to euthanize him (b) (6) .
He had eaten strictly Natural Balance salmon and sweet potato dry dog food 
and treats for approximately 8 years when he was diagnosed . He was not 
given any table food..
I'm devastated by his loss!

12 Years Bichon Frise Dog 11 Pound

EON‐391893 6/29/2019 16:16 Nutrisca Chicken and Chick 
Pea Grain Free Dog Food

All three dogs had erratic lab results due to the Nutrisca Food that was 
recalled, however, (b) (6)  became incontinent. She was prescribed Proin,
which resolved the issue almost immediately. I was contacted a week later by 
a pet owner who said that her dog, along with those belonging to others she 
spoke with, also became incontinent. After speaking with my Vet, we took her 
off the meds, and she is fine. The Vet spoke with another Vet at CDC, who 
informed her that it was quite likely that it was caused by the Vitamin D. 
However, this symptom is not listed on your site.

3 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 46 Pound

EON‐391892 6/29/2019 16:16 Acana Developed heart disease 8 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 20 Pound

EON‐391891 6/29/2019 16:00 Acana 12 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 15 Pound

EON‐391889 6/29/2019 15:36 Natural Balance Vegetarian 
Dry Dog Formula

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 11 Pound
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(b) (6)  has had a few health issues in the past. Bone spurs on shoulders, ear 
infections, anal gland removed. (b) (6)  was antibiotics for an ear infection. I 
brought her back to the vet because she was sleeping a lot, having trouble 
breathing. The vet diagnosed her with congestive heart failure. She is in stage 
2 out 6. She is now on heart meds and a water pill. She is doing better but she 
still breathes hard.
(b) (6)  was taken to vet and then vet hospital due to enlarged heart and 
diagnosed with DCM.
Since he was very healthy, according to vet the only thing that has a link to 
why this happened is due to his Zignature Grain Free dog food 
This came on very suddenly and now he is clinging to life.

EON‐391888 6/29/2019 15:32 Acana Regionals Wild 
Atlantic

I’ve had my terrier mix ever since she was a puppy and she has been eating 
Acana Regionals Wild Atlantic from the very beginning. She is currently 4 
years old and will be turning 5 in September. About three week ago, her 
appetite decreased to the point where she would not eat for two days straight 
and would drink excessive amount of water. We brought her into the vet and 
after much work up, including an ultrasound with biopsy, she was diagnosed 
with lymphoma.

We have started chemo treatments and she is currently doing okay. I have 
changed her diet and stopped feeding her Acana. It may be a combination of 
the chemo and diet change, but she is eating more than she has ever before. 

I was hesitant to reach out, but after seeing the news on CNN 
(https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/28/us/dog-food-linked-to-canine-heart-
disease/index.html?no-st=1561832633) and with Acana being listed as the 
worst, I felt like I had to share my story.

4 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐391887 6/29/2019 15:32 Taste of the Wild Sierra, 
Blue Buffalo weight control

8 Years Maltese Dog 17 Pound

EON‐391885 6/29/2019 15:16 Zignature Grain Free 
Kangaroo

8 Years Terrier - Bull - 
Staffordshire

Dog 82 Pound

EON‐391884 6/29/2019 15:12 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato Dog Food

In August of 2018, (b) (6)  became listless and stopped eating. Vet diagnosed 
him with cardio myopathy. Within 3 weeks he was euthanized when he 
stopped eating and drinking entirely and just no interest in any activity. He was 
on a diet of Kirkland Nature's Domain Salmon and Sweet Potato Dry Dog 
Food.

5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 60 Pound

EON‐391883 6/29/2019 15:08 Fromm Duck A La Veg. Also 
have bought Duck and 
Sweet Potato

Just diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy 13 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 56 Pound
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(b) (6)  started having fainting spells. At first, 1 a day, then started happening up 
to 3 times per day. Veterinarian prescribed Vetmedin (5mg) and Enalapril 
Maleate (5mg) to decrease preload on the heart. She is currently stable, but 
still haves periodic episodes.

(b) (6)

EON‐391882 6/29/2019 14:40 Zignature Trout and Salmon 
Formula

My dog presented with a cough -- since his energy was good we assumed it 
was a virus not covered by his vaccinations, within two weeks the cough 
worsened and he wouldn't eat. We brought him to the vet who detected an 
enlarged heart, an erratic heart beat and fluid build up. They diagnosed him 
with Congestive Heart Failture. He had a check-up just months prior and this 
was not the case. For 3 weeks we treated the heart failure with calcium 
channel blockers and diuretics with regular EKG's. His heart rate fluctued as 
his energy dissipated and he still wouldn't eat. Finally he started having trouble 
breathing and so as not to have him suffer he was put down. He was our entire 
world -- truly and we've been feeding him Zignature since 2011/2012.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391881 6/29/2019 14:36 Zignature Duck Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food

13 Years Bichon Frise Dog 21 Pound

EON‐391879 6/29/2019 14:28 Fromm Surf and Turf food 
for cats

0n 1/9/19 took  to vet for making "chocking/hairball" sounds. Was 
diagnosised w a cough. Given Chlorphniramine Maleate. Took meds to end of 
course and was slightly better. Cough has since increased in frequenc. Seems 
better when taken outside for short times, but is not completely gone. (cat is 
strictly an indoor cat) We have tried for years to decrease his weight with less 
food, but have had no luck. He has been eating Fromm dry cat food for 7 
years. ---Back story - he is a rescue cat from a hoarding situation, he was part 
of a 2 for 1 deal so we have his "brother" as well.

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 17 Pound

EON‐391877 6/29/2019 14:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish, 
Pedigree

Presented to vet in April 2019 with a cough. Found enlarged heart with fluid via 
xrays. Followed up with cardiologist and was diagnosed with heart disease. 
Primary diet was Pedigree however there was a one year period when he was 
fed Rachel Ray Nutrish.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 98 Pound

EON‐391876 6/29/2019 14:16 Earthborn Holistic Venture 
Pork Meal & Butternut 
Squash Limited Ingredient 
Diet Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

My dog had been in very good health as far as I was aware. She had just had 
her yearly dental, vaccinations, blood work and exam a few weeks prior to her 
death. The only issue she was experiencing was reluctance to eat her food in 
the weeks prior to her death. This was very unusual because she had a very 
healthy appetite and loved to eat. I assumed there might be a problem with her 
bag of food and contacted Earthborn Holistics to see if there had been any 
reports of problems reported and was told to return it to the store for a full 
refund or replacement. On (b) (6) , my dog awoke happy, normal, running
and playing in her yard. At 2:30 that day, she again refused her food. Her 
gums were pure white, she was becoming unresponsive and was rushed to an 
Emergency veterinary hospital. At 5:00 pm she was diagnosed with Pericardial 
Effusion and it was suggested that we euthanize her. With a very poor 
prognosis we opted to put her to rest. After 4 years of Limited ingredient, grain 
free diet, our girl was gone in a matter of 3 hours.

8 Years Collie - Rough-haired Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐391875 6/29/2019 14:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken and Veggie Recipe

Unable to walk half a city block now. I have been feeding Louie 1/2 cup in am 
and pm every day of Rachel Ray Nutrish Wetlands, Beef or Chicken variety 
dog food for past 2 years. I started noticing he was panting heavily almost at 
the half way marker for 1/8th mile trail? Before I started feeding him Rachel 
Ray products I have walked him on 3-4 mile trail without issues until last 1/2 
mile when he will pant heavily. Now he cannot walk 1/2 of a "city block" without 
having to stop or just sit down! I take him to Vet Clinic for heart worm testing 
and he is negative and has been, I give him Trifexis for heart worm each 
month. I spoke to Petsmart Tech who stated that the Wetlands variety has too 
much fatty protein so I started giving him Nutrish Beef or Chicken. For the past 
one to two months he has not been active and cannot walk even 1/8th mile 
trail. This past week he has been crying out with pain while laying down when 
he gets up he is laying on front chest and pushing with his hind legs??? I am 
attempting to get him seen by a Vet. I think the food is hurting him some way.

10 Years Unknown Dog 23 Pound

EON‐391873 6/29/2019 14:08 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal & 
Sweet Potato Dog Food, 
Whole Hearted Complete 
Nutrition with Probiotics 
GRAIN FREE Food for dogs 
Salmon and Pea Recipe

My American Bulldog is a 50/50 Johnson/Scott mix with no history of dillative 
cardiomyopathy on either side of his family. His breeder confirms genetic 
testing on both his mother and father show no markers for DCM, or heart 
disease as well. At or just before Jack turned 2 years old, he was diagnosed 
with a small heart murmur by his vet. X-Rays showed an enlarged heart, and 
he was diagnosed with Dillative Cardio Myopathy. Upon diagnosis, (b) (6)  vet
inquired about his food, and directed me to the FDA's website. 

To date (b) (6)  has primarily eaten Kirland Brand Nature's Domain Grain-Free 
Salmon Meal & Sweet Potato Formula for All Life Stages, and Petco's 
WholeHearted Grain Free All Life Stages Salmon and Pea Recipe Dry Dog 
Food. (b) (6)  has a minor allergy to Chicken, and a moderate allergy to Corn, 
which is why we went grain free to start. 

Since Initial diagnosis 2 months ago, (b) (6)  has been taking Vetmedin 
(pimobendin) twice daily with meals. Additionaly, (b) (6)  was perscribed to take 
3000mg of L-Carnitine Tartrate, and 1000mg of Taurine twice per day with 
meals. He also has been prescribed to take 500mg of Fish Oil, and 600mg of 
Vitamin C once per day. He has been changed to a non-grain free food by 
Wholehearted (beef and rice kibble) supplemented with a Beef based canned 
dog food (Beef Booyah Stew by I and love and you). At his check-up yesterday 
(06/28/2019), the vet noted he has increased muscle mass and his heart beat 
sounds stronger and more consistent. However, he still has a slight heart 
murmur. We will continue monitoring, and hoping for continued improvement. 
For now, things seem to have stabilized and I am optimistic that they are 
moving in the right direction.

2 Years Bulldog - American Dog 95 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been diagnosed with congestive heart failure and has 1 gallon of
fluid drained from his belly from fluid retention. He was eating the Zignature
grain free Kangaroo and oats brand. Before that, he was on the prescribed
brand from our vet in (b) (6)  that has the same ingredients. He is currently
taking 3 medication and one supplement. Totaling of $200 a month in added
cost to keep him healthy. I've seen the article calling out Zigniture as being one
of the brands so I thought I would report the issue with my dog. I've marked the
date we noticed a change but he has been on this food for years and has
slowly gotten less energetic. thought it was due to him getting older at first.

EON‐391872 6/29/2019 14:04 Taste of the wild Pacific 
Stream

Started my dog on taste of the wild pacific stream around the age of two. I 
properly switched her from her previous dog food to taste of the wild. In the 
first year I noticed my dog was starting to shed a lot more than usual. I thought 
maybe she was anxious because I worked a lot and she was left at home most 
of the day. A few months go by and I notice that when I pour her dog food she 
would just sit and look at it. She would walk over, sniff it and then walk away 
uninterested. I know sometimes dogs eating habits can change. They may not 
eat at all in the morning and eat only at night or vice verse. But this became a 
pattern. A few months later my dog started randomly throwing up. I mean 
almost once a week throwing up. Her behavior had changed. She was 
lethargic, shedding like crazy, wouldn’t touch her TOTW pacific stream dog 
food unless I put wet dog food on it(also taste of the wild brand) took her to the 
vet and they said everything was fine. She was healthy. But I’m with my dog, I 
know my dog longer than just a 20 min visit. I knew my dog wasn’t healthy. I 
felt helpless and in hindsight I felt like such an idiot for never considering her 
dog food to be the source.i went to the pet store and bought her some more 
dog food(TOTW pacific stream) got home, opened the bag and the food looked 
rotten. That’s was it!!! I did research on TOTW looked for alternative dog food 
and decided upon royal canin dog food. I did not properly switch her from 
TOTW to Royal Canin. I just started feeding her the Royal Canin and with in 
days, days!!!! She stopped shedding, her coat looked healthier, she stopped 
vomiting, she became more energetic, and whenever I pour the dog food into 
her bowl she immediately goes to eat it. Just based on my experience and 
what I’ve witnessed with TOTW and my dog I’d say it was the dog food. A 
logical rational person would come to the same conclusion.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐391871 6/29/2019 14:04 Acana 
Fromm

I have had two labs die. One was 2 the other was 1.5 years. They were in 
perfect shape and had both visited vets within two weeks of death. Had no 
heart issues before and both died suddenly of heart attacks. Breeder has no 
history of any other dogs in litters with problems. All have been accounted for. 
they both were on dog foods listed on your list you just put out.

1.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 96 Pound

EON‐391870 6/29/2019 14:04 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food

11 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound
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(b) (6)  had a seizure, out of no where Feb 5th 2018, we too him to the vet and 
did x-rays and and ECG. He was diagnosed with a mind case of CDM. we 
followed up with another ECG 6 month later and there was no change. (b) (6)  
had a second seizure in July 2018. We went to another vet that suggested an 
MRI to see if (b) (6)  had a brain tumour. We decided to no go through with the 
MRI and just keep and eye on him. We are not sure if he has had any seizures 
during the day, we have a camera but have not noticed anything and neither 
had his doggy daycare. 

(b) (6)  has always eaten Acana/ origin or now fresh. at the time of the seizure 
we was eating Acana, we was eating now fresh large breed for a year and was 
eating Acana for the last 3month and now we will be putting him on raw.

EON‐391869 6/29/2019 14:00 Acana Lamb and Apple 
Acana Ranchlands Acana 
Grass Lands Now Fresh 
Large Breed

10 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐391868 6/29/2019 14:00 Taste of Wild Grain free 
Large/ Giant Breed

One day he was kinda sleeping more than usual, seemed to having bouts of 
shortness of breath, and no energy to get up. I took him to vet the next day but 
he didn't seem to be near as bad. He was breathing better. The vet felt he 
wasn't feeling good because of ear infection. He cleaned his ears placed him 
on steroids and ABT like he has had numerous of times. A couple of days later 
he collapsed on the floor, he had trouble breathing and died before I could get 
him back to the vet. It was a horrific way to see my best friend pass away.

8 Years Mastiff Dog 202 Pound

EON‐391866 6/29/2019 13:44 Blue Buffalo
Life Protection Formula Dry 
Dog Food
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe
for Adult Dogs

I had been feeding my dog Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula, Chicken and 
Brown Rice, for many years, given the fact that it was grain free and appeared 
to be one of the best options for my dog. He developed an extremely bad case 
of pancreatitis in 2017, and I was prescribed a different, low fat food to try to 
prevent this in the future.
During his annual exam in 2019, I chose to have him sedated to complete the 
full exam, as he does not do well and becomes aggressive during any sort of 
exam, including grooming. With him being sedated, they were able to see 
details that they otherwise couldn't, and I was informed via phone call that he 
had a heart murmur and heart disease; and I was being referred to a 
cardiologist for heart treatment. Unfortunately I don't have the money to do 
those follow ups with a specialist, so he is living his best life at our home. I saw 
the story on the news that dog foods are being linked to heart disease, and 
found that the food that he ate most of his life was included on this list. I can't 
help but wonder if it is because of Blue Buffalo that my (b) (6)  has these heart 
problems, (in addition to a history of extreme pancreatitis which resulted in a 4 
day inpatient stay at the emergency vet and may hundreds of dollars in care), 
and that he would be a totally healthy dog if it weren't for them.

9 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 17 Pound
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(b) (6)6-8 weeks prior to passing,  began developing seizures escalating to 
daily episodes of cluster seizures during his last few days of life.

EON‐391865 6/29/2019 13:36 4Health Adult Small Bites 
Formula

I started my yorkiepoo, (b) (6)  on Adult small bites dry dog food. He ate a little 
bit of the dog food for the first time at 8pm. Woke up the next morning and he 
was lethargic, throwing, diarrhea with blood in his stool I called my vet and 
they stated to bring him in immediately. They started an IV and gave him fluids, 
nausea meds and 2 different antibiotic and did an x-ray to see if there was an 
obstruction, which there was not. He stayed all day at the vet's office and 
brought him back the next day , all dayfor further fluids and antibiotics. We 
picked him up and he is doing a little better but still lethargic. He is on a special 
diet for a week and 2 antibiotics now.

1 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 8 Pound

EON‐391864 6/29/2019 13:32 Blue buffalo wildreness 
salmon rocky mount Denali 
bayou flavors.

Went in for annual blood test and came up having heart condition. Have 2 lavs 
father and son and both have come back with same. Both dogs have been on 
blue buffalo since birth.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 103 Pound

EON‐391863 6/29/2019 13:32 Taste of the wild Pacific 
salmon

Took him in for a routine appointment at the vet and it was discovered. 12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 43 Pound

EON‐391862 6/29/2019 12:52 Merrick Grain Free Beef, 
Rachel Ray Lamb

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐391861 6/29/2019 12:44 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast

Have fed him Earthborn Holistic grain free food since August 2015. He has 
been under vet care for 3 months with heart problems the vet cardiologist 
believes to be caused by the food. He developed significant fluid build-up in his 
abdomen and lungs and was having trouble breathing. Ultrasound performed 
by the vet showed heart issues to be the cause. he is currently taking four 
medications, taurine, lasix, pimobendan & benazephl in an attempt to reverse 
the damage. Have followup cardiologist appointment on 07/22/19 to 
reevaluate. to date medications & vet bills have cost me over $700. at least 
some, if not all medications will have to be continued for life

4 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 62 Pound

EON‐391860 6/29/2019 12:44 Blue Buffalo Grain Free 
Salmon and Potato

Dog suddenly became still and sick and within an hour was deceased. The vet 
took X-rays 20 minutes before she died and said she had an enlarged heart, 
CHF with fluid building up in her chest.

6 Years Maltese Dog 14 Pound

EON‐391859 6/29/2019 12:44 Acana Senior Our 12 year old Labrador Retriever was put to sleep 5 weeks ago because she 
was suffering from a recent diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy. She had 
been suffering with coughing for some time before that but we didn’t take her 
to the vet till May 7.
Our vet asked us what kind of food we fed her and if it was grain feee. Our pet 
food store had records that the food we fed her was indeed grain free. It was 
Acana Senior Food.

12 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 23 Kilogra
m
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EON‐391858 6/29/2019 12:32 Zignature 
Kangaroo Formula
Limited Ingredient Formula

9 Months Great Dane Dog 120 PoundMy dane having food allergies, was placed on Zignature Kanagroo at roughly 4 
months of age (~mid Dec 2018) as part of an elimination diet. It was suspected 

and later in Early June confirmed that he was allergic to Chicken and Beef, 
and was not responding well on duck, so the decision was to try a completely 

novel protein. From this point until the end of his life he was fed that diet, pretty 
exclusively due to the nature and severity of reaction to other proteins at such 
a young age. In early May he started to not eat well, nothing particularly wrong 
just went from inhaling the food as rapidly growing large breeds do, to picking 
at it. This continued to progress and we thought it was related to his allergies 
as he was also having skin symptoms. I had a professional conference at this 

time and he was left with my sister in law who is a canine trainer with Best 
Retrievers (5/20-5/27). His poor appetite continued to progress during that stay 
and when we returned. I at first put it down to the change of environment and 
stress. However his appetite did not pick back up after we returned home and 
he began to have noticeable weight loss and was down to only eating ~4c a 
day. He also had started to cough/gag and vomit. I took him to my Vet (b) (6)

 at that time (b) (6)  he was 
evaluated for his allergies and these GI symptoms. He was down to 112 lbs at 

this visit. Since he had been at (b) (6)  Bordetella was briefly
considered/discussed, but he had been vaccinated and was current and out 

other 2 dogs had no symptoms. He was noted to have a heart murmur on this 
visit. (b) (6)  told me at this time about the link between a grain free diet
and cardiac disease. We allergy tested him at this time, treated for GI, and 
dehydration. I began to home cook for him in addition to his Zignature to 

encourage him to eat: organic rice & ground venison. The allergy results came 
back (b) (6) . No surprises or answers there- his allergies were not the cause. 

His symptoms continued to progress, he was waking me up every night 
coughing, restless, and uncomfortable. On (b) (6)an Ultrasound appointment 

was made for the earliest available (b) (6)He was recommended more 
medication to help symptoms and(b) (6) another round of full bloodwork was
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EON‐391857 6/29/2019 12:32 Acana Wild Atlantic I came home on (b) (6)  to find blood on my stairs. I called the vet and 
rushed (b) (6)  in. They thought it was stomach ulcers because of her 
symptoms and being ok prednisone and her young age. I brought her home for 
her only to keep throwing up blood. I rushed her back and they were going to 
admit her. When they went to lay (b) (6)  down for a chest x-ray her lungs filled
with fluid and she coded. CPR was performed but I gave the okay to stop. The 
vet offered an autopsy to see what went wrong. The report was heart failure 
caused by DCM.

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 98 Pound

medication to help symptoms and 6/13 another round of full bloodwork was 
pulled and run- CBC & Comp. Those results were back(b) (6)  with no particular 
answers. That afternoon we brought him in and did an x-ray series hoping to 

see an obstruction. He was down to 107 lbs and barely eating ~2c a day at this 
point. The x-rays were not definitive and he was given an appetite stimulant 
and laxatives hoping he had soft (textile?) obstruction. Initially the stimulant 

helped and he ate more in the next few days than he had in the previous week 
and had more diarrhea with the laxative effort. We kept the U/S appointment 
and by (b) (6)he had worsening cough, appetite was tapering back off, and his 
work of breathing was noticeable at rest. He was 112lbs at that visit. He was 
then diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy at that visit with the ultrasound. 
He was also found to have ascites in his belly. We were referred to a cardio 

specialist and I made an appointment that day for their next available (b) (6) . We 
choose the night of (b) (6)  to put him down the next day as he was no longer 

eating at all, barely drinking and vomiting, extremely lethargic, had no interest 
in anything he previously thought was fun, his ascites continued to grown and I 
palliatively drained him at home- this gave him no symptom relief. That night 
taking him outside was the first time I watched his pallor turn gray. Thursday 

morning his pallor would change with any effort. even at rest in the car he was 
turning pale and gray. In the Vet's office we had to pick my 9 mo old puppy up 

to put him on a bed on the floor because he couldn't do on his own. 
The breed has some genetic predisposition to DCM. I communicated back to 

the breeder who stated there hadn't been any issues along the line. I just don't 
want someone else to have to go through this if it can be prevented.
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EON‐391855 6/29/2019 12:24 Zignature Duck limited 
ingredient formula

We were at home one evening last august and he had gone to nap in on my 
bed, which was normal. I had fallen asleep on the couch. I woke up to him 
panting heavily, more heavy than I had ever heard him before. As he aged, it 
seemed like he was breathing heavier, but he was always up to walk but he 
would get tired and needed to take a break. He came into the living room to a 
big pillow we had for them and fell over. Looking back, i believe that's when he 
had a heart attack. At the time, i went to get him some water and was talking to 
him. But when he fell over, I started to freak because he wasnt responding to 
me. I had never seen any signs of any health issues at all. Yes he was old for 
his age, and maybe it was his time , but he and my other dogs at that point had 
been on Zignature duck and potato for a good 5 years.

11.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 102 Pound

EON‐391854 6/29/2019 12:04 Blue Buffalo life protection 
senior chicken and brown 
recipe

Dog went into congestive heart failure 11 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 26 Pound

EON‐391852 6/29/2019 11:28 Acana Meadowland - First 
bought 2/2017
Acana Wild Prairie - First 
bought 11/2012
Wild Prairie was 
discontinued switched to 
Meadowland.

We've fed our dog (b) (6)  Acana Meadowland dry food for most of his life. 
About six months ago he developed a cough and a once extremely active dog 
slowed down his activity. His breath became shorter and shorter to where he 
was breathing short even while resting. His cough worsened over time. We 
took him to the vet on (b) (6)  where he was X-Rayed. The X-Ray showed that 
he had an extremely enlarged heart. The vet had never seen one so enlarged. 
At that point we decided that we had no choice but to put him down. We just 
saw the alert about the dog food warning from the FDA. We saw Acana at the 
top of the warning list. We are very upset knowing that our choice of dog food 
may have lead to the death of our extremely happy and active dog. We 
currently have a six year old dog who had been eating Acana also. We have 
stopped feeding that food to her and pray we have not damaged her as well. 
Thank you for your help.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 13 Pound

EON‐391851 6/29/2019 11:24 Americas First Holistic Pet 
Food Since 1974 Solid Gold 
Mighty Mini toy and small 
breed Salmon Lentil and 
Green Bean recipe grain 
free and gluten free

The previous owner took him to the vet about hair loss (normal for Pomeranian 
puppies under 1 year) and the vet put the puppy on a grain free diet. I 
purchased the puppy and started him on a regular food. I have 2 other poms 
and they have done well on regular food. 2 weeks after acquiring the puppy he 
seemed to have an extreme lethargic event but recovered in about 2 hours. I 
then watched him and he was fine.  he was fine and then became
extremely lethargic again. I left him resting while I took a bath and when I 
came back in the room to check on him he was deceased. This was in the 
space of an hour. My other 2 poms in the same environment are perfectly 
healthy and have had no issues at all.

(b) (6)

11 Months Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 5 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with DCM after eating Taste of the Wild with lamb for 
several years. He was tested extensively through the (b) (6)

 with a cardiac ultrasound performed by (b) (6)
 Within weeks (b) (6)  displayed signs of extreme fatigue 

and he eventually struggled to breathe normally. We chose to end his great 
suffering on (b) (6)  via euthanasia. (b) (6)  was the love of our lives and after
reading extensively about the connection between a grain free diet and DCM - 
we wholeheartedly believe that he was stolen from us because of his food. We 
chose Taste of the Wild because (b) (6)  had allergies. For years a grain free
diet was pushed by vets and literature alike. (b) (6)  was only 8 years old
when he passed.

EON‐391847 6/29/2019 11:04 Merrick grain free
Rachel Ray Nutrish

She used to eat Merrick grain free food for about two years then it got so 
expensive I changed to Rachel Ray and for the past two years she has been 
coughing and the vet is treating her for congestive heart failure. Now I find out 
that the food she has been eating for the past 5 years is linked to heart failure. 
Her pills alone cost me over $300 a month not including her vets bills from this.

12 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐391846 6/29/2019 10:44 Purina Moist Meaty Burger 
With Cheddar Cheese 
Flavor 60 Pouches

My dog vomited a few hours after he consumed one pouch of Purina Moist 
Meaty Burger. He has been looking so tired and drinking a lot of water. He has
refused to eat. It happened couple weeks ago and I did not think it was the 
food. Therefore, I gave him a pouch again on Friday morning (6/28/2019). I 
could see his problem again at noon.

 
11 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 99 Pound

EON‐391845 6/29/2019 10:24 Nutro 
Feed Clean
Wholesome Essentials
Complete Daily Nutrition 
Adult 1+ Years
Farm raised chicken brown 
rice & sweet potato recipe 
Chicken is the #1 ingredient

She started acting lethargic, unable to go on our daily without needing to lay 
down and rest before continuing on.
Her vet heard a heart murmur at her check up, she was given X-rays, 
cardiology cardiopet, echocardiogram. She was diagnosed with an enlarged 
heart. Previously she had been vigorous & active.

7 Years Schipperke Dog 32 Pound

EON‐391841 6/29/2019 9:40 Taste of the Wild Grain Free 
Sierra Mountain

8 Years Pit Bull Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391840 6/29/2019 9:36 Zignature Turkey Formula see above 10 Years Pekingese Dog 14 Pound
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(b) (6)
 we decided to have (b) (6)  taurine levels tested 

(July 2018). Her whole blood results came back as 210nmol/L which, 
according to (b) (6) , was considered low for golden retriever (250nmol/L 
minimum).

EON‐391839 6/29/2019 9:24 Acana Singles Yorkshire 
Pork and Squash Grain 
Free, Acana Singles Grass
Fed Lamb

Based on these results we had an echocardiogram completed (Sept 2018) and 
(b) (6)  was diagnosed with early stage DCM. She is currently on enalapril, 
vetmedin and Taurine supplements. Her repeat echo in February 2019 showed 
improvement but still required medication. However, the cardiologist was very 
pleased with the progress. (b) (6)  will have another echo in August 2019 to 
check her heart again.

2 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391837 6/29/2019 9:12 Orijen Grain-Free Adult Dry 
Dog Food
ORIJEN Dry Dog Food 
Senior

Diagnosed by veterinarian to have an enlarged heart. Due to the enlarged 
heart it is pressing against her esophagus causing breathing issues. She has 
been feed Orijen dog food exclusively for over 10 years.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 14 Pound

EON‐391836 6/29/2019 9:00 Rachel ray nutrish beef Dog started coughing through night and weak. Took her to vet next morning 
.her heart failed. Vet stated ealls in heart were not ablebto pump enough blood 
and she passed away

10 Years Collie - Border Dog 68 Pound

EON‐391835 6/29/2019 9:00 Wellness core wild game 
grain free

At the beginning of June my dog started with a cough I then brought him to my 
current veterinarian who did a chest x-ray and diagnosed him with an in large 
heart. Suggested I take him to a specialist for an echo cardio gram. The first 
question the specialist asked me was he on a grain free diet. The answer is 
yes. He had his echo before hand and was diagnosed with severe dilated 
cardiomyopathy along with congestive heart failure

7 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐391834 6/29/2019 8:44 Acana - 6 months to 2 years,
Martin's K9 Formula - Puppy 
to 6 months. Food the 
breeder used that the mom 
and most of the litter died 
from DCM think 7 out of 12 
have passed., Kirkland - 
salmon & sweet potato. 2 
years old to 4.5

 At 4.5 years ((b) (6) ) old my European Doberman 
passed away from DCM. This was a sudden attack that occured over 2 weeks. 
I spoke with his breeder (b) (6)  from (b) (6)  and his
mother and several other litter passed as well.

For the two years I fed Acana and transferred over to Kirkland salmon sweet 
potato. He had bad skin due to ingrown and the oils helped his coat.

We saw the news story and wanted to share the information, if we can help 
one other family with this disease, although know (b) (6)  passing was more
genetics. Feel free to call me with further questions, (b) (6)

4.5 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 88 Pound
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(b) (6)  is a schnauzer poodle mix. He was adopted at age 7 so his 
previous history is not well known, but at this time he had a heart murmur 
(2013). He has been on grain free food for at least one year prior to adoption, 
which was royal canin potato and venison. He was on that for roughly 1 1/2 
years. I then switched him to gf zignature (switching protein sources between 
venison, lamb, turkey, and the zsential mix) in 2014. Feb 2nd 2017 he was 
diagnosed with congestive heart failure, at that time there were no reports 
between the correlation of dcm and grain free foods. I would like to submit my 
information for further contact if the FDA needs more data.

EON‐391833 6/29/2019 8:40 Zignature grain free dog 
food

15 Years Schnauzer 
(unspecified)

Dog 18 Pound

EON‐391832 6/29/2019 8:36 Blue Buffalo 
Freedom
Grain Free

my dog was perfectly healthy. At his annual appointment he was diagnosed 
with a level 4 heart murmur and was placed on medications. Within 9 months 
he died. He couldn’t breathe and was in severe pain. We had to euthanize him.

9 Years Japanese Chin 
(Spaniel)

Dog 10 Pound

EON‐391831 6/29/2019 8:36 4health Grain Free Our Boxer went into cardiac arrest due to Cardio Myopathy. He was an 
energetic, normal boxer for the first 2 years of his life. He was diagnosed with 
Cardio Myopathy at age 2 when the vet found a heart murmur. We did an echo 
and confirmed thickening of his chamber walls. He lived an active lifestyle for 
several more years until he slowly became a “couch potato”. One day in Dec of 
2018 he began to pant heavily and his heart was racing out of control. He 
couldn’t walk or move. We took him to the vet and had no decision left but to 
have him euthanized. I recently read an article about grain free dog food 
causing Cardio Myopathy. One of the brands listed in the article is 4 Health, a 
brand we bought at Tractor Supply for the last 3-4 years of our pets life. We 
fed him the grain free option thinking we were providing him with a healthier 
diet. It appears this may not be the case. I would love to know if the FDA can 
find a considerable answer on the risk of grain free dog food.

7 Years Boxer (German
Boxer)

 Dog 64 Pound

EON‐391830 6/29/2019 8:16 Rachel Ray Nurish zero 
grain salmon sweet potato 
and pea recipe

She rapidly developed heart disease, she was on medication for about 5 
months before I finally had to put her down. She and my remaining dog ate 
nothing be Rachel Ray salmon based Nurish dog food. I read your recent 
report and wanted to add one more statistic to maybe help others.

11 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐391829 6/29/2019 7:48 Natural Balance Fat Dogs My POMERANIAN WAS ON THE NATURAL Balance Fat Dogs food prior to 
his DCM incident (full collapse) that landed us at (b) (6)  Dec.
2018. His left ventricle ruptured and a blood clot formed in the pericardial sac. 
He was immediately admitted to Cardiology ((b) (6)

 manage his care, medicines, tests, etc)he 
has ongoing visits and is on several medications, I have spent over $5,000 
there and we will return for a cardiologist checkup on July 8, 2019. I give 
permission to access his medical files and tests for any research related to 
DCM and Natural Balance food. It won’t help my dog, but hopefully it can help 
others. Please contact myself or the (b) (6)

9 Years Spitz - German 
Pomeranian

Dog 14 Pound

EON‐391825 6/29/2019 4:08 Acana Heritage Meats 
Formula

Breathing changed- shallow breaths, loss of appetite- refusing to eat (food 
driven dog), also vomiting in the morning. Especially in the last month. Dog 
had been eating Acana for 3 years. Great Dane. Food was returned today so 
information for the specific bag is unknown.

4 Years Great Dane Dog 120 Pound
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(b) (6)  was a 4 year old, Old English Sheepdog. He was very active, loving and 
just overall an amazing friend. The issues started in the middle of night in 
October 2016. We heard (b) (6)  start coughing and initially dismissed it as no
big deal. A couple of weeks later, the coughing happened again and this time 
more and more. We spoke with a vet that told us it was probably just kennel 
cough or something of that nature, and gave us some medicine. Unfortunately, 
this was not the case. In the following weeks the cough became accompanied 
by lethargy, constant diarrhea, and total lack of appetite. He was no longer the 
fun loving dog he was just a couple of months before this. We took him to 
three vets, spent thousands of dollars and soon received news that stunned, 
and floored us -- (b) (6)  has developed DCM due to an enlarged heart, and
nothing could be done. Due to this diagnosis, and his rapidly declining state. 
We had to make the hearth wrenching decision to put him to sleep. Honestly, 
just writing this is bringing back those feeling and reading the FDA warning 
today had brought all those feeling back. Today, I was able to finally connect 
the dots -- (b) (6)  ate NUTRO grain-free dog food his entire life. I have no doubt
that after reading these other stories and now this FDA warning that this 
caused (b) (6)  untimely death. This makes me SO sad, and mad...that I do 
not have adequate words. If you need any follow up regarding this report. 
Please feel free to reach out to me. Thank you.

EON‐391821 6/29/2019 2:00 Nutro Grain Free Adult Farm 
Raised Chicken Lentils & 
Sweet Potato Dry Dog Food.

Hi!

So, after seeing the recent news of the FDA's warning regarding grain-free 
foods, and sudden onset DCM. I felt it necessary to write this report. Firstly, 
this news has absolutely gutted me to read...as I now know in my heart this is 
what claimed our dog's life at the young age of four.

4 Years Sheepdog - Old 
English

Dog 65 Pound

EON‐391820 6/29/2019 1:28 Blue Buffalo and Blue 
Buffalo Senior...

Coughing, about two years ago. April 2018, diagnosed with Congenital Heart 
Failure, given 18 months to live. Fed Blue Buffalo, grain free for 8 years plus. 
Other cats and dogs began having issues...vomiting, lethargy, coughing, not 
wanting to eat.... Vet recommended moving to another food. We switched to 
Nutro, for the dry food...about 1.5 years ago, give or take. One dog and cat 
gave already passed away +put to sleep). Other than the miniature poodle, 
another dog us beginning to have issues, and two cats are starting to have 
issues.

13 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound
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(b) (6)Several years ago,  was diagnosed with a heart murmur, and the x-ray 
showed significant swelling in the left chamber of the heart. I read about DCM 
and dog food and realized she might be part of this population.

EON‐391819 6/29/2019 1:08 California Natural grain free 
dry dog food and Taste of 
the Wild grain free dry dog 
food.

In (b) (6) , my 5 year old Portuguese Water Dog died, suddenly, from 
Dilated Cardiomyopathy. At the time, the emergency vet explained that this 
disease was not preventable and if it had been diagnosed when she was a 
puppy, there would not have been much we could do to prevent her death. At 
the time of her death we also had a West Highland White Terrier who had skin 
allergies and we were advised by our vet to put him on a grain free diet. We 
fed both dogs California Natural and Taste of the Wild grain free dog food for 
the majority of our Porties life. When I notified the breeder of her death, they 
were shocked as both parents were extensively tested for genetic diseases 
including CD to ensure healthy dogs. After reading the first FDA press release 
about the link of CD in dogs and grain free diets, I am convinced our dogs 
death was a result of the grain free diet.

5 Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐391817 6/29/2019 0:56 Acana Heritage Free-Run 
Poultry

Was on Acana dog food entire life and preliminary reports of diagnosis is diet-
related dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure.

4 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 80 Pound

EON‐391815 6/29/2019 0:44 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 33 Pound

EON‐391814 6/29/2019 0:28 Eukanuba Maintenance developed dialated cardio myopathy 10 Years Greyhound Dog 75 Pound
EON‐391813 6/29/2019 0:24 Taste of the Wild Pacific 

Stream Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

Our Great Dane died at 7 years old from dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). We 
fed him Taste of the Wild Pacific Stream Grain-Free Dry Dog Food since he 
was 2 years old (5 years total). The veterinary hospital we took him to 
diagnosed our dog with heart disease DCM and said it was a good chance to 
be linked to his grain free diet.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 150 Pound

EON‐391812 6/29/2019 0:12 Acana red meat
Orijin adult

We have been feeding both of our dogs a grain free diet for approximately 8 
years. The primary brands fed were Acana and Orijin. In March 2019, (b) (6)  
was diagnosed with end-stage canine DCM. The diagnosis came after we 
noticed she was coughing and unable to rest/relax. An x-ray revealed fluid in 
her lungs and an enlarged heart. An additional cardiac ultrasound confirmed 
the DCM and only 18% contractility if the heart muscle. She also has 3 regurg 
valves.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 67 Pound

EON‐391811 6/29/2019 0:04 All food is now destroyed or 
given away
Rachael Ray Taste of the 
Wild and Blue buffalo all 
grain-free varieties

During the night the poodle let out a howl and the next morning, he was dead. 
He had been lightly vomiting the day before and seemed to be in pain in the 
evening. For 2 years he only ate grain-free dog foods, at least 3 different kinds 
including Rachael Ray's, Taste of the Wild and Blue Buffalo, all grain-free 
because my dog refused to eat any grain product, even to the point of not 
eating and dropping to 7.5# 2 years ago. Since then he only got grain-free dry 
food purchased at Pet's Mart and (b) (6)  and was normal weight.
He was doing OK on the meds until the day before his death. His death 
occurred 1+ year ago approximately.

9 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐391810 6/28/2019 23:52 Blue Buffalo, Fromm Saw on news about grain free dog food and heart failure. Just put down 11 
year old Pomeranian due to heart failure. My 2 living Pomeranians have been 
diagnosed with enlarged hearts. One is 11 and the other 13. All ate grain free 
dog food like Blue Buffalo, Fromm etc due to thinking it was healthier and one 
due to allergies thinking it would help. They only ate grain free food.

I thought it odd ALL my Pomeranians diagnosed with enlarged hearts.

Other Canine/dog Dog

EON‐391809 6/28/2019 23:48 Kibbles an bits We came home and we found her dead and we had to have her cremated but
she had food I’m still in her stomach

 5 Days Pug Dog 10 Ounce

EON‐391808 6/28/2019 23:40 Taste of the wild He was fine, had an event with his heart. It’s beat rate dropped 25% strained 
desperation and extreme lethargy. He was suffering so much within 96 hours 
that he died (b) (6)

12 Years Griffon - French Wire-
haired Pointing

Dog 68 Pound

EON‐391807 6/28/2019 23:40 Zignature Salmon Dog Food Began feeding Hershey Zignature food due to food allergies. Appeared to clear 
up his itchy skin. He started to change behavior and seemed grumpy and 
maybe a little more lethargic in October but we thought he was just getting 
older. One morning in January he didn’t want to go on his daily walk. He 
collapsed that night and we rushed him to the emergency clinic where he 
coded. The vet couldn’t figure out what caused the quick decline but said there 
was fluid around his heart and he couldn’t save him. We spent $1000 At the 
vet and he was too far gone to save! We are heartbroken! I just read a report 
linking this food to other animal deaths and can’t believe we fed our dog this 
food!

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 75 Pound

EON‐391806 6/28/2019 23:36 Rachel Ray nutrish A healthy 12 year old dog started to wheeze chest X-ray showed congestive 
heart failure and enlarged heart. 1 month of 3 cardiac meds did not help and 
she died

12 Years Spitz - Dutch 
(Keeshond)

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐391800 6/28/2019 22:56 Nutra Source Seafood 
Select

He has been eating Nutra Source Seafood Select for many years. For the last 
year or two he has developed a really bad hacking cough and fatigue. I just 
read the FDA report on dog foods and heart disease - listing this food and 
these symptoms. The vet has seen him multiple times with no cure. I am now 
concerned, being that he is a Labrador, on of the type breeds affected, that his 
food made him ill. We have a younger lab who has developed a mild cough as 
well. Now I am concerned.

11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐391799 6/28/2019 22:56 Zignature Kangaroo We have been feeding our dog Zignature Kangaroo Limited Ingredient grain-
free kibble for almost all of his life (3+ years). In end of April, he developed a 
cough and a few weeks later he went to the ER because his breathing was 
rapid, cough was wet and upon going to the ER and getting him checked out, 
he was diagnosed with DCM & Congestive Heart Failure. The vet has given 
him ~6 months to live. He's now on Vetmedin, Spirolactin, Salix, and taurine 
supplements. 

Although symptoms have gone away with medicine, without the medicine he 
would have fluid in lungs and eventually die. This is delaying his deterioration 
and is stable from that sense

4.5 Years Poodle - Standard Dog 58 Pound

EON‐391798 6/28/2019 22:40 Rachael Ray Nutrish 
Chicken and Brown Rice 
Recipe with Veggies and 
Fruit

Recently my dog started coughing, and very lethargic. He has no energy. He 
doesn't want to take walks. We've taken him to the vet recently to look into 
these issues. We are in the early stages of testing, and then I was notified that 
his food has been recognized to cause some of the symptoms that he is 
having. https://www.whec.com/news/fda-names-dog-food-brands-in-heart-
failure-investigation/5406829/

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐391796 6/28/2019 22:28 Acana dog food (multiple 
types) including freshwater 
fish and red meat varieties

I fed Acana to my 3 dogs for many years—at least 5, possibly more. A couple 
of years ago, I was shocked when my vet told me that (b) (6)  who was the 
strongest, most muscular dog I had ever owned, had developed a heart 
murmur at around age 8. A year or so passed, and she developed congestive 
heart failure. Not long afterward, my Tibetan Terrier, (b) (6) , was diagnosed with 
a heart murmur and subsequently died from heart failure in May of 2018. He 
was very old (13 at time of diagnosis), so it's possible that his case was 
unrelated. Meanwhile, I put (b) (6)  on medication, but she had to be euthanized 
in October of 2018. My vet mentioned that she saw a lot of dogs that had 
developed my dogs' specific type of heart disease due to eating grain-free dog 
food. All I know is that I have had dogs all of my life, and I had never had a dog 
that developed heart disease. And yet suddenly, I had 2 of them. My third dog, 
(b) (6) , is about to turn 7. She ate Acana with (b) (6)  and (b) (6) , and I'm holding out 
hope that she won't develop a heart problem.

11 Years Terrier - Scottish Dog 30 Pound

EON‐391795 6/28/2019 22:28 Zignature lamb formula On April 20th, (b) (6)  suffered from congested heart failure and hadon't to be 
taken to the emergency room. He also suffers from a small leak in an enlarged 
atrium. He is now on Pimobendan and Furosemide.

10 Years Chihuahua Dog 8 Pound

EON‐391794 6/28/2019 22:24 Taste of the Wild Prey Trout 
Formula for dogs

I had my dog on Taste of the Wild for about a year. He had the Trout flavor. 
After the first year, he began to have breathing issues. I took him immediately 
to the vet and he was diagnosed with a murmur and DCM.

8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 54 Pound
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(b) (6)  died of DCM event. Was previously healthy. Was fed Blue Buffalo 
limited ingredients dog food.

EON‐391793 6/28/2019 22:20 Acana Grasslands From approximately the age of 10, was put on a grain free diet, never having 
any type of heart condition, and was checked by a vet regularly. The food she 
was specifically fed was Acana (rotated different flavors) but primarily ate The 
“Grasslands” formula. At approximately 16 years of age, began to have fainting 
spells. The vet was unable to determine the cause. At age 17, in addition to 
the fainting spells, began having difficulty breathing. Vet did state she had an 
issue at that time with “biliary sludge” and began treatment for that with 
“denamarin”. After her 18th birthday, began having even more difficulty 
breathing. Took her to the emergency room where they asked if she had ever 
been diagnosed with a heart murmur; I replied no. They stated she had a 
Grade 2/6 heart murmur. Having never been diagnosed with any type of heart 
issue prior to this, I am questioning whether or not this is related to the issues 
being reported regarding DCM and grain free diets.

18 Years Greyhound - Italian Dog 11 Pound

EON‐391792 6/28/2019 22:20 Taste of the Wild: high 
prairie grain free

Loss of energy, excessive drooling, labored breathing and coughing, 5 Years Great Dane Dog 130 Pound

EON‐391791 6/28/2019 22:20 Blue Buffalo- Life Protection 
formula Adult Fish and 
Brown Rice Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

He was coughing, became lethargic and stopped eating 12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 73 Pound

EON‐391789 6/28/2019 21:57 Blue Buffalo Limited 
Ingredients for food 
sensitivities

10 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound

EON‐391788 6/28/2019 21:52 Rachel Ray Zero Grain 
turkey/potato

For 7 years or so (b) (6)  was fed Rachel Ray Zero Grain. In (b) (6)
(b) (6)  became lethargic, unable to breath, weak & had no appetite. We took 
him to the vet & they found fluid on his heart. His prognosis wasn't good so we 
made the decision to lay him to rest. 8 months prior we laid our 13 yr old 
female Boston terrier to rest. At the time we linked her illness to old age. But I 
can't help wonder if the dog food is to blame. I feel confident the dog food is 
the cause for (b) (6)  death.

8 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 15 Pound

EON‐391787 6/28/2019 21:50 Blue buffalo bayou blend My pit bull unfortunately has unknown food allergies. We've dealt with it For 
the majority of his life. Upon multiple vet visits and multiple tests, we came to 
the conclusion that trail and error, and an elimination diet was our best bet. 
Starting with novel proteins. Meat such as bison, alligator, duck, fish, any food 
that he probably wouldn't normally get in his diet. Unfortunately most of those 
dog foods were also of the grain free variety. Within the last year hes lost over 
30lbs due to heart issues after my vet warned me of the grain free issues going 
on with dogs. He now has developed a heart murmur after having him on 
several variations of Blue Buffalo, Nature's Recipe, and Natural Balance dog 
foods. Hes in such poor health, we are on the verge of having to euthanize 
him. I can't say that the foods alone caused his health issues, but I know for 
certain he did not have a heart condition nor a weight problem until after trying 
grain free dog foods.

6 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 50 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy about 2 years ago. She has 
been fed Acana free-run Duck dry dog food for approximately 4 years now. We 
had read there may be some correlation between certain grain free foods, and 
the development of DCM. Acana dog foods seem to be the most reported in 
this correlation of the two.

(b) (6)  was uninterested in food and was vomiting and had some diarrhea. She 
also became very lethargic so I rushed her into the animal hospital I work at 
where her hear rate was between 260-280 bpm. She was immediately hooked 
up to a monitor and a catheter was placed. She was given meds to bring down
her heart rate. Xrays showed she had an enlarged heart. She was hospitalized
for the night and taken to a cardiologist the next day. She was diagnosed with 
DCM and placed on several medications to control it.

(b) (6)  was switched to 4Health grain free dog food at 1 year because of a 
skin rash. My other Great Dane and golden retriever were left on 4Health 
Large Breed formula. (b) (6)  was diagnosed with DCM at the age of 2 and 
died of heart failure shortly after his third birthday. There was no history of 
DCM in his parents or siblings.

EON‐391786 6/28/2019 21:50 4 Health Grain Free Large 
Breed

 
 

6 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 72 Pound

EON‐391785 6/28/2019 21:44 Blue Buffalo Wilderness
Nature's Evolutionary Diet
Duck

Diagnosed with canine dialated cardiomyopathy at 7 years. Heart murmur 
started around 6.5 years. Veterinarian said dog is otherwise in excellent health 
and advised switching off of the grain-free food he had been fed since birth. 
(We have another, younger dog and they also advised switching her). 
Reduced symptoms since switching foods, but the disease is permanent and 
may eventually cause heart failure.

7 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐391784 6/28/2019 21:40 Acana Singles Formula Free-
Run Duck

9 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 19 Pound

EON‐391783 6/28/2019 21:40 4Health Grain Free Large
Breed Formula

 3 Years Great Dane Dog 145 Pound

EON‐391782 6/28/2019 21:28 Blue Buffalo Adult Chicken 
and Brown Rice

My dog regularly eats blue buffalo brand pet food. For two weeks, my dog has 
been having symptoms of chronic diarhea, vomitting, and troubling sleeping 
due to pain. His whole demeanor has changed from happy and energetic to 
extroverted and slouchy.

8 Years Shih Tzu Dog 25 Pound

EON‐391779 6/28/2019 20:40 Taste of the Wild, 4Health Diagnosed with enlarged heart 5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 71 Pound
EON‐391778 6/28/2019 20:28 Nutro senior small bites dog 

kibble
Both dogs (brother & sister) got heart disease, three other from this litter have 
never had heart disease and are all healthy. The three other litter mates were 
never fed this brand of food. After (b) (6)  as euthanized then (b) (6)  got worse, 
we stopped giving her the dry food and she got better, but her heart was too 
badly damaged

15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 25 Pound

EON‐391777 6/28/2019 20:28 Blue Buffalo Large Breed 
puppy
Other various Blue Buffalo 
brands for adult, Merrick 
Dog Food

Our 3 year old pup was diagnosed with severe DCM and died 6 months later 3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog

EON‐391776 6/28/2019 20:08 Nature's Recipe Salmon 
Sweet Potato and Pumpkin

We have been feeding (b) (6)  Nature's Recipe Salmon, sweet potato and 
pumpkin almost his whole life. He was recently diagnosed with Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy and Congestive Heart Failure. The cardiologist says it is likely 
linked to eating a grain free diet.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound
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(b) (6)

(b) (6) -10:00 AM Vomiting (Twice)
(b) (6) -2:00PM Diagnosed and admintted into Intensive Care

(b) (6) -3:00AM Sudden and severe coughing episode (lasting 2-3
minutes) 

EON‐391775 6/28/2019 20:08 Instinct Limited Ingredient 
Diet
Grain-free recipe with real 
lamb
(Made by Nature’s Variety)

She has been diagnosed with congestive heart failure. 8 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 8 Pound

EON‐391774 6/28/2019 20:08 4health dry grain freed dog 
food

Stopped eating and difficulty breathing 10 Years Great Pyrenees Dog 57 Pound

EON‐391773 6/28/2019 20:04 Taste of the Wild Heart murmur. Now on meds to slow progression 8 Years Havanese Dog 14 Pound
EON‐391772 6/28/2019 20:04 Natural Balance Duck & 

Potato Formula
She had labored breathing. Took her to the vet and it was determined she has 
congestive heart failure. Now on several meds for this condition to control. Had 
her to the vet on 4 separate occasions for this issue. She spent a total of 3 
nights at the hospital. She had to be put on oxygen to help her breathe.

12 Years Shih Tzu Dog 12 Pound

EON‐391771 6/28/2019 19:52 Taste of the Wild 
Canine Recipe 
Grain Free Diet

, (b) (6) -6:00AM Died

6 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 92 Pound

EON‐391768 6/28/2019 19:44 Rachel Ray's zero grain After his ear infections recurred we were told that the ear infections, his itching 
and licking his feet may be due to food allergies and suggested we switch to a 
grain free food. Eventually we sought another vets opinion because the ear 
infections returned. This vet helped greatly, with cleaning and meds the ear 
infections cleared although damage occurred to the ear canal. He still had 
some issues with itching but this vet thought it more likely an allergic response 
to flea or other bug bites, common for many dogs, even though we didn't have 
a flea problem I was told the saliva from a flea could cause severe itching. 
Other than treating the ears our dog had been great health, a couple months 
before moving out of state we brought him in for routine checkup and 
vaccinations when she noticed a heart murmur. We had noticed his weight had 
increased to almost 45lbs so we scheduled an appointment for xrays. Sadly he 
was diagnosed with an enlarged heart, something that was not present just 1 
year prior, that was December 2015. Our vet gave us heart medication to help 
with fluid but said because the heart enlarged so much so quickly she only 
gave him a year, and she was right, (b) (6)  he collapsed in my 
husband's arms and passed at only 11 yrs old.

11 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
English

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐391767 6/28/2019 19:41 Blue Buffalo Ate Blue Buffalo one morning and threw it up an hour later. Acted lifeless the 
rest of the day and died that night. 
No medical problems and ate only Blue food.

9 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 120 Pound
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(b) (6)I put  down on (b) (6) . I cried for days.

(b) (6)On 9/4/14 I took  to the vet because of severe diarrhea and vomiting that 
occurred for no apparent reason. No changes in his diet of Nutro chicken and 
oatmeal small breed kibble. (b) (6)  was an active 9yr old and he was getting
lethargic/gaining weight.

(b) (6)  

(During this period thru 2017 b) (6)  was scratching his body & developing hot
spots, still throwing up periodically. I never linked it to Nutro. I thought is was 
the best food available. He was a happy pooch and loved to play. He would get 
winded, tire easily, heavy breathing at night.

EON‐391766 6/28/2019 19:41 Nutro chicken and oatmeal 
small breed I saved his vet records for the last 2 years of his life. 

On 1-28-15, I rushed to the vet with Hemorrhagic Gastroenteritis. He
was put on an IV and spent a couple of days in the care of the vet. Vet bill 
exceeded $600. 
On 8/25/15 During a regular wellness check and pre-dental cleaning chem 
analysis/ heart check, the vet noted a grade 3 heart murmur. Possible 
endocarditis from dental disease bacteria. 

In Sept 2017, his neck was injured and confirmed the injury by x-ray along with 
diagnosis of congestive heart failure. His quality of life deteriorated quickly. He 
would have breakthrough neck pain which raised his anxiety as he gasped for 
breath. I would rock him & weep until he was breathing better. I am weeping 
now just remembering. He was a sweet pooch. It was a heart breaking 
decision to put him down.

12 Years Coton de Tuléar Dog 17 Pound

EON‐391765 6/28/2019 19:40 diamond naturals lamb meal 
and rice formula

i had a healthy hard hunting six year old in his prime dog he got a nasty cough 
i took him to the vet he was eventuaully diagnosed with heart diseiase heart 
failure this dog could runn all day and hunted like a champion he was 6 and in 
prime condition never a day over weight late in the summer he had heart 
failure and i had to put him down it never really made sense to me but now i 
see this could be related to food i feed my current dog the same (healthy food ) 
holly hanna should i stop feeding my dog this stuff and i will be heart broke to 
find out i killed my dog with that food

6 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Wire-haired

Dog 64 Pound
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(b) (6)  was diagnosed with cardio myopathy 1 year ago. We just learned today 
that this may be the result if the food, Taste of the Wild, he had been eating for 
4 or 5 years prior. We changed the food about a year ago to Diamond 
Naturals. (b) (6)  developed a persistent cough in the Summer of 2018 causing us
to take him to the vet, (b) (6) , where they
diagnosed his condition.

EON‐391764 6/28/2019 19:40 Orijen History: 1/22/2016 glaucoma surgery, ECG prior to sedation and became 
bradyarrhythmic.
Assessment-Prognosis-Plan - (b) (6)  DVM, DACVIM ) Assessment: 1. 
Dilated cardiomyopathy with no left atrial enlargement 2. Profound sinus 
arrhythmia likely secondary to increased vagal tone from glaucoma 3. 1st 
degree atrioventricular block 4. 2nd degree atrioventricular block, Mobitz Type 
II. Diagnostic Plan: Echocardiogram, ECG, blood pressure, atropine response
test. Therapeutic Plan: Begin Pimobendan; Begin Enalapril, Taurine.
3/18/2017: Ultrasound Cardiologist Recheck - Mitral Valve: The leaflets are
normal with no prolapse of the anterior leaflet and no prolapse of the posterior
leaflet. There is no mitral regurgitation. Tricuspid Valve: The leaflets are
normal with no visible prolapse of the leaflets. There is no tricuspid
regurgitation. Aortic Valve: There is no thickening of the aortic valve leaflets.
There is no aortic insufficiency. Ascending Aorta: Normal Pulmonic Valve:
There is no thickening of the pulmonic valve leaflets. There is no pulmonic
insufficiency. Main and Proximal L/R Pulmonary Arteries: Normal Left
Ventricle: There is no thickening of the interventricular septum and the left
ventricular free wall. Chamber size is not enlarged with normal ventricular wall
motion. Right Ventricle: There is subjectively no thickening of the right ventricle
walls. Chamber size is subjectively normal. Left Atrium: There is no left atrial
enlargement. Right Atrium: There is subjectively no right atrial enlargement.
There are no effusions, spontaneous echo contrast, thrombi, or mass lesions
noted.
LVOT: The spectral Doppler pattern is laminar. RVOT: The spectral Doppler
pattern is laminar. Other: No colorflow evidence of ASD, VSD, or PDA.
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSIS: Structurally normal heart r/o recovery
from myocarditis vs taurine deficient DCM resolved.

13 Years Pointing Dog - Italian 
Wire-haired

Dog 80 Pound

EON‐391763 6/28/2019 19:40 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Grain-Free Dry

9 Years Spitz - American 
Eskimo Dog

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐391760 6/28/2019 19:32 Merrick grain free real Texas 
beef and sweet potato

Went into congestive heart failure started on Lasix died 11 days later. Had 
been eating grain free Merrick dog food all her life.

10 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 18 Pound
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EON‐391759 6/28/2019 19:20 Whole hearted grain free My dog has been on grain free dog food most of her life. She’s been on blue 
buffalo since she was 10 weeks to a year and a half old. Then she was 
switched to whole hearted grain free salmon and sweet potato recipe. Once 
she was 3 she was diagnosed with sub aortic stenosis so we take her to the 
cardiologist every 6 months. Now at 4 she was diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy and I believe it was because of the grain free diet. Her 
cardiologist told us to switch immediately to a grain containing dog food.

4 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐391757 6/28/2019 18:56 4health Grain free Whitefish 
and Potato

Dog started dry coughing/hacking often and stopped eating. Respiration was 
accelerated and dog was not active. Vet detected a heart murmur and 
suggested further specialists followup. Specialists confirmed DCM and 
prescribed 3 meds to be administered 2x daily for life.
1. Pimobendan (Vetmedin) 5 mg
2. Enalapril 10 mg
3. Furosemide 20 mg

9.5 Years Chow Chow Dog 55 Pound

EON‐391754 6/28/2019 18:36 Taste of the wild Had shortness of breath. Not will to move. Was feed taste of the wild for her 
last 5 years.

10 Years Alaskan Malamute Dog 85 Pound
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(b) (6)  is a golden retriever mix who has been on grain-free dry dog food her 
whole life. She has recently been diagnosed with an enlarged heart. I have 
been reading articles that state this disease is not common in her breed and 
has been linked to grain-free food.

EON‐391758 6/28/2019 19:00 No specific brand--Victor 
and Blue buffalo

10.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐391752 6/28/2019 18:00 Blue Buffalo Basics Limited I got (b) (6)  in 2011 from a breeder just outside of (b) (6) . My uncle is a vet 
in (b) (6)  and did many of her early appointments. In 2015 I moved to 
(b) (6)  The vet in (b) (6)  told me that (b) (6)  had a heart murmur which 
had never previously been mentioned to me. In Nov 2018 (b) (6)  developed a 
cough. Despite not having been to the dog park or doggie daycare the initial 
diagnosis was kennel cough. When the cough did not improve for a week and 
a half I went to the vet again and was sent to the emergency vet. At the 
emergency vet I was told that (b) (6)  was in congestive heart failure, that she
had a tear in her heart and the sac around the heart was filled with fluid. After 
three days in an oxygen chamber and a multitude of medications (b) (6)  had
recovered and was released to go home with a follow up appointment a week 
later. At the follow up appointment a dog cardiologist reviewed (b) (6)  files
and told me that while she was doing great her heart murmur would never be 
fixed and she could go into failure again. Her life expectancy was now only 6-
12 months. An x-ray was taken at that appointment. Approximately 28 hours 
later (b) (6)  again began to have difficulty breathing and began coughing. I
rushed her back to the emergency vet where I was told she was again in 
congestive heart failure and an x-ray showed fluid filling her lungs. 
Unfortunately this was not an event that (b) (6)  could recover from and 32 
hours after being given a clear-ish bill of health and doing great (b) (6)  was 
put to sleep. I cannot say whether her grain free diet played into her condition 
or whether she had a heart condition her entire life.

7 Years Spaniel - Field Dog 53 Pound

EON‐391751 6/28/2019 18:00 Taste of the wild (b) (6)  went into surgery for his eye lense. When he awoke, he wasn’t coming
too as quickly as he should have. The doctor recommended a heart test. The
heart test determined he had a massive heart tumor that was surrounding his
heart and pushing into his lung. He showed no signs of an illness to this
magnitude. They said it was a malignant tumor that would kill him. We did
radiation treatment to shrink the tumor and give him more life and comfort, but
a few mo this later he started seizuring uncontrollably and was absolutely
miserable. We had to make the most difficult choice in the world and have him
put to sleep. I don’t know if DCM is a cause, but my dog has ate Taste of the
Wild his whole life.

9 Years Bulldog Dog 56 Pound

EON‐391749 6/28/2019 17:56 Fromm Family Fed Fromm grain free food for years and developed dilated cardiomyopathy 
(DCM)

13 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 55 Pound

(b) (6)EON‐391748 6/28/2019 17:52 Acana Grain Free  presented for respiratory trouble. Xrays were performed that revealed an 
enlarged heart. The following day an echcardiogram confimred the enlarged 
heart and EKG reveled tachhycardia. She was transferred to emergency clinic 
and care under a cardiologist. (b) (6)  conditioned worsened and she passed
away less than two weeks after the original diagnosis.

9 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐391743 6/28/2019 17:36 Taste of the Wild During annual physical (this year age 5.5 yrs) vet detected a heart murmur. 
Took the dog to a cardiac specialist and he performed an echocardiogram. 
Diagnosis chronic degenerative mitral valve disease. Doctor had me switch 
dog off taste of the wild grain free food to Royal Canin for Miniature 
Schnauzers

5.5 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 18.4 Pound

EON‐391742 6/28/2019 17:36 blue buffalo life protection 
formula

been giving him blue buffalo the past 6 months now and 2 days ago we had to 
take him to the vet. we found out he has heart failure and he was put on 
furosemide for liquid around his heart.

10 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 37 Pound

EON‐391741 6/28/2019 17:32 Merrick's Grain Free Buffalo 
and Sweet Potato

It was suggested we use Merricks Grain Free dog food when we adopted from 
a shelter. This was the dog food the foster used so we decided to buy this and 
give to all of our dogs. This was 5 years ago. We fed strictly Merricks Buffalo 
and Sweet Potato. When the report came out from the FDA last year that grain 
free could lead to heart failure, we switched their food and rotated every other 
month. Earlier this month (b) (6)) I came home to (b) (6)  panting, unable
to catch his breath, and would not lay down even though he was obviously 
exhausted. I took him to the local vet. They kept him for 4 nights. He was 
diagnosed with CHF. When I brought him home, he began having seizures. 
Multiple daily. His last one being 20 minutes long. I rushed him to the vet 
where we ended up having to make the call that no pet owner ever wants to 
make. This was on (b) (6) .

10 Years Bulldog Dog 77 Pound

EON‐391740 6/28/2019 17:32 Zignature Zessentials (b) (6)  became lethargic and I took her to the vet, she was suffering from 
atrial fibrillation (fast heartbeat), she was a rescue, I had her for 9 years and 
she had never been sick. She died quickly within 24 hours of starting not 
feeling well. It was shocking how fast she died.

10 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 48 Pound

EON‐391739 6/28/2019 17:28 Nutro Ultra Uncontrolled diarrhea 13 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound
EON‐391738 6/28/2019 17:16 Blue Mountain After changing (b) (6)  food to Blue Mountain within six months we lost him 

to heart disease. This was a very active ranch dog that had no problems 
running 1-3 miles each day. We always just use the basic Purina One and he 
was very healthy with this food. But the trend was to feed healthy... BIG 
mistake made us lose an amazing ranch dog.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐391737 6/28/2019 17:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish I gave them the Rachel Ray food, and he started to get weaker and weaker. In 
a few days he went from being vibrant and energetic to being exhausted. We 
are currently saying our goodbyes and he is getting some end-of-life care. He 
is possibly dying as I write this report.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐391734 6/28/2019 16:56 Blue Buffalo grain free, 
Carrots watermelon rice 
hamburger chicken. 
Anything that I could get into 
him

I am sorry but this is so resent that I think I just answer all of this abobe. Now I 
am crying again and just can’t re type it.

12 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐391733 6/28/2019 16:56 4 health BEEF AND 
POTATOES

(b) (6)  had been given the 4Health beef and potato dry food formula since we 
got him at 6 weeks old. He had a history of ear infections but beyond that he 
was in great health. He developed a sudden dry cough one evening and the 
next day we took him to the vet. They first diagnosed him with an upper 
respiratory infection and put him on antibiotics. He never got better. We took 
him back to the vet and they ddI xrays and discovered that his heart was 
enlarged and his kidney function was very low. They kept him for two days to 
administer iv antibiotics and fluids and he continued to get worse. We brought 
him home for the weekend and it was terrible. His cough never got better, only 
worse. He became lethargic and would not eat or drink anything. We knew that 
he was in bad shape. We finally made the decision to take him to the 24 hour 
emergency vet and they performed more tests and said he was not doing good 
at all. His heart had gotten much bigger and his kidneys had started to shut 
down. We made the decision that night to have him euthanized. All of this 
happened within 5 days. It was very fast. After seeing the reports on the dog 
food, I knew that 4Health must have had something to do with his sudden 
illness. It was terrible to see him in so much agony.

6 Years Shar Pei Dog 45 Pound

EON‐391732 6/28/2019 16:56 Nutro We went from a healthy dog to a dog that had to be euthanized due To 
cardiomyopathy. He was sick two days. 
Began coughing and having difficulty breathing. Tested for kennel cough. 
Negative. I believe his Nutro food had a role in this

7 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 68 Pound
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(b) (6)EON‐391735 6/28/2019 17:00 ORIJEN Original Biologically 
Appropriate Dog Food

I got  at age 3 from a farmer who was feeding her Purina. I began feeding 
her Orijen immediately. At age 7 she was diagnosed with DCM. Around age 9 
her heart was in Stage 3 failure so we started seeing a canine cardiologist who 
put her on Vetmedin. It had wonderful results as prior, I doubt she'd have lived 
many months. Unfortunately, I continued to feed her Orijen. Just prior to her 
12th birthday she started into congestive heart failure and xrays showed her 
heart was exceeding the capacity of her chest cavity. I put her down on (b) (6)
two weeks after her 12th birthday as she was going into respiratory distress, 
including the 'death rattle'. Border Collies are NOT a breed to have DCM. In 
addition, although she lived to an average life expectancy of 12, her heart 
started showing her deterioration around age 8 and putting her on Vetmedin at 
age 9 seemed to reverse many of the symptoms for a couple years.

7 Years Collie - Border Dog 40 Pound
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EON‐391725 6/28/2019 16:40 Blue Buffalo Freedom Grain 
Free 
Small breed recipe chicken 
peas and potatoes

Within 3-4 days of consuming Blue Buffalo my baby became very sick and 
after vet care for 2 days she died.

6 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 18 Pound

EON‐391721 6/28/2019 16:24 Whole Hearted Grain Free 
Salmon and Pea Recipe

Owner feeding Whole Hearted Grain Free Salmon & Pea recipe for 2 years to 
help allergies. Skin problems did resolve on the salmon, but had previously not 
had a problem eating pieces of chicken either. 
O came on 6/13/19 with the dog breathing heavy. On physical exam an Grade 
3 murmur was auscultated on the L. It was not previously present at the exam 
on 6/6/18. The patient did better when started on lasix therapy and then had a 
cardiac ultrasound since suspecting DCM due to food

7 Years Dalmatian Dog 47 Pound

EON‐391720 6/28/2019 16:24 Dave's naturally healthy 
food/ cat food

One can of Dave's brand wet cat food was rancid when opened, it has a strong 
smell of spoiled food and had an audible hiss when the can was opened.

EON‐391718 6/28/2019 16:16 Blue buffalo - basics grain 
free
Lamb

She started with vomiting, within 24 hours she died 1.5 Years Bulldog Dog 52 Pound

EON‐391717 6/28/2019 16:08 Nature's Domain salmon 
meal and sweet potatoes

He died. He was fine in the early AM went outside cased his squirrels came 
back inside. He roamed around the house then can and laid in the room I was 
working on the computer. Then about an hour later went to let him out one last 
time before I left. But he was dead.

Saw a safety report today. Though I would add to report. My dog was very 
healthy. But, is believed to have died from heart issues. And after seeing this 
report it makes sense to me. And dont want anyone else to lose their pets. A 
few months earlier I had been looking a switching brands. Wish I had.

10 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound

EON‐391715 6/28/2019 16:00 Taste of the Wild dog food - 
we buy different flavors 
every time we buy food so 
they have eaten all varieties.

We fed our dog Taste of the Wild dog food for 5 years - we adopted him. He 
developed an enlarged heart in October 2018 and we had to put him to sleep 
in (b) (6) . For a small dog he should have lived to at least 15-18 years of 
age. He had absolutely no other health issues. The other two dogs we adopted 
and one has been eating the food for 2 years and the other for 1 year. We are 
switching foods today!

10 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 14 Pound
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(b) (6)EON‐391730 6/28/2019 16:52 Rachael Ray Nutrish  was diagnosed with a heart murmur at the age of 7. We had never had 
any issues with her heart. We had been giving her Rachael Ray’s dog food for 
2 years. It was the chicken nutrias bagged food. She passed away 6 months 
after being diagnosed with the heart murmur due to her heart giving out. I just 
read a news report that this food may cause heart complications and wanted to 
report this issue with my sweet baby girl.

7.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound
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EON‐391711 6/28/2019 15:28 Rachel Ray Nutrish Dog (b) (6)  was having random syncope attacks. Brian tumor was ruled out. 
(b) (6)  was eventually diagnosed with pulmonary hypertension, with signs of 
congestive heart failure. Heart slightly enlarged and heart beat is slightly 
irregular. Dog is taking sildenafyl but does not seem helpful with reducing 
attacks significantly, dog is still having occasional syncope events and trouble 
breathing. 
Dog used to be given Rachel Ray Nutrish dog food but was switched to 
Pedigree, however, our cat was still eating Rachel ray nutrish and dog eats the 
cats food.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 6 Pound

EON‐391710 6/28/2019 15:28 Taste of the Wild high prairie
grain free dry dog food and 
Taste of the Wild 
Appalachian Valley Small 
breed grain free dry dog 
food

 Our dog has been in perfect health for 8 of the 9 years we have owned her 
(adopted). About a year ago she began having big health problems. Had to 
have teeth removed, coughs often, sometimes has trouble breathing. This has 
been attributed to an enlarged heart and canine heart disease/failure. She has 
fluid around her heart and now has to be on multiple medications multiple 
times per day. I have now seen reports to the FDA and studies that show her 
food, Taste of the Wild, may be to blame. I don't know what the course of 
retribution is here, but a very important member is sick and life will be 
shortened because of this.

12 Years Maltese Dog 11 Pound

EON‐391709 6/28/2019 15:20 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Chicken/Sweet 
Potato and 
Blue Buffalo Wilderness 
Chicken Recipe Grain free

On May 4, 2019 he had annual physical. On May 13 he collapsed and died. He 
had a healthy lifestyle..long walks in the morning and several shorter ones 
through out each day. Go for swims and chase his beloved ball. There was 
nothing I ever noticed to indicate that his health was in jeopardy.

8 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 98 Pound

EON‐391708 6/28/2019 15:20 Earthborn dog food I have been feeding my dog eathborn dog food for many years now thinking it 
was a clean food. My dog was seen on a Saturday for a regular check up and 
two days later he dropped dead and was told he had a massive amount of fluid 
around his heart as cause of his death.

8 Years Retriever 
(unspecified)

Dog 52 Pound
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(b) (6)EON‐391713 6/28/2019 15:48 Blue buffalo small breed 
chicken and rice formula

 became lethargic, had trouble breathing, was panting all the time. She 
was taken to an emergency vet by my cousin who was watching her while I 
traveled. The vet diagnosed with congestive heart failure. Euthanasia was 
suggested and administered. (b) (6)  was fed Blue Buffalo small breed chicken 
and rice formula her entire life.

11 Years Chihuahua Dog 10 Pound
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EON‐391707 6/28/2019 15:08 Taste of the Wild Everything was going fine. Both of my French Bulldogs have been healthy and 
happy and showing no signs on illness. On (b) (6) , my male bulldog
started showing signs of not felling well. Not wanting to eat, slow and sluggish, 
and also labored breathing. I made him an appointment for today 28 June 
2019, we were unable to make it to the appointment because (b) (6)  he
was very unresponsive and by the time I got him to the vet (parking lot) he 
stopped breathing and were unable to get his heart to start beating again. I just 
read the article on (b) (6)  about the Taste of the Wild
food which my dog has eaten since he was 8 weeks old. I did not send him for 
an autopsy. He is going to be cremated. I am also taking my 10 month old 
bulldog off of the food and making her an appointment to check her heart.

17 Months Bulldog - French Dog 25 Pound

EON‐391700 6/28/2019 14:20 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula - Small Breed Adult
Chicken and brown rice.

I was informed in November 2017 by my dog/s vet he was in heart failure. He 
 had no previous medical issues. One year prior I changed his bran of food to 

Blue Buffalo. Not sure if this is related, but worth checking into. I lost  in 
May 2019.

(b) (6)

11 Years Crossbred 
Canine/dog

Dog 32 Pound

EON‐391698 6/28/2019 14:04 PRO PAC Heartland 
Chicken

On (b) (6)  my 3 year 8 month old had labored breathing. He was 
admitted to (b) (6)  and underwent an 
Echocardiogram and diagnosed with Diliated Cardiomyopathy. My (b) (6)

remained hospitalized in ICU until his paiisin on (b) (6) . The 
cardiologist highly suspected his heart condition was due to his diet consisting 
of grain free dry dog food. I did everything medically possible to save my babys 
young life.

3 Years Greyhound Dog 70 Pound

(b) (6)My dog  recently died of heart disease (b) (6)  which I was told he had 
from birth. I always was skeptical of his diagnosis because up until April of 
2018 he had been a happy and healthy dog. After reading the latest FDA 
report linking certain dog foods to heart disease I was shocked to find out that I 

(b) (6)had  on 3 of the top five brands listed in the report (Acana, Zigitures, Blue 
Buffalo and Ojien) . (b) (6)  had been on Blue Buffalo for about 3 years before I 
made a switch, largely due to his allergies and trying to find a food that would 
minimize them. I started noticing a change in (b) (6)  behavior in April of 2018
when he would suddenly collapse. After waiting three months on a 
cardiovascular veterinarian they then was diagnosed with heart disease and 
was taking medication util his death this past February. I still am extremely 
saddened because I always felt that I could have done something different but 
I put a lot of trust in his veterinarian to help me identify these things and I feel 
like I was let down.

EON‐391705 6/28/2019 14:56 ZIGNATURE LIMITED 
INGREDIENT DIET GRAIN 
FREE WHITEFISH RECIPE 
DRY DOG FOOD, ACANA 
REGIONALS 
MEADOWLAND FORMULA 
GRAIN FREE DRY DOG 
FOOD, ORIJEN SIX FISH 
DRY DOG FOOD, BLUE 
Wilderness®
Chicken

6 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 60 Pound

EON‐391701 6/28/2019 14:36 Rachel ray nutrish Diagnosed with congestive heart failure 14 Years Pug Dog

(b) (6)I used to feed  kibbles n bits and then switched her to blue buffalo dry 
and wet food. She devolved Congestive heart failure within a year of the 
switch.

EON‐391696 6/28/2019 13:44 Blue buffalo life protection 
formula adult chicken and 
brown rice, Blue buffalo wet 
food beef dinner with garden 
vegetables

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 9 Pound
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EON‐391692 6/28/2019 13:32 Blue buffalo small breed My dog was on blue buffalo for years. Small breed. In the last year she has 
been diagnosed with congestive heart failure. She is now on 3 medications 
daily and hasn’t been giving very long to live. Prior to this diagnoses, she was 
having seizures, medications stopped those. When I changed her food, the 
seizures stopped.

13 Years Unknown Dog 5 Pound

EON‐391689 6/28/2019 13:20 Nutri Source Pura Vita Grain 
Free Kangroo and Green 
Lentil

I am this dogs pet sitter. She has been diagnosed with conjestive heart failure. 
At my house she coughs and has fainted. The pet owners vet put (b) (6)  on
Furosemide tablets (she takes 8 per day). I think this is another case of DCM. 
I've notified the owner who is trying to get ahold of her vet to confirm my 
suspicion. She is eating Nutri Source Kangaroo and Green Lentil

14 Years Basset - Griffon 
Vendeen 
(unspecified)

Dog 45 Pound

EON‐391688 6/28/2019 13:12 Taste of the Wild Lamb
Zignature Lamb

We had to put down our cocker in January for the heart condition you guys 
released into about this morning. Her heart was unable to pump and more 
blood to her body and she could not breath. She at Taste of the Wild dog food 
for over half her life and ate zignature for the last couple years of her life.

11 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 34 Pound

EON‐391687 6/28/2019 13:12 Rachel Ray Nutrish grain 
free

My healthy dog began eating bagged form of Rachel Ray Nutrish, grain free, in 
early 2013. He was diagnosed with a heart murmur in early 2014 during his 
annual exam. In December 2018 dog collapsed one time, thought maybe he 
was just too hot or got too excited (we live in (b) (6) ) and then from January to
early March 2019 it progressed to a daily occurrence and then even worse to 
collapsing any time he stood up. Vet diagnosed him with heart disease and he 
was unresponsive to medication and was relieved of his pain and suffering in 
late March 2019.

7 Years Bichon Frise Dog 20 Pound

EON‐391686 6/28/2019 13:00 Earth born Holistic After being on a grain free diet from puppy age, my dog was diagnosed with 
heart disease at 5 years old. She now gets medicine daily and special diet 
food that costs $70 a month.

Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog

EON‐391684 6/28/2019 12:48 Blue Buffalo Adult Weight 
Control

At approx. age 3 year check up, (b) (6)  was found to have a Grade 4 heart 
murmur. No previous indications of any health problems. An ultrasound was 
performed an DCM was diagnosed at that time. She has since been on 
Vetmedin and Enalapril daily since. The only 2 brands of pet food ever given 
from 6 months of age are Blue Buffalo and Wellness Core.

11 Years Shepherd Dog - 
Australian

Dog 53 Pound

EON‐391683 6/28/2019 12:48 Simply Nourish™ Healthy 
Weight Small Breed Adult 
Dog Food - Natural Turkey & 
Brown Rice

My dogs have been eating Simply Nourish™ Healthy Weight Small Breed 
Adult Dog Food - Natural, Turkey & Brown Rice for years and one of my dogs 
was diagnosed in January 2019 with a heart murmur. The vet said it was minor 
however on (b) (6)  the vet confirmed again that she had a heart murmur and 
on (b) (6)  my dog died. She was overweight, hence why she was on healthy 
weight food. I saw the article saying there could be a link and wanted to bring it 
up that the food might have been a contributing factor to her death.

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 13 Pound



EON‐391681 6/28/2019 12:36 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Limited Ingredient Diets 
Sweet Potato & Fish 
Formula Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

Onset and increase of heart murmur (now rated 4 of 6 in terms of severity) and 
diagnosis of enlarged heart in less than two years time. Symptoms include 
difficulty breathing, reduction in activity, and aversion to exercise (walks).

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 52 Pound

EON‐391677 6/28/2019 12:16 NutriSource Grain-Free; 
Natures Domain Grain-Free;

Began feeding NutriSource Grain-Free as a young dog, approximately 1 year 
of age. Fed that brand until approx. 2016 at which time was switched to 
Natures Domain Grain-Free. Animal was diagnosed with a stage 3 heart 
murmur but did not pursue treatment at that time and shortly thereafter began 
feeding non-grain free of that brand until beginning of 2018. In approximately 
April or May 2018, animal was diagnosed with DCM. Due to recently switching 
back to a regular kibble, treatment plan was to monitor for changes and repeat 
echocardiogram in 6-8 months. In January 2019, animal was diagnosed with 
Stage B Lymphoma and began chemotherapy. Due to needing higher protein 
in food, animal began feeding Members Mark Chicken and Rice. Cancer went 
into and has remained in complete remission while continuing chemotherapy. 
Animal is screened by veterinary oncologist monthly and examinations indicate 
normal CBC levels and no further changes in heart. Animal continues to thrive 
and due to undergoing chemotherapy the repeat echocardiogram has not been 
done.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 125 Pound

EON‐391673 6/28/2019 12:00 EARTHBORN HOLISTIC - 
GRAIN FREE DIET

WE FED EARTHBORN HOLISTIC HER WHOLE LIFE AND LATER 
SUCCUMBED TO HER DIAGNOSIS OF CARDIOMYOPATHIA. WITH ALL 
THE RECENT MEDIA ON GRAIN FREE DIETS POTENTIALLY CAUSING 
DCM, I WANTED TO ADD A REPORT.

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 67 Pound

566 of 663

EON‐391671 6/28/2019 11:48 EARTHBORN HOLISTIC 
GRAIN FREE DIET

After feeding Earthborn Holistic diet to my dogs, (b) (6)  started to have skin 
issues where she was loosing patches of hair in large quantities and then 
started a very odd rash on her neck where her skin looked like it was coming 
off, there was blood and pus present and it was quite itchy for her. Her health 
declined rapidly from there and was diagnosed with Cardiomyopathy and was 
euthanized do to her condition. with all the news about the grain free diets 
causing DCM, I wanted to add a report.

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 68 Pound
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EON‐391667 6/28/2019 11:28 4health On Oct 22,2017 we switched our dogs food to 4health, recommended by an 
employee of Tractor Supply. The following summer, exactly June 16, 2018 our 
dog had his first episode of collapsing to the ground, over time becoming more 
lethargic. Ever since his first episode in 2018, we've witnessed numerous 
episodes. Initially we assumed he was just over heated and excited all at the 
same time. However, as these continued and we witnessed about 3 episodes, 
we decided it was time to take him in and have him checked out by our vet. 
After a visit with the vet and discussing the symptoms and an exam, the vet 
had explained that the episodes our dog is having is caused by his heart. Prior 
to last summer, (b) (6)  never had any health issues remotely close to the 
episodes he currently experiences. He's always been a healthy, active dog, 
who gets a lot of exercise.
We recently found that 4health is included on a list of 32 dog foods that are 
causing dogs to collapse and cause heart failure. Raising a lot of concern for 
us because of a healthy health history our dog had always had.

9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐391666 6/28/2019 11:28 Orijen Blue Buffalo Acana 
Fromm

Fed grain-free diet, developed heart murmur grade 1. Unknown if heart is 
enlarged - will follow up with cardiologist, however, feeding grain-inclusive diet 
to see if heart murmur is reversed in near term

6 Years Siberian Husky Dog 65 Pound

EON‐391665 6/28/2019 11:24 Not reSource PureVita 
Holistic Pet Food Duck and 
Oatmeal

Started panting, and hard for her to breath. Stopped eating. 9 Years Dachshund - 
Standard Smooth-
haired

Dog 22 Pound

EON‐391664 6/28/2019 11:20 Orijen Acana Blue Buffalo 
Fromm

(b) (6)  was on a grain-free diet. He developed an allergy to beef as well as a 
heart murmur. A radiograph was taken that evidenced an enlarged left 
ventricle - dilated cardiomyopathy. Waldo will be following up with a 
cardiologist.

9 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 22 Pound

EON‐391661 6/28/2019 10:24 Freshpet Upset stomach and vomiting
EON‐391659 6/28/2019 10:24 Roll over image to zoom in

Horizon Pulsar Pulses & 
Lamb Formula Grain-Free 
Dry Dog Food

Dog experience extreme fatigue while playing over a period of weeks. Dog 
presented gasping and coughing, however was not sick, nor did it vomit. Dog 
collapsed gasping and was rushed to veterinarian.

5 Years Hound - Basset Dog 40.8 Pound
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EON‐391657 6/28/2019 10:16 Zignature Duck Formula 
canned dog food

Zignature dog food...I'm reading about many cases or claims of DCM 
associated with several dog food brands, including the Zignature brand, which 
we feed our dog. Can you tell me if there are specific flavors or if it is on their 
canned or dry foods? Thank you,

(b) (6)
EON‐391655 6/28/2019 9:44 4health Grain-Free Beef & 

Potato
Around the middle of May 2018 (b) (6)  began to cough and within days 
became lethargic. He had been to the vet for his annual checkup two weeks 
prior and had been vaccinated against kennel cough, but this was suspected 
as the cause of his cough. After that was ruled out, he was given antibiotics for 
possible pneumonia, but the cough progressively got worse over the two 
weeks. He quit eating and became very lethargic with increased difficulty 
breathing due to fluid build up in his lungs. He was referred to an emergency 
clinic where he was given steroids, fluids, and more antibiotics in an isolated 
oxygen chamber. It was noted that his heart was slightly enlarged, but that this 
may just be a symptom of his difficulty breathing. He recovered to the extent 
that he was no longer coughing and was able to be released after 36 hrs. He 
was given some heart medication as a maintenance drug and sent home. 
Within a few days, his condition began to deteriorate again. His breathing 
became very labored and he was rushed back to the emergency vet and 
placed in to the isolated oxygen chamber again. Approximately 24 hrs later he 
collapsed while they were cleaning his cage, went in to cardiac arrest and 
died.

8 Years Chow Chow Dog 42 Pound

EON‐391649 6/28/2019 9:08 Rachel Ray Grain Free (dog 
food)

We fed our dog Rachel Ray Grain Free for a while. She died very suddenly. 
She was healthy otherwise. The vet said her stomach was not flipped, swollen, 
etc. so it was not something she ate and choked on or got poisoned. They 
assumed her heart gave out.

10 Years Unknown Dog 40 Pound

EON‐391646 6/28/2019 8:24 Earthborn Holistic Grain-
Free Meadow Feast

I fed my dog a grain-free diet for 5 years. A few months after he turned 7 he 
began to have breathing problems. He was wheezing constantly and his 
energy level decreased. At first I thought he had an upper respiratory infection 
but after a couple months passed with no improvement, I had chest x-rays 
done where it was discovered his heart had enlarged and he had an irregular 
heartbeat. Further testing concluded that he was exhibiting signs of Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy. I switched him to a grain-based diet and began administering 
the heart medications prescribed to him by his veterinarian, and took him to 
see a cardiologist. Despite this, four months after his initial diagnosis he went 
into cardiac arrest and died in my arms. He was only 7.5 years old.

7 Years Pug Dog 20 Pound

EON‐391645 6/28/2019 8:00 Rachel Ray Dry Dog Food
Grain Free
Turkey and Sweet Potato

Severe heart disease....... died of conjestive heart failure 9 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 175 Pound
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EON‐391639 6/28/2019 1:56 Kirklands Signature Natures 
Domain

My dog, who is a Lab/Poodle mix was fed a grain free diet, Kirkland dog food, 
all of her life. We have had her since she was 8 weeks old. We purchased her 
from a breeder in (b) (6) . In Summer of 2018, she fell ill and was
diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. She was also found to have a taurine 
deficiency. I believe her illness is associated with her diet. She was taken to a 
cardiologist who diagnosed her and mentioned to us he had been seeing 
atypical breeds develope Dilated Cardiomyopathy due to their diet and/or the 
taurine deficiency and believed (b) (6)  was also a victim of this. She was put
on medications, taurine supplement and we were told to change her diet 
immediately. She is still very sick from her heart failure and we have endured 
immense emotional heartache throughout its progression.

7 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐391632 Pure balance grain free 
salmon and lentils

Grain free food caused taurine deficiency, leading to her congestive heart 
failure

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐391628 6/27/2019 21:36 California Natural Kangaroo 
and Red Lentils

(b) (6)  began having difficulties breathing about 6 months prior to passing
away. I took her to several vet clinics but nobody could give a definitive
diagnosis. She did see a a heart specialist and was diagnosed with congestive
heart failure and mitral valve prolapse. She also had possibly aspiration
pneumonia twice after having trouble eating her food. This was all in a 6 month
time frame.

10 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐391624 6/27/2019 19:52 Natural Balance chicken and 
potatoes

Developed grade 6 heart murmur and seizure Terrier (unspecified) Dog

6/27/2019 22:48

EON‐391622 6/27/2019 19:28 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diets Train Free 
Duck & Potato Formula

My 6-pound dog has been eating Natural Balance Limited Ingredient Duck and 
Potato Formula canned food in the morning. We finished the can yesterday 
and as I was washing the can before putting it in the recycle bin I discovered 
the plastic lining of the can had separated and some of it was missing and I am 
afraid my dog has eaten it.
Customer Service Rep told me it was ok because the plastic is "food safe". If 
they don't know what food safe means they have a problem.
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EON‐391613 6/27/2019 18:00 Purina Beneful Playful Life I had just bought a bag of beneful from the store ( same food my dogs always 
eat nothing new. One of my mastiffs immediately refused it I continued to offer 
it and still refused. This is NOT normal as my dog loves to eat! My other mastiff 
are it but very slowly then an hour later started vomiting. The vomiting lasted 
through the night. She was very sick the following day, wouldn’t get up or 
anything. My vet recommended waiting a day to see how she was. The next 
day (day 2) she got up and drank water but will only lay around. I bought new 
food and offered it but she will not eat and is moving about very slowly and 
sleeping a lot. This is out of her character she is a very hyper energetic dog! 
My other mastiff who refused the food was offered the new food in one bowl 
and the “bad” food in another and he walked away from the bowl and went 
right to the new food. I’m worried the bag of beneful I purchased may be 
contaminated or something. I have NEVER had this happen but we are 
concerned! I do think she is slowly recovering because she did stand up and 
drink water today which is an improvement from yesterday. I’m waiting until 
tomorrow to see if any other changes occur, if not I’ll be taking her to her vet.

2 Days Mastiff Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐391615 6/27/2019 18:48 Earthborn Holistic Meadow 
Feast Grain-Free Natural 
Dry Dog Food

On December 18, 2018, (b) (6)  had a terrible cough that I thought was kennel 
cough. We went to the vet and they examined her and gave her a cough 
medicine and antibiotics. It seemed to get slight better. On January 10, 2019, I 
took (b) (6)  back to the Vet because her cough had gotten much worse. She 
couldn't sleep at all without coughing. He did an X-Ray to look at her lungs and 
found her heart was so enlarged, it was alarming. She was immediately started 
on Furosemide and I was told to get her to a Cardiologist as soon as I could. 
Or first appointment with the Cardiologist was January 18, 2019. She had her 
first echocardiogram and was started on Vetmedin, Benazepril, 
Spironolactone, and a taurine supplement. I had fed my dogs Earthborn 
Holistic Meadow Feast for 4 years. My regular vet and the cardiologist both felt 
this was nutritional mediated DCM and told me to change dog foods. I 
changed immediately. I got the Kirkland brand at first because that is what the 
Rescue President uses. I then did more research and printed ingredient lists 
for our next appointment at the cardiologist. Per their recommendation, I have 
been feeding ProPlan by Purina since. We have had 3 appointments with the 
cardiologist since she was diagnosed with DCM on January 10, 2019. A follow 
up echocardiogram on March 15, 2019, she wore a Holter Monitor and spent 
the night at the emergency clinic 1 night after a fainting incident in April, then 

(b) (6)  another follow up echocardiogram on June 4, 2019 is still on the
medicine and we will have another X-Ray in October, 2019.

5 Years Dalmatian Dog 45 Pound
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EON‐391612 6/27/2019 17:56 Instinct Raw Boost kibble + 
raw grain free recipe with 
chicken

He had chronic bronchitis and took prednisone for it, however he had usually 
been relatively healthy. After a couple of years eating this food, he began 
getting constant bronchial infections. He had a small congenital heart defect 
from birth that had never troubled him, however he developed left sided heart 
failure over the last 2 years of his life, it may or may not have been influenced 
by this food which he had been eating for approximately 2 years. He became 
so ill with the heart failure that we had to euthanize him a few weeks ago.

12 Years Chihuahua Dog 9 Pound

EON‐391610 6/27/2019 17:40 Eukanuba Large Breed 
Puppy

Presented for pre-breeding evaluation including cardiac certification with a 
veterinary Cardiologist. DCM noted on echocardiogram. No clinical signs. 
Caught early. Fractional shortening at 24%. Whole blood taurine levels tested 
and were 246nmol/ml.

12 Months Retriever - Labrador Dog 35 Kilogra
m

EON‐391601 6/27/2019 16:32 Royal Canin Veterinary Diet 
Urinary SO

My dogs veterinary has my dog on Royal Canin Veterinary Diet Urinary SO 
dog food. On Tuesday 6/25/19, As I was going to feed my dog his morning 
breakfast. I pulled out the royal canin dog food bag and I started to pour his 
dog food to his bowl, I noticed a huge dead roach was about to pour out of the 
bag to his bowl. This is really concerning and a heath hazard to our fury pets. 
Who knows how many bags out there are infested with these roaches.

EON‐391597 6/27/2019 16:08 Redford Naturals Large 
Breed Grain Free Beef and 
Sweet Potato, Redford 
Naturals Grain Free Salmon 
and Sweet Potato

(b) (6)  began with symptoms of shortness of breath, decreased appetite,
lethargy, coughing that we began to notice over a few days to a week. The vet
took a xray and noticed an enlarged heart and then sent us to the emergency
vet where he was diagnosed with CHF and DCM.

21 Months Pit Bull Dog 61 Pound

EON‐391592 6/27/2019 16:00 ACANA
Pork & Squash 
WITH FRESH YORKSHIRE
PORK & BUTTERNUT 
SQUASH

This is an Italian water dog. Not listed. Annual exam and discovered DCM. 
Only food fed for the past three years was Acana.

 

4 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 36 Pound
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EON‐391591 6/27/2019 15:52 Taste of the wild Sierra 
mountain grain free dog food

Please read this carefully as I will be going back and forth. On July 31st my 
Great Dane that was a FEMALE 5 YEAR OLDS started limping bad the next 
day, 8/1/18 fell down the stairs. I took her to our vet and they suggested hip 
dysplasia due to her giant breed. Two days later she fell and could no longer 
walk on her BACK LEFT LEG. Took her back to the vet and did an x Ray, a 
mass in her LEFT hip socket. That vet wanted 6k to amputate her leg. I found 
another vet that truly cared for my animals and not my money. My Great Dane 
got her leg amputated, before surgery they discovered a mass near her heart 
but said it was not typical with osteosarcoma. Now within this stress process, 2 
weeks later after 8/1/18 my Australian cattle started urinating everywhere. He 
started limping on his LEFT BACK LEG. When taken to the vet, he HAD THE 
SAME TUMOR/MASS IN THE EXACT SAME SPOT MY GREAT DANE DID. 
However, he had masses on his lungs. Surgery wasn’t an option for him. My 
Australian cattle deteriorated and I laid him to rest on (b) (6)  because he
could no longer walk due to this mass. 2 WEEKS AND 1 DAY LATER, my 
Great Dane collapsed and passed in my back seat as I was rushing her to the 
emergency vet. I lost both my dogs within two weeks of each other to 
osteosarcoma. 

They BOTH ate taste of the wild Sierra mountain grain free dog food. For at 
least 2 years before this happened. They had ZERO HEALTH PROBLEMS. 
My Australian cattle was older but no issues and my Great Dane had 
absolutely no issues. I absolutely blame taste of the wild for the death of my 
dogs.

12 Years Australian Kelpie Dog 90 Pound

EON‐391590 6/27/2019 15:40 Pet Pride 12 pouch Variety 
Pack

I fed them both Pet Pride dog food in a pouch. Within 24 hours, both had the 
exact same symptoms. Extremely lethargic, difficulty walking, bloody diarrhea. 
Would not drink water or eat any food except dry crackers and brown rice. I did 
not feed them any more of that food. I went to pricier Blue Buffalo canned. 
Symptoms lasted about 36 hours, until Pet Pride was out of their systems.

17 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 15 Pound

EON‐391572 6/27/2019 13:32 Nature's Recipe Grain-Free 
Chicken Sweet Potato & 
Pumpkin Recipe Dry Dog 
Food

Coughing initiated early fall of 2017. DCM diagnosed in October 2017. With 
palliative care and a prescription medications, the dog declined steadily until 

(b) (6)  when he was euthanized.

8 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐391551 6/27/2019 11:12 dave's cat food - Shredded 
Chicken Dinner in Gravy

Dave's Cat Food label claims a net weight of 5.5 ounces on their shredded 
chicken dinner. It never weighs that much. Instead, it's anywhere from 4.30 to 
5.35 ounces. I weigh my cats food. He gets 3 1/2 ounces in the morning and 2 
ounces in the evening. I always have to open another can in the evening 
because there is never enough left in the can I open in the morning. And I do 
scrape out the "last drop" of gravy in the can and it's still under the advertised 
net weight. I've been keeping track for a several months now on two separate 
batches, one with a December 2021 exp. date and the other a February 2022 
one. I have 2 accurate analog scales and even went out and bought a digital 
one, which is highly accurate. It's even a tad "over." I have also complained 
twice to Dave's. I was told they'd check with their manufacturer and get back to 
me. But no one ever did. They did send me some replacement cans, but it's 
the principal here: They are cheating people!

EON‐391550 6/27/2019 11:00 Zignature Kangaroo Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food

Echocardiogram revealed pronounced DCM-like changes with enough LAE 
that CHF could occur, though the patient did not appear to be in active CHF at 
the time. Given the history of Zignature kangaroo diet and young age, we are 
concerned that there could be a component of nutritional cardiomyopathy. 
Owner was instructed to change diet to mostly a pate form of a GI diet or I/D 
dry due to lower sodium and fat.

Idexx NT-proBNP was elevated at 4,356pmol/L (0-900 pmol/L)
Taurine levels (plasma/WB) - pending
Troponin - pending

3 Years Bulldog - French Dog 8.8 Kilogra
m
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EON‐391569 6/27/2019 13:12 Hill's Prescription Diet u/d 
Canine Dry, Natural Balance 
L.I.D. Limited Ingredient
Diets Lamb Meal & Brown
Rice Formula Dry Dog Food

I took (b) (6)  and our other dog to the vet in (mid-late) August of 2018 to be seen 
for kennel cough. Both were treated with steroids and antibiotics. (b) (6)  cough 
returned approximately 3 weeks later. I took her back to the vet and the vet 
said that they thought that her cough may have not completely cleared up from 
the kennel cough. They prescribed a steroid. During the appointment, I told the 
vet that I had noticed decrease in her appetite since she started coughing 
again. I took her in for another vet appointment a week later because the 
coughing and not eating had gotten worse. She had also started panting, 
seemed uncomfortable, demeanor was not the same, and was not drinking 
much water. In the time between the August appointment and this September 
appointment, (b) (6)  lost almost 10 lbs. The vet tried to listen to her heart and 
said he was unable to hear her heart beat because her lungs had filled with 
fluid. He told me that her heart was failing and that he was surprised at how 
fast it progressed just in one week. The vet told me that we could try 
medication, but where she wasn't eating or drinking, he wasn't sure if it would 
help. My husband and I made the decision to euthanize her based on her 
quality of life over those last few weeks.

10 Years Bulldog Dog 70 Pound
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EON‐391518 6/26/2019 22:52 Science diet 
Chicken and barley entree

Dog was sick with vomiting and diarrhea, whining, droggy 6 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 14 Pound

EON‐391511 6/26/2019 19:56 THE MISSING LINK ONCE 
DAILY SUPERFOOD 
DENTAL CHEW HAPPIER 
& BETTER "FOR MY SKIN 
COAT AND TEETH " 14 
CHEWS . LG-XL DOGS

I purchased a dog treat that was to be given once daily by the company called 
THE MISSING LINK ONCE DAILY SUPERFOOD DENTAL CHEW LG-XL 
DOGS 14 CHEWS at my local dollar tree. I gave my healthy dog 1 chew once 
daily for 3 days. After day 3 my dog started to whine and cry and vomited the 
first time she vomited it was pink and white with frothy foam the second time it 
was green and pink with white frothy foam the third time she vomited up blood 
. She continued to cry out and whine and vomit throughout the day and was 
restless, she also became extremely fatigued, lethargic and her eyes became 
glazed over. She because disoriented. She hardly drank water and would not 
eat. She slept through the night. The next day she seemed a bit better but 
didn't eat much food and continued to be lethargic and fatigued. The next day 
she was constantly having diarrhea but it subsisted. That night there was 
diarrhea all over her bottom and she it was leaking out of her constantly. She 
refused water and food. We rushed her to the veterinarian. She was diagnosed 
with a very bad infection due to this product. She is being treated with 
antibiotics and anti diarrheal medications. We have to bring her back in 3 days 
if her symptoms do not improve. She also recieved an injection of antibiotics 
and she has a fever. The veterinarian informed us that she was the second 
dog he had treated from the exact same product. We have messaged the 
company and have not heard back yet. Our dog has never had any health 
problems of any kind until she was given this product.

12 Years Black Mouth Cur Dog 60 Pound

EON‐391507 6/26/2019 18:32 grain free dog food I had been feeding No grain dog food to him. Due to impression, I thought it 
was good for him. He has been very healthy, playful , and happy. On (b) (6)

, He was his normal self. NO, signs of illness. But on following Sunday 
morning, he seemed a bit slow. He was just lying on kitchen floor, as I made 
breakfast. I noticed than he was making fast, puffing breaths. He did it less 
than 3-5 minutes . Than he stopped breathing entirely. I sat next to him, gently 
pushing on his ribs. But he was gone. No, signs of distress. His dog was blue. 
Absolutely no other symptons. I am a nurse, and talked to my vet the next day. 
We both thought it was heart failure. He had no problems except ear infections 
in the past. I had him for 5 years or so.

9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 35 Pound

EON‐391412 6/26/2019 10:36 Purina Puppy Chow Tender 
& Crunchy

Found piece of green rubber like material in puppy chow tender & crunchy.

EON‐391403 6/25/2019 20:40 Pure Vita grain-free venison Patient developed congestive heart failure secondary to dilated 
cardiomyopathy phenotype.and lentil diet

9 Years Pug Dog 15.6 Kilogra
m

EON‐391401 6/25/2019 16:12 Canidae All Life Stages "The 
Big Bag" Ideal for Multi-Dog 
Families

When I opened the bag of dog food an overwhelming chemical smell came out 
of the bag. I immediately closed the bag and contacted the merchant.
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EON‐391400 6/25/2019 16:12 Performatrin Ultra Grain-free 
original recipe

Has been on performatrin ultra grain free original recipe since 2012. Presented 
may 25th for annual vaccines but has been off and had and irregular 
arrhythmia. Presented June 14 th in congestive heart failure with irregular 
arrhythmia. Taurine testing was submitted (result not received yet); taurine 
supplementation started, change to grain containing diet no legumes or 
potatoe; and vetmedin and lasix started; echocardiogram done June18 - 
diagnosis dilated cardiomyopathy, severe - suspected atrial fibrillation - ecg 
done - atrial fib diagnosed, benazepril and diltiazem added. Not doing well, not 
wanting to eat

8 Years Collie - Border Dog 99.4 Pound

EON‐391359 6/25/2019 11:24 Darwin's Natural Selections Darwin's has been sending unsealed packets of their raw dog food. I receive 
the natural selections variety, in multiple protein options. Consistently over 2 
months, at least 1/4 of my order (roughly 10-15 patties per order) are delivered 
in unsealed packages. They are visibly discolored while frozen, and leak as 
they defrost, while still remaining discolored. I've reported this to darwin's in 
email 3 times, each time detailing the issue. I must have missed one unsealed 
patty, and my hound has ben experiencing food poisoning symptoms.

8 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 55 Pound
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EON‐391334 6/25/2019 9:48 Zuke's superfood blend. 
Tender treats made with 

nutrient-rich superfoods to
help keep the adventure 
going with bold berries, 
Simply Nourish naturally 
wholesome ingredients. 
Free or grain and gluten. 
Freeze dried dog treats 

(beef liver flavor), Zuke's 
mini naturals plus vitamins
and mineral. Wholesome 

tender mini bites for all your 
adventures in training. 

(chicken recipe), Nutro feed 
clean Crunchy treats
made with non-GMO 

ingredients 
made with real mixed 

berries, Nutro feed clean 
Crunchy treats 

made with non-GMO 
ingredients 

with real peanut butter 100% 
natural, Nutro feed clean 

crunchy treats 
made with non-GMO 

ingredients 
with real apple 100% 

natural, Fruitables natural 

(b) (6)  was boarding while owner's were getting married. Boarding facility
brought her to the facility due to continuous coughing. Took chest radiographs
and sent them to a radiograph specialist. Specialist report came back as
dialted cardiomyopathy. Also sent off a upper respiratory panel to Idexx which
came back all negative. Initially started her on lasix and minocycline to help
with the coughing. Did cardiac ultrasound and confirmed DCM. Performed a
recheck 2 weeks later. Rechecked bloodwork and chest radiographs. No
murmurs heard at time of recheck with good and steady pulses. Radiographs
and bloodwork were all WNL. Assessment at time of recheck was DCM with
secondary congestive heart failure which seems to be controlled at this time.
She is currently on Furosemide, Pimobendan, and Enalapril for management.

11 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 59.6 Pound



dog treats 
100% natural- nothing 

artificial 
pumpkin and banana flavor 

deliciously healthy dog 
treats, BilJac since 1947

PBnanas soft treats for dogs 
peanut butter and banana 
flavor, Redbarn naturals
single ingredient chew 

7inch bully sticks premium 
dog chews 

all natural, Fruitables 
a caloriesmart choice 

pumpkin and blueberry 
flavor 

deliciously healthy dog 
treats 

baked- 8 calories, Nutro 
feed clean 

Crunchy treats 
made with non-GMO 

ingredients 
with real banana 100% 

natural, Nutro feed clean 
crunchy treats 

made with non-GMO 
ingredients 

chicken and carrot flavor 
100% natural, Blue dog 
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bakery 
healthy treats for dogs 
all natural and low fat 

original recipe 
peanut butter and molasses 

flavor 
made in the USA, Greenies 
dental treat, Simply nourish 

source 
high protein and grain free 

jerky 
real chicken is #1 ingredient 
chicken and pumpkin recipe 
lovingly cooked in the USA, 
Authority- experts in nutrition 

skin and coat support 
whole muscle jerky 

grain free+ gluten free 
chicken formula, Zuke's mini 
naturals plus vitamins and 

minerals 
peanut butter and oats 

recipe 
wholesome tender mini bites 

for all your adventures in 
training, Ultra nature's very 

best ingredients 
all natural biscuits 

oatmeal and pumpkin 
healthy digestion blend 

superfood foundation with 3 
protein blend, Zesty Paws 

plus DHA gold 
omega 3 salmon bites with 

wild alaskan salmon oil 
all ages
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EON‐391314 6/24/2019 20:28 Nutro Perfect Portions Cuts 
in Gravy cat food

I purchased a case of Nutro Perfect Portions cuts in gravy cat food (lot 
911D1ARKF4) that I believe is spoiled. I opened a pack to feed my cat and 
knew instantly it was spoiled. There were black chunks in it, the gravy was 
more like a gel and the smell was horrible. I have purchased that same food 
and flavor previously and it never looked or smelled like this. I contacted the 
seller to let them know what happened and they sent me a new case (same lot 
#) that was also spoiled. I contacted Nutro (Mars, Inc) and informed them of 
the issue. They offered me a refund but did not seem to be concerned about 
my concern of spoiled food. Upon receiving the 2nd spoiled case I contacted 
Nutro again and stressed my concern of a spoiled batch of food and again they 
brushed me off.

EON‐391313 6/24/2019 20:20 Hill's Prescription Diet w/d 
Digestive/Weight/Glucose 
Management Dog Food

Puppy was treated for giardia, prescribed Canine Hill's W/D canned food. 
Puppy later tested negative for giardia on two occasions since treatment for 
giardia, but the Canine Hill W/D has resulted in chronic diarrhea, bloody stool, 
and intermittent vomiting for several weeks. Diarrhea is extremely concerning - 
puppy experiencing constant diarrhea followed by watery diarrhea with blood in 
stool.

8 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 41.6 Pound

EON‐391288 6/24/2019 15:56 Nature's Promise - Lamb 
with Brown rice recipe.

(b) (6)  regular food was freshly prepared boiled rice with boiled chicken 
breast twice a day. So we thought of giving him the Nature's Promise dog food 
(Lamb with brown rice flavor) . We gave him the kibbles just for a day, in the 
morning he ate 2 cups of the product. After 1 hour (b) (6)  drank a whole lot of
water we were surprised because sandy never drinks water. e drinks water 
only when he feels de-hydrated. After another hour he drank the same amount 
of water. he did this every 30 minutes and he wanted to pee frequently. We 
were worried about his behavior and we fed him the same amount of this 
nature's promise at night. He repeated the same behavior and he felt so thirsty 
and drank water every 10 mins. Then I found out that Nature's PRomise food 
was recalled last year due to high toxic vitamin D levels. I searched his current 
behavior and it high vitamin D level in dog behavior and it matched. We 
stopped it and I immediately reported about this to 
customer.service@sunshinemills.com which is the manufacturer of the 
nature's promise product. Kindly look in to this product, the product lot number 
is " TD3 10 April 2019 00:20"
Thanks.

2.11 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 74 Pound

EON‐391256 6/24/2019 12:28 ACANA Wild Atlantic Grain 
Free, ACANA Appalachian 
Ranch Grain Free

Patient presented to ER due to persistent coughing, unable to settle, labored 
breathing and exercise intolerance. Eating grain-free diet (Acana) since he 
was a puppy. Radiographs of his chest were taken which revealed evidence of 
CHF. Patient was hospitalized until stable enough to go home.

8.37 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 44.4 Kilogra
m

mailto:customer.service@sunshinemills.com


EON‐391235 6/24/2019 10:20 natures variety instinct raw 
cage free chicken recipe 
bites 6 pound bag

bought new bag of natures variety frozen dog food on a friday(the same food 
they always eat), they consumed about 1 cup of food each over the next day 
but had already lost their appetite by the second time and then spent the entire 
next night and day vomiting. Dog vomited over 10 times in less than 24 hours 
and exhibited discomfort and no appetite. Both dogs where affected in the 
same way within the same day.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound

EON‐391215 6/24/2019 0:20 In the middle of my dog’s can of wet food I found a small, Sharp metal/plastic 
piece.

EON‐391213 6/23/2019 23:36 Member's Mark Lamb & 
Rice Recipe

While feeding my dog Member's Mark Lamb & Rice Recipe dog food I noticed 
something shiny embedded in one of the kibbles. After closer inspection it 
appears to be some metal baked into the piece of kibble.

EON‐391196 6/23/2019 17:04 Pedigree Adult Complete 
Nutrition Grilled Steak and 
Vegetable Mix

I have been buying Pedigree Dry Dog Food, Steak and Vegetable mix for my 
dog for a while and have had no problems until recently. For the past week she 
has been throwing up and having bad diarrhea; I held off feeding her for 24 
hours to determine if it was a stomach bug but once she was fed again she 
continued throwing up. I have discontinued feeding her with this brand after 
further discovery of past recalls from this brand (although the past recalls were 
from their chicken and turkey formula). Please look into this, not just for my 
dog but for the many other pet owners who rely on this brand.

5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound

Hill’s Prescription Diet 
Digestive Care i/d Low Fat
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EON‐391190 6/23/2019 13:24 California Naturals GF 
Kangaroo Dry Dog Food, 
Taste of the Wild Salmon, 
Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Recipe, Taste of the
Wild Sierra Mountain Canine 
Recipe, Taste of the Wild 
High Prairie Puppy Recipe, 
Taste of the Wild Southwest 
Canyon Canine Recipe, 
Taste of the Wild Wetlands 
Canine Recipe, BLUE 
Wilderness Chicken For 
Adult Dogs, California 
Natural Grain Free 
Kangaroo & Lentil, Grain 
Free Sweet Potato & Fish 
Small Breed Bites Dry Dog 
Formula, Natural Balance 
L.I.D. Limited Ingredient
Diets Potato & Kangaroo
Formula Dry Dog Food,
BLUE Buffalo Wilderness
Salmon, BLUE Buffalo
Basics Grain-Free Salmon &
Potato Recipe, BLUE
Buffalo Wilderness Rocky
Mountain Recipe

(b) (6)  was put on a diet of kangaroo with lentil, peas or potato for the past 3-
4 years due to allergies. Without notice he developed an enlarged heart 
around April and we had to put him down in May. He was healthy and active 
and died a painful death. Our vet is submitting a report and our pet store is 

 compiling a list of which brands of food we have purchased.

7 Years Terrier - Bull Dog 50 Pound

EON‐391143 6/22/2019 11:52 Blue Wilderness Salmon 
Recipe High Protein Grain 
Free

My cat stopped eating. She wouldn't go near the food. My husband had been 
feeding her and didn't initially tell me there was a problem. When I checked the 
food I noticed that it was very loose and had a foul odor. I opened three other 
cans of the food and found them to all be the same. Very loose and foul 
smelling. As if it hadn't been processed long enough. When I fed her a different 
food she ate it without hesitation,

14 Years American Shorthair Cat 12 Pound

EON‐391134 6/22/2019 4:24 Unknown-contact owner Dog acting lethargic x2 days. Vomited x1 time. Took to local vet, diagnosed 
with DCM. Took to (b) (6) , dog had to be euthanized. Dog 
was fed no grain food, my son will know brand. 

WHY WAS THIS INFORMATION KEPT QUIET?? Had this been food for 
humans, it would have been huge! Why are animals made to suffer and die? It 
truly shows that the profits of these manufacturers are more important. 
Disgusting and just plain WRONG!

5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐391039 6/21/2019 1:48 Merrick real chicken and 
sweet potatoe

(b) (6)  started vomiting & acting very lathargic. She was making a constant
smacking sound. I took her to my vet & they treated her for nasia. The meds
they prescribed did not help. I took (b) (6)  off the brand new bag of food &
purchased a new bag same brand & within 24 hrs she was her old self again.
Happy & energetic & no smacking. I noticed the bad of foodthat made her sick
had a different shape & size nugget & I even tasted it & it had a foul taste
verses the new bag just had a blan taste. I contacted Amazon who I purchased
the food from & because others had called in with similar complaints. Amazon
pulled the food from their online sales. I contacted Merrick dog food co. & told
them what happend & told them I wanted the food tested. Of coarse to no
surprise Merrick called & said the lab results tested fine. Merrick would not
provide me with a copy of lab results & offered no compensation for the food or
vet bills. I think what happend, but have no way to prove it isI think Merrick
screwed up & put the wrong food in my pets bag. They claim make one
specific brand in a day. So I think they were not making my pets food that day
& got the right bag filled with the wrong food. I still have the bag of food that
made my pet sick. If there is a way to test it then there is the proof. I know this
food made my pet VERY sick.

12 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 45 Pound



EON‐391035 6/20/2019 22:36 Royal Canin Renal Support 
E Cat Food Veterinary Diet 
In Gel Feline

I have copied and pasted the following email I sent to Royal Canin 
(info.usa@royalcanin.com) on 5-14-2019 at 3:25PM (central time). I have not 

had any response from them whatsoever beyond the auto-reply email they 
sent me immediately afterwards, stating that they would reply within 3 to 4 

business days (or that I could call them if necessary).

BEGIN COPIED EMAIL TO ROYAL CANIN
Hello,

I am writing to let you know about a problem with two cases of the above-
mentioned food that I have purchased. Out of my 15 cats, 4 of them (the four 
oldest ones – 18, 17.5, 16.5, and 16 years old) have kidney disease. I have 

been buying them Royal Canin Renal Support A dry food for quite some time, 
but I have recently added Royal Canin Renal Support E canned food (5.8-

ounce cans) to their diet. So far, I have purchased two cases of this food, and 
both cases have had 4 cans each that were damaged and unusable, because 

the lids are “puffed” which indicates that the food inside is spoiled.

I purchased this food from Chewy, but let me state emphatically that it is NOT 
the fault of Chewy. It is, in my opinion, a quality control problem at the point of 
manufacture. Both cases themselves have been in perfect shape, as have the 
shipping boxes. As I’m sure you know, each case has 24 cans in it, 12 stacks 

of two cans. Not all of the damaged cans have been on the bottom of the case, 
either, which to me means that the cans were placed inside the case already 

damaged. The information on the cans is as follows:

The four damaged cans in the first case are all exactly the same, with the 
following information: Best By 12142020 1303 850E1NSC1 13:03 RFRL
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The four cans in the second case are almost the same, with a time stamp 
difference on two of the cans. Here is the information from the four damaged 

cans in the second case:
Two of the cans: BBO 06MAR2021 20 1 910F1NSC02 13:14 RFRL
Two of the cans: BBO 06MAR2021 20 1 910F1NSC02 13:45 RFRL

I know that Chewy would make this right if I complained to them, but I think it’s 
better that you are made aware of this. I do give my cats other canned pate 
renal food from a different manufacturer, but they happen to like the Royal 

Canin pate also. I do not want to keep receiving cases with damaged cans in 
them. I pay approximately $2.15 per can (plus 10% tax), and I want to be 

assured that I will not have to keep going through this with every single case I 
buy. As a matter of fact, I’m asking for you to send me eight “perfect” cans of 
this food as a replacement. I know that if I complain to Chewy, they have no 
way to send me just eight cans, but rather would send me a whole case. I do 
not want that, because all it does is cause them to lose money and drives up 
prices for the consumers. Also, Chewy does not accept coupons, and I don’t 
believe any veterinary practice will either. And I don’t think that any veterinary 
practice will sell individual cans – just a case of the product. I am not positive 

about that, but I have no transportation to run all over town to try to find 
individual cans, nor the time to call around asking. So PLEASE DO NOT 

SEND COUPONS as a replacement.

So please check into this matter, as this is not typical of Royal Canin to be so 
lax in allowing defective products to be sent out for our precious pets to 

consume (at least not typical in my experience with your products).

If you can’t (or won’t) send me the eight replacement cans, please send a 
check:
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(b) (6)

Regards,

(b) (6)
END OF COPIED EMAIL TO ROYAL CANIN

My concern is not particularly so much of them not refunding my money, but 
the fact that they did not even address the issue of my opinion of their lack of 

quality control before selling the cat food in question. To end up with two cases 
more than six weeks apart containing defective cans of food is an indication 
that something is wrong with their production/canning procedures. And not 

replying to someone who is the "victim" of their lackadaisical procedures is a 
bad business practice, and leads me to believe that they have something to 

hide.

Please look into this for me.

Sincerely,

(b) (6)
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EON‐391032 6/20/2019 21:08 DreamBone Both my lab and chihuahua got sick from DreamBones. My lab recovered but 
my chihuahua died. I contacted the company; they asked me to send them the 
poisonous bones to test, and then they refused to communicate with me again 
after they had them.

Please see:

https://www.amazon.com/Dreambone-Vegetable-Chicken-Rawhide-36-
Count/product-
reviews/B01BPCLHN0/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_hist_1?ie=UTF8&filterByStar=one_sta
r&reviewerType=all_reviews#reviews-filter-bar

Also:

https://www.houzz.com/discussions/2512977/anyone-had-a-problem-with-
dreambones-dog-snack

I have been feeding DreamBone for years and prior to this incident I had 
several recent cases of both dogs being sick, but did not attribute it to the 
DreamBone. (Since my dog died, I have not fed these to my other dog and her 
symptoms went away.) I have submitted the lot number and info from an 
unopened bag, but do not have the information from the opened lot. The 
unopened bag is from Mexico, however the poisoned treats may have been 
from Vietnam. 

You may contact me at (b) (6)  or phone (b) (6)

8 Years Chihuahua Dog 16 Pound

EON‐390951 6/20/2019 6:48 Three dog bakery original 
grain free “woof”era peanut 
butter and banana flavor

Mold in a new dog treat bag that shows good until date may 2020. Bought from 
target store a week ago.

https://www.amazon.com/Dreambone-Vegetable-Chicken-Rawhide-36-Count/product-reviews/B01BPCLHN0/ref=cm_cr_dp_d_hist_1?ie=UTF8&filterByStar=one_star&reviewerType=all_reviews#reviews-filter-bar
https://www.houzz.com/discussions/2512977/anyone-had-a-problem-with-dreambones-dog-snack
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EON‐390943 6/19/2019 23:12 22lb BAG!
Purine Kit&
Kaboodle Original
Tasty Flavors
Chicken
Liver
Turkey
Ocean Fish

I purchased a 22lb bag of dry cat food- Purina Kit & Kaboodle Monday, 
06/17/2019 at Walmart in (b) (6) .
When I opened i filled a black plastic bowl and poured it into 2 food bowls. 
What was left of the crumbs in the bottom of the black plastic bowl looked like 
“salt”. I tasted it and it was salt. Not just a little bit either. Crumbs verses salt 
were about 50/50. I emptied the content into the old food bag to keep it 
separate and scooped some more out of the bag. It had what looked like salt 
on it also.

Why would you ever put salt in pet food? This is just wrong and could defiantly 
cause pet health issues.
I saved both bags and have pictures of what I saw.
I hope someone will check this out. I expect it’s an inexpensive way to add 
weight. But it’s dangerous and just Wrong.
I hope to hear back, please, 
Thank you
(b) (6)

EON‐390922 6/19/2019 17:44 All salvage product Pet Evolution with locations in (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  are not labeling their 
salvaged pet food which is donated out to other parties with appropriate DNF 
to cattle or other ruminant labeling.

Other

EON‐390888 6/19/2019 13:08 Purina Friskies Shreds with 
salmon in sauce

Opened a can of Purina Friskies Shreds w/salmon in the sauce, got a VERY 
loud "pop". Pulled back the lid and the gravy was bubbling/fizzy. Can states 
"Best Before March 2021, 90901159 L7FT81347"

EON‐390853 6/19/2019 8:48 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials

(b) (6)  was slowly switched to Nutro, and has had constant diarrhea since.
She also seems like she is struggling to defecate when we take her outside,
and shakes and pants constantly.

3 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 65 Pound

EON‐390850 6/19/2019 8:40 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials

We slowly switched all of our dogs to Nutro, and since all have become sick. 
(b) (6)  is vomiting pink fluids, with spots of bright red blood in it. We are taking
her to our vet this weekend, and immediately switched the food back.

8 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 50 Pound

EON‐390841 6/18/2019 22:56 Nutro Wholesome 
Essentials

We switched all 3 of our dogs to Nutro by slowly mixing the food in with their 
previous dog food. Since being switched, they’ve all had serious GI episodes. 
(b) (6)  feces has been coated in yellow mucus type liquid, as well as very
hard. He’s been constipayed and struggles to use the restroom, and whines 
sometimes while he’s straining to go.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 50 Pound

EON‐390837 6/18/2019 19:56 Acana Regionals Wild 
Atlantic

(b) (6)  went into congestive heart failure . Was taken to (b) (6)  where 
he was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. (b) (6)

 He is now on 3 different heat medications

8.5 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 102 Pound

EON‐390830 6/18/2019 17:40 Royal Canin HP Is there an email address I can forward documented emails between myself 
(consumer) and manufacturer (Royal Canin)?
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EON‐390800 6/18/2019 13:20 Canidae Grain Free Pure 
Sea Salmon And Mackrel 
Formula Dog & Puppy Food

A small, single piece of wood was discovered inside of the wet canned dog 
food.

EON‐390779 6/18/2019 11:56 Blue Buffalo Life Protection 
Formula

I purchased multiple bags of Blue Buffalo Life Protection Formula for 
Amazon.com. My dog was eating this daily, for about 4 months, from the local 
(b) (6) . He never had any adverse reactions to
this food in the past, and the base exchange seemed to have sold out of it for 
a whole so we decided to bulk purchase it on Amazon. After about 3 days of 
half normal/half runny stools, my dog ended up having serious loose and 
bloody stools. He had to go to the emergency vet to be seen as he was not 
acting himself and pooping all over the house. He hasn't gone in the house 
since he was a puppy. After the vets today we gave him a small portion of 
chicken and rice and he seemed to have gotten some of his normal attitude 
back. I then decided to read into reviews and eventually consumer affairs only 
to find out how it was affecting so many other dogs in the exact same way as 
mine. I'm not sure as to this date if there has been a formal complaint brought 
against this company or possibly the mishandling/storage practices of the 
Amazon warehouses, but I'm certain there is a serious issue with this food and 
needs to be investigated. Blue buffalo pet foods has had a decent past with 
only a handful of products with issues like this, so this is why I considered the 
storage practices from Amazon. The dog food in question was shipped from 
the Amazon warehouse in (b) (6) . Please take a look into this as well as
other reviews input on Amazon.com and consumer affairs. Like I said, there 
are many very similar reviews on both these websites. Thank you for your time 
and help on this matter.

4.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐390767 6/18/2019 9:32 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Grain-Free Dry Dog 
Food

My dog was diagnosed with DCM on 6/17/19. He had an echo-cardiogram 
performed as I had concerns since he was on grain free dog food his entire 
life, specifically Taste of the Wild Venison and Bison adult dry food. He must 
now take heart medicine and Taurine supplements and have routine echos 
done to monitor his condition. His exercise must be limited and controlled. It is 
unknown when he first developed DCM, but as soon as we switched food to 
non-grain free, his energy levels increased immediately. I feel strongly that his 
DCM is food induced and not genetic.

6 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 107 Pound

EON‐390682 6/17/2019 12:04 Nutro Grain Free and Taste 
of the wild grain free

Developed DCM after years of eating a grain free diet. 12 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 80 Pound

http://Amazon.com
http://Amazon.com
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EON‐390675 6/17/2019 11:32 Rachel Ray Nutrish Just 6 
limited ingredient diet in 
turkey meal & pea recipe 
Grain free recipe 12 lb bag

On 5/7/2019, I purchased Rachel Ray dog food at Walmart in (b) (6) . I 
decided to switch from the chicken and vegetable recipe to the Just 6 turkey 

and pea recipe Nutrish brand by Rachel Ray in the in the 12lb bag. It seemed 
like it would be better for him with the ingredients stated. Since then my dog 
has been vomiting on an almost daily basis. I didn’t want to believe it was his 

dog food, however after I stopped feeding it to him on Saturday June 15,2019, 
he has not vomited since. I have saved his vomit that he did twice Friday 

evening in my fridge. I emptied his food bowl into another baggie and I have 
the rest of the dog food bag. I want to sent everything to you, especially his 2 

vomit bags from Friday, June 14 which are in my fridge. At one point last week, 
Wednesday, he was so ill, he was shaking completely all night. I knew it was 
stomach spasms which subsided after he vomited again. After stopping the 

food Friday evening, he seemed much better finally Sunday. I have never had 
an issue with Rachel Ray food, which is why I kept feeding it to him even 

though he was vomiting. My dog was at the vet in In the spring of this year for 
a urine sample and that was to make sure of no urinary infection because of 

marking, being he’s a male dog. I didn’t contact my vet regarding this because 
I am disabled and only get so much income per month. He initially acted ok 

besides vomiting and he did continue to like eating the food. 
There are feeding instruction on the back of the bag that day it may take 10 
days for your dog system to get acclimated. I followed those instructions, 
however his vomiting would not stop. I almost rushed him to the animal 

hospital last week Wednesday, when he had the shaking all night, however 
after he slept toward morning he was fine. It was 2 days later, after he vomited 
again twice Friday that I stopped feeding him that food. I knew then it had to be 

from the food. By Sunday, June 16 after I started him on another dog food 
Saturday he seemed himself again with no vomiting since Friday. 

I am extremely upset and KNOW the problem is the dog food. Please advise 
me what to do next. I also plan to take legal action regarding this. 

Thank you,
(b) (6)

11 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 17 Pound

EON‐390634 6/16/2019 21:12 Blue Buffalo sensitive 
stomach

Purchased Blue Buffalo sensitive stomach for our cats. One cat was fine. One 
vomited up the food, the other couldn't stop vomiting was very lethargic. She 
needed medical care.

7 Years Unknown Cat 9.06 Pound

EON‐390632 6/16/2019 20:36 Wilcox pet supply
Hertz
Tomlin
A little of everything

(b) (6)  pet store has out dated products for many animals. Rx med over 4 yrs 
old, dogs have parvo. Food and otw meds out dated.

Days Fish Ounce
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EON‐390618 6/16/2019 12:32 Temptations blissful catnip 
flavor

Cat ate about 15 temptation catnip treats (b) (6)  at 8 pm.
Then had no appetite (b) (6)  or (b) (6)
Was sluggish and reclusive both days. No box use I could tell.
(b) (6) , cat began signs of acute respiratory distress.
I took her to the emergency animal hospital. An xray showed massive fluid 
build up in area outside lungs which was compressing lungs. Then cat went 
into cardiac arrest. They started CPR.
I decided they should not continue. She died a little before 9 pm.

11 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 11.13 Pound

EON‐390614 6/16/2019 11:08 Champ Mini Chunk Adult 
Dog Food

(b) (6)  and (b) (6)  have been vomiting with bloody stools (Scarlett) and 
profuse mucous production. No appetite, no desire to drink water, lethargy, 
and weakness.

10 Weeks Mixed (Dog) Dog 7 Pound

EON‐390592 6/15/2019 16:00 Vibrant Life Smoked 
Chicken Jerky
DOG TREATS MADE WITH 
REAL CHICKEN

After feeding (b) (6)  a smoked chicken treat from a newly opened bag she got 
sick about 12 hours later while we were traveling to a campground. The dog 
was in our site the entire time while traveling and she had nothing else to eat 
and we believe the chicken treats were bad. She died 30 hours later. We still 
have the bag of treats and we would like to mail them to you to be tested.

8 Years Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 11 Pound

EON‐390580 6/15/2019 12:00 Purina Pro Plan Focus. 
Sensitive skin and stomach 
Lamb and rice formula.

Started a new food, Cat drop 6 lbs in three weeks. Liver only attacked. vet 
tested blood no parasites. most likely cause toxins in food.

12 Years American Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐390522 6/14/2019 14:20 Blue Dog Bakery USA 
Premium Beef Sticks All 
Natural Dog Treats

We bought a bag of dog treats from BJ's 2 weeks ago. The bag was opened 
and after usage it was sealed. Today, 2 weeks later, I noticed mold on the 
product. The expiration is November 14, 2020

EON‐390476 6/14/2019 6:40 Purina Beneful IncrediBites 
With Real Beef

After adding Purina Beneful IncrediBites dog food to my dog's regular food
(Iams dry dog food), he started having seizures. He had a total of 3
seizures over 3 days. After I stopped giving my dog the Purina Beneful
IncrediBites dog food, the seizures stopped and have not recurred.
Seizures started on 5/14/19. The last seizure was on 5/16/19, which was
the last day I gave my dog this food.

15 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 26 Pound

EON‐390442 6/13/2019 16:52 Hills Science Diet Adult (Dry 
Dog Food)

We are not sure if this is related to the product, but our vet performed an 
autopsy and there was nothing in his system - vet suspects toxicity of some 
sort. The dog was fine and then ate a serving from the new bag of Science 
Diet Dry Dog food one night, woke up next morning and ate another serving, 
but early afternoon was limp and not responding well - took him to vet where 
he was going to stay with him - and died that night. Vet said his heart stopped. 
Our dog did not eat anything outside and no signs of eating anything in house - 
only thing different was eating from the new bag of Science Diet. We just want 
to make sure there is nothing wrong with it. We have the food saved and bag it 
came in. Vet has dog frozen on premesis following autopsy.

11 Years Maltese Dog 12 Pound
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(b) (6)  has been on a grain free diet for years and has recently been diagnosed 
with dilated Cardiomyopathy. His symptoms were trouble breathing, cough and 
heart murmur. He had been placed on heart meds.

EON‐390479 6/14/2019 8:00 Rachel Ray zero grain dog 
food. Turkey and potato 
recipe

9 Years Terrier - Boston Dog 24 Pound
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EON‐390433 6/13/2019 15:08 Premium chicken meal & 
rice formula for dogs

I bought some dog food from Trader Joe's and for the first few days there was 
nothing wrong with it. but now it smells like poison and my dogs refuse to eat 
it. The smell is really bad, its such a strong chemical smell its overwhelming. I 
felt compelled to make this report because last week i bought some crackers 
and after i got home and open them up. they had the same strong chemical 
smell. I through them out and thought nothing of it. but now that another food 
item I bought smell exactly the same i felt i should report it.

EON‐390431 6/13/2019 15:00 Victor Puppy was playing with another pup at her own home. She vocalized, 
collapsed, and ceased voluntary respiration. Owner was unable to feel 
heartbeat and immediately began chest compressions. Pup was transported to 
(b) (6)  for emergency treatment. Chest compressions were
continued. An IV catheter and endotracheal tube were also placed to facilitate 
administration of rescue agents (oxygen, epinephrine, atropine, fluids, 
dexamethasone, doxapram). After ten minutes of active resuscitation without 
cardiac response, efforts were ceased. 

(b) (6)  had been fed a grain free diet (Victor) until recently when advised of 
potential for cardiac problems. The (b) (6)  were in the process of switching 
her food to Royal Canin. She had not switched completely as yet.

5 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐390364 6/13/2019 3:12 Purina Busy Beggin' Twist'D 
Long-Lasting Chew

My dog was fine and acting normal. We had a nice weekend outside in the sun 
with my other dog. My father had bought these Purina Waggin Tails dog treats 

as a gift for them. They loved them to the point of obsession. (b) (6)  had one 
and then kept wanting more. I saw no problem giving her a soft treat to chew. 

Then a few days later, she took a turn for the worse. She was fine in the 
morning and then all of a sudden was exhibiting, lethargy, loss of appetite and 

thirst, and her eyes began to not focus. We hoped that she would fight 
whatever illness she got. At the second day, she just got worse. By the time of 

the third day, she was severely dehydrated and we took her to the animal 
hospital at (b) (6)  We checked her in and they decided to do some tests after

discovering the dehydration. All signs pointed to acute kidney failure with 
unknown cause. The Vet claimed she was exhibiting the symptoms of renal 

failure caused by antifreeze poisoning. We had no clue what could have 
caused those symptoms. The only treatment was long-term high risk dialysis 
that would only prolong her suffering. We had to come to the decision to put 
her down. In my grief, I wanted to understand how she could have possibly 

gone from her happy usual self to dying of severe kidney failure. I decided to 
retrace our week and what could have changed. Could it have been something 
she ate outside? Was it some sort of chemical she got into? I cross referenced 
everything we used and nothing could explain the cause of her condition. Yet 

in the back of my mind, I remembered we gave her these new treats on 
Saturday and Sunday. I decided to do some research and was shocked that 
with the same product and other similar products there were several cases of 
the same tragic story. One case was a coincidence, then I found more, and 3 
became a pattern. By the short time I had been online, I discovered multiple 

cases that all had the same story as (b) (6) . I was enraged. A lot of these cases 
for the same product were years ago, and yet the product is still being sold to 
pets everywhere. I am now fearing that my other dog may meet the same fate. 

She is exhibiting similar symptoms but at a lesser scale. There is no 
coincidence that she consumed less of the same treat that (b) (6)  had. I 

honestly do not know what I will do if I lose them both to the same illness. I am 
going to get her checked in the morning. If she is exhibiting the same 

symptoms that indicate poisoning, then I will have my answer. (b) (6)  was a 
happy, healthy dog that died too soon in her life. She brought joy to everyone 
she met and didn't deserve to be poisoned. I owe it to her to find out the truth 
of what happened. The only new thing in their lives was this treat, and it is no 
coincidence that their health has turned for the worse since consuming them. I 
still have an extra of the treats. I am not sure if there is a way to have it tested, 
but if this is what killed my baby girl, then I owe it to the rest of the pet owners 

out there so their family does not suffer the same fate.

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 84 Pound
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EON‐390339 6/12/2019 20:48 Volcano view hedgehog 
food mix

Jean and Nick stockwell are usda licensed breeders of hedgehogs. Their usda 
licensed number is usda # 91-a-0122.
On their website www.volcanoviewhedgehogs.com they sell homemade 
hedgehog food that is crafted at their home and sold in plastic bags.This food 
is not prepared in an approved facility/processing plant. There is reasonable 
risk for mishandling of the food, rendering it unsafe for animals to eat.

EON‐390338 6/12/2019 20:44 There is no label. It is sold 
as volcano view hedehogs 
food mix and treat mix

There has been a number of breeders of African pygmy hedgehog so that are 
packaging foods and selling it to their owners openly on their websites and on 
ETSY accounts. This food are nothing more than different cat foods mixed 
together put in a bag without even labeling the ingredient's and being sold at a 
profit.

Volcano view Hedgehogs openly sells such products including homemade 
shampoos
http://www.volcanoviewhedgehogs.com/supplies-for-sale.html

EON‐390336 6/12/2019 20:20 Green Valley Pet 

Each 2lb Chub is labeled 
with the protein it is to 
contain for example 
"goat"..."rabbit"..."quail"

I have been purchasing food from this manufacturer for one year. Recently, is 
has come to my attention the manufacturer has admitted placing the wrong 
labels on packaging. For example, packaging marked "goat" or "rabbit" were 
filled with a different product...the manufacturer doesn't know what is actually 
in the packaging. I purchased 80lbs each of ground rabbit, quail and turkey, 
each in 2lb chubs. Each chub is labeled and the label matches the box them 
came in. However, when comparing each chub...the contents appear to be 
identical in smell, texture and color. Each chub appears to contain nothing but 
ground leg quarters. 

I contacted the manufacturer and asked for assistance and/or relief, he has 
denied my request. At one point he offered to have the products tested to 
confirm its contents...but he quickly rescinded the offer, leaving his customers 
with hundreds of pounds of food mismarked (by his own admission). I cannot 
feed the food I purchased with confirming its contents.

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 70 Pound

EON‐390330 6/12/2019 19:00 TRUDOG
Keeping It Real And We 
Lived Happily Ever After
BOOST ME 
MIGHTY MEATY BEEF 
BOOSTER
FREEZE DRIED SUPER 
BOOST FOR DOGS

The canine was presenting with signs of salmonella poisoning (diarrhea with 
blood and mucus, vomiting excessively).

1 Years Schnauzer - Miniature Dog 14 Pound

http://www.volcanoviewhedgehogs.com
http://www.volcanoviewhedgehogs.com/supplies-for-sale.html
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EON‐390261 6/12/2019 10:44 Natural Balance grain free On November 14, 2018, (b) (6)  weighed 10# 7 oz and presented for a 
cardiac ultrasound, which diagnosed occult dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM). 
There is moderate left ventricular enlargement with decreased systolic 
function; the left atrium and right heart are normal in size. (b) (6)  had been 
eating Natural Balance grain free food.

6 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12.1 Pound

EON‐390324 6/12/2019 17:36 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 5/5/19 - (b) (6)  was suffering from rapid breathing, pounding erratic heartbeat, 
congested sounding cough, weakness, lethargy.
5/6/19 - Bloodwork & X-rays - Rads show enlarged heart with fluid surrounding 
heart and lungs. Ultrasound shows possible rupture chordae tendons. 
Diagnosed with DCM, possible Congestive Heart Failure. Didn't expect (b) (6)  to 
make it through the night. RX'd Vetmedin, Furosimide, and Enalapril. Referred 
to Cardiologist for emergency consult. 
5/7/19 - Echocardiogram at Cardiologist. Diagnosed with Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy associated with a exotic protein grain-free diet. Cardiologist 
advised immediate switch from exotic/grain free to grain in.

10 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 75 Pound
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EON‐390259 6/12/2019 10:00 Purina Puppy Chow 
Complete

(b) (6)  became very sick the past two days and I am quite sure it was due to 
tainted or contaminated Purina pet food. (b) (6)  and his brother (b) (6)  are 9-1/2 

month old Aussiedoodles. I have fed them Purina Puppy Chow Complete 
(PPCC) almost exclusively since I adopted them over 8 months ago. It is their 
preferred food and they have only been fed a couple of other brands during 

that time. I've never had any health issues or sickness while they were eating 
PPCC. I keep them on a strict diet and they are not allowed to eat any human 

food and have been treat free for the past week.

On the morning of Monday, June 10th, I purchased a bag of PPCC from Dollar 
General Store (b) (6) . I returned home and fed my boys. Both of 
them walked away from their bowls although I knew that they had to be quite 

hungry. A little later, (b) (6) (b) (6)   returned to his bowl and ate. refused to eat his. 
A few hours later (b) (6)  threw up. He has never thrown up to my knowledge. 

However, I did not become concerned, cleaned up the mess and went about 
my day. I fed them again Monday evening. (b) (6)(b) (6)  ate his bowl but again 
walked away and didn't eat. A few hours later, (b) (6)  became violently ill. This 
time the vomiting was profuse and continued until he had thrown up not only 

everything in his stomach but all of the bile as well. (b) (6)  is a high-energy, non-
stop, active dog. He became lethargic and I could tell that something was 
wrong. I did a complete search of my home and yard to see if I could find 

anything that he could have gotten in to or eaten. I found nothing (I don't even 
keep my toilet seats up).

(b) (6)Worried about finding the cause of  illness, I remained diligent in my 
efforts to locate the source. I never thought about the PPCC since it was what 

they had always eaten and there had never been any trouble. I smelled the 
bag of PPCC and it didn't smell right, sort of rancid I guess. I immediately 

sealed the bag of PPCC and placed it on a high shelf so the boys could not get 
to it. I then went and purchased a different brand of food from a different store.

About 9 hours after becoming sick, (b) (6)  slowly regained his energy and 
became active again. I fed them the different food and they both devoured it. 
No problems, no illness, just happy healthy puppies again today. I'm relieved 

that I seem to have found the culprit.

I emailed Purina on the afternoon of the 11th, but have not received a 
response as of yet. I am very concerned that there is a contaminated batch of 

PPCC on the market and feel obligated to warn other pet owners who might be 
feeding this same food to their puppies.

9 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐390255 6/12/2019 9:08 Purina Beyond (b) (6)  ate the cat food and puked 10 times and was extremely sick, she is still 
not recovered

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 11 Pound

EON‐390223 6/11/2019 16:24 Victor I used to order my Pet product directly from (b) (6)
 . 

I have notice the under standard housekeeping in the Warehouse in general. 
There are product spillage all over the Warehouse , debris on the floors and a 
total mess , besides my order is never ready or mix with another order I find 
this place lack management. I also hear birds around the Warehouse. 
I 'm concern because I get all my pet products here and I would not like to 
regrets something in the future .

EON‐390183 6/11/2019 12:36 Grizzly Omega-3 
Supplement

I was in the process of calculating the nutrition content of 1 serving (0.72 tsp - 
3.264 grams) of Grizzly Pet Products Omega-3 oil when I noticed the listed 
amount of Vitamin D contained in the oil is over the safe limit of 588% for an 

adult dog. Based on the information listed on the Grizzly Pet Products web site 
and using my dog's weight, 54.4 lbs, I determined that 1 tsp of Grizzly Omega-

3 Oil contains 640.29% of the recommended amount for my dog. Given that 
according to the product label of dog of this size is supposed to receive almost 

2 teaspoons of oil a day the daily level would then be almost 1280%, 692 
points beyond the safe level.

If my calculations are correct this product is unsafe at the dosage 
recommended by the manufacturer.

http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/grizzly-salmon-oil/
Product Page

http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/how-many-calories-are-in-your-salmon-or-
pollock-oil/

30 calories per pump of the 64 oz bottle
I have measured that 1 pump = 1 tsp. According to the product label 0.7 tsp = 

3.5 grams of oil

http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/what-vitamins-are-in-grizzly-wild-salmon-oil/
Vitamin A: 250 IU per gram
Vitamin D: 100 IU per gram

http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/does-grizzly-salmon-oil-contain-vitamin-e-if-
so-what-type-of-vitamin-e-and-how-much/

Vitamin E: 115 - 160 IU per kg

http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/grizzly-salmon-oil/
http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/how-many-calories-are-in-your-salmon-or-pollock-oil/
http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/what-vitamins-are-in-grizzly-wild-salmon-oil/
http://www.grizzlypetproducts.com/does-grizzly-salmon-oil-contain-vitamin-e-if-so-what-type-of-vitamin-e-and-how-much/


0.72 teaspoons = 3.264 grams

Energy = 29.346624 kcal
Total Fat = 3.260736 grams
Moisture = 0.003264 grams

EPA = 320 mg
DHA = 355 mg 

Vitamin A = 816 IU as retinol
Vitamin D = 326.4 IU

Vitamin E = 0.4896 mg

NOTES

For 16, 32 and 64 oz bottles, one pump equals 0.12 fluid ounces (3.5 ml).

The gram weight of 0.12 fluid ounces of salmon oil is 3.264 grams. This is also 
equivalent to 0.72 US teaspoons or 0.71 metric teaspoons. 

Vitamin A: approximately 250 IU per gram of oil

Therefore, Vitamin A = 250 (3.264) = 816 IU per pump

Vitamin D: approximately 100 IU per gram of oil

Therefore, Vitamin D = 100 (3.264) = 326.4 IU per pump

One gram of salmon oil has 0.15 mg (Vitamin E). 

Therefore, Vitamin E = 0.15 (3.264) = 0.4896 mg per pump.

EON‐390123 6/11/2019 1:40 Ol' roy found out about a recall today of Ol' Roy dog food and wet food which had a 
certain medicine that is used to kill dogs, and already fed my dog part of it.
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EON‐390086 6/10/2019 16:04 histoplex 90, Redford 
Naturals Limited Ingredient 
Diet Grain Free Small Breed 
Duck & Sweet Potato 
Recipe Dog Food, 
APOQUEL 8 mg daily 
(Prescription)

Has been on same dog food for almost a year Redford Naturals Limited 
Ingredient Diet Grain Free Small Breed Duck & Sweet Potato- started new bag 
- May 2019 dog started slowing down and become lethargic. Dog was treated
for heart worm 10 months ago - vet wanted to retest still positive (usually for a
year is common) Decided to retreat with Doxycycline. After 1 week Dog got
even worst went back for labs - Liver enzymes elevated (ALT=2100)
(ALT>AST) 3 days later ALT=2900 - all meds stopped. Dog stopped eating the
food- switched to zignature manf. Awaiting more tests - the vet asked me if I
switch to new bag of dog food. THE lethargy started prior to the doxy.
Discussed with pet supplies pls (b) (6)  called Pet Supply plus
corporate ((734) 793-6600) asked for manf phone number so I can inquire if
there are any other reports, sent to a persons voice mail,(Jeff Rayes) await call
back. I'm a pharmacist and realized acuter liver injury is multifactoral - but the
dog food is an unknown- I wanted to report it incase you get other reports. Dog
current the same AST is still elevated - retest 2 weeks Stable but guarded

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 46 Pound

EON‐390074 6/10/2019 15:08 Good Lovin' Dog Chews My wife purchased a 3 pound bag of rawhide chips from Petco on wednesday 
June 5th. Both dogs became ill the next morning with vomiting and diarrhea. 
By Friday morning the 11wk minature Aussiedoodle was not eating or drinking. 
We took him into the vet Friday afternoon where he stayed until Monday 
morning. He had surgery to look for a possible obstruction. There was none. At 
this point his blood lab had returned from the weekend and his kidneys and 
liver were failing.

11 Weeks Poodle (unspecified) Dog 7 Pound
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EON‐390065 6/10/2019 14:08 Taste of the Wild PREY On Monday night, (b) (6) , (b) (6)  couldn't make it back from his nightly walk, 
had labored breathing, and no appetite. His hind legs were shaking. On 

Monday morning, (b) (6)  was brought in to the (b) (6)  in (b) (6)

 where he underwent general sedation for a hip/knee X-Ray. The 
thought process was that he had injured a hind leg. Under sedation early on, 

(b) (6)  experienced abnormal heart rate and blood pressure readings as well as 
gum/ tongue color while being monitored. The vet staff pulled him from 

sedation, ran a general blood panel (which was unremarkable and otherwise 
normal - general parameters). The vet then decided to do a chest x-ray and 

found his heart to be 3x the normal size. 

That same day, I took him to (b) (6)  in (b) (6)
 for a cardiologist follow up as part of their (b) (6) . (b) (6)  was 

diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and right ventricular congestive heart 
failure from an echo cardiogram preformed by (b) (6) . He was 

prescribed pimobendan and lasix and 1,000 mg of taurine 3x a day. It was the 
opinion of (b) (6)  that (b) (6)  had diet- related DCM. 

(b) (6)The following week,  appetite declined severely to the point of syringe 
feeding. On May 22nd, we brought him back to (b) (6)  on 
the recommendation of the (b) (6)  for a 

kidney panel before his second cardiologist follow up with another cardiologist, 
(b) (6)  on the same day.

Unfortunately, (b) (6)  died of a fatal arrhythmia at the cardiologist's office (b) (6)
after his initial diagnosis of suspected diet-related DCM and right ventricular 

CHF. 

(b) (6) The reason  was suspected to have diet related DCM was due to his diet. 
He was on Taste of the Wild PREY, which is a limited ingredient dry food for 

4.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 29.8 Kilogra
m
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the last 3.5 years. Before that, he was on Merrick grain-free dog food. After 
reading information on diet related - DCM, I checked the ingredients on (b) (6)

food and lentils was the second ingredient listed. (b) (6)  was grain-free his whole 
life and on a grain-free diet high in lentils for 3.5/4.5 years of his life. 

His last 2 bags of Taste of the Wild PREY: 
Bag 1 (consumed up to the time of death):

UPC 0-74198-61368-7
Best by 12/Mar/2020

Possible Lot Numbers: 
9072080

PDR0301-19 MSH 17:27

Bag 2 (consumed 1.5 months before time of death):
UPC 0-74198-61366-3
Best by 08/Mar/2020

Possible Lot Numbers: 
9068080

PDB0301-19 JDM 08:09

On a personal note: 
When I had taken (b) (6)  into his initial cardiologist appointment and the vet 

came back in with the results, my reaction was "you have to have the wrong 
dog, he's only 4.5 years old!". His response immediately was, "what are you 

feeding him?" As soon as I said grain-free, he said he had a very belief (b) (6)

case was diet-related because he was a mixed breed. We had reached out to 
Taste of the Wild to ask them if they knew about this and had heard. Their 

answer was yes. 

It's a long shot, but please do contact me to follow up bc I want to know if the 
FDA has plans to more closely monitor dog food companies in the coming 

future. I believe that this is necessary. These dog food companies have a huge 
responsibility to do due-diligence on nutrition profiles. The animal space is 
highly desirable because it's a channel where savvy marketing pays big 

dividends and it is completely unregulated by a government agency. I don't 
want to live in a country where basic items like food are subject to the belief 

that marketing means more than testing. 

(b) (6) Please call with any additional questions you have. I'm happy to share
story and provide as much details as I can to help make a difference. I also 

want to know how many cases have been reported.
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EON‐390050 6/10/2019 13:00 (32 Pack) Friskies Chicken 
Lovers Shreds & Filets Adult 
Wet Cat Food Variety Pack 
5.5 oz. Cans

We normally feed our cats Purina Friskies wet cat food, during the day. 
Last night, 6/9/2019 they didn't eat very much, which is not normal. 
Today 6/10/2019, they didn't ask for food, which is also abnormal. 
They are all lethargic, not eating, not asking for food, and we have seen, 
diarrhea, and vomiting, starting 6/8/2019.
We discovered today 6/10/2019 that we have lot numbers associated with 
Current consumer affairs reporting that Lot numbers ending in 1159 and 1157 
are poisoning cats, causing food poisoning symptoms. We also have a lot 
number ending in 1161. 
I further looked to find that Purina has been in trouble with the FDA since 2014 
for plant violations.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 13.6 Pound

EON‐390048 6/10/2019 12:48 (32 Pack) Friskies Chicken 
Lovers Shreds & Filets Adult 
Wet Cat Food Variety Pack 
5.5 oz. Cans

Purina Friskies Prime Fillets 
with chicken in gravy and 
Purina friskies shreds With 
chicken in gravy

We normally feed our cats Purina Friskies wet cat food, during the day. 
Last night, 6/9/2019 they didn't eat very much, which is not normal. 
Today 6/10/2019, they didn't ask for food, which is also abnormal. 
They are all lethargic, not eating, not asking for food, and we have seen, 
diarrhea, and vomiting, starting 6/8/2019.
We discovered today 6/10/2019 that we have lot numbers associated with 
Current consumer affairs reporting that Lot numbers ending in 1159 and 1157 
are poisoning cats, causing food poisoning symptoms. We also have a lot 
number ending in 1161. 
I further looked to find that Purina has been in trouble with the FDA since 2014 
for plant violations. We stopped geving them wet food this morning. They didn't 
eat this morning, and are all asleep.

3 Years American Shorthair Cat 11.4 Pound

EON‐390042 6/10/2019 12:32 (32 Pack) Friskies Chicken 
Lovers Shreds & Filets Adult 
Wet Cat Food Variety Pack 
5.5 oz. Cans
lot ending 1159
Purina Friskies Shreds With
Chicken in gravy

We discovered today 6/10/2019 that we have lot numbers associated with 
Current consumer affairs reporting that Lot numbers ending in 1159 and 1157 
are poisoning cats, causing food poisoning symptoms. We also have lot 
ending in 1161. 
I further looked to find that Purina has been in trouble with the FDA since 2014 
for plant violations.

We normally feed our cats Purina Friskies wet cat food, during the day. Last 
night, 6/9/2019 they didn't eat very much, which is not normal. Today 
6/10/2019, they didn't ask for food, which is also abnormal. They are all 
lethargic, not eating, not asking for food, and we have seen, diarrhea, and 
vomiting, starting 6/8/2019. Vomiting from 6/9/2019.

Years Unknown Cat 9.8 Pound

EON‐390019 6/10/2019 8:16 OraVet Dental Hygiene 
Chews

After eating a dental chew once a day for 21 days, my dog began to vomit 
uncontrollably and experience diarrhea for three days. The vomit and diarrhea 
were green from the chews.

7 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 10 Pound

EON‐389994 6/9/2019 16:36 Hills Prescription Diet z/d (b) (6)  was affected by the previous recall of Prescription Diet Z/D wet dog 
food. I recently purchased another batch of Prescription Diet Z/D wet dog food 
and he is displaying the same symptoms upon being given this food. He has a 
lot of drooling, increased water consumption, increased urination, malaise. The 
stamped lot number is 03 2021 T253 0223 057.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 66 Pound
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EON‐389993 6/9/2019 15:52 Alpo Chop House I never Fed my dog Alpo but ran out of her unusual food. Picked up a can of 
Alpo at Dollar General . She became sick with vomiting clear salvia and 
diarrhea. Took her to the vet and they attributed it to something outside that 
she ate. She spent the night and I began feeding her boiled but she stopped 
eating.. Two days later she had blood in stools. Took her to emergency vet 
hospital but she stopped eating. They gave her a shot of anti nausea shot (She 
also was taking pills from her first visit.) I happened to discover another pet 
owner what the identical problem with her dog. She also walks her dog on a 
leash and could not attribute it to anything he ate outside. However we both 
discovered both dogs had eaten Alpo prior to them getting sick. My problem 
started on Monday June 3rd. The other pet owner had problems the week 
prior.

EON‐389986 6/9/2019 14:04 Victor Grain Free Food Was scheduled for surgery and was hooked up to ekg and the doctor started to 
give him anesthesia and he developed arrhythmia and they could not proceed 
with surgery. We were referred to a cardiologist (b) (6)  and he did an
Echocardiogram and the results are mild to moderate LV eccentric hypertrophy 
(dilatation), with borderline increased EPSS (7.3mm). Percent fractional 
shortening is low normal (31%). Left atrial size is normal. There is no evidence 
of valvular regurgitation or other shunting. Findings in light of current diet 
suggest nutritional cardiomyopathy, likely secondary to grain free diet. 
Differentials include myocarditis and idiopathic DCM.

8 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 93 Pound

EON‐389949 6/8/2019 17:04 Purina Friskies Extra Gravy 
Pate with Chicken in Savory 
Gravy

found 2 foreign objects in canned cat food today while feeding cats

EON‐389920 6/8/2019 10:00 Ol'Roy Started feeding wethe food to puppies to wing them and I had two puppies die
with in two days of each other. First one passed and stopped feeding the food 
and the other passed the next day.

 6 Weeks Unknown Dog 1 Pound

EON‐389909 6/8/2019 1:12 Blue Basics
Limited Ingredient Diet 
Grain-Free
Indoor Duck & Potato Entree

I opened a can of Blue Buffalo Basics Limited Ingredient Diet food - indoor 
duck and potato entree (3oz) . I was stirring the food in the bowl and I saw a 
piece of a blue object, possibly plastic. I did not feed my cats the food. (But I 
did feed them a can of this food last week, they didn't eat it all and I didn't 
notice anything in that can). I messaged the Blue Buffalo Facebook page as 
well.
Purchased at Petco (b) (6)  on 5/23/19.
Lot #20211017U 03:13 61BD6
Best by: 2021 oct 17
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EON‐389861 6/7/2019 13:04 Blue Buffalo Blue Sensitive 
Stomach Adult Chicken & 
Brown Rice Recipe Dry Cat 
Food

Patient presented to local ER on 5/23/2019 for a 1 day h/o of intermittent 
labored breathing and one episode of vomiting. In the days prior to 
presentation patient was lethargic and hiding with a decreased appetite. Local 
ER discovered a grade 4/6 heart murmur, harsh lung sounds, weak pulses and 
increased RR/RE. Patient was diagnosed with severe DCM w/ CHF. Patient 
was transferred to (b) (6)  on 5/24/2019 for further evaluation but unfortunately 
patient's condition rapidly deteriorated and owners elected humane 
euthanasia. Granted permission to obtain tissue samples.

2 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 5.5 Kilogra
m

EON‐389845 6/7/2019 10:28 BLUE
Healthy Gourmet
Pate Kitten Chicken Entree

Blue Buffalo kitten food (b) (6)
I ppened a can of Blue (Buffalo) Healthy Choice Kitten food. Lot #20210117U 
manufactured in CT. The can was seled, no evidence of gas production, and 

still maintained vacuum upon openeing at 3:30 pm (1530) on Thursday 
6/6/2019. The can was half full and dark in color. The contents should have 

been light tan - chicken product. Due to "low Vision ARMD" I made the error of 
choosinsing to smell the contentents to determine if the can containted Bef or 
other darker meat. It smelled of mold. I placed the the can in a plastic baggie 
and placed the bag in a second plastic bag (ie 2x bagged) I called the  

 where I purchased the product Wednesday 6/5/2019. I returned the 
unoped cans of th Blue Buffalo to yjr store, showed teh manager the tainted 

can and requested that theu pull the product from the shelf until source 
ofcontaminated be determined.

I took the product to my vet to ask if they had contact info to report and submit 
the product for testing. Thought about the pet food manufatured from fungal 
contaiminated rice from China that killed may animals about 10 yrs +/- ago.

I would like to be advised SASP - STAT if possile since today is Friday. I left 
the can and contents at Room Temperature whichis probably not the most 

appropriate temp. HOW SHOULD I STORE THIS SPECIMEN?

When offices open here in PHX - who should I contact and where I Sunit this 
specimen?

Not only due to the health and well being of the kittens, I would like to have the 
contents tested for chemical contamination and microbial contamimation 

(isolation and identification) since I took a deep whiff of the product (I should 
have thought before taking that sniff having worked as a vetiary research and 

procuction microbiologist and as a microbiologist in Public Health 
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Epidemiology and Microbiology!)

I find it hard to beloieve that only ONE can was so extremely tainted and highly 
suspect the original was 

1. In the manufacturing process
2. The can itself hould be inspected for tampering post manufacturing!

I feel this problem should investigated for the health and safety of the animals 
and the humans thatare exposed to aerosols when opening the cans 

Please Contact me by phone (b) (6)

Thank you,
(b) (6)

EON‐389820 6/6/2019 18:48 Tiki Cat Velvet Mousse Tuna 
& Mackerel

Six packets of Tiki Cat Velvet Mousse Tuna Mackeral flavor has contained 
quarter sized pieces of brown paper in the mousse. A cat could choke or injest 
the paper. Current packets of mousse we are feeding the cat have the 
following numerical identifier/barcode on the back - 9380448007. Product 
manufacturer date is 03/11/2018D Expiration date: 11/03/2020. 

We have contacted the manufacturer via its consumer portal. We believe this 
item should be recalled until the manufacturing process is reviewed for safety.
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EON‐389776 6/6/2019 14:04 several brands of grain free 
dog food including legumes

She started coughing a lot at night. Vet did tests and confirmed enlarged heart. 
Research I've done indicates this may be related to her diet of grain-free food 
with potatoes/legumes.

13 Years Spaniel - American 
Water

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐389757 6/6/2019 11:12 Freshpet Select 
brand DOG FOOD

We bought Freshpet Select on June 2, 2019 from (b) (6)  in 
(b) (6)  and upon opening it on June 5th I saw mold then I looked in the 
bag where there was a lot of mold and smelled horrible. I did not feed it our 
animals and will take it back to (b) (6)  in the next few days.
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EON‐389781 6/6/2019 14:17 Fromm Four-Star 
Nutritionals® Chicken À La 
Veg®

Patient presented to (b) (6)  on March 7th 2017 for gastric fB removal surgery. 
Heart murmur was noted at rDVM and an echocardiogram was performed. 
Exam findings were as follows; left atrial dilation, mild-moderate left ventricular 
dilation, reduced myocardial contractility and mild-moderate right sided 
cardiomegaly. Similar exam findings on recheck echocardiogram in 2017. 
Increased NT-proBNP level, and low normal taurine. Slightly worsening echo 
findings during recheck on May 31st 2019. Patient eating BEG diet for most of 
his life.

4 Years Pointing Dog - 
German Short-haired

Dog 33.4 Kilogra
m

(b) (6)EON‐389804 6/6/2019 17:24 Zignature Kangaroo  has been fed a grain free diet majority of his life due to food sensitivities. 
In February, we were playing in the snow and when we came in the house to 
warm up, (b) (6)  was drooling excessively and pacing. We thought he might get 
sick so we took him back outside. He just wandered. Came back inside and 
got him to lay down and I noticed his heart rate was not right...so I felt it and it 
was like feeling a Rabbits heart rate. we rushed him to his vet and they hooked 
him up to ecg. His heart rate was jumping from 280-300bpm. We were then 
advised to rush to the emergency vet. There they monitored him, had him on 
the ECK and did an xray. The xray showed slight enlargement on the right 
side. The vet then asked what we were feeding as he was suspect of dcm. He 
then wanted to run a ProBNP test to see if it came back positive for damage 
(his numbers were double at 1717). He highly advised/urged us to get to a 
cardiologist. We went to our teaching school to see the cardiologist there. They 
ran an echo, ecg, did another exray, drew blood for taurine and Troponin tests. 
She listened to his heart for a murmur. She could only hear a slight one if in a 
very quiet room. When she had the results she explained to us that (b) (6)  did in 
fact have DCM. We caught it very early. She is very suspect that this is all 
related to his diet as there are no known heart disease in his bloodlines (I 
speak with the breeder daily). We now have since had to switch his diet, we 
have to give him a taurine supplement as well as Pimobendan for his heart.

7 Years Weimaraner Dog 76 Pound
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EON‐389749 6/6/2019 9:36 Taste of the Wild - Pacific 
Stream

I had a 2 year old Doberman that was on a grain free diet her entire life. The 
brand we went with was Taste of the Wild, and it was mostly the Salmon 
protein. A few months ago she suddenly became ill with constant vomiting and 
panting. It was a night and weekend so we had plans to take her to the vet 
Monday morning if it continued, but she was gone 24 hours later. 

We found her dead on our carpet in a spot she commonly rested. It must have 
happened quickly because we didn’t hear anything and didn’t appear to be a 
struggle. My first thought was she had been poisoned. We took her to a clinic 
soon after and paid to have a full post mortem examination. Nothing appeared 
out of the ordinary to the doctor, and there were no signs of bloat or blockage. 
After ruling those out, we paid to have several toxin and blood tests ran. 
Everything looked normal and we could then rule out poisoning. 

The only thing left in the vets opinion was to point to sudden heart failure, most 
likely DCM. We walked away thinking it was just a rare genetic condition and it 
was out of our hands, but then I started to see a lot of articles coming out the 
following weeks on the possible link between grain free and DCM!

I believe my dog was a victim of this. Vets everywhere are advising pet owners 
to stay away from grain free unless absolutely necessary now. It happened to 
be the hot trend when my dog was a pup and I was pushed into grain free at 
the pet store, and I believe we lost her way too early because of it. 

I’ve voiced my concern on Consumer Affairs to Taste of the Wild already, but 
am trying to report our case to as many places as I can to help get the word 
out. Thank you

EON‐389721 6/5/2019 19:36 Fromm Adult Gold, Farmina 
Ancestral Grains, Weruva 
canned food

(b) (6)  initially tested with low whole blood taurine levels (198) in 2/2019. 
Retested after diet change and taurine level marginal at 210 in 5/2019. 
Echocardiogram revealed no abnormalities or evidence of DCM at this time

EON‐389673 6/5/2019 13:20 Merrick Limited Ingredient 
Salmon Sweet Potato
and Redford Naturals Red 
Meat/ Legume Dog foods

I no longer have bags they 
are in canisters.

Died of blood filled lungs/ lung torsion. Sudden and unexpected with no prior 
symptoms other than a slight cough that began a few months earlier but wasn't 
persistent. Attempts to drain the blood/fluid from his lungs were unsuccessful 
and he was suffering so we had to euthanize him. I am not saying this was due 
to Grain Free diet but after recent news and its association with DCM this 
sounds an awful lot like our experience. He had been on grain free diet for the 
3 years we had him.
Merrick Salmon/ Sweet potato Limited Ingredient and Redford Naturals Red 
Meat/Lentil

7 Years Whippet Dog 19 Pound
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EON‐389664 6/5/2019 12:32 Kirkland Nature's Domain 35 
pound Item ART470974 with 
96619470976

Purchased from Costco (b) (6) , one 35 pound bag of Kirkland 
Nature's Domain dog food item ART 470974 
96619470976 and part way into the bag I found a white growth like ball of food 
bunched up and removed it. Didn't matter, dog no longer eats the food. I 
believe I purchased it around 5-6-19 on a Citi Card.

EON‐389593 6/4/2019 17:36 FreshPet Select Purchased a bag of FreshPet Tender Chicken Recipe at Walmart on 6/3/2019. 
When I opened the bag the dog food was covered in mold. The packaging was 
not damaged and the product was in date.

UPC 2797501056
EON‐389507 6/3/2019 21:12 Earthborn Holistic chicken 

catcciatori chick n dinner in 
gravy

Bright yellow oil layer in cans of earthborn holistic chicken cacciatore wet 
canned food. Usually a white opaque gel encasing shredded chicken. 
Contacted midwestern pet food manufacturer and no response.

(b) (6)EON‐389647 6/5/2019 10:40 Natural Selections Cat 
Chicken

Day one: fed as recommended, per instructions. The next morning,  did 
not get up. Symptoms: vomiting with diarrhea and lethargic. Rushed to vet. 
Unresponsive. The vet stated: pulse and respiration extremely low, body 
temperature was 92 degrees, could not get blood pressure. Ultrasound 
revealed no fluid in the abdomen however, (b) (6)  was in severe pain upon 
abdominal palpation. Vet staff advised euthanization to stop his suffering as 
his chances of survival were not likely.

13 Years Bengal Cat 13 Pound

EON‐389634 6/5/2019 3:24 Purina Pro Plan Savor Lamb 
and Rice

I was looking for a more affordable high-quality brand of dry dog food, so I had 
decided to make the switch to Purina Pro Plan Savor Lamb and Rice. I started 
with mixing about 1/4 cup in with 1.5 cups of her regular food (Taste the Wild). 
I stuck with that for 2 days, and gradually started increasing the amount of Pro 
Plan for about a week. At first, she seemed to be doing great on her Pro Plan 
diet. She absolutely LOVED the flavor of the food. 
After a few days though, she had began vomiting excessively. I took her to my 
vet, explaining to him that I had transitioned her diet slowly to avoid any 
digestive disruptions. The vet seemed just as confused as I was, and 
scheduled a follow-up appointment. I decided to take matters into my own 
hands and see what I could find out. I was appalled by what I found. 
There are multiple videos on YouTube made by dog owners that are disgusted 
after finding maggots in their brand new bags of Purina Pro Plan. I understand 
that improper food storage could have also be an issue, which is why I decided 
to test the theory myself, since all of my dog food is kept in air-tight bins in the 
kitchen cabinet. I started chopping up the meaty pieces of the dog food, and 
sure enough, I found 4 live maggots and at least a dozen dead ones. No 
wonder my dog has been so sick. 
I am very bothered that Purina has not addressed this issue at all, or even 
acknowledged it.

5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 50 Pound



EON‐389492 6/3/2019 17:16 Purina 
Blue Buffalo 
Nutro 
Hills Science Diet

I would like to address the issues concerning Science Diet (Hills), Purina, 
IAMs, etc. All of these foods (whether grain-in or grain free) contain ingredients 
not digestible to the domesticated dogs and cats of America. Corn, wheat, soy, 
by-products, unspecified "meat" meals and by-products, not to mention the 
various processing plants are disgusting. 

If the FDA is going to report on a mere 300 cases in four years of DCM caused 
by foods that are incredibly low quality, or foods that have protein primarily 
coming from the amount of fillers inside the bag. If you were really doing your 
jobs, you would focus more on the REAL issues surrounding the pet food 
industry (i.e. companies like Blue Buffalo and Nestle who pay veterinarians 
and governmental institutions to report vague information to trusting citizens 
and have the gaul to call it "research").

In my opinion, it would behoove the FDA--specifically the veterinarian sector--
to look into the heavily (albeit well done) marketed pet food companies (i.e. 
Hills, Blue Buffalo, Nutro, etc.) before providing information that misleads pet 
owners who genuinely care for their pets. 

Sincerely, 

A Pet Loving and Concerned Citizen
EON‐389387 6/2/2019 21:12 4Health Grainfree Whitefish 

& Potato Formula
Be aware-this food causes DCM!!!
My almost 5 year old black lab has been eating this food her whole life. She 
has always been healthy and very active until a couple weeks ago she 
developed a inconsistent cough. We took her into the vet and they took xrays 
and bloodwork. They came back to show she has a very serious enlarged 
heart with surrounding fluid. She was referred right away to the emergency vet 
to see a cardiologist. We spent the night and whole next day there. They did 
some testing, monitoring, and a echocardiogram. She has been diagnosed 
with dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure. Her heart disease is 
very advanced at this time. They are blaming it on this food which is grain 
free!! We thought this whole time it was good for her however, studies recently 
have proved that to be wrong. She is now on 3 medications, 3 supplements 
and a prescription food. I am devastated! As well as an emotional wreck as my 
dog means the world to me! Fingers crossed the medications and prescription 
food will help her heart improve in time and she will be able to live a playful 
and healthy life she deserves!! Just want to share what I have been going 
through to make others aware. I don’t wish anyone to experience this with their 
dog. This product and all other grain free food need to be removed from stores. 
Can provide more Information and her results if it would help resolve this 
serious matter!!

5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound
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EON‐389354 6/1/2019 20:48 Rachael Ray NUTRISH 
Chicken Purrcata

He was fed Rachael Ray NUTRISH Chicken Purrcata and was extremely sick 
afterwards. He has been unable to keep anything down for almost 24 hours.

3.5 Years Unknown Cat 11 Pound

EON‐389352 6/1/2019 20:20 Zignature grain free duck Like many Cavaliers he had a heart murmur with the begining of congestive 
heart failure. It was being controlled with medications. However the thought of 
the food was never considered. I had started him on Zignature because it was 
a high quality food without grain. He had an allergy to grain. He loved it and 
seemed to be doing great on it. Then one day he could not breathe very well. I 
rushed him to the vet and they did an xray which showed end stage congestive 
heart failure. It did not occur to me right away until I started thinking about 
humans with congestive heart failure and I know they must limit their salt. So I 
started investigating and there was no sodium listed on the label. So doing 
google searchs I found others who were concerned about the sodium content 
in the food. On an online blog I found out that the sodium content in Zignature 
was approximately double that of other dog foods. No wonder he loved it. I 
know that he was not expected to live too long considering his heart but I think 
it would benefit other dogs if a pet food manufaturer would have to label the 
sodium content. I don't know why it is overlooked in pet food. Perhaps sodium 
is not usually an issue in dogs. However there are many breeds with heart 
conditions and I feel it would be a benefit. I don't blame the comapny. I just 
would like to help future dogs that have health issues be aware of what the 
food contains. All the other ingredients seemed to be high quality that is why I 
chose it. Its kind of sad I have spent so much time reading bags of dog food 
picking the right one not realizing the info not on the label was soooo 
important.

10 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐389348 6/1/2019 19:24 Royal Canin Gastro 
Intestinal Low Fat

Dog has been on Royal Canin Gastro Low Fat wet food for years. My husband 
opened a can the other night and it was filled with white worms and they were 
alive.

EON‐389337 6/1/2019 15:36 Blue Buffalo Blue 
Wilderness High protein 
grain-free Natures 
evolutionary diet with 
chicken and lifesource bites. 
Adult indoor.

Lot: 20200920L 
6 1 11:32

Recently purchased a bag of Blue Wilderness with Chicken cat food 
manufactured by Blue Buffalo. Each time she has eaten it she vomits. I 
changed the cat food and she has since stopped.

3 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐389328 6/1/2019 12:44 Hill's Science diet various 
kinds for cats

We started feeding our cat Hill's Science Diet canned food earlier this year as 
he's a senior. He suddenly passed away 2 weeks ago from what we suspect 
was kidney failure out of the blue which was a shock. He started having 
seizures and passed away at home. Please examine whether the canned cat 
food is also affected by this toxicity. We don't know what caused our beloved 
cat's death but this recall gives me great concern. Thank you.

20 Years Japanese Bobtail Cat 16 Pound
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EON‐389316 6/1/2019 9:40 Instinct Ultimate Protein 
Cage Free Duck Recipe

(b) (6)  suddenly starting having diarrhea, then vomiting. I took him to
Emergency. They gave hims fluids and medication for vomiting. I was told to
withhold food for 12 hours. Then slowly return him to his normal diet. When I
did he began having diarrhea. I brought him to emergency again because his
doctor was not available. The emergency doctor put him on Hill's prescription
ID diet. He slowly returned to his normal health but I am concerned about the
Ultimate Protein formula that may have caused this problem. Whether it may
have caused some irreversible damage.

8 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 14.5 Pound

EON‐389220 5/31/2019 10:52 Nutro Ultra Adult - Dry Food, 
Nutro Ultra - Adult Chunks in 
Gravy Canned Dog Food, 
Nutro Ultra - Senior Chunks 
in Gravy Canned Dog Food

Nutro Ultra food caused serious illness to my dog. I have been buying and 
feeding my dog with this food for over a year. After I bought last bag of dry & 
can food, I noticed that my dog is not so excited to eat this anymore. She was 
sniffing it, spilling some pieces of dry food, sometimes not eating at all. Then 
she became very ill. She started having very severe bloody diarrhea and 
vomiting anything she eats. She stopped eating completely. She was sick for 
two weeks, I never saw her sick so much in her entire life. I took her to vet 
twice. Veterinarian first was looking for bacterial infection or viral infection. 
Several medicines later and she was still sick. I put her on rice and chicken 
diet and try to make her eat again… After two weeks she started recovering 
and I decided to put her back or Nutro Ultra dry food again. Big mistake. 
Symptoms came back right away. She vomits all what she eats. I cut her 
completely from Nutro Ultra food and put her on different dry food. What 
amazing difference. She is eating very good and she is recovering. I think is 
something very bad with Nutro Ultra dog food (dry & can food). I do not want 
anybody else to have this problem and more dogs suffer serious issues. I have 
saved samples of food.

9 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 55 Pound

EON‐389210 5/31/2019 9:04 Bravecto (Fluralaner Dog developed anemia and thrombocyotpenia approximately two weeks after 
application of Bravecto.

2 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 55 Pound

EON‐389198 5/30/2019 23:52 Pedigree Choice Cuts in 
Gravy with Beef

Diarrhea & vomits Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog Pound

EON‐389192 5/30/2019 23:00 Blue Buffalo Lamb Dog died shortly after starting new bag of food with no warning 10 Years Chihuahua

Years

Dog 15 Pound
EON‐389191 5/30/2019 22:40 Blue buffalo  was fine Wednesday night when he went to sleep and was dead in the 

morning
10 Years Chihuahua Dog 15 Pound
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(b) (6)  EON‐389155 5/30/2019 12:16 Protect began eating the canine Protect diet on March 10th, 2018. The owner 
was mixing (b) (6)  old food with the Protect diet in a 50/50 mixture through 
March 29th, 2018 when (b) (6)  vomited once and seemed lethargic. The owner 
took (b) (6)  to the hospital where bloodwork and radiographs were taken. The 
bloodwork was within normal limits but the radiographs showed a large white 
mass in the stomach. The emergency doctor at the time explained it could 
have been a sand impaction, that the mass appeared to be sand/ grit in the 
stomach. The owner mentioned she watches he dog and does not believe that 
the dog ate anything in the yard. The emergency doctor questioned the change 
in diet as no other changes have occurred. 

(b) (6)  was hospitalized overnight and given IV fluids. During the hospitalized 
stay (b) (6)  also had diarrhea. (b) (6)  was discharged the next day with an anti-
diarrhea medication and a recommendation to feed a bland diet. 

It was offered my (b) (6)  to have a staff veterinarian follow up with the owner and 
the owner accepted. However, after several attempts to reach the owner and 
leaving voicemails, she declined to call back.

Greyhound - Italian Dog

(b) (6)EON‐389149 5/30/2019 11:30 Osteo TruBenefits On (b) (6) , the owner notified  that her dog, (b) (6)  began taking the 
Osteo TruBenefits product around April 17th, giving three tablets a day as 
recommended. Around (b) (6)  the owner noticed that (b) (6)  seemed "off" 
and was not eating as much as he normally did. Around the (b) (6)  it was 
noted that (b) (6)  attitude towards food was significantly different than his 
norm and that (b) (6)  he did not eat. (b) (6)  was hospitalized. On 
(b) (6)  was notified that (b) (6)  passed away (unclear if euthanized or 
passed on his own) at the hospital due to a suspected Mast Cell tumor on (b) (6)

9 Years Mountain Dog - 
Bernese

Dog 123 Pound
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EON‐389147 5/30/2019 11:29 Pedigree High Protein Opened new bag of Pedigree High Protein Beef and Lamb dog food on 
~(b) (6) . All 6 of the dogs ate the food, 3 had to be euthanized, 1 was 

hospitalized for 3 day and recovered. On (b) (6) , (b) (6)  stopped
eating food and only wanted water (extreme thirst); he was lethargic, laid down 

in his crate, and unstable when walking. His condition plummeted on (b) (6)
 afternoon into the evening, and he was rushed to the animal emergency 

at which time he had to be humanely euthanized at ~12:01 am on (b) (6)
. 

On (b) (6) , (2) more dogs, (b) (6)  and (b) (6) , stopped eating and only 
wanted water (also extreme thirst). Both were also became lethargic, wanted 
to just lay down, and were unstable when walking. Both dog's condition also 
began to plummet significantly Saturday evening into Sunday morning. At 
approximately 4:30 am (b) (6) , both dogs were rushed to a different

emergency facility, where both dogs also had to be humanely euthanized at 
~6:00 am because they were violently ill.

Upon returning home from euthanizing the 2nd and 3rd dog, a 4th dog, (b) (6) , 
rapidly deteriorated in a matter of 2-3 hours. Over those few hours, he began 

to exhibit similar symptoms as the other (3) that were euthanized. At that point 
(~9:30 or 10 am), he was also rushed to the 2nd emergency facility to the 

same vet that had euthanized (b) (6)  and (b) (6) . His Sodium levels, and RBC
count were excessively high (along with some other numbers). He remained in 

the hospital until the evening of (b) (6)

Dogs 5 and 6, (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  did not exhibit any symptoms, although both 
eat significantly less food, (b) (6)  did vomit the food at least once within 1 

minute of eating

Symptoms exhibited among all (4) dogs were eerily similar, yet slightly varied 

14.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound
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for each dog. Symptoms and conditions witnessed are as follows:

Vomiting of food (that had a noticeable white film coating the regurgitated dry 
food) witnessed at least once at different times / (b) (6) , and if I

recall, (b) (6)
Excessive unquenchable thirst / (b) (6)

Refusing to eat /(b) (6)
Lethargy 
Instability / (b) (6)

Internal Bleeding /

/ (b) (6)

 (b) (6)
Bleeding Ulcers in Mouth / (b) (6) , and possibly (b) (6)  unknown

Ulcers in mouth / (b) (6)

Kidney Failure/Disease / (b) (6) , and possibly (b) (6)  complicated by 
Liver issues

Liver Disease / (b) (6) - Hepatitis cuased by high Copper content; (b) (6)

unknown
High Sodium levels / (b) (6)  unknown

Extremely thick Mucus in eyes / (b) (6)
Extremely thick Mucus in nose / (b) (6)

Strange Breathing (like an aerosol can being sprayed) / (b) (6)
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EON‐389146 5/30/2019 11:29 Pedigree High Protein Opened new bag of Pedigree High Protein Beef and Lamb dog food on 
(b) (6) . All 6 of the dogs ate the food, 3 had to be euthanized, 1 was 

hospitalized for 3 day and recovered. On (b) (6) , (b) (6)  stopped
eating food and only wanted water (extreme thirst); he was lethargic, laid down 

in his crate, and unstable when walking. His condition plummeted on (b) (6)
 afternoon into the evening, and he was rushed to the animal emergency 

at which time he had to be humanely euthanized at ~12:01 am on (b) (6)
. 

On (b) (6) , (2) more dogs, (b) (6)  and (b) (6) , stopped eating and only 
wanted water (also extreme thirst). Both were also became lethargic, wanted 
to just lay down, and were unstable when walking. Both dog's condition also 
began to plummet significantly Saturday evening into Sunday morning. At 
approximately 4:30 am (b) (6) , both dogs were rushed to a different

emergency facility, where both dogs also had to be humanely euthanized at 
~6:00 am because they were violently ill.

Upon returning home from euthanizing the 2nd and 3rd dog, a 4th dog, (b) (6) , 
rapidly deteriorated in a matter of 2-3 hours. Over those few hours, he began 

to exhibit similar symptoms as the other (3) that were euthanized. At that point 
(~9:30 or 10 am), he was also rushed to the 2nd emergency facility to the 

same vet that had euthanized (b) (6)  and (b) (6) . His Sodium levels, and RBC
count were excessively high (along with some other numbers). He remained in 

the hospital until the evening of (b) (6)

Dogs 5 and 6, (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  did not exhibit any symptoms, although both 
eat significantly less food, (b) (6)  did vomit the food at least once within 1 

minute of eating

Symptoms exhibited among all (4) dogs were eerily similar, yet slightly varied 

10 Years Pit Bull Dog 65 Pound
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for each dog. Symptoms and conditions witnessed are as follows:

Vomiting of food (that had a noticeable white film coating the regurgitated dry 
food) witnessed at least once at different times / (b) (6)  and if I

recall, (b) (6)
Excessive unquenchable thirst / (b) (6)

Refusing to eat / (b) (6)
Lethargy / (b) (6)
Instability / (b) (6)

Internal Bleeding / (b) (6)
(b) (6)Bleeding Ulcers in Mouth /  and possibly (b) (6)  unknown

Ulcers in mouth / (b) (6)

Kidney Failure/Disease / (b) (6) , and possibly (b) (6)  complicated by 
Liver issues

Liver Disease / (b) (6) - Hepatitis cuased by high Copper content; (b) (6)

unknown
High Sodium levels / (b) (6)  unknown

Extremely thick Mucus in eyes / (b) (6)
Extremely thick Mucus in nose / (b) (6)

Strange Breathing (like an aerosol can being sprayed) / (b) (6)
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EON‐389144 5/30/2019 11:25 Pedigree High Protein Opened new bag of Pedigree High Protein Beef and Lamb dog food on 
~(b) (6) . All 6 of the dogs ate the food, 3 had to be euthanized, 1 was 

hospitalized for 3 day and recovered. On (b) (6) , (b) (6)  stopped
eating food and only wanted water (extreme thirst); he was lethargic, laid down

in his crate, and unstable when walking. His condition plummeted on (b) (6)
 afternoon into the evening, and he was rushed to the animal emergency 

at which time he had to be humanely euthanized at ~12:01 am on (b) (6)

On (b) (6) (2) more dogs, (b) (6)  and (b) (6) , stopped eating and only 
wanted water (also extreme thirst). Both were also became lethargic, wanted 
to just lay down, and were unstable when walking. Both dog's condition also 
began to plummet significantly Saturday evening into Sunday morning. At 
approximately 4:30 am (b) (6) , both dogs were rushed to a different

emergency facility, where both dogs also had to be humanely euthanized at 
~6:00 am because they were violently ill.

Upon returning home from euthanizing the 2nd and 3rd dog, a 4th dog, (b) (6) , 
rapidly deteriorated in a matter of 2-3 hours. Over those few hours, he began 

to exhibit similar symptoms as the other (3) that were euthanized. At that point 
(~9:30 or 10 am), he was also rushed to the 2nd emergency facility to the 

same vet that had euthanized (b) (6)  and (b) (6) . His Sodium levels, and RBC
count were excessively high (along with some other numbers). He remained in 

the hospital until the evening of (b) (6)

Dogs 5 and 6, (b) (6)  and (  did not exhibit any symptoms, although both 
eat significantly less food, (b) (6)

b) (6)
did vomit the food at least once within 1 

minute of eating

Symptoms exhibited among all (4) dogs were eerily similar, yet slightly varied 

14.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 70 Pound
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for each dog. Symptoms and conditions witnessed are as follows:

Vomiting of food (that had a noticeable white film coating the regurgitated dry 
food) witnessed at least once at different times / (b) (6)  and if I

recall, (b) (6)
Excessive unquenchable thirst / (b) (6)

Refusing to eat / (b) (6)
Lethargy / (b) (6)
Instability / (b) (6)

Internal Bleeding / (b) (6)
(b) (6)/ ,Bleeding Ulcers in Mouth  and possibly (b) (6)  unknown

Ulcers in mouth / (b) (6)

Kidney Failure/Disease / (b) (6) , and possibly (b) (6)  complicated by 
Liver issues

Liver Disease / (b) (6) - Hepatitis cuased by high Copper content; (b) (6)

unknown
High Sodium levels / (b) (6)  unknown

Extremely thick Mucus in eyes / (b) (6)
Extremely thick Mucus in nose / (b) (6)

Strange Breathing (like an aerosol can being sprayed) / (b) (6)
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EON‐389143 5/30/2019 11:25 Pedigree High Protein Opened new bag of Pedigree High Protein Beef and Lamb dog food on 
(b) (6)  All 6 of the dogs ate the food, 3 had to be euthanized, 1 was 

hospitalized for 3 day and recovered. On (b) (6) , (b) (6)  stopped
eating food and only wanted water (extreme thirst); he was lethargic, laid down 

in his crate, and unstable when walking. His condition plummeted on (b) (6)
 afternoon into the evening, and he was rushed to the animal emergency 

at which time he had to be humanely euthanized at ~12:01 am on (b) (6)
. 

On (b) (6) , (2) more dogs, (b) (6)  and (b) (6) , stopped eating and only 
wanted water (also extreme thirst). Both were also became lethargic, wanted 
to just lay down, and were unstable when walking. Both dog's condition also 
began to plummet significantly Saturday evening into Sunday morning. At 
approximately 4:30 am (b) (6) , both dogs were rushed to a different

emergency facility, where both dogs also had to be humanely euthanized at 
~6:00 am because they were violently ill.

Upon returning home from euthanizing the 2nd and 3rd dog, a 4th dog, (b) (6) , 
rapidly deteriorated in a matter of 2-3 hours. Over those few hours, he began 

to exhibit similar symptoms as the other (3) that were euthanized. At that point 
(~9:30 or 10 am), he was also rushed to the 2nd emergency facility to the 

same vet that had euthanized (b) (6)  and (b) (6) . His Sodium levels, and RBC
count were excessively high (along with some other numbers). He remained in 

the hospital until the evening of (b) (6)

Dogs 5 and 6, (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  did not exhibit any symptoms, although both 
eat significantly less food (b) (6)  did vomit the food at least once within 1 

minute of eating

Symptoms exhibited among all (4) dogs were eerily similar yet slightly varied

14.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 65 Pound
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Symptoms exhibited among all (4) dogs were eerily similar, yet slightly varied 
for each dog. Symptoms and conditions witnessed are as follows:

Vomiting of food (that had a noticeable white film coating the regurgitated dry 
food) witnessed at least once at different times / (b) (6) , and if I

recall, (b) (6)
Excessive unquenchable thirst / (b) (6)

Refusing to eat / (b) (6)
Lethargy /(b) (6)
Instability / (b) (6)

Internal Bleeding / (b) (6)
(b) (6)Bleeding Ulcers in Mouth /  and possibly (b) (6)  unknown

Ulcers in mouth / (b) (6)

Kidney Failure/Disease / (b) (6) , and possibly (b) (6)  complicated by 
Liver issues

Liver Disease / (b) (6) - Hepatitis cuased by high Copper content; (b) (6)

unknown
High Sodium levels / (b) (6)  unknown

Extremely thick Mucus in eyes / (b) (6)
Extremely thick Mucus in nose / (b) (6)

Strange Breathing (like an aerosol can being sprayed) / (b) (6)

EON‐389113 5/29/2019 23:44 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Turkey Meal and 
Sweet Potato Dog Food 35 
lb.

After eating thos food for the past year our dog (b) (6)  is hanging on to life. He 
has an enlarged heart. Fluid build up around the heart and is causing heart 
damage and potentially failure. Taking dog to (b) (6)  for Echo
Cardiograph of his heart. Preliminary tests from ultra sound and x ray confirm 
DCM.

9 Years Setter - English Dog 50.1 Pound

(b) (6)  was prescribed Tranquillium for nighttime anxiety which consisted of 
persistent barking at her water bowl several times each night. The 
recommended dose was half of a chew up to three times daily. The owner 
began giving half a chew once daily on January 25th, 2019, then transitioned 
twice daily. On January 29th, 2019 (b) (6)  had a a brief seizure at 4am. (b) (6)
does not have a history of seizures and the Tranquillium was discontinued 
immediately. (b) (6)  recommended the owner notify her vet and that our medical 
team would be following up. A (b) (6)  Veterinarian attempted to follow up 
but was unsuccessful in reaching the pet owner.

EON‐389097 5/29/2019 17:00 Tranquillium 15 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 12 Pound
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EON‐389057 5/29/2019 12:40 Purina Friskies Pate Mixed 
Grill.

Fed him Friskies Pate Mixed Grill Lot number ending in 1159 and he was sick 
the next day. Two other cats had same symptoms. A lot of vomiting, and would 
not eat the next day, then very little for three days. Weakness, Vomiting, not 
eating or moving much at all. Six cats in house, two other cats on different food 
did not get sick at all. One cat that usually eats the same as the (b) (6)
would not touch the food. She must have smelled something really bad as she 
usually is ravenous at every feeding and even tries getting to the others meals. 
We just thought that she was against the flavor, although we have been using 
this brand in various flavors for years with no problem. 
The website "Consumeraffairs.com has over 100 complaints about this same 
food. Many have died from it. Also a facebook page " 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Do-You-Have-Purina-Friskies-Cat-Food-
Complaints-2120132014663932/posts/" has complaints about this same 
problem, I quit counting after probably 40 or so and don't know how many 
more there are. Some posted pictures of the dead cats. Lots 1159 and 1157 
are blamed and maybe 1161. 
We have 1159 that caused the problem. This manufacture needs to be 
stopped immediately from distributing any more of this food! Almost every 
report was the same, Vomiting and would not eat. Some recovered, some 
died.

19 Years Unknown Cat 11 Pound

EON‐389047 5/29/2019 12:00 Special Kitty Savory Sliced 
Beef Dinner in Gravy

I had a problem with a can of cat food…Special Kitty “Savory Sliced Beef 
Dinner in Gravy”. (This can was part of a larger case of cans). I always put a 
spoonful of this in a plastic dish and warm it up by putting it in the microwave 
for 5 seconds. I then put it on top of my cat’s dry food. Last week, I did as I 
always do and put this in the microwave for the allotted 5 seconds and a huge 
spark of fire erupted from this spoonful of cat food right away after only 1 to 2 
seconds, so I immediately turned off the microwave. It’s obvious that there 
must be metal of some type in this food. This has never happened to me 
before from any cat food of any kind. I have not tried to feed any more of this to 
my cat as I fear it is dangerous for her. The numbers on the bottom of the can 
are as follows: 9002803 A1WBB 0928. I got it from Walmart in (b) (6)

. I still have the can of food if you would like me to send it to you. Let me 
know what else you need from me. I am now afraid to buy any more Special 
Kitty food for my cat.

EON‐389021 5/29/2019 10:28 Milos Meatballs A Milos meatball had a blue area imbedded in it. I have a picture

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Do-You-Have-Purina-Friskies-Cat-Food-Complaints-2120132014663932/posts/
http://Consumeraffairs.com
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EON‐388990 5/28/2019 18:36 Taste of the Wild High 
Prairie Canine Recipe..with 
Roasted Bison & Roasted 
Venison Grain free

My mother purchased Taste of the Wild, High Prairie, Canine Recipe with 
Roasted Bison and Roasted Venison and grain free dog food..her dog, a 
Border Collie stopped eating it after the first time and vomited and dehydrated 
so she took him to the Vet..not realizing it was because of this dog food, she 
thought he just didn't like it so gave it me..I took it home and gave to our Black 
Labrador who ate it 2 days but started vomiting multiple times, dehydrated, 
lethargic...so I asked my mother and we realized it was the dog food for both 
dogs and we stopped feeding it to her

Collie (unspecified) Dog

EON‐388971 5/28/2019 16:17 Fromm Game Bird Recipe 
Dog ꞏ Four-Star ꞏ Dry 
Grain-Free formula

Patient presented to rDVM for evaluation of abdominal distension x 5 weeks 
and increase in respiratory rate and effort. FAST scan revealed moderate 
ascites. Patient was referred to (b) (6)  for further evaluation. Findings consistent 
with advanced DMVD with suspect L-CHF and poor contractile function. 
Considering LA enlargement and severity of MR and AI, we would expect a 
better systolic function. Pimobendan 10mg BID is recommended. Mild 
respiratory effort and occasional b-lines vote in favor to L-CHF. There is 
enough cardiac changes to justify L and R CHF. Since patient is on a BEG 
diet, it is unclear whether diet is playing a role on decreased contractile 
function. Recommend transition to a grain-based, low sodium diet and 
consider Taurine supplementation. Abdominocentesis was performed (5 liters 
of serous sanguineous fluid) and analysis is recommended. Recommend 
hospitalization, patient on telemetry monitoring and respiratory watch. Fluid 
check in the morning and kidney values daily while in the hospital. Since 
patient is on a BEG diet, recommend transition to a grain-based, low sodium 
diet.

11.75 Years Hound (unspecified) Dog 38.9 Kilogra
m

EON‐388964 5/28/2019 16:08 Royal Canin Giant Breed 
Puppy

We received a new bag and as soon as we opened it she would NOT touch 
the food. Once she got hungry enough she gave in and vomited several hours 
later. This happened twice. When she was still hungry and did not want the 
food we made her eggs and rice, which she ate without incident. We received 
a replacement bag 2 days later (during which time we had no gastrointestinal 
issues) and the same thing happened with the second bag, with an additional 
day of diarrhea as well. After checking the identifying information it seems the 
replacement bag was from the same lot. We cleared her with a vet, who 
agreed with our assessment and started her on a sensitive digestion food to 
get her back to normal until we could regroup and decide on another puppy 
food for the time being.

6 Months Leonberger Dog 52 Pound

EON‐388960 5/28/2019 15:41 Bil Jac Picky No More®
Small Breed
Persnickety Recipe w/ 
chicken liver

Patient presented to rDVM 5/17/2019 for evaluation of a cough x 1 month, 
extreme lethargy and decreased appetite. rDVM suspected CHF based on 
radiographs and worsening murmur - now a 4/6. A new arrhythmia was also 
discovered on ECG. Intermmitent sinus rhythm with frequent APCs, occasional 
paroxysmal SVTs (short duration), isolated and couplet VPCs (LV and RV in 
origin). Confirmed patient was in left sided heart failure w/ advanced DMVD 
and decreased contractile function which is very uncommon with valvular 
disease.

10.9 Years Spaniel - Cocker 
American

Dog 14 Kilogra
m
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EON‐388937 5/28/2019 13:04 IAMS proactive health small 
breed adult 1+

I have purchased Iams “healthy weight” dog food and the dogs did well on it 
before. I switched to senior dog food and they all had blood diarrhea. I stopped 
that food threw it away and switched them back to iams heathy weight and no 
issues. The store was out of iams heathy weight so I bought them the toy 
break iams and after 2 days My dog (b) (6)  started having diarrhea and throwing 
up her water. After normal diarrhea stopped bloody diarrhea started. She 
wouldn’t eat but she would drink. I brought her to the vet 24 hours after onset 
because I realized it’s not going away and the told me she was critical 
condition and to bring her to the hospital. I didn’t even make it to the animal 
hospital and she died in the car. My other dog started having diarrhea but I 
stopped the food and started him on rice as soon as he started to show 
symptoms. I believe it’s a problem with certain iams batches of dog food 
because one time it’ll be okay and the next purchase they have blood diarrhea 
but this time it killed my dog (b) (6) .

11 Years Chihuahua Dog 7 Pound

EON‐388925 5/28/2019 11:44 Purina One Tender Selects 
Brand

Opened new bag of Purina One cat food and within 12 hours had four sick cats 
throwing up and some with blood in it. Took to vet immediately and they stayed 
there for treatment.

2 Years Unknown Cat 7 Pound

EON‐388884 5/27/2019 18:24 Acana Lamb and Apples 
Singles diet

Incidental heart murmur heard during a consult for a dental procedure- referred 
to (b) (6)  and the (b) (6)

. Diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy phenotype 
believed to be secondary to nutritionally-mediated DCM. Dog was fed ACANA 
diet. Taurine levels were within normal limits (Whole blood 280 nmol/ml, 
plasma 87 nmol/ml). However, after appropriate diet change and taurine/L-
carnitine supplementation, serial echocardiography showed significant 
improvement in cardiac chamber size and left ventricular systolic function. 
Therefore, we strongly believe this is a case of taurine-responsive dilated 
cardiomyopathy related to poor diet.

4 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 6.8 Kilogra
m
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EON‐388879 5/27/2019 17:16 Earthborne Meadow feast (b) (6)  died on (b) (6)  four days after being diagnosed with severe 
DCM. He was 3.5 years old. (b) (6)  showed essentially no symptoms until 2-
3 weeks before he died. My husband and I took him to (b) (6)
on (b) (6)  for a progressive cough. We weren't given a definitive
diagnosis at that time, but the vet prescribed a cough suppressant and told us 
to come back in a week if the cough didn't resolve. Five days later (b) (6)
wouldn't eat. On the sixth day he became lethargic and short of breath. We 
returned to (b) (6)  on (b) (6)  and a chest x-ray showed (b) (6)  had a 
severely enlarged heart. We were told he was in critical condition and needed 
to be transferred to an Emergency pet hospital to see a cardiologist. We 
immediately took(b) (6)  to (b) (6) , and an
echocardiogram showed severe DCM with congestive heart failure. We spent 
the next four days giving (b) (6)  around-the-clock medications but his 
symptoms continued to get worse. We returned to (b) (6)

 and due to the advanced nature of his DCM, 
euthanasia was recommended and he passed away that morning.

The vet discussed with us that (b) (6)  was "not the normal breed or age for 
the onset of DCM". (b) (6)  was fed Earthborn Meadowfeast with Lamb every
day since early 2015. At the time, we were unaware of the link between this 
food and diet-related DCM. We continued to feed this food to our other lab

(b) (6)

(unrelated to (b) (6) ), who now also has DCM and I have submitted an
additional report regarding his case. Given all of the recent findings regarding 
diet and DCM, as well as a second dog in our household being affected while 
on the same food, we were encouraged to file a report for both of our dogs.

3.5 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 57 Pound
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EON‐388877 5/27/2019 15:48 Earthborne Meadow Feast (b) (6)  was adopted at 10 months old and has been a very active dog his 
entire life. Within the last 6-12 months he has started to show signs of activity 
intolerance, taking a noticeably longer time to recover after strenuous activity 
at the dog park. In September of 2018, (b) (6)  was taken for his annual
dental cleaning. Prior to being put under anesthesia, the vet heard a heart 
murmur during his physical exam. The vet called to notify me of this new 
finding and recommended a pro-BNP blood test and cardiology consult. The 
pro-BNP test came back significantly elevated at 3,327 pmol/L, indicating 
cardiac dysfunction. (b) (6)  was able to see a cardiologist on 10/23/18 and
an echocardiogram confirmed severe dilated cardiomyopathy with a fraction 
shortening of 10% and moderate regurgitation of the mitral and tricuspid 
valves. This was a surprising diagnosis, as labs are not known to be a breed of 
dog prone to this disease. Additionally, we had another lab mix named 
(b) (6)  (unrelated to (b) (6) ) die of dilated cardiomyopathy the previous 
year on (b) (6)  at 3.5 years old. Both dogs were fed Earthborn Meadowfeast 
since early 2015. This information led the cardiologist to suspect diet as the 
cause of both of our dogs' dilated cardiomyopathy. (b) (6)  now requires
approximately $200-$300 worth of medications every month to support the 
pumping ability of his heart, and is only allowed to go on controlled leash walks 
due to activity intolerance.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 60 Pound

EON‐388874 5/27/2019 15:08 Wild by nature kibble https://truthaboutpetfood.com/new-lawsuit-against-taste-of-the-wild
This has not been widely reported, and vets may not associate this with liver 
toxicity or other diseases.
Vets rarely ask what brand of feed a dog is getting...

EON‐388866 5/27/2019 11:04 Purina One Pro Plan 
Sensitive Stomach

My dog ended up getting gastroenteritis TWICE which she had never had prior 
to consuming this food.

6 Years Shepherd 
(unspecified)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐388829 5/26/2019 11:32 Veterinary Exclusive Hill’s 
Prescription Diet Metabolic 
weight and joint care- 
chicken flavour

She began showing signs of fatigue. The worst was when minutes after 
returning from a walk, I found (b) (6)  on the ground, unresponsive. When we 
finally got her to move,she got up and walked extremely slowly to her cushion 
where she remained unresponsive. She barely moved for days; we had to 
force feed and carry her up and down the stairs. It was a drastic change from 
this usually very active and energetic dog, even at her age. When I consulted 
the vet, I was told she might have been poisoned.She had an elevated enzyme 
level at 1,900 compared to last year which was at 200. Seeing the enzyme 
results, we began feeding (b) (6)  with Royal Canin vegetarinary diet and within 
days, she was back to normal.Could this be caused by this dry food ?

13 Years Spaniel - Springer 
(unspecified)

Dog 39 Pound

https://truthaboutpetfood.com/new-lawsuit-against-taste-of-the-wild
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EON‐388780 5/25/2019 12:12 Science Diet dry dog food 
small bites

Anirexia 4 days. Started vomiting day 3. Extreme lethargy. Xrays normal. 
Bloodwork -- severe oliguric renal failure. Elevated WBC. Referred to internal 
medicine specialist for treatment. While being treated for renal failure 
developed severe coagulopathy and was humanely euthanized due to 
bleeding in lungs. Enlarged spleen with possible mass seen on ultrasound.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 40 Pound

EON‐388758 5/24/2019 23:40 Kirkland nature’s best 
salmon and sweet potato.

Dog was treat for fluid in lungs and around heart 4.5 Years Mastiff Dog 175 Pound

EON‐388670 5/24/2019 10:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish - Zero 
Grain - Salmon and Sweet 
Potatoe Recipe

Patient was seen at veterinary clinic on 5/23/19 for 2-3 month history of 
progressive coughing at night. On examination a new soft heart murmur and 
gallop rhythm could be appreciated. Patient has an enlarged heart on chest 
radiographs. Owner declined referral for cardiologist for echocardiogram for 
further evaluation. Patient has been on a grain-free diet since 2012, so 
treatment is to switch to grain-based diet and Pimobendan was started 
yesterday.

14.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 56.1 Pound

(b) (6)  was diagnosed with DCM and stage B1-B2 DVD on 5/22/19. For 
approximately 3 weeks she had a slight dry occasional cough and was 

(b) (6)increasing lethargic.  has been on Acana lamb and Apple (one of the
other dogs has a poultry allergy) for the last 6 years or so, with no health 
issues. Within the last six months or so, Acana had changed their formula 
again and included many more legume and pea proteins to their formula and 
less meat. She had been very healthy up to this point and only saw the Vet for 
checkups and immunizations.

EON‐388782 5/25/2019 12:28 Acana Singles Limited 
Ingredient Formula Lamb 
and Apple

8.5 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 16.4 Pound

(b) (6)  has been off Neurontin for last two months, during which time I changed 
his food to Hills dry and wet cat food. He stopped eating and drinking water on 
May 20, 2019, became lethargic, painful, isolating.

EON‐388664 5/24/2019 9:12 Hills Science Diet Adult 
Urinary and Hairball wet and 
dry

1 Years Ragdoll Cat 16 Pound



EON‐388652 5/23/2019 23:20 The Taste of Wild My dog has been raised on Taste of Wild.. It was suggested to continue use 
once we owned her and received her from the breeder. The breeder had 

suggested to us to use any of the Taste of the Wild Puppy Formula. Shortly 
after we brought her home we started experiencing she was having stomach 
issues. We were concerned when she started having uncontrollable diarrhea 

and vomiting weekly. We contacted the breeder with hopes of answers but she 
swore by the dog food. We had not changed anything in her diet. We 

continued the 50 lb bag until it was finished but the intestinal symptoms 
persisted. We continued this formula until she turned a year old when we 

slowly weaned her off of the puppy formula and changed her to the Venison.. 
Once she started this flavor her symptoms became so much worse.. One day I 

came home to find her laying in a puddle of her own feces and vomit with 
visible blood in her fluids. She was too weak to move... The bleeding continued 
in her stool. Occasionally when she would use the restroom it was only blood 
that would come out. At this point in time it had been months and I was very 

concerned. She was starting to lose weight. I called the breeder and asked her 
for help due to her experience. She was questioning the food but wanted to 
bring her to her regular vet for all of her animals. They suspected Parvo was 

the reasoning for my ill animal but all tests came back with her otherwise being 
"healthy". Our pet was stable at this time for the most part. We decided to 

change from Venison to Bison.. Symptoms were very bad and continued as 
you can imagine. Our most recent change was gradually onto the Pacific 

Stream Salmon and then the dermatitis began. Her underbelly, legs, back.. in 
every area broke out in hives, welts, boils and very dry patches causing my 

dog to be in a constant state of itching and pain. I started using a "hot spot" vet 
recommended spray on her to see if her rash would get better... It has not. Her 
itching has caused her so much discomfort she has now removed 80% of her 
hair from her back and her legs. I have always been very confident about the 
food being the cause to my dog illness but I did not have proof and wanted to 
keep trying other options. I have been told that this is the best dog food brand 
by many people but after reading similar health concern stories online. I began 
to reconsider my original hunch. I am very worried for my pet's health. She was 
once a very healthy animal and he has declined for almost a year now. I very 

much believe it is from this dog food. She does not receive any other food 
other than Taste of Wild. I do not provide her with treats due to my belief that 

she has had a sensitive stomach.. For an animal to be deficating blood is more 
than a sensitive stomach. I am lucky to still have my animal and I am glad that 
she has not succumbed to her illness caused by this. I felt it was completely 
necessary to report this food. This brand needs to be tested and monitored 

closely. Something is wrong.

18 Months Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 60 Pound
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EON‐388631 5/23/2019 18:32 Hill's prescription diet 
digestive Care ID low-fat 
and Hill's prescription diet 
digestive Care ID

Pet was diagnosed with Cushings and had some issues with pancreatitis. Vet 
prescribed Hills Science prescription diet id dry kibble dog food. He seemed 
fine for awhile then continued to get sick. vomiting, diarrhea

10 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐388594 5/23/2019 13:32 SPORTMIX Premium 
Stamina

This is the SECOND time I have bought SportMix dog food (Sports is premium 
stamina 44lbs dog food) and I have contacted the manufacturer and they gave 
me a coupon for a free bag. I thought maybe it was a simple messy till I fed my 
dogs and noticed something in the dog food bowl. Then I discovered a 2nd 
piece of dog food with metal inside it. This is my last straw with this company. 
This is the 2nd bag that I have found a foreign object that doesn't belong in 
dog food. 
Contacting (via email) the manufacturer telling about my incident again, they 
offer to send me another coupon and tell me it should still be good for my dogs 
to eat, just examine the food as I feed it to my dogs. No. Absolutely not. I didn't 
buy dog food to inspect every piece. I have 8 dogs. I shouldn't have to worry 
about foreign objects being in my dogs food. It's not okay and it is not 
something that should be "brushed under the carpet" with a coupon for a free 
bag of dog food and be told it should still be fine to give to my dogs. (Pictures 
of the email from Sportmix and dog food particle will be added to this report to 
show evidence.)

EON‐388591 5/23/2019 12:48 Orijen Senior - Dry
(Grain Free)

Presented as a consultation from the Pet ER, recently noted a rapid heart rate, 
increase in the respiratory rate and cough, over the past 4 years has had 
seizures and under the care of (b) (6) , currently taking phenobarbital
and Keppra, reduced the seizure frequency to every 8-11 weeks, last episode 
was last week and the one before about 1 weeks ago, has elevation in the ALP 
and has had an abdominal ultrasound, progressive decrease in the appetite, 
but no V or D, over the past 2 days coughing. Upon consultation, pet was 
diagnosed with DCM and CHF. Owner submitted genetic testing to determine if 
it was Doberman DCM, which both came back negative. This leads us to 
suspect that it is diet related DCM.

9 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 44.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐388543 5/22/2019 19:08 Blue Wilderness - Chicken 
Recipe

cat food has particles in it. Particles are hard and large. Opened 3 cans and all 
three cans of the same lot numbers have these hard particles.

EON‐388541 5/22/2019 18:52 NOM NOM NOW Inappropriate temperature control during transportation.
Company has stated if food does not smell and is cool to touch it is safe for 
consumption.
Food has arrived with both swollen pouches and at temperatures exceeding 45 
degrees.

EON‐388520 5/22/2019 15:05 Friskes Pate Ocean 
Whitefish & Tuna Dinner

I found a bone shard one centimeter long in a can of Friskies cat food. This is 
large enough to cause intestinal damage, tooth damage, and choking. I 
contacted the company (Purina), and they replied requesting information to 
help them identify the origin. When I supplied that information, they stopped 
responding.
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EON‐388518 5/22/2019 14:48 Golden rewards sweet 
potato wrapped with chicken

I started giving both of my dogs the golden rewards Sweet potato wrapped with 
chicken jerky treats and the Chihuahua has severe diarrhea and the other 
larger dog has mild diarrhea both are improved since the incident but I see 
there have been reports about these treats and wanted to make it known that 
my dogs became sick after eating this . These treats are the only changing 
their diet. I obviously have stopped giving them to them. I was wondering if 
there is a place that I could have this bag tested . After seeing all the other 
reports I would like to hold Walmart accountable and to make sure other dogs 
don’t get sick from this or die. But I definitely want to follow through with some 
sort of testing and I do not know where to go to get it done . If someone would 
please forward me any information on where I would get it tested I would 
greatly appreciate it . I would also not have a problem mailing it to you (b) (6)

 After seeing the article about 
animals dying or becoming sick from these treats and this being the only 
change to there diet I highly doubt these treats are not the cause of there 
diarrhea and generally not feeling well.

7 Years Chihuahua Dog 22 Pound

EON‐388488 5/22/2019 11:52 Natural Balance L.I.D. 
Sweet Potato and Fish

Perfectly healthy dog became lethargic on (b) (6) . Brought to 
veterinarian on (b) (6) . Diagnosed with cardiomyopathy and congestive 
heart failure. Presumptive to be caused by grain free diet of Natural Balance 
LID, Salmon and sweet potato. Despite veterinarian's treatment, our dog died 
at about (b) (6)

8 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 65 Pound
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EON‐388487 5/22/2019 11:52 Iams ProActive Health 
Urinary Tract Health with 
Chicken Adult Dry Cat Food

(b) (6) , deceased at age 8 years
I came home at 5:20 pm and found (b) (6)  against a wall dead. It looked as if 
he vomited some food, walked to wall, sat down, put one foot out forward and 

died with his mouth open. When I found him he was still warm; it had just 
happened. Frothy water came out of his mouth when I picked him up. (b) (6)
was never quite tame but lived in my house since 3 months old. He and his 

mother and two siblings live in my house and have never left except to got the 
vet and never had any health issues. (b) (6)  had a slightly round stomach all

his life but never any problems. All my cats are dewormed. In the days before 
his death, he showed no symptoms of being sick; no coughing, sneezing or 
anything. The day before, he was sleeping with my other cat (b) (6)  like he

always does. That day he was also upstairs walking around and sitting on the 
step as I left for work. (b) (6)  was loose in my house every day and was fed
strictly Iams adult original formula cat food, and a few times mixed with the 

Iams hairball weight mgmt. My cats always get friskies canned pate food (no 
fish) with water twice weekly. 

(b) (6) , deceased at age 7 years. 
(b) (6)  had CH from birth. On this day, at 10:00 a.m., I laid him out by the deck 
door to get some sun with the rest of the kitties. I noticed him breathing more 

rapidly than the other cats and shallow. I could hear fluid in or around his 
lungs. He seemed his normal self otherwise. I gave him penicillin and SubQ 
fluids. I put him back in his room around 5pm. I syringe fed him some friskies 
canned food and he seemed to really like it. Around 7pm I tried to give him 
some water and he could not even swallow; he seemed almost comatose. 

When I picked him up from his bed at 9pm he screeched, bit his own paw and 
immediately died with his mouth open. Frothy water came out of his mouth just 

like (b) (6)  was in a bedroom where he could get around safely if he
wanted to. With CH, he needed carpet and often tipped over. I usually helped 
stand him up to eat and drink a few times each day, and also laid him in his 

8 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 12 Pound
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litter box. In the two days prior to his death, I noticed he did not want to stand 
at his bowls and assumed he had done it on his own as he could do and did 

often. He did not urinate that morning as he should have however. (b) (6)
always ate Royal Canin prescription s/o dry food as he had a blockage when 
he was young. His blockage was due to the fact that he had not been drinking 
enough on his own or using the litter box, I started helping him thereafter. Just 
to be safe, he stayed on prescription food. Three months prior to his death, I 

had begun to mix in Iams non-prescription urinary cat food, just a tiny bit. At his 
death I was mixing in one-third Iams and two-thirds Royal Canin. My other two 
cats with prior blockages tolerated the mixture just fine. (b) (6)  never ate the 
canned Friskies or regular Iams  also never came into contact with 

(b) (6) . 
. (b) (6)

(b) (6) , deceased at age 8 years. 
(b) (6)  was believed to have idiopathic cystitis almost his whole life. (b) (6)  had his 
own room with 3 other cats to have a nice quite stress-free environment. (b) (6)

never came into contact with (b) (6) (b) (6)  or . (b) (6)  was fed Royal Canin s/o 
also, with the Iams non-pres. urinary food mixed in for approx. 3 months just 

like (b) (6) . (b) (6)  never had friskies canned food, just Royal Canin canned food. 
On May 13th, I noticed (b) (6)  in the litter box too often and took him to the vet 

where he was x-rayed, given antacids for vomiting, lactulose to empty his 
digestive tract, and IV fluids. He stayed overnight at the vet. I took him home 

(b) (6)  and kept him isolated to monitor him. He ate one-half 
can Purina U/R food Tuesday, Wed and Thursday. Tuesday, he had nothing 
but blood instead of urine dripping from his penis. I began fluids and his urine 
was bloody but seemed to improve the next day. He leaked on his bed a few 
times where I could see the color. He still dribbled urine, but not a sufficient 

amount and too often. I was hopeful with fluids he would improve. He vomited 
Thursday, could not keep even water down. I tried famotodine, even a drop of 

pedialyte, everything came back up. Friday the vomiting slowed and I was 
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hopeful he would eat. He did not eat Friday or Saturday. No vet is open 
Saturday after noon or any time Sunday so I continued his penicillin and fluids 

and hoped Monday to get him to the vet again. Sunday night he rapidly 
declined; the fluids built up around his abdomen, lungs and heart. By midnight 
he couldn’t even meow, just laid in one spot not moving and barely breathing 
and in extreme pain. His lungs and heart sounded exactly like (b) (6)  before 
he died, slow and labored. (b) (6) , I took him to the vet at 8am 

and had him euthanized. He was almost dead at that point, unable to move 
and barely breathing.

I am certain each of my cats died from kidney failure due to the Iams non-
prescription urinary cat food. It is the only common denominator in each of my 

cat’s that has passed away. I began giving (b) (6)  and (b) (6)  this Iams in
February, my first bag was received February 9, 2019. Due to being shipped 4 
bags in April by accident by chewy.com, I was also mixing this into the rest of 

my cats’ food and now hoping no more pass away. There is no advance 
warning of the kidney failure other than they did not eat or drink as much the 

couple days before. However, I am certain that the Iams must have started the 
decline in their kidney function long before, I just could not see it. Once the 

illness starts to show some effects on the cat, they are dead within 12 hours 
from pulmonary edema caused by kidney failure. 

I have 3 full unopen bags of the Iams urinary, and one-half that was being fed 
at their deaths. This does not mean, however, that a prior bag caused the 

deaths. The serial number on the open bag is gone as Iams prints this at the 
top and when a bag is opened it gets cut off and is gone with the trash. 

Other “illnesses” I have noticed: Last fall, prior to purchasing the Iams non-
prescription urinary cat food, while feeding the orange bag original Iams, my 
cats began vomiting profusely everywhere. For two weeks this happened. I 
took the Iams away, gave them Purina cat chow and the vomiting ceased 

almost immediately. I started using the Iams again because I thought this was 
a one-time occurrence and surely the food couldn’t be toxic. However, prior to 

the recent deaths of my three beloved cats, some of them started vomiting 
again. Two of my cats who did this the most often are small females and the 
food may have affected them worse being so small. I have since taken away 
the Iams, replaced it with Purina, and the vomiting has stopped. This is not to 
say I won’t have more deaths because the Iams may have affected some of 
my other cats’ kidneys as well and they just haven’t yet succumbed to the 

damage.

http://chewy.com
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EON‐388464 5/22/2019 0:28 Answers Pet Food Issue 1: Answers Pet Food is a fermented raw diet for dogs and cats. It has not 
been formulated to fit nutritional guidelines as per AAFCO. The company does 
not do legitimate research or feeding trials. There is no way to ensure any of 
the values found in their product guide (i.e., guaranteed analysis), because 
fermented products continue to ferment when they are in a sealed package, so 
the structural and chemical properties of the product will change, even when 
the product is refrigerated. Their full product guide is not online because the 
company is fully aware they are not allowed to advertise their full selection 
without getting the FDA's attention. Billy Hoekman, the company's "nutrition 
expert" (who has no formal education or legitimate nutrition training, and is 
NOT a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine) verbally admitted this during an Answers 
Pet Food informational meeting I attended on Saturday 4 May 2019 in 
Columbia, MO.

Issue 2: Answers Pet Food makes explicit drug claims for their products in 
their "Health Guide," which can only be obtained if you email them and ask for 
it. Again, they are aware they are skirting the FDA's policies on this. They do 
not do research and do not conduct legitimate feeding trials (Bill Hoekman 
verbally confirmed this as well at the meeting).

Issue 3: Not as pressing of a concern, but the company also makes many 
questionable statements about the ingredients and makeup of their products 
(i.e., misleading information and marketing tactics). None of the "benefits" of 
their products have ever been proven, but they are still making these claims. I 
am unsure if the FDA has any say in this, but it's concerning to me because 
pet owners soak it in without understanding that it's not true.
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EON‐388463 5/21/2019 23:24 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain Salmon Meal and 
Sweet Potato Dog Food

My 7 year old Lhasa Apso/ Terrier dog has been on Kirkland Signature 
Nature's Domain Salmon Meal and Sweet Potato Dog Food for the past 4 

years. He has never had any problems with the food and has done really well 
on it. However, I recently purchased a new bag of this food from Costco, and 

on either the evening of 5/12/19 or the morning of 5/13/19, I began to feed him 
from this new bag. The very next day on 5/14/19, I noticed copious amounts of 

white mucus covering his stool which was the first time he has ever had this 
issue. Periodically, my dog has a small amount of clear mucus on his stool 

which the veterinarian has deemed completely normal; however, I have never 
seen large amounts of white mucus until starting this new bag of Kirkland dog 

food.

I continued to feed him this kibble on 5/14/19 (morning and night) and 5/15/19 ( 
morning only), and all stool droppings from 5/14/19 through 5/17/19 (including 
the morning of 5/17/19) had white mucus again. My dog relieves himself twice 

a day.

The evening of 5/15/19, I purchased a new bag of the same dog food from 
Costco, believing the existing bag of food at home was tainted and causing the 
white mucus. I fed my dog the newly purchased food on 5/15/19 (evening), and 
his stool slowly returned to normal and the white mucus was no longer present 
in the 5/17/19 (afternoon) stool dropping. Obviously, it took a few days for his 
system to pass the tainted food because white mucus still appeared on his 

feces 5/16/19 (morning and afternoon) and 5/17/19 (morning).

I am reporting this incident to the FDA as I believe the quality control on 
Kirkland's Nature's Domain Dog Food is severely lacking presently. This is the 
second time my dog has had an adverse reaction due to starting a new bag of 

Kirkland's Nature's Domain Salmon Meal and Sweet Potato dog food. It 
appears that there is significant variability between
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EON‐388448 5/21/2019 21:04 RedFord
Naturals
Grain free
Salmon and potatoe

(b) (6)  started coughing, all night. Took her to the vet at noon and found she has 
fluid in her lungs and heart almost 3 times normal size. Vet feels this is 100 % 
related to a grain free diet.

11 Years Terrier - Irish Soft-
coated Wheaten

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐388438 5/21/2019 18:52 Nature's Recipe Salmon and 
Sweet Potato

Short shallow breathing. cough with exertion. pulmonary edema and enlarged 
cardiac silhouette on radiographs rule our dilated cardiomyopathy

10 Years Dachshund - 
Miniature

Dog 17.7 Pound

EON‐388422 5/21/2019 17:36 Hills Canine Metabolic 6# 
Prescription Diet

After just now reading about the Hills Dog Food Recall in March 2019, I wanted 
to let you know that (b) (6)  experienced the same symptoms eating Hills 
Prescription Diet Canine Metabolic 6, which is a dry dog food. After two 
months of no diagnosis and twice near death, she all of a sudden started to 
recover when we stopped the food. The only we stopped the food was 
because she wasn't eating it. She has been on this food for years. She made a 
"miraculous" recovery, and the vet never suspected it could be the food. She 
was near death on March 8, 2019 with a blood count of 11, they wanted to put 
her down but we declined. She started to improve about a week later and now 
is a happy, spunky little dog.

9 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 25 Pound

EON‐388409 5/21/2019 16:24 Trader Joe’s CHICKEN 
BREAST STRIPS Dog Treat

3-4 hours after giving her the treat, she threw up and started having diarrhea.
She’s now been throwing up and having diarrhea with blood in it for 3 days.

6 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 12 Pound

appears that there is significant variability between
different lot numbers of food, and the manufacturer is not performing the same 

quality control measures as in the past. There are many case reports of this 
issue on the Costco website (https://www.costco.com/Kirkland-Signature-

Nature's-Domain-Salmon-Meal-&-Sweet-Potato-Dog-Food-35-lb.-
.product.100215967.html) as well as consumer reports 

 (https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/kirkland_pet_food.html) of dogs
having been on the Kirkland food for many years without any problems. 

However, once a newly purchased bag of the same food is introduced, the dog 
experiences vomiting, diarrhea, or other gastrointestinal issues. I kindly ask 

that you investigate, and address this matter to prevent innocent and healthy 
dogs from being harmed. 

Thank you for your time and attention.

https://www.costco.com/Kirkland-Signature-Nature's-Domain-Salmon-Meal-&-Sweet-Potato-Dog-Food-35-lb.-.product.100215967.html
https://www.consumeraffairs.com/pets/kirkland_pet_food.html
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EON‐388399 5/21/2019 15:04 Milo's Kitchen Homestyle 
Dog Treats Simply Chicken 
Jerky, Pet'n Shape Chik'n 
Breast, Pet'nShape Chick'n 
Skewers

Patient presented 5/15/19 for approximately 1 month history or lethargy, 
occasional vomiting, reduced appetite, and mild polydypsia. Physical 
examination revealed bradycardia (HR-44bpm), weight loss (1.6lb from 
4/18/19), and dehydration. Bloodwork revealed a mild azotemia (BUN 27, creat 
1.7). Urinalysis revealed a specific gravity of 1.016, proteinuria (2+), and 
glucosuria (3+), with a microalbuminuria of 14.9 (ref. range <2.5mg/dL). An 
ACTH stim to rule out Addision's disease was performed and found to be 
normal (pre cortisol- 1.3, post cortisol 17.4). An internal medicine consult and 
abdominal ultrasound was performed by (b) (6)  on 5/17/19.
Abdominal ultrasound revealed no significant abnormalities. Assessment: renal 
disease with normal renal appearance r/o toxicity (including jerky treat-like 
illness). Advised owner of findings and owner reports that pet eats 1-2 chicken 
jerky treats daily of various brands including Milo's Kitchen simply chicken 
jerky and Pet'n Shape chik'n skewers & chik'n breast.

10 Years Terrier - Silky Dog 9 Pound

EON‐388374 5/21/2019 11:12 Natural Balance Sweet 
Potato and Fish

I have been using Natural Balance Sweet Potato and Salmon for 9 years. I've 
never had a problem with the food. Recently I've noticed tiny white sharp 
pieces sticking out of the kibble. I called The company and they told me it was 
bones from the fish (which shouldn't happen) and I should go buy another bag 
with a different expiration date, which I did. I opened It in the store only to find 
the same problem. The store took it back. I went to a different store, brought 
the 
Bag home only to find again the pieces to also have the tiny sharp bones 
sticking out. I called Customer service again and they told me this time it was 
perfectly normal to have bones in this food and it was safe! Natural Balance is 
a company that is supposed to be a all natural no bi products food for animals. 
I don't think having tiny bones sticking out of their kibble is safe and healthy! 
After opening four different bags and having the same results, I find this Very 
concerning and a danger especially to small dogs like mine. I cant Imagine 
what's in the larger kibble. This food needs a recall ASAP!! 
Larger pi

EON‐388335 5/20/2019 22:00 4health untamed red canyon Suddenly my dog dropped to the floor like a heart attack. Rushed her to 
emergency vet she had another syncopal episode. Vet suggested I look up the 
ingredients in my dogs grain free turns out its a match for all of the other dogs 
with all a sudden cardiomyapthy. Sorry for typos cant see through my tears.

79 Months Papillon - Spaniel - 
Continental Toy (with 
erect ears or with 
dropped ears 
(Phaléne))

Dog 12 Pound

EON‐388294 5/20/2019 15:08 Zignature Venision limited 
ingredients. grain free

A year after consuming the food, my service dog was diagnosed with a heart 
condition. His cardiologist stated I immediately take (b) (6)  off Zignature food,
as it is causing major heart disease in dogs. A group of other pet parents were 
connected w/ me as they are starting a class action lawsuit.

10 Years Affenpinscher Dog 14 Pound
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EON‐388271 5/20/2019 12:40 Hill's Prescription Diet
Digestive Care i/d

On or near Jan 20-23 I started My dog "(b) (6)" on a new bag of Hill's 
prescription DRY Digestive Care I/D. I first started noticing how bad she 
started smelling, became very gassy, and belching a lot. The first week of Feb 
she started refusing the food and was very uncomfortable, crying, restless. 
She required Veterinarian visit.

11 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 53 Pound

EON‐388261 5/20/2019 12:08 Health Extension Grain Free 
Chicken and Turkey Dry 
Dog Food

Patient was switched to a boutique grain-free diet in January 2017. (b) (6)
2019 presented to local ER facility for lethargy, wheezing, coughing, 
polydipsia, and a distended abdomen. An echo was performed and patient was 
diagnosed with DCM, TVD, 3+ TR, 2+ MR, ventricular arrhythmias (isolated 
VPCs, ventricular bigeminy) , R-CHF (mild ascites w/ hepatic vein distension). 
Patient was referred to (b) (6)  for further evaluation. 

Cardiac examination at (b) (6)  revealed similar findings - during echo and ECG 
patient was having isolated VPCs and one 8 beat run of ventricular 
tachycardia. A supraventricular arrhythmia was also observed which was 
believed to be atrial fibrillation d/t no clear P waves with some irregularity. 
Patient did very well during exam and owners were brought into treatment area 
to review findings with the cardiologist. Upon owners entering the room, (b) (6)  
became very excited and about 2 minutes later he collapsed, paddling all four 
limbs and respiratory arrested. Suspected to have either sustained ventricular 
tachycardia or ventricular fibrillation but it was clear patient had resp arrested 
d/t pale white mucous membranes w/ no pulses. Patient was rushed to ER 
where CPR w/ chest compressions were started, ECG was attached to patient 
and IVC was placed. ROSC was achieved within minutes and patient was 
noted to be back in a normal sinus rhythm. Upon resuscitation patient was 
aware of surroundings. Amiodarone CRI 2mg/kg IV was started as well as 
multiple lidocaine boluses. Owners elected humane euthanasia due to very 
poor prognosis. Owner's gave permission to obtain cardiac organs/tissues for 
research purposes.

4.8 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 32 Kilogra
m
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EON‐388258 5/20/2019 11:48 Friskies Pate (varieties) Our shelter houses about 150 cats, so naturally we see a lot of food vomit and 
hairball-related vomit. Most of our adult cats are fed Friskies wet food because 
we are a non-profit and it is cheap. We try to stay up to date with recalls and 
complaints and have noticed (April+May) a lot of complaints from consumers 
saying that their cats (even the ones that have been doing fine on Friskies for 
years) have suddenly started vomiting and having diarrhea. It looks like 
batches 1157 and 1159, including some double stamped cans (which we have 
a LOT of) were the possible culprit. Even when reaching out directly to Friskies 
to address these concerns, they provide the standard response of "there are 
no quality issues with any of our products." We want to make sure we take the 
necessary precautions when serving this food to our cats. Some batch 
numbers also have different expiration dates, which might be normal, but I'm 
not sure. Any sort of information or actions you may have taken would be 
appreciated. We are now keeping an active lot of vomiting instances as of last 
week.

Domestic 
(unspecified)

Cat

EON‐388256 5/20/2019 11:05 Origins 6 Fish Grain Free 
dry, Dasuquin (Nutramax)
Glucosamine MSM 
Chonroitan ASU

(b) (6)  presented to (b) (6)  with a history of persistent cough for the 
past 2-3 months which acutely became more frequent with episodes of 
wheezing and hacking. Patient was diagnosed with atrial fibrillation and dilated 
cardiomyopathy.

7 Years Great Dane Dog 65 Kilogra
m

EON‐388253 5/20/2019 11:04 Blue Buffalo Large Breed 
Adult, Paul Newman Dog 
Biscuits various, Spring Hill 
Fish Oil

Patient had been stable on Pimobendan for dilated cardiomyopathy for the 
past two years prior to presentation at (b) (6) . A few weeks prior to
presentation, he was started on Furosemide for coughing episodes. The day of 
presentation, an EKG performed at the primary care veterinarian showed a 
ventricular arrythmia. On presentation to UF Cardiology, patient had collapsed 
suddenly and was in cardiopulmonary arrest. After CPR and a lidocaine bolus, 
he converted to sinus tachycardia. Patient was diagnosed with dilated 
cardiomyopathy.  (b) (6) was euthanized two days later due to gastric dilation
volvulus (GDV).

11 Years Doberman Pinscher Dog 38 Kilogra
m

(b) (6)EON‐388255 5/20/2019 11:05 Acana Heritage Poultry dry  presented to the (b) (6)  for a 5 month history of 
progressive exercise intolerance and increased respiratory rate and effort. 
Patient was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy.
She has been rechecked once 5/15/19 - clinically stable but no improvement 
noted on echocardiogram. Her blood taurine results were discordant so she 
has been on supplementation

4 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 36 Kilogra
m

EON‐388254 5/20/2019 11:04 Pure Balance Salmon and 
Potato dry, 4Health Salmon 
and Potato canned, 
Milkbone peanut flavor dry 
mini treats, Spring Valley 
Fish Flax and Borage Oil, 
Good Morning Healthy 
Joints

Patient presented to the (b) (6)  after roughly two weeks of 
coughing. When coughing initially started, patient was seen by primary care 
veterinarian and was treated with Diphenoxylate Atropine, Hydroxizine, 
Amoxicillin, and Vetprofen. On 2/19/19, (b) (6)  presented to his primary care 
veterinarian again. He had cyanotic mucous membranes, an enlarged heart, 
and pulmonary edema. Patient was referred to 

(b) (6)
 and was diagnosed with

Dilated Cardiomyopathy.

10 Years Cattle Dog - 
Australian (blue 
heeler, red heeler, 
Queensland 
cattledog)

Dog 24 Kilogra
m
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EON‐388188 5/19/2019 21:28 Nutramax Denamarin 
Chewable Tablets 225mg
75 chewable tablets

The Denamarin shipped from Amazon (and as seller) arrived in what appeared 
to be its standard outer box. However, once opened, it was missing the 
medication’s medical sheet, which normally is folded over the plastic bottle. 
Furthermore, the clear plastic seal was missing from the bottle. The foil inner 
protective seal had been removed, and only a remaining foil edge was in 
place. Finally the cotton which is always placed on the tablets was missing.

Considering that my 15 1/2 year old Cairn Terrier is in liver failure, I did not 
give the tablet to her.

I immediately notified Amazon, and emailed the manufacturer,. Photos of the 
bar codes and product numbers were shared with Nutramax, the manufacturer. 
Amazon did not request the photos, nor that the product be returned.
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(b) (6)  ws referred to (b) (6)  after her primary care veterinarian noted a 
Grade 2/6 left systolic murmur. She has been slowing down some over the 
past year, but still runs and plays regularly. (b) (6)  has a sinus arrhythmia. 
Patient was diagnosed with primary mitral regurgitation with systolic 
dysfunction.

EON‐388246 5/20/2019 10:57 Natural Balance Venison 
Sweet Potatoes, Pedigree 
chicken and rice, Dr. Lyon's 
dental treat (mint), Smart 
Bones Smart Sticks (peanut 
butter), Cosequin DS

10 Years Sheepdog - Shetland Dog 11.5 Kilogra
m

EON‐388245 5/20/2019 10:56 Honest Kitchen Turkey 
dehydrated, N and D 
Venison and Quinoa dry, 
Taste of the Wild Prey 
(Angus Beef and Lentils)

A few days before (b) (6)  was seen by (b) (6) , he presented to a 
specialty clinic for a minor orthopedic complaint, at which time an ECG 
revealed an abnormal rhythm. On 3/10, (b) (6)  became inappetant and vomited 
twice. On 3/11, patient presented to primary care veterinarian, and on 3/12, 
patient presented to an emergency clinic where thoracic radiographs revealed 
mild to moderate cardiomegaly. He was referred to cardiology on 3/13, where 
he was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy. Anorexia resolved after 2 
weeks.

4.5 Years Great Dane Dog 86.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐388244 5/20/2019 10:56 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Salmon Grain Free, Red 
Barn Bully sticks and slices, 
Sam's Club Chicken Jerky, 
Nubs Chicken Treats, 
Nudges Chicken Jerkey

(b) (6)  presented to (b) (6)  for evaluation of a heart murmur and 
arrhythmia discovered by his primary care veterinarian. (b) (6)  had a recent
history of a progressively worsening cough. On ECG, (b) (6)  had intermittent 
ventricular premature complexes (right bundle branch block). (b) (6)  was 
diagnosed with mitral regurgitation with systolic dysfunction.

7.5 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 35.9 Kilogra
m



EON‐388186 5/19/2019 21:04 Kirkland Signature Nature's 
Domain (salmon and sweet 
potato formula)

We've bought the Kirkland Nature's Domain food since we adopted our first 
dog 3 years ago. We used to buy the stuff in the yellow bag (sweet potato and 
beef) until last fall when newly purchased bags had an unusually foul smell. In 
January (2019), we switched to the blue bag (salmon and sweet potato), which 
was fine for several months. I bought two bags this month and they now have 
a similar, unusually foul smell. My dogs threw up after eating it and refused to 
have more. They will eat anything else, except for this food. There is definitely 
something wrong with the Kirkland dog food, as many others have left internet 
reviews (on Consumer Affairs) citing the same issues with their dogs.

3 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 80 Pound

EON‐388160 5/19/2019 11:08 Taste of the Wild Pacific 
Stream Puppy Recipe With 
Smoked Salmon A Grain-
Free Diet

Several pieces of a black glove were found in a bag of Taste of the Wild 
Pacific Stream Puppy Food.

EON‐388155 5/19/2019 9:08 Freshpet pet food chicken 4 
1/2 lb bag

Fed my dog fresh pet. She had liquid diarrhea five mins after and was shaking. 
She’s also started losing her hair on both sides of her midsection. Exp day 
6/19/19

4 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 78 Pound

EON‐388140 5/18/2019 20:20 Ol Roy Complete Bag with an expiration date of 2020 was completely molded
EON‐388133 5/18/2019 16:48 PURE BALANCE CREAMY 

STARTERS W/COCONUT 
MILK

This is an issue of a pet food product, PURE BALANCE CREAMY STARTERS 
W/COCONUT MILK , FOR CATS, that is blatantly & dangerously selling the 
fact that it is "with coconut milk", an ingredient universally considered 
potentially fatal to cats!! We need to cut to the chase on this.
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EON‐388096 5/17/2019 22:20 Evolve Lamb Formula Dog 
Food

I opened a can of Evolve Lamb Formula Dog Food on 3/29/19. There were 
what appeared to be black chunks/pieces in the food. I also found a small 
fiber, which I didn't think much of. I slowly went through the entire can and the 
black was completely throughout. Like chunks of motor oil EVERYWHERE. 
The largest black "piece" I found was approximately 1/4 inch in size. I felt the 
"pieces" and they were not hard. I guess it could be described as the same 
consistency of the food. Just mush. I then found another "fiber" approximately 
1/4 in length. It appeared to be plastic. I immediately called Evolve (made by 
Sunshine Mills with an address in Alabama but they had closed at 3pm. So I 
emailed evolvepetfood.com. I still have not received a response. I did take 
numerous pictures in hopes I could email them to Evolve but I did not have the 
option. This food was not expired and was stored at room temperature as it is 
in the store. (Once I open a can, a cover is put on & it gets stored in the 
refrigerator). Stamped on the bottom of this can was Sep 7 21 TELDS1 04:58. 
I did not throw the food out right away in hopes that I would hear back from 
Evolve. It has since been thrown out. I now have 5 additional cans of food with 
the same issue. 2 of them are open, as I had to check the contents. They are 
in my refrigerator. The other 3 are sealed...I didn't bother opening them 
because they all have the same Date, Code & Time Stamps (Times are 
minutes apart) printed on the bottom. I purchased all 6 cans of this food at 
(b) (6)  located at (b) (6)
They were purchased on different dates. I have receipts for 4 dates. I'm not 
positive which dates apply to each can. 4 Lamb were purchased on 2/10/19, 1 
on 2/23/19, 3 on 3/13/19 and 2 on 4/20/19. I am absolutely positive that 2 of 
them were purchased on 4/20/19. I did email Evolve again from their website 
but have not heard back to this day. There have been instances in the past 
where the Lamb Formula had a white appearance throughout the whole can. 
Those were tossed too. Disgusted with the Lamb Formula. It's scary to think 
some dogs may be eating this. Who knows what it is. It's really really bad.

EON‐388094 5/17/2019 20:56 Hill’s Science Diet Indoor 
Adult 1-6 Chicken Recipe

We purchased a new bag of cat food - Science Diet Indoor Adult 1-6 chicken 
recipe on 5/14/2019 from Blaine’s Farm & Fleet in (b) (6) . We have
been feeding our cats this cat food for almost 1 year. Our cats, usually chow 
hounds, refused to finish their food 2 days in a row. Today 5/17/2019, our 
larger male (b) (6)  had issues with incontinence & diarrhea and 
(b) (6)  (our female) has been vomiting. Neither of our cats has ever 
displayed symptoms like this before.? We are monitoring their situation, 
refraining from feeding the food, and will consult the vet if needed. We will alert 
Hill’s on Monday when they reopen.

1.75 Years Unknown Cat 15 Pound

http://evolvepetfood.com
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EON‐388090 5/17/2019 18:48 Freshpet for Toy Breeds
(b) (6)

On April 26, 2019, I bought a bag and a tube of Freshpet for toy breed dogs. 
On April 27, Saturday at 5:45 p.m., I feed baby  her dinner of Freshpet.

(b) (6)

was her energetic happy self running around as usual as I prepared her plate.
Fifteen minutes after eating,
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
 acted odd, way out of her normal character. 

 died April 27, around 9 hours after eating Freshpet. I called my vet (b) (6)
 on Monday and told him. He told me to put the Frshpet into 

my freezer NOW. Later that day the ambulance came and to me to
(b) (6)

.

5 Years Poodle - Toy Dog 5 Pound

EON‐388048 5/17/2019 12:44 Packaging states "Top 
Quality Dog Food.com"

Label (sticker) states 
"Chicken HVM", Texas Tripe 
Chicken Pork Salmon

I am familiar with at least 50 animals (dogs and cats) that have had 3 
consistent symptoms when consuming Raw Dog Food & Co brand Pork or 

Chicken (which is manufactured by Top Quality Dog or Texas Tripe):
- Scabbing and hair loss on the face

- Reverse sneezing (indicating inflammation of the throat... this does not
appear to be any sort of paralysis)

- Digestive upset
Further, I consult manufacturers, retailers and consumers in the pet food 
industry space and assisted with laboratory analysis of this product line 

(randomly selected). The product tested positive for Listeria in 50% of tests. 
The product tested deficient or completely without B-Vitamins and most 

minerals. (I have shared these document with AskCVM). The product also has 
a minimum of the following labeling violations (Consistent between product 

label, Top Quality Dog website, Texas Tripe website and Raw Dog Food & Co 
website):

1. Most product labels appear to not contain feeding guidelines as required by
AAFCO and FDA

2. Treat product labels do not appear to have company information.
3. Treat product labels do not appear to indicate species.

4. Treat products do not appear to indicate oz and gram measurement.
5. The a product is labeled as "for intermittent and supplemental feeding only."
They have products labeled such as, "Chicken tripe complete" and "goat tripe

complete" implying complete nutrition with use. 
6. At least with some products the order of ingredients does match on identical

products between website claims (2 sites) and actual product
7. Protein and fat claims listed on product do not match protein claims listed on

websites
8. There seems to be a lack of clarity as to whether it is mandatory for calories
to be listed on labels per state requirements. However, the AAFCO Labeling

Workshop taught with the support of FDA's William Burkholder states that

Mixed (Dog) Dog

http://DogFood.com


EON‐388001 5/16/2019 20:40 Cat Sip Sealed 8oz boxes of Cat Sip expanding like there is a bacteria inside or may 
be caused by shipping leak to allow bacteria inside.

EON‐387997 5/16/2019 19:48 Pet n’ Shape Chik n’ Breast 
100% Natural Tasty Treats 
for Dogs, Pet n’ Shape Chik 
n’ Sweet Potato Treats

After coming consuming treats, pet became ill. Pet was admitted to emergency 
animal clinic for 18 hrs. Diagnosed with dehydration and kidney injury. 

Upon looking back, the symptoms probably started earlier, but pet is dramatic 
at times.

2 Years Poodle (unspecified) Dog 11 Pound
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Workshop taught with the support of  FDA s William Burkholder states that 
calorie requirements are mandatory. This company does not list calories in 

kcal/kg or kcal/cup. They do however list kcals on the Top Quality Dog site as 
kcals/100g

 9. This company does not appear to put Lot Numbers of Expiration Dates on
many to most of their products

 10. On at least one printed product label  the product lists (e.g.) "Chicken,
Heart, Liver, Gizzards..." They do not say "Chicken Heart, Chicken Liver,

Chicken Gizzards." 
 11. The Protein level tested by lab analysis does not meet the stated minimum

on the websites. (See attached)
 12.  The Top Quality Dog website does not list "minimum" or "maximum" on

their macronutrients. As all printed materials are to be regulated as label
claims it is my understanding that this not allowed

 13. Top Quality Dog also does not appear to consistently list the word "crude"
on fat claims on guaranteed analysis

 14. In at least some cases Top Quality Dog lists Protein, Fat, Fiber, Moisture in
the order of Moisture, Protein, Fiber, Fat on their website

 15. In at least some cases Raw Dog Food & Co. states that the product
contains "veggie/fruit mix" followed by a list of veggies and fruits. Collective 

terms are generally not allowed but this is on their website
 16. Top Quality Dog's website states in at least 1 instance that the first

ingredient in the product (e.g. "Chicken with Bone") different than that stated 
on the ingredient label itself states (e.g. the first ingredient is "Chicken" and the 

last ingredient is "Chicken Bone.") It is my understanding that these must 
match

Last, upon researching these company's it appears that they have a history of 
intermittently not registering their company with the Secretary of State. I 

imagine that business and product registration are inconsistent (particularly 
products given the numerous labeling violations... I can't imagine any states 

have approved their labels)
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EON‐387959 5/16/2019 13:40 Taste of the Wild prey with a
picture of a trout on it

 owner fed taste of wild prey- trout and lentil- and noted one week ago coughing 
past week not eating vomit some
ausculting heart heard murmur right side chest and respirations increased
rads showed large heart esp on vd and ekg showed tall qrs
echo showed severe dilated cardiomyopathy

6 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 18 Pound

EON‐387916 5/16/2019 9:32 Health Extensions Dog Food Dog has an enlarged heart.
Chronic Degenerative Valve Disease.
Seizure

11 Years Maltese Dog 10 Pound

EON‐387895 5/15/2019 22:48 Harrison's Bird Foods 
ADULT LIFETIME FINE

We began feeding new bag of Harrison's Bird Foods Fine (Use Before 
FEB2020 1206 LC, Z35111, US-ORG-017) in mid-March. Following feeding, 
our parrot began to breath heavy and lost her voice (~March 27th, 2019). As 
far as we can tell, the only difference in our bird's routine was this new bag of 

food, but we cannot be certain the food caused the illness. We made an 
appointment with (b) (6)

 completed gram stain test for droppings and a CBC 
panel plus Aspergillus test (April 4). We were sent home with a general 

antifungal/bacterial and bronchial dilator. At this point, we switched our bird to 
Roudybush bird food. Within one week, we received the blood test results, 

which showed negative for Aspergillus and within normal range for CBC. Gram 
stain test didn't show anything significantly worrisome. However, our bird's 
health continued to decline and she began to have trouble defecating. We 

returned to (b) (6)  on April 10 for a follow-up visit. During this appointment,
we had our bird x-rayed. Upon x-raying, the vet found 4-6 pieces of metal in 

our bird's gut (see radiograph). Our bird was then prescribed DMSA, a chelator 
for the metal, and psyllium to help pass the metal. We saw some improvement 

in her health and started to feed Harrison's Bird Foods again. Our bird then 
declined in her ability to pass feces, ~1 week into starting her on DMSA. 
During a follow-up appointment in (b) (6)  we completed another x-ray,

which showed a lower number of metal pieces (2 pieces) in her gut (b) (6)  
The ability to pass feces was attributed to pain in passing the metal particles. 

(b) (6)  we found our bird at the
bottom of the cage and hardly breathing. We took her to (b) (6)

 where she was given oxygen/heat and another x-
ray was taken (3rd x-ray). In this 3rd x-ray, more than 2 metal pieces were 

present in her gut, perhaps smaller than those seen on May 7th. She was then 
administered another chelator. Our bird was unable to make it through the day, 

likely due to metal toxicity. She passed on (b) (6) .

17 Years Other Birds 81 Gram
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EON‐387894 5/15/2019 22:40 Dick Van Patten’s Natural 
Balance Oringinal Ultra 
Reduced Calorie Formula 
Ultra Premium Dog Food

Purchased a 4.5 Lb bag of Natural Balance Original Ultra Reduced Calorie 
Formula food from PetCo in (b) (6) .

Purchase date: 5/14/2019 the food expired on 2/22/2018. I didn’t know that at 
the time I fed my dog this food twice prior to noticing that it was infested with 
bug eggs and bugs. It’s unexceptable to have food that is over a year expired 
with bugs inside of it that are most likely infecting the other dog food on the 
shelf. I notified the store and they apologized, I want to make sure they get this 
issue corrected and another pet owner doesn’t experience this horrible issue. I 
will be following up with our Vet tomorrow to ensure our pup is ok.

EON‐387893 5/15/2019 22:12 Acana grain free (limited 
ingredient) dry dog food
the following flavors
- freshwater fish
- lamb and apple
- pork and squash

For about 2 months she was displaying the following symptoms. (they were 
mild) and the vet was not overly concerned.
- breathing like she had a nasal infection
- coughing / gaging
- less energy for exercise
** My vet put us on a few rounds of antibiotics and anti inflammatories- but
they did not help
** One night she stopped being able to breathe on her own, so i took her to the
ER vet. They did x rays, and found she had an enlarged heart, and spots on
her lungs. They treated her overnight for 24 hours, nothing helped, and she still
was not able to breathe on her own. She had to be put down.

8 Years Bulldog Dog 50 Pound

EON‐387876 5/15/2019 17:28 Royal Canin Gastrointestinal 
Low Fat

Treated for pancreatitis in October 2018; that resolved and the he then 
presented for severe pu/pd and vomiting. Found to have glucosuria, proteinuria 
and a UTI ... treatment of UTI did not resolve UTI and he continued to be 
severely pu/pd. US WNL, lepto titers negative, presumptive diagnosis of 
Fanconi like syndrome. No other foods or treats being given. Changed diet 
from RC GI LF to Hill's i/d LF and signs resolved and glucosuria and 
proteinuria resolved.

6 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 5.9 Kilogra
m

EON‐387797 5/15/2019 12:48 Dick Van Patten’s Natural 
Balance Sweet Potato and 
Fish formula For Small Dogs

I found the entire bag of Natural Balance Sweet Potato and Fish formula for 
small dogs 10 lb bag was contaminated with intact fish bones which were razor 
sharp. Some of the bones were embedded in the pellets but many also 
protruded out up to 1/2 inch, with the potential to shred a dog’s gullet, stomach 
or intestine. I called the company and they said their quality assurance team 
had already looked into it and said it was just an aesthetic problem but posed 
no danger. This is untrue. My elderly dog can’t chew so well and this food 
would have cut her up on the inside. I kept a small sampling from the bag and 
took photos to preserve evidence.
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EON‐387785 5/15/2019 10:04 Hill's Science Diet Hairball 
Control Adult 1-6 Savory 
Chicken Entree

I found foreign material--what appears to be part of a rubber tube that has 
been torn from the rest of the tube--in a can of Hill's Science Diet Hairball 
Control Adult 1-6 Savory Chicken Entree. It came from a case with a best 
before date of 09/2020. Every morning, I split a can between two small glass 
dishes with lids for my two cats. This morning when picking the dishes back up 
to refrigerate leftovers, I noticed one cat had eaten around or bit a piece off of 
something that was buried in the food. I washed it off to get a better look, and it 
appears to be a rubber hose or tube of some sort. Of course, I am very 
concerned that my cat may have swallowed part of it or ingested some other 
foreign material today or when ingesting other cans of your food. I cannot 
remember if I bought this case from Petsmart in (b) (6) , or Feeder's
Supply in (b) (6) , as I shop at both places.

EON‐387750 5/14/2019 17:08 9 lives daily essentials I recently purchased a 13.2 lb bag of dry cat food of the 9 lives daily essentials 
and i had found small pieces of white plastic in the bag.

EON‐387749 5/14/2019 16:44 Purina Puppy Chow Healthy 
Start Nutrition Tender & 
Crunchy With Real Beef & 
Rice

We ususally order dog food through Chewy. We ran out about a week before 
our Automatic Shipment was due so I stopped in at a local Wal Mart and 

purchased a bag of Purina Puppy Chow Sunday evening, May 12th. I went 
home and fed it to our female Saint who is lactating, all 8 of her puppies ( 4 

weeks old), and our male Saint. Every one of them began vomiting that night. 
Our male Saint has been vomiting since that night. It is now Tuesday and he is 

still vomiting off and on. He has vomited roughly 12 times. Our female Saint 
ate more of the dog food as she is lactating and has a higher caloric need. She 

has been vomiting since Sunday night as well and has vomited around 30 
times since then. All of the puppies ate some of the dry food, they are still 

depending mostly on their mother for nutrients. They also have vomited but 
only about once or twice each. I called Purina yesterday and let them know of 

the issues with our dogs. They offered me coupons and said they would 
forward the information to their Quality Control. I asked them what they were 
going to do for my dogs since I would have to at least take my female to the 

vet because she was severely dehydrated. I was told to consult with my vet. I 
told the company representative that it was their dog food that made our dogs 
sick and that I had no idea how much it was going to cost for the vet bill. I was 
told that he didn't know how to answer that. I told him that I wanted him to find 

out. He put me on hold and then eventually the company survey started 
playing so he basically hung up on me. We did take (b) (6) , our female to the
vet and the vet told us it was most likely caused by contaminated dog food. 

She was injected with fluids because of her dehydrated state, and prescribed 3 
different medications. Our vet told us to watch her and the other dogs and 

bring her back in if the vomiting continued as often as it had been. We were 
also told to bring in the other dogs if their vomiting increased. Just the 2 hours 
she was at the vet's office she had vomited 3 times. I am not exaggerating the 

number of times she has vomited. We did not take our male in as he hasn't 
vomited as often as our female and he has managed to keep some water 

down. Neither one has eaten since Sunday when they consumed the tainted 

Saint Bernard Dog Dog
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EON‐387738 5/14/2019 15:20 Live green turtles I recently noticed live, small, green turtles for sale at a souvenir shop in 
(b) (6) . May 9, 2019. I always heard it was illegal to sell live turtles
under 4". I know it because of salmonella, but I fell sorry for the turtles that are 
mistreated as well. I have pictures that I could show you, but I don't know how 
to send them to you. The name of the shop is (b) (6)

EON‐387736 5/14/2019 15:12 Taste of The Wild Pacific 
Stream Grain Free Dry Dog 
Food

Our golden retriever was diagnosed with DCM (Dilated Cardiomyopathy) after 
a syncope event on 5/11/2018. After her collapse, it was determined her heart 
was enlarged and she had moderate to severe DCM. Since this was a year 
ago, the news of possible grain free related DCM in dogs was just hitting the 
news and the vets were just being made aware of it. (b) (6)  had been on a
variety of grain free foods and was on Taste of the Wild Salmon and Lentils 
before the diagnosis. She has also periodically been on Nutro Max Grain Free 
Farm Raised Chicken at times. Our specialist and cardiologist recommended 
we switch foods which we did to Royal Canin Golden Retriever. We also 
started heart meds including taurine supplementation. (b) (6)  had a severe
cardiac arrhythmia episode caused by her DCM, December 24, 2018 and went 
back into the emergency hospital. A heart arrhythmia drug was added to her 
regimen. She has know made it 1 year after being diagnosed with DCM. She 
has made huge improvements with diet change and medications. She just had 
a follow up Echo and EKG on 5/13/19. There is no sign of heart arrhythmia and 
her F/S and Ejection numbers were the best they have been since diagnosis. 
We are unsure if her DCM was caused by diet, but our vert specialist and 
cardiologist feel there is a good chance it was caused by her diet of grain free 
food.

11 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 78 Pound
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EON‐387683 5/13/2019 20:44 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient - Sweet Potato 
and Fish (grain free)

My dog has chronic pancreatitis and must eat a low fat food. She does not 
tolerate chicken. We found the Natural Balance Sweet Potato and Fish grain 
free to meet her needs. She had this food exclusively for almost four years. In 
February, she was diagnosed with Dilated Cardiomyopathy which may be 
caused by eating a grain free diet.

Symptoms included coughing at night, rapid breathing. She was taken at 3:30 
a.m. to (b) (6) , an ultrasound, xrays, blood and urine tests
were done. Images were sent to a specialist who reported the following 
assessment: "Compatible with dilated cardiomyopathy, possible cardiac 
failure." We were asked at the emergency vet what kind of a diet she ate, and 
we reported to her the Natural Balance Sweet Potato and Fish grain free. It 
was then that we learned of the possible connection with grain free foods and 
dilated cardiomyopathy. She was started on Lasix, Pimobendin.

Two days later we took her in to her regular vet who reviewed these reports. 
The medication Enalapril was added as she still continued to cough a bit at 
night. She also confirmed the grain free connection with Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy. 

It has been very difficult to find a dog low fat dog food that does not contain 
chicken that agrees with her. (b) (6)  reached out to (b) (6)

 nutritionists for help. They also reported that the connection 
between the grain free diet and her new diagnosis was "suspicious" and 
encouraged this FDA report.

12 Years Dalmatian Dog 48 Pound

(b) (6)  came into the clinic on April 1, 2019 for increased urination, increased 
water consumption, loss of appetite and mild lethargy. We sent bloodwork and 
urine to Antech Laboratories and the results came back showing glucosuria, 
low specific gravity in the urine and elevated microalbuminuria in the urine and 
his hemoglobin and hematocrit levels were also high. We did a recheck on his 
urine on April 5, 2019 and results showed glucosuria, low specific gravity and 
high pH in the urine. The lab suggested we check for Falconi Syndrome. After 
doing some research, we had discovered that chicken jerky treats 
manufactured in China have been linked to Falconi Syndrome. We sent a urine 
sample to (b) (6)

where they diagnosed and confirmed that (b) (6)  had Falconi 
Syndrome. (b) (6)  had been consuming the Purina Waggin' Train Chicken Jerky 
Tenders dog treats for about a year before showing signs.

EON‐387658 5/13/2019 17:12 Purina Waggin' Train 
Chicken Jerky Tenders

9 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 18.4 Pound

EON‐387649 5/13/2019 16:04 Friskies Pate Liver & 
Chicken Dinner

After feeding my cats a can of Friskies wet food last night, they both became 
very ill and lethargic. One cat vomited all through the night and into the 
morning, requiring an emergency vet visit.

7 Years Bengal Cat 13 Pound
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EON‐387647 5/13/2019 15:56 Stella and Chewy's Freeze 
Dried Raw Coated Kibble 
oven baked cage free duck 
recipe grain free.

I found a rusty nail in a 22 lb. bag of Stella and Chewy's Raw Coated Kibble, 
Cage-Free Duck Recipe. I have been buying this brand since my dog has been 
a year old and I worry if I have missed this prior to my discovery and how many 
dogs are being affected without knowledge.

EON‐387637 5/13/2019 15:24 Dog Food Zignature 
Whitefish Limited Ingredient 
Formula

I discovered hard white sharp particle pieces embedded in the Zignature 
Whitefish Formula (dry kibble 27 lb bag). Some pieces / fragments were also 
found loose within the bag. it is uncertain if these pieces are natural fibers or a 
foreign unidentified material ie; plastic. I have purchased this brand and 
formula for several years without any issues, or findings of unidentified 
material.

The following information is listed on the bag in question:
Best By: 09/10/2020
Lot# 07219PZWD
0318191904:19
UPC#8 88641 13138 9

This bag was purchased on April 27, 2019 at Pet Supplies Plus (b) (6)

EON‐387606 5/13/2019 12:36 Purina Waggin' Train 
Chicken Jery Tenders

Dog became lethargic, would not eat or drink. Took her to the vet 12/28/18: 
liver levels very high, X-ray negative,. Three shots given, two oral meds to take 
at home. Followed up 1/4/19: live levels worse, additional med prescribed. 
Follow-up 1/5, three additional meds prescribed due to diarrhea. Has now fully 
recovered behavioral, have not had follow-up labs to check for permanent liver 
damage

5 Years Terrier (unspecified) Dog 14 Pound

EON‐387590 5/13/2019 11:16 Temptations cat treats 
turkey flavor

Both cats throwing up repeatedly after feeding them temptation cat treats. I 
have been giving them to both cats everyday for since they were young and 
never EVER had an issue with them throwing up until now. I just bought 2 new 
bags of these treats and both are throwing up 30 seconds after only eating a 
few treats each. Something is wrong with the temptation treats and I'm truly 
upset after seeing them excited to eat them and then sick 30 seconds after 
eating them. I've never has an issue prior to this. This happened 2 days in a 
row with the same treats. Something is not right about this. I do believe they 
are causing this issue because they are both healthy cats and never had an 
issue like this prior. I did not change anything in their regular food patterns for 
this to happen.

6 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐387537 5/12/2019 17:40 ACANA singles limited 
ingredient diet: pork and 
squash

The owner had noticed that the pet had exhibited signs of exercise intolerance. 
He started to sit when going on walks and wouldn't want to go any further. She 
noticed him panting a lot after only a little bit of exercise. He also began to 
have diarrhea and vomited. The owner felt that he was not himself lately. He 
has been eating ACANA since he was a puppy. The exact food currently was 
ACANA Singles- Pork and Squash.

19 Months Retriever - Golden Dog 86 Pound
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EON‐387471 5/11/2019 12:16 Rachel Ray Nutrish Real 
Chicken and Veggie recipe

Wednesday Night, I bought a bag of Rachel Ray Nutrish and gave it to my dog 
Thursday morning. On Thursday night when I came home from work, he had 
urinated in his cage and the has not done that since he was a puppy. Friday 
morning, I gave him another bowl. I worked from home on Friday and he was 

very needy all of a sudden. Friday night (early Saturday) he started having 
multiple seizures. I called my vet. When they called me back, they told me 
about an emergency vet service across town. I took him to the emergency 

room after he had another seizure. On the way over he had another and this 
time he pooped all over himself. They started an IV to give fluids. They kept 
him in the back for a while and ran blood tests. Whey they came back, they 

said his liver and electrolytes were dangerously low. They wanted to him 
overnight and I told them I would watch him and to just tell me what to do. We 

went home with the catheter still in his leg just in case I had to come back. 
They gave me Keppra for the seizures, but said it was not epilepsy, but it 

would stop the seizures. He had a small one by the time I was giving him his 
second dose at 2 am Sunday morning, but that was it. He started eating the 

people food diet they gave me at the ER. Monday he ate people food, but his 
ability to walk diminished. I had to teach him how to take the stairs again. I 

called the vet to make a follow up. She called back Wednesday and we set up 
an appointment for Friday. I wrote down everything since so much was 

happening (mobility problems, sniffing a lot, not responding quickly, refusing to 
eating, only drinking water and losing weight). I bathed him everyday due to his 
urinating on himself repeatedly. When I was at the ER, she said it was poop in 
his vomit. He ate no poop because I watched him closely and all of his stools 

were orange and runny. That morning before his vet appointment, I went to the 
car dealer and came back to my dog soaked in foul smelling urine. I picked 
him up and he felt so light. Got him to the vet and I told them that I noticed 

blood on the rag and his hair was falling out. The assistant thought it was a hot 
spot until she notice it was all sores and blood under his hair in about 70% of 
his body. The vet did a anal test and blood was all over the glove. I asked him 

like I asked at the ER could dog food do this because (b) (6)  started this
strangeness after eating on Thursday. He asked the kind of food and said it is 
possible. My dog's eyes were almost like pen points. The vet said we could try 

to chase this thing whatever it was, but I knew he was trying to spare my 
emotions. I asked if I would have to put him down, he told me it was up to me, 

but all he could do was try to figure it out and possibly give antibiotics and tasty 
food, etc. I opted to put him down because he had suffered for over a week 

and it was not getting better and it was a new symptom everyday. It is no doubt 
in my mind that (b) (6)  organs were all shutting down that Saturday and

continuously progressed (liver, bowels, bladder, muscles, etc.).

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 48 Pound
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EON‐387460 5/11/2019 7:20 Acana Wild Prairie (b) (6)  had a series of sudden collapses while active; he would recover fully 
after 30 minutes of resting. He was diagnosed after an echocardiogram as 
having DCM. He managed heart medications for three months and then we 
made the decision to put him down. No questions were ever asked about his 
diet. No explanation why this happened was ever given. 

He was only ever fed a grain-free diet: Acana Wild Prairie.

10 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 30 Pound

EON‐387458 5/11/2019 6:00 Pyrantel Pamoate (Strongid 
T Nemex)

I was an employee , a Veterinary Technician, had left because I could no 
longer be part of or involved in the things going on at (b) (6)

. So there are several thing i need to report. 
1. They are prescribing expired drugs to animals and i brought it to their

attention and I was pulling all the expired drugs out of the pharmacy and taking 
them to the manager daily, but there still are expired drugs being scripted out 
daily. One of the Drs hollared at me ( (b) (6)  one day saying i needed
to leave the medications alone and that they are still good even though they 
are expired. And she made comments on a daily basis when she needed a 
medication to give to a client and we was out. She would say in front of the 

techs there that o they have been pulled off the shelf by someone who doesn't 
know what she is doing . 

2. We compounded drugs everyday all day and not in the proper sanitary
ways. Anyone could do it and not wear gloves or be in a specific well ventilated 

sanitary spot. None of that mattered they do not care.
3. The xray machines/table is open to the treatment area so everyone is being
exposed to radiation that is in the treatment area including the clients they let

walk thru and back there. The individual radiation badges that belong to all the
techs and Drs are hanging beside the xray table and thats where they stay all

the time never moved even when someone is taking a xay they never grab 
their badge. Mater of fact im the one that told the manager that we needed 

badges not everyone had one so she did get everyone a badge but left them 
hanging right beside the xray table, also they dont use the xray gloves at all 

never and the techs and drs put thier hands in the xrays alot of the time just to 
get the image of the pet. I could no longer work there and be exposed to this 

unhealthy enviorment and be invloved in the expired drugs being scripted out. 
(b) (6)  also stared marking out the expiration date if it was expired like
the stongid t bottle was one that might still be there if yall get someone there 
asap pull the stongit t and look she marked out the expiered date and put her 

own..... this has been going on since i started
EON‐387453 5/11/2019 1:28 Orijen Senior Biologically 

Appropriate Dog Food
I had been feeding my dog grain-free dog food for a long time. He started to 
get a heart murmur around the age of 8, and it got progressively worse over 
time. He had to be put on medication for his heart at age 10. By the last year of 
his life his heart was very enlarged, he went ataxic a couple times, he 
hacked/coughed regularly, and he was euthanized before his 15th birthday to 
prevent prolonged suffering.

14 Years Whippet Dog 30 Pound
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EON‐387431 5/10/2019 18:40 Merrick Purrfect Bistro 
Chicken Pate

Upon opening the can of food there was a momentary smell of something 
spoiled. The smell dissipated within seconds so I fed the cat the food. She 
usually really likes this food, but didn't finish her bowl that morning. I opened 
another can the next morning and the smell was a little worse, but again 
dissipated fairly quickly. The cat ate a small amount, but refused the rest of the 
bowl. Later in the morning she threw up and was lethargic for the rest of the 
day. The cat now refuses this food.

EON‐387430 5/10/2019 18:40 Purina Friskies Pate Has been gradually throwing up more and more the past week she has been 
eating Friskies Pate. It happened 3 times in past 36 hrs, very lethargic and 
acting weird. Was doing research on recalls, and see on ConsumerAffairs 
there are dozens of people with exact same batch and problems. This product 
needs to be removed from shelves! Please!

9 Years Domestic Mediumhair Cat 15 Pound

EON‐387413 5/10/2019 15:20 Pedigree Choice Cuts in 
Gravy / 18 Pouch 
Variety.Pouch contents 3.5 
oz.

Lot # differ on each packet 
inside the carton. I have 9 
packets remaining 
unopened.

Two of my dogs began eating Pedigree Choice Cuts in Gravy daily for approx. 
5-6 weeks prior to this report today. Last intake of this product was May 7th,
2019; after I took one of the dogs to the vet for tremors and excessive water
intake. A CBC, Chem, and thyroid test was administered to the dog whom the
vet evaluated. The results were unremarkable except for ALT result of 1,746;
which is exceedingly high. The other dog was not evaluated however did vomit
the morning of May 6th, 2019. There was no underlying cause for the nausea /
vomiting.
A third dog in my care was not exposed to Pedigree Choice Cuts in Gravy and
has shown none of the symptoms of the other two dogs.

18 Years Spitz - American 
Eskimo Dog

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐387410 5/10/2019 14:24 Sportmix Stamina Adult Mini 
Chunk Dry Dog Food

I bought the dog food sports mix from the (b) (6)  tractor supply 
store. As I was feeding my dogs this morning I noticed something shiny in the 
scooper when I was about to put it in to my dog bowl. I set the particle aside to 
investigate and it looks like a metal piece or an aluminum piece that was stuck 
in the food particle. I took many photos as evidence.
I messaged SportMix and told them the problem where I bought it from and 
when I bought it . So far waiting on a response from them.

EON‐387368 5/10/2019 10:32 Freshpet tender chicken 
recipe with garden 
vegetables

We have been feeding the puppy a mix of puppy food and fresh pet along with 
our older dog for over a month and we have never had a problem. I opened a 
new package bought at target where I always purchase the food and both dogs 
became sick. Violent vomiting for over a day and required $500 veterinarian 
visits.

4 Months Mixed (Dog) Dog 27 Pound



EON‐387342 5/9/2019 21:04 Purina Beneful Originals 
with Real Beef Dry Dog 
Food

Below is the letter that I sent to Beneful describing what happened.

Both of my dogs have been eating your food (Beneful Originals Beef, Beneful 
Healthy Weight Chicken and Beneful Originals Salmon) for at least a year. I 
have now taken both to the vet and one of them was hospitalized for 2 days 
and the other was luckily sent home with medications. The vet, myself and my 
fiancé have all narrowed it down to the food because it is not a virus and they 
are both sick with throwing up, diarrhea and sever dehydration which started 
Monday after we got a new bag of the Beneful Originals Beef Saturday. This is 
very upsetting, and I plan to report this to the FDA as well and I will provide 
pictures of what has occurred. I hope that you will actually read this and offer 
some kind of support because vet bills are not cheap, and I plan to fight this.

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 67 Pound

EON‐387337 5/9/2019 17:56 Fromm
Gold
Reduced Activity & Senior

For the last couple of months, my dog's behaviour and health have taken a 
turn for the worse. It wasn't until we did research on her symptoms and 
received the results of a blood test by her veterinarian that we realized the 
connection to Fromm. My dog is showing symptoms of Clostridium Bacteria 
and dehydration and has been diagnosed with anemia and cataracts. We are 
now cooperating with her veterinarian specialist for further tests and xrays.

We initially believed her lethargic behaviour was a result of her age and 
switched to Fromm senior food only for her symptoms to progress even more 
rapidly.

6 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 15.9 Pound

EON‐387307 5/9/2019 12:48 Golden Rewards Chicken 
jerky recipe

Dog presented with acute onset seizure activity including head tremors, facial 
twitching. He was sedated with midazolam and phenobarbital overnight. 
Labwork at the time of presentation included blood tests showing a moderately 
elevated blood glucose which at the time was attributed to stress response. 
The following day after further questioning of the owner, she described PU/PD 
of several months duration, so diabetes was suspected. A urine sample was 
collected. The dog was heavily glucosuric. A blood glucose was rechecked at 
that time, the dog was normoglycemic. Again after further questioning, the dog 
had eaten 'Golden Rewards' chicken and duck jerky several times a week for 
several years. It was reported that this was the dog's favorite treat. 
The dog's neurologic status never improved significantly, he continued to 
require phenobarbital to control facial seizures and even then they continued 
to occur. Over the initial 36hrs, he also developed a progressive loss of 
conscious proprioception in all 4 limbs and was unable to stand or sit. In the 
following 24hrs he lost deep pain sensation in his hind limbs. Owner declined 
further diagnostics or referral and took the dog home AMA 3 days after initial 
presentation.

7 Years Terrier - Yorkshire Dog 11 Pound
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EON‐387269 5/9/2019 7:36 Bravecto flea and tick. Was given Bravecto and immediatley started to have seizures that was 
uncontrollable and eventually killed him after one year. RIP on (b) (6) .
He was on three different antiseizure medications and there was nothing else 
the vet could do to make his life comfortable. He was fine until I gave him this 
medication

1.5 Years Spaniel - King 
Charles Cavalier

Dog 30 Pound

EON‐387256 5/8/2019 22:36 Winco dry cat food My older cat died and now my other cat is sick. The only thing I can link is the 
cat food.

American Shorthair Cat

EON‐387247 5/8/2019 17:28 Etta Says Shares Jerky I bought a few products online from a brand called ettsays. One bag of treat 
arrived with mold on the meat. After looking at the packaging more the 
company clearly put a sticker over the original expiration date. The product we 
got was already 6 months expired from the original date under the sticker. I got 
my refund but I thought someone should look into this company. Who knows 
how often they do things like this. This could have been very dangerous to my 
pet or kids.

EON‐387230 5/8/2019 15:20 DreamBone Twist Sticks Our dog was given the treat several hours before he was put to bed in his 
cage. the next morning he was found in the cage with poop and vomit. All day 
he was lethargic, throwing up, and not eating.

11 Months Maltese Dog 4 Pound

EON‐387220 5/8/2019 13:48 Dream Bone Rattle Ball 
Chews

Both Dogs had diarrhea and episodes of vomiting after a few hours of having 
these treats.

5 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 70 Pound

EON‐387208 5/8/2019 12:16 Kibbles n Bits original I bought Kibbles n Bits dry dog food. I fed all 3 dogs at the same time. 2 of the 
dogs started vomiting while eating. Vomiting continued several times a day 
and turned to liquid. The stomach was making very loud, constant gurgling 
sounds. Lethargic and sick looking. The 3rd dog threw up less but acted sick 
also. I checked for anything that may have caused this. I spoke with my vet 
and had some testing done. All was good and dog food was suspected to have 
caused symptoms. I fed the regular dog food and symptoms were gone in a 
few days. I fed a very small amount of the Kibbles and Bits yesterday because 
there was no difinative answer. They immediately started vomiting while eating 
it. I pulled thr food away and they are doing better this morning. I now feel 
certain this food is contaminated and needs to be recalled.

3 Years Unknown Dog 85 Pound

(b) (6)EON‐387299 5/9/2019 11:36 Zignature Kangaroo  had a chronic cough for two months and was evaluated by her pcDVM on 
April 16, 2019 where she was diagnosed with CHF and started on 5mg of 
enalapril PO SID, On April 18, 2019, the family traveled to another household, 
and she began panting excessively and demonstrating labored breathing. She 
was referred to the ER where she was diagnosed with a hypocontractile heart 
on TFAST and started on 3.75mg Pimobendan PO BID, 20mg furosemide PO 
BID, 500mg of Taurine PO BID, 750mg L-Carnitine PO BID, and 50mg fish oil 
PO SID.

12 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Cardigan

Dog 13.3 Kilogra
m
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EON‐387174 5/8/2019 5:36 Purina Alpo Prime Cuts
6 with beef and gravy 6 with 
lamb & rice

Bought new case of canned dog food they've been eating for years. All 3 got 
sick hours after eating. I was away and daughter kept feeding them because 
didn't know it was the food. For 2 days all 3 dogs had diarrhea, vomiting. 
(other 2 dogs are smaller, 14 pounds each, terrier/poodle mix, age 12 & 14 - 
not on any meds, good health. Both are neutered.)

13 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 42 Pound

EON‐387163 5/7/2019 22:08 Pure Balance Wild & Free 
Grain-Free Salmon & Pea 
Recipe Dry Dog Food

O noticed pt has been more lethargic since moving 3000ft in elevation over the 
past 3 months; pt has been fed Walmart's Pure Balance Grain free Salmon 
and Pea formula for duration of ownership, acquired from shelter years ago. Pt 
presented with ascites, and gr 3 systolic murmur, neg heartworm, no 
significant findings on cbc/chem17 bloodwork; pt responded well to ozygen 
therapy

9 Years Collie - Border Dog 52 Pound

EON‐387162 5/7/2019 21:52 She has been on three 
different brands of quality 
grain free dog food available
at PetSmart.

(b) (6)  has been diagnosed with cardiomegaly with CHF this date. She is the 
oldest of 3 dogs and all were started on grain-free dog food for approximately 
2.6 years. When looking up an enlarged heart, I came upon the FDA warning 
that may link the two. Since jack Russels aren't prone to an enlarged heart, I 
felt I should report this according to FDA request.

 

15 Years Terrier - Jack Russell Dog 16 Pound

EON‐387160 5/7/2019 21:08 Pure Balance Grain Free 
Bison Pea and Venison

My Dog has been eating Grain Free Food for 4 years when he developed 
Dilated Cardiomyopathy and is under the care of a Heart Doctor.

4 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 78 Pound

EON‐387155 5/7/2019 19:16 Blue Buffalo Indoor Health 
Natural Adult Dry Food

My cat was diagnosed with a bladder obstruction, and it could not be cleared. 
Crystals were in his urine.

3.5 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 17 Pound
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EON‐387096 5/7/2019 12:56 ACANA
SINGLES
LIMITED INGREDIENT 
DIET
LAMB & APPLE FORMULA

(b) (6)  was OFA Cardiac cleared at 18 months. 
At that time, we switched from NRG (Grain inclusive) to Acana Singles Lamb 
and Apple (Grain Free)
He stayed on Acana until October 2018. 
He had a Taurine test in August which was 216. His vet said, we can stay on it 
but we decided to investigate other options and started the transition to 
Farmina chicken in October 2018. 
He injured his leg in August and we went to the orthopedic vet in October 
2018. The orthopedic vet thought she heard a murmur and off to the 
Cardiologist. He did take episodic NSAIDs for his injury from August 2018 
through May 2019. 
A very focal murmur was noted on echo but the major concern was the left 
ventricle-enlarged, decreased function and decreased cardiac output. The 
findings could be consistent with early DCM
We continued the transition and then added the recommended Taurine of 1000 
mg twice daily and 1250 mg L-Carnatine 2-3 times a day. 
We returned to Cardiology 5/6/19 for a repeat echocardiogram. The echo 
revealed normal left atrium dimensions, mild (but improved) left ventricle 
enlargement. The myocardial function returned to normal parameters for both 
the left ventricle and cardiac output. The assessment statement suggests diet 
has played a role in his cardiac health. 
We will continue on grain inclusive food, Taurine and L-Carnatine and return in 
6 months for follow-up

43 Months Berger Picard or 
Sheepdog - Picardy

Dog 68 Pound

EON‐387076 5/7/2019 10:48 Purina Puppy Chow Healthy 
Start Nutrition Complete with 
Real Chicken & Rice

On December 1,2018, I purchased a bag of Purina dog food. On or about Dec. 
9, 2018, my dog stopped eating her food and
and had a large amount of blood in her stool. When she had it again the next 
day, I thought that she was having her period.
My dog then stop eating her food altogether and on (b) (6)  my dog died
that evening.

7 Months Pit Bull Dog 14.1 Kilogra
m

EON‐387011 5/6/2019 16:48 Rachael Ray Nutrish super 
premium wet food for dogs. 
Chicken paw pie.

My dog is 14 years old so I wanted to buy wet food that was nutrition. So I 
bought Rachael ray Nutrish super premium wet food, Chicken Paw Pie with 
sweet potatoes and green beans. It states no corn, wheat or say. It says 
Natural food for dogs. with added vitamins & minerals. No poultry by products 
or fillers.no artificial preservatives. My dog had no prior problems and still very 
active. Took walks everyday. Well I gave her this Rachael Ray chicken paw 
pie, she ate the whole 8 oz. of it. then later in the day she kept throwing up and 
very lethargic . She did not want to go outside to use the bathroom because 
she was too weak. Today still very weak and just laid around. I don't know if 
you have any other complaints on this product. I just know after my dog ate 
this product she has not been the same.

14 Years Chow Chow Dog 35 Pound

EON‐386964 5/6/2019 12:12 Zignature Kangaroo Formula 
Limited Ingredient Formula

After my 1st dog was diagnosed with DCM, I had my younger dog (b) (6)
echoed and the results came back as moderated DCM with a mild mitral valve 
regeratation.

3 Years Portuguese Water 
Dog

Dog 50 Pound
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EON‐386952 5/6/2019 11:44 Fresh Pet Select Slice and 
Serve Roll Tender Chicken 
Recipe

both dogs developed AKI after exposure to food; other toxins excluded to the 
best of mine and the owners' knowledge

15 Years Poodle - Miniature Dog 8 Kilogra
m

EON‐386949 5/6/2019 11:28 Fresh Pet Select Slice and 
Serve Roll Tender Chicken 
Recipe

Both dogs fed new food on 4/25, became ill on 4/26. Blood work performed 
revealed acute kidney injury. No infectious causes identified, suspect toxic 
insult.

6 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 7 Kilogra
m

EON‐386909 5/5/2019 20:48 Natural Balance Limited 
Ingredient Diet
Fish and Sweet Potato 
Small Breed Bites, Natural 
Balance Limited Ingredient 
Diet Fish and Sweet Potato 
Small Breed Bites

Bought a new bag of Natural Balance LID fish and sweet potato small breed 
bite dog food and it contained bone like fragments baked into the each kibble. 
returned the bag and bought a new bag and contacted the manuf. for natural 
balance and the manf said it was bone. It has been two months now and 
another bag has bone fragments in the kibble that are hard like plastic and 
sharp enough to cut skin. Three different lots and sizes of this dog food type 
have contained this and the manuf has done nothing to solve this issue as dog 
food made after the initial date of findings still contain bone fragments. I am 
concerned that these bone or plastic pieces are hard and sharp enough to 
cause intestinal damage in a small breed dog.

EON‐386908 5/5/2019 20:08 Taste of the wild venison My German Shepherd was five years old and I believe she was in good health. 
She regularly visited the vet for her routine exams and vaccinations. She had 
allergies to meet products. So as a puppy I put her on taste of the wild the 
venison. She ate that the entire time I had her. She showed no signs of 
sickness and I let her out into the yard to go potty and she fell over and died I 
took her to have an autopsy done and after a lot of testing her heart was dying 
and it could no longer supply the blood that she needed to survive. The tissue 
around the heart was dying off. I have heard of grain free food killing animals 
but I had no idea that it was a true fact. My dog died of DCM. And I am 
devastate devastated. Taste of the wild should not be on the market anymore. 
There are hundreds of dogs that I have found out that have died at the same 
age with the same condition. I thought this was important to let you know that I 
have lost my 

(b) (6) (b) (6),  Doodoo dog food. Since Thank you

5 Years Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 85 Pound

EON‐386905 5/5/2019 19:24 Trader Joe's Grain Free Dog 
Treats with Peanut Butter & 
Banana

Treat given last night and this AM. She had vile smelling gas last night. This 
morning, appetite was fine. She had projectile diarrhea in the AM followed by 
vomiting and diarrhea with blood. This occurred in ALL THREE of my DOGs.

2 Years Retriever - Flat-
coated

Dog 70 Pound
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(b) (6)  began with a slight cough sometimes while she was sleeping. I took her 
to the vet and they diagnosed DCM via an x-ray. Since diagnosis we have had 
multiple trips to see a cardiologist. She had been fed Zignature dog food for 
several years leading up to her diagnosis. I later learned that grain free diets 
have been linked to DCM.

EON‐386926 5/6/2019 8:16 Zignature Turkey Limited 
Ingredient Formula Grain-
Free Dry Dog Food 27-lb 
bag

8 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 37 Pound
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EON‐386896 5/5/2019 17:32 Kirkland Natures Domain 
Salmon and Sweet Potato

Both of my dogs (other dog is a heeler lab mix female, 2 yr old) became very ill 
on a new bag of Kirkland Nature's Domain Salmon and Sweet potato dog food. 
I have been feeding them this food for years. Both had horrible diarrhea. Both 
made huge accidents in the house, each leaking from their anus.

I purchased a different bag of the same food and the issue went away. I don't 
have the bag but have the bad food in a bin. I note that someone on 
Costco.com reported a similar occurrence.

7 Years Retriever - Labrador Dog 65 Pound

EON‐386891 5/5/2019 14:08 HILLS PRESCRIPTION 
DIET I/D CANINE CHICKEN 
& VEGETABLE STEW 12.5 
OZ

 HAD DIARRHEA SO THE VET RECOMMENDED HILLS 
PRESCRIPTION DIET I/D CANINE CHICKEN & VEGETABLE STEW. 
(b) (6)  THEN BEGAN TO DEVELOP ALL THE SYMPTOMS LISTED FOR 
VITAMIN D OVERDOSING. LOSS OF APPETITE, EXCESSIVE WATER 
DRINKING, DIFFICULTY BREATHING, THEN VOMITING WITH BLOOD. 
ULTIMATELY HE HAD TO BE PUT TO SLEEP TO STOP THE SUFFERING.

(b) (6) 14 Years Boxer (German 
Boxer)

Dog 75 Pound

EON‐386887 5/5/2019 10:28 Air Dried Beef Trachea Dog 
Treats 4-5"

We fed 1/3 of the Air Dried Beef Trachea Dog Treats bought from this 
company last night. The dog started diarrhea and vomiting since last night. 
The dog went diarrhea twice at 3:30am, and once again at 9am. She also 
vomitted at 7am and 9:30am. We have fed the dog with the same other foods 
all the time, and this was the only different treat we fed her yesterday, so I am 
highly suspicious that the symptoms are caused by this product.

We ordered the product from online, and the company distributed it at 
scheduled times in a parking lot near some highway. Such distribution system 
seems not right. The product is contained in a plastic zip bag. The label of the 
product does not contain other information including (1) calorie content (2) 
nutritional adequacy statements. The product contains lots of visible sharp 
bones, and without feeding instructions I really don't know if it is safe for all 
pets at all.

1.5 Years Corgi - Welsh 
Pembroke

Dog 23 Pound

EON‐386880 5/5/2019 4:08 Pure Balance poultry free 
grain free formula Lamb & 
Fava Bean Recipe food for 
dogs

I was feeding my 3 boxers breakfast on May 1,2019 at that time I noticed an 
object as i poured the food into the first bowl. I examined the object and it was 
a nail approx. 2 inches long. As i poured food into the next bowl I found 
another nail. Later that evening when feeding them dinner I found another nail. 
I found a total of 5 nails all the same size and all bent exactly the same.

http://Costco.com
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EON‐386876 5/5/2019 1:20 Taste of the Wild/Pacific 
Stream: Best By 20 Oct 
2019 8293330 
TDP1012C2M APO 16:29, 
Whole Earth Farms Grain 
free Hearty Lamb Stew: Best 
By 31 Jan 2021 19031 CL 3 
86024 0748 -- 12.7 oz can

Both dogs developed severe nausea about a week or less apart from each 
other. Both refused all food for just over a day (b) (6)  is VERY food
motivated-has never turned anything down). Both taken to vet for IV hydration, 
antibiotics, anti-nausea meds, were placed on diet of home-cooked chicken, 
rice, sweet potatoes. Peas and carrots were recently added.
Both pets have been fed Taste of the Wild, Salmon/fish formula with a small 
amount of Whole Earth Farms, Grain free, Hearty Lamb Stew mixed in. This 
has been their long-term diet and they never had a problem until this incident. 
They both have fully recovered and we have not fed them either since the 
incidents.
Taste of the Wild/Salmon: Best By 20 Oct 2019 8293330 TDP1012C2M APO 
16:29
Whole Earth Farms, Grain free, Hearty Lamb Stew: Best By 31 Jan 2021, 
19031 CL 3 86024 0748

14 Days Shepherd Dog - 
German

Dog 63 Pound

EON‐386853 5/4/2019 15:04 WholeHearted Grain Free 
All Life Stages Chicken & 
Pea Recipe Dry Dog Food

(b) (6) was fed WholeHearted Grain Free All Life Stages Chicken & Pea 
Recipe Dry Dog Food purchased from PetCo for the past 8 months. She was 
diagnosed with severe dilated cardiomyopathy on 5/2/19. Dilated 
Cardiomyopathy has been previously suspected/documented to be associated 
with the feeding of grain free diets and it is very strongly suspected that the 
feeding of this diet directly caused (b) (6)  heart disease as this type of
heart disease is otherwise very uncommon in dogs of her age/breed.

1.5 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog 30.5 Pound

(b) (6)  was eating California Natural Grain Free Lamb Meal due to allergies. 
She was eating this food for 2 years. On (b) (6) , she began coughing. 
It sounded like kennel cough. It was a Sunday so I was going to bring her to 
the vet the next day. That night she began coughing and collapsed. I took her 
to the emergency vet. I was told she had kennel cough and she was sent 
home with medication. On (b) (6) , she started coughing and 
collapsed again. We took her to the ER where she was kept overnight. The 
next day, the she saw the cardiologist for an echo-cardiogram. She was 
diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy. She was put on multiple heart 
medications and died on (b) (6) .

EON‐386843 5/4/2019 12:48 California Natural Grain Free
Limited Ingredient Diet for 
Dogs with Food Sensitivities 
Lamb Meal Recipe

3 Years Mixed (Dog) Dog

EON‐386840 5/4/2019 11:52 Evolve Salmon and Sweet 
Potato dog food

After two feedings, (b) (6)  started having seizures with incontinence. He had 
no prior history of seizures. He has lost about 15 pounds since the episodes 
started. He lost his appetite on or about day two. He is weak and struggling to 
get up. This company has a history of recalls for high Vitamin D levels. The 
symptoms all fit.

10 Years American Pit Bull 
Terrier

Dog 90 Pound
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EON‐386837 5/4/2019 11:36 Blue Buffalo Blue 
Wilderness Nature’s 
Evolutionary Diet with 
Chicken Adult Healthy 
Weight (grain free)

My golden retriever was just diagnosed with dilated cardiomyopathy and has 
eaten a grain free diet for most of his life. I now understand that the FDA has 
warned pet owners to about the correlation between DCM and grain free diets.

He has been eating Blue Buffalo Blue Wilderness Healthy Weight Chicken 
grain free dry food for many years. (7 or 8). Before that he ate a Core Wellness 
grain free dry food for several years. He gets Blue Buffalo Wilderness Trail 
Grain Free treats and Pill Pockets. 

In early April 2019, I began to hear him make a gagging/cough sound one or 
two times a day. As an older dog, he makes a lot of noises, so I didn’t take him 
in right away. On April 30th, I took him in for an exam as he also needed 
booster vaccines. Our vet noticed a new heart murmur that had not been 
previously detected and did an xray which showed a very enlarged heart. He 
ordered a cardiologist consult and an EKG which was done on May 2, and 
showed advanced DCM. The vet will be drawing blood for a taurine test on 
May 3 and he has been prescribed 3 heart medications and his food has been 
changed to a non-grain free version. 

In reading an article at http://vetnutrition.tufts.edu/2018/06/a-broken-heart-risk-
of-heart-disease-in-boutique-or-grain-free-diets-and-exotic-ingredients/ it 
suggested reporting it to the FDA in hopes of helping find a cause.

Our vet is (b) (6)

11.5 Years Retriever - Golden Dog 90 Pound

EON‐386796 5/3/2019 21:56 Applaws
Whitefish Recipe
With Country Vegetables, 
Applaws
Natural Cat Food
Mousse
Tuna Grain Free, Hill's
Science Diet
Adult 1-6
Chicken Recipe

Presented with extreme vomiting, lethargy, lack of appetite. 5 days later, heart 
and respiratory failure. Euthanized prior to cardiac arrest.
18 days earlier, another cat died. Presented with vomiting, lack of appetite, 
extreme pain. Kidney failure.

14 Years Domestic Shorthair Cat 14.5 Pound



EON-386760 5/3/2019 15:36 Pedigree High Protein Opened new bag of Pedigree High Protein Beef and Lamb dog food on 
6\1 All 6 of the dogs ate the food~ 3 had to be euthanized 1 was 

hosp-ita .... li._ze..._d .... for 3 day and recovered. On (b) 6) , (b) (6); stopped 
eating food and only wanted water (extreme thirst); he was lethargic, laid down 

in his crate, and unstable when walking. His condition plummeted on (b) (O} 
afternoon into the evening, and he was rushed to the animal emergenc 

at which time he had to be humanely euthanized at -12:01 am on (b) (6 

On 6 , (2) more dogs,
1 

 (b) (6) and (?). m stopped eating and only 
wanted water (also extreme thirst). Both were also became lethargic, wanted 
to just lay down, and were unstable when walking. Both dog's condition also 

began to plummet significantlv Saturday evening into Sunday morning. At 
approximately 4:30 am (b) (6) both dogs were rushed to a different 

emergency facility, where both dogs also had to be humanely euthanized at 
-6:00 am because they were violently ill. 

Upon returning home from euthanizing the 2nd and 3rd dog, a 4th dog, '(b) (6) , 
rapidly deteriorated in a matter of 2-3 hours. Over those few hours, he began 

to exhibit similar symptoms as the other (3) that were euthanized. At that point 
(-9:30 or 10 am), he was also rushed to the 2nd emergency facility to the 

same vet that had euthanized 6(b) ( ) and (:b) (6). His Sodium levels, and RSC 
count were excessively high (along with some other number~. He remained in 

the hospital until the evening of (b) ( 6] 

Dogs 5 and 6,(0}(6) and did not exhibit any symptoms, although both 
eat significantly less food, Atlas did vomit the food at least once within 1 

minute of eating 

14.5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 70 Pound 
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EON‐386744 5/3/2019 13:36 elm chicken and chick pea 
recipe

OUR DOG WAS FREQUENTLY URINATING AND DRINKING LOTS OF 
WATER. HE ALSO HAD A LOSS OF APPETITE AND DID NOT WANT TO 
EAT HIS DOG FOOD

5 Years Other Canine/dog Dog 60 Pound

EON‐386680 5/3/2019 0:36 Rachael Ray Nutrish Peak 
Wetlands Recipe with real 
chicken & duck in hearty 
gravy for cats.

I purchased Rachael Ray Nutrish Peak Wetlands Reecipe with real chicken 
and duck in hearty gravy for my cat at Pet Smart in (b) (6) . The
item is the 2 ounce single serving. Best by date is September 12, 2019. The 
code underneath the date is PT8052B WC29. UPC Code is 71190 00193. The 
item broke open in the bag. When I went to put it away, there were live white 
worms crawling in the bag and in the cat food. They were about .5 inches in 
size. I took a video on my phone of them. Reported it to the store and the 
distributor on the back of the can. Answorth Pet Nutrition, LLC Meadville, PA 
16335 to their medical hot line as it was past business hours.

EON‐386655 5/2/2019 16:04 Cesar classics Dogs became very sick with puking and water poop for a couple days QU

g ( ) g g
for each dog. Symptoms and conditions witnessed are as follows:

Vomiting of food (that had a noticeable white film coating the regurgitated dry 
food) witnessed at least once at different times / (b) (6)  and if I

recall, (b) (6)
Excessive unquenchable thirst / (b) (6)

Refusing to eat / (b) (6)
Lethargy / (b) (6)
Instability / (b) (6)

Internal Bleeding / (b) (6)
Bleeding Ulcers in Mouth / (b) (6) , and possibly (b) (6)  unknown

Ulcers in mouth / (b) (6)

Kidney Failure/Disease / (b) (6)  and possibly (b) (6)  complicated by 
Liver issues

Liver Disease / (b) (6) - Hepatitis cuased by high Copper content; (b) (6)

unknown
High Sodium levels / (b) (6)  unknown

Extremely thick Mucus in eyes / (b) (6)
Extremely thick Mucus in nose / (b) (6)

Strange Breathing (like an aerosol can being sprayed) / (b) (6)



EON‐386611 5/2/2019 10:32 BLUE Sensitive Stomach 
Chicken & Brown Rice 
Recipe for Adult Cats

To whom it may concern,

(b) (6)  has always been a picky eater. Even worse, she refuses to chew her 
food, often swallowing it

whole. Many brands of pet food produce kibbles that are too large for her to 
comfortably eat. When we

discovered the small kibble size of Blue Buffalo’s Sensitive Stomach formula, 
we were excited to try it.

(b) (6)  seemed to love the taste. Aside from the occasional can of wet food 
every 2-3 months we give her

as a treat, (b) (6)  diet was completely switched to BLUE Sensitive Stomach.

When (b) (6)  first got sick, we suspected a UTI. Although we are meticulous 
about her litterbox, and can

even be considered overbearing pet parents, pets get sick sometimes. It 
wasn’t until our veterinarian

started asking us more questions about her diet that we ever suspected her 
food could be causing her to

get sick. 

Crystals were discovered in her urine and a grade 3 heart murmur was heard 
upon examination. Before

this emergency, (b) (6)  had never exhibited any signs of illness. We treated her 
symptoms and switched

her food. After two and a half weeks, she was back to her normal self. The 
heart murmur is still present

but is a grade 2. Now, months later, we have noticed an increase in her 
energy.

We are extremely upset that Blue Buffalo, a company that markets itself on 

5 Years Domestic Longhair Cat 7 Pound
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being a healthy choice of
diet, caused our cat to become sick. If our vet had not experienced this with 

other patients, we would
not have known to switch her diet. It is suspected that an excessive amount of 

calcium in the food over
time caused the crystals in (b) (6)  urine. At the very least, we would like to be

reimbursed for (b) (6)
medical bills ($1,389.07, this has been submitted to BLUE Buffalo for review) 
and for BLUE Sensitive Stomach to undergo thorough testing procedures to 

ensure that this does not happen to another family. 

Please see the attached documents relating to bills, exams, and lab testing. 

Thank you,

(b) (6)

EON‐386607 5/2/2019 9:48 Fromm's Game Bird Recipe 
Dog Food Grain Free

A piece of Sharp, Green slightly flexible plastic (1/2") was found in the bag of 
dog food I opened this morning. Picture attached. Luckily my dog did not 
ingest any of this bag of food.

EON‐386604 5/2/2019 9:20 Merrick Grain Free 
Wingaling

I purchased a can of Merrick Wingaling dog food for the first time yesterday. I 
opened the can and was dishing it into my dog's bowl. I saw a big chunk of 
white chicken meat that I looked different than the other meat in the can. It was 
large so I wanted to break it up before putting it into my dog's bowl. When I 
broke it up there was a 2" chicken bone in the middle of the meat. If I hadn't 
broken up the piece of chicken, my dog could have choked on the bone. The 
bone looked like the larger of the two bones you usually find in a chicken wing. 
I will take a picture of it and add it but don't know how to do that with this 
report.

EON‐386593 5/2/2019 4:32 Trifexis (spinosad + 
milbemycin oxime)

We gave our newly adopted rescue dog a chewable tablet dose of Trifexis (her 
first ever to my knowledge) that we were given by our vet tonight around 8pm. 
Around 945, she broke out in full body hives, her eyes became swollen, she 
began ferociously scratching herself and became extremely panicked.

1 Years Beagle Dog 32 Pound
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